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Preface

This guide provides information for developers about how to build content 
management applications using the Oracle Content Management Software 
Development Kit (Oracle CM SDK).

Release Changes
As of release 9.0.3, the Oracle Internet File System has been separated into two 
software packages: the Oracle Content Management SDK and Oracle Files. Oracle 
CM SDK includes the development-related components of prior releases of the 
Oracle Internet File System. It includes the Java API and protocol servers, but does 
not include the Web and Windows clients, which were not customizable.

Intended Audience
The Oracle CM SDK Developer Reference is intended for application developers 
who want to create custom content management applications using XML and Java. 

The Oracle CM SDK presents a wide range of development possibilities, ranging 
from simple presentation-layer design to complex interactions between the content 
management server and external applications. Not all customization requires a 
complete grasp of the entire framework, much less the entire Oracle Internet File 
System Java API.

Documentation Accessibility
Our goal is to make Oracle products, services, and supporting documentation 
accessible, with good usability, to the disabled community. To that end, our 
documentation includes features that make information available to users of 
xv



assistive technology. This documentation is available in HTML format, and contains 
markup to facilitate access by the disabled community. Standards will continue to 
evolve over time, and Oracle Corporation is actively engaged with other 
market-leading technology vendors to address technical obstacles so that our 
documentation can be accessible to all of our customers. For additional information, 
visit the Oracle Accessibility Program Web site at 
http://www.oracle.com/accessibility/.

Accessibility of Code Examples in Documentation JAWS, a Windows screen 
reader, may not always correctly read the code examples in this document. The 
conventions for writing code require that closing braces should appear on an 
otherwise empty line; however, JAWS may not always read a line of text that 
consists solely of a bracket or brace.

Accessibility of Links to External Web Sites in Documentation This 
documentation may contain links to Web sites of other companies or organizations 
that Oracle Corporation does not own or control. Oracle Corporation neither 
evaluates nor makes any representations regarding the accessibility of these Web 
sites. 

Structure
This Developer Reference contains these chapters and appendices:

Chapter 1, "Getting Started with the Oracle Content Management SDK"

Provides an overview of the requirements for writing an application based on the 
Oracle CM SDK.

Chapter 2, "The Anatomy of Oracle Content Management SDK"

Briefly outlines system elements, describing key database features, and identifying 
points of extensibility to give developers an understanding of the architecture of the 
Oracle CM SDK.

Chapter 3, "Java API Overview"

Serves as both an introduction to the Oracle CM SDK Java API, to be read in its 
entirety, and as a reference, to be scanned for specific information on classes.

Chapter 4, "Creating an Oracle Content Management SDK Document"

Explains how to programmatically work with the out-of-the-box Document class to 
create a generic Document object. Provides a base on which customization concepts 
can be built.
xvi                                                                                     



Chapter 5, "Extending Content Types and Attributes"

Discusses extending the Oracle CM SDK content type hierarchy to manage custom 
types of information.

Chapter 6, "Applying Arbitrary Metadata and Behavior"

Describes how to apply arbitrary metadata and behavior to content types.

Chapter 7, "Attribute Validation"

Describes the three ways to validate attributes in the Oracle CM SDK: using value 
defaults, value domains, and class domains.

Chapter 8, "Building Search Applications"Describes how to build search 
applications with the Oracle CM SDK selectors and searches.

Chapter 9, "Message Queuing Framework"

Describes the message-queuing framework that leverages Oracle Advanced 
Queueing, the message queueing facility built into the Oracle9i Database Server. 

Chapter 10, "XML and the Oracle Content Management SDK"

Describes some of the specific support built into the Oracle CM SDK for working 
with XML data.

Chapter 11, "Creating a Custom Web Interface"

Describes how to create a custom user interface that will allow users to view and 
modify the attributes of custom document types using an HTML browser.

Chapter 12, "Parsing and Rendering Files"

Describes the creation and use of parsers and renderers with the Oracle Content 
Management SDK (Oracle CM SDK).

Chapter 13, "Creating Custom Servers"

Describes the process of creating, testing, and deploying custom protocol servers 
and agents.

Chapter 14, "Implementing Versioning"

Explains how the Oracle CM SDK implements versioning, and introduces strategies 
for implementing versioning in a custom application.

Chapter 15, "Security"

Discusses how to secure information in the Oracle CM SDK.

Chapter 16, "Managing Sessions and Transactions"
                                                                                    xvii



Discusses session management in more detail by covering advanced topics.

Chapter 17, "Customizing Content Type Behavior"

Explains how to customize the behavior of content types.

Chapter 18, "Building E-Mail Features into an Application"

Discusses how custom applications can use the JavaMail API and the Oracle CM 
SDK Java API to programmatically send and receive e-mail.

Appendix A, "Error Messages"

Presents typical error messages you may encounter while developing your 
application.

Related Documents
■ Oracle Content Management SDK Release Notes

■ Oracle Content Management SDK Installation Guide

■ Oracle Content Management SDK Administration Guide

■ Oracle9i Database Administrator’s Guide

Conventions
The following conventions are used in this manual:

Convention Meaning

    .
    .
    .

Vertical ellipsis points in an example mean that information not 
directly related to the example has been omitted.

. . . Horizontal ellipsis points in statements or commands mean that 
parts of the statement or command not directly related to the 
example have been omitted

boldface text Boldface type in text indicates a term defined in the text, the glossary, 
or in both locations.

< > Angle brackets enclose user-supplied names.

[ ] Brackets enclose optional clauses from which you can choose one or 
none.
xviii                                                                                     



Getting Started with the Oracle Content Managemen
1

Getting Started with the Oracle Content

Management SDK

This chapter provides an overview of the requirements for writing an application 
based on the Oracle Content Management SDK (Oracle CM SDK). You should read 
this chapter first, then branch out to learn the specifics of different application 
components and tasks. In addition, Chapter 2, "The Anatomy of Oracle Content 
Management SDK", is critical for its detailed overview of the Oracle 9iFS 
architecture from a developer’s perspective. Equally important is Chapter 3, "Java 
API Overview", which provides an overview of the Java API that is central to Oracle 
CM SDK applications.

Topics include:

■ Development Skills

■ Development Roles

■ Tools for Oracle Content Management SDK Development

■ Why Choose the Oracle Content Management SDK?

■ The Java API

■ Basic and Advanced Development Tasks

■ Oracle Content Management SDK Application Deployment and Management

■ The Oracle Content Management SDK Development Environment

■ Oracle Content Management SDK Sample Code

■ QuickStart for Advanced Java Programmers
t SDK 1-1



Development Skills
Development Skills 
Writing applications using the Oracle CM SDK requires some combination of the 
following skills:

Required Skills
1. Installing, configuring, and administering the Oracle9i database. You must be 

able to install and manage the Oracle9i database, the repository for the file 
system. Only basic database administration skills are required, however.

2. Installing, configuring, and administering Oracle CM SDK. Whether you 
install Oracle CM SDK as part of the Oracle9i database or the Oracle9i 
Application Server, you also need to be able to install and manage Oracle CM 
SDK components. Wherever you install Oracle CM SDK —on the same machine 
as the database or on a middle-tier machine—is where you will also be hosting 
many of your application components. Intermediate Oracle CM SDK 
administration skills are required, particularly when troubleshooting issues 
during the development process.

3. Programming in Java. Most application components require some Java skill.

Optional Skills
1. Writing XML configuration files. For many application development tasks, 

such as creating application users or registering JSPs, you can write XML 
configuration files. Editing these configuration files requires knowledge of the 
XML syntax for Oracle CM SDK system configuration.

2. Developing servlets or Java Server Pages. To write a custom web user 
interface, you need a combination of Java and HTML skills—Java to call the 
Oracle CM SDK API, and HTML to design the pages that form your web user 
interface.

3. Querying database contents through SQL. If you want to create a custom view 
to query the contents of the Oracle CM SDK schema, you need both Java and 
SQL skills.

4. Performing DDL and DML operations through SQL. If you are embedding 
your own data definition (DDL), data manipulation (DML), or transaction 
processing (TPL) operations in your Java code, you need both Java and SQL 
skills. For more information on this feature, see Chapter 16, "Managing Sessions 
and Transactions".
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Development Roles
Not everyone on your development team needs to master all of these skills, 
however. As the size of your development team grows, so, too, does the ability for 
different team members to specialize in different development roles. Some common 
specializations include:

■ Architect. The architect focuses on drafting the list of application components, 
determining how they interact with one another, application logic, and overall 
user interface requirements. 

■ Web user interface designer. The user interface designer may focus exclusively 
on designing a web user interface without ever writing more than static pages 
to “dummy” how the user interface will work. Increasingly, user interface 
designers also need to program in Java to write the functionality behind the 
user interface.

■ Java developer. The Java developer focuses on Java development tasks, such as 
implementing the beans behind a web user interface or writing an agent.

This division of labor is important for determining which components of the Oracle 
CM SDK a developer needs to learn. While the architect needs a broad 
understanding of Oracle CM SDK and its capabilities, a Web user interface designer 
need only know how the HTTP protocol server works, where to deploy the servlet 
and JSP code, and how to call the Java API in whatever beans the developer writes.

Tools for Oracle Content Management SDK Development
To write applications using the Oracle CM SDK, we recommend you have the 
following tools available to you:

■ A Java IDE. Since Java code is part of all Oracle CM SDK applications, you 
need a Java IDE. Oracle JDeveloper is an ideal IDE for Oracle CM SDK because 
of the breadth of its development, testing, and deployment features. Make sure 
that your Java IDE has a compatible JDK version.

■ An XML editor. Whether you are writing XML configuration files, or you are 
writing an application that works with XML files, an XML editor is also an 
important tool. Again, Oracle JDeveloper includes the necessary features, in this 
case, a built-in XML editor.

■ A text editor. At times, you may need a text editor to modify the system 
configuration files that Oracle CM SDK stores externally (in other words, not in 
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the database schema where Oracle CM SDK stores all file system contents, but 
in the file system where Oracle CM SDK is running).

■ The Oracle CM SDK Administration Tools. Both the Oracle Enterprise 
Manager Website and the Oracle CM SDK Manager are useful tools for 
application development and testing. The Oracle Enterprise Manager Website is 
used to perform domain and node functions, like starting and stopping services 
and servers. The Oracle CM SDK Manager provides you with a complete view 
into all the objects defined and registered in the repository, including custom 
objects.  The Oracle CM SDK Manager is useful for incremental development 
tasks, like creating a new subclass.

■ A web authoring tool. If you are designing a custom Web user interface, a Web 
authoring tool like Macromedia Dreamweaver is a useful addition to your 
development arsenal.

■ Command-line utilities. These utilities let you execute individual commands 
through a command-line interface or run setup or cleanup scripts that execute 
multiple commands.  They are also used to import XML configuration files.

Why Choose the Oracle Content Management SDK?
Broadly speaking, there are several reasons why you might base your applications 
on this development platform:

1. Pre-built content management components. Many of the content management 
features—versioning, content-based searching, extensible metadata, 
check-in/check-out, locking—used in a wide array of applications are pre-built, 
re-usable components in Oracle CM SDK, saving you the time needed to write 
and test these pieces. 

2. Database storage. Since Oracle CM SDK uses the Oracle9i database as its 
repository for the file system, the features and capabilities that the database 
provides—for example, scalability to terabytes of content and thousands of 
users—are also available to anyone using Oracle CM SDK. Storing content in 
the database also lets Oracle CM SDK and your applications use database 
features like Oracle Text, the text indexing and retrieval engine in the Oracle9i 
database.

3. Server-side logic. To enforce business rules or application logic, you need to 
create server-side intelligence that is currently not built into other file systems. 
While such server-side logic is difficult (if not impossible) to implement on 
other file servers, it is relatively easy to implement using Oracle CM SDK.
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4. Built-in protocol access to the same content and server-side application 
components. Oracle CM SDK comes with several protocol servers—AFP, SMB, 
NTFS, HTTP, WebDAV, FTP, NFS, SMTP, and IMAP4—that all provide access to 
the same files and folders. The same application logic will apply to file system 
operations (insert, delete, update, and so forth), regardless of the protocol used 
to access the server. 

5. Parsing and rendering of content. Oracle CM SDK provides frameworks that 
make process content in the repository using custom parsers and renderers. 
Parsers and renderers can be called by a server override for real-time processing 
or by an agent for deferred processing.

6. XML capabilities. Because of the popularity of XML as a structured data 
format, Oracle CM SDK also includes a default XML parser and renderer, plus 
XML features like DTD validation.

7. Heterogeneous file data. Oracle CM SDK was designed to store any type of file, 
including content normally stored in separate kinds of repositories (for 
example, XML and e-mail). 

8. Files and relational data. Since the database is the repository for the file system, 
Oracle CM SDK makes it possible to write applications that easily bridge these 
two worlds, while at the same time simplifying both development and 
administration by storing both types of content on the same server.

9. A standards-based SDK. Since the Oracle CM SDK requires only Java and, 
perhaps, XML, HTML, or SQL to use, you can use the skills you have already 
acquired in programming in these languages.

10. Complete transparency to end users. Last of all, the protocol servers make the 
repository look and act like any file server that your users already know. 
Therefore, all their applications work automatically with Oracle CM SDK, and 
they do not need to learn any special skills to connect to the server via any of 
the network protocols.

Customizations or Applications?
Development with the Oracle CM SDK can run the gamut from customizing how 
the file system behaves or presenting data in particular instances to complete 
applications with their own set of custom user interfaces, application logic, and 
other components. In other words, a single development project can range from the 
very small to the very large, depending on your objectives.

A customization builds on Oracle CM SDK as a file server. It may change file 
system behavior in some circumstances (for example, changing the way the delete 
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operation works (see Chapter 17, "Customizing Content Type Behavior"), or it may 
change how the system presents data to the user (for example, by implementing a 
custom renderer for some types of XML content). However, the point of this kind of 
development project is to modify the file server, not to replace it.

In contrast, many large-scale applications do away with the “file server application” 
altogether. These applications may only run one or two protocol servers (generally 
HTTP for web application access and, perhaps, FTP for mass upload and download 
of content). The authors of these applications work with the Java API more than 
they want the protocol servers, since they can then easily work beyond the 
assumptions that the protocol servers need to follow.

This manual is written for both types of developers: those interested in 
customizations, as well as those who want to build applications that may or may 
not use Oracle CM SDK protocol servers. 

Example Oracle CM SDK Customizations and Applications
One of the chief advantages of the Oracle CM SDK is the ease with which you can 
develop and host multiple applications on the same server. The same content, 
consolidated on a single Oracle CM SDK server from multiple legacy file servers, 
can be the target of multiple applications and customizations. For example, files 
that were managed by a digital asset management system written for Oracle CM 
SDK can then be staged for your Web site through a Web content management 
system deployed on the same file server. 

To illustrate the different components of the Oracle CM SDK in action (and to help 
you scope your own projects), here are some examples of applications that could be 
created using Oracle CM SDK. The scenarios include the types of implementation 
decisions a developer might make for these kinds of applications. By no means are 
these decisions the only ones possible; in fact, the flexibility Oracle CM SDK gives 
you when making these sorts of implementation decisions is one of the great 
strengths of this platform.

Notifying Users of Changes
Suppose your users want to share documents in Oracle CM SDK in a special 
directory and be notified by e-mail when the contents of the directory change—such 
as when someone adds, deletes, or updates a file. Creating such an application 
using Oracle CM SDK is relatively simple, thanks to the agent framework built into 
Oracle CM SDK.

To create this functionality, you can leverage the agent framework by simply adding 
a new agent that maintains a list of the directory contents, regularly checks for 
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changes, and then notifies the members of the e-mail list when it detects a change. 
The agent can use the Oracle CM SDK SMTP server to send e-mail to any mail 
server. 

Developing and deploying this notification agent would involve these steps:

1. Create Oracle CM SDK users (using the Oracle CM SDK Manager) if they do 
not already exist in Oracle CM SDK. User who need to access the shared 
directory in Oracle CM SDK who do have an Oracle CM SDK user account will 
be able to access the shared directory with guest account privileges only. 

2. Assuming these users were not already defined as Oracle CM SDK users, you 
first need to create them through the Oracle CM SDK Manager or through XML 
configuration files. Actually, the 

3. Write the agent. An agent is a Java application that makes calls to the Oracle 
CM SDK Java API. In this case, the agent calls the API to review the contents of 
the directory and compare the current contents to a file listing the original 
contents.

4. Deploy the agent.

5. Register the agent. 

6. Make sure the SMTP process is running.

7. Change the security on the directory to ensure that no one can delete it.

Content Management System
Your company wants to implement an internal Web site. However, it does not want 
the overhead of an expensive, difficult-to-maintain web content management 
system. Instead, it would rather build a simple application on top of the file server 
that everyone shares. The company also wants to keep a careful eye on this project, 
since it has other kinds of content management applications planned for the future.

The point of the content management system is to author and stage content in 
Oracle CM SDK. The application could publish the web site in place, simply by 
changing the access control list (ACL) for all the site’s content to Published, thereby 
making it world-readable. Some web site administrators might prefer, on the other 
hand, to stage the web site in Oracle CM SDK, then copy the staged content to a live 
web server.

Whichever approach the development team and the web site administrator choose 
to take, implementing this application looks largely the same:

1. Define the category needed to track the status of content for the web site.
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2. Create the directories used to stage content.

3. Create the Review sub-directory under every user’s Home directory.

4. Write the agent that links content for review to a user ’s Home directory/

5. Write the beans behind the web user interface.

6. Design the web user interface.

7. Convert the HTML pages into either Java Server Pages (JSPs) or servlets.

XML-Based Insurance Claim System
An insurance company decides to standardize all insurance claims as XML files. 
Each claim conforms to an industry-standard DTD (Document Type Definition), so 
all elements are well understood. What is critical about this conversion to XML is 
the opportunity to mine the XML for business intelligence. However, the analysis 
tools the company uses are written for relational data, not for XML. Fortunately, 
through parsing, Oracle CM SDK provides a way to convert file-based XML content 
into relational data.

Implementing this insurance claim system requires the following steps:

1. Create a subclass based on the DTD. The subclass includes a document attribute 
corresponding to each element from the XML file you want to parse.

2. Decide whether you want to validate XML content based on the DTD. See 
Chapter 10, "XML and the Oracle Content Management SDK" for details on 
how to enable DTD validation.

3. Associate this subclass with the XML parser.

4. Design a JSP for viewing the XML on the web.

5. Write the beans behind that the JSP calls.

6. Associate the subclass with the main JSP.

7. Create a custom view based on the parsed XML content. The view joins the 
content in the base table used to store all documents and their common 
attributes, ODM_DOCUMENT, as well as the table Oracle CM SDK created to 
store the parsed attributes.

Additional features for this application are easy to imagine. For example, you might 
write an agent that looks at the total dollar amount of each claim and alerts 
investigators about any claims over a specific amount. The XML content might be 
rendered in a more human-readable form for users accessing it through a web 
application.
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Document Repository
A document repository needs only a few extra features beyond what Oracle CM 
SDK provides by default. A sample document repository might need categories (for 
example, BookInformation, JournalInformation, and so forth). Users may be 
required to enter settings for these categories’ attributes before other users can see 
the files they have uploaded. You may want to design a custom search web page 
that combines content-based searching with category searches. Other web pages 
would let you browse categories and see all files that fall under a particular setting 
(for example, all books that are Westerns).

This project requires following steps:

1. Define the categories for use in the document repository.

2. Develop an agent that sets the ACL for a file to Private (in other words, visible 
only to that user) until the user who uploaded the file enters the required 
attribute settings. The same agent would then set the ACL to Published, making 
it world-readable.

3. Build the custom web user interfaces needed to perform content and category 
searches.

Changing the Way Delete Works
In many organizations, document retention requirements or other business rules 
make it necessary to prevent users from ever actually deleting a file. In some cases, 
all versions of every file must be retained, to ensure a complete reconstruction of 
business, accounting, or legal transactions if ever required for auditing purposes. In 
other cases, an administrator or manager might need to review a document first 
before it is purged from the system, but the document doesn’t necessarily need to be 
stored in perpetuity.

Clearly, this capability—effectively changing how the delete operation works in a 
file system—is no small feat in a standard file system. In Oracle CM SDK, however, 
modifying the delete operation requires a single override to complete.

The Java API
The single most important aspect of the Oracle CM SDK you can learn is the Java 
API. Since Oracle CM SDK is written in Java, the object hierarchy behind this file 
system is exposed to you, the developer. All the objects that form the file system — 
documents, folders, users, groups, attributes, and so forth — exist as Java objects. 
These standard classes include methods that you can call in your Java code.
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Before writing any Java code, you should review the API overview chapter in this 
manual. Successful development with the Oracle CM SDK depends on 
understanding not only individual Java objects, but also how these objects relate to 
one another. For example, a user in Oracle CM SDK terms actually consists of a 
DirectoryUser object as well as other Java objects. To learn about the Java API, see 
Chapter 3, "Java API Overview".

Basic and Advanced Development Tasks
Development tasks can be classified into basic and advanced. Basic tasks are those 
that you are most likely to perform when customizing the file system, such as 
subclassing. Basic tasks often require less technical expertise to perform. Advanced 
tasks, like building custom Web user interfaces, are more demanding.

Table 1–1 summarizes basic and advanced Oracle CM SDK development tasks:

Table 1–1 Basic vs. Advanced Development Tasks for Oracle 9iFS

The Oracle Content Management SDK Development Environment
Chapter 2, "The Anatomy of Oracle Content Management SDK" provides a 
complete overview of the Oracle CM SDK architecture. However, this section 
summarizes Oracle CM SDK application component types and provides advice on 
when to use each type. 

Oracle Content Management SDK Application Components
An Oracle CM SDK application can consist of some or all of the following 
components. The skills needed to write and deploy each component are noted for 
each application component.

Basic Advanced

Subclassing

Developing an agent

Working with XML

Developing an override

Creating a JSP to render a class of objects.

Writing a fully functional web user interface

Writing a custom parser or renderer

Creating a custom view on Oracle CM SDK 
tables
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■ Standard classes. You can extend the standard classes (for example, 
PublicObject, DirectoryUser) that define Oracle CM SDK by adding new 
attributes to them.

■ Custom classes. More frequently than extending standard classes, you will 
create subclasses of these standard classes.

■ Parsers. Parsers perform processing before inserting or updating a document. 
For example, a common use of a parser is to extract the contents of a file and 
externalize them as Oracle CM SDK attributes.

■ Renderers. A renderer changes the stream for a file or folder request, effectively 
changing how the file or folder appears to the end user.

■ Agents. An agent is a process that can either respond to an event or check at 
regular intervals to see if a particular system condition exists (for example, a 
new file has appeared in a folder) to which it needs to respond.

■ Overrides. An override effectively changes the processing that a method on a 
standard class (for example, AddItem() on a folder) performs when invoked.

■ Queues.  Queues allow you to integrate with an external system.   You can 
create custom queues for managing requests received from or sent to another 
system.  You can create agents to process the requests.

■ Custom web user interfaces. A custom web user interface can either enhance or 
replace the web user interface provided with Oracle CM SDK. You can use 
either servlets or Java Server Pages (JSPs) to write a custom web user interface.

Which Component to Use?
Just looking at the previous list, however, may not make it immediately obvious 
which components you need to use when performing a particular task. Table 1–2 
summarizes the components needed to achieve common development goals:

Table 1–2 Components Needed to Achieve Development Goals

Task Components

Applying arbitrary metadata to any file or folder Categories

Applying the same metadata to a particular file format Subclasses, value defaults

Responding to an event Agents, overrides

Extracting metadata encoded into a file Subclasses, parsers
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Your development project may include only some of these components. 

Which Tool for Which Component?
As you can see, whenever you perform a development task, you frequently can 
choose among writing Java code, creating an XML configuration file, or using the 
Oracle CM SDK Manager to perform the customization. However, you cannot use 
all three of these tools for all development tasks. In many cases, your choices may 
be limited to one or two of these tools.

Table 1–3 summarizes the tools available for developing each of these application 
components.

Table 1–3 Tools for Developing Application Components

Associating a parser with a particular file format Subclasses, parsers

Changing the way Oracle CM SDK displays a document Subclasses, renderers

Building a custom web user interface Servlets, JSPs

Associating a custom web user interface with a particular type 
of content

Subclasses, JSPs

Altering the behavior of a server operation Overrides

Performing asynchronous tasks Agents, Queues

Executing SQL commands within a content management 
application

Overrides

Automating business tasks on the server Queues, Agents, Overrides

Integrating with an external information system Queues, Agents, parsers

Task Java XML

Oracle CM 
SDK 
Manager

Subclasses

Creating subclasses X X X

Adding custom attributes to subclasses X X X

Adding custom methods to subclasses X

General custom attributes
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Creating a category X X X

Applying a category to an object X X

Setting attribute values in a category X X

Class-specific custom attributes

Adding an attribute to a subclass X X X

Adding an attribute to all instances of a standard 
class

X X

Parsers

Creating parsers X

Renderers

Creating renderers X

Servlets

Creating a servlet X

Java Server Pages

Creating a Java server page (JSP) X

Associating a JSP with a subclass X X X

Agents

Creating an agent X

Registering an agent X

Overrides

Creating an override X

Custom views

Creating a custom view X

Queues

Creating a custom queue X
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Oracle Content Management SDK Application Deployment and 
Management

Once you develop your application components, you need to deploy them. 
Table 1–4 summarizes where you store these components:

Table 1–4 Deployment Locations for Application Components

In Table 1–4, the entry File system under Where deployed means that you deploy the 
application component in the same file system where Oracle CM SDK is deployed. 
The required and recommended directories are subdirectories of the directory 
where Oracle CM SDK is installed. The entry, Oracle CM SDK, on the other hand, 
means that you can deploy the application component by inserting it into Oracle 
CM SDK (for example, by uploading an XML file through FTP).

As you can see, the /custom_classes directory is designed for storing Java 
application components. (If you deploy these components in a different directory, 
you must modify the CLASSPATH setting for your Oracle CM SDK instance to 
include this additional directory. For more information on setting the CLASSPATH, 
see Table 1–6, "Environment Variable Requirements".)

Component Where deployed Required directory
Recommended 
directory

Java beans File system /custom_classes

Parsers File system /custom_classes

Renderers File system /custom_classes

JSPs Oracle CM SDK /ifs/jsp-bin

Servlets File system /custom_classes

ADM, DEF files File system /settings

XML configuration 
files

Oracle CM SDK none none

Agents File system /custom_classes

Overrides File system /custom_classes

Queues File system /custom_classes
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Restarting After Customization
Deploying an application component may require restarting the Oracle CM SDK 
server processes. Oracle CM SDK maintains several caches which may not be 
immediately refreshed when you deploy one of these components. Additionally, 
changes to system settings may not apply until you have restarted the protocol 
servers. For instructions on starting and stopping the Oracle 9iFS Java processes 
(the repository, protocol servers, and agents), see Chapter 3 in the Oracle Content 
Management SDK  Administration Guide. 

Table 1–5 summarizes whether you need to restart any Oracle 9iFS processes after 
deploying an application component.

Table 1–5 Processes that Must Be Restarted After Component Deployment

System Configuration Files
Oracle CM SDK uses two types of system configuration files:

1. Files stored in the external file system. Configuration settings that determine 
how the protocol servers and other Oracle CM SDK application components 
run are stored as plain text files in the /settings subdirectory of the directory 
in which Oracle CM SDK is installed. These files do not customize the object 
hierarchy in Oracle CM SDK. 

2. XML files inserted into Oracle CM SDK. These files must follow a specific 
syntax that the Oracle CM SDK XML parser understands. These files often 

Component Processes to restart

Extensions to standard classes All

Subclasses All

JSPs None

Servlets HTTP

Parsers All

Renderers All

Agents None

Overrides All

Protocol server settings The protocol server affected
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create or modify objects in the Oracle CM SDK, such as setting the attributes on 
a folder or creating a new user.

Note that Oracle CM SDK now stores less configuration information in the file 
system where the Oracle CM SDK application components are installed than in 
previous versions of the Oracle Internet File System. For more information on 
configuring Oracle CM SDK, see the Oracle Content Management SDK Administration 
Guide.

System Maintenance
Oracle CM SDK customizations and applications require the same type of 
administration and management, including disaster-recovery planning, required of 
any business-critical application. That means you should back up both the file 
system contents and your application components, so that you can rebuild the 
system if ever necessary. There are two general areas to consider:

■ File system contents. You should backup Oracle CM SDK so that you can 
restore all content (files and folders) as well as the users, groups, ACLs, and 
other pieces that define it, using the Oracle CM SDK Import/Export Utility. See 
Appendix D, "Migrating Data to Oracle Content Management SDK," in the 
Oracle Content Management SDK Administration Guide for details. 

■ Application components. Since several application components, such as agents 
and parsers, are stored in the file system along with other Oracle CM SDK 
components, you need to back up these files as well as the contents of the 
database.

If you may need to re-create the application components on an Oracle CM SDK 
instance, or you may need to install the same application on multiple middle-tier 
machines, Oracle recommends that you script the installation of your application 
components. Scripts can deploy components on the file system where Oracle CM 
SDK is running. They can also insert components into Oracle CM SDK, both 
through standard protocols, like FTP, as well as the special protocol, CUP. 

The Command-Line Utilities Protocol Server (CUP)
Oracle CM SDK includes a special protocol server, CUP, designed for both 
administrators and developers to use. Through CUP, you can invoke many Oracle 
CM SDK commands, such as viewing extended attributes, that are not part of FTP 
or other protocol servers. CUP is useful both when you do one-off prototyping tasks 
as well as executing scripts to deploy or update application components.  CUP is 
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also used to import XML configuration files.  When imported via CUP, the files will 
be parsed by the XML parser to create the corresponding objects in the repository.

For information on running CUP, see Appendix F: "Command-line Utilities" in the 
Oracle Content Management SDK Administration Guide. 

Oracle Content Management SDK Sample Code
Sample code listings are included throughout this Developer Reference and are 
installed in the Oracle CM SDK instance, in the /root/ifs/examples/devdoc 
folder, which is accessible from any of the Oracle CM SDK protocol servers. The 
complete pathname to the samples contained in this guide is:

<ORACLE_HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc

In addition to the sample code provided with this Developer Reference, the Oracle 
CM SDK product includes numerous code samples written by the developers of the 
product itself. For more information, see "QuickStart for Advanced Java 
Programmers", or go directly to:

 <ORACLE_HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/api/readme.htm

Additional code samples, technical briefs, and tutorials are available from Oracle 
Technology Network at:

http://otn.oracle.com/sample_code/products/ifs/content.html

Getting Started
To get started working with any of the samples, you should:

1. Install and configure Oracle CM SDK. See the Oracle Content Management SDK 
Installation Guide for details.

2. Download and install the Java SDK (Software Development Kit, simply referred 
to as JDK) from http://java.sun.com/j2se/ on your development 
workstation. Or, if you are going to develop on the same machine as that in 
which Oracle CM SDK is installed and configured, download and install the 
JDK to the Oracle CM SDK machine. (If you’re working on Solaris, the JDK is 
likely already installed and configured.)

■ Optionally, you can install and configure a Java integrated development 
environment, such as Oracle JDeveloper.
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3. Set the CLASSPATH and PATH environment variables listed in Table 1–6. See 
"UNIX Example for CLASSPATH, PATH, and LD_LIBRARY_PATH Variables" 
or "Windows NT or Windows 2000 Example for CLASSPATH and PATH 
Variables" for example settings.

UNIX Example for CLASSPATH, PATH, and LD_LIBRARY_PATH Variables
Here is an example .profile from a Solaris development machine configured for 
Oracle CM SDK:

umask 022
ORACLE_BASE=/data1/home/oracle/product; export ORACLE_BASE
ORACLE_HOME=/data1/home/oracle/product; export ORACLE_HOME
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/lib:/lib:/usr/lib; export LD_LIBRARY_PATH
ORACLE_SID=ifs9kw; export ORACLE_SID

Table 1–6 Environment Variable Requirements

Environment Variable Setting Must Include: Description

CLASSPATH <ORACLE_HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/settings Directory that contains the 
configuration (*.properties) files for the 
Oracle CM SDK instance.

<ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/lib/cmsdk.jar 

Java packages that comprise the Oracle 
CM SDK core software and API set.

<ORACLE_HOME>/lib/xmlparserv2.jar Oracle9i Database Server Java XDK 
(XML Developer Kit).

<ORACLE_HOME>/jdbc/lib/classes12.zip JDBC driver used by the Oracle CM 
SDK to interact with the Oracle 
database.

<ORACLE_HOME>/j2ee/home/lib/ojsp.jar Oracle Java Servlet Pages engine.

<ORACLE_HOME>/lib/servlet.jar Required for sample applications 
discussed in Chapter 11, "Creating a 
Custom Web Interface".

LD_LIBRARY_PATH <ORACLE_HOME>/lib Location of Oracle Libraries on Solaris.

PATH <ORACLE_HOME>/bin Location of Oracle Libraries on 
Windows NT or Windows 2000.

<mount point or drive:>/jdk1.3/bin 

OR

$JAVA_HOME, if JAVA_HOME variable set.

Location of the JDK.

JAVA_HOME <mount point or drive:>/jdk1.3/bin Directory in which the JDK resides.
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ORACLE_TERM=vt100;export ORACLE_TERM
DISPLAY=localhost:0;export DISPLAY
PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/bin:/usr/java1.3/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:       
/usr/dt/bin:/usr/openwin/bin:/bin:/usr/ucb:$PATH; export PATH
JAVA_HOME=/usr/java1.3/bin:.:; export JAVA_HOME
CLASSPATH=$ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/settings:$ORACLE_
HOME/ifs/cmsdk/lib/cmsdk.jar:$ORACLE_HOME/lib/xmlparserv2.jar:$ORACLE_
HOME/jdbc/lib/classes12.zip:$ORACLE_HOME/j2ee/home/lib/ojsp.jar:$ORACLE_
HOME/lib/servlet.jar:$ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode:$JAVA_HOME/src.jar:$JAVA_
HOME/bin:.:; export CLASSPATH

Windows NT or Windows 2000 Example for CLASSPATH and PATH Variables
Here are example CLASSPATH and PATH settings from a Windows 2000 
development machine configured for Oracle CM SDK.  These environment 
variables are located in the System control panel (open the Advanced tab and then 
click the Environment Variables... button):

CLASSPATH:

d:\oracle\ora90\ifs\cmsdk\lib;d:\oracle\ora90\ifs\cmsdk\settings;d:\oracle\ora90
\ifs\cmsdk\lib\cmsdk.jar;d:\oracle\ora90\lib\xmlparserv2.jar;d:\oracle\ora90\jdb
c\lib\classes12.zip;d:\oracle\ora90\j2ee\home\lib\ojsp.jar;d:\oracle\ora90\ifs\c
msdk\samplecode;

PATH :

D:\jdk1.3\bin;D:\oracle\ora90\bin;

In this sample CLASSPATH, the ORACLE_HOME directory is hard-coded into the 
environment variable, rather than referencing an "ORACLE_HOME" environment 
variable. You can create an ORACLE_HOME environment variable and then prefix 
your directory structure using the variable rather than the full pathname, if you 
prefer. 

However, if you create an additional Oracle Home at some point, the Oracle 
Universal Installer will warn you that the ORACLE_HOME variable interferes with 
path information on Windows platform. (On Windows NT, the ORACLE_HOME 
path is dynamically modified by the Oracle Home Selector, a client application that 
installs with the Oracle Universal Installer.)
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QuickStart for Advanced Java Programmers
Advanced Java programmers who want to get started right away can go to 
<ORACLE_HOME>ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples and start 
working with the sample code contained in the /api, /email, and /servers 
subdirectories. Within each directory, you’ll find a readme.htm file with 
instructions about running the sample code. 

Here’s a summary of the steps required for the initial setup to begin using the 
sample code in the /api sub-directory. These instructions are for developing on a 
machine separate from the Oracle CM SDK instance. If you are working on the 
same machine as that on which Oracle CM SDK is installed, you can skip step 2:

1. Start Oracle CM SDK, if it’s not already running.

2. On your development machine:

a. Install and configure the Oracle9i Client software on your development 
machine.

b. Install and configure the Oracle CM SDK software, Admin-only installation, 
on your development machine. (Alternatively, you can install and configure 
the Oracle CM SDK software as an additional node to an existing Oracle 
CM SDK domain, but the Admin-only installation uses fewer resources.)

3. Modify the environment variables CLASSPATH, PATH, and LD_LIBRARY_
PATH (LD_LIBRARY_PATH is specific to Solaris, not Windows) as specified in 
Table 1–6.

4. Modify the PATH to include the JDK compiler (see Table 1–6). 

5. Compile the source files in all /samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/api 
subdirectories. For example:

cd <ORACLE_HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/api/utils
javac *.java
cd <ORACLE_HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/api/server
javac *.java
<ORACLE_HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/api
javac *.java

6. Run the setup.sql script to create the database objects required to run the 
code samples. 

SQL>connect sys/<password> as sysdba
Connected.
SQL>@setup.sql
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This script is to be run with the name of the 9iFS schema specified as
a parameter; if you are prompted to enter the value
for parameter 1, enter the name of the 9iFS schema (e.g. ifssys)
Creating USER apiuser identified by apiuser using tablespace USERS
User created.
Grant succeeded.
Commit complete.
Connecting as apiuser
Connected.
Creating TABLE deleted_reports
Table created.
Granting access on the deleted_reports table to the 9iFS schema
Enter the name of the 9iFS schema
Enter value for 1: <ifsschemaname>
old   1: grant all on deleted_reports to &1
new   1: grant all on deleted_reports to ifsuser
Grant succeeded.
Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.1.0 - Production
With the Partitioning, OLAP and Oracle Data Mining options
JServer Release 9.2.0.1.0 - Production

7. Run the GlobalSetup.class file (which resulted from your compile in step 5):

java oracle.ifs.exmaples.api.GlobalSetup <username> <userpassword> 
   <domain> <schemapassword>

At this point, you should see output display in the console as the GlobalSetup 
runs. GlobalSetup starts the service, establishes a session, creates several sample 
Oracle CM SDK users, creates several sample documents and folders, and 
performs other basic tasks.

Observe the output and review the source code (GlobalSetup.java) to get a 
sense of some basic Oracle CM SDK operations. (You’ll notice that the methods 
to create the service, establish the session, and perform logging, are provided by 
the parent class, BaseSample.java. )

8. Re-index the Oracle Text data (required for some samples only. See the 
readme.htm files for complete details). Re-indexing Oracle Text data 
re-indexes all content in the Oracle CM SDK instance, not just the sample data, 
so it may take some time depending on how much data is in the database.

<ORACLE_HOME>\ifs\cmsdk\samplecode\oracle\ifs\examples\api>sqlplus /nolog
SQL>connect <ifsschemaname/<ifsschemapassword>@<tnsservicename>
Connected.
SQL>exec ctx_ddl.sync_index(’ifs_text’);
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PL/SQL procedure successfully completed.
SQL>

You can now work with all of the samples contained in the /api directory and 
sub-directories. See the readme.htm in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/api subdirectory 
for complete information.
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The Anatomy of Oracle Content

Management SDK

This chapter offers an introduction to Oracle Content Management SDK (Oracle CM 
SDK), briefly outlining system elements, describing key database features, and 
identifying points of extensibility. It is meant to give developers an understanding 
of the architecture of Oracle CM SDK so that they can plan basic customization of 
the out-of-the-box product and add functionality by modifying existing elements or 
creating new elements. Topics include:

■ Managing Objects

■ Content Management Functionality

■ Architecture Overview

■ Points of Extensibility
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Managing Objects
The fundamental task performed by Oracle CM SDK is to manage objects. Objects 
take many forms:

■ Documents and folders.

■ File metadata, such as name, description, and modification dates.

■ User information, such as named users, groups, and authentication settings.

■ Access Control Lists, which control who can see and modify files.

■ Schema elements, such as object classes.

■ System elements, hidden values that control the behavior of other objects.

The term manage encompasses activities such as adding, changing, deleting, 
versioning, and organizing files.

Many Ways to Manage Objects
Out of the box, Oracle CM SDK provides a set of protocol servers that make objects 
in the database accessible to users from common desktop tools, such as Microsoft 
Windows Explorer and Microsoft Office, from a variety of operating systems, 
including Microsoft Windows, NT, Mac OS X, and UNIX.  Protocol servers include 
SMB, NTFS, FTP, NFS, AFP, SMTP and IMAP4.  Users can manipulate the objects in 
a way that is standard for the protocol.  Users connect to the database as they would 
any file server, and manipulate the objects stored there as they would files stored on 
any shared network storage device.

In addition, the Oracle CM SDK provides a Java API that can be used to implement 
content management applications.  Developers can build content management 
capabilities behind the protocol interfaces, like generating e-mail notifications, 
parsing data on import, and converting data on export.  The Java API can also be 
used to build custom Web user interfaces that expose content management 
functionality to end users, like versioning, check-out/check-in, advanced search, 
and access control.

Java Implementation
Oracle CM SDK is a pure Java application that interacts with the Oracle9i database 
using JDBC classes. Files, folders and other types of information are presented using 
transient instances of Java classes, then stored persistently as records in the 
database. The complexity of storing and retrieving the data is handled transparently 
and efficiently by the Java API.
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Rich XML Framework
Oracle CM SDK supports many features of the emerging XML standard. XML files 
can be used not only to store and transfer data, but also as a mechanism for 
configuring and customizing Oracle CM SDK.

Content Management Functionality
The Oracle CM SDK extends the Oracle database to provide advanced content 
management capabilities which you can leverage in your custom applications.  
Instead of building content management functionality from scratch, you can 
leverage the capabilities built into the Oracle CM SDK.

Security
The Oracle CM SDK security model features configurable access control on a 
per-object basis. Access Control Lists (ACLs) can specify, for each object, which 
users or groups have discover (the ability to locate the file by either searching or 
navigating through the folder hierarchy), read, write, delete, or other access 
permissions to each object.

Organization
Developers can use the Oracle CM SDK to organize information in the database in a 
variety of ways: classification, foldering, categorization

Developers can define classes of information and associate attributes with each 
class.  For example, the Document class can be subclassed to manage Books -- 
compound documents comprised of multiple files.  The Book class would inherit 
the attributes and behaviors from the Document class.  It could also extend the 
Document class to include attributes and behaviors that are specific to Books.

The Oracle CM SDK also provides built-in foldering capabilities.  Users can create 
folder hierarchies with any of the protocol servers provided out of the box.  The 
developer can customize the server to place objects in multiple folders.  Since 
objects can be placed in multiple folders, different folder hierarchies can be used to 
organize the objects in different ways according to the user’s role or organization.

Developers can also categorize objects in the repository according to how they are 
used.  For example, folders, documents and books can be categorized as Marketing 
Collateral or Product Information.  Objects can be placed in more than one category.  
By virtue of belonging to a category, extra attributes can be applied to the objects.  
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For example, Marketing Collateral can possess the attributes Marketing Campaign 
and Product Line.

Search
Oracle CM SDK enables users to search for objects based on their attributes (such as 
name, description, modification date, or custom attributes defined by a developer). 
Oracle CM SDK also exposes the indexing capabilities of the Oracle Text and Oracle 
interMedia, which allows searches of document content (including the text elements 
of multimedia files), thousands of times faster than the full content search features 
of standard file systems.

Collaboration Management
The Oracle Content Management SDK provides features for managing how users 
collaborate on information in the database. Developers can implement 
check-out/check in functionality to ensure that users don’t overwrite each other’s 
work when modifying an object.  The Oracle Content Management SDK provides 
built-in versioning capabilities that developers can use to track and keep snapshots 
of all changes made to an object.

The Oracle Content Management SDK also allows developers to automate business 
processes on the server.  Developer ’s can override operations performed by the 
server to automatically perform tasks like setting the Access Control List for a 
document based on its folder.  Developers can build agents that perform tasks in the 
background after an event occurs or during off-peak hours, like archiving 
documents.  The Oracle Content Management SDK makes it easy to integrate with 
Oracle Workflow to automate review and approval processes.  It also supports 
Oracle Advanced Queues so that developer’s can integrate with external 
information systems.

Architecture Overview
This section provides a high-level description of the components of Oracle CM SDK 
(see Figure 2–1).
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Figure 2–1 Oracle CM SDK System Architecture

Protocol Servers
The Oracle CM SDK protocol servers are written using the Oracle CM SDK Java 
API, and allow clients to access objects in the repository using HTTP, Windows 
Explorer, NFS, FTP, Macintosh DAVE, and e-mail clients. Files and folders are 
presented to the end user in the appropriate way for each of the protocols.

The Repository
Functionally, the repository is a single mechanism that performs the task of 
transforming the contents of database rows and tables into objects such as files, 
folders, users, and groups. From the developer ’s point of view, the repository 
actually consists of two parts: the Java API used to access the database, and the 
schema within an instance of an Oracle9i database.

The repository Java classes perform the following tasks:

■ Storing Objects: Stores the content of each object, its attributes, and applies any 
special rules to objects of a particular type.
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■ Access Control: Verifies that a user has appropriate access before a given object 
is operated upon.

■ Content Management: Provides versioning, check out and check in, determines 
whether indexing should be performed on an object.

■ Infrastructure Operations: Unexposed classes translate file system actions into 
database operations. Database sessions are pooled by the repository and 
allotted as needed.

The Oracle 9iFS Schema
A schema is the collection of tables and fields that belong to a specific user. The 
Oracle CM SDK schema contains all objects used by Oracle CM SDK.

Developing against Oracle CM SDK does not require dealing directly with the 
database on this level. The schema stores all the persistent objects managed by 
Oracle CM SDK.

Tables
For every Oracle CM SDK ClassObject, there is a table named ODM_
<DatabaseObjectName> where <DatabaseObjectName> is the value of the 
DatabaseObjectName attribute for the ClassObject. In most cases, the 
DatabaseObjectName is the same as the name of the ClassObject, but if the name is 
more than 30 characters it is abbreviated (this is a limit of the Oracle9i database).

Columns
The first column in each table is the unique ID number of the row. This value cannot 
be null. One column stores each attribute. Attributes can be of any datatype 
supported by the database. In some cases, the value needs to be converted from a 
database data type to a data type compatible with the Java programming language. 
For this reason, attribute values are passed from Java to the database using 
AttributeValue objects. These objects are overloaded to accept any data type, and 
perform the conversion for insertion to or extraction from the database.

Oracle CM SDK supports storing any data type as an array of values of the same 
type. In those instances, Oracle CM SDK stores the number of items in the array as 
the value in the object table. The array values themselves are stored in a separate 
table holding array values of that type. For example, if the custom array attribute 
HOLIDAYS were added to a subclass of the Document class, the column 
HOLIDAYS would store the number of date values for the specific record. The 
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values themselves would be stored separately in the ODM_AVDATEARRAY table, 
linked to the parent record by its unique Document ID.

Persistent Object Stored in Oracle Content Management SDK
There are three types of persistent object stored in Oracle CM SDK. Every other 
object is a subclass of these three types. Table 2-1 describes the three types of 
persistent object stored in Oracle CM SDK.

Table 2–1 Persistent Object Types

Object Inheritance
All objects in Oracle CM SDK are subclasses of the three main types. For example, 
the Document subclass of PublicObject inherits all of the attributes of PublicObject, 
and adds two more attributes of its own. If you create a subclass of the Document 
class, the resulting class inherits all of the attributes of both PublicObject and 
Document. This enables you to quickly construct a sophisticated document storage 
model, adding only the specific attributes and behavior your application requires.

Views
For each ODM_ table, a number of views are created. The most useful is ODMV_
<DatabaseObjectName>, which displays a join of the most useful columns from 
its parent tables. For example, the view ODMV_PROPERTYBUNDLE contains columns 
from three tables: ODM_PROPERTYBUNDLE, ODM_APPLICATIONOBJECT, and ODM_
PUBLICOBJECT.

You can use SQL*Plus to explore the database schema, and look at the results of 
changes you make via the Java API. However, it cannot be stated emphatically 
enough that you should never directly change values in the Oracle CM SDK 
repository using SQL commands. Doing so will corrupt the schema, causing an 
unpredictable amount of data loss.

Database Object Description

ODM_PUBLICOBJECT Everything users can discover and manipulate.

ODM_SYSTEMOBJECT Metadata about PublicObjects, such as Formats and 
Relationships.

ODM_SCHEMAOBJECT Information about PublicObjects, such as Attributes 
and ValueDomains.
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Points of Extensibility
Virtually every advanced feature of Oracle CM SDK is exposed for customization. 
The following entry points are available:

■ Subclasses

■ Tie classes

■ Parsers

■ Renderers

■ Agents

■ Overrides

■ Servlets and Java server pages

Subclasses
The most straightforward way to modify the behavior of Oracle CM SDK is to 
extend an existing class to add custom attributes. You can extend the Document or 
Folder class, or your own custom subclasses. The subclass you create inherits all of 
the attributes of its parents, up through the PublicObject class. You can subclass 
using the Java API, XML configuration files, or the Oracle CM SDK Manager tool.

Tie Classes
In the Java API, between every out-of-the-box class and its parent is a tie class. Tie 
classes are empty classes that inherit the behavior of the parent and pass the 
behavior to its subclass. For example, between the PublicObject class and the 
Document class is a class named TieDocument. TieDocument has no methods of its 
own.

The purpose of tie classes is to enable you to alter the behavior of out-of-the-box 
classes without changing the classes themselves. In TieDocument, for example, you 
can add behaviors that will be inherited by the Document class and all of its 
subclasses.

Parsers
A parser is a program that parses an input stream to create objects in the repository.  
A parser might extract structured data from a file and store it as attributes of the 
file. A parser might burst a file into multiple components and store them as a 
compound document.  A custom parser can be written for any kind of document if 
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it has a predictable structure. Parsers can be called by a custom content 
management application at any time, by an override to parse files on-the-fly, or by 
an agent to parse files in the background.

Renderers
A renderer converts objects in the repository to alternative formats or layouts. For 
example, a renderer might convert Microsoft Office files to PDF or use stylesheets to 
manipulate the layout of XML files.  Renderers can be called at any time by a 
custom application, or by an override to convert content on-the-fly when certain 
operations are performed, or by an agent to convert content during off-peak hours 
and store it as a persistent object in the repository.

Servers
Servers can be broken into two categories: protocol servers and agents. Protocol 
servers host the connections for the different protocols used to connect to Oracle 
CM SDK. Agents are programs that are triggered by events, either changes to the 
Oracle CM SDK repository or by the passage of a predefined length of time. You can 
define an agent that performs a certain task or set of tasks when an event occurs in 
the Oracle CM SDK repository.

Overrides
Special methods have been provided in some of the classes that run on the server 
(rather than the client) with the sole purpose of providing a convenient place to 
override the default behavior of Oracle CM SDK. Out of the box, these methods are 
empty. You can add your own processing at these points without the risk of 
overriding the required default behaviors needed to maintain the integrity of the 
information stored in the Oracle CM SDK repository.

Most classes include the methods extendedPreInsert(), 
extendedPreUpdate(), and extendedPreFree(). These methods are called 
just prior to the creation, update, or deletion, respectively, of an Oracle CM SDK 
object.

The S_PublicObject class also includes the overrides 
extendedPostInsert(), extendedPostUpdate(), and 
extendedPostFree(), which allow you to add behaviors to be performed 
immediately after the corresponding action takes place.
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The S_Folder class has its own special overrides: extendedPreAddItem(), 
extendedPostAddItem(), extendedPreRemoveItem(), 
extendedPostRemoveItem().

Servlets and Java Server Pages
A servlet is a Java program that runs as a module inside an HTTP server to produce 
dynamic content. Servlets are written using the Sun Java Servlet API, but can run on 
any platform and on any web server. Essentially, servlets are Java programs that 
produce HTML code in response to a client request. Servlets use a 
high-performance, single process, multi-threaded architecture that minimizes the 
overhead required to serve each request.

Oracle CM SDK uses a custom servlet based on the HttpServlet class to provide 
HTTP protocol access to the repository, as well as some support for Distributed 
Authoring and Versioning (DAV). This servlet works with the Oracle HTTP Server, 
powered by  Apache. 

Java Server Pages (JSPs) provide a different approach to creating servlets. Rather 
than a Java program with embedded HTML code, a JSP is an HTML page with 
embedded Java code. JSPs can separate the task of creating the user interface from 
the task of developing the business logic that provides the information. Most of the 
time, JSPs will have a JavaBean on the server that provides accessor and mutator 
methods (getters and setters) for the data elements of the page. For more 
information on servlets and JSPs, see Chapter 11, "Creating a Custom Web 
Interface".
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Java API Overview

The Oracle Content Management Software Development Kit (Oracle CM SDK) 
provides a number of mechanisms designed to enable a wide range of 
customizations and applications. One mechanism, the Java API, provides a 
powerful, object-oriented interface for working with information in Oracle CM 
SDK. Topics include:

■ Introducing the Oracle Content Management SDK Java API

■ APIs by Function

■ Connecting to the Repository

■ Managing Information

■ Defining Content Types

■ Extending Content Type Behavior

■ Instantiating Content Types

■ Searching for Information

■ Processing Information
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Introducing the Oracle Content Management SDK Java API
The Java API fully exposes the functionality of the Oracle CM SDK server so that 
you can leverage its content management capabilities in your application. Since it is 
implemented in Java, you can use standards-based technologies, such as Java Server 
Pages, J2EE, and Java Beans, that are suitable for building Internet applications.

If the Java API is new to you, however, the Javadoc may not be the place to start. 
The Oracle CM SDK Java API includes over two hundred classes. Besides 
self-explaining classes, such as Document and Folder, the API includes many other 
classes whose purpose may not be immediately apparent, such as SystemObject 
classes, SchemaObject classes, Tie classes, Server-side classes, and Definition classes.

Think of this chapter as an orientation to one aspect of the development platform. 
As such, it is most likely to be useful in two scenarios: either as an introduction to 
the API, to be read in its entirety, or as a reference, to be scanned for specific 
information on classes, once you have determined your objective.

For an explanation of how documents and users are modeled in Oracle CM SDK, 
and a look at all the tools you can use to work within this platform, consult 
Chapter 1, "Getting Started with the Oracle Content Management SDK".

API Packages
The Java API is organized into a set of Java packages. Packages make it easier to 
browse through and work with the API. The packages organize the classes in the 
Java API according to how they are used by applications. Table 3–1lists the 
packages in the Java API.

Table 3–1 Packages in the Oracle CM SDK Java API

Package name Notes See also

oracle.ifs.adk.filesystem This package provides a simplified interface 
for working with files and folders. The 
IfsFileSystem class in this package 
performs higher-level functions, which, in 
turn, may execute multiple lower-level calls 
to other packages.

This package exposes simple file and folder 
manipulation, including some versioning 
and file locking, but excluding security and 
full-text searching.

Chapter 5, "Extending Content 
Types and Attributes"
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oracle.ifs.adk.mail This class implements e-mail 
messaging.

Chapter 18, "Building 
E-Mail Features into an 
Application"

oracle.ifs.adk.security This package contains one interface for 
managing secure web access.

Chapter 15, "Security"

oracle.ifs.adk.user The UserManager class creates and 
manages users.

Chapter 15, "Security"

oracle.ifs.beans This package provides the primary 
interface for building custom 
applications which leverage the content 
management capabilities of Oracle CM 
SDK. The classes are also referred to as 
the bean-side Java classes.

Use classes in this package to establish a 
repository session, and to perform 
discover, create, modify, and delete 
actions on Oracle CM SDK objects.

Chapter 8, "Building Search 
Applications", Chapter 5, 
"Extending Content Types 
and Attributes"

oracle.ifs.beans.resources The class in this package handles error 
codes and localized strings for the 
repository.

Appendix A, "Error 
Messages"

oracle.ifs.common This package includes classes which are 
required for managing user sessions, 
collections, event notification, caching, 
localization and access to Oracle Text 
themes.

Appendix A, "Error 
Messages"

oracle.ifs.management.dom
ain

This package includes two interfaces 
and one class used to build servers. 
Servers, previously called Agents, are 
used to automate tasks to be performed 
in the background against the Oracle 
CM SDK.

This package is used instead of the 
deprecated package 
oracle.if.agents.common.

Chapter 13, "Creating 
Custom Servers"

Package name Notes See also
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APIs by Function
As you begin the process of designing and building custom applications, you may 
want to take a functional view of the classes in the API. This section places the APIs 
in task-based order.

Connecting to the Repository
At the top-level of the oracle.ifs.beans package, Oracle CM SDK provides two 
classes, LibraryService and LibrarySession, that act as the primary interface 
for connecting to the repository. 

These classes are supported by several classes in the oracle.ifs.common 
package, including ChallengeResponseCredential, CleartextCredential, 
HTTPDigestCredential, TokenCredential, and ConnectOptions, which are 
used to construct the username, password, and other information required to 
connect to Oracle CM SDK.

oracle.ifs.search The classes in this package are used 
with the oracle.ifs.beans.Search 
class to construct and execute complex 
queries.

Chapter 8, "Building Search 
Applications"

oracle.ifs.server The classes in this package are also 
referred to as the server-side Java 
classes. The classes implement Oracle 
CM SDK behavior. While the 
oracle.ifs.beans package is used 
to access Oracle CM SDK functionality, 
these classes contain the code which 
implements the functionality. The 
server-side Java classes can be 
overridden to change how the Oracle 
CM SDK server performs certain tasks, 
such as insert, update and delete.

Chapter 17, "Customizing 
Content Type Behavior"

oracle.ifs.server.sql These classes allow execution of SQL 
statements on custom tables in the 
Oracle CM SDK schema.

Chapter 16, "Managing 
Sessions and Transactions"

Package name Notes See also
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Managing Information
Most of the classes in the Java API are used to manage various types of information 
stored in the repository. These classes descend from a top-level class in the 
oracle.ifs.beans package, LibraryObject. This class represents the basic 
unit of information in the repository. The class LibrarySession serves as a 
factory for creating instances of these classes.

Defining Content Types
Oracle CM SDK provides a flexible information model, allowing you to define 
special content types and create rules and behavior for each of these types. Since 
defining custom content types is so fundamental to any customization, several 
techniques are provided. You can use the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager tool, drop in 
an XML file, or use the Java API. The API includes a set of classes that descend from 
the SchemaObject class in the oracle.ifs.beans package, and allow you to 
define the structure of a content type, the tables used to store that type of 
information, and the Java classes that implement the content type’s behavior.

Extending Content Type Behavior
Oracle CM SDK allows you to customize the behavior of content types by extending 
the Java classes which implement their behavior. The Oracle CM SDK Java API 
includes Tie classes which provide an orderly way to extend Java classes at any 
point in the class hierarchy. The naming convention, Tie<classname>, preserves 
the names of the Java classes for each content type, making your customization 
easier for you to implement, and easier for others to understand after the fact.

Instantiating Content Types
Each content type has a corresponding Definition class, which descends from the 
LibraryObjectDefinition class in the oracle.ifs.beans package. The 
Definition classes are used to create new content type instances. To create an 
instance of Document, for example, you would create a DocumentDefinition 
object and pass that to a method on LibrarySession to create the document. The 
resulting document is a persistent object stored in the Oracle CM SDK Java API 
repository. The naming convention, <classname>Definition, preserves the 
names of the Java classes for the corresponding content type.
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Searching for Information
At the top level of the oracle.ifs.beans package, Oracle CM SDK provides four 
primary classes for searching the repository and working with search results: 
Selector, Search, SearchResultObject and FolderPathResolver.

■ The Selector class is for executing simple queries for information in the 
repository.

■ The Search class provides a robust interface for executing complex queries 
that are constructed with the accompanying classes in the 
oracle.ifs.search package.

■ The SearchResultObject class manipulated information returned by a 
Search.

■  The FolderPathResolver is used to locate information in the repository via 
file system paths.

Processing Information
The oracle.ifs.management.domain package includes classes for building 
servers that automate tasks that perform operations against the Oracle CM SDK 
server, for example, removing information that has expired.

The oracle.ifs.adk.queue package provides classes for processing messages 
with Oracle Advanced Queues.

The oracle.ifs.beans.parsers and oracle.ifs.server.renderers 
packages were used to implement custom parsers and renderers.  These packages 
have been deprecated in this release since they are no longer necessary to 
implement custom parsers and renderers.

Connecting to the Repository
Oracle CM SDK provides a set of classes for managing application connections to 
the repository. The two primary classes used to connect to the repository are 
LibraryService and LibrarySession. These classes are located at the 
top-level of the oracle.ifs.beans package. They are supported by a few other 
classes located in the oracle.ifs.common package used to hold the information 
required to authenticate the connection.
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LibraryService
The LibraryService class is used to establish the connection to the Oracle CM 
SDK database schema. The LibraryService manages multiple client sessions for 
Oracle CM SDK. It is used to start and stop client sessions, time out latent sessions, 
trace sessions, manage events, and cache shared information across sessions. 
LibraryServices are configured with a service properties file located in the Oracle 
software home directory on the Oracle CM SDK server. Multiple LibraryServices 
can be run and configured separately to manage different types of client sessions.

For more information about configuring services with service property files, consult 
the Oracle Content Management SDK Administration Guide.

Table 3–2 lists the most commonly used methods on LibraryService.

Table 3–2 LibraryService Methods

LibrarySession
The LibrarySession class is used to represent each client session for Oracle CM 
SDK. Every time a user logs into Oracle CM SDK through a client, a LibrarySession 
is created to manage how the user interacts with Oracle CM SDK while logged in. 
The time the user is logged in is called a 'session'. The LibrarySession keeps track of 
the state of the user's session. It is also the primary factory for doing anything with 
Oracle CM SDK. For example, the LibrarySession is used to create, delete, and 
update instances of content types. It is used to construct and execute searches.

Table 3–3 lists the most commonly used methods on LibrarySession.

findService()
startService()

Obtains an existing or new LibraryService by 
name.

connect() Establishes a connection to Oracle CM SDK. It 
receives an instance of ConnectionOption 
which holds the user's credentials and other 
connection information.

getTokenCredential()
invalidateTokenCredential()

Manipulates a previously created token 
credential.

dispose() Disposes of a LibraryService.
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Table 3–3 LibrarySession Methods

abortTransaction()

beginTransaction()

completeTransaction()

disconnect()

Manages transaction state.

createPublicObject()

createSchemaObject()

createSystemObject()

createView()

Creates new persistent objects.

getClassAccessControlListCollection()

getClassDomainCollection()

getClassObjectCollection()

getDirectoryUserCollection()

getExtendedPermissionCollection()

getExtendedUserProfileCollection()

getFormatCollection()

getFormatExtensionCollection()

getPermissionBundleCollection()

getPolicyCollection()

getSharedAccessControlListCollection()

getSystemAccessControlListCollection()

getValueDefaultCollection()

getValueDomainCollection()

Gets Collections for certain classes 
of objects.
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getDefaultFolderRelationshipClassname()

getDefaultFolderSortSpecification()

getFolderPathDelimiter()

getRootFolder()

getWorldDirectoryGroup()

setDefaultFolderRelationshipClassname()

setDefaultFolderSortSpecification()

setFolderPathDelimiter()

Determines and manipulates 
system defaults.

getDirectoryObject()

getPublicObject()

getSchemaObject()

getSystemObject()

Finds objects by their Identifiers.

getId()

getSchemaVersionNumber()

getSchemaVersionString()

getServerName()

getServerProperty()

getServerVersionNumber()

getServerVersionString()

getServiceId()

getVersionNumber()

getVersionString()

Determines server configuration 
and version information.

grantAdministration()

isAdministrationMode()

setAdministrationMode()

Gets and sets administration 
modes for the session.
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Common Classes
When the LibraryService establishes a connection, it must be passed a set of 
connection options, including the Oracle CM SDK server being connected to, and 
the user's credentials. The ConnectOptions class in the oracle.ifs.common 
package holds the connection information that is passed to the LibraryService, 
including the Locale, Service name, and Service password. The classes, 
ChallengeResponseCredential, CleartextCredential, 
HttpDigestCredential, and TokenCredential, are used to hold different 
types of user credentials which are used to authenticate the user's connection to 
Oracle CM SDK.

Table 3–4 lists the most commonly used methods on ConnectOptions.

getObjectsLockedForSession()

unlockForSession()

getUser()

impersonateUser()

isConnected()

Gets information about the 
connected user.

getLocalizer() Gets localization information.

deregisterClassEventHandler()

deregisterEventHandler()

invokeServerMethod()

registerClassEventHandler()

registerEventHandler()

Manages events.

Table 3–4 ConnectOptions Methods

getLocale()

setLocale()

Determines the locale for the session to 
be created.

getServiceName()

setServiceName()

Determines which LibraryService will be 
used to establish a connection to Oracle 
CM SDK.
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Table 3–5 lists the most commonly used methods on ClearTextCredential.

Table 3–6 lists the most commonly used methods on 
ChallengeResponseCredential.

Table 3–7 lists the most commonly used methods on HTTPDigestCredential.

getServicePassword()

setServicePassword()

Determines the password that is required 
for the LibraryService to connect to the 
Oracle CM SDK database schema (the 
ifssys database user password).

Table 3–5 ClearTextCredential Methods

getName()

setName()

Determines the name of the user.

getPassword()

setPassword()

Determines the user's password. The 
password is passed unencrypted.

Table 3–6 ChallengeResponseCredential Methods

getName()

setName()

Determines the name of the user.

getChallenge()

setChallenge()

Determines the challenge.

getResponse()

setResponse()

Determines the response.

TYPE_LMSESSIONKEY

TYPE_NTSESSIONKEY

getType()

setType()

Determines the type of response.

Table 3–4 ConnectOptions Methods
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Table 3–8 lists the most commonly used methods on TokenCredential.

Table 3–7 HTTPDigestCredential Methods

getName()

setName()

Determine the name of the user.

getChallenge()

setChallenge()

Determines the challenge.

getResponse()

setResponse()

Determines the response.

HTTPDIGESTCREDENTIAL_
RFC2069

HTTPDIGESTCREDENTIAL_
RFC2617

getType()

setType()

Determines the type of the HTTP Digest 
Credential.

getMethod()

setMethod()

Determines the method.

getCnonce()

setCnonce()

Determines the nonce.

getNc()

setNc()

Determines the nc.

getRealm()

setRealm()

Determines the realm.

getQop()

setQop()

Determines the qop (quality of 
protection).

getUri()

setUri()

Determines the uri.
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Managing Information
Virtually any type of information can be managed with Oracle CM SDK. Although 
it is pre-configured to manage documents, folders, users, and groups, you can add 
custom information types specific to your business, such as medical records, 
insurance claims, and engineering specifications.

Each type of information in Oracle CM SDK is defined as a content type, with a 
defined set of attributes and behaviors. Attributes are used to describe the type of 
information, like Name, Owner, Size, and Format. Behaviors define what you can 
do with the information, like listing the items in a folder, or fetching the content of a 
document.

Each content type consists of two parts: 

■ A set of tables that store the data for information of that type.

■ A set of Java classes that implement the information’s behavior.

Table 3–8 TokenCredential Methods

getName()

setName()

Determines the name of the user.

getToken()

setToken()

getTokenLength()

setTokenLength()

Determines the token that will be used to authenticate 
the user.

getTimeoutPeriod()

setTimeoutPeriod()

getAllowedAuthenticati
onCount()

setAllowedAuthenticatio
nCount()

Determines the timeout period and number of times 
that a user can try to authenticate.

getParameters()

setParameters()

Provides additional parameters.
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For example, the Document content type consists of a set of tables that store the 
data for documents managed by Oracle CM SDK. In these tables, the documents' 
file contents are stored in a LOB column, and attributes like Name, Description, 
Format, and Size are stored in scalar columns. A set of Java classes, 
Document.class and S_Document.class, are used to implement the behavior 
of documents in Oracle 9iFS, like updating the content of the document, or 
summarizing the document's content. These behaviors are implemented by 
methods on the Java classes, respectively, setContent() and getSummary().

Information in the Oracle CM SDK repository is stored as data rows in the content 
type's tables. To leverage the capabilities of the RDBMS, and optimize the storage 
and retrieval of the information, the data may be normalized across several tables in 
the database. When you use Oracle CM SDK to manipulate information in the 
repository, the information is represented by the API as instances of the content 
type's Java classes. Representing information as instances of Java classes enables 
applications to manage information in an object-oriented manner. For example, you 
don't have to know how a document's attributes and file contents are stored across 
tables in the database. Instead, the whole document can be fetched with a single 
API call, and then manipulated as an object.

Content Type Hierarchy
As illustrated in Figure 3–1, "Content Type Hierarchy", Oracle CM SDK organizes 
content types hierarchically to make it easier to define content types that are similar. 
A content type inherits the attributes and behavior from the content type that 
precedes it in the hierarchy. For example, Document and Folder share certain 
attributes such as Owner, Description, LockState, and behaviors like setOwner, 
getDescription, and lock. To make it easier to define their shared attributes and 
behaviors, Document and Folder descend from PublicObject. PublicObject defines 
the common attributes and behaviors for all information with which users work. All 
content types that descend from PublicObject inherit its attributes and behaviors. 
When appropriate, each content type may override certain attributes and behaviors 
which it inherited. Since the Oracle CM SDK server is implemented in Java, the 
content type hierarchy follows the rules of inheritance defined for the Java 
language.
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Figure 3–1  Content Type Hierarchy

The Oracle CM SDK content type hierarchy is fully extensible. You can extend the 
hierarchy to include custom content types that you use to manage business-specific 
types of information. When you create a custom content type, you first define the 
attributes and behaviors for your information. Then you choose a content type 
which your custom content type will extend. By extending another content type, 
your custom content type can inherit some of the attributes and behaviors already 
built into Oracle CM SDK. For example, to create a custom content type to manage a 
book, you might extend Document to inherit the attributes and behaviors for 
managing file content. You can then add more attributes and methods, and override 
the inherited methods, to customize how Oracle CM SDK manages books.

The Oracle CM SDK Java API includes classes which are used to define, instantiate 
and manage content types. The API’s class hierarchy parallels the content type 
hierarchy. 

At the top of the class hierarchy is LibraryObject, which defines attributes and 
behaviors that are common to all information managed by Oracle CM SDK. For 
example, everything managed by Oracle CM SDK has the attributes ID, a long 
number which uniquely identifies the object, and Name, a string which provides a 
more descriptive label for the object. LibraryObjects also define common behaviors, 
like deleting the information from the repository with the Java method free(). 
Below LibraryObject, the class hierarchy has two branches: 

■ PublicObject classes manage persistent information in the repository that 
application end users can work with, like Document and Folder. PublicObjects 
have AccessControlLists to determine how the information can be manipulated 
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by specific users and groups. Generally, PublicObjects can be categorized, 
versioned, foldered, and related to one another by users with the appropriate 
access privileges. Oracle CM SDK keeps track of when and by who the object 
was created and the last time the object was modified.

■ SystemObject classes are supportive objects for managing PublicObjects, and 
cannot be directly manipulated by application end users. For example, Format, 
which descends from SystemObject, is used to manage information about 
different file formats. Only users with administration privileges can directly 
manipulate SystemObjects.

The PublicObject and SystemObject classes can be grouped according to their 
function:

■ Managing Different Types of Information

■ Managing Extra Metadata and Behavior

■ Versioning Information

■ Controlling Access to Information

■ Managing Directories

Managing Different Types of Information
The Oracle CM SDK Java API includes a set of PublicObject and SystemObject 
classes for managing three basic content types:

■ Documents for information with unstructured content.

■ Folders for objects with containership qualities.

■ ApplicationObjects for information consisting of structured data.

When you create custom content types, you will usually choose to extend one of 
these three according to your content type's physical structure and behavior. If your 
custom content type requires methods for managing unstructured content, you 
would extend Document. If your custom content type requires containership 
behavior, like adding items, removing items and listing contents, then you would 
extend Folder. If your custom content type does not possess unstructured content, 
nor containership qualities, but should be handled as a PublicObject, then you may 
choose to extend ApplicationObject.
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Documents
Documents are information which possesses unstructured content. Figure 3–2, 
"Document Object Model" illustrates the three classes used to define documents:

■ Document. The primary public interface for application end users to 
manipulate the document.

■ ContentObject. Stores and manipulates the document's content. 

■ Format. Registers various content formats; e.g., MS Word, PDF, text. 

Figure 3–2 Document Object Model

The Document class possesses the basic attributes of any piece of information 
managed in Oracle CM SDK, for example, Name, Description, Owner, Creator, 
CreateDate, LastModifier, LastModifyDate. It also possesses the attribute 
ContentObject for working with the document's unstructured content. The 
unstructured content of a document is not actually stored in the ContentObject 
attribute. Instead, the ContentObject attribute on the Document class references an 
instance of the ContentObject class, which is used to hold and manage the 
document's content.

The ContentObject class possesses attributes that are specific for unstructured 
content, such as Format, Language, and Media. It also possesses methods for 
manipulating the content, for example, getContentStream() and 
getFilteredContent(). 

Normalizing the document's content as a separate object gives you more flexibility 
when working with the document's content. 

■ First, you can build applications that manage documents with different types of 
content. For example, some of your documents' content may still be paper form. 
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You can extend ContentObject to possess attributes that keep track of the 
location of the paper file; e.g., its cabinet and file index number. By working 
with content as a separate object, you can manage all documents, regardless of 
the physical nature or location of their content, as instances of Document. 

■ Second, you can manage documents that have content that physically changes 
over the their lifecycles. For example, in the case of paper files, you may wish to 
later scan the file into electronic form and store the electronic copy in Oracle 
9iFS. Since the document's content is managed as a separate object, you can 
easily import the electronic copy as an instance of ContentObject, and update 
the Document's ContentObject attribute to reference it. While the content will 
have new attributes and behaviors that are appropriate to an electronic file, the 
Document's attributes, such as ID, Name, and Description, remain unaffected. 

The format of the document's content is also managed with another class, Format. 
Format possesses attributes for managing information about a content format, such 
as its MimeType and Extension, and methods for working with the format, like 
isBinary(), which determines if the format is Binary or ASCII. An instance of 
Format is created to represent each known content format. Several Format instances 
are created automatically when Oracle CM SDK is installed. The Format attribute 
on the ContentObject references a Format instance that represents the format of the 
document's content.

Document descends from PublicObject. Therefore, it possesses attributes and 
behaviors that can be manipulated by application end users. ContentObject 
descends from SystemObject. It cannot be directly manipulated by an end user who 
does not have administrative privileges. Document provides the interfaces for end 
users to manipulate the document's ContentObject. Format also descends from 
SystemObject. Only users with administrative privileges can create and modify 
Format instances.

Table 3–9 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on Document. 

Table 3–9 Document Attributes and Methods

Name

getName()

setName()

Determines the name of the document.
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Description

getDescription()

setDescription()

Provides a description of the document.

Owner

getOwner()

setOwner()

Determines which user owns the document. The 
owner of the document implicitly has full access 
rights to the document. The Owner attribute 
references an DirectoryUser.

ACL

getAcl()

setAcl()

getDefaultAccessLevel()

getEffectiveAccessLevel()

grantAccess()

revokeAccess()

revokeAllAccess()

Determines the AccessControlList for the 
document. The ACL attribute references an 
AccessControlList.

Creator Determines which user originally created the 
document. The Creator attribute references a 
DirectoryUser. The Creator attribute is set by the 
Oracle CM SDK system.

CreateDate Stores the date and time when the document was 
created. The attribute is set by the Oracle CM SDK 
system.

LastModifier Determines which user who last modified the 
document. The LastModifier attribute references a 
DirectoryUser. The LastModifier attribute is set by 
the Oracle CM SDK system.

LastModifyDate Stores the date and time when the document was 
last updated. The attribute is set by the Oracle CM 
SDK system.

Table 3–9 Document Attributes and Methods
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Table 3–10 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on ContentObject. 

ExpirationDate

getExpirationDate()

setExpirationDate()

Determines when the document should expire. An 
application developer can create an agent that 
manages how the document is expired when this 
date is reached.

ContentObject

generateFileName()

generateThemes()

getCharacterSet()

getContentReader()

getContentObject()

getContentSize()

getContentStream()

getFilteredContent()

getFormat()

getLanguage()

getSummary()

getThemes()

setCharacterSet()

setContent()

setFormat()

setLanguage()

Manipulates the document's unstructured content. 
The ContentObject attribute references a 
ContentObject that represents the document's 
content. The getContentObject() method can be 
used to retrieve the ContentObject instance.

The ContentObject attribute holds the unique 
identifier for the ContentObject instance as its 
value. The getContentObject() method uses the 
identifier to retrieve the ContentObject instance, 
which you can then manipulate as an object. The 
setContent() method creates a new ContentObject 
instance, and sets the value of the ContentObject 
attribute with the new instance's identifier.

NOTE: Each time a non-versioned document is 
updated, the setContent() method creates a new 
ContentObject. For information about how 
documents are versioned, refer to Chapter 14, 
"Implementing Versioning".

Document also provides convenience methods for 
working with the ContentObject instance directly 
from the Document instance, like getFormat(), 
getContentSize(), and getContentReader().

Table 3–10 ContentObject Attributes and Methods

CharacterSet

getCharacterSet()

setCharacterSet()

Determines the character set for the document's 
content.

Table 3–9 Document Attributes and Methods
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ContentSize

getContentSize()

Determines the size for the document's content.

Format

getFormat()

Determines the Format instance which represents 
the content format.

Language

getLanguage()

Determines the language of the document's 
content.

Media References the media in which the document's 
content is stored. The current release of the Oracle 
CM SDK provides two storage media, BlobMedia 
and IndexedBlobMedia.

ReadOnly

isReadOnly()

setReadOnly()

Determines if the document's content is read-only.

Content

filterContent()

generateSummary()

generateThemes()

getContentReader()

getContentStream()

getFilteredContent()

getSummary()

getThemes()

Manipulates the document's content.

The Content attribute references the content's ID, 
which is used to uniquely identify the content in 
its storage media. Together, the Content and Media 
attributes are used to locate where the content is 
stored in the database.

The getContentReader() and getContentStream() 
methods are used to retrieve the document's 
content from the database with either a Reader or a 
Stream.

The filterContent() method employs Oracle Text to 
filter the content to ASCII or HTML. The 
generateSummary() and generateThemes() 
methods employ Oracle Text's linguistic analysis 
capabilities to generate a thematic profile or 
summary of the document's content. After these 
tasks have been performed, the 
getFilteredContent(), getSummary() and 
getThemes() methods can be used to retrieve the 
output.

Table 3–10 ContentObject Attributes and Methods
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Table 3–11 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on Format. 

Folders
Folders are objects that contain other objects. Folders behave in the Oracle CM SDK 
clients like traditional file system folders and are used to organize the repository. As 
illustrated in Figure 3–3, "Folder Object Model", folders are primarily managed with 
two components:

■ Folder. Represents the actual folder.

■ FolderPathRelationship. Represents the link between the folder and each item 
that it contains.

Table 3–11 Format Attributes and Methods

Binary

isBinary()

setBinary()

Determines if the format is Binary or ASCII.

Extension

getExtension()

setExtension()

Determines the file extension which is associated 
with this format.

MimeType

getMimeType()

setMimeType()

Determines the MIME/Type of the format.

Name

getName()

setName()

Provides a descriptive Name, or label, for the 
Format object. 
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Figure 3–3 Folder Object Model

Folder extends the PublicObject class and, therefore, inherits basic attributes, such 
as Name, Description, Owner, Creator, CreateDate, LastModifier, and 
LastModifyDate. It also possesses methods for managing the contents of the folder; 
e.g., addItem(), removeItem(), getItemCount(), and getItems(). 

The relationship between a folder and the items which it contains are represented 
by a FolderPathRelationship. FolderPathRelationship uses two attributes to 
represent the relationship; LeftObject, which references the folder, and RightObject, 
which references the object contained by the folder. The LeftObject and RightObject 
attributes on FolderPathRelationship can reference any instance of any class that 
extends PublicObject, including Document, Folder, and ApplicationObject. 
FolderPathRelationship also includes attributes and behavior that make it easier to 
work with path-oriented relationships. For example, FolderPathRelationship has 
built in logic to ensure that items within a folder are uniquely named, to prevent 
illegal file and folder names, and to make it easier to find items based on a relative 
folder path.

Since Folder extends PublicObject, it is the primary public interface for 
non-administrative users to manipulate folders. FolderPathRelationship descends 
from SystemObject and cannot be directly manipulated by non-administrative 
users. Folder provides the methods, such as addItem(), removeItem(), and 
getItems(), for creating, deleting and retrieving the instances of 
FolderRelationship.

Table 3–12 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on Folder. 
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Table 3–12 Folder Attributes and Methods

Name

getName()

setName()

Determines the name of the folder.

Description

getDescription()

setDescription()

Provides a description of the folder.

Owner

getOwner()

setOwner()

Determines which user owns the folder. 
The owner of the document implicitly has 
full access rights to the folder. The Owner 
attribute references a DirectoryUser.

ACL

getAcl()

setAcl()

getDefaultAccessLevel()

getEffectiveAccessLevel()

grantAccess()

revokeAccess()

revokeAllAccess()

Determines the AccessControlList for the 
folder. The ACL attribute references a 
AccessControlList.

Creator Determines which user originally created 
the folder. The Creator attribute references 
a DirectoryUser. The Creator attribute is set 
by the Oracle CM SDK system.

CreateDate Stores the date and time when the folder 
was created. The attribute is set by Oracle 
CM SDK.
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Table 3–13 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on 
FolderRelationship. 

LastModifier Determines which user who last modified 
the folder. The LastModifier attribute 
references a DirectoryUser. The 
LastModifier attribute is set by the Oracle 
CM SDK system.

LastModifyDate Stores the date and time when the folder 
was last updated. The attribute is set by 
Oracle CM SDK.

ExpirationDate

getExpirationDate()

setExpirationDate()

Determines when the folder should expire. 
An application developer can create an 
agent that manages how the folder is 
expired when this date is reached.

addItem()

removeItem()

removeItems()

getItems()

getItemCount()

hasSubfolders()

getSubfolderCount()

moveItems()

Counts, adds, removes and lists items 
contained in the folder.

getSortSpecification()

setSortSpecification()

Determines how items will be sorted when 
listed. Items may be sorted by any attribute 
of PublicObject.

checkExistenceOfPublicObjectByPat
h()

findPublicObjectByPath()

Locates an item based on its folder path.
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ApplicationObjects
ApplicationObject acts as a starting point for defining extended content types that 
should have the qualities of a PublicObject, but that don't have the qualities of a 
Document or Folder. ApplicationObject inherits all of the attributes and methods of 
PublicObject, but does not include any extended attributes or methods that have a 
special purpose.

For example, if you were implementing a application for managing customer 
relationships, you could create a Customer content type that possesses attributes 
about a customer, like Primary Contact, Telephone Number, and Address. Since a 
customer does not possess unstructured content, you would not extend Document. 
Since a customer does not possess containership behavior, you would not extend 
Folder. Therefore, ApplicationObject would provide a basis for this content type. By 
extending ApplicationObject, the Customer content type inherits the behavior and 
attributes of PublicObject, so that you can control how end users access and work 
with customer information.

Table 3–14 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on 
ApplicationObject.

Table 3–13 Folder Relationship Attributes and Methods

LeftObject

getLeftObject()

Determines the folder which is represented as the 
left-hand side of the relationship.

RightObject

getRightObject()

Determines the item contained by the folder, 
which is represented as the right-hand side of the 
relationship.

Table 3–14 ApplicationObject Attributes and Methods

Name

getName()

setName()

Determines the name of the ApplicationObject.

Description

getDescription()

setDescription()

Provides a description of the ApplicationObject.
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Owner

getOwner()

setOwner()

Determines which user owns the 
ApplicationObject. The owner of the document 
implicitly has full access rights to the folder. The 
Owner attribute references a DirectoryUser.

ACL

getAcl()

setAcl()

getDefaultAccessLevel()

getEffectiveAccessLevel()

grantAccess()

revokeAccess()

revokeAllAccess()

Determines the AccessControlList for the 
ApplicationObject. The ACL attribute references a 
AccessControlList.

Creator Determines which user originally created the 
ApplicationObject. The Creator attribute references 
a DirectoryUser. The Creator attribute is set by the 
Oracle CM SDK system.

CreateDate Stores the date and time when the 
ApplicationObject was created. The attribute is set 
by the Oracle CM SDK system.

LastModifier Used to determine which user who last modified 
the ApplicationObject. The LastModifier attribute 
references a DirectoryUser. The LastModifier 
attribute is set by the Oracle CM SDK system.

LastModifyDate Stores the date and time when the 
ApplicationObject was last updated. The attribute 
is set by the Oracle CM SDK system.

ExpirationDate

getExpirationDate()

setExpirationDate()

Determines when the ApplicationObject should 
expire. An application developer can create an 
agent which manages how the ApplicationObject 
is expired when this date is reached.

Table 3–14 ApplicationObject Attributes and Methods
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Managing Extra Metadata and Behavior
The classes discussed in the previous section are intended to manage different 
physical types of information. For example, Document manages information that 
has unstructured content. Folder manages information with containership behavior.

Oracle CM SDK also provides classes for apply extra metadata to different physical 
types of information:

■ Categories organize different physical types of information into business 
categories, and add extra attributes that are pertinent to that category.

■ PropertyBundles store a hash-table of name/value pairs with the information.

■ PolicyPropertyBundles apply policies for how the information should be 
handled.

■ Relationships relate two pieces of information.

These classes are used to describe the context of documents, folders, and other 
public objects. They describe how the information is used in a business, and how it 
relates to other information in the repository. The extra metadata can be used to 
search for information in the repository, or as the basis for business rules for how 
the information is managed by overrides and servers.

Categories
Oracle CM SDK provides a class, Category, that you can use to organize information 
into one or more business categories. By virtue of belonging to a category, you can 
add extra attributes and behaviors to your information. Since categories are 
managed as a separate classes, you can apply the same business metadata to 
different physical types of information.

As illustrated in Figure 3–4, "Category Object Model", you could create categories 
for Business White Papers, Proposals, Drafts for Legislature, and Bills, by extending 
Category. You could then specify additional attributes which are pertinent for each 
category. For example, Business White Papers may have the attributes Product 
Name and Marketing Campaign, while Request for Proposals may have the 
attributes Project and Cost.
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Figure 3–4 Category Object Model

A Microsoft Word file, stored as an instance of Document, could then be categorized 
as a Proposal by creating an instance of the Proposal class for that Document 
instance. The Proposal instance references the Document which is being categorized 
with an attribute named AssociatedPublicObject. In addition, the Proposal instance 
possesses values for each of the extra attributes pertinent to the Document's use as a 
Proposal. After the proposed project is initiated, the same Document can be 
embellished into a Business White Paper about the project's product. An instance of 
the Business White Paper class can be applied to the Document to add attributes 
that are now pertinent to its new use. 

A Category can also possess custom behavior that is only applied when information 
is categorized as such. For example, the Bill class can possess methods that ensured 
that a Document can not become a Bill unless it had already been categorized as a 
Draft for Legislature. The Bill methods can then validate a Digital Signature 
attribute on the Draft for Legislature instance, to ensure that the Draft has been 
authorized to become a Bill.

The same Category can be applied to any physical type of information, including 
Documents, Folders, and ApplicationObjects. For example, you may have a folder 
containing a set of Adobe FrameMaker files which together comprise a Business 
White Paper. You can create an instance of the Business White Paper class for the 
Folder to store attributes about the Folder's use as a Business White Paper. Later, 
when the FrameMaker book is published as a single PDF file, the Document 
containing the PDF document can also be categoried as a Business White Paper.
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Category classes are organized hierarchically to make it easier to define custom 
attributes and behavior. For example, you can create a Report class that extends 
Category with the attributes DateGenerated and DataSource. Then, you can extend 
the Report class to create a Financial Report with the attributes Quarter and Fiscal 
Year, and a Bug Report with the attributes Product Number and Component.

You can search for PublicObjects based on their Category metadata. To do so, create 
a Search including AttributeQualifications that specify the criteria about the 
Category, and a JoinQualification joining the Category with the PublicObject.

Table 3–15 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on Category. 

Note: For a detailed description of using Categories in your 
application, consult Chapter 6, "Applying Arbitrary Metadata and 
Behavior".

Table 3–15 Category Attributes and Methods

Name

getName()

setName()

Determines the name of the Category.

Description

getDescription()

setDescription()

Provides a description of the Category. 

Owner

getOwner()

Determines which user owns the Category. The 
owner of the document implicitly has full access 
rights to the folder. The Owner attribute references 
a DirectoryUser.

ACL

getAcl()

getDefaultAccessLevel()

getEffectiveAccessLevel()

Determines the AccessControlList for the 
Category. The ACL attribute references a 
AccessControlList.
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Table 3–16 lists the most commonly used methods on PublicObject when working 
with Categories. 

PropertyBundles
Every instance of PublicObject can possess a PropertyBundle. PropertyBundles are 
used to store ad-hoc metadata about a PublicObject instance in the form of 

Creator Determines which user originally created the 
Category. The Creator attribute references a 
DirectoryUser. The Creator attribute is set by the 
Oracle CM SDK system.

CreateDate Stores the date and time when the Category was 
created. The attribute is set by the Oracle CM SDK 
system. 

LastModifier Determines which user who last modified the 
Category. The LastModifier attribute references a 
DirectoryUser. The LastModifier attribute is set by 
the Oracle CM SDK system.

LastModifyDate Stores the date and time when the Category was 
last updated. The attribute is set by the Oracle CM 
SDK system.

ExpirationDate

getExpirationDate()

setExpirationDate()

Determines when the Category should expire. An 
application developer can create an agent that 
manages how the Category is expired when this 
date is reached.

AssociatedPublicObject

getAssociatedPublicObject()

Determines the PublicObject instance to which the 
Category instance applies.

Table 3–16 PublicObject Methods

addCategory() Applies new Category instances to an instance of 
PublicObject.

getCategories() Retrieves one or all of the Category instances 
applied to the PublicObject.

Table 3–15 Category Attributes and Methods
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name/value pairs, like a hash table. For example, you might store a list of translated 
values for a Document's Name attribute as {english/Guide, spanish/Guida}. The 
PublicObject instance possesses an attribute named PropertyBundle which 
references the PropertyBundle instance that contains the metadata.

As illustrated in Figure 3–5, "PropertyBundle Object Model", each name/value pair 
in the PropertyBundle is represented as an instance of the Property class. The 
Property instance references the PropertyBundle to which it belongs via an attribute 
named Bundle. The value of the Property may be of any datatype managed by 
Oracle CM SDK, including scalar datatypes, object datatypes, and arrays of scalar 
and object datatypes.

Figure 3–5 PropertyBundle Object Model

You can search for PublicObjects based on metadata contained in its 
PropertyBundle by creating a Search that includes PropertyQualifications which 
specify the criteria about the Properties on the PublicObject.

For a detailed description of using PropertyBundles in your application, consult 
Chapter 6, "Applying Arbitrary Metadata and Behavior".

Table 3–17 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on PublicObject 
when working with PropertyBundles.
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Table 3–18 lists the most commonly used methods on PropertyBundle.

Table 3–19 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on Property.

Table 3–17 PublicObject Attributes and Methods

PropertyBundle

getPropertyBundle()

setPropertyBundle()

Determines the PropertyBundle for the 
PublicObject.

putProperty() Adds a new Property to the PublicObject's 
PropertyBundle.

removeProperty()

removeAllProperties()

Removes one or all Properties from the 
PublicObject's PropertyBundle.

Table 3–18 PropertyBundle Methods

getProperties()

getPropertyValue()

getPropertyValueByUpperCa
seName()

Fetches the Properties, or their values, from the 
PropertyBundle.

putPropertyValue() Adds a new Property to the PropertyBundle.

removePropertyValue()

removeAllPropertyValues()

Removes one or more Properties from the 
PropertyBundle.

Table 3–19 Property Attributes and Methods

Bundle

getBundle()

Fetches the PropertyBundle to which the Property 
belongs.
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PolicyPropertyBundles
Every instance of PublicObject also possesses a PolicyPropertyBundle. 
PolicyPropertyBundles are used to store a set of policies for how the PublicObject 
should be handled when certain operations are called. 

BooleanValue

BooleanValues

DateValue

DateValues

StringValue

StringValues

LongValue

LongValues

DoubleValue

DoubleValues

IntegerValue

IntegerValues

DirectoryObjectValue

DirectoryObjectValues

PublicObjectValue

PublicObjectValues

SystemObjectValue

SystemObjectValues

SchemaObjectValue

SchemaObjectValues 

getValue()

getDataType()

setValue()

Stores the value of the Property according to the 
value's datatype.

The getDateType() method determines the value's 
datatype.

The getValue() and setValue() methods determine 
the value of the Property, and use the attribute 
which is appropriate for the value's datatype.

Table 3–19 Property Attributes and Methods
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As illustrated in Figure 3–6, "PolicyPropertyBundle Object Model", the PublicObject 
references its PolicyPropertyBundle via an attribute named PolicyBundle. Each 
policy in the PolicyPropertyBundle is represented as an instance of the Policy class. 
The Policy possesses attributes for the operation to which the policy applies, the 
fully qualified name of the Java bean that implements the behavior of the policy, 
and an enumerated key to identify the policy. The Policy is stored as the value of a 
Property in the PolicyPropertyBundle. The Property instance references the 
PolicyPropertyBundle to which it belongs via an attribute named Bundle. 

Figure 3–6 PolicyPropertyBundle Object Model

For example, Oracle CM SDK uses PolicyPropertyBundles to implement the 
behavior of renderers. Renderers are used to convert the data for different content 
types into various formats and layouts. Each renderer is registered with an instance 
of the Policy class. The Operation attribute on the Policy identifies the operation 
that will be called by the application to render the information. The 
ImplementationName attribute on the Policy specifies a renderer's Java class. In the 
case of renderers, the ImplementationNum attribute is not used. Multiple renderers 
are associated with a content type by bundling the Policies in a 
PolicyPropertyBundle.

When Oracle CM SDK performs an operation on an instance of the content type, it 
first checks the PolicyPropertyBundle to determine if there is a policy for handling 
that operation. For example, when the FTP client renders a document's content, the 
Oracle CM SDK server first checks the PolicyPropertyBundle on Document for any 
Policy for the operation FtpRenderer. The PolicyPropertyBundle contains a Policy 
for this operation whose ImplementName attribute specifies the path of the 
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ContentRenderer, oracle.ifs.server.renderers.ContentRenderer, which 
is used to render the Document content in a way that can be viewed in a FTP client.

For a detailed description of using PolicyPropertyBundles in your application, 
consult Chapter 6, "Applying Arbitrary Metadata and Behavior".

Table 3–20 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on PublicObject 
when working with PropertyBundles.

Table 3–21 lists the most commonly used methods on PropertyBundle.

Table 3–22 lists the most commonly used methods on Property.

Table 3–20 PublicObject Attributes and Methods

PolicyBundle

getPolicyBundle()

setPropertyBundle()

Determines the PolicyPropertyBundle for the 
PublicObject.

putPolicy() Adds a new Policy to the PublicObject's 
PolicyPropertyBundle.

removePolicy()

removeAllPolicies()

Removes one or all Policies from the PublicObject's 
PolicyPropertyBundle.

Table 3–21 PropertyBundle Attributes and Methods

getProperties()

getPropertyValue()

getPropertyValueByUpperCa
seName()

Fetches the Properties, or their values, from the 
PropertyBundle.

putPropertyValue() Adds a new Property to the PropertyBundle.

removePropertyValue()

removeAllPropertyValues()

Removes one or more Properties from the 
PropertyBundle.
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Table 3–23 lists the most commonly used methods on Policy.

Relationships
Oracle CM SDK provides another class, Relationship, for associating PublicObjects 
with one another. As illustrated in Figure 3–7, "Relationship Object Model", 
Relationship possesses two attributes, RightObject and LeftObject, which reference 
the PublicObject on each side of a relationship.

Table 3–22 Property Attributes and Methods

Bundle

getBundle()

Fetches the PropertyBundle to which the Property 
belongs.

SystemObjectValue 

getValue()

getDataType()

setValue()

The SystemObjectValue attribute stores the Policy 
as the value of the Property since Policy extends 
SystemObject.

The getValue() and setValue() methods determine 
the Policy as the value of the Property.

Table 3–23 Policy Attributes and Methods

Operation

getOperation()

setOperation()

Determines the operation on which the policy will 
be applied.

ImplementationName

getImplementationName()

setImplementationName()

Determines the fully qualified path of the Java 
Bean which implements the behavior of the Policy.

ImplementationEnum

getImplementationEnum()

setImplementationEnum()

Determines the implementation's enumerated 
value for the Policy in the PolicyPropertyBundle.
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Figure 3–7 Relationship Object Model

Modelling associations between PublicObjects with an intermediary Relationship is 
ideal for managing many-to-many relationships. Relationship provides an efficient 
way to retrieve PublicObjects on either side of a relationship. You can use 
Relationship to retrieve all PublicObjects that reference a specific PublicObject as the 
RightObject, or retrieve all PublicObjects that reference a specific PublicObject as the 
LeftObject. In either case, the query is optimized by a unique key index on the 
RightObject and LeftObject attributes.

Relationship provides basic methods, getRightObject() and 
getLeftObject(), for retrieving the PublicObject from each side of a specific 
relationship. PublicObject also provides convenience methods for quickly retrieving 
all of a PublicObject's relationships and related PublicObjects. For example, the 
getLeftwardRelationshipObjects() method retrieves all PublicObjects 
related to it as the LeftObject. Relationships also provide a powerful way for 
administrators to search for information based on the attributes and/or content of 
related information. For example, administrators can search for all folders that 
contain a document owned by Joe Smith. The search application would construct a 
Search that includes SearchQualifications pertaining to the related PublicObjects 
and a JoinQualification that joins the related PublicObjects with Relationship.

Search, SearchQualification and JoinQualification are all covered in depth in 
Chapter 8, "Building Search Applications".

Relationships also allow you to store extra attributes and behaviors for 
PublicObjects that are only applicable within the context of their relationship. You 
can extend the Relationship class to create custom types of relationships that 
possess additional attributes and behaviors. For example, the 
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FolderPathRelationship class extends Relationship to implement logic that ensures 
that items within the same folder have unique names. You can create custom 
Relationship classes for managing associations between letters and their 
attachments, research documents and their reference materials, word processing 
documents and their HTML, PDF and XML renditions, or compound documents 
and their components.

For a detailed description of using Relationships in your application, consult 
Chapter 6, "Applying Arbitrary Metadata and Behavior".

Table 3–24 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on Relationship. 

Table 3–25 lists the methods on PublicObject when working with Relationships.

Table 3–24 Relationship Attributes and Methods

LeftObject

getLeftObject()

Determines the folder which is represented as the 
left-hand side of the relationship.

RightObject

getRightObject()

Determines the item contained by the folder, 
which is represented as the right-hand side of the 
relationship.

Table 3–25 PublicObject Methods

addRelationship() Creates a Relationship between this 
PublicObject and another PublicObject. The 
method assumes that this PublicObject 
should be the LeftObject in the relationship.

getLeftwardRelationshipObjects()

getRightwardRelationshipObjects(
)

Retrieves all PublicObjects which are related 
to this PublicObject as either the RightObject 
or the LeftObject.

getLeftwardRelationships()

getRightwardRelationships()

Retrieves all Relationship instances in which 
this PublicObject is either the RightObject or 
the LeftObject.

removeRelationship() Deletes a Relationship between this 
PublicObject and another.
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Versioning Information
Oracle CM SDK provides a set of classes for versioning PublicObjects. Versioning is 
a way to keep track of all changes made to a PublicObject throughout its lifecycle. 
For example, an organization may need to track all changes made to a document's 
content and/or attributes by recording who made the change, when, and in what 
sequence. The organization may keep backups of each "version" of the document as 
a record of what the document looked like at a particular point in time.

With Oracle CM SDK, any PublicObject can be versioned. If you plan to version 
other classes of objects, it is important to take into account the disk space and 
performance cost involved. For example, to version folders, you can store a separate 
instance of Folder for each modification made to the folder's attributes. You can also 
track the items contained by each version of the folder by creating separate 
instances of FolderPathRelationship that reference the specific version of the folder 
as the LeftObject. However, you should consider the amount of additional disk 
space it will require to store the data for the separate instances of Folder and 
FolderPathRelationship in the database. In addition, you should consider how the 
additional instances will impact your application's performance when searching for 
folders or items contained in a folder.

Versioning is discussed at length in Chapter 14, "Implementing Versioning".

As illustrated in Figure 3–8, "Versioning Object Model", Oracle CM SDK uses three 
classes to version PublicObjects: Family, VersionSeries, and VersionDescription.

■ Family. The Family class represents the entire life-cycle of a PublicObject. It 
collects all of the versions ever created for the PublicObject. 

■ VersionSeries. A Family groups the versions with VersionSeries. The 
VersionSeries class represents a series of sequential changes made to a 
PublicObject. Each version in a VersionSeries represents the state of the 
PublicObject at a particular point in time. The order of the versions in the 
VersionSeries represents the order in which changes were made to the 
PublicObject.

■ VersionDescription. Within a VersionSeries, each version of the PublicObject is 
represented by a VersionDescription. VersionDescription describes the context 
of the version within the series, such as its sequence number (e.g., 1, 2, 3). Each 
instance of VersionDescription references the instance of PublicObject. 
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Figure 3–8 Versioning Object Model

Currently, the versioning classes support serial versioning applications. In a serial 
versioning model, the document's Family only includes one VersionSeries that 
contains all of the document's versions. Each version must, therefore, be made 
sequentially, one after another.  The versioning object model has been designed to 
support more complex versioning applications (e.g., branched versioning) in future 
releases of Oracle CM SDK, but the methods required to implement these 
applications are not available in this release.

Instances of most PublicObjects can be versioned. By default, only the Document 
class is versioned.  When a developer creates a new class of object, he can determine 
if the class of objects can be versioned or not.

Different VersionDescriptions in a VersionSeries may reference different classes of 
objects, thus representing changes in the state of a PublicObject from one class to 
another. For example, the first version may have been a instance of Folder that 
contains a set of FrameMaker files comprising a book. For the second version, the 
FrameMaker book may be converted to a PDF file which is stored as an instance of 
Document.

Table 3–26 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on Family.
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Table 3–26 Family Attributes and Methods

PrimaryVersionSeries

getPrimaryVersionSeries()

setPrimaryVersionSeries()

Specifies and accesses the primary 
version series for the PublicObject.

Since a Family can contain multiple 
VersionSeries, the Family possesses a 
PrimaryVersionSeries attribute which is 
used to designate one of the 
VersionSeries as the one accessed by 
default for the PublicObject.

getResolvedPublicObject() Accesses the version of the PublicObject 
which represents the current state of the 
"living document." For example, when a 
user double-clicks a versioned 
document to view its content, Oracle 
CM SDK returns the version specified 
in the DefaultVersionDescription 
attribute. If not specified, Oracle CM 
SDK returns the last version of the 
primary version series to represent the 
current state of a versioned document.

DefaultVersionDescription

getDefaultVersionDescription()

setDefaultVersionDescription()

A custom versioning application can 
use these attributes and methods to 
explicitly set the default version to be a 
version of the PublicObject other than 
the last version in the primary version 
series.
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Table 3–27 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on VersionSeries.

Table 3–27 VersionSeries Attributes and Methods

getFirstVersionDescription() Accesses the first version in the version series.

LastVersionDescription

getLastVersionDescription()

Stores and accesses the last version in the 
version series.

getVersionDescriptions()

getVersionDescriptions(int 
index)

getNextVersionDescription()

getPreviousVersionDescription()

Accesses an array of all versions in the version 
series, a specific version in a version series, 
and the next or previous version in a version 
series.

DefaultVersionDescription

getDefaultVersionDescription()

setDefaultVersionDescription()

A custom versioning application can use these 
attributes and methods to explicitly set the 
default version to be a version of the 
PublicObject other than the last version in the 
primary version series.

Reservor

ReservationDate

ReservationComments

reserveNext()

unReserve()

isReserved()

isReservedByCurrentUser()

getReservor()

getReservationDate()

getReservationComment()

Reserves and unreserves the VersionSeries so 
that other users won't create a new version in 
the series while a specific user is making 
changes. Oracle CM SDK keeps track of when 
and by whom the version series was reserved, 
and any comments the user may have 
provided.
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Table 3–28 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods of 
VersionDescription.

WorkPath

getWorkPath()

When a user is making changes to a 
PublicObject, the versioning application can 
allow the user to copy the document to the 
authoring client's local operating system. The 
WorkPath attribute can be used to track the 
path to the exported copy.

NOTE: Oracle CM SDK protocols do not use 
the WorkPath attribute to provide this 
functionality.

newVersion() Used to create a new version in the version 
series.

VersionLimit

setVersionLimit()

Used to set a limit on the number of versions 
that will be retained by Oracle CM SDK in the 
version series. A custom application can use 
this attribute to implement version purging 
functionality.

Table 3–28 VersionDescription Attributes and Methods

VersionSeries

VersionNumber

RevisionComment

getVersionSeries()

getVersionNumber()

getRevisionComment()

Tracks the version series to which this version 
belongs, the sequence number assigned to the 
version within the version series, and any 
comments supplied by the user when creating the 
version.

VersionLabel

getVersionLabel()

setVersionLabel()

The VersionLabel attribute stores a custom label 
for the version in the version series. A versioning 
application can store a version label which 
complies with an organization's revision 
numbering scheme.1

Table 3–27 VersionSeries Attributes and Methods
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Controlling Access to Information
Illustrated in Figure 3–9, "ACL Object Model", Oracle CM SDK primarily uses three 
classes to control access to information: AccessControlList, 
ClassAccessControlList, and SystemAccessControlList. These classes 
descend from PublicObject. Therefore, they are the primary interface for end users 
to control access to information. They are supported by four other classes: 
AccessControlEntry, AccessLevel, PermissionBundle, and ExtendedPermission.

Security is discussed in detail in Chapter 15, "Security".

isLatestVersionDescription() Determines if the version is the last version in the 
version series.

PublicObject

getPublicObject()

Each version is ultimately stored as an instance of 
PublicObject. The PublicObject attribute on the 
VersionDescription references the PublicObject 
instance which constitutes that version. The 
getPublicObject() method is used to obtain the 
PublicObject.

1 For example, while Oracle CM SDK automatically numbers the versions with 
sequential integers (1, 2, 3), the organization may wish to label the versions (Draft 
A, Draft B, Draft C, Release 1.0).

Table 3–28 VersionDescription Attributes and Methods
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Figure 3–9 ACL Object Model

AccessControlList
AccessControlList represents a list of users and groups who have been granted 
specific permissions to information in the repository. An instance of 
AccessControlList can be applied to one or more documents, folders, or any 
PublicObject. In this manner, the AccessControlList serves as a central place for 
defining and applying security for information in the repository.

Every instance of PublicObject possesses an attribute, ACL, that is used to assign an 
AccessControlList to the instance. Before allowing a user to perform an action on 
the PublicObject instance, Oracle CM SDK first checks the AccessControlList 
referenced by the ACL attribute to determine if the user has been granted 
permission to perform that action.

 Since AccessControlList descends from PublicObject, it also possesses an ACL 
attribute. This attribute is used to govern which users and groups can grant and 
revoke permissions in the AccessControlList, and delete the AccessControlList.
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Table 3–29 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on 
AccessControlList.

AccessControlEntry
AccessControlEntry is used to represent each set of permissions granted to a user or 
group in the AccessControlList. AccessControlEntry possesses attributes and 
methods for determining the user or group, the permissions, and whether the 
permissions are being granted or revoked. Each instance of AccessControlEntry 
references the AccessControlList to which it belongs via an attribute ACL.

Table 3–29 AccessControlList Attributes and Methods

Shared

isShared()

Determines if the AccessControlList can be shared 
between multiple PublicObjects.

checkEffectiveAccess()

checkGrantedAccess()

getEffectiveAccessLevel()

getGrantedAccessLevel()

Determines the access permissions that a users or 
group is granted in the AccessControlList. 

grantAccess()

removeAccessControlEntry()

revokeAccess()

revokeAllAccess()

updateAccessControlEntry()

Provide convenient interfaces for users to grant 
and revoke access permission in the 
AccessControlList.

isComposite()

getComponentAcls()

setComponentAcls()

getCompositeAcls()

Methods for obtaining composite ACLs and for 
setting and getting component ACLs that comprise 
a composite ACL. The boolean isComposite() 
returns true if the target ACL is a composite ACL 
(by definition, contains one or more component 
ACLs). 

ACL References another AccessControlList which 
governs which users and groups can grant and 
revoke permissions in this AccessControlList, or 
delete this AccessControlList.
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Table 3–30 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on 
AccessControlEntry.

AccessLevel
Each permission that can be granted or revoked on information in the repository is 
represented with the AccessLevel class. AccessLevel possesses a set of constants 
that are used to designate different permissions, including the permission to 
discover that the information exists, create instances of a class, set attributes and/or 
content, and delete information. AccessLevel provides an extensive list of 
permissions which give you fine control over how information is accessed. The 
following permissions are represented by constants on the AccessLevel class:

Table 3–30 AccessControlEntry Attributes and Methods

ACL

getACL()

Determines the AccessControlList to which this 
AccessControlEntry belongs.

Grantee

getGrantee()

Determines the user or group which is being 
granted or revoked the permission(s). 

AccessLevel

getDistinctAccessLevel()

getMergedAccessLevel()

Determines the permission being granted or 
revoked.

Granted Indicates whether the permissions are being 
granted or revoked.

SortSequence

getSortSequence()

Determines the sort sequence of this 
AccessControlEntry in the AccessControlList.

PermissionBundles

getPermissionBundles()

Determines the PermissionBundles which have 
been set on the AccessControlEntry.

ExtendedPermissions

getExtendedPermissions()

Determines the extended permissions which have 
been granted or revoked in this 
AccessControlEntry.

All Selector Access Create Set Content
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Table 3–31 lists the most commonly used constants and methods on AccessLevel.

None Get Content Delete Set Default 
Version

Discover Grant Set Attribute Set Policy

Remove Member Add Member Remove Item Add Item

Add Relationship Remove 
Relationship

Lock Unlock

Add Version Remove Version Add VersionSeries Remove Version 
Series

Table 3–31 AccessLevel Attributes and Methods

add()

equal()

subtract()

Adds and removes permissions to 
this AccessLevel which exist in 
another AccessLevel. 

clearAllPermissions()

clearAllStandardPermissions()

disableAllPermissions()

disableAllStandardPermissions()

enableAllPermissions()

enableAllStandardPermissions()

Clears, enables or disables 
permissions in the AccessLevel.

getAllDefinedStandardPermissions()

getAllDefinedStandardPermissionNames()

enableEnabledStandardPermissions()

getEnabledStandardPermissionNames()

isStandardPermissionEnabled()

isSufficientEnabled()

Determines the enabled and defined 
permissions in an AccessLevel.
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ExtendedPermission
ExtendedPermission defines custom access permissions. For example, you may 
define an custom permission for the ability to digitally sign a document to support 
an application for managing legal contracts. To define the custom permission, you 
would create an instance of the ExtendedPermission class that is uniquely named 
(e.g., ’Sign’) to identify the custom permission.

Subsequently, you can grant and revoke the ExtendedPermission in an 
AccessControlEntry using AccessLevels. You can construct an AccessLevel to hold 
the ExtendePermissions as easily as standard permissions. The AccessLevel class in 
the Java API provides a set of methods for working with ExtendedPermissions. The 
AccessLevel can then be granted or revoked to a user in an AccessControlEntry of 
an AccessControlList.

Table 3–32 lists the methods on AccessLevel that are used to work with 
ExtendedPermissions.

After an ExtendedPermission has been applied to an AccessControlList, you can 
create custom applications which use the ExtendedPermission to control how users 
can work with PublicObjects. Your application would implement an override to 
check if a user has been granted the ExtendedPermission on a PublicObject, and 
then allow or disallow the user to perform operations based on its findings.

Table 3–33 lists the methods on S_PublicObject that are used to work with 
ExtendedPermissions.

Table 3–32 AccessLevel methods related to ExtendedPermissions

enableExtendedPermission() This method is used to set the 
ExtendedPermission in the AccessLevel. 

disableExtendedPermission() This method is used to remove the 
ExtendedPermission from the AccessLevel.

getExtendedPermissions() This method is used to get all 
ExtendedPermissions held in the 
AccessLevel.

isExtendedPermissionEnabled() This method is used to check if an 
ExtendedPermission is held in the 
AccessLevel.
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PermissionBundle
To manage access more broadly than the permissions defined by AccessLevel, you 
can use PermissionBundle to group AccessLevels. PermissionBundles are stored 
persistently in Oracle CM SDK, and can be used to represent higher-level security 
settings which may be granted to users. For example, you might group the 
Discover, Add Item, and Remove Item permissions together into a Modify Folder 
Permission Bundle to more easily grant users the ability to modify folders.

Table 3–34 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods of 
PermissionBundle.

ClassAccessControlList
ClassAccessControlList extends AccessControlList. Therefore, it also employs 
AccessControlEntries, AccessLevels, ExtendedPermissions, and PermissionBundles. 
ClassAccessControlLists are specialized to manage how users can work with a 
content type. Administrators use ClassAccessControlLists to control which users 
and/or groups can instantiate and delete a content type. ClassAccessControlLists 
have an extended UniqueName attribute to ensure that they are uniquely named in 
Oracle CM SDK.

Table 3–33 S_PublicObject Methods related to ExtendedPermissions

checkAccess() Determines if an ExtendedPermission has 
been granted to a user on the S_PublicObject.

extendedPostInsert()
extendedPreInsert()
extendedPostUpdate()
extendedPreUpdate()
extendedPostDelete()
extendedPreDelete()

Implements the custom business rules for 
controlling what a user can do based on the 
ExtendedPermission. 

Table 3–34 PermissionBundle Attributes and Methods

AccessLevel

getAccessLevel()

setAccessLevel()

Determines the AccessLevels in the 
PermissionBundle.
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SystemAccessControlList
SystemAccessControlList also extends AccessControlList.

SystemAccessControlLists are used to represent system-wide AccessControlLists 
that have a UniqueName attribute. They can only be created by administrative 
users. Oracle CM SDK includes four instances of SystemAccessControlList on 
installation: 

■ Private

■ Protected

■ Public

■ Published

SystemAccessControlLists have an extended UniqueName attribute to ensure that 
they are uniquely named in Oracle CM SDK.

Managing Directories
Illustrated in Figure 3–10, "Directory Object Model", Oracle CM SDK provides a set 
of classes for managing information about users and groups. DirectoryUser and 
DirectoryGroup, which descend from PublicObject, serve as the primary interfaces 
for representing users and groups who work with information in the Oracle CM 
SDK repository. These classes are supported by a few SystemObject classes that are 
used to represent each user's preferences for working in the repository, and how 
users are related to groups.
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Figure 3–10 Directory Object Model

For information on managing directories in your application, consult Chapter 15, 
"Security".

DirectoryUser
Each user that can log into Oracle CM SDK is represented by an instance of the 
DirectoryUser class.

DirectoryUser possesses attributes and methods for managing the user, including 
assigning the user administrative privileges, uniquely naming the user, and 
specifying the credential manager that is used to authenticate the user.

Table 3–35 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on DirectoryUser.

Table 3–35 DirectoryUser Attributes and Methods

AdminEnabled

isAdminEnabled()

setAdminEnabled()

Determines if the user has administrative 
privileges in the Oracle CM SDK system.
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PrimaryUserProfile, ExtendedUserProfile and ContentQuota
Oracle CM SDK provides a set of SystemObject classes for managing a user's 
preferences for working in the Oracle CM SDK repository. 

■ PrimaryUserProfile has attributes and methods for managing preferences that 
are defined out-of-the-box with Oracle CM SDK, like the user's home folder and 
content quota. 

■ ExtendedUserProfile provides a base content type for managing custom 
preferences. 

■ ContentQuota is used to manage how much content a user or group can store 
in the Oracle CM SDK repository.

Table 3–36 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on 
PrimaryUserProfile.

CredentialManager

getCredentialManager()

setCredentialManager()

Determines which credential manager is used to 
authenticate the user's credentials when the user 
logs into the Oracle CM SDK system. 

DistinguishedName

UniqueName

getDistinguishedName()

setDistinguishedName()

Uniquely identifies the user in the system.

Table 3–36 PrimaryUserProfile Attributes and Methods

ContentQuota

getContentQuota()

setContentQuota()

Determines the user's quota for storing content in 
the repository.

The ContentQuota attribute references an instance 
of ContentQuota which represents the user's 
quota.

Table 3–35 DirectoryUser Attributes and Methods
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Table 3–37 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on 
ExtendedUserProfile.

Table 3–38 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on ContentQuota.

DefaultACLs

getDefaultACLs()

setDefaultACLs()

Determines the AccessControlList which is applied 
by default to information that the user creates in 
the repository. 

The DefaultACLs attribute references a 
PropertyBundle which contains the default 
AccessControlList.

HomeFolder

getHomeFolder()

setHomeFolder()

Determines the folder which serves as the user's 
personal storage space. When a user logs into an 
Oracle CM SDK client, they are placed by default 
in their home folder.

The HomeFolder attribute references an instance 
of Folder which will serve as the user's home 
folder.

Table 3–37 ExtendedUserProfile Attributes and Methods

Application

getApplication()

setApplication()

Indicates which custom application the 
ExtendedUserProfile applies to. You can build 
multiple custom applications for the same Oracle 
CM SDK system. Each user can have a different 
profile for working with each application.

Table 3–38 ContentQuota Attributes and Methods

AllocatedStorage

getAllocatedStorage()

setAllocatedStorage()

Allocates storage space for the user.

Table 3–36 PrimaryUserProfile Attributes and Methods
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DirectoryGroup and GroupMemberRelationship
Users can be organized into groups. A group can contain any number of users. 
Groups can also contain other groups. In this manner, groups can be arranged into 
inclusive hierarchies. 

Groups can be created to represent users who have something in common. For 
example, you can create groups for the various roles that users may have (e.g. 
Manager, Developer, Writer). You can also create groups to represent different 
companies divisions or projects (e.g., Marketing, Sales, Development). 

Groups are useful for consistently granting access to information across a number of 
users. For example, you can grant all managers read access to documents in the 
repository by creating an AccessControList that designates the Manager group as 
the Grantee of an AccessControlEntry.

Groups are represented in Oracle CM SDK by two classes, DirectoryGroup and 
GroupMemberRelationship. DirectoryGroup descends from PublicObject 
and, therefore, acts as the primary interface for managing group membership. 
GroupMemberRelationship, which descends from SystemObject, represents the 
relationship between a user and a group. An instance of GroupMemberRelationship 
is created to represent each user's or group's membership.

You can extend DirectoryGroup to classify groups and to add extra attributes and 
behaviors that are special for those types of groups. For example, you can create a 
Division group that extends DirectoryGroup to include the attributes Vice President 
and Mission Statement. You can also extend GroupMemberRelationship to manage 
extra metadata about each user's membership in the Division group, like Team Role. 

ConsumedStorage

calculateConsumedStorage()

getConsumedStorage()

Determines how much space the user has 
consumed of their quota. 

AssociatedPublicObject

getAssociatedPublicObject()

Specifies the PublicObject to which the 
ContentQuota applies.

Enabled

isEnabled()

setEnabled()

Determines if the user's content quota is enabled 
or not. An administrator could disable a user's 
content quota to give them unlimited storage 
space in the repository.

Table 3–38 ContentQuota Attributes and Methods
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Table 3–39 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on 
DirectoryGroup.

Table 3–40 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on 
GroupMemberRelationship.

Defining Content Types
Oracle CM SDK uses another set of classes to maintain a registry of all content types 
that it manages. These classes descend from the SchemaObject class in the 
oracle.ifs.beans package. The function of the classes is to record metadata 
about each content type, like the content type's attributes, the Java classes that 
implement the content type's behavior, and how instances of the content type are 
stored in the database.

Table 3–39 DirectoryGroup Attributes and Methods

addMember()

addMembers()

Adds users and/or groups as members of the 
group.

getAllMembers()

getAllUserMembers()

getDirectMembers()

isMember()

Determines the users and/or groups who are 
members of the group. Direct members are users 
or groups who a directly related to this group, 
rather than users or groups who belong to other 
groups contained in this group.

removeMember()

removeMembers()

Removes users and/or groups from the group.

Table 3–40 GroupMemberRelationship Attributes and Methods

LeftObject

getLeftObject()

The LeftObject attribute references the 
DirectoryGroup.

RightObject

getRightObject()

The RightObject attribute references a user or 
group who belongs to the DirectoryGroup.
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Illustrated in Figure 3–11, "SchemaObject Model", the classes used to create this 
registry include ClassObject, Attribute, AttributeDefault, AttributeDomain, 
ClassDomain.

Figure 3–11 SchemaObject Model

Each content type in Oracle CM SDK is represented by an instance of the 
ClassObject class. Each of the content type's attributes are represented by instances 
of the Attribute class. The ValueDefault, ValueDomain and ClassDomain classes are 
used to define constraints on content type attributes.

ClassObject
ClassObject possesses attributes and behaviors for registering content types in 
Oracle CM SDK. The ClassObject records the name and description of the content 
type, the table in which instances of the content type will be stored, and the Java 
classes that are used to implement the behavior of the content type.

Table 3–41 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on ClassObject.

Table 3–41 ClassObject Attributes and Methods

Name

getName()

setName()

Determines the name of the content type (e.g. 
'Document', 'Folder'). Once a ClassObject 
instance is created to represent a content type, its 
Name cannot be changed.
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DatabaseObjectName

getDatabaseObjectName()

Determines the table in the database that is used 
to store instances of the content type. Once a 
ClassObject instance is created to represent a 
content type, the DatabaseObjectName cannot be 
changed.

BeanClasspath

getBeanClasspath()

setBeanClasspath()

ServerClasspath

getServerClasspath()

setServerClasspath()

SelectorClasspath

getSelectorClasspath()

setSelectorClasspath()

Determine the Java classes that are used to 
implement the behavior of the content type. If a 
path is not specified for a new content type, it 
will acquire its behavior from its superclass. 

Abstract

Final

Partitioned

isAbstract()

isFinal()

isPartitioned()

Determines if the content type can be instantiated 
(i.e., isAbstract() = false) and subclassed (i.e., 
isFinal() = false). The Partitioned attribute 
determines if the table storing instances of the 
content type is partitioned.

isVersionable() Determines if instances of the content type can be 
versioned.

ClassACL

getClassACL()

setClassACL()

Provides a ClassAccessControlList on the 
ClassObject which controls that users and groups 
can instantiate the content type.

Table 3–41 ClassObject Attributes and Methods
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Attribute
Attribute possesses attributes and methods for registering content type attributes. 
Attribute records metadata like the attribute's name, datatype, scale and length. It 
also records the name of the column which is used to store the values of the 
attribute.

Table 3–42 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on Attribute.

SuperClass

getSuperClass()

getDirectSubclasses()

getSubclasses()

isSubclassOf()

Records and traverses the class hierarchy.

addAttribute()

getEffectiveClassAttributes()

getExtendedClassAttributes()

removeAttribute()

Adds, removes, and lists the content type's 
attributes. The relationship between the 
attributes and the content type are not recorded 
in the ClassObject instance, but are recorded with 
the Class attribute on the Attribute instance.

Table 3–42 Attribute Attributes and Methods

Name

getName()

setName()

Determines the name of the attribute (e.g., 
'Owner', 'CreateDate'). Once an Attribute instance 
is created to represent an attribute for a content 
type, its Name cannot be changed.

DatabaseObjectName

getDatabaseObjectName()

Determines the column in the database that is used 
to store instances of the content type. The column 
will be located in the table specified for the 
attribute's ClassObject. Once a Attribute instance is 
created to represent a content type, the 
DatabaseObjectName cannot be changed.

Class

getDefiningClass()

Determines the ClassObject for the content type to 
which the attribute belongs (e.g., 'Document', 
'Folder').

Table 3–41 ClassObject Attributes and Methods
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Datatype

DataLength

DataScale

getDataType()

getDataTypeLabel()

getDataLength()

getDataScale()

Determines the attribute's datatype, length and 
scale. The attribute can be a scalar datatype, such 
as Integer, String, and Date, an Oracle CM SDK 
object datatype, like PublicObject, SystemObject, 
and DirectoryObject, or an array of those types.

ValueDefault

getAttributeDefault()

setAttributeDefault()

ValueDomain

ValueDomainValidated

getValueDomain()

setValueDomain()

isValueDomainValidated()

ClassDomain

getClassDomain()

setClassDomain()

Indexed

isIndexed()

Required

isRequired()

Unique

isUnique()

Updatable

isUpdatable()

Places constraints on the attribute's value. The 
ValueDefault, ValueDomain and ClassDomain 
constraints are discussed in these sections: 
"ValueDefault", ."ValueDomain", and 
"ClassDomain".

Table 3–42 Attribute Attributes and Methods
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ValueDefault
The value of an attribute may be defaulted automatically when an instance of the 
content type is created. Defaulting the attribute's value makes it easier for end users 
to create new instances, without having to manually enter the value of every 
attribute. If the attribute is usually going to be set to a certain value, then that value 
can be automatically set by Oracle CM SDK.

Default values are represented as instances of ValueDefault. ValueDefaults provide 
a generic way to set the default value for an Attribute when the value may be of any 
datatype. ValueDefaults hold the value in a PropertyBundle. ValueDefaults possess 
attributes and methods for uniquely identifying and retrieving default values in the 
Oracle CM SDK system.

Table 3–43 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on ValueDefault.

ReferentialIntegrityRule

RIRULE_CLEAR

RIRULE_RESTRICT

getReferentialIntegrityRule()

setReferentialIntegrityRule()

Determines the referential integrity rule that will 
be imposed if the attribute's value references an 
object.

The RIRULE_CLEAR constant is used to indicate 
that the attribute's value should be set to NULL if 
the referenced object is deleted. The RIRULE_
RESTRICT constant is used to indicate that Oracle 
9iFS should prevent an object from being deleted 
while it is referenced by this attribute.

Table 3–43 ValueDefault Attributes and Methods

UniqueName Uniquely names the ValueDefault.

ValueDefaultPropertyBundle

getValueDefaultPropertyBundle()

setValueDefaultPropertyBundle()

Determines the PropertyBundle which 
holds the value.

getPropertyValue() Provides a convenient way to retrieve 
the value from the PropertyBundle.

Table 3–42 Attribute Attributes and Methods
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ValueDomain
The value of an attribute may be restricted to a domain of enumerated values, or a 
domain range of values. A domain range may require that the value be less than, 
less than or equal, greater than, greater than or equal, between, and between or 
equal to specified boundaries. Constraining attribute values to a domain helps to 
ensure that end users enter a valid value. For example, the value for a 
PublicationDate attribute may be restricted to be after the year 2000. The value of a 
Publisher attribute may be restricted to one of the following {'ACME Publishing', 
'GreenTree Publishing', 'Atlantis Publishing'}.

The domain being imposed on an attribute's value is registered in Oracle 9iFS as an 
instance of ValueDomain. The domain range or enumerated values are held in a 
PropertyBundle. A set of constants on the ValueDomain are used to indicate the 
type of domain being applied to the value.

Table 3–44 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on ValueDomain. 

Table 3–44 ValueDomain Attributes and Methods

UniqueName Uniquely names the ValueDomain.

ValueDomainPropertyBundle

getValueDomainPropertyBundle()

setValueDomainPropertyBundle()

Determines the PropertyBundle which 
holds the domain of enumerated values 
or valid ranges.
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ClassDomain
If an attribute value references an object (e.g., PublicObject, System Object, 
SchemaObject, DirectoryObject) or an array of objects, the value can be restricted to 
one or more content types. For example, if the attribute has the datatype 
PublicObject, you can require that the values are instances of Document. You can 
also specify whether or not the values can be instances of a subclass of Document.

This type of constraint is registered in Oracle CM SDK as an instance of 
ClassDomain. ClassDomains give you more control over managing how objects are 
related to one another via attributes. This is particularly useful when building 
compound document management applications. For example, you may create a 
content type, PurchaseOrder, that possesses an attribute, Ordered_Products, that 
must references instances of a Product content type. You could specify that the 
Ordered_Products attribute has a datatype of PublicObject, and has a ClassDomain 
of Product.

Table 3–45 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on ClassDomain. 

VALUEDOMAINTYPE_
ENUMERATED

VALUEDOMAINTYPE_EXCLUSIVE_
MAXIMUM

VALUEDOMAINTYPE_EXCLUSIVE_
MINIMUM

VALUEDOMAINTYPE_EXCLUSIVE_
RANGE

VALUEDOMAINTYPE_MAXIMUM

VALUEDOMAINTYPE_MINIMUM

VALUEDOMAINTYPE_RANGE

toValueDomainTypeLabel()

valueDomainTypeResourceBundleKey()

Determines the type of the value 
domain.

Table 3–44 ValueDomain Attributes and Methods
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Extending Content Type Behavior
As discussed in "Managing Information", every content type managed by Oracle 
CM SDK consists of a set of tables for storing the data, and a set of Java classes for 
implementing the behavior of the content type. Each content type can possess three 
Java classes: 

■ Bean-side Java class. The bean-side Java class provides the primary interface 
for working with the content type. Bean-side Java classes are located in the 
oracle.ifs.beans package.

■ Server-side Java class. The server-side Java class contains the code that 
implements the content type's behavior. Server-side Java classes are located in 
the oracle.ifs.server package. The naming convention of the server-side 
Java classes, S_<classname>, draws a parallel to the beans-side class.

■ Selector Java class. The Selector Java class is used internally by Oracle CM SDK 
to instantiate objects. You do not customize work with this Java class when 
building custom applications.

When you create a new content type, it automatically possesses the behavior of the 
content type that it extends. For example, if you create a new content type, 
SimpleImage, that extends Document, it possesses the behavior implemented with 
the oracle.ifs.beans.Document class and oracle.ifs.server.S_

Table 3–45 ClassDomain Attributes and Methods

UniqueName Uniquely names the ClassDomain.

Classes

getClasses()

setClasses()

Determines the content type for the 
domain. Each content type is 
represented in the Classes attribute by 
its instance of ClassObject.

DomainType

CLASSDOMAINTYPE_ENUMERATED

CLASSDOMAINTYPE_
ENUMERATED_AND_SUBCLASSES

getDomainType()

setDomainType()

Determines if the ClassDomain should 
be restricted only to the enumerated 
content types, or if it can include their 
descending content types.
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Document class. It is only necessary to create custom Java classes for the content 
type if you wish to customize its behavior.

Oracle CM SDK provides a set of classes, Tie classes, that provide a convenient 
interface for extending the Java classes to implement custom behavior. Every 
bean-side and server-side Java class has a corresponding Tie class. For example, the 
Document Java class has a corresponding TieDocument, and the S_Document has 
a corresponding S_TieDocument. The Tie classes extend its corresponding the 
bean-side or server-side Java class.

When you wish to extend the behavior of a content type, you create a custom Java 
classes that extend or replace the Tie classes. Since the Tie classes extend the 
bean-side and server-side Java classes, your custom Java classes inherit the behavior 
implemented by the Oracle CM SDK classes. 

Instantiating Content Types
Oracle CM SDK provides another set of classes, Definition classes, that are used to 
create instances of content types.

Each content type managed by Oracle CM SDK possesses a Definition class. The 
naming convention for the Definition classes, <classname>Definition, draws a 
parallel to the bean-side Java class for the content type. All Definition classes are 
located in the oracle.ifs.beans package, and extend the top-level class 
LibraryObjectDefinition.

Definition classes are used to assemble a structure that temporarily holds the 
information data. The structure is then used to instantiate a bean-side Java class and 
store the information persistently in the repository.

Definition classes give custom applications greater flexibility when creating several 
instances that are similar. For example, if you need to create multiple Documents 
that have the same Owner and Format, you can create a Definition to hold the 
Owner and Format values, then use it as a template to create each Document.

Definitions also make it easier to instantiate complex content types. When creating 
content types comprised of multiple components, you can create Definitions for 
each component and then instantiate the content type in a single call. For example, a 
versioned document is comprised of four components: a Document, 
VersionDescription, VersionSeries, and Family. You can create Definitions of each of 
these components, and then create all four persistent objects with a single call to the 
Oracle CM SDK Java API.
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Searching for Information
The Oracle CM SDK Java API provides a set of Java classes to search and retrieve 
information of any type of information in the repository. These classes allow you to 
specify criteria about the information you want to retrieve, including:

■ Content type / Class criteria. You can specify what type of information you 
wish to retrieve (e.g., Documents, Folders, DirectoryObjects, custom content 
types). 

■ Attribute criteria. You can search based on attributes about the information, 
such as the name, owner, or modification date and combine attribute criteria 
into Boolean constructs; for example, owner = 'user1' and modification date > 
January 1, 2001.

■ Content criteria. To search based on the contents of a document, Oracle CM 
SDK employs the Oracle Text feature of the database to index the content of 
documents. You can search for documents by words or phrases (tokens) 
contained in the document, combine content criteria together using Booleans 
(e.g., and, or, accumulate, minus...), search for documents based on the 
proximity of one token to another (e.g., 'XML' near 'Internet Applications'). 
Using Oracle Text's linguistic analysis capabilities, you can search for 
documents based on their subject matter (e.g., 'about XML'), and expand your 
searches to find documents that contain related or similar tokens using a 
thesaurus, the Soundex or fuzzy operators, and wildcards. All of the content 
search capabilities of the Oracle Text feature can be employed when 
constructing Oracle CM SDK searches.

For more information about Oracle Text, consult the Oracle Content Management 
SDK Administration Guide.

■ Folder restrictions. You can restrict your search to retrieve information in a 
specific folder or specific folder branch. Folders are useful for organizing objects 
in the repository. Folder-restricted searches enable you to delimit your search to 
objects in a specific branch in the folder hierarchy.

■ Related information. You can search for information based on criteria about 
related information. For example, you can search for documents based on an 
attribute of a folder that references the documents.

■ Sort criteria. You can sort the results of your search by any of the attributes on 
the information retrieved by the search. In addition, if you have specified 
content criteria, you can sort the resulting documents based on the relevance of 
the document's content to the criteria (known as the document's 'Score'). 
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Oracle CM SDK provides two interfaces for searching the repository and working 
with search results.

■ Selector is an easy-to-use interface for running simple queries. 

■ Search is a robust interface for building complex queries. 

Selector
Selectors provide a convenient way to execute simple queries in the repository. If 
you need to search against a single class of information with static criteria about its 
attributes, you can create an instance of the Selector class to construct and execute 
the query.

Example 3–1 A simple query

select all Documents whose Owner is 'user1' and whose Name ends with ’.html’

Illustrated in Figure 3–12, "Selector Object Model", Selectors are constructed from 
three components: a string specifying the class, a string specifying the search 
criteria, and a SortSpecification object that specifies the sort criteria.

Figure 3–12 Selector Object Model

Selectors operate under the following rules:

■ Single content type / class: Selectors allow you to search against a single type 
of information. Selectors do not allow you to select multiple content types, nor 
to specify criteria pertaining to related content types by constructing joins. The 
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criteria constitutes the 'FROM clause' of the SQL select statement that Oracle 
CM SDK will construct from the Selector.

■ Recursive content type / class: Selectors allow you to search recursively 
through all content types that descend from the specified content type / class.

■ Free-form criteria: Selectors allow you to supply the criteria for the search in a 
single string. The string constitutes the 'where clause' of the SQL select 
statement that Oracle CM SDK constructs from the Selector.

■ No late bind variables: Selectors do not allow you to use late bind variables to 
dynamically construct the search criteria. The search criteria must be 
expressible as a single string.

■ Sort criteria: Selectors allow you to sort the results of the search by an attribute 
of the content type being searched. The sort criteria constitutes the 'order by 
clause' of the SQL select statement that Oracle CM SDK constructs from the 
Selector. 

Table 3–46 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods of the Selector 
class.

Table 3–46 Selector Attributes and Methods

getSearchClassname()

setSearchClassname()

Determines which classes will be queried.

isRecursiveSearch() Determines if the Selector should query 
recursively across descending classes.

getSearchSelection()

setSearchSelection()

Determines the query criteria.

getSortSpecification()

setSortSpecification()

Determines the sort order for the query results.

getItems()

getItems(int index)

Executes the query and returns an array of 
LibraryObjects.
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The Oracle CM SDK Java API also provides a SortSpecification class to 
construct the sort criteria for the Selector. The SortSpecification is set on the Selector 
with the setSortSpecification() method.

Table 3–47 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods of the 
SortSpecification class.

getItemCount()

openItems()

closeItems()

resetItems()

nextItem()

Works with the query results.

getItemCount() determines how many items 
are in the array of results.

openItems() opens a cursor on the Selector.

nextItem() uses the cursor to fetch the next 
item in the array of results.

resetItems() is used to clear the results.

closeItems() closes the Selector.

Table 3–47 SortSpecification Attributes and Methods

addSortQualifiers() Adds an array of attributes and an array of 
sort qualifiers to the SortSpecification.

addSortQualifier() Adds a single attribute, sort order, and, 
optionally, the class and alias for the attribute 
to the SortSpecification.

getSortAttributes() Returns an array of all attributes currently in 
the SortSpecification.

getSortOrders() Returns an array of all sort orders currently in 
the SortSpecification.

getDefaultClass()

setDefaultClass()

Determines the default class for attributes in 
the SortSpecification.

getDefaultAlias()

setDefaultAlias()

Determines the default alias for attributes in 
the SortSpecification.

Table 3–46 Selector Attributes and Methods
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Searches
The Search interface provides a more robust interface for constructing and 
executing complex queries in the repository. Searches can query against multiple 
classes of information based on dynamic criteria about their attributes, content, 
folders, other inter-relationships, and ad-hoc information.

Example 3–2 Complex query 

"find all Documents and Folders which are in my Home Folder, whose ModifiedDate 
is less than <VariableDate>, and whose Name contains 'XML' or whose Content 
contains 'XML' "

The Search interface enables you to assemble complex queries in an object-oriented 
manner using Java constructs. Figure 3–13, "Search Object Model" illustrates how 
each component of the SQL select statement for your query against the repository 
can be expressed as a Java object, including the FROM clause, the WHERE clause, 
each EXPRESSION in the WHERE clause, and the ORDER BY clause. These various 
components can then be assembled dynamically into a Java construct, or 
specification, which is then passed to a Search object that is used to execute the 
query. When Oracle CM SDK executes the query, it automatically generates the SQL 
select statement and runs the query against the repository. Subsequently, Oracle CM 
SDK returns the results of the query as an array of information objects which you 
can read and manipulate.

Figure 3–13 Search Object Model

Table 3–48 illustrates how the components of a SearchSpecification map to the 
components of a SQL query.
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In this manner, the Oracle CM SDK Search interface enables you to 
programmatically assemble complex queries in an object-oriented manner. Using a 
Java structure to define your query gives you the flexibility to manipulate each 
component, dynamically modify the query, and run it multiple times against the 
repository. It also frees you from having to know the complexities of the Oracle CM 
SDK underlying schema.

The Oracle CM SDK Search interface provides a set of Java classes to construct the 
various components of a search, execute the query, and then work with the search 
results.

■ SearchSpecification holds the entire construct of the search.

■ SearchClassSpecification holds the classes that will be included in the 'FROM 
clause' of the search.

■ SearchQualification is an abstract class for assembling all criteria which 
comprises the 'WHERE clause' of the search. AttributeQualification, 
FolderRestrictQualification, ContextQualification, ExistenceQualification, 
FreeFormQualification, PropertyQualification, and SearchClause extend this 
class.

Table 3–48 SQL to Java comparison

SELECT * FROM <list> SearchClassSpecification

WHERE SearchQualification

  ( SearchClause

    <expression> AttributeQualficiation, FolderQualficiation, ContextQualficiation, 
ExistenceQualification, FreeFormQualification, or PropertyQualification

    <join> JoinQualfication

    ( SearchClause

      <expression> AttributeQualficiation, FolderQualficiation, ContextQualficiation, 
ExistenceQualification, FreeFormQualification, or PropertyQualification

      <join> JoinQualification

      <expression> AttributeQualficiation, FolderQualficiation, ContextQualficiation, 
ExistenceQualification, FreeFormQualification, or PropertyQualification

ORDER BY <list> SearchSortQualification
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■ AttributeQualification is used to construct WHERE clause expressions 
pertaining to attribute criteria.

■ FolderRestrictQualification is used to construct WHERE clause expressions 
pertaining to folder criteria.

■ ContextQualification is used to construct WHERE clause expressions 
pertaining to content criteria.

■ ExistenceQualification is used to construct IN statements in the WHERE 
clause.

■ PropertyQualification is used to construct WHERE clause expressions 
pertaining to Property criteria.

■ FreeFormQualification is used to supply a string that include an ad-hoc 
expression in the WHERE clause.

■ JoinQualification is used to construct joins in the WHERE clause.

■ SearchClause is used to combine criteria expressions in the WHERE clause' of 
the search.

■ SearchSortSpecification holds the criteria for the 'ORDER BY clause' of the 
search.

■ Search is used to execute the search and retrieve the results.

■ SearchResultsObject is used to manipulate the results of the search.

SearchSpecification
To execute a Search in Oracle CM SDK, first construct a SearchSpecification. A 
SearchSpecification temporarily holds all of the components of the Search until you 
execute the query.
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As illustrated in Figure 3–14, "SearchSpecification Components", 
SearchSpecifications are constructed from three components:

■ SearchClassSpecification

■ SearchQualification

■ SearchSortSpecification

Figure 3–14 SearchSpecification Components

There are two types of SearchSpecifications, AttributeSearchSpecification 
and ContextSearchSpecification. When assembling a Search, construct an 
AttributeSearchSpecification or a ContextSearchSpecification, 
depending on the search criteria.

AttributeSearchSpecification  is used when constructing a Search which does not 
specify criteria based on the content of documents.

Oracle CM SDK automatically optimizes the search in accordance with the nature of 
its criteria. The same Search (e.g., Documents whose Owner = "user1") performs 
better if constructed with an AttributeSearchSpecification than if 
constructed with a ContextSearchSpecification.

Table 3–49 lists the most commonly used methods of the 
AttributeSearchSpecification class.

Table 3–49 AttributeSearchSpecification Methods

getClassSpecification()

setClassSpecification()

Establishes the SearchClassSpecification that 
specifies the classes of information which will 
be searched.
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ContextSearchSpecification  is used when constructing a Search that contains content 
criteria (e.g., select Documents whose Content contains 'XML'). The 
SearchQualification component of a ContextSearchSpecification 
should have at least one ContextQualification.

When Oracle CM SDK executes a Search based on a 
ContextSearchSpecification, it automatically includes the tables that store 
document content in the repository, and construct the corresponding contains() 
clauses in the SQL statement. 

Since ContextSearchSpecification extends 
AttributeSearchSpecification, it possesses the same methods defined in 
Table 3–49.

Table 3–50 lists the additional methods provided with the 
ContextSearchSpecification class.

SearchClassSpecification
SearchClassSpecification constructs the 'FROM' clause in the SQL select 
statement. However, since Oracle CM SDK works with information in an 

getSearchQualification()

setSearchQualification()

Establishes the SearchQualification that 
specifies the classes of information which will 
be searched.

getSearchSortSpecification()

setSearchSortSpecification()

Establishes the SearchSortSpecification that 
specifies the sort order of the search results.

Table 3–50 ContextSearchSpecification Methods

setContextClassname()

getContextClassname()

Specifies the class that will be searched based 
on the criteria specified in a 
ContextQualification. By default, Oracle CM 
SDK stores the content of all Documents as an 
instance of ContentObject. The ContentObject 
is the class which possesses an attribute, 
Content, which stores the actual content of the 
document.

Table 3–49 AttributeSearchSpecification Methods
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object-oriented manner, the SelectClassSpecification object specifies a list of 
classes that should be queried rather than a list of tables as it would in SQL.

Oracle CM SDK returns a list of information objects as the results of a search, not an 
array of the attributes of these objects. Each information object must be an instance 
of a class specified in the SearchClassSpecification. Your application can 
then access all data comprising each information object (e.g., attributes, content), or 
perform operations on each object (e.g., check-in, check-out). For these reasons, it is 
not necessary to specify a select list as you would in a SQL select statement. The 
select list for an Oracle CM SDK search is always 'SELECT *'.

Table 3–51 lists the most commonly used methods of the 
SearchClassSpecification class.

SearchQualification
SearchQualification is an abstract class for holding the criteria of the search. It 
is used by Oracle CM SDK to construct the 'WHERE' clause in the SQL select 
statement.

A SearchQualification can specify criteria based on various conditions, like 
owner = 'user1' and contains ('XML'). The criteria is defined in the 
SearchQualification by assembling a group of objects that represent the 
conditions.

Table 3–51 SearchClassSpecification Methods

addSearchClass()

addSearchClasses()

getSearchClassnames()

Determines the specific classes of information 
against which the content criteria will be 
applied. They are also used to specify aliases 
for those classes.

getSearchClassAliases() Retrieves a list of aliases for the classes in the 
SearchClassSpecification.

getRecursiveBehavior() Determines if the search should be applied 
recursively across the classes' subclasses.

addResultClass()

getResultClassnames()

Determines the classes of information that 
should be returned by the search. Any class of 
information returned by the search, must also 
be specified in the Classes attribute.
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As illustrated in Figure 3–15, "SearchQualification Assembly", the ’WHERE’ clause 
is constructed by nesting multiple instances of the SearchQualification’s 
subclasses. 

■ AttributeQualification

■ FolderRestrictQualification

■ ContextQualification

■ ExistenceQualification

■ PropertyQualification

■ FreeFormQualification

■ JoinQualification

■ SearchClause

Figure 3–15 SearchQualification Assembly

AttributeQualification
 The AttributeQualification represents a condition about the value of an 
attribute. Attribute can be of any datatype supported by Oracle CM SDK. 

Example 3–3 Attribute-based query

"find all documents where the owner is jdoe" 

Table 3–52 lists the most commonly used constants and methods of the 
AttributeQualification class.
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Table 3–52 AttributeQualification Constants and Methods

getAttributeName()

getAttributeClassname()

setAttribute()

Determines the Attribute that serves as the 
basis for the condition.

getOperatorType()

setOperatorType()

EQUAL

GREATER_THAN

GREATER_THAN_EQUAL

IS_NOT_N ULL

IS_NULL

LESS_THAN

LESS_THAN_EQUAL

LIKE

NOT_EQUAL

Determines the operator which compares the 
Attribute and the value specified.

The constants represent the comparison 
operator in the condition. Currently, Oracle 
CM SDK only supports the operators 'IS_
NULL', 'IS_NOT_NULL', and 'LIKE' for 
Strings.

getValue()

setValue()

Determines the value against which the 
Attribute is being compared.

NOTE: When using the operator LIKE, you 
can include valid SQL wildcards (e.g., '%' and 
'_') in the value.
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FolderRestrictQualification
The FolderRestrictQualification represents a condition that the search 
should be limited to a specified folder or folder branch.

Example 3–4 Folder restricted query

"find all documents in my home folder"

Table 3–53 lists the most commonly used methods of the 
FolderRestrictQualification class.

getDateComparisonLevel()

setDateComparisonLevel()

DATE_COMP_DAY

DATE_COMP_HOUR

DATE_COMP_MIN

DATE_COMP_MONTH

DATE_COMP_SEC

DATE_COMP_YEAR

For Attributes with a datatype of Date, these 
methods and constants are used to specify the 
level to which Oracle CM SDK will compare 
the attribute and the date value.

For example, an AttributeQualification may be 
used to compare the 'CreateDate' Attribute 
against a system generated date, 'SYSDATE', 
which is set to 'March 21, 2001 08:30 am' (e.g., 
'CreateDate < SYSDATE'). However, you may 
wish to retrieve all information which was 
created prior to March 21, 2001, meaning on or 
prior to March 20, 2001 23:59 pm. To prevent 
the AttributeQualification from returning 
information created on March 21, 2001 at 7:00 
am, you can set the date comparison level to 
DATE_COMP_DAY.

isCaseIgnored()

setCaseIgnore()

Determines if the condition should be case 
sensitive.

For example, if IgnoreCase is set to 'true', then 
the condition NAME = 'XML' will not return 
information whose NAME is 'xml'.

Table 3–52 AttributeQualification Constants and Methods
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ContextQualification
The ContextQualification represents a condition about the content of a 
document.

Example 3–5 Content based query

"find all documents containing the word 'XML' "

Table 3–54 lists the most commonly used constants and methods of the 
ContextQualification class.

Table 3–53 FolderRestrictQualification Methods

getStartFolder()

setStartingFolder()

Determines which folder the search should be restricted 
to. If searching across multiple levels of a branch in a 
folder hierarchy, the StartFolder is the top node in the 
branch.

isMultiLevel()

setMultiLevel()

Determines if the search will traverse subfolders in the 
StartFolder. If false, the search will be restricted to the 
StartFolder only, and will not traverse the subfolders 
within the StartFolder. If true, the search will traverse all 
subfolders.

getSearchClassname()

setSearchClassname()

Determines the class of information that will be 
searched for within the folder. The Search class is 
automatically included in the SearchSpecification along 
with the FolderRestrictQualification.

Table 3–54 ContextQualification Constants and Methods

getName()

setName()

Determines the Name of the ContextQualification. The 
name can be used to include the relevancy score generated 
by Oracle Text as sort criteria.

ORDER_PREFIX Used when including the relevancy score generated by 
Oracle Text in SearchSortSpecification. The constant is 
prefixed to the Name of the ContextQualification, and is 
used by Oracle CM SDK to generate the correct SQL syntax 
in the ORDER BY clause.
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ExistenceQualification
The ExistenceQualification represents a condition that an attribute's value 
matches one of a list of possible values, or that an attribute's value matches the 
value of an attribute of another object.

Example 3–6 Existence queries

"find all reports where the report number is one of the following: 3a, 3b, 6a"

"find all documents where the name of a document matches the name of a folder"

Table 3–55 lists the most commonly used methods of the 
ExistenceQualification class.

getQuery()

setQuery()

These methods are used to determine the text query string 
that is passed to Oracle Text as the criteria for the content 
search. The query string is passed by Oracle CM SDK, 
unmodified, into the text string argument of the 
CONTAINS() SQL function which calls Oracle Text to 
execute a content query. Since it is not modified by Oracle 
CM SDK, the query string may include any number of 
tokens, expansion operators and join operators in 
accordance with the syntax required by Oracle Text. 1

1 For more information about syntax rules for text query strings against Oracle Text, consult the Oracle 
SQL Reference Manual.

Table 3–55 ExistenceQualification Methods

getLeftAttributeName()

getLeftAttributeClassname()

setLeftAttribute()

Determines the Attribute on the 
left-hand side of the condition, whose 
value must match one of the values 
specified in the right-hand side of the 
condition.

getRightAttributeName()

getRightAttributeClassname()

setRightAttribute()

Determines the list of values on the 
right-hand side of the condition via an 
Attribute.

Table 3–54 ContextQualification Constants and Methods
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PropertyQualification
The PropertyQualification represents a condition about a property in the 
information's PropertyBundle.

Example 3–7 Property based query 

" find all documents where the italian_title_translation property = 'Vino di 
Italia' "

Metadata about information in Oracle CM SDK can not only be stored as attributes, 
but can also be stored in a PropertyBundle. A PropertyBundle bundles together 
several Properties, each comprised of a name/value pair. PropertyBundles are used 
to store ad-hoc metadata that is easiest to work with like a hash table.

Table 3–56 lists the most commonly used methods of the 
PropertyQualification class.

getRightAttributeValue()

isRightAttributeValue()

setRightAttributeValue()

Determines the list of values on the 
right-hand side of the condition via an 
AttributeValue[ ] array.

Table 3–56 PropertyQualification Methods

getPropertyName()

setPropertyName()

Determines the name of the Property being 
searched.

getOperatorType()

setOperatorType()

Determines the operator which will be used to 
compare the Property against the Value 
specified. The methods receive constants (e.g., 
EQUAL) defined on AttributeQualification to 
represent the comparison operator in the 
condition. Currently, Oracle CM SDK only 
supports the operators 'IS_NULL', 'IS_NOT_
NULL', and 'LIKE' for Strings.

getValue()

setValue()

Determines the value against which the 
Attribute is being compared. When using the 
operator LIKE, you can include valid SQL 
wildcards (e.g., '%' and '_') in the value.

Table 3–55 ExistenceQualification Methods
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getDateComparisonLevel()

setDateComparisonLevel()

For Properties with a datatype of Date, these 
methods are used to specify the level to which 
Oracle CM SDK will compare the attribute and 
the date value. The methods receive constants 
(e.g., DATE_COMP_DAY) defined on 
AttributeQualification to represent the different 
levels of comparison.

For example, an PropertyQualification may be 
used to compare the 'PublicationDate' Property 
against a system generated date, 'SYSDATE', 
which is set to 'March 21, 2001 08:30 am' (e.g., 
'PublicationDate < SYSDATE'). However, you 
may wish to retrieve all information which was 
created prior to March 21, 2001, meaning on or 
prior to March 20, 2001 23:59 pm. To prevent the 
AttributeQualification from returning 
information created on March 21, 2001 at 7:00 
am, you can set the date comparison level to 
DATE_COMP_DAY.

isCaseIgnored()

setCaseIgnored()

Determines if the condition should be case 
sensitive.

For example, if IgnoreCase is set to 'true', then 
the condition NAME = 'XML' will not return 
information whose NAME is 'xml'.

isLateBound()

getLateBoundDataType()

setLateBoundDataType()

Specifies that the value of the Property will be 
supplied with a late bind variable.

setClassname()

getClassname()

Determines the class of the information that 
possesses the PropertyBundle. The Search class 
is automatically included in the 
SearchSpecification along with the 
PropertyQualification.

Table 3–56 PropertyQualification Methods
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FreeFormQualification
The FreeFormQualification allows you to include any other types of 
conditions via a free-form string of SQL syntax. The SQL syntax specified with a 
FreeFormQualification is inserted unparsed into the SQL select statement 
generated by Oracle CM SDK from the SearchSpecification.

Table 3–57 lists the most commonly used methods of the 
FreeFormQualification class.

JoinQualification
When specifying multiple conditions for the search criteria, you can control how 
they are combined using JoinQualifications and SearchClauses. 
JoinQualification is used to construct a join when including conditions about 
related object information.

Example 3–8 Join query

"find all documents where owner's name is 'wtalman' "

This search requires that the document's metadata be joined with metadata about 
the document's owner. In SQL this might be expressed as:

SELECT * 
FROM Document d, DirectoryUser u 
WHERE d.owner = u.id AND u.name = 'wtalman'

In this case, you can specify how document information will be joined with user 
information (e.g., d.owner = u.id) with a JoinQualification. Then you would 
create an AttributeQualification to specify the condition pertaining to the 
user metadata (e.g. u.name = 'wtalman').

Table 3–58 lists the most commonly used methods of the JoinQualification 
class.

Table 3–57 FreeFormQualification Methods

getSQLExpression()

setSQLExpression()

Determines the String that contains the SQL 
expression
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SearchClause
The SearchClause represents clauses in a SQL WHERE statement that combine 
conditions into more complex criteria using operators. 

For more information on operators and precedence, refer to the Oracle SQL Reference 
Manual.

Boolean criteria   SearchClauses are used to combine two conditions into Boolean 
criteria with the operators AND and OR.

Example 3–9 Boolean search clause

"find all documents where name = 'User Guide' AND modification_date > 'January 
01, 2001' "

After creating two AttributeQualifications to represent the conditions for 
the owner and modification date attributes, a SearchClause is created to 
assemble the two AttributeQualifications along with the operator used to 
combine them.

Negative criteria  SearchClauses are also used to specify negative criteria about a 
single condition with the operator NOT.

Example 3–10 NOT search clause

"find all documents which are NOT in my home folder "

After creating the FolderRestrictQualification for my home folder, a 
SearchClause is created to precede the condition with a NOT operator.

Table 3–58 JoinQualification Methods

getLeftAttributeName()

getRightAttributeName()

setLeftAttribute()

setRightAttribute()

Determines the left-hand side and 
right-hand side of the join condition.

getLeftAttributeClassname()

getRightAttributeClassname()

Retrieves the class for an either 
Attribute specified in the join 
condition.
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SearchClauses are used to combine three or more conditions by nesting 
SearchClauses within SearchClauses.

Example 3–11 Nested search clauses

"find all documents where name = 'User Guide' OR description = 'User Guide' AND 
modification_date > 'January 01, 2001' 

After creating three AttributeQualifications to represent each condition, a 
SearchClause is used to combine two AttributeQualifications. A second 
SearchClause is used to combine the third AttributeQualification with the 
first SearchClause. In this manner, SearchClauses are used to assemble all 
conditions (AttributeQualifications, FolderRestrictQualifications, 
etc.) in the SearchQualification.

Table 3–59 lists the most commonly used constants and methods of the 
SearchClause class.

SearchSortSpecification
SearchSortQualification specifies the sort order for the search results. It is 
used by Oracle CM SDK to construct the 'ORDER BY' clause in the SQL select 
statement.

Table 3–59 SearchClause Constants and Methods

getLeftSearchQualification()

setLeftSearchQualification()

Determines the condition on the 
left-hand side of the SearchClause.

getOperatorType()

setOperatorType()

AND

OR

NOT

Determines the operator that will be 
used to combine the conditions in the 
SearchClause.

These constants are used to represent 
the operator in the clause.

getRightSearchQualification()

setRightSearchQualification()

Determines the condition on the 
right-hand side of the SearchClause.
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Table 3–60 lists the most commonly used constants and methods of the 
SearchSortQualification class.

Search
The Oracle CM SDK search object model provides another type of object, Search, to 
execute the query. Once the SearchSpecification is assembled, it is used to 
create a new Search. The Search is then used to:

■  Pass in any late bind variables for the search criteria.

■ Specify a language for the search.

■ Execute the query.

■ Retrieve the results.

When the Search is executed, Oracle CM SDK constructs a SQL select statement, 
thereby handling the complexities of querying against the database schema. This 
allows you to construct searches for information in an object-oriented manner, 
without having to know how the information is stored across various tables in the 
database. To explicitly specify a portion of the SQL select statement, you can use the 
FreeFormQualification object.

Table 3–61 lists the most commonly used methods of the Search class.

Table 3–60 SearchSortQualification Constants and Methods

add() Adds one or more sort criteria to the 
SearchSortSpecification.

getClassnames() Determines the classes of the attributes that 
will be used to order the search results.

getAttributesNames() Determines the attributes that will be used to 
order the search results.

getOrders()

ASCENDING

DESCENDING

Determines the order of the results, ascending 
or descending, based on the attribute.

These constants are used to represent the order 
specified in the SearchSortSpecification.
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SearchResultsObject
When a Search is executed, Oracle CM SDK returns an array of result hits for each 
piece of information which met the search criteria. The result hits are sorted in the 
array according to the sort criteria specified in the SearchSpecification. Each result 
hit is represented in the array by a SearchResultObject.

The SearchResultObject can be used to retrieve the actual information object 
that incurred the result hit. The information object is represented as a 
LibraryObject. LibraryObject is used to represent any piece of information 
stored in the repository. The LibraryObjects returned must have one of the 
content types specified in the SearchClassQualification. Each 
LibraryObject consists of any attributes and content pertaining to the 
information's content type.

By retrieving the LibraryObject from the SearchResultObject, a search 
application can display and manipulate any of the information's attributes and 
content without having to make a second call to retrieve the information from the 
repository. However, if the search application needs to display or manipulate 
related information (e.g., the attributes of a parent folder), then the application will 
need to perform a second operation to retrieve the related information from the 
repository.

Table 3–62 lists the most commonly used methods of the SearchResultObject 
class.

Table 3–61 Search Attributes Methods

getSearchSpecification()

setSearchSpecification()

Determines the SearchSpecification that holds 
the query criteria for the Search.

open() Passes in any late bind variables, and execute 
the query, and opens a cursor to the search 
results.

close() Closes the cursor on the search.

next()
getItemCount()

Retrieve the results of the search.
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Processing Information
Oracle CM SDK provides four packages of classes for automating server-side 
processing of information in the repository: 

■ the oracle.ifs.beans.parsers package.

■ the oracle.ifs.server.renderers package.

■ the oracle.ifs.management.domain package.

■ the oracle.ifs.adk.queue package.

Parsers
The oracle.ifs.beans.parsers package has been deprecated in this release.  
The package provided a set of interfaces and classes for building parsers that 
pre-process information being imported into Oracle CM SDK. It is no longer 
necessary to extend this package to integrate custom parsers with a content 
management application.

For instructions on implementing parsers, see Chapter 12, "Parsing and Rendering 
Files". 

Renderers
The oracle.ifs.server.renderers package has also been deprecated in this 
release.  It provided interfaces and classes for pre-processing information being 
exported from Oracle CM SDK. It is no longer necessary to extend these classes to 
integrate custom renderers with a content management application.

For instructions on implementing renderers, see Chapter 12, "Parsing and 
Rendering Files".

Servers
The oracle.ifs.management.domain package provides a set of interfaces and 
classes to build servers. Servers automate tasks which are performed in Oracle CM 

Table 3–62 SearchResultObject Methods

getLibraryObject() Returns the LibraryObject that incurred the 
search result hit, a.k.a. SearchResultObject.
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SDK. Servers may initiate these tasks at certain times of day, or when certain events 
occur in Oracle CM SDK.

The abstract class IfsServer in this package serves as the base class for all servers for 
Oracle CM SDK. Since the IfsServer class implements the Server interface, any 
server extending this class can be managed with Oracle CM SDKServer Manager.

For instructions on implementing servers, see Chapter 13, "Creating Custom 
Servers".

Queues
The oracle.ifs.adk.queue package provides a set of classes and interfaces for 
handling message queues.  In-bound and out-bound queues can be used to send 
and receive messages between the content management application and an external 
information system.  Agents are used to process the messages in a queue and take 
the appropriate action in the repository.

For instructions on implementing servers, see Chapter 13, "Creating Custom 
Servers".
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Creating an Oracle Content Management

SDK Document

This chapter explains how to programmatically work with the out-of-the-box 
Document class to create a generic Document object. Understanding the process of 
creating an instance of the standard Document will provide a base on which 
customization concepts can be built.

This chapter covers the following topics:

■ Understanding How Files Are Stored in the Oracle CM SDK Repository

■ Understanding the Steps to Creating a Document Object

■ Creating a Document Object

■ Adding a Document to a Folder

■ Reviewing the Complete Application
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Understanding How Files Are Stored in the Oracle CM SDK Repository
This section provides a brief conceptual overview describing how file information is 
organized and stored in an Oracle9i database. Some of the details have been 
simplified.

Understanding How Files Are Stored in a File System
In a standard file system, files are stored in two parts. This discussion deals with a 
specific implementation that many people will find familiar: the DOS file system 
known as FAT. The metadata, or file attributes, are stored in the File Allocation Table 
(FAT). Metadata includes the name and path of the file, the creation and 
modification dates, etc. The content of the document is stored in logical divisions of 
the disc known as sectors. The FAT keeps track of the location of the sectors of the 
file that, when reconstructed, constitute the body of the document. Figure 4–1 
shows a simplified representation of a file stored on a local hard disk.

Figure 4–1 Document stored on a hard disk

Understanding How Files Are Stored in the Oracle CM SDK Repository
In Oracle CM SDK, the metadata and document content are stored separately. The 
metadata are stored in fields across several tables in the database, while the content 
is stored as a LOB field in another table. The Document’s unique ID number is the 
foreign key used to join the information stored in several tables to construct the 
Document object. 

Storing documents in this way enables the document metadata and content to be 
indexed and queried as a relational database fields. When the time comes to treat 
the indexed data as a document (for example, when the file is copied from Oracle 
CM SDK to a local disk), the document is reconstructed by sending its metadata to 
the local file system, then sending the document content object as a byte stream.
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All of this processing is transparent to the end-user, and much of the overhead of 
manipulating the data is handled for the application developer by Oracle CM SDK. 
This overview is intended to give a general sense of how the information is handled 
“behind the scenes,” so that the process of creating documents in the system will be 
easier to understand.

Understanding the Steps to Creating a Document Object
Now that you have a sense of how documents are stored in Oracle CM SDK, the 
time has come to discuss how documents can be loaded programmatically into the 
Oracle CM SDK repository. There are four essential steps to creating a document in 
Oracle CM SDK.

1. Establish a connection to the Oracle CM SDK server.

2. Create a DocumentDefinition, a runtime version of the document with the 
attributes and content.

3. Create a persistent Document object in the repository, based on the 
DocumentDefinition.

4. Place the new Document in a Folder.

Connecting to the Repository
Before any work can be done inside the Oracle CM SDK repository, your application 
must establish a connection, called a LibrarySession, with the Oracle CM SDK server. 
The first step is to instantiate an object representing a LibraryService, essentially the 
server to which you want to connect. You then pass the LibraryService a set of valid 
credentials, and the LibraryService returns a new LibrarySession. The 
LibrarySession is a handy class that is used to access useful information about the 
current work session, and is used as a parameter in most of the commands that 
modify information in the Oracle CM SDK Repository.

Example 4–1 Establishing a Connection to the Oracle CM SDK Server

This is the bare bones of an Oracle CM SDK application. This program establishes a 
connection, then disconnects. The constructor for this class accepts an array of four 
arguments. 

package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.connection;
import oracle.ifs.beans.DirectoryUser;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryService;
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import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;
import oracle.ifs.common.CleartextCredential;
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;

public class SimpleConnection 
{
  public static void main(String[] args) throws IfsException
  {
    try {
      // Connect to the Oracle CM SDK server. The arguments (args) are
      // IfsService, IfsSchemaPassword, ServiceConfiguration, Domain, 
      // UserName, UserPassword

      System.out.println("Connecting...");
      
      // Use the IfsService and IfsServicePassword to start a LibraryService
      LibraryService service = LibraryService.startService(args[0], args[1],
                                                           args[2], args[3]);

      // Create a CleartextCredential object, which encapsulates the 
      // username and password.
      CleartextCredential cred = new CleartextCredential(args[4], args[5]);

      // Start a LibrarySession by passing the credentials to the service
      LibrarySession ifsSession = service.connect(cred, null);

      /* This is the place where you add code that actually does something.
       * To show that we're connected, we'll query the repository for
       * the name of the user who has logged in.
      */ 
      
      DirectoryUser du = ifsSession.getDirectoryUser();
      System.out.println("Current user: " + du.getName());

      // Disconnect from the LibrarySession.
      ifsSession.disconnect();
      System.out.println("Disconnected.");
    } 
    catch (Exception e)
    {
      e.printStackTrace();
    }
  }
}
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Creating a Document Object
Objects are created in Oracle CM SDK in two stages. The first step is to create an 
object definition, which defines the attributes of the object you want to create. The 
second step is to instantiate the object on the server. This enables the Oracle CM 
SDK repository to create the object as the result of a single transaction, rather than 
an individual transaction to set each attribute. 

Creating a DocumentDefinition Object
The constructor for the DocumentDefinition class requires only the current 
LibrarySession as a parameter.

For example, the following line of code instantiates a new DocumentDefinition 
named newDocDef, using the LibrarySession session created in the earlier example.

DocumentDefinition newDocDef = new DocumentDefinition(session);

Setting Document Attributes
Once a DocumentDefinition is created, the next step is to populate its attributes. 
There is a small conversion issue, however, because the datatypes used in Java are 
not always compatible with the datatypes used by the Oracle9i database. In some 
cases, Oracle CM SDK objects are used as attributes for other objects; for example, a 
Document’s owner is identified by DirectoryUser object ID. In order to format 
information to handle the special needs of the Oracle CM SDK repository, all 
attributes are first instantiated as AttributeValue objects. AttributeValue objects are 
interpolators, formatting Java values to prepare them for insertion to the Oracle CM 
SDK repository, and also to format values stored in the repository before they are 
returned to Java programs.

The AttributeValue class has overloaded constructors to accept every datatype, as 
single or array values, that can be stored in Oracle CM SDK. To insert a value from a 
Java application to DocumentDefinition, you first instantiate it as an AttributeValue, 
then use the value as an argument to the setAttribute() method.

For more information on the datatypes available for AttributeValue objects, see the 
Javadoc for the AttributeValue class.

For this example, we are setting only the name of the file and its content. The name 
attribute has its own method, setName(), that can be used to set the value. this is 
the filename that will be displayed when the file is listed in an Oracle CM SDK 
folder.
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Setting a Document object’s content is handled in a different manner. The content is 
not metadata, and so is not stored in the Attributes table. The 
DocumentDefinition() class provides several methods by which the content 
can be specified. The simplest case is to pass a String directly to the setContent() 
method, but the more common method would be to use the setContentPath() 
method, which takes as an argument the path to a file on the local disk from which 
the new Document object will take its content.

Example 4–2 Setting Values in a DocumentDefinition

This code snippet shows the creation process for the DocumentDefinition, 
instantiating a new DocumentDefinition, and using the setName and setContent 
methods to set  for the Document’s Name and Content attributes, respectively.

// Instantiate an empty DocumentDefinition object.
DocumentDefinition newDocDef = new DocumentDefinition(ifsSession);

// Set the Name attribute for the new document.
newDocDef.setName("HelloWorld.txt");

// Set the content of the document.
newDocDef.setContent("Hello, world.");

Creating the Document
Once the DocumentDefinition has been created, the Document object itself can be 
created in a single transaction, using the 
LibrarySession.createPublicObject() method. All PublicObjects are 
created using this method. By passing this method a DocumentDefinition, the 
Oracle CM SDK API knows that the specific type of PublicObject to be created will 
be a Document.

Example 4–3 Creating a Persistent Document Object

This line of code will create a persistent document based on the 
DocumentDefinition created in Example 4–2. The resulting document is 
instantiated as a runtime Document object to allow the program to reference it for 
further processing.

Document doc = (Document) ifsSession.createPublicObject(newDocDef);
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Adding a Document to a Folder
By default, new instances of PublicObject and its subclasses are created unfoldered. 
To enable users to navigate to the Document using a directory interface, new 
documents should be foldered as they are created.

Understanding How Document and Folder Relationships Are Represented in a File 
System

In a standard file system, a document’s path is embedded in its definition in the File 
Allocation Table. For example, if the file myDoc.txt is stored in the directory 
myFolder, the entry in the FAT would be similar to this:

\myFolder\myDoc.txt

The only means of referencing the specific instance of the document is via the 
embedded path. Multiple copies of the document can be placed in other directories, 
but they are separate documents; that is, if the original is updated, the copies are 
not.

Microsoft Windows allows you to create shortcuts to documents, but a shortcut is 
itself a document with the sole purpose of pointing to a file’s location. If the file is 
deleted, the shortcut will still exist, but it will point to nothing.

Understanding How Document and Folder Relationships Are Represented 
in Oracle CM SDK

In Oracle CM SDK, Folders are PublicObjects. In fact, the Folder subclass introduces 
no new attributes beyond those provided by the PublicObject class.

Documents and subfolders are associated with Folder objects by creating a 
Relationship object (more specifically, a FolderPathRelationship, which inherits the 
attributes of interest from the Relationship class). The Folder ID is stored as the 
LEFTOBJECT in the Relationship record, and the Document ID is stored as the 
RIGHTOBJECT.
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Figure 4–2 A Folder/Document Relationship

Folders are associated with other Folder objects in the same way. The ID of the 
“parent” is stored as the LEFTOBJECT, and the ID of the “child” is stored in the 
RIGHTOBJECT column.
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Figure 4–3 A Folder/Subfolder Relationship

This provides greater flexibility for end users. The same document can appear in 
multiple folders, but is stored only one time in Oracle CM SDK. If the document is 
updated in one location, it is updated in all locations, since all folders are pointing 
to the same object. If the file is deleted from one of its parent folders, it remains in 
the system and is displayed in all of its other parent folders. Only when all 
instances of the document have been deleted from all parent folders is the 
document removed from the Oracle CM SDK repository.
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Figure 4–4 A Document with Multiple Parent Folders

Associating a Document with a Folder
You associate a Document with a Folder by instantiating the persistent Folder object 
as a runtime Java object, then use the Folder.addItem() method to add the 
Document object to the Folder.

Example 4–4 Adding a Document to a Folder

This code snippet adds the Document object created in Example 4–3 to the user’s 
home folder.

DirectoryUser thisUser = session.getDirectoryUser();
PrimaryUserProfile userProfile =
  ifsSession.getPrimaryUserProfile(thisUser);
Folder homeFolder = userProfile.getHomeFolder();
homeFolder.addItem(doc);
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Reviewing the Complete Application
The code samples in this chapter have illustrated each of the steps needed to create 
a Document object in the Oracle CM SDK repository. Example 4–5, 
"HelloWorld.java" shows the complete application.

Example 4–5 HelloWorld.java 

// Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.

package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.helloworld;
// Class used to represent the current user at runtime
import oracle.ifs.beans.DirectoryUser;

// Class used to instantiate the Document object at runtime
import oracle.ifs.beans.Document;

//Class used to define the attributes of the new Document object
import oracle.ifs.beans.DocumentDefinition;

//Class used to represent a Folder object at runtime
import oracle.ifs.beans.Folder;

// Classes used to create the connection to the server
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryService;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;

// Class used to access information about the current user; in this
//  program, it's used to access the user's home folder.
import oracle.ifs.beans.PrimaryUserProfile;

// Class used to create the persistent Document object in the repository
import oracle.ifs.beans.PublicObject;

// Class used to hold the user's authentication information
import oracle.ifs.common.CleartextCredential;

// Class used to trap and report specific exceptions
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;
import oracle.ifs.common.ParameterTable;

/*
 * HelloWorld class. This class demonstrates the steps needed to
 * connect to the repository, create a new document,
 * insert the document in a folder, and disconnect from the server.
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 */
 
public class HelloWorld
{
  /* Connect to the server. The arguments are IfsService,
   * IfsServicePassword, ServiceConfigurationName, DomainName, UserName, UserPas
sword. The syntax
   * to run the program is:
   * java oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.helloworld.HelloWorld ifsService
   *  cmsdk SmallServiceConfiguration ifsDomain system manager
   */

  public static void main(String[] args) throws IfsException
  {
    /* As a rule, you should always use VerboseMessages in your
    *  classes, because it will result in better error message output to
    *  help you with your debugging. Set the value to true at the start
    *  of each of your programs.
    */

    IfsException.setVerboseMessage(true);
    try
    {

      // Obtain the arguments.
      ParameterTable params = new ParameterTable(args);

      String user = null;

      String password = null;

      String service = null;

      String schemapassword = null;

      String serviceconfig = null;

      // The domain is a string comprised of the following:
      // ifs://<hostname>:<SQL*Net Listener Port - default 1521>:
      // <TNS Database Service Name>:<Schema Name>
      String domain = null;

      user = params.getString("user", "system");

      password = params.getString("password","manager");
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      service = params.getString("service","IfsServiceDefault");

      schemapassword = params.getString("schemapassword","ifssys");

      serviceconfig = params.getString("serviceconfig", "SmallServiceConfigurati
on");

      domain = params.getString("domain");

      System.out.println("Running with arguments : ");

      System.out.println("  user = " + user);

      System.out.println("  password = " + password);

      System.out.println("  service = " + service);

      System.out.println("  schemapassword = " + schemapassword);

      System.out.println("  serviceconfig = " + serviceconfig);

      System.out.println("  domain = " + domain);

      System.out.println("---------Results----------");

      // Start the LibraryService.
      LibraryService lsrvc = LibraryService.startService(service, 
                                 schemapassword, serviceconfig, domain);
      System.out.println("Serivce obtained.");

      // Create a CleartextCredential object that encapsulates the user's
      //  log in information.
      CleartextCredential cred = new CleartextCredential(user, password);

      System.out.println("Credentials set.");

      // Connect (create a LibrarySession) using the Service and
      //  CleartextCredential objects.
      LibrarySession ifsSession = lsrvc.connect(cred, null);

      System.out.println("Session obtained.");

      // Instantiate an empty DocumentDefinition object.
      DocumentDefinition newDocDef = new DocumentDefinition(ifsSession);
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      // Set the Name attribute for the new document.
      newDocDef.setName("Helloworld.txt");

      // Set the content of the document.
      newDocDef.setContent("Hello, world.");

      // Create the document object in the repository.
      Document doc = (Document) ifsSession.createPublicObject(newDocDef);

      System.out.println("New document created :  " + doc.getName());

      // Begin the foldering process. First, instantiate a DirectoryUser
      // object that represents the current user.

      DirectoryUser thisUser = ifsSession.getDirectoryUser();

      // Get the PrimaryUserProfile information for the current user.
      PrimaryUserProfile userProfile = ifsSession.getPrimaryUserProfile(thisUser
);

      // Instantiate a runtime representation of the user's home folder.
      Folder homeFolder = userProfile.getHomeFolder();

      System.out.println("User's home folder obtained : " + homeFolder.getName()
);

      // Insert the new document to the user's home folder.
      homeFolder.addItem(doc);

      System.out.println("Document added to folder.");

      // Close the connection.
      ifsSession.disconnect();

    }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
      e.printStackTrace();
    }
  }
} 
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Running the HelloWorld.java Application
To run the HelloWorld.java application:

1. Ensure that you have set up your development environment as described in 
Chapter 1, "Getting Started with the Oracle Content Management SDK".

2. Compile HelloWorld.java.

3. Place the resulting package structure, 
oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/helloworld/HelloWorld.class in 
the $IFS_HOME/custom_classes directory.

4. Run the class by entering the following command at the command line:

java HelloWorld 
service=<service name> 
schemapassword=<schema password> 
serviceconfig=<service configuration> 
domain=<domain>
user=<user name> 
password=<user password>

5. The document HelloWorld.txt will appear in the home folder of the user 
identified by the user name and user password arguments used in Step 4.
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Extending Content Types and Attributes

This chapter discusses extending the Oracle Content Management SDK (Oracle CM 
SDK) content type hierarchy to manage custom types of information. The chapter 
covers the following topics:

■ Extending Content Types and Attributes Overview

■ Implementing Custom Content Types and Attributes

■ Sample Code
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Extending Content Types and Attributes Overview
The most common task performed when building content management 
applications with Oracle CM SDK involves configuring Oracle CM SDK to manage 
custom types of information. Oracle CM SDK is preconfigured to manage common 
types of information, like documents, folders, users, and groups. The Oracle CM 
SDK includes a content type hierarchy which defines the characteristics of each type 
of information managed by Oracle CM SDK. You can easily extend the content type 
hierarchy to customize how Oracle CM SDK manages other types of information, 
like medical records, insurance claims, and engineering specifications.

Before implementing custom content types, it is important that you spend some 
time to design the content type hierarchy. You should plan how you want to 
manage as many different types of information as can be anticipated. Define the 
characteristics of each content type, and how the content types can be organized 
hierarchically. Doing so will help you implement a more consistent and manageable 
content type hierarchy. Otherwise, you may later find it difficult to modify the 
content type hierarchy to accommodate types of information for which you didn’t 
plan. Although you will be able to modify the content type hierarchy by adding  
and removing attributes, Oracle CM SDK does not currently allow you to 
reorganize (e.g., mutate) content types in the hierarchy or change an attribute’s data 
type or constraints. This section advises you on how to design the content type 
hierarchy.

Defining the Characteristics of Custom Content Types
The first step in customizing Oracle CM SDK content types is to define the 
characteristics of the information which you wish to manage. Gather together 
examples of all of information which your business needs to store and manage in 
Oracle CM SDK. Then, sort through and group them into content types according to 
characteristics that they have in common. Consider the following characteristics:

■ Attributes. Metadata stored as part of the structure of all instances of that 
content type. For example, an Image content type may possess attributes which 

NOTE: For a high-level overview of the content type hierarchy 
and how Oracle CM SDK is used to manage information in the 
repository, see the Managing Information section of Chapter 3, 
"Java API Overview".
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describe the color or spatial aspects of an image, like width, height, and color 
depth.

■ Behaviors. Methods which you need to work with that type of information. For 
example, an Image content type may require special methods for manipulating 
an image, for example, generateThumbnail().

■ Arbitrary metadata. Metadata that may be applied arbitrarily to specific 
instances of different types of information. For example, you might categorize 
documents, folders and images according to their relevance to products that 
your business produces.

■ JSP. The Java Server Page that is used to display instances of a specific content 
type in the Oracle CM SDK Web user interface.

Defining the Content Type Hierarchy
The second step in defining custom content types is to evaluate where each content 
type fits into the content type hierarchy. 

First, organize the custom content types hierarchically according to characteristics 
which they have in common. You may find that some content types represent a 
subset of information within a broader content type. The common characteristics 
can be defined once on the broader content type, and then inherited by the content 
types which descend from it in the hierarchy. 

Next, assess how your custom content types fit into the content type hierarchy 
included out-of-the-box with Oracle CM SDK. Many of the characteristics defined 
for your custom content types may already be possessed by the Document or Folder 
content type. For example, a custom content type for images requires attributes like 
Format and Size, and methods like getContent() and setContent(), that are 
possessed by the Document content type. 

Then, decide if you wish to extend the out-of-the-box content type or modify it to 
implement any additional characteristics possessed by your top-level content type. 
In the case of an Image content type, you would want to extend the Document 
content type since images represent a subset of documents. Attributes like Width, 
Height, and Color Depth, should be applied to images, but not to all documents 
stored in Oracle CM SDK. In other cases, you may want to add additional attributes 
and behaviors to all documents. For example, an application which scans 
documents for viruses may need to add an attribute, InfectionStatus, to all 
documents to indicate whether if it is clean or infected.
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Implementing Custom Content Types and Attributes
You can start customizing Oracle CM SDK with only a basic understanding of XML. 
This section describes how you can perform the following basic development tasks:

■ Creating New Content Types

■ Adding Attributes to Existing Content Types

■ Modifying Existing Attributes

■ Removing Attributes from Content Types

■ Deleting Custom Content Types

In addition to these characteristics, each custom content type inherits the attributes 
and behaviors of the out-of-the-box content type which it extends. Therefore, with 
very little programming skills you will be able to employ all of the inherent content 
management capabilities in Oracle CM SDK to manage your custom types of 
information.

With more advanced programming skills, you can customize how information of 
that type behaves. Table 5–1, "Customizing Advanced Content Type Characteristics" 
lists the advanced development tasks for customizing other content type 
characteristics. These development tasks are discussed later in this Developer 
Reference. For instructions on how to implement these other characteristics, refer to 
the corresponding chapter. 

Table 5–1 Customizing Advanced Content Type Characteristics

Characteristic Development Task Chapter

behaviors Customize how content types behave by 
adding and overriding methods on the 
Java classes which implement the content 
type’s behavior.

Chapter 17, 
"Customizing 
Content Type 
Behavior"

arbitrary metadata 
and behavior

Apply arbitrary metadata and behavior to 
various content types and content type 
instances with Categories, 
PropertyBundles, PolicyPropertyBundles 
and Relationships.

Chapter 6, "Applying 
Arbitrary Metadata 
and Behavior"

JSP Associate a custom Java Server Page with a 
content type to automatically render 
content type instances in the Oracle CM 
SDK Web user interface.

Chapter 11, "Creating 
a Custom Web 
Interface"
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Creating New Content Types
To implement a new content type, you create a set of SchemaObjects to represent 
the content type. As discussed in Chapter 3, "Java API Overview", every content 
type is represented by a ClassObject and a set of Attributes. The ClassObject holds 
information about the content type, like the database table that will store the data 
for instances of the content type and the Java classes that are used to implement the 
content type’s behavior. Each extended attribute on the content type is represented 
by an instance of Attribute. The Attribute instance holds metadata about the 
attribute, including the attribute’s data type, length, scale, and the field in the 
database table which will hold the attribute’s value for instances of the content type. 
The Attribute instance also registers whether a ValueDefault, ValueDomain, or 
ClassDomain are to be used to constrain the attribute’s value.

When creating a ClassObject to represent your content type, you must specify at 
least the Name of the content type, and the SuperClass (e.g., the content type from 
which it should descend in the hierarchy). When creating Attribute instances to 
represent the extended content type attributes, you only have to specify the 
attribute’s Name and Datatype. All other metadata will be defaulted by Oracle CM 
SDK. If you wish to override any defaults, you can explicitly set the values for the 
ClassObject instances and Attribute instances in the same manner.

You must have administrative privileges to create a new content type. Since content 
type’s have associated database tables which store the data for instances of the 
content type, creating a new content type will entail DDL operations in the 
database. Only administrators are allowed to make DDL changes to the Oracle CM 
SDK schema.

Implementation Methods
The Oracle CM SDK supports several methods for creating the SchemaObjects to 
represent a new content type:

■ XML. Creating XML configuration files that automatically configure content 
types when imported into Oracle CM SDK.

NOTE: For a detailed description of the content type metadata 
defined by ClassObjects and Attributes, see Chapter 3, "Java API 
Overview" or the Oracle CM SDK JavaDoc. For instructions on how 
to implement ValueDefaults, ValueDomains and ClassDomains, 
consult Chapter 7, "Attribute Validation".
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■ Java. Programmatically configuring content types via the Java API.

■ Oracle Internet File System Manager. Using a graphical user interface to 
configure content types.

The following sections provide examples of how to use XML or Java to implement a 
new content type.

Using XML Configuration Files
XML configuration files allow you to implement new content types without 
requiring programming skills. You can create a simple XML file to contain the 
required information about your content type. Then, by importing the XML file into 
the repository via the Command-line Utility Protocol (CUP) server, the ClassObject 
and Attribute instances will automatically be created to represent your content type. 
The user account used to import the XML configuration files must have 
administrative privileges.

XML configuration files enable you to reproduce the customizations you make to 
Oracle CM SDK at a later time, or across multiple systems. If you run into an error 
when deploying your configuration file, you can easily modify the file and redeploy 
it. You can also use a set of XML configuration files to setup multiple Oracle CM 
SDK systems which have the same content type hierarchy.

Example 5–1, "Using XML to Configure New Content Types" is an example of an 
XML configuration file that configures a new content type. The name of the content 
type is Image. The Image content type extends Document. The Image content type 
is final, meaning that it cannot be extended by other content types. The Image 
content type possesses three attributes named Width, Height, and Artists.

Example 5–1 Using XML to Configure New Content Types

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <NAME>Image</NAME>   
    <SUPERCLASS RefType = "Name">Document</SUPERCLASS>  
    <DESCRIPTION>Image files</DESCRIPTION>
    <ABSTRACT>false</ABSTRACT>

NOTE: For instructions on how to use Oracle CM SDK Manager to 
create new content types, consult the Oracle Content Management 
SDK Administration Guide.
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    <FINAL>true</FINAL>
    <ATTRIBUTES>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Width</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>Integer</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Height</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>Integer</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Artists</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>DirectoryObject</DATATYPE>
            <CLASSDOMAIN RefType = "Name">DirectoryUser...</CLASSDOMAIN>
       </ATTRIBUTE>
    </ATTRIBUTES>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Each element in the XML configuration file is used to specify the value for the 
attributes of the ClassObject and Attribute instances used to represent the content 
type. For those attribute values that refer to objects that already exist in the 
repository, like the value for the <CLASSDOMAIN> element, the RefType attribute 
is used to specify how the object is being referenced by the element’s value.

Table 5–2, "XML Configuration File Elements for Content Types" lists each of the 
XML elements in a content type configuration file. The table specifies the Java class 
and attribute in the Java API which corresponds to the element, how the element is 
used, and any valid XML attributes for the element.

Table 5–2 XML Configuration File Elements for Content Types

Element Class Information Attributes Usage

<CLASSOBJECT> ClassObject class The root element of for any content type 
XML configuration file must be 
<CLASSOBJECT>. This element is used by 
the IfsSimpleXmlParser to create an 
instance of the ClassObject class.
Each sub-element in the <CLASSOBJECT> 
element directly corresponds to an 
attribute on the ClassObject class. The 
name of each sub-element's tag must 
match the name of the ClassObject 
attribute. (Refer to the Oracle CM SDK 
Javadoc for a complete list of ClassObject 
attributes.)
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<NAME> Name attribute on 
the ClassObject 
class

The XML configuration file must specify 
the name of the new ClassObject as the 
value of the <NAME> element.

<SUPERCLASS> SuperClass 
attribute on the 
ClassObject class

RefType The superclass of the new ClassObject is 
specified in the <SUPERCLASS> element. 
It is most convenient to reference the 
superclass by its name using the element's 
RefType attribute.

<DESCRIPTION> Description 
attribute on the 
ClassObject class

You can provide a description of the new 
ClassObject in the <DESCRIPTION> 
element.

<BEANCLASSPATH> BeansClassPath 
attribute on the 
ClassObject class

The <BEANSCLASSPATH> element is 
used to specify the fully qualified 
classname of the bean-side Java class used 
to represent and manage instances of this 
ClassObject in the SDK. This element is 
discussed in Chapter 17, "Customizing 
Content Type Behavior".

<SERVERCLASSPATH> ServerClassPath 
attribute on the 
ClassObject class

The <SERVERCLASSPATH> element is 
used to specify the fully qualified 
classname of the server-side Java class 
used to represent and manage instances of 
this ClassObject. This element is discussed 
in Chapter 17, "Customizing Content Type 
Behavior".

<DATABASEOBJECTNAME> DatabaseObjectNa
me attribute on the 
ClassObject class

You can specify a custom base name for 
the database objects that will be used to 
store the data for instances of the 
ClassObject. If not specified, the base name 
for the database objects will by default be 
the ClassObject's name.
You must specify a value for the 
DatabaseObjectName if the ClassObject’s 
Name exceeds 24 characters.

<FINAL> Final attribute on 
the ClassObject 
class

You can determine whether this content 
type can be extended by other content 
types or not by setting the <FINAL> 
element to either 'true' or 'false' 
respectively.

Table 5–2 XML Configuration File Elements for Content Types

Element Class Information Attributes Usage
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<ABSTRACT> Abstract attribute 
on the ClassObject 
class

You can determine if the content type can 
be instantiated, or if it will only serve as an 
abstract class to define common 
characteristics for its descending content 
types, by setting the <ABSTRACT> 
element to either 'false' or 'true' 
respectively.

<PARTITIONED> Partitioned 
attribute on the 
ClassObject class

You can determine if the database tables 
for the ClassObject are partitioned by 
setting the <PARTITIONED> element to 
'true' or 'false'.

<CLASSACL> ClassACL 
attribute on the 
ClassObject class

The ClassAccessControlList for a new class 
defines which users and/or groups can 
instantiate the class. To define the 
ClassACL on the new class, the XML 
configuration file defines the 
<CLASSACL> element for the 
<CLASSOBJECT>.   If not defined, by 
default all users will be able to instantiate 
the class.
Refer to Chapter 15, "Security" for more 
detailed instructions on configuring 
ClassACLs.

<ATTRIBUTES> Does not directly 
correspond to an 
attribute of the 
ClassObject class

Attributes for the new ClassObject are 
embedded in an <ATTRIBUTES> array. 
Each element in this array is a declaration 
of an attribute.
The <ATTRIBUTES> element does not 
directly correspond with an attribute of the 
ClassObject class. The relationship 
between the ClassObject and its Attribute 
objects is tracked by the Class attribute on 
the Attribute class.

When processing the XML configuration 
file, the IfsSimpleXMLParser creates an 
instance of the Attribute class for each 
attribute declared in the <ATTRIBUTES> 
array.

<ATTRIBUTE> Attribute class
extends 
SchemaObject

Each attribute for the new content type is 
declared with an <ATTRIBUTE> element. 
The <ATTRIBUTE> element defines the 
metadata about the attribute, such as its 
data type and constraints.

Table 5–2 XML Configuration File Elements for Content Types

Element Class Information Attributes Usage
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<NAME> Name attribute on 
the Attribute class

Each <ATTRIBUTE> declaration specifies 
the name of the attribute with the 
<NAME> element.

<DATATYPE> DataType attribute 
on the Attribute 
class

The data type for the attribute is specified 
in the <DATATYPE> element. The data 
type can be any of the following: String, 
Integer, Long, Double, Boolean, Date, 
ObjectReference, PublicObject, 
DirectoryObject, SystemObject, 
SchemaObject, String_Array, Integer_
Array, Long_Array, Double_Array, 
Boolean_Array, Date_Array, 
ObjectReference_Array, PublicObject_
Array, DirectoryObject_Array, 
SystemObject_Array, SchemaObject_Array.

<DATALENGTH> DataLength 
attribute on the 
Attribute class.

The maximum length of the value of a 
String attribute.

<UNIQUE> Unique attribute 
on the Attribute 
class

You can use the <UNIQUE> element to 
specify that each instance of the 
ClassObject must have a unique value for 
this attribute (if not null).

<REQUIRED> Required attribute 
on the Attribute 
class

You can use the <REQUIRED> element to 
specify that each instance of the 
ClassObject must have a non-null value for 
this attribute.

<INDEXED> Indexed attribute 
on the Attribute 
class

You can use the <INDEXED> element to 
specify whether the database table that 
stores the data for this ClassObject should 
have an index created for this attribute.

<SETTABLE> Settable attribute 
on the Attribute 
class

You can use the <SETTABLE> element to 
specify whether this attribute can be set 
using the repository SDK in creating new 
instances of the ClassObject. Non-settable 
attributes can only be 'system-set' by the 
server extensibility code.

<UPDATABLE> Updatable 
attribute on the 
Attribute class

You can use the <UPDATABLE> element 
to specify whether this attribute can be 
updated using the repository SDK for 
existing ClassObject instances. The values 
of non-Updatable attributes can only be set 
by the server extensibility code. 
Non-Updatable attributes are also called 
’system-set’ attributes.

Table 5–2 XML Configuration File Elements for Content Types

Element Class Information Attributes Usage
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<DATABASEOBJECTNAME> DatabaseObjectNa
me on the 
Attribute class

You can specify a custom base name for 
the column which will be used to store the 
values for this attribute in the database 
table for the ClassObject.
If not specified, the base name for the 
database objects will default to the 
attribute's name.

The DatabaseObjectName must be 
specified if the Attribute’s Name exceeds 
30 characters, or if it is the same as a 
reserved word in SQL (e.g., ’table’).

<CLASSDOMAIN> ClassDomain 
attribute on the 
Attribute class

You can use the <CLASSDOMAIN> 
element to specify the ClassDomain 
applied to this attribute.
ClassDomains can only be used for 
attributes with an object data type (i.e., 
PublicObject, SystemObject, SchemaObject, 
DirectoryObject, PublicObject_Array, 
SystemObject_Array, SchemaObject_Array, 
DirectoryObject_Array). The ClassDomain 
restricts the value of the attribute to 
instances of the specified classes. For 
instructions on configuring ClassDomains, 
see Chapter 7, "Attribute Validation".

<VALUEDOMAIN> ValueDomain 
attribute on the 
Attribute class

You can use the <VALUEDOMAIN> 
element to specify the ValueDomain 
applied to this attribute.
The ValueDomain restricts the value of the 
Attribute to an enumerated list or range of 
possible values. For instructions on 
configuring ClassDomains, see Chapter 7, 
"Attribute Validation". 

<VALUEDEFAULT> ValueDefault 
attribute on the 
Attribute class

You can use the <VALUEDEFAULT> 
element to specify the default value for this 
attribute. For instructions on configuring 
ValueDefaults, see Chapter 7, "Attribute 
Validation".

Table 5–2 XML Configuration File Elements for Content Types

Element Class Information Attributes Usage
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Using the Java API
You can programmatically configure new content types using the Oracle CM SDK 
Java API. 

Java is useful for configuring content types if you wish to provide a Java installation 
utility for your custom application. For example, an independent software vendor 
(ISV) may extend the Oracle CM SDK content type hierarchy to integrate its 
technology. The ISV will need to include an installation utility to allow customers to 
install their software and the custom content types on a pre-installed Oracle CM 
SDK. As another example, you can build a JSP-based user interface which allows 
administrators to extend the content type hierarchy. The JSP’s JavaBean could 
dynamically construct the ClassObject and Attributes by calling the Oracle CM SDK 
Java API.

Configuring content types with Java gives you greater control over the 
configuration process. For example, you can create a custom content type 
PurchaseOrder, that possesses an attribute, Products, which must be constrained by 
a ClassDomain to instances of another custom content type, Product. You could 
create both content types, as well as the ClassDomain, in a single operation which 
ensures the referential integrity between them.

To configure content types with the Java API, your Java program will perform the 
following steps:

1. Enable Administration Mode.

2. Construct a ClassObjectDefinition for the content type.

3. Specify the content type which is being extended in the SuperClass attribute on 
the ClassObjectDefinition.

4. Construct AttributeDefinitions for each attribute of the content type.

<REFERENTIALINTEGRITYR
ULE>

ReferentialIntegrit
yRule attribute on 
the Attribute class

You can use the 
<REFERENTIALINTEGRITYRULE> 
element to specify the referential integrity 
behavior of this attribute. Possible values 
include 0 and 1 which are the integer 
representations for the value constants 
RIRULE_CLEAR and RIRULE_RESTRICT, 
respectively.

Table 5–2 XML Configuration File Elements for Content Types

Element Class Information Attributes Usage
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5. Pass the ClassObjectDefinition to the LibrarySession to create the ClassObject 
and Attribute instances which will represent the content type in Oracle CM 
SDK.

Example 5–2 Using Java to Create New Content Types

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Create the ClassObjectDefinition to hold the values for the new ClassObject.  Set 
the Name and Description attributes.

ClassObjectDefinition codef = new ClassObjectDefinition(session);
codef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ClassObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("IMAGE"));
codef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ClassObject.DESCRIPTION_ATTRIBUTE,
       AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Image files"));

3. Specify the content type which is being extended.

ClassObject superClass = session.getClassObjectByName("DOCUMENT");
codef.setSuperclass(superClass);

4. Create AttributeDefinitions to represent each extended attribute for the new 
content type.  Add the AttributeDefinitions to the ClassObjectDefinition.

AttributeDefinition adef1 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
adef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Height")); 
adef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DESCRIPTION_ATTRIBUTE, 
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Image Height"));
adef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_INTEGER));
adef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.REQUIRED_ATTRIBUTE,  
             AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(false));
codef.addAttributeDefinition(adef1);

AttributeDefinition adef2 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
adef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Width")); 
adef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DESCRIPTION_ATTRIBUTE, 
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Image Width"));
adef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_INTEGER));
adef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.REQUIRED_ATTRIBUTE,  
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             AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(false));
codef.addAttributeDefinition(adef2);

5. Pass the ClassObjectDefinition to the LibrarySession to create the ClassObject 
and Attribute instances for the content type.

ClassObject classObj = (ClassObject) session.createSchemaObject(codef);

Adding Attributes to Existing Content Types
Oracle CM SDK also allows you to add or modify attributes on content types after 
they have been created. 

You may later discover that more attributes are required for one of the custom 
content types you defined. Or, you may need to add custom attributes to the 
Document and Folder content types that come with Oracle CM SDK. You can add 
attributes to a content type at any time.

When adding attributes to an existing content type, the new attribute cannot be a 
required attribute. A required attribute indicates that values of the attribute cannot 
be NULL. If this is the case, then Oracle CM SDK will not be able to set the 
attribute’s value to NULL for any instances which may already exist for that content 
type.

As discussed in "Creating New Content Types", all content types are represented in 
Oracle CM SDK by an instance of ClassObject, and each of its attributes are 
represented by an instance of Attribute. You can create new Attribute instances to 
represent the additional attributes and associate them with ClassObject instance for 
the existing content type.

Implementation Methods
Oracle CM SDK supports two methods for adding attributes to an existing content 
type.

■ Java. Programmatically configure content types using the Oracle CM SDK Java 
API.

■ Oracle Internet File System Manager. Use a graphical user interface to 
configure content types.
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To add an attribute to a content type with the Java API, your Java program 
performs the following steps:

1. Enable Administration Mode for the session.

2. Get the ClassObject which represents the content type.

3. Create an AttributeDefinition for the new attribute.

4. Pass the AttributeDefinition to the addAttribute() method on the 
ClassObject to create a new Attribute instance and associate it with the 
ClassObject instance.

Example 5–3 Using Java to Add Attributes to Content Types

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Get the ClassObject.

ClassObject co = session.getClassObjectByName("IMAGE");

3. Create an AttributeDefinition.

AttributeDefinition attdef = new AttributeDefinition(session);
attdef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Artists"));
attdef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
            Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_DIRECTORYOBJECT_ARRAY));

4. Add the Attribute to the ClassObject.

co.addAttribute(attdef);

Modifying Existing Attributes
Oracle CM SDK allows you to modify an attribute that already exists on a content 
type with either XML or Java.   For example, you may have forgotten to specify a 

NOTE: For instructions on how to use the Oracle Internet File 
System Manager consult the Oracle Content Management SDK 
Administration Guide.
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referential integrity rule for an attribute. Or, you may create a new ValueDefault, 
ValueDomain, or ClassDomain and wish to apply it to several attributes that 
already exist. 

You can modify an attribute as long as the modification doesn’t conflict with 
content type instances that may already have been created. In addition, 
modifications to attributes cannot affect the underlying database column used to 
store the attribute’s values. Therefore, you cannot change an attribute’s Name, 
DatabaseObjectName, or Datatype once it has been created.

Using XML to Update Attributes
Just as XML can be used to update ClassObjects, you can create XML configuration 
files which update attributes. In this case, the <ATTRIBUTE> element will include 
an <UPDATE> subelement to reference the attribute being updated. While the 
<ATTRIBUTE> specification includes a sub-element for the updated referential 
integrity rule, it is not necessary to include sub-elements for metadata that is not to 
be changed on the attribute (i.e., datatype, length).

Example 5–4 illustrates how to update an attribute on a content type with XML. The 
XML configuration file updates the Artists attribute on the Image content type to 
apply a referential integrity rule that will restrict DirectoryUsers from being deleted 
if they are specified as an artist for an image.

Example 5–4 Using XML to Update Attributes on a Content Type

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <UPDATE RefType = "Name">Image</UPDATE>   
    <ATTRIBUTES>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <UPDATE RefType = "Name">ARTISTS</UPDATE>
            <REFERENTIALINTEGRITYRULE>1</REFERENTIALINTEGRITYRULE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
    </ATTRIBUTES>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Note: When referencing the Attribute by its name, the value must 
be uppercase (e.g., <UPDATE RefType = 
"Name">ARTISTS</UPDATE>).
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Using Java to Update Attributes
You can programmatically modify attributes using the Java API. This method is 
useful if you wish to provide administrators with a custom user interface for 
changing content type configurations. For example, you could create a JSP-based 
client which allows users to create new ValueDomains, ClassDomains and 
ValueDefaults and apply them to content type attributes.

To update an attribute on a content type with the Java API, your Java program 
would perform the following steps:

1. Enable Administration Mode for the session.

2. Get the Attribute instance which represents the content type’s attribute.

3. Call the appropriate method for updating the Attribute (i.e., 
setClassDomain(), setValueDomain(), setValueDefault(), 
setReferentialIntegrityRule()).

For a complete list of the methods used to update attributes, consult the Oracle CM 
SDK JavaDoc.

Example 5–5 Using Java to Update Attributes on Content Types

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Get the ClassObject which represents the content type.

ClassObject co = session.getClassObjectByName("IMAGE");

3. Get the Attribute instance.

Attribute att = co.getEffectiveClassAttributes("ARTISTS");

4. Call the appropriate method to update the Attribute.

att.setReferentialIntegrityRule(Attribute.RIRULE_RESTRICT);

Removing Attributes from Content Types
You can also remove attributes from a content type after it has been created. Only 
extended attributes may be removed. Attributes on content types (e.g., Document) 
may not be removed with any implementation method.
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Implementation Methods
You can use two of the programming methods supported by the Oracle CM SDK to 
remove attributes:

■ Java. Programmatically remove attributes using the Oracle CM SDK Java API.

■ Oracle Internet File System Manager. Use a graphical user interface to remove 
the attribute.

The Oracle CM SDK release of the Oracle Internet File System does not support 
XML as a method of removing attributes. Oracle Internet File System Manager  
cannot be used to remove attributes if instances of the content type exist. In such 
cases, you would use the Java API to handle the impact that removing the attribute 
should have on the content type’s instances.

To remove an attribute from a content type, your Java program performs the 
following steps:

1. Enable Administration Mode.

2. Get the ClassObject instances which represents the content type from which the 
attribute should be removed.

3. Call the getAttributeFromLabel() method on the ClassObject to obtain the 
Attribute instance to be removed.

4. Pass the Attribute to the removeAttribute() method on the ClassObject to 
remove the attribute.

Example 5–6 Using Java to Remove Attributes from Content Types

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Get the ClassObject which represents the content type.

ClassObject co = session.getClassObjectByName("IMAGE");

3. Get the Attribute to be removed from the ClassObject.

NOTE: For instructions on how to use Oracle Internet File System 
Manager, consult the Oracle Content Management SDK 
Administration Guide.
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Attribute att = co.getEffectiveClassAttributes("ARTISTS");

4. Remove the Attribute from the ClassObject.

co.removeAttribute(att);

Deleting Custom Content Types
At a later point in time, you may need to delete a content type. A content type 
cannot be deleted as long as instances of the content type exist. A content type 
cannot be deleted if other content type’s descend from it in the content type 
hierarchy. 

Implementation Methods
You can use two of the programming methods supported by the Oracle CM SDK to 
delete a content type:

■ Java, programmatically delete the content type via the Oracle CM SDK Java 
API.

■ Oracle Internet File System Manager, using a graphical user interface to delete 
the content type.

The Oracle CM SDK release of the Oracle Internet File System does not support 
XML as a method of deleting content types. Oracle Internet File System Manager  
cannot be used to delete content types if instances of the content type exist. In such 
cases, you would use the Java API to handle these instances before deleting the 
content type. 

To delete a content type, your Java program would perform the following steps:

1. Enable Administration Mode.

2. Get the ClassObject instance which represents the content type being deleted

3. Call the free() method to delete the content type.

NOTE: For instructions on how to use Oracle Internet File System 
Manager, consult the Oracle Content Management SDK 
Administration Guide.
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Example 5–7 Using Java to Delete Content Types

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Get the ClassObject which represents the content type.

ClassObject co = session.getClassObjectByName("IMAGE");

3. Delete the ClassObject by calling the free() method.

co.free();

Sample Code
Oracle CM SDK is installed with executable sample code files for the examples in 
this chapter.  Sample code files are located in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/subclass
ing directory. Table 5–3 lists the sample code files and their corresponding 
examples.

Table 5–3 Example Sample Code Files

Example Sample Code File

Example 5–1, "Using XML to Configure New 
Content Types"

CreateContentType.xml

Example 5–2, "Using Java to Create New Content 
Types"

CreateContentType.java

Example 5–3, "Using Java to Add Attributes to 
Content Types"

AddContentTypeAttributes.java

Example 5–4, "Using XML to Update Attributes on 
a Content Type"

UpdateContentTypeAttributes.xml

Example 5–5, "Using Java to Update Attributes on 
Content Types"

UpdateContentTypeAttributes.java

Example 5–6, "Using Java to Remove Attributes 
from Content Types"

DeleteContentTypeAttributes.java

Example 5–7, "Using Java to Delete Content Types" DeleteContentType.java
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Running the Java Sample Code Files
To run the Java sample code files, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the CLASSPATH on the host machine includes the Java API jar files.

2. With JDK 1.3, compile the sample code file in the following directory:
<ORACLE_HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/
examples/devdoc/subclassing 

Example 5–8 Compiling the Sample Code Files on Solaris

> cd $ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/
  subclassing
> javac CreateContentType.java

3. Check the file comments to determine if the file expects other files to be run 
beforehand.

4. Run the class and supply the arguments. The input values for the arguments 
will be displayed. All arguments must have a value. Some or all arguments will 
be defaulted if unspecified. The class will print the results to the screen.

Example 5–9 Running the Sample Code Files on Solaris

> java oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.security.CreateContentType 
Domain=ifs://myhost.mycompany.com:1521:ifsdb:ifssys

  Running with arguments :
    UserName = system
    UserPassword = manager9ifs
    ServiceName = IfsServiceDefault
    SchemaPassword = ifssys
    ServiceConfig = SmallServiceConfiguration
    Domain = ifs://myhost.mycompany.com:1521:ifsdb:ifssys
  -----------Results----------
ClassObject Created : Image

Running the XML Sample Code Files
To run the XML configuration files, follow these steps:

1. Access the CUP server.

2. Login as a user with the appropriate administration privileges for the task 
performed by the XML configuration file.
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3. Import the XML configuration file.

4. View the results with Oracle Internet File System Manager.
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Applying Arbitrary Metadata and Behavior

This chapter describes how to apply arbitrary metadata and behavior to content 
types. The chapter covers the following topics:

■ Applying Arbitrary Metadata and Behavior Overview

■ Categories

■ PropertyBundles

■ PolicyPropertyBundles

■ Relationships

■ Sample Code
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Applying Arbitrary Metadata and Behavior Overview
The first step in customizing Oracle Content Management SDK (Oracle CM SDK) 
for your business is usually to define all of the physical types of information you 
wish to store and manage with Oracle CM SDK. Out-of-the-box, Oracle CM SDK 
manages standard types of information, such as documents and folders. Oracle CM 
SDK provides out-of-the-box content types (e.g., Document and Folder) that define 
the physical structure of the information (e.g., Content, Format, Size), and provide 
interfaces for manipulating the information (e.g., getContent() and 
listItems()). You can extend these content types to define other physical types 
of information, such as Image or Book. Chapter 5, "Extending Content Types and 
Attributes" and Chapter 17, "Customizing Content Type Behavior" discuss how to 
extend the custom type hierarchy to include attributes and behaviors for different 
physical types of information.

In defining your business’ content types, however, you may find that you also need 
to manage arbitrary metadata and behaviors that can be applied to your 
information. The metadata and behaviors are arbitrary in that they may or may not 
be applied to selected instances of various physical types of information. For 
example, you might categorize specific instances of different content types into a 
common metadata structure, such as a subject catalog, according to how they are 
used in your business. You might define business rules for how certain operations 
should be performed on various content types, or on specific instances of a content 
type.

Oracle CM SDK  provides the following mechanisms for applying arbitrary 
metadata and behaviors to your information:

■ Categories.  Categorize specific documents, folders and other types of 
information, and apply extra attributes to the information that are relevant to its 
category.

■ PropertyBundles. Create a hash-table of data that can be applied to various 
content types or specific instances of a content type.

■ PolicyPropertyBundle. Create a set of business rules that define how 
operations should be performed on various content types or specific instances 
of a content type.

■ Relationships.  Create many-to-many associations between different pieces of 
information.

This chapter provides instructions on how to create and apply Categories, 
PropertyBundles, PolicyPropertyBundles, and Relationships. 
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Categories
Categories allow you to organize information stored in Oracle CM SDK according 
to how it is used in your business. For example, you might organize your 
documents, folders, and images according to the projects that they are used for. By 
virtue of belonging to the category, you can add extra attributes and behaviors that 
pertain to that category. For example, you might add the attributes Project Name, 
and Project Record Number to documents and folders that belong to a Project 
category.

Oracle CM SDK provides a content type, Category, which you can use to create 
categorization schemes and apply them to your information. Category is a content 
type that can be extended to define different types of categories (e.g., Project) and 
the attributes that pertain to that category (e.g., Project Name, Project Record 
Number). 

A document, folder, or any PublicObject can be associated with zero, one, or more 
categories. A PublicObject is categorized by associating it with an instance of the 
extended Category content type. The Category instance stores the values for the 
extra attributes that pertain to the PublicObject by virtue of it belonging to that 
category (e.g., Project Name = "Content Management Research Project", Project 
Record Number = "AR1098a"). The Category instance also stores a pointer to the 
PublicObject in an attribute AssociatedPublicObject.

Since any PublicObject (e.g., document, folder, image) can be associated with the 
same category types, categories provide a common scheme for organizing different 
physical types of information. In a way, categories provide a means for 
cross-inheriting attributes across different content types.

Because the Category content type extends PublicObject, Category instances can be 
foldered. This may be useful if you are building a custom user interface and wish to 
represent documents in different ways in different folders. For example, you could 
create a Project folder that contain all documents pertaining to a project. Rather than 
foldering the Document instances and listing them by Name, you could folder the 
Project category instances and list them by the Project Record Number attribute. 
You could then allow users to access the Document instance by calling the 
getAssociatedPublicObject() method on the Category instance. 

Category instances are not versioned by Oracle CM SDK. If a document’s category 
metadata changes with each version, then each document version can be associated 
with a new Category instance. However, the version information is maintained on 
the document, not its categories. 
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Access to Category instances is determined by the AccessControlList applied to the 
associated PublicObject. If a user has been granted getAttribute() on the 
PublicObject, he can access the category attributes as well.

Categories are automatically deleted when the associated PublicObject is freed. No 
notification will be generated when the Category instances are deleted in this 
manner.

From this section, you will learn how to:

■ Define new Category types.

■ Categorize PublicObjects.

■ Search for information based on categories.

Defining New Category Types
Defining new types of Category entails the same steps required for defining any 
custom content type. As for any other content type, you create a set of 
SchemaObject instances to represent the Category type. You can also define custom 
behavior for the category type by implementing Java classes. However, 
implementing custom Java classes is not required to define a new category type. 
Afterwards, you can modify and delete the category type by editing or deleting its 
SchemaObjects. These development tasks can be done with the Java API, XML files, 
or the Oracle Internet File System Manager. 

Creating Category Types
To create a new type of category, you create a new content type that extends 
Category and adds attributes that are pertinent to that category. For example, you 
could create a new category, Project Record, that extends Category and includes the 
extended attributes Project Name and Project Record Number. 

To define the new category type, follow these steps:

NOTE: For detailed instructions on creating, modifying and 
deleting custom content types, consult Chapter 5, "Extending 
Content Types and Attributes"and Chapter 17, "Customizing 
Content Type Behavior". If you have already read these chapters, 
this section provides quick review how to create, modify and delete 
category types with Java and XML.
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■ Ensure that you have administration privileges. If you are using XML 
configuration files, import the files as an administrator. If you are using the Java 
API, enable Administration Mode for your session.

■ Create instances of ClassObject to represent the category type.

■ Create instances of Attribute to represent each attribute that pertains to the 
category type.

■ Define any custom methods by creating custom Java classes for the category 
type.

Example 6–1 Using XML to Create Category Types

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <NAME>ProjectRecord</NAME>   
    <SUPERCLASS RefType = "Name">Category</SUPERCLASS>  
    <DESCRIPTION>Public Objects that pertain to a Project.</DESCRIPTION>
    <ATTRIBUTES>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>ProjectName</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>String</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>ProjectRecordNumber</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>String</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
    </ATTRIBUTES>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Example 6–2 Using Java to Create Category Types

1. Enable Administration Mode.

NOTE: See Chapter 17, "Customizing Content Type Behavior" to 
learn how to extend the category type’s Java classes.

NOTE: For a description of each element in an XML file used to 
create category types, consult the Chapter 5, "Extending Content 
Types and Attributes".
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session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Create a ClassObjectDefinition to hold the values for the ClassObject that 
represents the category type.

ClassObjectDefinition codef = new ClassObjectDefinition(session);
codef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ClassObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("ProjectRecord"));

3. Specify that your new category type extends the Category content type.

ClassObject catco = session.getClassObjectByName("CATEGORY");
codef.setSuperclass(catco);

4. Create AttributeDefinitions for each attribute pertaining to the category type.  
Add the AttributeDefinitions to the ClassObjectDefinition.

AttributeDefinition attdef1 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("ProjectName"));
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_STRING));

codef.addAttributeDefinition(attdef1);

AttributeDefinition attdef2 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
attdef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("ProjectRecordNumber"));
attdef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_STRING));

codef.addAttributeDefinition(attdef2);

5. Create the ClassObject and Attributes for the new category type.

ClassObject mycatco = (ClassObject) session.createSchemaObject(codef);

Modifying Category Types
You can add and remove attributes on a category type after it has been created.
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Example 6–3 Using Java to Add, Remove, and Update Attributes on Categories

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Get the ClassObject that represents the category type.

ClassObject catco = session.getClassObjectByName("PROJECTRECORD");

3. Add an Attribute to the ClassObject.

AttributeDefinition attdef1 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("ProjectPriority"));
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_INTEGER));
catco.addAttribute(attdef1);

4. Remove an Attribute from the ClassObject.

Attribute att2 = catco.getEffectiveClassAttributes("PROJECTRECORDNUMBER");
catco.removeAttribute(att2);

5. Update an Attribute on the ClassObject.

Attribute att3 = catco.getEffectiveClassAttributes("PROJECTPRIORITY");
Collection vdColl = session.getValueDomainCollection();
ValueDomain vd = (ValueDomain) vdColl.getItems("Projects");
att3.setValueDomain(vd);

Deleting Category Types
You can use the Java API or Oracle Internet File System Manager to delete category 
types. If instances exist for the Category, then they must be removed before you can 
remove the Category type.

NOTE: You cannot use XML to add or remove attributes from a 
category type. You must do this with Oracle Internet File System 
Manager or the Java API.  For instructions on deleting attributes 
with Oracle CM SDKManager, consult the Oracle Content 
Management SDK Administration Guide.
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Example 6–4 Using Java to Delete Categories

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Get the ClassObject that represents the category type.

ClassObject catco = session.getClassObjectByName("PROJECTRECORD");

3. Delete the ClassObject by calling the free() method.

catco.free();

Categorizing PublicObjects
Once you have created a new Category type, you can use it to categorize 
documents, folders, or any PublicObject in the repository. This section describes the 
following tasks:

■ Creating Category Instances

■ Updating Category Instances

■ Deleting Category Instances

Creating Category Instances
To categorize a PublicObject, you create a new instance of your category type and 
associate it with the PublicObject. You can apply Category instances when creating 
new PublicObjects, or to PublicObjects that already exist in the repository. 

Using Java to Categorize PublicObjects  To categorize a PublicObject with the Java API, 
follow these steps: 

1. Create a CategoryDefinition to hold the values for the new Category instance.

2. Specify the type of the new Category instance.

3. Set the values of the Category’s attributes.

NOTE: For instructions on how to delete the ClassObject for a 
category type with Oracle Internet File System Manager, consult 
the Oracle Content Management SDK Administration Guide.
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4. If you wish to categorize a PublicObject at the time that it is created in Oracle 
CM SDK, pass the CategoryDefinition to the addCategoryDefinition() 
method on the PublicObjectDefinition. The PublicObjectDefinition is used to 
create both the PublicObject and the Category.

5. If you wish to categorize a PublicObject that already exists in Oracle 9iFS, pass 
the CategoryDefinition to the addCategory() method on the PublicObject.

Example 6–5 Using Java to Categorize PublicObjects

1. Create a new CategoryDefinition.

CategoryDefinition cdef = new CategoryDefinition(session);

2. Specify the type of the new Category instance.

ClassObject co = session.getClassObjectByName("PROJECTRECORD");
cdef.setClassObject(co);

3. Set the values of the Category’s attributes.

cdef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Category.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
         AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
           "Content Management Marketing Analysis Report"));
cdef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("PROJECTNAME", 
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Content Management Research Project"));
cdef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("PROJECTRECORDNUMBER",
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("AR1098a"));

4. Add the CategoryDefinition to a PublicObjectDefinition to categorize a new 
PublicObject.

FolderDefinition fdef = new FolderDefinition(session);
fdef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Folder.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Collateral"));
fdef.addCategoryDefinition(cdef);
Folder f = (Folder) session.createPublicObject(fdef);

5. Or, use the CategoryDefinition to categorize an existing PublicObject.

f.addCategory(cdef);

Using XML to Categorize PublicObjects  You can also use XML to categorize new 
PublicObjects. When the XML file is imported into the repository via the 
Commandline Utility Protocol (CUP) server, the IfsSimpleXmlParser automatically 
parses the file and generate an instance of the category type to hold the category 
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metadata for the PublicObject. The following are the key aspects of an XML file 
used to categorize a PublicObject:

■ The root element of the XML configuration file must specify the new 
PublicObject.

■ The schema for the root element can include a special tag, <CATEGORIES>, 
that is used to specify the Categories for the new PublicObject. 

■ Each Category can be specified as a subelement of the <CATEGORIES> 
element. The name of the sub-element must correspond to the name of the 
category type.

■ The Category element contains sub-elements for each category attribute. The 
name of these elements must correspond to the name of the attribute.

Example 6–6 Using XML to Categorize New PublicObjects

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?> 
  <FOLDER> 
    <NAME>CMProject</NAME> 
    <FOLDERPATH>/home/guest</FOLDERPATH> 
    <CATEGORIES> 
      <PROJECTRECORD> 
        <NAME>Content Management Market Analysis</NAME>   
        <PROJECTNAME>Content Management Research Project</PROJECTNAME>
      </PROJECTRECORD> 
      <!-- You can have multiple Category elements here --> 
    </CATEGORIES> 
  </FOLDER> 

Updating Category Instances
Once you have categorized a PublicObject, you may need to update the values of 
the attributes applied to it by the Category instance. You can update a 

NOTE: You cannot use XML to categorize existing PublicObjects.

NOTE: For a detailed overview of the syntax rules for XML 
configuration files, consult Chapter 10, "XML and the Oracle 
Content Management SDK".
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PublicObject’s category attributes with either XML configuration files or the Java 
API.

Using XML to Update Category Instances  To update a Category instance, the XML file 
must:

■ Have a root element that corresponds to the Name of the Category type.

■ Include an <UPDATE> sub-element that references the Category instance being 
changed.

■ Include sub-elements for all attributes that are being modified. The value of 
these elements hold the updated attribute values.

Example 6–7 Using XML to Update Attributes on Category Instances

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<PROJECTRECORD>
    <UPDATE RefType = "Name">Content Management Market Analysis</UPDATE>   
    <PROJECTNAME>XML Research Project</PROJECTNAME>
</PROJECTRECORD>

Using Java to Update Category Instances  You can also update the values of attributes on 
Category instances with the Java API. Each extended Category type inherits the 
methods getAttribute() and setAttribute() from the Category class. These 
methods provide a generic way to manipulate any attribute value. 

You can also implement custom Java classes to provide convenience methods for 
getting and setting the values for the extended attributes on your custom category 
type. For instructions on implementing custom Java classes, consult Chapter 17, 
"Customizing Content Type Behavior".

Example 6–8 Using Java to Update Category Instances

1. Assume that your application has already obtained the Category instance

Category cat = ......

2. Update the ProjectPriority attribute on the ProjectRecord instance.

cat.setAttribute("PROJECTPRIORITY", 
                AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(new Integer(3)));
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Deleting Category Instances
You can remove PublicObjects from a category by deleting the Category instance 
that holds the PublicObject’s category attribute values. When a PublicObject is 
deleted, all of its categories are automatically deleted by Oracle CM SDK.

You can delete Category instances with the Java API as you would any other object 
by calling the free() method. Oracle CM SDK does not support XML as a method 
for removing PublicObjects from a category, nor does the Oracle Internet File 
System Manager provide a user interface for deleting Category instances.

Example 6–9 Using Java to delete Category instances

1. Assume that your application has already obtained the Category instance

Selector s = new Selector(session);
s.setSearchClassname("PROJECTRECORD");

LibraryObject[] cats = s.getItems();
Category c;

2. Delete the Category instances.

int i;
int count = (cats == null) ? 0 : cats.length;

for (i = 0; i < count; i++)
{
   c = (Category) cats[i];
   c.free();
}

Searching for Information Based on Categories
Once you have categorized documents, folders, and other types of information, you 
can search for the information based on its category and category attributes. 

For example, you could search for all documents, folders, and other types of 
information that are project records for the Content Management Research Project. 
To do this, you would search for all PublicObjects that have been categorized as a 
Project Record and that have the category attribute Project Name set to Content 
Management Research Project. 

Oracle CM SDK also provides APIs that make it easy to traverse the association 
between information and their categories. For example, given a PublicObject 
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instance, you can fetch all associated categories. Conversely, given a category 
instance, you can fetch the associated PublicObject.

Searching for PublicObjects Based on Categories
You can build applications that search for PublicObjects based on their category 
metadata by constructing a Selector or Search with the Java API. To construct the 
query, the Search or Selector would join the Category and PublicObject content 
types based on the reference between the AssociatedPublicObject attribute on 
Category, and the ID attribute on PublicObject. Then, the Search or Selector can 
include additional criteria about either the Category and/or PublicObject’s 
attributes.

Example 6–10 Using a Selector to Find Specific Categories on a PublicObject

1. Assume that your application has already obtained the PublicObject

PublicObject po = .....

2. Construct the Selector.

Selector s = new Selector(session);
s.setSearchClassname("PROJECTRECORD");
s.setSearchSelection("ASSOCIATEDPUBLICOBJECT = " + po.getId() + 
                     " AND PROJECTNAME = ’XML Research Project’");

3. Execute the query and retrieve each category for the PublicObject.

LibraryObject[] cats = s.getItems();

int i;
int count = (cats == null) ? 0 : cats.length;
for (i = 0; i < count; i++)
{
   c = (Category) cats[i];
}

NOTE: For detailed instructions on building Selectors and 
Searches, see Chapter 8, "Building Search Applications".
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Example 6–11 Using a Search to find all PublicObjects Based on a Common Category 
Attribute

1. Construct a SearchSpecification to hold the query criteria.  This example does 
not include content criteria, so we construct an AttributeSearchSpecification.

AttributeSearchSpecification asp = new AttributeSearchSpecification();

2. Construct the SearchClassSpecification and set it on the 
AttributeSearchSpecification.

String[] searchClasses = {"PUBLICOBJECT", "PROJECTRECORD"};
SearchClassSpecification scp = new SearchClassSpecification(searchClasses);
scp.addResultClass("PUBLICOBJECT");

asp.setSearchClassSpecification(scp);

3. Construct a JoinQualification to join the Category type, ProjectRecord, with the 
PublicObject content type.

JoinQualification jq = new JoinQualification();
jq.setLeftAttribute("PUBLICOBJECT", null);
jq.setRightAttribute("PROJECTRECORD", "ASSOCIATEDPUBLICOBJECT");

4. Construct an AttributeQualification to specify the criteria that the category’s 
ProjectName attribute must be "Content Management Research Project".

AttributeQualification aq = new AttributeQualification();
aq.setAttribute("PROJECTRECORD", "PROJECTNAME");
aq.setOperatorType(AttributeQualification.EQUAL);
aq.setValue("Content Management Research Project");

5. Construct a SearchClause to combine the Join and Attribute qualifications, and 
require that both criteria must be satisfied.  Use it to set the SearchQualification.

SearchClause sc = new SearchClause(aq, jq, SearchClause.AND);
asp.setSearchQualification(sc);

6. Execute the Search and loop through the results to retrieve the LibraryObject 
that met the criteria.  The LibraryObjects returned will be of the content type 
specified in the SearchClassSpecification.

Search srch = new Search(session, asp);
srch.open();

int i;
LibraryObject lo;
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SearchResultObject sro = srch.next();
String lName;

while (sro != null)
{
    lo = sro.getLibraryObject();
    lName = lo.getName();
 
  try
  {
     sro = srch.next();
   }
   catch (IfsException e)
   {
     if (e.getErrorCode() == 22000)
     {
       break;
    }
    else
    {
        e.printStackTrace();
    }
  }
}
srch.close();

Fetching a PublicObject’s Categories
The Java API provides methods that make it easy to get the categories for 
PublicObjects, and the PublicObject associated with a Category instance. 

The PublicObject class includes a method, getCategories(), which returns all 
Category instances that are associated with that PublicObject. Once you have the 
Category instance, you can retrieve the extra attributes applied to the PublicObject 
by the category.

Example 6–12 Fetching a PublicObject’s Categories

1. Assume that your application has already obtained the PublicObject

PublicObject po = .....

2. Fetch the PublicObject’s Category instances

Category[] cats = po.getCategories();
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3. For each category instance, determine the category type and fetch the category 
attributes.

AttributeValue av; // variable to hold value of a category attribute
Attribute[] catatts; // variable to hold the Attributes on the Category
Category c; // variable to hold each Category instance
ClassObject catco; // variable to hold the ClassObject
                   // that represents the category type
int i, j, icount, jcount;
String catName, attName; // variables to hold the names of 
                         //the category and attributes

icount = (cats == null) ? 0 : cats.length;
for(i=0; i < icount; i++)
{
   c = cats[i];
   catco = c.getClassObject();
   catName = catco.getName();
   catatts = catco.getExtendedClassAttributes();
   jcount = (catatts == null) ? 0 : catatts.length;
   for (j=0; j < jcount; j++)
   {
       attName = catatts[j].getName();
       av = c.getAttribute(attName);
    }
 }

The Category class provides a convenience method, 
getAssociatedPublicObject(), that returns the PublicObject instance to 
which the category metadata applies. Once you have the PublicObject instance, you 
can retrieve all of the other attributes possessed by the PublicObject and call 
methods to manipulate the PublicObject.

Example 6–13 Fetching the Associated PublicObject from a Category instance

1. Assume that your application has already obtained the Category instance

Category cat = ......

2. Fetch the PublicObject associated with the Category.

PublicObject po = cat.getAssociatedPublicObject();

3. Fetch the PublicObject’s content type and attributes

ClassObject co = po.getClassObject(); 
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Attribute[] atts = co.getEffectiveClassAttributes();
String coName = co.getName();

AttributeValue av; //variable to hold value of a PublicObject’s attribute
int i, icount;
String attName;

icount = (atts == null) ? 0 : atts.length;
for (i = 0; i < icount; i++)
{
   attName = atts[i].getName();
   av = po.getAttribute(attname);

}

PropertyBundles
PropertyBundles are useful for persistently storing a "bag" of properties in the 
repository. 

Compared to categories, PropertyBundles are relatively unstructured. The 
PropertyBundle consists of a set of Properties, each of which consists of a 
name/value pair. A PropertyBundle can exist independently in the repository, and 
be associated with zero, one, or more PublicObjects. PropertyBundles are a more 
flexible way to store data, but are not as easy to work with as more structured 
constructs such as categories.

Using PropertyBundles
PropertyBundles can be used to store ad-hoc metadata for processing systemwide 
tasks, one or more content types, or specific instances.

■ Systemwide PropertyBundles.  PropertyBundles can exist independently in the 
repository, and can be used by applications to determine processing logic.

■ Content Type PropertyBundles.   PropertyBundles can be associated with the 
ClassObject for a content type to be used to process the content type and all of 
its instances. ClassObject possesses a PropertyBundle attribute that would 
reference the PropertyBundle used for content type processing. 

■ Instance PropertyBundles.  PropertyBundles can be used to store ad-hoc 
metadata for specific instances of content types, such as a list of localized names 
for a document (e.g., English/Guide, Spanish/Guida). Every PublicObject 
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possesses an attribute, PropertyBundle, that references the PropertyBundle 
holding its ad-hoc metadata.

Since PropertyBundles can exist independently in the repository, and are used 
frequently for application processing, it may be useful to associate the 
PropertyBundle with a ValueDefault. By associating the PropertyBundle with a 
ValueDefault, it can be uniquely referenced by a string, the ValueDefault’s 
UniqueName. PropertyBundles do not possess a UniqueName attribute, as do 
SchemaObjects such as ValueDefault. Although PropertyBundles possess a unique 
ID, the ID attribute does not provide a convenient way to reference 
PropertyBundles. ValueDefaults make it convenient to reference PropertyBundles. 
For example, in an XML configuration file, the UniqueName of the ValueDefault 
can be supplied as the value for an element referencing the PropertyBundle (e.g., 
<Update RefType = "ValueDefault">MyPropertyBundle</Update>). The Java API 
also provides special methods for retrieving objects via a ValueDefault (e.g., 
LibrarySession.getValueDefaultCollection()).   

PropertyBundle Structure
A PropertyBundle consists of an array of name/value pairs. Each pair is 
represented by a Property object, which possesses a Name attribute and a Value 
attribute. The Value attribute can have any datatype supported by Oracle CM SDK 
(e.g., String, Integer, PublicObject, DirectoryObject_Array). The Property object 
possesses a third attribute, Bundle, which references the PropertyBundle to which it 
belongs. 

NOTE:  To learn more about ValueDefaults, see Chapter 7, 
"Attribute Validation".
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Figure 6–1 PropertyBundle Object Model

All objects in the repository possesses a PropertyBundle attribute. A PublicObject 
instance can use the inherited attribute to associate a PropertyBundle that is used to 
process a specific content type instance. A ClassObject instance can use the 
inherited attribute to associate a PropertyBundle that is used to process all instances 
of the content type that ClassObject represents. 

Defining PropertyBundles
Oracle CM SDKsupports two methods to define PropertyBundles:

■ XML, creating XML files that automatically define PropertyBundles when 
imported into Oracle CM SDK via CUP.

■ Java, programmatically defining PropertyBundles via the Java API.

Using XML to Create and Modify PropertyBundles
You can use XML files to define PropertyBundles in the repository. When the XML 
file is imported into the repository via CUP, the IfsSimpleXmlParser automatically 
uses it to create or modify a PropertyBundle instance. Oracle CM SDK does not 
support deleting PropertyBundles using XML.

It is recommended that a ValueDefault be created for each PropertyBundle so that 
the PropertyBundle can be referenced uniquely by a string.  The following examples 
illustrate how to use XML to create PropertyBundle and ValueDefault in an XML 
file using the <OBJECTLIST> tag, and how to use a ValueDefault to update a 
PropertyBundle with an XML file. 
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Example 6–14 Using XML to Create PropertyBundles

<?xml version='1.0' standalone='yes'?>
<OBJECTLIST>

 <PROPERTYBUNDLE>
   <NAME>Title Translation PropertyBundle</NAME>
   <PROPERTIES>
     <PROPERTY>
       <NAME>English</NAME>
       <VALUE>Guide</VALUE>
     </PROPERTY>
     <PROPERTY>
       <NAME>Italian</NAME>
       <VALUE>Guida</VALUE>
     </PROPERTY>
   </PROPERTIES>
 </PROPERTYBUNDLE>

 <VALUEDEFAULT>
   <NAME>TranslatedTitleValueDefault</NAME>
   <VDVALUE Datatype="PublicObject" ClassName = "PropertyBundle" RefType = 
"Name">
     Title Translation PropertyBundle
   </VDVALUE>
 </VALUEDEFAULT>

</OBJECTLIST>

Example 6–15 Using XML to Modify PropertyBundles

<?xml version='1.0' standalone='yes'?>
 <PROPERTYBUNDLE>
  <UPDATE RefType='ValueDefault'>TranslatedTitleValueDefault</UPDATE>
   <PROPERTIES>
    <PROPERTY Action = 'add'>
     <NAME> Spanish </NAME>
      <VALUE DataType = 'String'>
          Guida
      </VALUE>
   </PROPERTY>
   <PROPERTY Action = 'Remove'>
      <NAME> Italian </NAME>
   </PROPERTY>
   <PROPERTY Action = 'Add'>
     <NAME> English </NAME>
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      <VALUE DataType = 'String'>
          Manual
      </VALUE>
   </PROPERTY>
  </PROPERTIES>
 </PROPERTYBUNDLE>

Each element in the XML configuration file is used to specify the value for the 
attributes of the PropertyBundle and Property instances. 

Table 6–1 lists each of the XML elements in a PropertyBundle configuration file. The 
table specifies the Java class and attribute in the Java API that corresponds to the 
element, how the element is used, and any valid XML attributes for the element.

NOTE: For a detailed description of the syntax rules for XML 
configuration files, consult Chapter 10, "XML and the Oracle 
Content Management SDK".

Table 6–1 PropertyBundle XML Configuration File Elements

Element Class Information
Attribute
s Usage

<PROPERTYBUNDLE> PropertyBundle
extends ApplicationObject,
a subclass of PublicObject

Root element of the 
PropertyBundle configuration 
file. 
Must correspond to the name of 
the PropertyBundle class.

<PROPERTIES> Does not directly correspond to an 
attribute of the PropertyBundle 
class.

The declarations for the 
Properties of the 
PropertyBundle must be 
enclosed in a <PROPERTIES> 
element.
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Using Java to Create, Modify and Delete PropertyBundles
The Java API provides a more robust interface for manipulating PropertyBundles. 
The Java API includes a set of classes, PropertyBundle and Property, that possess 
methods for manipulating ad-hoc data stored in PropertyBundles.  The following 
examples illustrate how to create, modify and delete PropertyBundles with the Java 
API.

It is recommended that a ValueDefault be created for each PropertyBundle so that 
the PropertyBundle can be referenced uniquely by a string.  The following examples 
also illustrate how to create a ValueDefault for a new PropertyBundle, and use the 
ValueDefault to access the PropertyBundle.

Example 6–16 Using Java to Create PropertyBundles

1. Construct a PropertyBundleDefinition to temporarily hold the values.

PropertyBundleDefinition pbdef = new PropertyBundleDefinition(session);
pbdef.setAttribute(PropertyBundle.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
   AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Title Translation PropertyBundle"));

2. Use the addPropertyValue() method on the PropertyBundleDefinition to define 
a new Property.

<PROPERTY> Property 
extends SystemObject

Action Each policy is referenced by a 
<PROPERTY> element.

<NAME> Name attribute on the Property 
class, inherited from the 
LibraryObject superclass.

The <NAME> element is used 
to name each property in the 
bundle.      

<VALUE> The Value attribute on the Property 
class.

Datatype
RefType

The <VALUE> element is used 
to hold the value of the 
Property. The Datatype attribute 
on the                             
<VALUE> element  corresponds 
to the DataType attribute on the 
Property class.

The RefType attribute on the 
<VALUE> element can be used 
to reference a preexisting object 
(PublicObject, SystemObject, 
SchemaObject, DirectoryObject).

Table 6–1 PropertyBundle XML Configuration File Elements

Element Class Information
Attribute
s Usage
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pbdef.addPropertyValue("English", AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Guide"));

3. Construct a PropertyDefinition to add a new Property.

PropertyDefinition pd = new PropertyDefinition(session);
pd.setName("Italian");
pd.setValue(AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Guida"));
pbdef.addPropertyDefinition(pd);

4. Pass the PropertyBundleDefinition to the LibrarySession to create new 
PropertyBundle and Property instances.

PropertyBundle pb = (PropertyBundle) session.createPublicObject(pbdef);

5. Create a ValueDefaultPropertyBundle to hold the PropertyBundle in the 
ValueDefault.

ValueDefaultPropertyBundleDefinition vdpbd = 
    new ValueDefaultPropertyBundleDefinition(session);
vdpbd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ValueDefaultPropertyBundle.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
                             AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
                                  "TranslatedTitleValueDefaultPropertyBundle"));
vdpbd.setValue(pb);

ValueDefaultPropertyBundle vdpb = (ValueDefaultPropertyBundle) 
session.createPublicObject(vdpbd);

6. Create a ValueDefault to allow the PropertyBundle to be referenced by a string. 
You must enable Administration Mode to create a ValueDefault since it extends 
SchemaObject.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

ValueDefaultDefinition vdd = new ValueDefaultDefinition(session);
vdd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ValueDefault.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
                           AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
                                "TranslatedTitleValueDefault"));

ValueDefault vd = (ValueDefault) session.createSchemaObject(vdd);
vd.setValueDefaultPropertyBundle(vdpb);

Example 6–17 Using Java to Modify PropertyBundles

1. Obtain the PropertyBundle to be modified.

Collection vdColl = session.getValueDefaultCollection();
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ValueDefault vd = (ValueDefault) vdColl.getItems("TranslatedTitleValueDefault");
AttributeValue av = vd.getPropertyValue();
PropertyBundle pb = (PropertyBundle) av.getPublicObject(session);

2. Add a new Property for the PropertyBundle.

pb.putPropertyValue("Spanish", AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Guida"));

3. Remove a new Property from the PropertyBundle.

pb.removePropertyValue("Italian");

4. Modify a Property in the PropertyBundle.

pb.putPropertyValue("English",
                    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Manual"));

Example 6–18 Using Java to Delete PropertyBundles

1. Obtain the PropertyBundle to be modified.

Collection vdColl = session.getValueDefaultCollection();
ValueDefault vd = (ValueDefault) vdColl.getItems("TranslatedTitleValueDefault");
AttributeValue av = vd.getPropertyValue();
PropertyBundle pb = (PropertyBundle) av.getPublicObject(session);

2. Delete the ValueDefault.  Administration Mode must be enabled.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);
vd.free();

3. Delete the PropertyBundle.

pb.free();

Applying PropertyBundles to Content Types and Instances
PropertyBundles exist independently in Oracle CM SDK, and do not have to be 
associated with any other PublicObject to be used by an application. However, you 
may want to associate a PropertyBundle with one or more content types, or specific 
instances of a content type. 

Every content type and instance in Oracle CM SDK possesses a PropertyBundle 
attribute that can reference the PropertyBundle that applies extra metadata to it. To 
associate a PropertyBundle with a content type, you would set the value of the 
PropertyBundle attribute on the ClassObject instance that represents that content 
type. To associate a PropertyBundle with a document, you would set the value of 
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the PropertyBundle attribute on the Document instance to reference the 
PropertyBundle. To disassociate a PropertyBundle from a content type or instance, 
you would set the PropertyBundle attribute to NULL.

Oracle CM SDK allows you to use either XML configuration files or the Java API to 
apply PropertyBundles to content types and instances. The following sections 
illustrate how.

Using XML to Apply PropertyBundles
You can use XML configuration files to apply PropertyBundles to content types and 
instances at any time:

■ When creating a new PropertyBundle.

■ When creating a new content type or instance.

■ After the PropertyBundle, content type, or instance already exists.

Example 6–19 Using XML to Apply a New PropertyBundle to a New Content Type

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <NAME>Image</NAME>   
    <SUPERCLASS RefType = "Name">Document</SUPERCLASS>  
    <PROPERTYBUNDLE>
      <NAME>Title Translation PropertyBundle</NAME>
      <PROPERTIES>
        <PROPERTY>
          <NAME>English</NAME>
          <VALUE>Guide</VALUE>
        </PROPERTY>
        <PROPERTY>
          <NAME>Italian</NAME>
          <VALUE>Guida</VALUE>
        </PROPERTY>
      </PROPERTIES>
    </PROPERTYBUNDLE>
    <ATTRIBUTES>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Artists</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>Integer</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
     </ATTRIBUTES>
</CLASSOBJECT>
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Example 6–20 Using XML to Apply a Preexisting PropertyBundle to a New Content 
Type

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <NAME>Image</NAME>   
    <SUPERCLASS RefType = "Name">Document</SUPERCLASS>  
    <PROPERTYBUNDLE RefType = "ValueDefault">
      TranslatedTitleValueDefault
    </PROPERTYBUNDLE>
    <ATTRIBUTES>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Artists</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>Integer</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
     </ATTRIBUTES>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Example 6–21 Using XML to Apply a Preexisting PropertyBundle to a Preexisting 
Content Type

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <UPDATE RefType = "Name">IMAGE</UPDATE>
    <PROPERTYBUNDLE RefType = "ValueDefault">
        TranslatedTitleValueDefault
    </PROPERTYBUNDLE>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Example 6–22 Using XML to Apply a Preexisting PropertyBundle to a New Folder

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<FOLDER>
    <NAME>Collateral</NAME>   
    <PROPERTYBUNDLE RefType = "ValueDefault">
      TranslatedTitleValueDefault
    </PROPERTYBUNDLE>
</FOLDER>

Example 6–23 Using XML to Apply an Existing PropertyBundle to an Existing Folder

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<FOLDER>
    <UPDATE RefType = "Path">/home/guest/Collateral</UPDATE>   
    <PROPERTYBUNDLE RefType = "ValueDefault">
      TranslatedTitleValueDefault
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    </PROPERTYBUNDLE>
</FOLDER>

Using Java to Apply PropertyBundles to Content Types and Instances
The Java API gives you greater control over how PropertyBundles are applied to 
content types and instances. For example, you might want to programmatically 
apply a PropertyBundle if the instance meets certain criteria.  Or, you might want to 
create a PolicyPropertyBundle and PublicObject in a single transaction, to ensure 
that neither are created if either cannot.

Example 6–24 Using Java to Apply a New PropertyBundle to a New Content Type

1. Create the PropertyBundle.

  PropertyBundleDefinition pbDef = new PropertyBundleDefinition(session);
  pbDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(PropertyBundle.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Title Translation PropertyBundle"));
  pbDef.addPropertyValue("English", AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Guide"));
  pbDef.addPropertyValue("Italian", AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Guida"));

  PropertyBundle pb = (PropertyBundle) session.createPublicObject(pbDef);

2. Create the ClassObjectDefinition. Administration Mode must be enabled.

  session.setAdministrationMode(true);

  ClassObjectDefinition coDef = new ClassObjectDefinition(session);
  coDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ClassObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
         AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("IMAGE"));
  ClassObject superClass = session.getClassObjectByName("DOCUMENT");
  coDef.setSuperclass(superClass);

3. Set the PropertyBundle attribute on the ClassObjectDefinition to reference the 
new PropertyBundle.

  coDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ClassObject.PROPERTYBUNDLE_ATTRIBUTE, 
          AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(pb));

  ClassObject classObj = (ClassObject) session.createSchemaObject(coDef);

NOTE: For instructions on managing transactions, see Chapter 16, 
"Managing Sessions and Transactions".
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Example 6–25 Using Java to Apply a PropertyBundle to a Preexisting Content Type

1. Fetch the PropertyBundle via its ValueDefault.

Collection vdColl = session.getValueDefaultCollection();
ValueDefault vd = (ValueDefault) vdColl.getItems("TranslatedTitleValueDefault");
AttributeValue av = vd.getPropertyValue();
PropertyBundle pb = (PropertyBundle) av.getPublicObject(session);

2. Fetch the ClassObject.

ClassObject co = session.getClassObjectByName("IMAGE");

3. Set the PropertyBundle attribute to reference the PropertyBundle. 
Administration Mode must be enabled.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

co.setAttribute(ClassObject.PROPERTYBUNDLE_ATTRIBUTE,         
AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(pb));

Example 6–26 Using Java to Apply a PropertyBundle to a New Folder

1. Fetch the PropertyBundle via its ValueDefault.

Collection vdColl = session.getValueDefaultCollection();
ValueDefault vd = (ValueDefault) vdColl.getItems("TranslatedTitleValueDefault");
AttributeValue av = vd.getPropertyValue();
PropertyBundle pb = (PropertyBundle) av.getPublicObject(session);

FolderDefinition fd = new FolderDefinition(session);
fd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Folder.NAME_ATTRIBUTE, 
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Collateral"));
fd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Folder.PROPERTYBUNDLE_ATTRIBUTE, 
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(pb));

Folder f = (Folder) session.createPublicObject(fd);

Searching for Information based on PropertyBundles
You can use the Oracle CM SDK Java API to search for information based on 
PropertyBundle criteria. For example, you might search for all Properties that 
pertain to the file extension ’ppt’. You can build an application that queries for 
Properties based on their data by constructing a Selector with the Oracle CM SDK 
Java API. 
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Or, you might fetch all PublicObjects that have a Property named English whose 
value is Guide. You can use the Java API to query for PublicObjects based on their 
PropertyBundles. To construct the query, the Search would include a 
PropertyQualification that joins the Property and PublicObject content types, and 
includes the additional criteria about the Property.

Example 6–27 Using a Selector to Fetch Properties

1. Administration Mode must be enabled to select Properties.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Construct the Selector.

Selector s = new Selector(session);
s.setSearchClassname("PROPERTY");
s.setSearchSelection("NAME = ’ppt’");

3. Execute the query and retrieve each Property.

LibraryObject[] props = s.getItems();

Property p;
int count = (props == null) ? 0 : props.length;
for (i = 0; i < count; i++)
{
   p = (Property) props[i];
}

Example 6–28 Using a Search to Find all PublicObjects Based on Common Property 
Data

1. Construct a SearchSpecification to hold the query criteria.  This example does 
not include content criteria, so we construct an AttributeSearchSpecification.

AttributeSearchSpecification asp = new AttributeSearchSpecification();

2. Construct the SearchClassSpecification and set it on the 
AttributeSearchSpecification.

String[] searchClasses = {"PUBLICOBJECT"};

NOTE: For detailed instructions on building Selectors and 
Searches, consult Chapter 8, "Building Search Applications". 
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SearchClassSpecification scp = new SearchClassSpecification(searchClasses);
scp.addResultClass("PUBLICOBJECT");

asp.setSearchClassSpecification(scp);

3. Construct a PropertyQualification to specify the Property criteria.

PropertyQualification pq = new PropertyQualification();
pq.setClassname("PUBLICOBJECT");
pq.setPropertyName("English");
pq.setOperatorType(AttributeQualification.EQUAL);
pq.setValue(AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Guide"));
pq.setCaseIgnored(true);

asp.setSearchQualification(pq);

4. Execute the Search and loop through the results to retrieve the LibraryObject 
that met the criteria.  The LibraryObjects returned will be of the content type 
specified in the SearchClassSpecification.

Search srch = new Search(session, asp);
srch.open();

SearchResultObject sro = srch.next();
LibraryObject lo;

while (sro != null)
{
   lo = sro.getLibraryObject();
   try
   {
      sro = srch.next();
   }
   catch ( IfsException e)
   {
     if (e.getErrorCode() == 22000)
     {
       break;
     }
     else
     {
       e.printStackTrace();
     }
   }
}
srch.close();
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PolicyPropertyBundles
PolicyPropertyBundles provide a means to define policies, or business rules, for 
how certain operations are performed by an application. The logic for the business 
rule is implemented in a custom Java class. A policy is then defined to indicate that 
the business rule should be performed whenever a specific operation is called. A set 
of policies can be bundled together and associated with one or more content types 
or instances to hold all policies for how operations are performed on those objects. 
Subsequently, when an application tries to perform an operation, it can reference 
the PolicyPropertyBundle to determine if a policy has been defined for that 
operation. If a policy has been defined, the application can retrieve the Java class 
that implements the business rule and use it to perform the operation.

Using PolicyPropertyBundles
PolicyPropertyBundles can be used to store policies used to perform system-wide 
tasks, operations on all instances of a content type, or operations on a specific 
instance.

■ Systemwide PolicyPropertyBundles.  PolicyPropertyBundles can exist 
independently in the repository. Your application can reference the 
PolicyPropertyBundle to perform operations that are not restricted to a specific 
content type or instance.

■ Content Type PolicyPropertyBundles.  PolicyPropertyBundles can be 
associated with the ClassObject for a content type to define standard policies for 
all instances of that content type. ClassObject possesses a PolicyBundle attribute 
that would reference the PolicyPropertyBundle used to perform operations on 
the content type.

■ Instance PolicyPropertyBundles.  PolicyPropertyBundles can be used to store 
policies for performing operations on specific instances of a content type.   
Every PublicObject possesses an attribute, PolicyBundle, that would reference 
the PolicyPropertyBundle holding its policies.

Since PolicyPropertyBundles can exist independently in the repository, and are used 
frequently for application processing, it may be useful to associate the 
PolicyPropertyBundle with a ValueDefault. By associating the 
PolicyPropertyBundle with a ValueDefault, it can be uniquely referenced by a 
string, the ValueDefault’s UniqueName. For example, in an XML configuration file, 
the UniqueName of the ValueDefault can be supplied as the value for an element 
referencing the PolicyPropertyBundle (e.g., <Update RefType = 
"ValueDefault">MyPolicyPropertyBundleValueDefault</Update>). The Java API 
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also provides a special methods for retrieving objects via a ValueDefault (e.g., 
LibrarySession.getValueDefaultCollection()). 

PolicyPropertyBundle Structure
Each policy for an operation is defined as an instance of the Policy content type. 
Policy possesses attributes for storing the operation to which the policy applies, the 
fully qualified name of the Java bean that implements the behavior of the policy, 
and an enumerated key to identify the policy.

Policies are bundled together by a PolicyPropertyBundle instance. The 
PolicyPropertyBundle content type extends the PropertyBundle content type. 
Therefore, it has the same structure as a PropertyBundle. However, in this case, the 
value of a Property in the PropertyBundle references a Policy. 

NOTE: The Oracle Internet File System Manager does not 
currently provide an interface for defining PropertyBundles. 
However, it does allow you to search and view PropertyBundle 
information. For instructions on how to use the search interface in 
the Oracle Internet File System Manager, consult the Oracle Content 
Management SDK Administration Guide.

Table 6–2 Policy Attributes

Attribute Usage

Name The name of this Policy. Every persistent object is 
named.

Operation The name of the server operation that this Policy carries 
out.

ImplementationName The fully qualified name of the Java class.

ImplementationNum An enumerated key to identify the Policy. (This attribute 
is not used when plugging in renderers)
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Figure 6–2 PolicyPropertyBundle Object Model

The top-level content type in Oracle CM SDK, LibraryObject, possesses a 
PolicyBundle attribute. This attribute is inherited by all content types. A 
ClassObject instance can use the inherited attribute to associate a 
PolicyPropertyBundle that is used to process all instances of the content type that 
the ClassObject represents. A PublicObject instance can use the inherited attribute 
to associate a PolicyPropertyBundle that is used to define policies for operations on 
that specific instance.

Defining PolicyPropertyBundles
To implement policies for how operations are performed by a custom application, 
you need to define the following:

1. Operation names.  Define the operations that your application uses to reference 
a specific task being performed.

2. Policy Implementation Classes.  Create Java classes that implement the 
behavior of the policy for the operation. 

3. PolicyPropertyBundle. Create a PolicyPropertyBundle that associates your 
custom operations with the Java class that implements the policy.

4. Custom Application Logic. You would then build special logic into your 
custom application that employs the PolicyPropertyBundle to apply ad-hoc 

NOTE: For a description of the structure of PropertyBundles, see 
"PropertyBundles".
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behavior when performing tasks. Your application clients could specify an 
operation to be performed. On receiving the operation, your application server 
could reference the Java class and use it to perform the operation.

This section provides instructions on defining PolicyPropertyBundles that associate 
Java classes with custom operations. It does not discuss how to build the Java 
classes that implement the policy behavior or custom application logic since these 
are unique to your application.  Oracle CM SDK places no special requirements on 
creating these Java classes. 

Oracle CM SDK supports several methods to define PolicyPropertyBundles:

■ XML, creating XML files that automatically define PolicyPropertyBundles when 
imported into the repository via CUP.

■ Java, programmatically defining PolicyPropertyBundles via the Java API.

Using XML to Create and Modify PolicyPropertyBundles
You can use XML files to define PolicyPropertyBundles in the repository. When the 
XML file is imported into the repository via CUP, the IfsSimpleXmlParser 
automatically uses it to create or modify a PolicyPropertyBundle instance. Oracle 
CM SDK does not support deleting PolicyPropertyBundles using XML.

It is recommended that a ValueDefault be created for each PolicyPropertyBundle so 
that the PolicyPropertyBundle can be referenced uniquely by a string.  The 
following examples illustrate how to use XML to create PolicyPropertyBundle and 
ValueDefault in an XML file using the <OBJECTLIST> tag, and how to use a 
ValueDefault to update a PolicyPropertyBundle with an XML file. 

Example 6–29 Using XML to Create PolicyPropertyBundles

<?xml version='1.0' standalone='yes'?>
<OBJECTLIST>

NOTE: The Oracle Internet File System Manager does not 
currently provide an interface for defining PolicyPropertyBundles.  
However, it does allow you to search and view 
PolicyPropertyBundle information.

For instructions on how to use the search interface in the Oracle 
Internet File System Manager, see the Oracle Content Management 
SDK Administration Guide.
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 <POLICYPROPERTYBUNDLE>
   <NAME>Delivery Policies PolicyPropertyBundle</NAME>
   <POLICIES>
     <PROPERTY>
       <NAME>Fax</NAME>
       <VALUE Datatype="SystemObject" ClassName="Policy">
           <NAME>FaxPolicy</NAME>
           <OPERATION>SendByFax</OPERATION>
           <IMPLEMENTATIONNAME>
              MyCompany.MyApp.DeliveryServers.FaxServer
           </IMPLEMENTATIONNAME>
           <IMPLEMENTATIONENUM>1</IMPLEMENTATIONENUM>
       </VALUE>
     </PROPERTY>
     <PROPERTY>
       <NAME>Print</NAME>
       <VALUE Datatype="SystemObject" ClassName="Policy">
           <NAME>PrintPolicy</NAME>
           <OPERATION>SendByPrinter</OPERATION>
           <IMPLEMENTATIONNAME>
              MyCompany.MyApp.DeliveryServers.PrintServer
           </IMPLEMENTATIONNAME>
           <IMPLEMENTATIONENUM>2</IMPLEMENTATIONENUM>
       </VALUE>
     </PROPERTY>
   </POLICIES>
 </POLICYPROPERTYBUNDLE>

 <VALUEDEFAULT>
   <NAME>DeliveryPoliciesValueDefault</NAME>
   <VDVALUE Datatype="PublicObject" ClassName = "PolicyPropertyBundle" 
     RefType = "Name">
        Delivery Policies PolicyPropertyBundle
   </VDVALUE>
 </VALUEDEFAULT>
</OBJECTLIST>

Example 6–30 Using XML to Add Policies to PolicyPropertyBundles

<?xml version='1.0' standalone='yes'?>
 <POLICYPROPERTYBUNDLE>
  <UPDATE RefType='ValueDefault'>DeliveryPoliciesValueDefault</UPDATE>
   <POLICIES>
    <PROPERTY Action = 'add'>
     <NAME>Mail</NAME>
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      <VALUE Datatype = 'SystemObject' ClassName="Policy">
           <NAME>MailPolicy</NAME>
           <OPERATION>SendByMail</OPERATION>
           <IMPLEMENTATIONNAME>
              MyCompany.MyApp.DeliveryServers.MailServer
           </IMPLEMENTATIONNAME>
           <IMPLEMENTATIONENUM>2</IMPLEMENTATIONENUM>
       </VALUE>
   </PROPERTY>
  </POLICIES>
 </POLICYPROPERTYBUNDLE>

Example 6–31 Using XML to Remove Policies from PolicyPropertyBundles

<?xml version='1.0' standalone='yes'?>
 <POLICYPROPERTYBUNDLE>
   <UPDATE RefType='ValueDefault'>DeliveryPoliciesValueDefault</UPDATE>
   <POLICIES>
    <PROPERTY Action = 'remove'>
      <NAME>Fax</NAME>
    </PROPERTY>
  </POLICIES>
 </POLICYPROPERTYBUNDLE>

Example 6–32 Using XML to Modify Policies

<?xml version='1.0' standalone='yes'?>
 <POLICY>
    <UPDATE RefType = "Name">MailPolicy</UPDATE>
    <IMPLEMENTATIONENUM>1</IMPLEMENTATIONENUM>
 </POLICY>

Each element in the XML configuration file is used to specify the value for the 
attributes of the PolicyPropertyBundle and Policy instances. 

Table 6–3 lists each of the XML elements in a PolicyPropertyBundle configuration 
file. The table specifies the Java class and attribute in the Java API that corresponds 
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to the element, how the element is used, and any valid XML attributes for the 
element.

Table 6–3 PolicyPropertyBundle XML Configuration File Elements

Element Class Information
Attribut
es Usage

<POLICYPROPERTYBUNDLE> PolicyPropertyBundle
extends ApplicationObject, 
a subclass of PublicObject

Root element of the 
PolicyPropertyBundle 
configuration file.
Must correspond to the name of 
the PolicyPropertyBundle class.

<POLICIES> Does not directly correspond 
to an attribute of the 
PolicyPropertyBundle class.

The declarations for the 
Properties of the 
PolicyPropertyBundle must be 
enclosed in a <POLICIES> 
element.

<PROPERTY> Property, 
extends SystemObject

Action Each policy is referenced by a 
<PROPERTY> element.

<NAME> Name attribute on the Property 
class, inherited from the 
LibraryObject superclass.

The <NAME> element is used 
to name each property in the 
bundle.      

<VALUE> The Value attribute on the 
Property class.

Datatype
RefType

The <VALUE> element is used 
to hold the Policy that the 
Property references. 

The Datatype attribute on the                             
<VALUE> element corresponds 
to                             the DataType 
attribute on the                             
Property class. In the case of a 
PolicyPropertyBundle, the 
Datatype is always 
SystemObject, because the Value 
references a Policy that extends 
SystemObject.

The RefType attribute on the 
<VALUE> element can be used 
to reference a preexisting Policy.

<POLICY> Policy, 
extends SystemObject

The <POLICY> element holds 
the declaration of a Policy.

<NAME> The Name attribute on the 
Policy class, inherited from the 
LibraryObject superclass.

The name of the Policy.
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Using Java to Create, Modify, and Delete PolicyPropertyBundles
You can also use the Oracle CM SDK Java API to define PolicyPropertyBundles. The 
Java APIs provide methods for manipulating the operation and policy 
implementation class defined in each policy.

Example 6–33 Using Java to Create PolicyPropertyBundles

1. Administration Mode must be enabled to create Policies.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Construct each Policy in the PolicyPropertyBundle.

PolicyDefinition poldef = new PolicyDefinition(session);
poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("FaxPolicy"));
poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.OPERATION_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("SendByFax"));
poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.IMPLEMENTATIONNAME_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
        "MyCompany.MyApp.DeliveryServers.FaxServer"));
Policy pol1 = (Policy) session.createSystemObject(poldef);

poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("PrintPolicy"));
poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.OPERATION_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("SendByPrinter"));
poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.IMPLEMENTATIONNAME_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
        "MyCompany.MyApp.DeliveryServers.PrintServer"));
Policy pol2 = (Policy) session.createSystemObject(poldef);

<OPERATION> Operation attribute on the 
Policy class.

The <OPERATION> element is 
used to specify the operation for 
which the policy is being 
defined.

<IMPLEMENTATIONNAME> ImplementationName attribute 
on the Policy class.

The fully qualified name of the 
Java class that implements the 
behavior of the policy.

<IMPLEMENTATIONNUM> ImplementationNum attribute 
on the Policy class.

An integer that enumerates the 
Policy.

Table 6–3 PolicyPropertyBundle XML Configuration File Elements

Element Class Information
Attribut
es Usage
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3. Construct a PolicyPropertyBundleDefinition to temporarily hold the values.

PolicyPropertyBundleDefinition ppbdef = 
    new PolicyPropertyBundleDefinition(session);
ppbdef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(PolicyPropertyBundle.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Delivery Policies PolicyPropertyBundle"));
ppbdef.addPropertyValue("Fax", AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(pol1));
ppbdef.addPropertyValue("Print", AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(pol2));

4. Pass the PolicyPropertyBundleDefinition to the LibrarySession to create new 
PolicyPropertyBundle and Policy instances.

PolicyPropertyBundle ppb = 
    (PolicyPropertyBundle) session.createPublicObject(ppbdef);
         

5. Create a ValueDefaultPropertyBundle to hold the PolicyPropertyBundle in the 
ValueDefault.

ValueDefaultPropertyBundleDefinition vdpbd = 
    new ValueDefaultPropertyBundleDefinition(session);
vdpbd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ValueDefaultPropertyBundle.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
        "DeliveryPoliciesValueDefaultPropertyBundle"));
vdpbd.setValue(ppb);

ValueDefaultPropertyBundle vdpb = 
    (ValueDefaultPropertyBundle) session.createPublicObject(vdpbd);

6. Create a ValueDefault to allow the PolicyPropertyBundle to be referenced by a 
string.

ValueDefaultDefinition vdd = new ValueDefaultDefinition(session);
vdd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ValueDefault.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
       "DeliveryPoliciesValueDefault"));

ValueDefault vd = (ValueDefault) session.createSchemaObject(vdd);
vd.setValueDefaultPropertyBundle(vdpb);

Example 6–34 Using Java to Modify PolicyPropertyBundles

1. Obtain the PolicyPropertyBundle to be modified.

Collection vdColl = session.getValueDefaultCollection();
ValueDefault vd = (ValueDefault)vdColl.getItems("DeliveryPoliciesValueDefault");
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AttributeValue av = vd.getPropertyValue();
PolicyPropertyBundle ppb = (PolicyPropertyBundle) av.getPublicObject(session);

2. Add a new Policy to the PolicyPropertyBundle.

PolicyDefinition poldef = new PolicyDefinition(session);
poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("MailPolicy"));
poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.OPERATION_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("SendByMail"));
poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.IMPLEMENTATIONNAME_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
        "MyCompany.MyApp.DeliveryServers.MailServer"));
Policy pol = session.createSystemObject(poldef);

ppb.putPropertyValue("Spanish", AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(pol));

3. Remove a new Property from the PropertyBundle.

ppb.removePropertyValue("Fax");

4. Modify a Policy in the PropertyBundle.

AttributeValue av = ppb.getPropertyValue("Mail");
Policy pol = (Policy) av.getSystemObject(session);
pol.setImplementationEnum(1);

Example 6–35 Using Java to Delete PolicyPropertyBundles

1. Obtain the PolicyPropertyBundle to be deleted from the ValueDefault.

Collection vdColl = session.getValueDefaultCollection();
ValueDefault vd = 
      (ValueDefault) vdColl.getItems("DeliveryPoliciesValueDefault");
ValueDefaultPropertyBundle vdpb = vd.getValueDefaultPropertyBundle();
AttributeValue av = vd.getPropertyValue();
PolicyPropertyBundle ppb = (PolicyPropertyBundle) av.getPublicObject(session);

2. Get the PolicyPropertyBundle’s Policies.

Property[] props = ppb.getProperties();
int count = (props == null) ? 0 : props.length;

3. Delete the Policies first.  Administration Mode must be enabled to delete 
Policies.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);
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int i;
Policy p;
for (i = 0; i < count; i++)
{
  p = (Policy) props[i].getValue().getSystemObject(session);
  p.free();
}

4. Delete the PolicyPropertyBundle.

ppb.free();

5. Delete the ValueDefault and ValueDefaultPropertyBundle.

vd.free();
vdpb.free();

Applying PolicyPropertyBundles to Content Types and Instances
PolicyPropertyBundles exist independently in the repository, and do not have to be 
associated with any other PublicObject to be used by an application. However, you 
can associate a PolicyPropertyBundle with one or more content types, or specific 
instances of a content type, to define custom policies for operations performed 
specifically on these objects. 

Every content type and instance in the repository possesses a PolicyBundle 
attribute, which can reference the PolicyPropertyBundle. To associate a 
PolicyPropertyBundle with a content type, you would set the value of the 
PolicyBundle attribute on the ClassObject instance that represents that content type. 
To associate a PolicyPropertyBundle with a document, you set the value of the 
PolicyBundle attribute on the Document instance to reference the 
PolicyPropertyBundle. To disassociate a PolicyPropertyBundle from a content type 
or instance, you set the PolicyBundle attribute to NULL.

Oracle CM SDK allows you to use either XML configuration files or the Java API to 
apply PolicyPropertyBundles to content types and instances. 

Using XML to Apply PolicyPropertyBundles
You can use XML configuration files to apply PolicyPropertyBundles to content 
types and instances at any time:

■ When creating a new PolicyPropertyBundle.

■ When creating a new content type or instance.

■ After the PolicyPropertyBundle, content type, or instance already exists.
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Example 6–36 Using XML to Apply a New PolicyPropertyBundle to a New Content 
Type

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <NAME>Image</NAME>   
    <SUPERCLASS RefType = "Name">Document</SUPERCLASS>  
    <POLICYBUNDLE>
     <NAME>Delivery Policies PolicyPropertyBundle</NAME>
     <POLICIES>
      <PROPERTY>
       <NAME>Fax</NAME>
       <VALUE Datatype="SystemObject" ClassName="Policy">
           <NAME>FaxPolicy</NAME>
           <OPERATION>SendByFax</OPERATION>
           <IMPLEMENTATIONNAME>
              MyCompany.MyApp.DeliveryServers.FaxServer
           </IMPLEMENTATIONNAME>
           <IMPLEMENTATIONENUM>1</IMPLEMENTATIONENUM>
       </VALUE>
      </PROPERTY>
      <PROPERTY>
       <NAME>Print</NAME>
       <VALUE Datatype="SystemObject" ClassName="Policy">
           <NAME>PrintPolicy</NAME>
           <OPERATION>SendByPrinter</OPERATION>
           <IMPLEMENTATIONNAME>
              MyCompany.MyApp.DeliveryServers.PrintServer
           </IMPLEMENTATIONNAME>
           <IMPLEMENTATIONENUM>2</IMPLEMENTATIONENUM>
       </VALUE>
      </PROPERTY>
     </POLICIES>
    </POLICYBUNDLE>
    <ATTRIBUTES>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Artists</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>DirectoryObject_Array</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
     </ATTRIBUTES>
</CLASSOBJECT>
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Example 6–37 Using XML to Apply a Preexisting PropertyBundle to a New Content 
Type

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <NAME>Image</NAME>   
    <SUPERCLASS RefType = "Name">Document</SUPERCLASS>  
    <POLICYBUNDLE RefType = "ValueDefault">
         DeliveryPoliciesValueDefault
    </POLICYBUNDLE>
    <ATTRIBUTES>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Artists</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>DirectoryObject_Array</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
     </ATTRIBUTES>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Example 6–38 Using XML to Apply a Preexisting PropertyBundle to a Preexisting 
Content Type

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <UPDATE RefType = "Name">IMAGE</UPDATE>
    <POLICYBUNDLE RefType = "ValueDefault">
      DeliveryPoliciesValueDefault
    </POLICYBUNDLE>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Using Java to Apply PolicyPropertyBundles to Content Types and Instances
The Java API gives you greater control over how PolicyPropertyBundles are applied 
to content types and instances. For example, you might want to programmatically 
apply a PolicyPropertyBundle if the instance meets certain criteria. Or, you might 
want to create a PolicyPropertyBundle and PublicObject in a single transaction, to 
ensure that neither are created if either cannot.

NOTE: For instructions on managing transactions, see Chapter 16, 
"Managing Sessions and Transactions". 
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Example 6–39 Using Java to Apply a New PolicyPropertyBundle to a New Content 
Type

1. Construct each Policy in the PolicyPropertyBundle.

PolicyDefinition poldef = new PolicyDefinition(session);
poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
       AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("FaxPolicy"));
poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.OPERATION_ATTRIBUTE,
       AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("SendByFax"));
poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.IMPLEMENTATIONNAME_ATTRIBUTE,
       AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
         "MyCompany.MyApp.DeliveryServers.FaxServer"));
Policy pol1 = (Policy) session.createSystemObject(poldef);

poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
       AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("PrintPolicy"));
poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.OPERATION_ATTRIBUTE,
       AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("SendByPrinter"));
poldef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Policy.IMPLEMENTATIONNAME_ATTRIBUTE,
       AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
         "MyCompany.MyApp.DeliveryServers.PrintServer"));
Policy pol2 = (Policy) session.createSystemObject(poldef);

2. Create the PolicyPropertyBundle.

PolicyPropertyBundleDefinition ppbdef = 
       new PolicyPropertyBundleDefinition(session);
ppbdef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(PolicyPropertyBundle.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
       AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
         "Delivery Policies PolicyPropertyBundle"));
ppbdef.addPropertyValue("Fax", AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(pol1));
ppbdef.addPropertyValue("Print", AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(pol2));

3. Pass the PolicyPropertyBundleDefinition to the LibrarySession to create new 
PolicyPropertyBundle and Policy instances.

PolicyPropertyBundle ppb = 
      (PolicyPropertyBundle) session.createPublicObject(ppbdef);

4. Create the ClassObjectDefinition.

ClassObjectDefinition codef = new ClassObjectDefinition(session);
codef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ClassObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
      AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("IMAGE"));
ClassObject superClass = session.getClassObjectByName("DOCUMENT");
codef.setSuperclass(superClass);
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5. Set the PropertyBundle attribute on the ClassObjectDefinition to reference the 
new PropertyBundle.

codef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ClassObject.POLICYBUNDLE_ATTRIBUTE, 
      AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(ppb));
ClassObject classObj = (ClassObject) session.createSchemaObject(codef);

Example 6–40 Using Java to Apply a PolicyPropertyBundle to a Preexisting Content 
Type

1. Fetch the PolicyPropertyBundle via its ValueDefault.

Collection vdColl = session.getValueDefaultCollection();
ValueDefault vd = 
       (ValueDefault) vdColl.getItems("DeliveryPoliciesValueDefault");
AttributeValue av = vd.getPropertyValue();
PolicyPropertyBundle ppb = (PolicyPropertyBundle) av.getPublicObject(session);

2. Fetch the ClassObject.

ClassObject co = session.getClassObjectByName("IMAGE");

3. Set the PropertyBundle attribute to reference the PropertyBundle. 
Administration Mode must be enabled.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);
co.setAttribute(ClassObject.POLICYBUNDLE_ATTRIBUTE,
    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(ppb));

Example 6–41 Using Java to Apply a PolicyPropertyBundle to a New Folder

1. Fetch the PropertyBundle via its ValueDefault.

Collection vdColl = session.getValueDefaultCollection();
ValueDefault vd = 
     (ValueDefault) vdColl.getItems("DeliveryPoliciesValueDefault");
AttributeValue av = vd.getPropertyValue();
PolicyPropertyBundle ppb = (PolicyPropertyBundle) av.getPublicObject(session);

FolderDefinition fd = new FolderDefinition(session);
fd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Folder.NAME_ATTRIBUTE, 
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Collateral"));
fd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Folder.POLICYBUNDLE_ATTRIBUTE, 
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(ppb));

Folder f = (Folder) session.createPublicObject(fd);
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Relationships
Oracle CM SDK not only allows you to manage documents, folders, and other types 
of information, it allows you to manage the associations between them. Oracle CM 
SDK provides three methods for associating objects:

■ Object Type Attributes.  The value of a PublicObject’s attribute may reference 
another PublicObject or an array of PublicObjects. The attribute could have the 
datatype PublicObject, SystemObject, SchemaObject, PublicObject_Array, 
SystemObject_Array or SchemaObject_Array. This method is ideal for one to 
one, or one to many associations. Since PublicObjects are indexed by ID, this 
model provides a performant way to traverse from left to right. The attribute 
can also be indexed to make traversing the association from right to left more 
performant. 

■ PropertyBundles.  Similarly, the value of a Property in a PublicObject’s 
PropertyBundle can reference another PublicObject or array of PublicObjects. 
PropertyBundles are better for defining a relatively static group of objects and 
associating them with several PublicObjects. PropertyBundles are not as easy to 
traverse and manipulate as the other methods. 

■ Relationships.  The Java API includes a class Relationship, which is used to 
model many-to-many associations. Relationships define a directional (i.e., left to 
right) association between two PublicObjects. A PublicObject can be associated 
with multiple PublicObjects as the RightObject or LeftObject in the relationship. 
Relationships make it easy and performant to traverse the association in either 
direction. The Relationship class can be extended to include attributes and 
behaviors that are pertinent to the PublicObjects in the context of their 
relationship. 

You can use Relationships to model complex types of information, such as 
compound documents. Compound documents are comprised of multiple 

NOTE: See Chapter 5, "Extending Content Types and Attributes" 
to learn more about defining working with Attributes.

NOTE: See "PropertyBundles" to learn more about working with 
PropertyBundles.
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components, which can be reused in multiple compound documents. Different 
types of compound documents can use different methods for managing the 
relationships between the components, including OLE, Hurls, and proprietary 
definition files (i.e., FrameMaker .bk files). You can define custom types of 
relationships that possess the attributes and methods required to manage different 
types of compound documents.

Defining New Types of Relationships
Defining new types of relationships entails the same steps required for defining any 
custom content type. As for any other content type, you create a set of 
SchemaObject instances to represent the relationship type. You can also define 
custom behavior for the relationship type by implementing Java classes. However, 
implementing custom Java classes is not required to define a new relationship type. 
Afterward, you can modify and delete the relationship type by editing or deleting 
its SchemaObjects. These development tasks can be done with the Java API, XML 
files, or the Oracle Internet File System Manager. 

Creating Relationship Types
To create a new type of relationship, you create a new content type that extends 
Relationship and adds attributes and methods that are required for managing that 
type of association. For example, you could create a new relationship, 
BookRelationship, that extends Relationship and includes the extended attribute 
ComponentLabel. 

To define the new relationship type, follow these steps:

■ Ensure that you have administration privileges. If you are using XML 
configuration files, import the files as an administrator. If you are using the Java 
API, enable Administration Mode for your session.

■ Create instances of ClassObject to represent the relationship type.

NOTE: For detailed instructions on creating, modifying, and 
deleting custom content types, see Chapter 5, "Extending Content 
Types and Attributes" and Chapter 17, "Customizing Content Type 
Behavior".  If you have already read these chapters, this section 
provides quick review how to create, modify, and delete 
relationship types with Java and XML.
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■ Create instances of Attribute to represent each attribute that pertains to the 
relationship type.

■ Define any custom methods by creating custom Java classes for the relationship 
type.

Example 6–42 Using XML to Create Relationship Types

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <NAME>BookRelationship</NAME>   
    <SUPERCLASS RefType = "Name">Relationship</SUPERCLASS>  
    <DESCRIPTION>Relationships between a Book and its components.</DESCRIPTION>
    <ATTRIBUTES>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>ComponentLabel</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>String</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
    </ATTRIBUTES>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Example 6–43 Using Java to Create Relationship Types

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Create a ClassObjectDefinition to hold the values for the ClassObject that 
represents the relationship type.

ClassObjectDefinition codef = new ClassObjectDefinition(session);
codef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ClassObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("BookRelationship"));

NOTE: See the Chapter 17, "Customizing Content Type Behavior" 
to learn how to extend the relationship type’s Java classes.

NOTE: For a description of each element in an XML file used to 
create relationship types, see Chapter 5, "Extending Content Types 
and Attributes"
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3. Specify that your new relationship type extends the Relationship content type.

ClassObject catco = session.getClassObjectByName("RELATIONSHIP");
codef.setSuperclass(catco);

4. Create AttributeDefinitions for each attribute pertaining to the relationship 
type.  Add the AttributeDefinitions to the ClassObjectDefinition.

AttributeDefinition attdef1 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("ComponentLabel"));
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_STRING));
codef.addAttributeDefinition(attdef1);

AttributeDefinition attdef2 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
attdef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("FullPath"));
attdef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_STRING));
codef.addAttributeDefinition(attdef2);

5. Create the ClassObject and Attributes for the new relationship type.

ClassObject co = (ClassObject) session.createSchemaObject(codef);

Modifying Relationship Types
You can add and remove attributes on a relationship type after it has been created.

Example 6–44 Using Java to Add, Remove, and Update Attributes on Relationship 
Types

1. Enable Administration Mode.

NOTE: You cannot use XML to add or remove attributes from a 
relationship type. You must do this with the Oracle Internet File 
System Manager or the Java API. 

For instructions on deleting attributes with the Oracle Internet File 
System Manager, see the Oracle Content Management SDK 
Administration Guide.
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session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Get the ClassObject that represents the relationship type.

ClassObject relco = session.getClassObjectByName("BOOKRELATIONSHIP");

3. Adding an Attribute to the ClassObject.

AttributeDefinition attdef1 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("RelativePath"));
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_STRING));
relco.addAttribute(attdef1);

4. Removing an Attribute from the ClassObject.

Attribute att2 = catco.getEffectiveClassAttributes("FULLPATH");
relco.removeAttribute(att2);

5. Updating an Attribute on the ClassObject.

Attribute att3 = catco.getEffectiveClassAttributes("COMPONENTLABEL");
Collection vdColl = session.getValueDomainCollection();
ValueDomain vd = vdColl.getItems("ComponentLabelValueDomain");
att3.setValueDomain(vd);

Deleting Relationship Types
You can use the Java API or the Oracle Internet File System Manager to delete 
relationship types. If instances exist for the relationship type, they must be removed 
before it can be removed.

Example 6–45 Using Java to Delete Relationship Types

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Get the ClassObject that represents the relationship type.

NOTE: For instructions on deleting the ClassObject for a 
relationship type with the Oracle Internet File System Manager, see 
the Oracle Content Management SDK Administration Guide.
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ClassObject relco = session.getClassObjectByName("BOOKRELATIONSHIP");

3. Delete the ClassObject by calling the free() method.

relco.free();

Relating Objects
Once you have created a new relationship type, you can use it to relate two 
PublicObjects. This section describes the following tasks:

■ Creating Relationships between PublicObjects

■ Updating Relationships

■ Unrelating PublicObjects

Creating Relationships between PublicObjects
To relate two PublicObjects, you create a new instance of your relationship type.

Using Java to Relate PublicObjects  

To relate two PublicObjects with the Java API, follow these steps: 

1. Create a RelationshipDefinition to hold the values for the new Relationship 
instance.

2. Specify the type of the new relationship.

3. Specify the PublicObjects that constitute the Left_Object and Right_Object in the 
relationship.

4. Set the values of any extended relationship attributes.

Example 6–46 Using Java to Relate PublicObjects

1. Assume that you have already obtained the PublicObjects to be related.

PublicObject po1 = .....
PublicObject po2 = .....

2. Create a new RelationshipDefinition.

RelationshipDefinition rdef = new RelationshipDefinition(session);

3. Specify the type of the new Relationship instance.

ClassObject co = session.getClassObjectByName("BOOKRELATIONSHIP");
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rdef.setClassObject(co);

4. Specify the PublicObject on the left-hand side and right-hand side of the 
relationship.

rdef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Relationship.LEFTOBJECT_ATTRIBUTE,
    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(po1));
rdef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Relationship.RIGHTOBJECT_ATTRIBUTE,
    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(po2));

5. Set the values of any extended relationship attributes.

rdef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("COMPONENTLABEL",
         AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Chapter 1"));

6. Use the RelationshipDefinition to create a new relationship between the 
PublicObjects.

Relationship r = (Relationship) session.createSystemObject(rdef);

Using XML to Relate PublicObjects  

Administrators can also use XML to relate PublicObjects. When the XML file is 
imported into the repository via CUP, the IfsSimpleXmlParser automatically parses 
the file and generate an instance of the relationship type. The following are the key 
aspects of an XML file used to relate PublicObjects:

■ The root element of the XML configuration file should correspond to the name 
of the relationship type. 

■ Each subelement should correspond to the name of each Attribute belonging to 
that relationship type. 

■ The subelement for the LeftObject and RightObject attribute should reference 
the PublicObjects that are being related.

■ The XML configuration file must be imported by an administrator. End users 
cannot create relationships with XML.

Example 6–47 Using XML to Relate PublicObjects

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<BOOKRELATIONSHIP>
    <LEFTOBJECT RefType = "Path">/home/guest/Manuals/UserGuide.bk</LEFTOBJECT>
    <RIGHTOBJECT RefType = "Path">
        /home/guest/Manuals/UserAdmin.fm
    </RIGHTOBJECT>
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    <COMPONENTLABEL>Chapter 1 : User Administration</COMPONENTLABEL>
</BOOKRELATIONSHIP>

If you use an XML file to create new PublicObjects, you can relate the PublicObject 
in the same XML file. To do so, the element containing the new PublicObject’s data 
must be specified first in the XML file. Then, an element containing the relationship 
data can follow, referencing the PublicObject instances created by the preceding 
elements. Oracle CM SDK creates the instances for each element sequentially, first 
the PublicObjects, then the relationship instance. For this reason, the element 
representing the relationship instance can reference the PublicObjects as if they 
already exist.

Example 6–48 Using XML to Relate New PublicObjects

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<OBJECTLIST>
  <FEATURE>
    <NAME>Oracle 9iFS</NAME>
    <FOLDERPATH>/public/features</FOLDERPATH>
  </FEATURE>

  <PRODUCT>
    <NAME>Oracle9i Database Server</NAME>
    <FOLDERPATH>/public/products</FOLDERPATH>
  </PRODUCT>

  <PRODUCT>
    <NAME>Oracle9i Application Server</NAME>
    <FOLDERPATH>/public/products</FOLDERPATH>
  </PRODUCT>

  <PRODUCTFEATURERELATIONSHIP>
    <LEFTOBJECT RefType = "Path">/public/products/Oracle9i Application Server
    </LEFTOBJECT>
    <RIGHTOBJECT RefType = "Path">/public/features/Oracle 9iFS
    </RIGHTOBJECT>
    <PRICE>No additional charge.</PRICE>
  </PRODUCTFEATURERELATIONSHIP>

  <PRODUCTFEATURERELATIONSHIP>
    <LEFTOBJECT RefType = "Path">/public/products/Oracle9i Database Server
    </LEFTOBJECT>
    <RIGHTOBJECT RefType = "Path">/public/features/Oracle 9iFS
    </RIGHTOBJECT>
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    <PRICE>No additional charge.</PRICE>
  </PRODUCTFEATURERELATIONSHIP>

</OBJECTLIST>

Updating Relationships
Once you have related PublicObjects, users may need to change the relationships 
between objects. 

You can build custom applications which allow users to modify the relationships 
between PublicObjects by creating new relationship and deleting the old 
relationship, as illustrated in "Creating Relationships between PublicObjects" and 
"Unrelating PublicObjects". For example, if a Book is related to version 1 of a 
chapter, and the chapter is revised, the user can unrelate the Book from version 1 
and related it to version 2 of the chapter. 

A custom application could also allow Administrators to directly modify existing 
relationships between objects. This section describes how Administrators can 
directly update relationship objects.

Using XML to Update Relationships  To update a Relationship instance, the XML 
configuration file must:

■ Have a root element that corresponds to the Name of the relationship type.

■ Include an <UPDATE> sub-element that references the relationship instance 
being changed.

■ Include sub-elements for all attributes that are being modified. The value of 
these elements hold the updated attribute values.

■ Be imported by an administrator.

Example 6–49 Using XML to Update Relationships

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<BOOKRELATIONSHIP>
    <UPDATE RefType = "ComponentLabel">Chapter 1 : User Administration</UPDATE>   
    <LEFTOBJECT RefType = "Path">/home/guest/Manuals/AdminGuide.bk</LEFTOBJECT>
</BOOKRELATIONSHIP>

Using Java to Update Relationships  You can also update relationships with the Java 
API. Each extended relationship type inherits the methods getLeftObject(), 
getRightObject(), and getSortSequence(), which can be used to 
manipulate the relationship between the PublicObjects. In addition, the inherited 
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methods getAttribute() and setAttribute() provide a generic way to 
manipulate any extended attribute. 

You can also implement custom Java classes to provide convenience methods for 
getting and setting the values for the extended attributes on your custom 
relationship type. 

Example 6–50 Using Java to Update Attributes on Relationships

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Assume that your application has already obtained the Relationship instance

Relationship r = ......

3. Update the SortSequence attribute on the BookRelationship instance.

r.setAttribute("COMPONENTLABEL", 
    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Chapter 2 : User Administration"));

Unrelating PublicObjects
You can remove the relationship between PublicObjects by deleting the Relationship 
instance that links them.

You can remove PublicObject relationships with the Java API as you would any 
other object, by calling the removeRelationship() method on the PublicObject. 
When this method is called, Oracle CM SDK deletes the Relationship instance. 
Oracle CM SDK does not support XML as a method for deleting relationships, nor 
does the Oracle Internet File System Manager provide a user interface for deleting 
Relationship instances.

Example 6–51 Using Java to Delete Relationship instances

1. Assume that your application has already obtained the Relationship and the 
PublicObject.

Relationship r = ......
PublicObject po = .....

NOTE: For instructions on implementing custom Java classes, see 
Chapter 17, "Customizing Content Type Behavior"
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2. Delete the Relationship instance.

po.removeRelationship(r);

Searching for PublicObjects based on Relationships
Oracle CM SDK allows you to traverse relationships between pieces of information. 
You can fetch all information that has been related to a given PublicObject. Or, you 
can narrow your selection down to all information with a particular type of 
relationship to the PublicObject. For example, given a document, you could fetch all 
folders that contain that document. To do so, you would search for all Folders that 
are the LeftObject in any FolderRelationship where the document is the 
RightObject.

You can also search for information based on metadata about a related PublicObject. 
Essentially, you would construct a search that constructs a join of the PublicObject’s 
metadata based on the Relationship object that associates them. For example, you 
could search for all documents that are contained in any folder that was created on 
June 1, 2001. To do this, you would search for all PublicObjects that are the 
RightObject in a FolderRelationship where the LeftObject is a Folder with the 
CreateDate attribute set to June 1, 2001.

Traversing Relationships
The Java API makes it easy to traverse relationships between PublicObjects. The 
PublicObject class includes convenience methods, such as 
getLeftwardRelationshipObjects() and 
getRightwardRelationshipObjects(), which allow you to quickly fetch all 
information that is related to the object. 

Example 6–52 Fetching a PublicObject’s Relationships

1. Assume that your application has already obtained the PublicObject.

PublicObject po = .....

2. Fetch all Relationship instances that reference the PublicObject as the LeftObject 
or RightObject.

Relationship[] rightwardRels = 
       po.getRightwardRelationships("BOOKRELATIONSHIP");
Relationship[] leftwardRels = 
       po.getLeftwardRelationships("BOOKRELATIONSHIP");
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3. Directly fetch the PublicObjects related to this PublicObject as either the 
LeftObject or RightObject.

PublicObject[] rightwardObjs = 
       po.getRightwardRelationshipObjects("BOOKRELATIONSHIP");
PublicObject[] leftwardObjs = 
       po.getLeftwardRelationshipObjects("BOOKRELATIONSHIP");

4. For each related PublicObject, retrieve the PublicObject’s name.

AttributeValue av; // variable to hold value of a relationship attribute
int i;
PublicObject relPO;
String poName;

int icount = (rightwardObjs == null) ? 0 : rightwardObjs.length;
for(i = 0; i < icount; i++)
{
   relPO = rightwardObjs[i];
   poName = relPO.getName();
}

The Relationship class also provides convenience methods, getLeftObject() 
and getRightObject(), to retrieve the related PublicObject instances from a 
given Relationship instance. Once you have the PublicObject, you can retrieve all of 
the other attributes possessed by the PublicObject and call methods to manipulate 
the PublicObject (e.g., getContent(), setContent()).

Example 6–53 Fetching the PublicObjects from a Relationship instance

1. Assume that your application has already obtained the Relationship instance.

Relationship r = ......

2. Fetch the Product from the relationship.

PublicObject p = r.getLeftObject();

3. Fetch the Feature from the relationship.

PublicObject f =  r.getRightObject();

4. Fetch metadata about the Product.

ClassObject co = p.getClassObject(); 
String coName = co.getName();
Attribute[] atts = co.getEffectiveClassAttributes();
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AttributeValue av;
int i, icount;
String attName;

icount = (atts == null) ? 0 : atts.length;
for (i = 0; i < icount; i++)
{
   attName = atts[i].getName();
   av = p.getAttribute(attName);
}

Searching for PublicObjects Based on Relationships
The Java API also allows you to construct more complex queries with Selectors and 
Searches. With a Selector, you can fetch all PublicObjects that pertain to a particular 
type of relationship. Using a Search, you can query for PublicObjects based on 
criteria about related PublicObjects. Example 6–54 and Example 6–55 illustrate how 
to search based on relationship metadata.

Example 6–54 selects all books that contain a given document.  To do so, the 
example constructs a Selector that selects all BookRelationships that reference the 
document as the RightObject.  The example then loops through the 
BookRelationships to retrieve the PublicObject that is referenced as the LeftObject 
(i.e., the Book);

Example 6–54 Using a Selector to Find All PublicObjects that Pertain to a Given Type 
of Relationship

1. Assume that your application already has obtained a Document instance.

Document doc = ...

2. Construct a Selector to obtain all Books that contain this document.

Selector s = new Selector(session);
s.setSearchClassname("BOOKRELATIONSHIP");
s.setSearchSelection("RIGHTOBJECT = " + doc.getId());

NOTE: For detailed instructions on building Selectors and 
Searches, see Chapter 8, "Building Search Applications"
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3. Execute the query and retrieve each BookRelationship instance that references 
the PublicObject as the RightObject.

LibraryObject[] rels = s.getItems();

int count = (rels == null) ? 0 : rels.length;
for (i = 0; i < count; i++)
Relationship br;
PublicObject po;
{
   br = (Relationship) rels[i];
   po = br.getLeftObject();
}

Example 6–55 queries for all Books that contain a PublicObject whose name 
contains ’Work-in-progress’.  To do so, the example constructs a search that selects 
all BookRelationships that reference a PublicObject with a name containing 
’Work-in-progress’ as the RightObject.  The example, then loops through the 
resulting BookRelationships to retrieve the PublicObject that is referenced as the 
LeftObject (i.e., the Book).

Example 6–55 Using a Search to Find All PublicObjects Based on an Attribute of a 
Related PublicObject

1. Construct a SearchSpecification to hold the query criteria.  This example does 
not include content criteria, so we construct an AttributeSearchSpecification.

AttributeSearchSpecification asp = new AttributeSearchSpecification();

2. Construct the SearchClassSpecification and set it on the 
AttributeSearchSpecification.

String[] searchClasses = {"PUBLICOBJECT", "BOOKRELATIONSHIP"};
SearchClassSpecification scp = new SearchClassSpecification(searchClasses);
scp.addResultClass("BOOKRELATIONSHIP");

asp.setSearchClassSpecification(scp);

3. Construct a JoinQualification to join the PublicObjects that are referenced as the 
RightObject in a BookRelationship.

JoinQualification jq = new JoinQualification();
jq.setLeftAttribute("PUBLICOBJECT", null);
jq.setRightAttribute("BOOKRELATIONSHIP", "RIGHTOBJECT");
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4. Construct an AttributeQualification to specify that the PublicObject’s name 
contains Work-in-progress.

AttributeQualification aq = new AttributeQualification();
aq.setAttribute("PUBLICOBJECT", "NAME");
aq.setOperatorType(AttributeQualification.LIKE);
aq.setValue("%Work-in-progress%");

5. Construct a SearchClause to combine the Join and Attribute qualifications, and 
require that both criteria must be satisfied.  Use it to set the SearchQualification.

SearchClause sc = new SearchClause(aq, jq, SearchClause.AND);
asp.setSearchQualification(sc);

6. Execute the Search and loop through the results to retrieve the LibraryObject 
that meet the criteria.  The LibraryObjects returned will be of the content type 
specified in the SearchClassSpecification.

Search srch = new Search(session, asp);
srch.open();

int i;
LibraryObject lo;
SearchResultObject sro = srch.next();
PublicObject po;
Relationship r;
String poName;

while (sro != null)
{
    r = (Relationship) sro.getLibraryObject();
    po = r.getLeftObject(); 
    poName = po.getName();
  
    try
    {
       sro = srch.next();
    }
    catch (IfsException e)
    {
      if (e.getErrorCode() == 22000)
      {
         break;
      }
      else
      {
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          e.printStackTrace();
       }
     }
}

srch.close();

Sample Code
Oracle CM SDK comes with a two sets of sample code files which you can use to get 
started working with the Java API.

■ Documentation Example Files

■ API Sample Code

Documentation Example Files
Oracle CM SDK is installed with executable sample code files for the examples in 
this chapter. The sample code files are located in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/arbitrar
ymetadata directory. These sample code files are useful for testing the chapter ’s 
examples. However, they must be run in the appropriate sequence and may cause 
naming conflicts if run more than once.

Table 6–4 lists the sample code files and their corresponding examples.

Table 6–4 Example Sample Code Files

Example Sample Code File

Example 6–1, "Using XML to Create 
Category Types"

CreateCategoryType.xml

Example 6–2, "Using Java to Create 
Category Types"

CreateCategoryType.java

Example 6–3, "Using Java to Add, Remove, 
and Update Attributes on Categories"

UpdateCategoryType.java

Example 6–4, "Using Java to Delete 
Categories"

DeleteCategoryType.java

Example 6–5, "Using Java to Categorize 
PublicObjects"

CategorizePublicObject.java
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Example 6–6, "Using XML to Categorize 
New PublicObjects"

CategorizeNewPublicObject.xml

Example 6–7, "Using XML to Update 
Attributes on Category Instances"

UpdateCategories.xml

Example 6–8, "Using Java to Update 
Category Instances"

UpdateCategories.java

Example 6–9, "Using Java to delete Category 
instances"

DeleteCategories.java

Example 6–10, "Using a Selector to Find 
Specific Categories on a PublicObject"

SelectPOCategories.java

Example 6–11, "Using a Search to find all 
PublicObjects Based on a Common Category 
Attribute"

SearchPOByCategory.java

Example 6–12, "Fetching a PublicObject’s 
Categories"

FetchPOCategories.java

Example 6–13, "Fetching the Associated 
PublicObject from a Category instance"

FetchPOFromCategory.java

Example 6–14, "Using XML to Create 
PropertyBundles"

CreatePB.xml

Example 6–15, "Using XML to Modify 
PropertyBundles"

UpdatePB.xml

Example 6–16, "Using Java to Create 
PropertyBundles"

CreatePB.java

Example 6–17, "Using Java to Modify 
PropertyBundles"

UpdatePB.java

Example 6–18, "Using Java to Delete 
PropertyBundles"

DeletePB.java

DeleteOrphanedPBs.java

DeleteOrphanedPBValueDefaults.java

DeleteOrphanedPBValueDefaultPBs.java

Example 6–19, "Using XML to Apply a New 
PropertyBundle to a New Content Type"

ApplyNewPBtoNewCT.xml

Example 6–20, "Using XML to Apply a 
Preexisting PropertyBundle to a New 
Content Type"

ApplyExistingPBtoNewCT.xml

Table 6–4 Example Sample Code Files

Example Sample Code File
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Example 6–21, "Using XML to Apply a 
Preexisting PropertyBundle to a Preexisting 
Content Type"

ApplyExistingPBtoExistingCT.xml

Example 6–22, "Using XML to Apply a 
Preexisting PropertyBundle to a New 
Folder"

ApplyExistingPBtoNewPO.xml

Example 6–23, "Using XML to Apply an 
Existing PropertyBundle to an Existing 
Folder"

ApplyExistingPBtoExistingPO.xml

Example 6–24, "Using Java to Apply a New 
PropertyBundle to a New Content Type"

ApplyNewPBtoNewCT.java

Example 6–25, "Using Java to Apply a 
PropertyBundle to a Preexisting Content 
Type"

ApplyExistingPBtoExistingCT.java

Example 6–26, "Using Java to Apply a 
PropertyBundle to a New Folder"

ApplyExistingPBtoNewPO.java

Example 6–27, "Using a Selector to Fetch 
Properties"

SelectProperties.java

Example 6–28, "Using a Search to Find all 
PublicObjects Based on Common Property 
Data"

SearchPOByPB.java

Example 6–29, "Using XML to Create 
PolicyPropertyBundles"

CreatePPB.xml

Example 6–30, "Using XML to Add Policies 
to PolicyPropertyBundles"

AddPolicytoPPB.xml

Example 6–31, "Using XML to Remove 
Policies from PolicyPropertyBundles"

RemovePolicyfromPPB.xml

Example 6–32, "Using XML to Modify 
Policies"

UpdatePolicy.xml

Example 6–33, "Using Java to Create 
PolicyPropertyBundles"

CreatePPB.java

Example 6–34, "Using Java to Modify 
PolicyPropertyBundles"

UpdatePPB.java

Table 6–4 Example Sample Code Files

Example Sample Code File
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Example 6–35, "Using Java to Delete 
PolicyPropertyBundles"

DeletePPB.java

DeleteOrphanedPPBValueDefaults.java

DeleteOrphanedPPBValueDefaultPBs.java

DeleteOrphanedPPBs.java

DeleteOrphanedPolicies.java

Example 6–36, "Using XML to Apply a New 
PolicyPropertyBundle to a New Content 
Type"

ApplyNewPPBtoNewCT.xml

Example 6–37, "Using XML to Apply a 
Preexisting PropertyBundle to a New 
Content Type"

ApplyExistingPPBtoNewCT.xml

Example 6–38, "Using XML to Apply a 
Preexisting PropertyBundle to a Preexisting 
Content Type"

ApplyExistingPPBtoExistingCT.xml

Example 6–39, "Using Java to Apply a New 
PolicyPropertyBundle to a New Content 
Type"

ApplyNewPPBtoNewCT.java

Example 6–40, "Using Java to Apply a 
PolicyPropertyBundle to a Preexisting 
Content Type"

ApplyExistingPPBtoExistingCT.java

Example 6–41, "Using Java to Apply a 
PolicyPropertyBundle to a New Folder"

ApplyExistingPPBtoNewPO.java

Example 6–42, "Using XML to Create 
Relationship Types"

CreateRelationshipType.xml

Example 6–43, "Using Java to Create 
Relationship Types"

CreateRelationshipType.java

Example 6–44, "Using Java to Add, Remove, 
and Update Attributes on Relationship 
Types"

UpdateRelationshipType.java

Example 6–45, "Using Java to Delete 
Relationship Types"

DeleteRelationshipType.java

Example 6–46, "Using Java to Relate 
PublicObjects"

RelatePublicObjects.java

Example 6–47, "Using XML to Relate 
PublicObjects"

RelateExistingPublicObjects.xml

Table 6–4 Example Sample Code Files

Example Sample Code File
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Running the Java Sample Code Files
To run the Java sample code files, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the CLASSPATH on the host machine includes the Java API jar files.

2. With JDK 1.3, compile the sample code file in the following directory:
 <ORACLE_HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples
/devdoc/arbitrarymetadata 

Example 6–56 Compiling the Sample Code Files on Solaris

> cd $ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/
  arbitrarymetadata
> javac CreatePPB.java

3. Check the file comments to determine if the file expects other files to be run 
beforehand.

Example 6–48, "Using XML to Relate New 
PublicObjects"

RelateNewPublicObjects.xml

Example 6–49, "Using XML to Update 
Relationships"

UpdateRelationship.xml

Example 6–50, "Using Java to Update 
Attributes on Relationships"

UpdateRelationships.java

Example 6–51, "Using Java to Delete 
Relationship instances"

DeleteRelationships.java

Example 6–52, "Fetching a PublicObject’s 
Relationships"

FetchPORelationships.java

Example 6–53, "Fetching the PublicObjects 
from a Relationship instance"

FetchPOFromRelationship.java

Example 6–54, "Using a Selector to Find All 
PublicObjects that Pertain to a Given Type of 
Relationship"

SelectPOByRelationshipType.java

Example 6–55, "Using a Search to Find All 
PublicObjects Based on an Attribute of a 
Related PublicObject"

SearchPOByRelatedPO.java

Table 6–4 Example Sample Code Files

Example Sample Code File
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4. Run the class and supply the arguments. The input values for the arguments 
will be displayed. All arguments must have a value. Some or all arguments will 
be defaulted if unspecified. The class will print the results to the screen.

Example 6–57 Running the Sample Code Files on Solaris

> java oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.arbitrarymetadata.CreatePPB 
Domain=ifs://myhost.mycompany.com:1521:ifsdb:ifssys

  Running with arguments :
    UserName = system
    UserPassword = manager9ifs
    ServiceName = IfsServiceDefault
    SchemaPassword = ifssys
    ServiceConfig = SmallServiceConfiguration
    Domain = ifs://myhost.mycompany.com:1521:ifsdb:ifssys
  -----------Results----------
Policy created : FaxPolicy
 for operation : SendByFax
 with implementation : MyCompany.MyApp.DeliveryServers.FaxServer
Policy created : PrintPolicy
 for operation : SendByPrinter
 with implementation : MyCompany.MyApp.DeliveryServers.PrintServer
PolicyPropertyBundle created : Delivery Policies PolicyPropertyBundle
ValueDefaultPropertyBundle created : DeliveryPoliciesValueDefaultPropertyBundle
Value Default created : DeliveryPoliciesValueDefault

Running the XML Sample Code Files
To run the XML configuration files, follow these steps:

1. Access the CUP server.

2. Login as a user with the appropriate administration privileges for the task 
performed by the XML configuration file.

3. Import the XML configuration file.

4. View the results with the Oracle CM SDK Manager.

API Sample Code
In addition to the example sample code files, Oracle CM SDK is installed with more 
advanced sample code that helps you get started working with the Java API. The 
API sample code is located in the following directory:
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<ORACLE_HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/api 

This API sample code is easier to work with than the Documentation sample code 
files because you can run the samples over and over without naming conflicts.

Table 6–5 lists the API sample code that is relevant to this chapter.

Table 6–5 API Sample Code

Class Usage

CategorySample.java Creates Documents with Categories.

PropertyBundleSample.ja
va

Creates a PropertyBundle. Adds, updates, and removes 
Properties in the PropertyBundle.
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7

Attribute Validation

This chapter covers the following topics:

■ Understanding Attribute Validation

■ Using a ValueDefault

■ Using a ClassDomain

■ Working with a ValueDomain
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Understanding Attribute Validation
Oracle Content Management SDK (Oracle CM SDK) provides three mechanisms for 
attribute validation:

■ ValueDefault, which sets the initial value for an attribute when a ClassObject is 
created.

■ ClassDomain, which is used to limit the possible values for an attribute that 
takes a ClassObject to a specific class.

■ ValueDomain, which is used to limit the possible values for an attribute to a 
specified list.

Once validation has been set for an attribute, if an end user attempts to set the 
attribute to an invalid value, an exception is thrown. It is up to the developer to 
determine what should happen as a result of an exception, and handle it 
appropriately through the user interface.

Using a ValueDefault
A ValueDefault is used to set the initial value of an attribute to a specific value 
when a ClassObject is created. A ValueDefault can be explicitly overridden by an 
end user. If no value is supplied by the user, the ValueDefault will be used.

A ValueDefault is stored as a PropertyBundle with only a single value (if the 
ValueDefault is an array value, there is only one array identified as the default 
value). The PropertyBundle is identified by a unique integer value. Figure 7–1 
shows the complex relationships used to relate the ValueDefault object with its 
value, stored in the table ODM_PROPERTY.
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Figure 7–1 How a ValueDefault is Stored in the Oracle CM SDK Schema

The ValueDomain table is linked to ODM_ValueDefaultPB table by its 
VALUEDEFAULTPB attribute. ODM_VALUEDEFAULTPB is linked to the ODM_
PROPERTYBUNDLE table by the same ID value. Finally, the ODM_
PROPERTYBUNDLE table is linked to the BUNDLE column in the ODM_
PROPERTY table using the same ID. This completes the association between the 
STRINGVALUE and the ValueDefault object.

If you create a ValueDomain using an XML configuration file, much of this 
complexity is handled for you. 

Creating a ValueDefault Using XML Configuration Files
The XML configuration file in Example 7–1, "ValueDefault XML Configuration File, 
ApproverVDefault.xml" creates the ValueDefault ApproverVDefault for the custom 
class ExpenseReport. The root element of this XML configuration file identifies the 
object to be created as a ValueDefault. The VDValue tag uses the Datatype 
parameter to identify the default with the data type String, and identifies the string 
value to be used.
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Example 7–1 ValueDefault XML Configuration File, ApproverVDefault.xml

<?xml version='1.0' standalone= 'yes'?>
<ValueDefault>
    <Name> ApproverVDefault </Name>
    <VDValue Datatype="String">Chris Stevens</VDValue>
</ValueDefault>

Once the ValueDefault object is created, a ClassObject can be created that uses the 
ValueDefault created in Example 7–1. Example 7–2, "ClassObject XML 
Configuration File, ExpenseReport.xml" shows an XML configuration file that 
creates the ExpenseReport custom class. The ExpenseReport class uses the 
ApproverVDefault to populate the Approver attribute when a new ExpenseReport 
instance is created.

Example 7–2 ClassObject XML Configuration File, ExpenseReport.xml

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
<ClassObject>
 <Name>ExpenseReport</Name>
 <Superclass RefType= 'name'>Document</Superclass>
 <Attributes>
  <Attribute>
   <Name>Approver</Name>
   <DataType>String</DataType>
   <DataLength>20</DataLength>
   <ValueDefault RefType='name'>ApproverVDefault
   </ValueDefault>
  </Attribute>
 </Attributes>
</ClassObject>

Testing the ValueDefault Example
You can test the ValueDefault example using the following examples. Example 7–3, 
"ExpenseReport101.xml" creates an instance of the ExpenseReport class that uses 
the default value defined in Example 7–1. Example 7–4, "ExpenseReport102.xml" 
creates an instance of the ExpenseReport class that overrides the default value, 
providing its own entry, Joyce Doe, for the Approver attribute.
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Example 7–3 ExpenseReport101.xml

<EXPENSEREPORT>
 <Name>ExpenseReport101</Name>
</EXPENSEREPORT>

Example 7–4 ExpenseReport102.xml

<EXPENSEREPORT>
 <Name>ExpenseReport102</Name>
 <Approver>Joyce Doe</Approver>
</EXPENSEREPORT>

To test the ExpenseReport example files:

1. Upload the file ApproverVDefault.xml through the Commandline Utilities 
Protocol (CUP) server. This file defines the ValueDefault.

2. Upload the file ExpenseReport.xml. This will define the custom subclass 
ExpenseReport.

3. Upload the file ExpenseReport101.xml. This XML file does not include a 
definition for the Approver attribute, so the default is used.

4. Upload the file ExpenseReport102.xml. This XML file includes a definition 
for the Approver attribute. The explicit value provided in the file is used rather 
than the ValueDefault.

Using a ClassDomain
A ClassDomain limits the values for an attribute to a specific class or set of classes.

Creating a ClassDomain
Continuing the ExpenseReport example, a separate class might use the 
ExpenseReport object as a detail line in a larger report. To facilitate this, an attribute 
of the type PublicObject could be added to the summary report, but it needs to be 
limited to PublicObjects of the ExpenseReport class. Example 7–5, "XML 
Configuration File for ExpenseReportClassDomain.xml" shows an XML 
configuration file that will create a ClassDomain limited to the ExpenseReport class
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Table 7–1, "Attributes of the ClassDomain Class" describes the attributes that need 
to be set in the XML configuration file.

The values that must be set to create the ExpenseReportClassDomain are:

■ Name: ExpenseReportClassDomain

■ Classes: ExpenseReport

■ DomainType: CLASSDOMAINTYPE_ENUMERATED_AND_SUBCLASSES. 
The XML file cannot use the static variable, however, so the value is entered as 
the integer 1.

The resulting XML file is shown in Example 7–5, "XML Configuration File for 
ExpenseReportClassDomain.xml"

Example 7–5 XML Configuration File for ExpenseReportClassDomain.xml

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
<ClassDomain>
 <Name>ExpenseReportClassDomain</Name>
 <DomainType>1</DomainType>
 <Classes>
  <ArrayElement RefType='name'>ExpenseReport</ArrayElement>
 </Classes>
</ClassDomain>

 

Table 7–1 Attributes of the ClassDomain Class

Name Data Type Description

Name String Must be unique among ClassDomain objects.

Classes SchemaObject[] An array containing the class or classes in the 
ClassDomain.

DomainType Int If the ClassDomain should include subclasses of the named 
classes, set to 1

If the ClassDomain should not include subclasses of 
the named classes, set to 0.

These values are represented as static final variables 
of the ClassDomain class as CLASSDOMAINTYPE_
ENUMERATED_AND_SUBCLASSES (1) and 
CLASSDOMAINTYPE_ENUMERATED (0).
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Once the ExpenseReportClassDomain is created, the ExpenseDetailLine class can be 
created, using the ExpenseReportClassDomain object to validate entries to its single 
attribute, RelatedExpenseReport.

Example 7–6 XML Configuration File ExpenseDetailLine.xml

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
<ClassObject>
 <Name>ExpenseDetailLine</Name>
 <Superclass Reftype='name'>Document</Superclass>
 <Attributes>
  <Attribute>
   <Name>RelatedExpenseReport</Name>
   <DataType>PublicObject</DataType>
   <ClassDomain RefType='name'>ExpenseReportClassDomain</ClassDomain>
  </Attribute>
 </Attributes>
</ClassObject>

Testing the ClassDomain Example
Now that the ClassDomain has been created, you can test the results using the 
example files. 

Example 7–7, "GoodExpenseDetailLine.xml" creates a valid instance of the 
ExpenseDetailLine class, using the ExpenseReport101 ExpenseReport instance 
created in Example 7–3, "ExpenseReport101.xml" as the value for the attribute 
RelatedExpenseReport.

Example 7–7 GoodExpenseDetailLine.xml

<EXPENSEDETAILLINE>
 <Name>GoodExpenseDetailLine</Name>
 <RelatedExpenseReport RefType='name'>ExpenseReport101
  </RelatedExpenseReport>
</EXPENSEDETAILLINE>

Example 7–8, "ExpenseDetailLine101.xml" creates an instance of the 
ExpenseDetailLine class with the name ExpenseDetailLine101. This is a dummy 
object, to give us a known object that is not of the ExpenseReport class.
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Example 7–8 ExpenseDetailLine101.xml

<EXPENSEDETAILLINE>
 <Name>ExpenseDetailLine101</Name>
</EXPENSEDETAILLINE>

Example 7–9, "BadExpenseDetailLine.xml" attempts, but fails, to create an instance 
of ExpenseDetailLine, because the RelatedExpenseReport attribute identifies an 
instance of the ExpenseDetailLine class created in Example 7–8, 
"ExpenseDetailLine101.xml" rather than an instance of the ExpenseReport class as 
required by the ClassDomain.

Example 7–9 BadExpenseDetailLine.xml

<EXPENSEDETAILLINE>
 <Name>BadExpenseDetailLine</Name>
 <RelatedExpenseReport RefType='name'>ExpenseDetailLine101
 </RelatedExpenseReport>
</EXPENSEDETAILLINE>

To test the ClassDomain example files:

1. Upload ExpenseReportClassDomain.xml using the CUP server.

2. Upload ExpenseDetailLine.xml. This creates a custom class, ExpenseDetailLine 
with the attribute RelatedExpenseReport, to which the ClassDomain is applied.

3. Upload GoodExpenseDetail.xml. This file succeeds, because the 
RelatedExpenseReport attribute is set using a valid ExpenseReport ClassObject 
as its value.

4. Upload ExpenseDetailLine101.xml. This file creates an instance of the 
ExpenseDetailLine class.

5. Upload BadExpenseDetailLine.xml. The RelatedExpenseReport value in this file is 
set to the ExpenseDetailLine101 object, and is not a valid instance of the 
ExpensReport class. Oracle CM SDK will not create the instance.

Working with a ValueDomain
A ValueDomain can be applied to an attribute to ensure that the values for that 
attribute lie within a set of acceptable values. In the context of the ongoing Expense 
Report scenario, Example 7–10 illustrates using a ValueDomain to restrict the value 
of the Approver attribute.
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ValueDomains can be created in XML using the VDomainValue tag for the value of 
a ValueDomain, as shown in Example 7–10. The tag has the following required 
parameters:

■ DATATYPE: Oracle CM SDK datatype.

■ DOMAINTYPE: Enumerated, exclusive_maximum, exclusive_
minimum, exclusive_range, maximum, minimum and range.

Procedure Overview
To illustrate the way ValueDomain works, this section uses XML to create several 
objects, then shows Java classes used to verify the assignments made by the XML 
files.

Specifically, the files listed in table Table 7–2 are used in this section.

1. Upload ValueDomain1.xml via the CUP server. This file creates a ValueDomain 
you can test using the TestVDomain.java class.

2. Compile ApproverVDomain.java and place the resulting class in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/custom_classes/oracle/ifs/examples/ 
directory.

3. Run the class by entering the following at the command line:

■ java ApproverVDomain 
UserName=<user name> 
UserPassword=<user passWord> 
ServiceName=<service name> 
SchemaPassword=<schema password> 
ServiceConfig=<service configuration> 
Domain=<domain>

4. Compile TestVDomain.java and place the resulting class in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/custom_classes/oracle/ifs/examples/ 
directory.

5. Test the class by entering the following at the command line:

■ java TestVDomain 
UserName=<user name> 
UserPassword=<user password> 
ServiceName=<service name> 
SchemaPassword=<wchema password>
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ServiceConfig=<service configuration>
Domain=<domain>

6. When an attribute with a defined ValueDomain  is created or updated, Oracle 
CM SDK validates against the values defined in the 
ValueDomainPropertyBundle. If the attribute value is not valid, Oracle CM 
SDK throws an exception.

Table 7–2 Sample Files for ValueDomain

Creating ValueDomains Using XML
ValueDomains can be created by inserting into the repository an XML file such as 
the one in Example 7–10:

Example 7–10 ValueDomain1.xml

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
<VALUEDOMAIN>
  <Name>ApproverValueDomain</Name>
  <Active>true</Active>
  <Description> my value_domain to set the Approver attribute </Description>
  <VDomainValue Domaintype="enumerated" Datatype="string_array">
      <ArrayElement>Bob Alva</ArrayElement>
      <ArrayElement>John Smith</ArrayElement>
      <ArrayElement>Chris Stevens</ArrayElement>
   </VDomainValue>
  <UniqueName>ApproverValueDomain</UniqueName>
</VALUEDOMAIN>

ValueDomain1.xml Creates a ValueDomain, sets DomainType and 
DataType, Declares Array Elements, sets UniqueName.

ValueDomainIntArray.xml Creates a ValueDomain to demonstrate integer arrays.

UPDValueDomain.xml Updates DomainType and DataType for the existing 
ValueDomain.

ApproverVDomain.java Creates a ValueDomain for the Approver attribute of 
ExpenseReport, limiting its value to Bob Alva, John 
Smith, or Chris Stevens.

TestVDomain.java Creates two instances of ExpenseReport, one with a 
valid Approver value, the other with an invalid Approver 
value. The second object causes an exception.
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In Example 7–10, the DomainType is set to "enumerated," meaning only those 
values listed explicitly are valid. The Datatype is set to "string_array," meaning that 
the ValueDomain consists of an array of String objects.

Because they apply to the same object, the DomainType and DataType must 
correspond. For example, to assign a ValueDomain to equal a range of integers, the 
DataType must be integer_array and DomainType must be range, as shown in 
Example 7–11.

Example 7–11 ValueDomainIntArray.xml

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
<VALUEDOMAIN>
  <Name>codes_range</Name>
  <Active>true</Active>
  <Description> my value_domain to set value ranges  </Description>
  <VDomainValue datatype="integer_array" domaintype="range">
         <MinValue>10</MinValue>
         <MaxValue>20</MaxValue>
  </VDomainValue>
  <UniqueName>codes_range</UniqueName>
</VALUEDOMAIN>

Updating ValueDomains Using XML
Value domains can be updated using XML, as shown in Example 7–12. In this case, 
an existing ValueDomain called codes_max has its DomainType set to maximum, 
and its DataType assigned to integer.

Example 7–12 UPDValueDomain.xml

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<ValueDomain>
   <update reftype="name"> codes_max</update>
   <VDomainValue domaintype="maximum" datatype="integer">
          100
   </VDomainValue>
</ValueDomain>

Creating ValueDomains Using Java

The ApproverVDomain.java class shown in Example 7–13 illustrates how to use the 
Java API to make use of these validation objects. This class creates a ValueDomain 
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for the Approver attribute of the ExpenseReport, limiting its value to Bob Alva, John 
Smith, or Chris Stevens. This program creates the same ValueDomain created with 
an XML configuration file in Example 7–10.

Example 7–13 ApproverVDomain.java

// Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.
package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.validate;

import oracle.ifs.beans.Attribute;
import oracle.ifs.beans.ClassObject;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryService;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;
import oracle.ifs.beans.PublicObject;
import oracle.ifs.beans.SchemaObject;
import oracle.ifs.beans.ValueDomain;
import oracle.ifs.beans.ValueDomainDefinition;
import oracle.ifs.beans.ValueDomainPropertyBundle;
import oracle.ifs.beans.ValueDomainPropertyBundleDefinition;

import oracle.ifs.common.AttributeValue;
import oracle.ifs.common.CleartextCredential; 
import oracle.ifs.common.Collection;
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;
import oracle.ifs.common.ParameterTable;

/**
 * ApproverVDomain class
 * This class creates a ValueDomain for the APPROVER attribute of 
 * class EXPENSEREPORT. The ValueDomain limits the value of the APPROVER
 * attribute to Joyce Peng, John Smith, or Chris Stevens.  
 **/

public class ApproverVDomain
{
  
  /**
   * Creates the ValueDomain and applies it to the APPROVER attribute
   * of class EXPENSEREPORT.
   * 
   * @param args the command-line arguments for connecting to the repository:
   *  userName, passWord, serviceName 
   */
  public static void main(String[] args)
  {      
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      // Obtain the arguments.
      ParameterTable params = new ParameterTable(args);
      String UserName = null;
      String UserPassword = null;
      String ServiceName = null;
      String SchemaPassword = null;
      String ServiceConfig = null;
      // The domain is a string comprised of the following:
      // ifs://<hostname>:<SQL*Net Listener Port - default 1521>:<SID>:
      //   <Schema Name>
      String Domain = null;

      UserName = params.getString("UserName", "system");
      UserPassword = params.getString("UserPassword","manager9ifs");
      ServiceName = params.getString("ServiceName","IfsServiceDefault");
      SchemaPassword = params.getString("SchemaPassword","ifssys");
      ServiceConfig = params.getString("ServiceConfig", 
                                       "SmallServiceConfiguration");
      Domain = params.getString("Domain");

      System.out.println("Running with arguments : ");
      System.out.println("  UserName = " + UserName);
      System.out.println("  UserPassword = " + UserPassword);
      System.out.println("  ServiceName = " + ServiceName);
      System.out.println("  SchemaPassword = " + SchemaPassword);
      System.out.println("  ServiceConfig = " + ServiceConfig);
      System.out.println("  Domain = " + Domain);
      System.out.println("---------Results----------");

    ApproverVDomain vDomain = new ApproverVDomain();
    vDomain.CreateVDomain(UserName, UserPassword, ServiceName, SchemaPassword,
                          ServiceConfig, Domain);
  }

  /**
   * Creates the ValueDomain and applies it to the APPROVER attribute
   * of class EXPENSEREPORT.
   * 
   * @param used for connecting to the repository:
   *        UserName, UserPassword, ServiceName, SchemaPassword, 
            ServiceConfig, Domain  
   */
  public void CreateVDomain(String UserName, String UserPassword, 
                            String ServiceName, String SchemaPassword, 
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                            String ServiceConfig, String Domain)
  {
    try
    {  
      // Start the LibraryService. 
      LibraryService lsrvc = LibraryService.startService(ServiceName,
                                SchemaPassword, ServiceConfig, Domain); 
      System.out.println("Serivce obtained.");

      // Create a CleartextCredential object that encapsulates the user's 
      //  log in information. 
      CleartextCredential cred = new CleartextCredential(UserName,
                                                         UserPassword); 

      System.out.println("Credentials set.");

      // Connect (create a LibrarySession) using the Service and 
      //  CleartextCredential objects. 
      LibrarySession session = lsrvc.connect(cred, null); 

      System.out.println("Session obtained.");

      session.setAdministrationMode(true);

      //Creates the ValueDomainPropertyBundle
      ValueDomainPropertyBundleDefinition vdpbd = 
      new ValueDomainPropertyBundleDefinition(session);
      vdpbd.setEnumeratedValues(new String[] {"Joyce Peng","John Smith",
                                              "Chris Stevens"});
      ValueDomainPropertyBundle vdpb = 
      (ValueDomainPropertyBundle)session.createPublicObject(vdpbd);
   
      //Creates the ValueDomain.
      ValueDomainDefinition vdd = new ValueDomainDefinition(session);
      vdd.setName("ApproverValueDomain");
      vdd.setAttribute("VALUEDOMAINPROPERTYBUNDLE", 
      AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(vdpb));
      ValueDomain vd = (ValueDomain) session.createSchemaObject(vdd);
      
      System.out.println("New ValueDomain created : " + vd.getName());

      //Gets the the collection of all the class objects.
      //Then gets the specific EXPENSEREPORT class object.
      Collection classObjectCollection = session.getClassObjectCollection();
      ClassObject expenseReportClassObject = 
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      (ClassObject) classObjectCollection.getItems("EXPENSEREPORT");
      
      //Gets the APPROVER attribute for the class object.
      Attribute attribute = 
      expenseReportClassObject.getEffectiveClassAttributes("APPROVER");
      
      //Sets the ValueDomain to the attribute APPROVER of this class object. 
      attribute.setValueDomain(vd);
      attribute.setValueDomainValidated(true);      

      System.out.println("ValueDomain set on " + attribute.getName() + 
             " for ClassObject " + expenseReportClassObject.getName());

    } 
    catch ( IfsException ifex )
    {
      System.err.println( "ERROR OCCURRED: " + ifex.toString() );
      ifex.printStackTrace( System.err );
    }
  }
}

Testing ValueDomains Using Java
Using the TestVDomain class in Example 7–14, you can verify whether the 
ValueDomain you created in either Example 7–10 or Example 7–13 is functioning as 
expected.

Example 7–14 TestVDomain.java

// Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.

package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.validate;

import oracle.ifs.beans.ClassObject;
import oracle.ifs.beans.Document;
import oracle.ifs.beans.DocumentDefinition;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryService;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;

import oracle.ifs.common.AttributeValue;
import oracle.ifs.common.CleartextCredential; 
import oracle.ifs.common.Collection;
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;
import oracle.ifs.common.ParameterTable;
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/**
 * TestVDomain class.
 * This class tries to create two instances of the EXPENSEREPORT class.
 * One instance has a value in the APPROVER attribute that complies 
 * with the ValueDomain, the other instance has one that violates 
 * the value domain.   
 * 
 * An exception is generated when you try to create the instance 
 * that violates the ValueDomain. 
 **/

public class TestVDomain
{

  public static void main(String[] args)
  {
    try
    {
      // Obtain the arguments.
      ParameterTable params = new ParameterTable(args);
      String UserName = null;
      String UserPassword = null;
      String ServiceName = null;
      String SchemaPassword = null;
      String ServiceConfig = null;
      // The domain is a string comprised of the following:
      // ifs://<hostname>:<SQL*Net Listener Port - default 1521>:<SID>:
      //      <Schema Name>
      String Domain = null;

      UserName = params.getString("UserName", "system");
      UserPassword = params.getString("UserPassword","manager9ifs");
      ServiceName = params.getString("ServiceName","IfsServiceDefault");
      SchemaPassword = params.getString("SchemaPassword","ifssys");
      ServiceConfig = params.getString("ServiceConfig",
                                       "SmallServiceConfiguration");
      Domain = params.getString("Domain");

      System.out.println("Running with arguments : ");
      System.out.println("  UserName = " + UserName);
      System.out.println("  UserPassword = " + UserPassword);
      System.out.println("  ServiceName = " + ServiceName);
      System.out.println("  SchemaPassword = " + SchemaPassword);
      System.out.println("  ServiceConfig = " + ServiceConfig);
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      System.out.println("  Domain = " + Domain);
      System.out.println("---------Results----------");

      //Shows detailed error messages while the exception is thrown.
      IfsException.setVerboseMessage(true);
      
      // Start the LibraryService. 
      LibraryService lsrvc = LibraryService.startService(ServiceName,
                                SchemaPassword, ServiceConfig, Domain); 
      System.out.println("Serivce obtained.");

      // Create a CleartextCredential object that encapsulates the user's 
      //  log in information. 
      CleartextCredential cred = new CleartextCredential(UserName,
                                                         UserPassword); 

      System.out.println("Credentials set.");

      // Connect (create a LibrarySession) using the Service and 
      //  CleartextCredential objects. 
      LibrarySession session = lsrvc.connect(cred, null); 

      System.out.println("Session obtained.");
     
      //Gets the collection of all class objects,
      //then gets the specific EXPENSEREPORT class object.
      Collection classObjectCollection = session.getClassObjectCollection();
      ClassObject expenseReportClassObject = 
      (ClassObject) classObjectCollection.getItems("EXPENSEREPORT");

      //Creates an EXPENSEREPORT instance that complies with the ValueDomain.
      
      System.out.println("Attempts to create an EXPENSEREPORT instance");
      System.out.println(" that complies with the ValueDomain.");
      DocumentDefinition docdef = new DocumentDefinition(session);
      docdef.setName("GoodVDomainExpenseReport");
      docdef.setClassObject(expenseReportClassObject);
      docdef.setAttribute("APPROVER", 
      AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("John Smith"));
      Document doc = (Document)session.createPublicObject(docdef);
      AttributeValue av = doc.getAttribute("APPROVER");    
      System.out.println("Successfully created an EXPENSEREPORT instance");
      System.out.println(" with APPROVER as "+av.getString(session)+".");

      //Creates an EXPENSEREPORT instance that violates the ValueDomain.
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      //This operation will fail and will cause an exception to be thrown. 
      
      System.out.println("Attempts to create an EXPENSEREPORT instance");
      System.out.println(" that violates the ValueDomain. " + 
                           "An exception will be thrown.");
      docdef = new DocumentDefinition(session);
      docdef.setName("BadVDomainExpenseReport");
      docdef.setClassObject(expenseReportClassObject);
      docdef.setAttribute("APPROVER", AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("foo"));
      doc = (Document)session.createPublicObject(docdef);
      av = doc.getAttribute("APPROVER");

      //This line will not get executed. 
      System.out.println("Successfully created an EXPENSEPORT instance");
      System.out.println(" with APPROVER as "+av.getString(session)+".");    
    }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
      e.printStackTrace();
    }
  }
}
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Building Search Applications

This chapter describes how to build search applications with Oracle Content 
Management SDK (Oracle CM SDK) selectors and searches.

■ What Is Searching?

■ Working with Selectors

■ Selector Object Model

■ Selector APIs

■ Constructing and Executing a Selector

■ Sample Code

■ Working with Searches

■ Search Object Model

■ Search APIs

■ Constructing and Executing a Search

■ Sample Code
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What Is Searching?
Searching is a way to locate information stored in Oracle CM SDK. A search 
dynamically retrieves information from the repository based on criteria about the 
information. For example, you might search for all documents whose Name 
contains the word XML. The search returns the documents that meet that criteria at 
the time that it is executed. Subsequently, if new documents are created that meet 
the criteria, executing the search again automatically retrieves these documents as 
well.

Oracle CM SDK allows you to store, search, and work with information in an 
object-oriented manner. All information, including documents, folders, users, and 
groups, are defined as objects; that is, instances of Oracle CM SDK classes (e.g., 
Document, Folder, DirectoryUser, and DirectoryGroup). The Oracle CM SDK Java 
API allows you to work with these objects without having to know the complexities 
of how the information is stored in the database. For example, you can fetch a 
document, modify it, and save it in the repository as a single object instead of 
several rows across different tables. In the same manner, Oracle CM SDK allows 
you to query for information and work with query results in an object-oriented 
manner. Rather than constructing complex SQL queries that join the tables across 
which the information is stored, you can query for objects based on criteria about 
their class, attributes, content, and relationship to other objects. 

■ Class criteria. You can specify what class of object you want to retrieve (e.g., 
Documents, Folders, DirectoryObjects, custom content types). You can also 
expand your query to include subclasses of that class.

■ Attribute criteria. You can query based on the objects’ attributes, like the name, 
owner, or modification date. You can combine attribute criteria into logical 
constructs (e.g., owner = 'wtalman' and modification date > January 1, 2001).

■ Content criteria. You can query based on the contents of a document. Because 
Oracle CM SDK indexes document content using the Oracle Text feature, you 
can query for documents by words or phrases (tokens) contained in the 
document. You can combine sets of content criteria using logical operators, and 
you can query for documents based on the proximity of one token to another 
(e.g., 'XML' near 'Internet Applications'). You can also expand your query to 
include tokens that sound similar, are spelled similar, or are related to the 
specified token.

■ Folder restrictions. You can restrict your query to retrieve objects that are in a 
specific folder or specific folder branch. Folders are useful for creating a catalog 
that organizes the information in the repository, and for creating work areas for 
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users to share information. Folder-restricted searches enable you to limit your 
query to a specific subject in the catalog, or to a specific work area.

■ Relationship criteria. You can query for objects based on criteria about related 
objects. For example, you can query for a document based on an attribute of a 
folder that references the document.

■ Sort criteria. You can sort the results of your query by any of the attributes on 
the retrieved objects. In addition, if you have specified content criteria, you can 
sort the resulting documents based on the relevance of the document's content 
to the criteria; that is, the Score generated by Oracle Text when executing the 
content search.

The Oracle CM SDK Java API enables you to leverage both the power of searching 
against a relational database and the ease of use of an object-oriented programming 
environment. The API allows you to build queries and work with query results in 
an object-oriented manner using Java. When the query is executed, Oracle CM SDK 
automatically translates the query's Java construct into a SQL select statement and 
executes the query against the Oracle CM SDK schema. Therefore, you can query 
for and manipulate documents, folders, and other information as Java objects 
without having to know how their attributes and content are stored in the 
underlying database tables. 

The Oracle CM SDK Java API provides two primary interfaces to query for objects 
in Oracle CM SDK:

■ Selectors provide an easy-to-use interface for running simple queries in the 
repository. The Selector interface is discussed in "Working with Selectors".

■ Searches provide a robust interface for building and executing complex queries. 
The Search interface is discussed in "Working with Searches".

Working with Selectors
Selectors provide a convenient way to execute simple queries in the repository. If 
you need to search against a single class of information with static criteria, then a 
selector will be the most convenient and quickest way to do so.    

Example 8–1 A Simple Query

select all Documents whose Owner is 'WTalman' and whose ModifiedDate is greater 
than 'January 01, 2001' 
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Selector Object Model
Selectors are constructed from three components: a string specifying the class, a 
string specifying the search criteria, and a SortSpecification object, which specifies 
how the results are to be sorted. Figure 8–1 illustrates the construct of a selector.

Figure 8–1 Selector Object Model

Selectors operate under the following rules:

■ Single class. Selectors allow you to search against a single class of object. 
Selectors do not allow you to select multiple classes of information, or to specify 
criteria pertaining to a related class by constructing joins. The class criteria  
constitute the FROM clause of the SQL select statement that Oracle CM SDK  
constructs from the selector.

■ Recursive classes. Selectors allow you to search recursively through all 
subclasses of the specified class.

■ Free-form SQL expression. Selectors allow you to supply the criteria for the 
search in a single string. The string constitutes the WHERE clause of the SQL 
select statement that Oracle CM SDK constructs from the selector.

■ No late bind variables. Selectors do not allow you to use late bind variables to 
dynamically construct the search criteria. The search criteria must be 
expressible as a single string.

■ Sort criteria. Selectors allow you to sort the results of the search by an attribute 
of the class being searched. The sort criteria constitutes the ORDER BY clause of 
the SQL select statement that Oracle CM SDK constructs from the selector.
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Selector APIs
The Oracle CM SDK Java API provides two classes in the oracle.ifs.beans 
package for constructing selectors.

■ Selector 

■ SortSpecification 

Selector
The Selector class is used to construct and execute the search. Table 8–1 lists the key 
methods on the Selector class.

Table 8–1 Selector Key Methods

Method Purpose

getSearchClassname()
setSearchClassname()

Determine what class will be searched.

isRecursiveSearch() Determines if the selector should search recursively across 
subclasses.

getSearchSelection()
setSearchSelection()

Determine the search criteria.

getSortSpecification()
setSortSpecification()

Determines the sort criteria.

getItems()
getItems(int index)

Execute the search and return an array of LibraryObjects.

getItemCount()
openItems()
closeItems()
resetItems()
nextItem()

Work with the search results.

■ getItemCount() determines how many items are in the 
array of results.

■ openItems() opens a cursor on the selector.

■ nextItem() uses the cursor to fetch the next item in the 
array of results.

■ resetItems() is used to clear the results.

■ closeItems() closes the selector.
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SortSpecification
The SortSpecification class is used to construct the sort criteria set on the 
selector with the setSortSpecification() method. Table 8–2 lists the key 
methods on the SortSpecification class.

Constructing and Executing a Selector
To construct a selector, execute it, and retrieve the query results, follow these steps:

1. Construct a selector.

2. Specify the class name.

3. Specify if any subclasses of this class should be included.

4. Specify the query criteria.

5. Construct a SortSpecification and set it on the Selector to specify sort criteria.

6. Execute the query and retrieve the query results. 

Construct a Selector
The first step is to instantiate the Selector class.

Selector selector = new Selector();

Table 8–2 SortSpecification Key Methods

Method Purpose

addSortQualifiers() Adds an array of attributes and sort orders that will be used to 
sort the results.

addSortQualifier() Adds a single attribute, sort order, and, optionally, the class 
and alias for the attribute to the SortSpecification.

getSortAttributes() Returns an array of all attributes currently in the 
SortSpecification.

getSortOrders() Returns an array of all sort orders currently in the 
SortSpecification.

getDefaultClass()
setDefaultClass()

Determine the default class for attributes in the 
SortSpecification.

getDefaultAlias()
setDefaultAlias()

Determine the default alias for attributes in the 
SortSpecification.
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Specify the Class Names
Specify the names of the classes that the query should select, such as FOLDER and 
DOCUMENT. The classes specified will be included in the SQL FROM clause 
generated by Oracle CM SDK. In this case, the selector will query for instances of 
the Attribute class.

selector.setSearchClassname("ATTRIBUTE");

Specify whether Subclasses Are Included
Specify if the selector should query recursively across any subclasses of the 
specified classes.

selector.setRecursiveSearch(false);

Specify the Query Criteria
Specify the query criteria by constructing a string that will constitute the SQL 
WHERE clause (without the word “WHERE”), then pass the string to the 
setSearchSelection() method on Selector.  In this case, the selector will search 
for all instances of the ATTRIBUTE class whose DATATYPE is Boolean.

s = "DATATYPE = " + Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_BOOLEAN;
selector.setSearchSelection(s);

Specify the Sort Criteria
Construct a SortSpecification to hold the sort order criteria for the query results. The 
attributes specified in the SortSpecification must be attributes on the class specified 
for the selector. 

1. The method new SortSpecification() is called to instantiate a 
SortSpecification. The SortSpecification object will hold all of the sort criteria. 

2. The method addSortQualifiers() is called on the SortSpecification to 
create an array of attributes and sort orders in the SortSpecification. In this case, 

Note: Instances of this class do not persist. To use the same 
selector in more than one session, consider using a SelectorObject, 
which can be saved. For more information on this class, consult the 
Javadoc for oracle.ifs.beans.SelectorObject.
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the selector sort the results of the search by the NAME and REQUIRED 
attributes on the ATTRIBUTE class.

3. The setSortSpecification() method is called on the selector to add the 
sort criteria to the search.

ss = new SortSpecification();
ss.addSortQualifiers(new String[] {"NAME", "REQUIRED"}, new boolean[] 
{false, true});
selector.setSortSpecification(ss);

Execute the Query and Fetch the Query Results
There are two ways to execute a selector and retrieve query results:

1. Using an Array

2. Using a Cursor

Using an Array  You can call the getItems() method to execute the selector and 
work with the query results as an array. Subsequently, you can loop through the 
array to retrieve each query result.

LibraryObject[] results = selector.getItems();
LibraryObject lo;

int count = (results == null) ? 0 : results.length;
for (int i = 0; i < count; i++)
{

lo = results[i];
}

You can fetch specific items from the array by specifying their index position in the 
getItems() method.

LibraryObject lo = selector.getItems(i);

Using a Cursor  If you expect your search to return many results, but you don’t want 
to get them all at once, you can use a cursor.

1. First, reset the cursor by calling the resetItems() method.

2. Open a cursor on the search by calling the openItems() method on the 
selector.

3. The getItemCount() method is a convenient way to determine the number of 
results returned by the query.
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4. Cycle through individual items by calling the nextItem() method on the 
selector.

5. When finished, the closeItems() method is called on the selector to close the 
search after cursor-based access.

selector.resetItems(); 
selector.openItems();

int count = selector.getItemCount();
LibraryObject lo;

for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) 
{
  lo = selector.nextItem(); 
}

selector.closeItems(); 

Sample Code
Example 8–2 illustrates how to construct and execute a selector to query for all 
Attributes in Oracle CM SDK whose datatype is Boolean and to sort the results, as 
in the following SQL query:

SELECT * FROM ATTRIBUTE WHERE DATATYPE = BOOLEAN 
ORDER BY NAME DESC, REQUIRED

Example 8–2 Constructing and Executing a Selector

1. Construct a selector.

Selector selector = new Selector(session);

2. Specify the class name.

selector.setSearchClassname("ATTRIBUTE");

3. Specify if any subclasses should be included.

selector.setRecursiveSearch(false);

4. Specify the query criteria.

String s = "DATATYPE = " + 
      Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_BOOLEAN; 

selector.setSearchSelection(s);
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5. Construct a SortSpecification to specify the sort order for the query results.

SortSpecification ss = new SortSpecification();
ss.addSortQualifiers(new String[] {"NAME", "REQUIRED"},
                     new boolean[] {false, true}); 
selector.setSortSpecification(ss);

6. Execute the query and retrieve the query results.

LibraryObject[] attributes = selector.getItems();

7. Loop through the results.

Attribute att;
int count = (attributes == null) ? 0 : attributes.length;
for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) 
{ 
  att = (Attribute) attributes[i]; 
}

8. Fetch the first and the last objects in the results by using an index.

att = (Attribute) selector.getItems(0); 
att = (Attribute) selector.getItems(count - 1);

9. Use a cursor to fetch results.

selector.resetItems(); 
selector.openItems();
count = selector.getItemCount();

for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) 
{ 
   attribute = (Attribute) selector.nextItem(); 
} 

Working with Searches
Using a selector is sufficient for querying a single class of information with simple 
query criteria. However, selectors do not allow you to construct queries that join 
multiple classes, specify content and relationship criteria, or use bind variables.

Searches provide a more robust interface for constructing and executing complex 
queries in the repository. Searches can query against multiple classes of information 
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based on criteria about attributes, content, folders, other relationships, and arbitrary 
metadata. You can dynamically assemble the components of a search and pass in 
bind variables. You can also save search criteria persistently so that it can be used to 
execute the search later.

Example 8–3 A Complex Query 

find all Documents and Folders that are in my Home Folder, whose ModifiedDate is 
less than <VariableDate>, and whose Name contains 'XML' or whose Content 
contains 'XML'

Search Object Model
The Oracle CM SDK Search object model uses four primary Java objects to construct 
and execute queries, manipulate search results, and save search criteria:

■ SearchSpecification

■ Search

■ SearchResultObject

■ SearchObject

SearchSpecification
The Search object model enables you to assemble complex queries in an 
object-oriented manner using SearchSpecifications. A SearchSpecification is a Java 
construct that is used to dynamically assemble the components of the query. 
Figure 8–2, "Search Object Model" illustrates how each component of the SQL select 
statement for your query against the repository can be expressed as a Java object, 
including the FROM clause, the WHERE clause, each EXPRESSION in the WHERE 
clause, and the ORDER BY clause. These various components are assembled into a 
SearchSpecification, which is then passed to a Search object that is used to execute 
the query. When Oracle CM SDK executes the query, it automatically generates the 
SQL select statement and runs the query against the repository. Subsequently, 
Oracle CM SDK returns the results of the query as an array of objects, which you 
can read and manipulate. 
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Figure 8–2 Search Object Model

Table 8–3 illustrates how the components of a Search Specification map to the 
components of a SQL query.

In this manner, the Oracle CM SDK Search interface enables you to 
programmatically assemble complex queries in an object-oriented manner. Using a 
Java structure to define your query gives you the flexibility to manipulate each 
component, dynamically modify the query, and run it multiple times against the 

Table 8–3 SQL to Java Comparison

SELECT <result> FROM 
<list>

SearchClassSpecification

WHERE SearchQualification

  ( SesarchClause

    <expression> AttributeQualification, FolderRestrictQualification, ContextQualification, 
ExistenceQualification, FreeFormQualification, or PropertyQualification

    <join> JoinQualification

    ( SearchClause

      <expression> AttributeQualification, FolderRestrictQualification, ContextQualification, 
ExistenceQualification, FreeFormQualification, or PropertyQualification

      <join> JoinQualification

      <expression> AttributeQualification, FolderRestrictQualification, ContextQualification, 
ExistenceQualification, FreeFormQualification, or PropertyQualification

ORDER BY <list> SearchSortSpecification
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repository. It also frees you from having to know the complexities of the underlying 
Oracle CM SDK schema.

Oracle CM SDK uses the following Java objects to construct the components of a 
SearchSpecification:

■ SearchSpecification represents the entire construct of the search. There are two 
types of SearchSpecifications: AttributeSearchSpecifications and 
ContextSearchSpecifications. As illustrated in Figure 8–3, a SearchSpecification 
is constructed from three subcomponents: a SearchClassSpecification, a 
SearchQualification, and a SearchSortSpecification.

Figure 8–3 SearchSpecification Components

■ SearchClassSpecification represents the classes that will be included in the 
’SELECT’ and 'FROM' clauses of the search. Since Oracle CM SDK works with 
information in an object-oriented manner, the SearchClassSpecification specifies 
a list of classes that should be queried rather than a list of tables and fields as 
you would in SQL. The SearchClassSpecification holds two sets of classes, result 
classes and search classes. The result classes are used to construct the ’SELECT’ 
clause (e.g., SELECT Document). The objects returned by the search will be 
instances of the result classes. The search classes are used to construct the 
’FROM’ clause (e.g., FROM Document, ContentObject). The criteria of the 
search must pertain to the search classes.

■ SearchQualification represents the search criteria. It is used by Oracle CM SDK 
to construct the 'WHERE' clause in the SQL select statement. A 
SearchQualification can specify criteria based on various conditions, like owner 
= 'WTalman' and contains('XML'). As illustrated in Figure 8–4, the criteria is 
defined in the SearchQualification by assembling a group of objects that 
represent the conditions. AttributeQualification, FolderRestrictQualification, 
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ContextQualification, ExistenceQualification, FreeFormQualification, 
PropertyQualification, and JoinQualification are used to represent different 
types of conditions. The conditions in the SearchQualification are combined 
using SearchClause objects.

Figure 8–4 SearchQualification Assembly

■ AttributeQualification represents a condition about the value of an attribute 
(e.g., “find all documents whose owner is ’WTalman’"). The attribute can be of 
any datatype supported by Oracle CM SDK. 

■ FolderRestrictQualification represents a condition that the search should be 
limited to a specified folder or folder branch (e.g., “find all documents in my 
home folder”). 

■ ContextQualification represents a condition about the text of a document (e.g., 
“find all documents containing the word 'XML' “). ContextQualifications are 
used to construct CONTAINS() expressions in the WHERE clause of a SQL 
select statement.

■ ExistenceQualification represents a condition that an attribute's value matches 
one of a list of possible values (e.g., “find all reports where the report number is 
one of the following: 3a, 3b, 6a, 7c”), or that an attribute's values matches the 
value of an attribute of another object (e.g., “find all documents where the name 
of a document matches the name of a folder”). ExistenceQualifications are used 
to construct IN expressions in the WHERE clause of a SQL select statement.

■ PropertyQualification represents a condition about a property in a 
PropertyBundle (e.g., “find all documents where the italian_title_translation 
property = 'Vino di Italia' “). Metadata about objects in Oracle CM SDK can be  
stored as Attributes and in a PropertyBundle, comprised of a name/value pairs 
of ad-hoc metadata. PropertyQualifications are used to specify criteria about an 
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object’s Properties. Oracle CM SDK will translate the PropertyQualification into 
roughly the following SQL expression: exists (select list of properties where 
name = <Name> and type = <Type> and value <oper> <Value>).

■ FreeFormQualification represents a string that include an ad-hoc SQL 
expression in the WHERE clause. FreeFormQualifications allow you to include 
any other types of conditions via a free-form string of SQL syntax.   The SQL 
syntax specified is inserted unparsed into the SQL select statement generated 
by Oracle CM SDK.

■ JoinQualification represents joins in the WHERE clause when the 
SearchSpecification includes conditions about related objects. For example, the 
query “find all documents where owner's e-mail address is 
'roadrunner@acme.com'” requires that the document’s metadata be joined with 
the metadata about the owner. JoinQualifications allow you to specify how 
document metadata is joined with user metadata (e.g., “select * from Document 
d, DirectoryUser u WHERE d.owner = u.id”).

■ SearchClause is used to combine conditions in the WHERE clause of the SQL 
select statement. SearchClauses can combine two objects representing 
conditions with a logical operator (e.g., “find all documents where name = 'User 
Guide' AND modification_date > 'January 01, 2001' “). SearchClauses can also 
specify negative criteria about a single condition with the NOT operator (e.g., 
“find all documents that are NOT in my home folder “). SearchClauses can 
combine other SearchClauses to nest three or more conditions into a single 
SearchQualification.

■ SearchSortSpecification represents the sort order of the search results. 
SearchSortSpecifications are used by Oracle CM SDK to construct the ORDER 
BY clause in the SQL select statement.

Search
The Oracle CM SDK Search object model provides another type of object, Search, to 
execute the query. Once the SearchSpecification is assembled, it is used to create a 
new search. The search is then used to:

1. Pass in any late bind variables for the search criteria.

Note: For more information on operators and precedence, refer to 
the Oracle9i SQL Reference Manual.
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2. Specify a language for the search.

3. Execute the query.

4. Retrieve the results. 

SearchResultObject
When a search is executed, Oracle CM SDK returns as an array of result hits for each 
object that met the search criteria. The result hits are sorted in the array according to 
the sort criteria specified in the SearchSpecification. Each result hit is represented in 
the array by a SearchResultObject. The SearchResultObject can be used to retrieve 
the actual object that incurred the result hit. 

The objects returned are instances of the result classes specified in the 
SearchClassSpecification. Each object consists of any attributes and content 
pertaining to the object’s class.

By retrieving the object from the SearchResultObject, a search application can 
display and manipulate any of the object’s attributes and content without having to 
make a second call to retrieve the object from the repository. However, if the search 
application needs to display or manipulate related objects (e.g., a parent folder), 
then the application needs to perform a second operation to retrieve the related 
object from the repository.

SearchObject
SearchSpecifications can be saved persistently in Oracle CM SDK as SearchObjects. 
SearchObjects store the search criteria so that users can reconstruct and execute the 
search at any time. Since only the search criteria is saved, the search will 
dynamically return the objects that currently meet the search criteria. 

SearchObjects provide a powerful means for user ’s to access information in the 
repository. For example, SearchObjects could be defined to locate information 
pertaining to a particular topic by storing criteria about attributes and content 
which indicate relevance to that topic. Researchers could use the SearchObjects to 
more easily find information on the topic. SearchObjects could also be used to 
implement virtual folders that dynamically organize the repository into sets of 
objects that have common attributes, content, or relationships. As new objects are 
created in the repository, they will automatically be referenced in the virtual folders 
to which they pertain. In this manner, SearchObjects provide a powerful way to 
organize the repository without requiring users to manually place objects in folders.

Since the SearchObject class extends PublicObject, users can share SearchObjects by 
applying AccessControlLists. AccessControlLists specify how the SearchObject can 
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be accessed by users and groups. SearchObjects can also be foldered to make them 
more accessible to users.

To learn more about applying AccessControlLists to PublicObjects, see Chapter 15, 
"Security".

Search APIs
The Oracle CM SDK Java API provides a set of Java classes for constructing and 
executing searches, and working with search results in custom applications. The 
oracle.ifs.search package includes the following Java classes for constructing 
the search:

■ SearchSpecification

■ AttributeSearchSpecification

■ ContextSearchSpecification

■ SearchClassSpecification

■ SearchQualification

■ AttributeQualification

■ ContextQualification

■ FolderRestrictQualification

■ ExistenceQualification

■ PropertyQualification

■ FreeFormQualification

■ JoinQualification

■ SearchClause

■ SearchSortSpecification

The oracle.ifs.beans package includes the following two Java classes for 
executing the search, retrieving the search results, and saving the search criteria:

NOTE: The clients in this release of Oracle CM SDK do not 
support accessing SearchObjects. You must build a custom user 
interface which allows users to work with SearchObjects.
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■ Search

■ SearchResultObject

■ SearchObject

SearchSpecification
SearchSpecification is an abstract class for assembling all components of the 
search. AttributeSearchSpecification and 
ContextSearchSpecification extend this class. You do not instantiate the 
SearchSpecification class, but instead instantiate either of its subclasses 
depending on the search criteria.

AttributeSearchSpecification
The AttributeSearchSpecification class is used to construct searches that do 
not contain criteria about the content of documents.

Oracle CM SDK automatically optimizes the search in accordance with the nature of 
its criteria. A search that does not include content criteria (e.g., “find all documents 
whose owner is ’user1’") performs better if constructed with an 
AttributeSearchSpecification than if constructed with a 
ContextSearchSpecification.

Table 8–4 lists the most commonly used methods of the 
AttributeSearchSpecification class.

Note: The SearchSpecification can be used to create a 
custom SQL View of objects in the repository. For instructions on 
creating this view, consult the Oracle9i Database Administrator's 
Guide.

Table 8–4 AttributeSearchSpecification Methods

getSearchClassSpecification()
setSearchClassSpecification()

Establishes the SearchClassSpecification that 
specifies the classes of information that will be 
searched.

getSearchQualification()

setSearchQualification()

Establish the SearchQualification that specifies 
the classes of information that will be 
searched.
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ContextSearchSpecification
The ContextSearchSpecification class is used when constructing a search 
that contains content criteria (e.g., “find all documents whose content contains 
'XML'”). The SearchQualification component of a 
ContextSearchSpecification should have at least one 
ContextQualification.

Since ContextSearchSpecification extends 
AttributeSearchSpecification, it possesses the same methods defined in 
Table 8–4. Table 8–5 lists the additional methods provided with the 
ContextSearchSpecification class.

SearchClassSpecification
The SearchClassSpecification class is used to specify the classes that will be 
searched. You can also specify if the search should execute recursively across any 
subclasses of the specified classes. When a search includes criteria that joins 
multiple classes of information, the SearchClassSpecification allows you to specify 

getSearchSortSpecification

setSearchSortSpecification()

Establish the SearchSortSpecification that 
specifies the sort order of the search results.

Note: Context is a former name of Oracle Text, the database 
feature used optionally by Oracle CM SDK to index the contents of 
documents in the repository.

Table 8–5 ContextSearchSpecification Methods

setContextClassname()

getContextClassname()

Specify the class that will be searched based on 
the criteria specified in a 
ContextQualification. By default, Oracle 
CM SDK stores the content of all Documents 
as an instance of ContentObject. The 
ContentObject is the class that possesses an 
attribute, Content, which stores the actual 
content of the document.

Table 8–4 AttributeSearchSpecification Methods
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which classes should be returned. Table 8–6 lists the most commonly used methods 
of the SearchClassSpecification class.

SearchQualification
SearchQualification is an abstract class for assembling the search criteria. 
AttributeQualification, FolderRestrictQualification, 
ContextQualification, ExistenceQualification, 
FreeFormQualification, PropertyQualification, JoinQualification 
and SearchClause extend this class, and are used to construct different types of 
conditions. All conditions are ultimately combined together into a single 
SearchQualification that is passed to the setSearchQualification() method 
on the SearchSpecification.

AttributeQualification
The AttributeQualification class is used to construct a condition about the 
value of an attribute.

Table 8–7 lists the most commonly used constants and methods of the 
AttributeQualification class.

Table 8–6 SearchClassSpecification Methods

addSearchClass()

addSearchClasses()

getSearchClassnames()

Determine the specific classes of information 
against which the content criteria will be 
applied. They are also used to specify aliases 
for those classes.

getSearchClassAliases() Retrieves a list of aliases for the classes in the 
SearchClassSpecification.

getRecursiveBehavior() Determines if the search should be applied 
recursively across the classes' subclasses.

addResultClass()

getResultClassnames()

Determine the classes of information that 
should be returned by the search. Any class of 
information returned by the search, must also 
be specified in the Classes attribute.
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Table 8–7 AttributeQualification Constants and Methods

getAttributeName()

getAttributeClassname()

setAttribute()

Determine the attribute that serves as the basis 
for the condition.

getOperatorType()

setOperatorType()

EQUAL

GREATER_THAN

GREATER_THAN_EQUAL

IS_NOT_N ULL

IS_NULL

LESS_THAN

LESS_THAN_EQUAL

LIKE

NOT_EQUAL

Determine the operator which compares the 
attribute and the value specified.

The constants represent the comparison 
operator in the condition. Currently, Oracle 
9iFS only supports the operators 'IS_NULL', 
'IS_NOT_NULL', and 'LIKE' for Strings.

getValue()

setValue()

Determine the value against which the 
attribute is being compared.

NOTE: When using the operator LIKE, you 
can include valid SQL wildcards (e.g., '%' and 
'_') in the value.
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ContextQualification
The ContextQualification class is used to construct a condition about the 
content of documents.

Table 8–8 lists the most commonly used constants and methods of the 
ContextQualification class.

getDateComparisonLevel()

setDateComparisonLevel()

DATE_COMP_DAY

DATE_COMP_HOUR

DATE_COMP_MIN

DATE_COMP_MONTH

DATE_COMP_SEC

DATE_COMP_YEAR

For attributes with a datatype of Date, these 
methods and constants specify the level to 
which Oracle 9iFS will compare the attribute 
and the date value.

For example, an AttributeQualification can be 
used to compare the 'CreateDate' Attribute 
against a system generated date, 'SYSDATE', 
which is set to 'March 21, 2001 08:30 am' (e.g., 
'CreateDate < SYSDATE'). However, you may 
want to retrieve all information that was 
created prior to March 21, 2001, meaning on or 
prior to March 20, 2001 23:59 pm. To prevent 
the AttributeQualification from returning 
information created on March 21, 2001 at 7:00 
am, you can set the date comparison level to 
DATE_COMP_DAY.

isCaseIgnored()

setCaseIgnored()

Determine if the condition should be case 
sensitive.

For example, if IgnoreCase is set to 'true', then 
the condition NAME = 'XML' will not return 
information whose NAME is 'xml'.

Table 8–8 ContextQualification Constants and Methods

getName()

setName()

Determine the Name of the ContextQualification. The name 
can be used to include the relevancy score generated by 
Oracle Text as sort criteria.

Table 8–7 AttributeQualification Constants and Methods
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FolderRestrictQualification
The FolderRestrictQualification is used to construct a condition that the 
search should be limited to a specified folder or folder branch.

Table 8–9 lists the most commonly used methods of the 
FolderRestrictQualification class.

ORDER_PREFIX Used when including the relevancy score generated by 
Oracle Text in SearchSortSpecification. The constant is 
attached to the Name of the ContextQualification, and is 
used by Oracle 9iFS to generate the correct SQL syntax in 
the ORDER BY clause.

getQuery()

setQuery()

Determine the text query string that is passed to Oracle Text 
as the criteria for the content search. The query string is 
passed by Oracle 9iFS, unmodified, into the text string 
argument of the CONTAINS() SQL function, which calls 
Oracle Text to execute a content query. Since it is not 
modified by Oracle 9iFS, the query string can include any 
number of tokens, expansion operators, and join operators 
in accordance with the syntax required by Oracle Text. 

Note: For more information about syntax rules for text query 
strings against Oracle Text, see the Oracle9i SQL Reference Manual.

Table 8–9 FolderRestrictQualification Methods

getStartingFolder()

setStartFolder()

Determine to which folder the search should be 
restricted. If searching across multiple levels of a branch 
in a folder hierarchy, the StartFolder is the top node in 
the branch.

isMultiLevel()

setMultiLevel()

Determine if the search will traverse subfolders of the 
StartFolder.

Table 8–8 ContextQualification Constants and Methods
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ExistenceQualification
The ExistenceQualification is used to construct a condition that an attribute's 
value matches one of a list of possible values, or that an attribute's value matches 
the value of an attribute of another object.

Table 8–10 lists the most commonly used methods of the 
ExistenceQualification class.

PropertyQualification
The PropertyQualification represents a condition about a property in the 
object’s PropertyBundle.

Table 8–11 lists the most commonly used methods of the 
PropertyQualification class.

getSearchClassname()

setSearchClassname()

Determine the class of information that will be searched 
for within the folder. The Search class is automatically 
included in the SearchSpecification along with the 
FolderRestrictQualification.

Table 8–10 ExistenceQualification Methods

getLeftAttributeName()

getLeftAttributeClassname()

setLeftAttribute()

Determine the attribute on the left-hand 
side of the condition, whose value must 
match one of the values specified in the 
right-hand side of the condition.

getRightAttributeName()

getRightAttributeClassname()

setRightAttribute()

Determine the list of values on the 
right-hand side of the condition via an 
attribute.

getRightAttributeValue()

isRightAttributeValue()

setRightAttributeValue()

Determine the list of values on the 
right-hand side of the condition via an 
AttributeValue[] array.

Table 8–9 FolderRestrictQualification Methods
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Table 8–11 PropertyQualification Methods

getPropertyName()

setPropertyName()

Determine the name of the property being 
searched.

getOperatorType()

setOperatorType()

Determine the operator used to compare the 
property against the value specified. The 
methods receive constants (e.g., EQUAL) 
defined on AttributeQualification to represent 
the comparison operator in the condition. 
Currently, Oracle CM SDK only supports the 
operators 'IS_NULL', 'IS_NOT_NULL', and 
'LIKE' for Strings.

getValue()

setValue()

Determine the value against which the attribute 
is being compared. When using the operator 
LIKE, you can include valid SQL wildcards 
(e.g., '%' and '_') in the value.

getDateComparisonLevel()

setDateComparisonLevel()

For properties with a datatype of Date, these 
methods specify the level to which Oracle 9iFS 
will compare the attribute and the date value. 
The methods receive constants (e.g., DATE_
COMP_DAY) defined on AttributeQualification 
to represent the different levels of comparison.

For example, a PropertyQualification can be 
used to compare the 'PublicationDate' property 
against a system-generated date, 'SYSDATE', 
which is set to 'March 21, 2001 08:30 am' (e.g., 
'PublicationDate < SYSDATE'). However, you 
may want to retrieve all information that was 
created prior to March 21, 2001, meaning on or 
prior to March 20, 2001 23:59 pm. To prevent the 
AttributeQualification from returning 
information created on March 21, 2001 at 7:00 
am, you can set the date comparison level to 
DATE_COMP_DAY.
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FreeFormQualification
The FreeFormQualification class is used to include any other types of 
conditions via a free-form string of SQL syntax.

Table 8–12 lists the most commonly used methods of the 
FreeFormQualification class.

JoinQualification
JoinQualification is used to construct a join when including conditions about 
a related object.

Table 8–13 lists the most commonly used methods of the JoinQualification 
class.

isCaseIgnored()

setCaseIgnored()

Determine if the condition should be case 
sensitive.

For example, if IgnoreCase is set to 'true', then 
the condition NAME = 'XML' will not return 
information whose NAME is 'xml'.

isLateBound()

getLateBoundDataType()

setLateBoundDataType()

Specify that the value of the property will be 
supplied with a late bind variable.

setClassname()

getClassname()

Determine the class of the information that 
possesses the PropertyBundle. The Search class 
is automatically included in the 
SearchSpecification along with the 
PropertyQualification.

Table 8–12 FreeFormQualification Methods

getSQLExpression()

setSQLExpression()

Determine the String that contains the SQL 
expression

Table 8–11 PropertyQualification Methods
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SearchClause
The SearchClause is used to assemble the components of the SearchQualification. 
SearchClause combines conditions using logical operators. SearchClause can 
combine other SearchClauses, allowing you to nest multiple SearchClauses into a 
single SearchQualification.

Table 8–14 lists the most commonly used constants and methods of the 
SearchClause class.

Table 8–13 JoinQualification Methods

getLeftAttributeName()

getRightAttributeName()

setLeftAttribute()

setRightAttribute()

Determine the left-hand side and 
right-hand side of the join condition.

getLeftAttributeClassname()

getRightAttributeClassname()

Retrieves the class for either attribute 
specified in the join condition.

Table 8–14 SearchClause Constants and Methods

getLeftSearchQualification()

setLeftSearchQualification()

Determine the condition on the 
left-hand side of the SearchClause.

getOperatorType()

setOperatorType()

AND

OR

NOT

Determine the operator that will be 
used to combine the conditions in the 
SearchClause.

These constants are used to represent 
the operator in the clause.

getRightSearchQualification()

setRightSearchQualification()

Determine the condition on the 
right-hand side of the SearchClause.
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SearchSortSpecification
SearchSortSpecification constructs the sort order for the search results.

Table 8–15 lists the most commonly used constants and methods of the 
SearchSortSpecification class.

Search
The Search class is used to execute the query and retrieve the results. When the 
SearchSpecification is constructed, it is passed to the 
setSearchSpecification() method on Search. Subsequently, the open() 
method is called to pass in bind variables and execute the search. At this time, 
Oracle CM SDK compiles a SQL select statement from the SearchSpecification and 
executes the query against the Oracle CM SDK schema.

Table 8–16 lists the most commonly used methods of the Search class.

Table 8–15 SearchSortQualification Constants and Methods

add() Adds one or more sort criteria to the 
SearchSortSpecification.

getClassnames() Determines the classes of the attributes that 
will be used to order the search results.

getAttributesNames() Determines the attributes that will be used to 
order the search results.

getOrders()

ASCENDING

DESCENDING

Determine the order of the results, ascending 
or descending, based on the attribute.

These constants are used to represent the order 
specified in the SearchSortSpecification.

Table 8–16 Search Attributes Methods

getSearchSpecification()

setSearchSpecification()

Determine the SearchSpecification that holds 
the query criteria for the Search.

open() Passes in any late bind variables, executes the 
query, and opens a cursor to the search results.

close() Closes the cursor on the search.
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SearchResultObject
The SearchResultObject class is used to work with the results of the search. The 
next() method returns a SearchResultObject which represents a single search 
result. The SearchResultObject is used to retrieve the object which met the search 
criteria.

Table 8–17 lists the most commonly used methods of the SearchResultObject 
class.

SearchObject
The SearchObject class is used to save search criteria persistently in the 
repository. The SearchObject stores a SearchSpecification so that it can be used to 
reconstruct and execute a search multiple times.

Table 8–18 lists the most commonly used methods of the SearchObject class.

dispose() Closes the cursor on the search and fully 
releases its resources. Once disposed, a Search 
cannot be reopened().

next()
getItemCount()

Retrieve the results of the search.

Table 8–17 SearchResultObject Methods

getLibraryObject() Returns the LibraryObject that incurred the 
search result hit; e.g., SearchResultObject.

getScore() Returns the score generated by Oracle Text to 
indicate the document’s relevance to the 
content criteria specified in a 
ContextQualification.

Table 8–18 SearchObject Methods

getSearch() Constructs a new Search from the 
SearchSpecification stored by the SearchObject.

Table 8–16 Search Attributes Methods
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Constructing and Executing a Search
To construct, execute, and save a search, your application performs these tasks:

1. Construct a SearchSpecification

2. Construct a SearchClassSpecification

3. Construct a SearchQualification for Each Condition

4. Combine the Conditions into a Single SearchQualification

5. Construct a SearchSortSpecification

6. Construct and Execute a Search

7. Fetch the SearchResultObjects

8. Save the SearchSpecification as a SearchObject

Construct a SearchSpecification
The first step in building a search application is constructing a SearchSpecification. 
If the query includes Document content criteria, you will construct a 
ContextSearchSpecification. Otherwise, you will construct an 
AttributeSearchSpecification.

Example 8–4 Constructing an AttributeSearchSpecification

AttributeSearchSpecification asp = new AttributeSearchSpecification();

Example 8–5 Constructing an ContextSearchSpecification

ContextSearchSpecification csp = new ContextSearchSpecification();

Construct a SearchClassSpecification
To specify the classes of information that will be searched and included in the 
search results, construct a SearchClassSpecification and pass it to the 
setClassSpecification() method on the SearchSpecification. 

getSearchSpecification()
setSearchSpecification()

Determines the SearchSpecification which 
represents the search criteria stored in the 
SearchObject.

Table 8–18 SearchObject Methods
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Example 8–6 Constructing a SearchClassSpecification

// Following code constructs a SearchClassSpecification 
// to represent the SELECT and FROM clauses in a query.
//
//   e.g.,  SELECT Document, Category 
//         FROM Document, Category, Folder

1. Create an array for the class names, aliases, and recursive behavior

String [] classNames = new String[] {"Document", "Category", "Folder"};
String [] aliasNames = new String[] {"d", "c", "f"};
Boolean [] delBvrs = new Boolean [] {false, false, false};
Boolean [] recBvrs = new Boolean [] {false, true, false};

2. Construct the SearchClassSpecification and pass in the class names.

SearchClassSpecification scp = 
     new SearchClassSpecification(classNames, aliasNames, delBvrs, recBvrs); 

3. Specify the classes of information to be returned by the search.

scp.addResultClass("Document");
scp.addResultClass("Category");

4. Add the SearchClassSpecification component to the SearchSpecification.

asp.setSearchClassSpecification(scp);

Construct a SearchQualification for Each Condition
For each condition in the query criteria, construct an instance of the appropriate 
SearchQualification subclass:

■ AttributeQualification

■ ContextQualification

■ FolderRestrictQualification

■ JoinQualification

■ ExistenceQualification

■ PropertyQualification

■ FreeFormQualification.
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AttributeQualification  To construct a condition based on the value of an attribute, you 
will create an AttributeQualification. To construct an AttributeQualification, 
specify the three primary components of the condition: the attribute, the 
comparison operator, and the value. 

Example 8–7 Constructing an AttributeQualification with a String Value

1. Construct the AttributeQualification.

AttributeQualification aq1 = new AttributeQualification();

2. Specify the three primary components of the condition.

aq1.setAttribute(PublicObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE);
aq1.setOperator(AttributeQualification.LIKE);
aq1.setValue("Oracle CM SDK");

3. Specify that the value’s case should be ignored.

aq1.setCaseIgnored(true);

Example 8–8 Constructing an AttributeQualification with a Late Bound Variable

1. Construct the AttributeQualification.

AttributeQualification aq1 = new AttributeQualification();

2. Specify the three primary components of the condition. Set the value with the 
LATE_BIND_OPER constant.

aq1.setAttribute(PublicObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE);
aq1.setOperator(AttributeQualification.EQUAL);
aq1.setValue(SearchQualification.LATE_BIND_OPER);

Example 8–9 Constructing an AttributeQualification with a Date Value

1. Construct the AttributeQualification.

AttributeQualification aq1 = new AttributeQualification();

2. Specify attribute and the operator for the condition.

aq1.setAttribute(PublicObject.CREATEDATE_ATTRIBUTE);
aq1.setOperator(AttributeQualification.LESS_THAN);

3. Create an AttributeValue to supply the Date value.

Date today = new Date();
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AttributeValue av = AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(today);
aq1.setValue(av, session);

4. Specify the level to which Oracle CM SDK will compare the attribute and the 
date value.

aq1.setDateComparisionLevel(AttributeQualification.DATE_COMP_DAY);

Example 8–10 Constructing an AttributeQualification with an Object Value

1. Construct the AttributeQualification.

AttributeQualification aq1 = new AttributeQualification();

2. Specify attribute and the operator for the condition.

aq1.setAttribute(PublicObject.ACL_ATTRIBUTE);
aq1.setOperator(AttributeQualification.EQUAL);

3. Create an AttributeValue to supply the Date value.

Collection aclColl = session.getSystemAccessControlListCollection();
SystemAccessControlList publicAcl = 
           (SystemAccessControlList) aclColl.getItems("PUBLIC");
AttributeValue av = AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(publicAcl);
aq1.setValue(av);

FolderRestrictQualification  To specify the condition that the search should be restricted 
to objects referenced by a folder, construct a FolderRestrictQualification.   
FolderRestrictQualifications allow you to search in a specific folder, or across a 
branch of a folder hierarchy.

Example 8–11 Constructing a FolderRestrictQualification

1. Construct the FolderRestrictQualification.

FolderRestrictQualification frq1 = new FolderRestrictQualification();

2. Specify the folder to which the search should be restricted.

Folder startFolder = session.getPrimaryUserProfile().getHomeFolder();
frq1.setStartFolder(startFolder);

3. Specify that the search should traverse any subfolders in the folder branch.

frq1.setMultiLevel(true);
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4. Specify the class of information to be selected from the folder.

frq1.setSearchClassname(Document.CLASS_NAME);

Example 8–12 Constructing a FolderRestrictQualification with a Late Bound Variable

1. Construct the FolderRestrictQualification.

FolderRestrictQualification frq1 = new FolderRestrictQualification();

2. Specify the folder to which the search should be restricted.

frq1.setStartFolder(SearchQualification.LATE_BIND_OPER);

3. Specify the class of information to be selected from the folder.

frq1.setSearchClassName(PublicObject.CLASS_NAME);

JoinQualification  To join search criteria based on related objects, construct a 
JoinQualification. A JoinQualification is comprised of two attributes that are 
tested for equality. When constructing the JoinQualification, you will specify the 
attribute and its class for each side of the comparison (e.g., Document.CreateDate = 
Folder.CreateDate). If you are joining two classes based on an attribute that has an 
object datatype, the other side of the join would only specify the class of the object 
that the attribute would hold (e.g., Document.Owner = DirectoryUser). Since Oracle 
CM SDK is an object-oriented system, attributes with an object datatype reference 
the object, not a specific attribute on that object. 

Example 8–13 Constructing a JoinQualification

1. Construct the JoinQualification.

JoinQualification jq1 = new JoinQualification();

2. Specify the class and attribute that are on the left side of the join.

jq1.setLeftAttribute(Document.CLASS_NAME,PublicObject.OWNER_ATTRIBUTE);

3. Specify the class and attribute that are on the left side of the join. Note the 'null' 
being passed for attribute. That implies joining on ID.

jq1.setRightAttribute(DirectoryUser.CLASS_NAME, null);

ContextQualification  To specify a condition about the content of documents; that is, 
instances of the Document class and its subclasses, construct a 
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ContextQualification. ContextQualifications are constructed from two 
primary components: a text query string, and a unique name. 

When executing the search, Oracle CM SDK employs Oracle Text to search across an 
index of the document's content. When the SQL is generated, the content condition 
will take the form of a CONTAINS clause (e.g., CONTAINS(<index>, <text query 
string>, <order prefix>) > 0 ). The <index> parameter is determined by Oracle CM 
SDK based on the indexes generated on installation. The <text query string> is 
passed untouched from the value you supply to the setQuery() method. 
Therefore, the value supplied to the setQuery() method must comply with Oracle 
Text’s syntax rules for text query strings. The <order prefix> parameter is 
constructed by Oracle CM SDK from the value supplied to the setName() method. 

When Oracle Text searches for documents based on content criteria, it ranks the 
documents according to their relevance to the criteria. Each document is given a 
score between 0 and 100, 100 representing the most relevant documents. You           
can sort the results of the search based on the score by including the Name of the 
ContextQualification in the SearchSortSpecification. 

To use a ContextQualification to specify a content condition, you should: 

1. Construct a ContextSearchSpecification.

2. Construct a ContextQualification to hold the content criteria.

3. Include the ContentObject class or a subclass of ContentObject in the 
SearchClassSpecification.

4. Construct a JoinQualification to join the ContentObject class with the 
Document class or Document subclass that pertain to other conditions (e.g., 
AttributeQualifications, FolderRestrictQualifications) about 
the information 

5. Specify which class in the SearchClassSpecification contains the content that 
Oracle Text should search.

6. Optionally, sort the results by the relevancy score returned by Oracle Text.

Example 8–14 Constructing a ContextQualification

1. Construct the ContextQualification.

ContextQualification cq1 = new ContextQualification();

2. Specify the text query string that is passed to Oracle Text as the <text query 
string> parameter in the CONTAINS() function.
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cq.setQuery("XML");

3. Specify the Name of the ContextQualification.  The Name is used by Oracle CM 
SDK to supply the <order prefix> parameter in the CONTAINS() function.

String contextClauseName = "CQ1";
cq.setName(contextClauseName);

4. When constructing the SearchSortSpecification, you can sort the results by the 
score generated by Oracle Text from the CONTAINS() function by specifying 
the Name of the ContextQualification.

SearchSortSpecification sortSpec;
sortSpec.add(Document.CLASS_NAME, 
             ContextQualification.ORDER_PREFIX + "." + ctxClauseName, true);

5. Since content is stored as a ContentObject, you must add both the Document 
and ContentObject classes to the SearchClassSpecification and then join 
Document and ContentObject classes.

String [] classNames = new String[] {"Document", "ContentObject"};
SearchClassSpecification scp = new SearchClassSpecification(classNames); 
scp.addResultClass("Document");

JoinQualification jq1 = new JoinQualification();
jq1.setLeftAttribute(Document.CLASS_NAME, Document.CONTENTOBJECT_ATTRIBUTE); 
jq1.setRightAttribute(ContentObject.CLASS_NAME, null); 

ExistenceQualification  To include a condition that an a Attribute matches one of a list 
of possible values, construct an ExistenceQualification. When constructing 
an ExistenceQualification, you will specify the attribute on the left-hand side 
of the comparison, and a list of values on the right-hand side of the comparison. 
The attribute can be any scalar attribute. Currently, Oracle CM SDK does not 
support specifying array type attributes as the left-hand side of the comparison. The 
list of values can be specified either as another attribute of type scalar or array, or as 
an AttributeValue[] array.

Example 8–15 Constructing an ExistenceQualification for String Values

// Suppose you want to look for, all documents 
// whose name appears in STRINGVALUE attribute of any PROPERTY
// Generates query - DOCUMENT.Name in (select STRINGVALUE from PROPERTY)
// This shows scalar attributes on both LHS and RHS.

1. Construct the ExistenceQualification.
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ExistenceQualification eq1 = new ExistenceQualification();

2. Specify the attribute whose value should exist in the list of values.

eq1.setLeftAttribute(Document.CLASS_NAME, PublicObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE); 

3. Specify the list of user supplied values.

eq1.setRightAttribute(Property.CLASS_NAME, Property.STRINGVALUE_ATTRIBUTE); 

Example 8–16 Constructing an ExistenceQualification for Array Values

// Suppose you want to look for, all documents whose name appears in
// STRINGVALUES array type attribute in a property.
// Generates query - DOCUMENT.Name in (select STRINGVALUES[] 
// from PROPERTY)
// This flattens out the array attribute on the right hand side 
// and generates a concatenated list of all values in 
// STRINGVALUES attribute in each row.

1. Construct the ExistenceQualification.

ExistenceQualification eq1 = new ExistenceQualification();

2. Specify the attribute whose value should exist in the list of values.

eq1.setLeftAttribute(Document.CLASS_NAME, PublicObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE); 

3. Specify the list of user supplied values.

eq1.setRightAttribute(Property.CLASS_NAME, Property.STRINGVALUES_ATTRIBUTE); 

Example 8–17 Constructing an ExistenceQualification for User-supplied Values

// Suppose you want to look for documents whose name is 
// in {"FOO", "BAR", "NOTES"},
// then you use the EQ in the following manner.

1. Construct the ExistenceQualification.

ExistenceQualification eq1 = new ExistenceQualification();

2. Specify the attribute whose value should exist in the list of values.

eq1.setLeftAttribute(Document.CLASS_NAME, PublicObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE); 

3. Specify the list of user supplied values.
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AttributeValue [] avArray = new AttributeValue[3];
avArray[0] = AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("FOO");
avArray[1] = AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("BAR");
avArray[2] = AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("NOTES");

eq1.setRightAttributeValue(avArray); 

PropertyQualification  To specify a condition about a property in the object’s 
PropertyBundle, construct a PropertyQualification. PropertyQualifications 
are comprised of: the name of the property, the value of the property, and a 
comparison operator. The value must be supplied as an instance of 
AttributeValue so that Oracle CM SDK can automatically compare the value to 
the property’s Value attribute regardless of its datatype. In addition, constructing a 
PropertyQualification will automatically add another Search class for the 
class of the object that possesses the PropertyBundle. 

Example 8–18 Constructing a PropertyQualification for a String Value

1. Construct the PropertyQualification.

PropertyQualification pq = new PropertyQualification();

2. Specify the class of information on which the Property would exist.

pq.setClassname(Document.CLASS_NAME);

3. Specify the Name, Value, and comparison operator for the Property. Also, 
specify if Oracle CM SDK should ignore the value’s case.

pq.setPropertyName("color");
pq.setOperatorType(AttributeQualification.EQUAL);
pq.setValue(AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("RED"));
pq.setCaseIgnored(ignoreCase);

Example 8–19 Constructing a PropertyQualification for a Date Value

1. Construct the PropertyQualification.

PropertyQualification pq = new PropertyQualification();

2. Specify the class of information on which the property would exist.

pq.setClassname(Document.CLASS_NAME);

3. Specify the Name, Value, and comparison operator for the property. Also, 
specify the level to which Oracle CM SDK should compare the date value.
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pq.setPropertyName("expire-date");
pq.setOperatorType(AttributeQualification.EQUAL);
pq.setValue(
       AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
           new GregorianCalendar(1995, 0, 15).getTime()));
pq.setDateComparisonLevel(AttributeQualification.DATE_COMP_MONTH);

          // Using DOCUMENT(or any object type) type attribute value
          // This looks for a particular document in a property 
          // containing DOCUMENT objects 

Example 8–20 Constructing a PropertyQualification for an Object Value

1. Construct the PropertyQualification.

PropertyQualification pq = new PropertyQualification();

2. Specify the class of information on which the property would exist.

pq.setClassname(Document.CLASS_NAME);

3. Specify the Name, Value, and comparison operator for the property. Also, 
specify the level to which Oracle CM SDK should compare the date value.

pq.setPropertyName("related-docs");
pq.setOperatorType(AttributeQualification.EQUAL);
pq.setValue(AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(new Document[] {d}));

Example 8–21 Constructing a PropertyQualification with Late Bound Variables

1. Construct the PropertyQualification.

PropertyQualification pq = new PropertyQualification();

2. Specify the class of information on which the property would exist.

pq.setClassname(Document.CLASS_NAME);

3. Specify the Name, Value, and comparison operator for the property. 

AttributeValue srchDate = 
      AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
         new GregorianCalendar(1995, 0, 1).getTime());
pq.setPropertyName("expire-date");
pq.setOperatorType(AttributeQualification.EQUAL);
pq.setLateBoundDataType(srchDate.getDataType());
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FreeFormQualification  To include an ad-hoc SQL expression in the WHERE clause 
generated by Oracle CM SDK, construct a FreeFormQualification. The 
FreeFormQualification class provides a hook for advanced developers to 
specify search criteria that cannot be constructed by Oracle CM SDK. For example, a 
custom search application may need to build a search based on Oracle Text indexes 
on an attribute (e.g., Description) that is not full-text indexed automatically by 
Oracle CM SDK. To do so, the application can construct a 
FreeFormQualification that constructs a CONTAINS() function on that 
attribute. Or, an application may need to use other SQL functions (e.g., SUM) that 
are not yet automatically generated by the Oracle CM SDK API. 

The SQL expression specified in the FreeFormQualification will not be 
validated by Oracle CM SDK. In addition, FreeFormQualifications don't support 
late binding. Therefore, the SQL string cannot contain '?'. 

Using FreeFormQualifications requires that you have a good understanding of the 
Oracle CM SDK schema. The search application can only access secure tables in the 
Oracle CM SDK schema if the current session user is an administrator and if 
AdministrationMode is turned on for the session (e.g.,           
ifsSession.setAdministrationMode(true)).

The SQL generated by the FreeFormQualification is inserted into the WHERE 
clause generated by Oracle CM SDK. Therefore, you can not use 
FreeFormQualifications for executing DDL or DML statements, nor for constructing 
complete SQL select statements.

Example 8–22 Constructing a FreeFormQualification

// Create a FreeFormQualification to find CONTENTOBJECTS 
// that are greater than the average content size.

1. Construct the FreeFormQualification.

FreeFormQualification ffq= new FreeFormQualification();

2. Construct the SQL string and pass it to the FreeFormQualification.

String sqlExpression = "co.contentsize > " + 
                       "(select AVG(contentsize) " + 
                       "from odm_contentobject c, odm_document d " + 
                       "where c.id = d.contentobject)");
ffq.setSqlExpression(sqlExpression);
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Combine the Conditions into a Single SearchQualification
If your search includes more than one condition, combine the conditions into a 
single SearchQualification. After constructing each condition as an instance of the 
corresponding SearchQualification subclass, combine the conditions together 
into a tree of nested criteria by constructing SearchClauses. Pass the resulting 
SearchClause to the setSearchQualification() method to set the search 
criteria for the SearchSpecification.

SearchClauses can be used to combine two conditions together with Boolean 
operators (e.g., AND and OR). In this case, the SearchClause is comprised of a 
left-hand side condition, right-hand side condition, and the Boolean operator. 

SearchClauses can also be used to construct negative statements with the operator 
NOT. In this case, the SearchClause is comprised of the operator, and the right-hand 
side condition.

You can nest SearchClauses by passing a SearchClause in as the left-hand and/or 
right-hand side of another SearchClause (e.g., <condition> OR (<condition> AND 
<condition>)). 

Example 8–23 Constructing SearchClauses

/*
 * SearchClauses are used to construct the following WHERE statement:
 * WHERE (Document.contentobject = ContentObject
 * AND ContentObject.Format = Format)
 * AND (Document.name = ? AND Format.extension = 'html')
 * OR (Document.owner = ? AND Format.name = 'MS Word')
 */ 

1. Construct JoinQualification for Document.ContentObject = ContentObject.

JoinQualification jq1 = new JoinQualification();
jq1.setLeftAttribute("DOCUMENT", "CONTENTOBJECT");
jq1.setRightAttribute("CONTENTOBJECT"); 

2. Construct JoinQualification for ContentObject.Format = Format.

JoinQualification jq2 = new JoinQualification();
jq2.setLeftAttribute("CONTENTOBJECT", "FORMAT");
jq2.setRightAttribute("FORMAT"); 

3. Construct AttributeQualifications for DOCUMENT.NAME and 
FORMAT.XTENSION.

AttributeQualification aq1 = new AttributeQualification();
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aq1.setAttribute("DOCUMENT", "NAME");
aq1.setOperatorType("=");
aq1.setValue("?");

AttributeQualification aq2 = new AttributeQualification()
aq2.setAttribute("FORMAT", "EXTENSION");
aq2.setOperatorType("=");
aq2.setValue("html");

4. Construct the AttributeQualifications for DOCUMENT.OWNER and 
FORMAT.NAME.

AttributeQualification aq3 = new AttributeQualification();
aq3.setAttribute("DOCUMENT", "OWNER");
aq3.setOperatorType("=");
aq3.setValue("?");

AttributeQualification aq4 = new AttributeQualification();
aq4.setAttribute("FORMAT", "NAME");
aq4.setOperatorType("=");
aq4.setValue("MS Word");

5. Construct the full WHERE Clause by combining the pieces into SearchClauses 
using a constructor.

SearchClause sc1 = new SearchClause(aq1, aq2, SearchClause.AND);
SearchClause sc2 = new SearchClause(aq3, aq4, SearchClause.AND);
SearchClause sc3 = new SearchClause(jq1, jq2, SearchClause.AND);
SearchClause sc4 = new SearchClause(sc1, sc2, SearchClause.OR);
SearchClause scComplete = new SearchClause(sc3, sc4, SearchClause.AND);

Alternatively, the SearchClause class provides methods that you can use to build 
and retrieve the clause with more granular control. This may be useful if you want 
to reuse or manipulate components of the SearchClause in the application.

Example 8–24 Constructing SearchClauses

1. Create JoinQualification for Document.ContentObject = ContentObject

JoinQualification jq1 = new JoinQualification();
jq1.setLeftAttribute("DOCUMENT", "CONTENTOBJECT");
jq1.setRightAttribute("CONTENTOBJECT"); 

2. Create JoinQualification for ContentObject.Format = Format

JoinQualification jq2 = new JoinQualification();
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jq2.setLeftAttribute("CONTENTOBJECT", "FORMAT");
jq2.setRightAttribute("FORMAT"); 

3. Setup AttributeQualifications for DOCUMENT.NAME and 
FORMAT.EXTENSION

AttributeQualification aq1 = new AttributeQualification();
aq1.setAttribute("DOCUMENT", "NAME");
aq1.setOperatorType("=");
aq1.setValue("?");

4. AttributeQualification aq2 = new AttributeQualification()

aq2.setAttribute("FORMAT", "EXTENSION");
aq2.setOperatorType("=");
aq2.setValue("html");

5. Use the clone() method to easily create a new AttributeQualification based on 
aq2 which has the same Attribute.

AttributeQualification aq3 = aq2.clone();
aq3.setValue("txt");

6. Construct the full WHERE Clause by explicitly combining the pieces into 
SearchClauses explicitly with methods. 

SearchClause sc1 = new SearchClause();
sc1.setLeftSearchQualification(aq1);
sc1.setRightSearchQualification(aq2);
sc1.setOperatorType(SearchClause.AND);

7. Use the clone() method to create another SearchClause based on sc1 which has 
the same left-hand side SearchQualification.  

SearchClause sc2 = sc1.clone();
sc2.setRightSearchQualification(aq3);
sc2.setOperatorType(SearchClause.AND);

8. Combine the remaining pieces into a complete SearchClause using constructors.

SearchClause sc3 = new SearchClause(jq1, jq2, SearchClause.AND);
SearchClause sc4 = new SearchClause(sc1, sc2, SearchClause.OR);
SearchClause scComplete = new SearchClause(sc3, sc4, SearchClause.AND);
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Construct a SearchSortSpecification
To specify the sort order for the search results, construct a SearchSortSpecification. 
The SearchSortSpecification class provides methods for specifying the 
attributes and their classes that will be used to order the results. The class also 
provides constants and methods for specifying whether the results should be listed 
in ASCENDING or DESCENDING order. 

The easiest way to construct a SearchSortSpecification is by using the following 
constructor to initialize it with a set of sort criteria:

Example 8–25 Constructing SearchSortSpecification on Initialization

SearchSortSpecification ss = new SearchSortSpecification(
       new String[] {"CATEGORY", "FOLDER"}, 
       new String[] {"NAME", "NAME"}, 
       new boolean[] {SearchSortSpecification.ASCENDING,
                      SearchSortSpecification.ASCENDING});

Alternatively, the SearchSortSpecification class provides methods that you 
can use to build and retrieve the sort criteria with more granular control. This may 
be useful if you want to reuse or manipulate components of the 
SearchSortSpecification in the application.

Example 8–26 Constructing SearchSortSpecification with the Add method

SearchSortSpecification ss = new SearchSortSpecification();
ss.add("CATEGORY", "NAME", SearchSortSpecification.ASCENDING);
ss.add("FOLDER", "NAME", SearchSortSpecification.ASCENDING); 

Construct and Execute a Search
Once the query criteria has been assembled into a SearchSpecification, execute the 
query with the Search class. The Search class provides methods for passing in 
bind variables and executing the search. The Search class also provides methods for 
traversing the results of the search. 

Example 8–27 Constructing and Executing a Search

1. Construct an AttributeSearchSpecification to hold the query criteria

AttributeSearchSpecification asp = new AttributeSearchSpecification(); 

2. Construct a SearchClassSpecification

SearchClassSpecification scp = new SearchClassSpecification("DOCUMENT'); 
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asp.setSearchClassnames(scp); 

3. Construct an AttributeQualifications for DOCUMENT.OWNER 

AttributeQualification aq3 = new AttributeQualification();
aq.setAttribute("DOCUMENT", "OWNER");
aq.setOperatorType("=");
aq.setValue("?");
asp.setSearchQualification(aq); 

4. Construct the Search object

Search srch = new Search(session, asp);

5. Construct an array to hold the bind variables

AttributeValue[] bindValues = new AttributeValue[1];
DirectoryUser dsUser = session.getDirectoryUser();
bindValues[0] = AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(dsUser); 

6. Open a cursor on the search and pass in the bind variables. The open() method 
executes the query.

srch.open(bindValues); 

7. Close the cursor on the search.

srch.close(); 

Fetch the SearchResultObjects
To fetch the results of your search, you can use the open() method to open a cursor 
on the search and then use the next() method to fetch each resulting object. The 
next() method will return a SearchResultObject that represents a single search hit. 
Subsequently, you can call the getLibraryObject() method on the 
SearchResultObject to retrieve the piece of information that incurred the hit by 
meeting the search criteria. 

Example 8–28

1. Open a cursor on the search and pass in the bind variables. The open() 
method executes the query.

srch.open(bindValues); 
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2. Fetch each search result hit incrementally and print the name of the 
LibraryObject.

int i;
SearchResultObject sro = srch.next();
LibraryObject lo;

while (sro != null)
{
  lo = sro.getLibraryObject();
  try
  {
     sro = srch.next();
  }
  catch (IfsException e)
  {
    if (e.getErrorCode() == 22000)
    {
       break;
    }
    else
    {
       e.printStackTrace();
    }
  }
}

3. Close the cursor on the search.

srch.close();

Save the SearchSpecification as a SearchObject
To save the search criteria persistently in the repository, you can construct a 
SearchObject from the SearchSpecification. To construct a SearchObject, follow these 
steps:

1. Construct a SearchObjectDefinition.

2. Set the SearchSpecification on the SearchObjectDefinition.

3. Pass the SearchObjectDefinition to the LibrarySession to construct a 
SearchObject.

Example 8–29 Saving the SearchSpecification as a SearchObject

1. Assume that the application has already constructed a SearchSpecification.
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SearchSpecification ss = ....

2. Construct a SearchObjectDefinition.

SearchObjectDefinition sod = new SearchObjectDefinition(session);
sod.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("NAME",
   AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("XML Research"));

Collection aclColl = session.getSystemAccessControlListCollection();
AccessControlList acl = (AccessControlList) aclColl.getItems("Public");
sod.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("ACL"
   AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(acl));

Folder folder =
  session.getUser().getPrimaryUserProfile().getHomeFolder();
sod.setAddToFolderOption(folder);

3. Set the SearchSpecification on the SearchObjectDefinition.

sod.setSearchSpecification(ss);

4. Pass the SearchObjectDefinition to the LibrarySession to construct a 
SearchObject.

SearchObject so = session.createPublicObject(sod);

Sample Code
Oracle CM SDK is installed with sample code that helps you get started working 
with the Java API. The API sample code is located in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/api directory.

Table 8–19 lists the API sample code that is relevant to this chapter.

Table 8–19 API Sample Code

Class Usage

SearchSample.java Creates and executes attribute search. Creates a 
SearchObject. Shows the SQL generated from a search.

SelectorSample.java Creates and executes selector searches.

TextSearchSample.java Creates and executes content-based searches.

ViewsSample.java  Creates a view from a search.
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Message Queuing Framework

To support asynchronous communications with external systems, Oracle Content 
Management SDK (Oracle CM SDK) provides a message-queuing framework that 
leverages Oracle Advanced Queueing, the message queueing facility built into the 
Oracle9i Database Server. Oracle Advanced Queuing supports both internal and 
external asynchronous, message-based communications for applications. 

Oracle CM SDK includes a comprehensive sample application that demonstrates 
using the message-queueing framework to integrate with Oracle Workflow. Oracle 
Workflow is Oracle’s integration and business-process automation software; it uses 
Oracle AQ as the mechanism through which to send and receive events. An event is 
an Oracle Workflow datatype that maps well to the datatype provided by Oracle 
CM SDK for sending messages, as you’ll see when you work through the sample 
application.

This chapter provides conceptual highlights and points out some areas of the 
sample application that developers may find especially useful in understanding and 
using the framework. This chapter covers the following topics:

■ Basic Concepts

■ Sample Application

Basic Concepts
In general terms, a queue is a storage mechanism for messages that should be shared 
among application components. A message is a container for information. 

The application component that creates a message is referred to as the producer of 
the message, while an application component that makes use of a specific message 
is referred to as the consumer. A message stays on the queue until it is consumed by 
the appropriate application component or components, or until it expires. 
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Queues enable asynchronous communications between application components: 
producers can place messages on a queue without regard to the state of any 
particular consumer, that is whether the consumer is operational or not. (Contrast 
with the traditional client/server, or request/reply model in which communications 
between application components are synchronous.)

Oracle Advanced Queueing
Oracle Advanced Queueing (AQ) is an integrated message-queueing facility that 
has been a component of the Oracle database since release 8.0. It supports 
asynchronous message-based communications and provides TP (teleprocessing) 
monitor capabilities (cf. CICS, Tuxedo) to the Oracle database, enabling a wide 
range of application development and integration scenarios.

Oracle Advanced Queueing uses database tables as the storage mechanism. A 
message sent to a queue ends up being stored, for whatever length of time, as a row 
in the table.

The message itself is created as a user-defined data type; user-defined datatypes are 
created using the Oracle Objects feature of Oracle9i Database Server. 

Each queue has a specific datatype associated with it, and any message that’s placed 
on the queue must conform to the datatype.

Oracle CM SDK uses two Oracle proprietary Java interfaces 
(oracle.sql.ORAData, and oracle.sql.ORADataFactory) to create the Java 
representations of the Oracle object datatype for the payload.

For additional information about Advanced Queueing, Oracle Objects, and related 
concepts, see:

■ Oracle9i Database Concepts

■ Oracle9i JDBC Developer’s Guide and Reference

■ Oracle9i Java Developer’s Guide

■ Oracle9i Application Developer’s Guide - Advanced Queuing

How Oracle CM SDK Leverages Oracle AQ
At the heart of the Oracle CM SDK message-queueing framework are several 
entities that provide the hooks to the AQ subsystem. These entities include:

■ The Queue class object (oracle.ifs.beans.Queue) in the API hierarchy, 
from which two specific instances are created:
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■ The IFS_IN queue

■ The IFS_OUT queue

■ An InboundListenerQueueAgent configuration object that can be used to 
create instances of this agent associated with specific queue instances;

■ The "Enqueue" AccessLevel (permission)

■ The "Dequeue" AccessLevel (permission)

Oracle CM SDK models a queue as a Java class object. Oracle CM SDK 
administrators can create and manage queues (to be used by developers in the 
content-management applications they create) through the Internet File System 
Manager Web interface (see the Oracle Content Management SDK Administration 
Guide for details). Developers can create queues programmatically, using the Java 
API (see the Javadoc for oracle.ifs.beans.Queue).

Typically, a message notifies a consumer that something has occurred. A message is 
put on the queue by the client application at the same time the document is moved 
into the repository. In the sample application, placing the message on the queue 
initiates the workflow process (the document routing and approval process defined 
in the sample application by the DocApprove.wft, the workflow definition file 
that you must upload to Oracle Workflow to work with the sample application.)

A custom application can leverage the message-queueing framework in several 
ways, but for all of them you must define the processing that should occur based on 
the message. Specifically, you must provide the implementation body for the empty 
method, handleMessage, declared in the MessageProcessor interface. 

The handleMessage method has been implemented in the class 
IfsMessageProcessor, which also provides logging capabilities. Oracle 
recommends that developers extend the IfsMessageProcessor class (rather than 
implementing the interface directly) in order to use the logging methods. Whether 
you implement the MessageProcessor interface or extend the 
IfsMessageProcessor class, you must provide the code for the body of the 
handleMessage method, whose signature is:

public void handleMessage(ORAData message, LibrarySession sess) throws
    IfsException

See the SampleMessageProcessor.java code listing (in the 
oracle/ifs/examples/queues directory) for an example implementation. In the 
sample, you’ll see that handleMessage first checks to see if the message is an 
instance of IfsQueueMessage, and then looks to see if the message type 
(messageType) is MOVEDOC, in which case it pulls several parameters from the 
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message (which determine where in the Oracle Internet File System directory 
structure the document should go), folders the object, and finally puts a message on 
the response queue.

The message-queueing framework provides a fairly generic message-type payload 
that can be used for a variety of applications, but is aimed toward use with Oracle 
Workflow. The user-defined datatypes include a message payload and message 
parameters. The payload datatype is designed for Attribute data, not for content.

The payload is a user-defined datatype created using the Oracle Objects feature of 
the database. The Oracle Objects option is included with the Oracle9i Database 
Server, Standard Edition. (In previous releases, Oracle Objects was available only 
with the Enterprise Edition.) 

Only Oracle object datatypes can be placed on Oracle Advance Queues, which 
requires that: 

■ IfsQueueMessage is a datatype supported on the queue.

■ The Message Type indicates what the message contains.

■ The IfsQueueMessageParameter is an array that contains the message 
data—the name, value, datatype—as strings. The arrays maximum length is 100 
Parameters.

If IfsQueueMessage doesn’t meet the needs of developers, you can create your 
own datatype and queue to handle, but this level of customization is beyond the 
scope of this guide at this time.

Queue Class Object
The Queue class object is a sub-class of ApplicationObject, and has by default the 
class ACL, ClassRestrictCreate, so developers must have administrator privileges to 
create instances of this class.

As with the other ClassObjects that comprise the Oracle CM SDK, a Queue 
comprises several attributes:

■ Unique Name: The name of the queue (as a String value), qualified by the name 
of the Oracle Internet File System to enforce uniqueness 
(myIfsSchema01.QueueName). If not schema qualified, IFS schema is 
assumed.

■ Payload Type: A String attribute that identifies the Oracle object type name 
(IfsQueueMessage).
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■ MessageProcessorClassName: A string attribute that specifies the class 
object that should process messages on the particular queue.

■ InboundQueueListenerAgent uses the MessageProcessorClassName

■ TypeMap, the PropertyBundle that stores mapping information between the 
Oracle object types and the Java classes that represent them.

These attributes can be modified and set programmatically, or by using the Internet 
File System Manager.

Messages and Message Payload Types
The IfsQueueMessage implements the ORAData and ORADataFactory interfaces 
from the Oracle JDBC package that...

The default Oracle Object payload type provided is IFSQUEUEMESSAGE.

You can see the structure of the tables underlying these Oracle objects by using the 
SQL DESCRIBE statement. Logon to the Oracle database (using SQL*Plus) as the 
Oracle Internet File System schema user and enter:

SQL> desc IfsQueueMessage;
SQL> desc IfsQueueMessageParameter;
SQL>desc Parameters;

IfsQueueMessage is the Java representation for the payloads.

The data type in the database itself is Oracle object data type. 

Sample Application
Oracle CM SDK includes an extensive and fully documented sample application 
that integrates with Oracle Workflow for document routing and approval.  The API 
sample code is located in the <ORACLE_HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/api 
directory. 

The following API sample code is relevant to this chapter.
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Table 9–1 API Sample Code

Class Usage

WorkFlowSampleSetup.java Sets up the needed objects in the schema. It creates sample users and  
directories, and modifies the message processor on queue instances.

WorkFlowSampleCleanup.java Cleans up all the objects created/modified by the above program. It 
drops users and directories, and resets the message processor on 
queue instances.

SampleMessageProcessor.jav Implements the MessageProcessorInterface and provides a 
customized message handling capability to deal with messages sent 
from the sample workflow.
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 XML and the Oracle Content Management

SDK

XML is used extensively with Oracle Content Management SDK (Oracle CM SDK), 
both as a method of data transfer and as a mechanism for system configuration. 
This chapter describes some of the specific supports built into Oracle CM SDK for 
working with XML data.

This chapter covers the following topics:

■ Understanding XML

■ Using XML Data Files with Oracle CM SDK

■ Configuring Oracle Content Management SDK Using XML Files
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Understanding XML
XML, or the eXtensible Markup Language, is an information description 
specification that provides a standard method of transferring data from one 
information system to another, without requiring that the data schema of the two 
systems match exactly. XML files are self-defining. A new data field can be defined 
by enclosing the data element between pairs of arbitrarily named tags. For example, 
to create an XML document of the MyXMLRootTag type with the data element 
MyXMLDataElementTag, the perfectly legitimate XML syntax would be:

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<MyXmlRootTag>
<MyXmlDataElementTag>bar</MyXmlDataElementTag>
</MyXmlRootTag>

Leading and trailing white space is clipped off, so there is no difference between 
this data element:

<MyXmlDataElement>   data     </MyXmlDataElement>

And this data element:

<MyXmlDataElement>data</MyXmlDataElement>

The tags are case insensitive at this writing, so there is no difference between the 
tags <MYXMLDATAELEMENT> and <MyXMLDataElement>. However, the 
beginning and closing tags must match exactly for each element. If you try to use 
this syntax:

<MyXmlDataElement>data</MYXMLDATAELEMENT>

Oracle CM SDK will throw an exception.

Oracle CM SDK exposes the underlying XML handling capabilities of the Oracle9i 
database, with additional functionality to perform a number of different tasks using 
XML files.

XML is an evolving standard. The implementation used in Oracle CM SDK is kept 
at a basic level, using core assumptions that are not likely to change.
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Understanding the Different Roles of XML in the Oracle CM SDK
There are at least five ways that XML files can be used with Oracle CM SDK, 
described below. For these descriptions, a persistent XML file is one that appears as 
an XML document in the Oracle CM SDK folder hierarchy. A transient XML file is 
one that is uploaded to perform a transaction: the results of that transaction may 
create a persistent object of another type or change the configuration of Oracle CM 
SDK, but the XML file itself is not stored as a document in Oracle CM SDK.

In many cases, XML files are parsed to extract document attribute values or create 
structured data objects in Oracle CM SDK.  In previous releases of the Oracle 
Internet File System, XML files could be parsed using any of the protocol servers.  
As of this release of the Oracle Content Management SDK, only the Commandline 
Utilities Protocol (CUP) server can be used to parse XML files when imported.  
Otherwise, a parser can called by your custom application directly, via an Override, 
or via an Agent.  For instructions on using the CUP server, consult Appendix F: 
"Command-line Utilities" in the Oracle Content Management SDK Administration 
Guide.  For instructions on calling parsers from your custom application, consult 
the "Parsing and Rendering" chapter.

Persistent XML Document Stored in Oracle CM SDK
At the most basic level, you can store XML documents in Oracle CM SDK as you 
would files of any type. You can upload files, create or modify the files with an XML 
editor, and use the files with any XML application.

Persistent XML Documents Stored in Oracle CM SDK with Parsed Attributes
You can choose to parse the data elements in a persistent XML document and store 
some or all of the information as custom attributes of the document. There are 
several options available to you for determining how the information will be 
presented, modified, or rendered by Oracle CM SDK.

Transient Incoming Data Document for Creating Persistent Objects of a Custom 
Type
For some custom applications, you may want a custom object type to be created, 
rather than an XML file. You can use an XML file to identify the class for which you 
want to create an instance, defining the attributes of the object with XML tags. 
When you upload the XML file to Oracle CM SDK, the file is parsed and an object of 
your chosen class is created. The XML file used to create the object does not appear 
in Oracle CM SDK, and the runtime instance of the XML file is disposed of once the 
object has been created.
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Persistent Document Rendered as an Outgoing XML Data File
Any object stored in Oracle CM SDK, regardless of how it was created, can be 
rendered as an XML file. You can control the amount of information rendered using 
out of the box configuration settings or by creating a custom renderer. The resulting 
XML file can be transferred to disk, another file server, or used as input to a 
separate data store.

Transient Incoming Data Transfer Mechanism for Oracle CM SDK Configuration
You can perform many administrative tasks using XML files, including creating 
new document types, property bundles, access control lists, and other Oracle CM 
SDK objects. These files are used to modify the Oracle CM SDK schema, or to create 
or modify persistent metadata used by Oracle CM SDK. The runtime instance of 
this file is disposed of when the modifications are complete, but the changes are 
stored as persistent values in Oracle CM SDK.

Using XML Data Files with Oracle CM SDK
When working with XML as a data transfer mechanism, there are several options 
available involving little or no customization to Oracle CM SDK.

■ Storing Persistent XML Documents

■ Storing Persistent XML Documents with Parsed Data Elements

■ Storing "Roundtrip" XML Documents

Storing Persistent XML Documents
You can store XML documents in Oracle CM SDK as you would files of any other 
type. You can upload XML files through any protocol, modify the files with an XML 
editor, and use the files with any XML application.

No customization is required to store XML documents, unless you use the 
Commandline Utilities Protocol (CUP) server to upload an XML document that has 
as its root tag a tag that matches one of the reserved root tags for an Oracle CM SDK 
object. Reserved root tags include the name of any item in the Oracle CM SDK class 
hierarchy (e.g., Document, Folder, PublicObject) with the inclusion of two special tags, 
SimpleUser and ObjectList, and tags matching any custom subclass you’ve created. 
The CUP server calls the Oracle CM SDK XML parser to parse XML documents.  If 
the XML document uses a reserved root tag, the parser will try to parse it to create 
the corresponding object. If you don’t want this to happen, you will need to use an 
XML namespace to prevent your data element tags from colliding with tags used by 
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Oracle CM SDK. For more information on namespaces, see Understanding XML 
Namespaces.  Alternatively, you can disable parsing in the CUP server to store literal 
XML documents that use reserve root tags.

Example 10–1 A Literal XML Document

A document named example.xml with the following contents is stored as an XML 
document without being parsed.

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<MyUnrecognizedTag>
<Name>A Name</Name>
<Description>A Description</Description>
</MyUnrecognizedTag>

Name and Description are common tags in many Oracle CM SDK objects, but 
because the root tag is not recognized, the XML document is not parsed.

DTD Validation
Oracle CM SDK can perform document type definition (DTD) validation. A DTD 
describes the structure of an XML document and specifies validation rules that the 
document must follow. If the document does not conform to the expected structure 
of these rules—for example, a required element is missing—the document is 
invalid. The DTD information can be embedded in the document itself, or it can be 
stored in an external file.

The Oracle CM SDK XML parser can parse a file, compare its contents to the DTD 
validation rules, and declare the file to be valid or invalid. By default, the Oracle 
CM SDK XML parser does not validate XML files. Since the decision to validate 
applies to the entire system, enabling DTD validation requires setting a system 
property through the Oracle Internet File System Manager.

To enable DTD validation:

1. Access the Oracle Internet File System Manager via the following URL in a Web 
browser:

http://<hostname>:<port>/<cmsdk application name>/admin
    e.g., http://mydomaincontrollermachiine.mycompany.com:7778/cmsdk/admin

2. Select the Advanced tab.

3. Select the System subtab.
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4. Select XML Parsers

5. Check the DTD validation by default option (if currently unchecked).

6. Click Update Properties.

During parsing, Oracle CM SDK checks for the Validate option (passed as an option 
to the Parse() method. If there is no option passed in, Oracle CM SDK checks the 
system property and sets the option accordingly. This occurs during the pre-parsing 
phase. Later, when parsing, the IfsSimpleXmlParser completely ignores the value of 
the validate option. However, the LiteralDocumentParser takes note of the Validate 
option to determine whether or not to validate the file. A custom parser can use the 
Validate option. It can check for the value and pass it to the 
IfsXmlParser.createDOM() method, or process it any way the developer 
chooses.

If the XML parser discovers that a file is invalid, Oracle CM SDK generates an error 
that you can trap in a parser callback mechanism or some other piece of an Oracle 
CM SDK application. Additionally, the CUP server used to upload the file displays 
an error message.

If a file is not valid, Oracle CM SDK will not store it. The user needs to correct the 
errors in the file and upload it again.

Storing Persistent XML Documents with Parsed Data Elements
The Oracle CM SDK protocol servers provide file system interfaces but at the heart 
of Oracle CM SDK is the Oracle9i database. A unique ability of Oracle CM SDK is 
its ability to treat your files both as document instances and as relational data. You 
have the option of creating a custom parser that will extract selected data elements 
from your XML documents without changing the document itself when imported 
via the CUP server. You can still view and edit the documents with any XML 
application, but you can search for information based on its parsed elements.

To take advantage of this feature, you create your XML document using the 
Document tag, or a tag representing a custom subclass of the Document class. 
Recognized tags are stored as attributes of the file, and data enclosed in 
unrecognized tags are ignored.

Example 10–2 XML Document with Parsed Data Elements

The following XML document, when inserted into Oracle CM SDK via the CUP 
server, would have its data elements parsed as attributes of the file.
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<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<Document>
  <Name>A Name</Name>
  <Description>A Description</Description>
</Document>

Note, however, that the content of this document will be the content of the XML file 
as shown. You can search on these attributes, and render the document as XML. To 
create a document with text content (such as an HTML file), you can use the 
Content attribute tag.

Example 10–3 XML Document with a Content Attribute

The following XML document, when inserted into Oracle CM SDK via the CUP 
server, would have its data elements parsed as attributes of the file and the 
information between the Content tags stored as the document’s content.

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<Document>
 <Name>A Name</Name>
 <Description>A Description</Description>
 <Content>Here is the actual content of the document.</Content>
</Document>

Once this document is uploaded, if you were to open this file, the document 
displayed would read, "Here is the actual content of the document."

Storing "Roundtrip" XML Documents
Roundtrip XML allows you to store XML files as persistent documents, and then 
render them out exactly as they went in. This is to meet a specific requirement of 
some of our customers, who use comment tags to store information or undefined 
tags to store information they don’t want to have parsed by Oracle CM SDK.

By default, when an XML file that deals with Document or subclasses of Document 
is uploaded to Oracle CM SDK via the CUP server, the document itself is stored in 
the Content attribute for the file. When the document is rendered, the original XML 
file is output as it was inserted, including all of its comments and undefined (in 
Oracle CM SDK) tags.

When using roundtrip XML, there are two important considerations.

1. The document will be rendered from Oracle CM SDK exactly as inserted. Any 
modifications to the attributes of the file stored in Oracle CM SDK will not be 
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reflected in the rendered file, unless you write a custom interface that keeps the 
attributes of the document synchronized with the information in the content 
attribute.

2. The entire document is stored in the standard Oracle CM SDK content attribute. 
This means that a roundtrip document cannot define its own Content tag. If you 
define a content tag, the text in the content tag is stored as the content for the 
document.

To enable Roundtrip XML:

1. Access the Oracle Internet File System Manager via the following URL in a Web 
browser:

http://<hostname>:<port>/<cmsdk application name>/admin
    e.g., http://mydomaincontrollermachiine.mycompany.com:7778/cmsdk/admin

2. Select the Advanced tab.

3. Select the System subtab.

4. Select XML Parsers

5. Check the Roundtrip Enabled option (if currently unchecked).

6. Click Update Properties.

Creating Instances of Custom Subclasses with XML
You can create instances of your custom subclasses in the same way you instantiate 
out-of-the-box objects using XML. 

To create an instance of an XML document that will instantiate a custom subclass 
document:

1. Create an XML file with your custom subclass as the root element. 

2. Include entries for all of the required attributes, and as many optional attributes 
as you like. 

3. Upload the file via the CUP server to Oracle CM SDK to create the instance. The 
attributes available/required depend on the custom subclass you’ve defined 
(including its required values) and its parent classes (e.g., Document, 
PublicObject).

When you use XML in this way, the XML file itself is never stored in Oracle CM 
SDK. Only the document defined by the XML file is stored.
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Example 10–4 Creating an Instance of a Custom Subclass Document with XML

The following XML file, when inserted into Oracle CM SDK, creates an instance of a 
Shortstory custom document type, with the defined fields Author and Title. The Name 
attribute is required, and was inherited from the parent class, Document. When this 
document is uploaded to Oracle CM SDK via the CUP server, a file will appear in 
the directory to which the file is loaded with the name example.shortstory. The XML 
file itself will not appear in the directory. The content of the document, when 
opened in a text editor, would be the text "This is a very short story."

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<Shortstory>
 <Name>example.shortstory</Name>
 <Author>A Name</Author>
 <Title>A Description</Title>
 <Content>This is a very short story.</Content>
</Shortstory>

Formatting Date Values in XML Data Files
Date values require special handling in XML Data Files. XML is a self-defining 
language, and the data files need to have built-in support for the data stored within 
them. Date values require a format parameter be included in the attribute's tag. This 
way, the XML file can be used with any data store, and the data store will be able to 
determine the format of the incoming data as it is loaded.

XML uses the same format strings as the java.text.SimpleDateFormat class. 
Table 10–1 lists a few of the more useful format values. 

Table 10–1  Date Format Character Strings Used in Oracle CM SDK XML Documents

Character Represents

M Month

d Day

y Year

h Hour

m Minute

s Second
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Table 10–2 shows different ways of formatting the date value February 18, 2001 7:15 
p.m.

Table 10–2  Format Variations for the Date Value February 18, 2001 7:15 p.m.

For more information on Date format strings, see the Javadoc for 
java.text.SimpleDateFormat.

To define the format used to enter a date attribute in an XML file, you enter the 
format argument directly in the attribute tag. The syntax is:

<DateAttributeName
  format='formatString'>date_value</DateAttributeName>

Where DateAttributeName is the name of a custom or out-of-the-box date attribute 
and formatString is a format template using the codes described where that matches 
the format used to enter the date_value.

Example 10–5 XML File with a Date Value

The following XML file, when inserted to Oracle CM SDK, creates an instance of a 
previously defined Shortstory custom document type, and populate the defined 
fields Author, Title, and Pubdate (Publication Date).

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<Shortstory>

a AM/PM (if omitted, the XML 
interpreter assumes a 24-hour 
clock format).

Format String Date Value String

M-d-yy 2-18-01

MM/dd/yy 02/18/01

MMM d, yyyy Feb 18, 2001

M/d/yyyy 2/18/2001

M-d-yy hh:mm 2-18-01 19:15

yy-MM-dd hh:mm a 02-18-01 07:15 p.m.
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 <Author>A Name</Author>
 <Title>A Description</Title>
 <Pubdate format='MM-dd-yy'>02-18-01</Pubdate>
</Shortstory>

Working with Array Attributes
In some cases, document attributes are composed of arrays of values. To populate 
array attributes, use the ArrayElement tag. 

For example, a Boolean array OpenDays might contain seven true/false values 
indicating which days of the week a customer's business is open. Boolean values are 
set using the strings true and false.

.

.

.
<OpenDays>
 <ArrayElement>false</ArrayElement>
 <ArrayElement>true</ArrayElement>
 <ArrayElement>true</ArrayElement>
 <ArrayElement>true</ArrayElement>
 <ArrayElement>true</ArrayElement>
 <ArrayElement>true</ArrayElement>
 <ArrayElement>false</ArrayElement>
</OpenDays>
.
.
.
When setting Date values in an array, each element requires a format parameter, as 
when setting a single value.

For example, an array of PayDays for the first quarter of the year could be entered 
as:

.

.

.
<PayDays>
 <ArrayElement format="yy-MM-dd">01-01-15</ArrayElement>
 <ArrayElement format="yy-MM-dd">01-01-31</ArrayElement>
 <ArrayElement format="yy-MM-dd">01-02-15</ArrayElement>
 <ArrayElement format="yy-MM-dd">01-02-28<ArrayElement>
 <ArrayElement format="yy-MM-dd">01-03-15</ArrayElement>
 <ArrayElement format="yy-MM-dd">01-03-31</ArrayElement>
</PayDays>
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.

.

.

Using Oracle CM SDK Objects as Attributes
You have the option of storing references to Oracle CM SDK object types as 
attributes of a file. For example, when assigning a manager with editorial control 
over a document submitted to Oracle CM SDK, you can use the manager's 
DirectoryUser object as the attribute. You can store both single values and arrays of 
objects.

To use an Oracle CM SDK object as an attribute, you need to identify its reference 
type (RefType) as a parameter in the attribute tag. An attribute's RefType can take 
one of four forms, as shown in Table 10–3.

Table 10–3  Attribute RefTypes

RefType Value Usage Example

ID The element specifies the 
object ID of the 
referenced object as its 
value. The 
IfsSimpleXmlParser will 
select the object from the 
repository based on its ID 
number.

<CLASSOBJECT>
 <Name>TypeDef</Name>
 <Superclass RefType='ID'>
    263
 </Superclass>
 <Description>
    XML demo test class
 </Description>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Path Embedded objects that 
are PublicObjects can be 
referenced by Path. The 
string provided as the 
value of the element will 
be interpreted as a path. 
The path can be either 
relative or absolute. For 
relative paths to work, 
the application calling 
the IfsXmlParser must set 
the "Path" option in the 
options hashtable.

<PublicObject>
 <Name> Test Object </Name>
 <Document RefType='Path'>
  /docs/test01.doc 
 </Document>
</PublicObject> 

This is an absolute path (it begins with a 
"/"). Note that the path separator character 
depends on a session-specific configuration 
parameter. 
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Working with XML Namespaces
A namespace is a method of isolating and distinguishing XML tag names used in one 
context from tags with the same names used in a different context. For example, a 
company may already have a set of XML data files that use the root tag Document. 
These files may conflict with the out-of-the-box Oracle CM SDK Document class. 
Rather than change all of the individual XML files, the company could establish a 

ValueDefault Embedded objects can be 
located via a 
ValueDefault object that 
references the object.

<PropertyBundle>
 <Update RefType="valuedefault">
  ParserLookupByFileExtension
 </Update>
 <Properties>
  <Property action = "add">
   <Name>xls</Name>
   <Value DataType="String">
     MyApplication.Parsers.XLSParser
   </Value>
  </Property>
 </Properties>
</PropertyBundle > 

Search Embedded objects can be 
searched for using this 
type of reference. The 
attribute value for which 
the embedded object will 
be used must have either 
a ClassDomain that 
restricts it to a single 
class (or descendants of a 
single class), or another 
attribute label 
("classname") to specify 
the class of the object. 
The value of the 
"RefType" attribute 
should be the name of 
the attribute on which to 
search. The value of the 
tag should be the value 
to match against. If the 
search does not return 
exactly one match, an 
exception will be thrown.

<PublicObject>
 <Name> Test Object </Name>
 <Owner RefType='DistinguishedName'>
  jdoe@us.oracle.com 
 </Owner> 
</PublicObject> 

Since the Owner attribute has a 
ClassDomain limiting it to DirectoryUser 
objects, a "Search" reference may be 
performed without setting the "Classname" 
attribute. 
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new namespace and provide special handling for its own files within their defined 
namespace.

Understanding XML Namespaces
A namespace is identified by a unique name that is a Universal Resource Indicator 
(URI), usually a Universal Resource Locator (URL). Its use is similar to a World 
Wide Web domain name. A web domain enables you to define a unique presence on 
the Internet. For example, the Foo Corporation might have the domain name 
http://www.foo.com. When any Internet browser in the world is pointed to 
http://www.foo.com/index.html, the specific page is identified based on the 
unique domain name, in spite of the fact that there are literally millions of pages 
named index.html on the World Wide Web.

An XML namespace works the same way. You choose a unique string for your 
namespace that is not likely to match any other namespace on the World Wide Web. 
For that reason, it’s best to use a registered World Wide Web domain name as the 
root of your namespace. In the unlikely event that your company does not have a 
registered domain name, you should choose a namespace string that would be a 
very unlikely choice for any other entity on the World Wide Web.

The default namespace for Oracle CM SDK, for example, is 
http://xmlns.oracle.com/ifs. It is a domain name used by Oracle 
Corporation for the sole purpose of defining unique namespaces for all products. 
Tags defined for the /ifs namespace will not collide with any other namespace in 
Oracle Corporation, or any other entity on the World Wide Web.

It's important to note that the URLs do not necessarily point to any document. They 
are a convenient way to create identifiers that are unique throughout the World 
Wide Web.

Understanding the XmlParserLookup PropertyBundle
A property bundle in Oracle CM SDK is a cluster of related name-value pairs. Oracle 
CM SDK is able to locate system metadata by searching for a name in the Property 
list and retrieving its associated value. This allows you to customize your system, 
but still enable Oracle CM SDK to predict the name and location of the values it 
needs.

The XmlParserLookup property bundle is used to identify which parser will be 
used to handle incoming XML documents. There are four standard values in the 
XmlParserLookup property bundle, listed in Table 10–4.
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Table 10–4 Elements of the XMLParserLookup Property Bundle

If, in all cases, you want to use your own custom parser and never use the 
IfsSimpleXmlParser, you can update the property bundle and replace the property 
value associated with the default Oracle CM SDK namespace with the full package 
name of your own parser. If you want to use the IfsSimpleXmlParser for most 
documents, but use your own parser for documents of a specific namespace, you 
will need to create a new namespace. The best way to implement custom behavior 
is to leave the Oracle CM SDK namespace unchanged, define a namespace for your 

Property Name Property Value Description

IfsDefaultNamespace http://xmlns.oracle.com/ifs This is the default namespace 
that is used with all XML files 
that do not specify a different 
namespace. You can change this 
value to point to an alternate 
namespace so that a custom 
parser will be used by default, 
rather than the 
IfsSimpleXmlParser. 

http://xmlns.oracle.com
/ifs

oracle.ifs.beans.parsers.
  IfsSimpleXmlParser

The mapping between the 
default namespace and the full 
package name of the default 
XML parser that ships with 
Oracle CM SDK.

LiteralDocumentParser oracle.ifs.beans.parsers.
  LiteralDocumentParser

This is the parser used for XML 
files that do not have a root 
element recognized as part of the 
Oracle CM SDK class 
hierarchy, the name of a custom 
subclass of Document (or any 
other class that can be 
subclassed), or either of 
SimpleUser or ObjectList.

IfsDefaultDTDValidation false Boolean value that determines 
whether or not XML files are 
validated against a DTD file.

IfsRoundTripEnabled true Boolean value that determines 
whether or not for instances of 
Document Class the contents of 
the XML file will be stored as the 
content object for the file.
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company, then change the value of the IfsDefaultNamespace property to point to 
your own namespace.

Creating a Namespace
You create a namespace by adding a new property to the XmlParserLookup 
property bundle. The property name is the namespace string, and the property 
value is the full package name of your custom parser.

For example, if you want the http://www.foo.com/myIfsNamespace 
associated with your custom FooParser, the entry looks like this:

You can create as many namespaces as you need to handle custom parsing 
requirements. You could, for example, create a separate namespace for each of your 
customers and associate a parser tailored to meet their individual needs.

In earlier versions of Oracle CM SDK, you were able to create a custom XML parser 
and use it to handle incoming XML files. For backward compatibility, the 
CustomXMLParser property is still valid. If a file has a namespace associated with 
it, but no parser is assigned to that namespace, the CustomXmlParser is used. The 
entry looks like this:

You can create the namespace using an XML configuration file. To create the 
namespace for the FooParser, you would use this XML configuration file.

Example 10–6 Creating an XML Namespace with an XML Configuration File

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
 <PropertyBundle>
  <Update RefType="valuedefault">
   XmlParserLookup
  </Update>

Property Name Property Value

http://www.foo.com/myIfsNamespace foo.ifs.custom.parser.FooParser

Property Name Property Value

CustomXMLParser foo.ifs.custom.parser.FooParser
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  <Properties>
   <Property action='add'>
    <Name>http://www.foo.com/myIfsNamespace</Name>
    <Value DataType="String">
     foo.ifs.custom.parser.FooParser
    </Value>
   </Property>
  </Properties>
</PropertyBundle>

For more information, see "Configuring Oracle Content Management SDK Using 
XML Files".

Using a Namespace
Once you've defined the namespaces for your instance of Oracle CM SDK, you can 
create XML files that use a specific namespace. The namespace is a parameter of the 
root tag for the XML file. The syntax is:

<RootTag xmlns="namespaceString">

where RootTag is the subclass to be used to instantiate the document and 
namespaceString is a defined namespace on your Oracle CM SDK server.

For example, Table 10–7 shows an XML file that uses the Foo Company namespace 
defined above.

Example 10–7 XML File Using a Custom Namespace

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
 <Document xmlns="http://www.foo.com/myifsNamespace">
 <Name>FooName</Name>
 <Description>This is a document for  www.foo.com</Description>
</Document>

When this XML document is inserted into Oracle CM SDK, the parser 
foo.ifs.custom.parser.FooParser is used to extract its data values.
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Rendering XML Data Files
XML files are used not only to transfer information into Oracle CM SDK, but also to 
transfer information out. Any object, regardless of how it was created, can be 
rendered as an XML file from Oracle CM SDK.

Files stored in Oracle CM SDK have a great deal of metadata stored with them. 
Much of that information is useful only within the context of Oracle CM SDK (such 
as a document's assigned ACL). When rendering XML files, you can control which 
attributes are rendered and to what level of detail.

Understanding Rendering Options for ClassObjects
Every ClassObject in Oracle CM SDK has an associated PropertyBundle object. The 
PropertyBundle is named "Class PropertyBundle for <classname>." You can 
determine which attributes are rendered for each ClassObject by setting three 
properties in the property bundle:

■ IFS.RENDERER.RenderedAttributes

■ IFS.RENDERER.InheritSuperClassPolicy

■ IFS.RENDERER.InlineRendering

IFS.RENDERER.RenderedAttributes  This attribute is a String Array listing all of the 
attributes that will be rendered for the ClassObject. If the property is not defined, 
the extended attributes of the class are rendered and further rendering of inherited 
attributes is controlled by IFS.RENDERER.InheritSuperClassPolicy.

The three base classes (PublicObject, SchemaObject, and SystemObject) have a set 
list of attributes defined out of the box. For PublicObject, the list consists of Name 
and Description. For SchemaObject, only the Name attribute is listed. For 
SystemObject and Document, the values are set to null. This enables the most useful 
information to be rendered out (the extended attributes of Document, for instance, 
are not meaningful outside the context of Oracle CM SDK). You have the option of 
changing these settings, but an attempt has been made to provide the information 
that most customers will want to see without having to wade through a large 
number of system-specific properties.

IFS.RENDERER.InheritSuperClassPolicy  This is a Boolean value. If true, the attributes of 
the parent class are rendered according to the IFS.RENDERER settings in the parent 
class. If the parent also has its IFS.RENDERER.InheritSuperClassPolicy set 
to true, then it will also render the attributes of its parent class, and so on, up the 
hierarchy. 
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If false, only the attributes of the ClassObject will be rendered. If a subclass of the 
ClassObject has its IFS.RENDERER.InheritSuperClassPolicy set to true, 
attributes will be rendered up through the hierarchy until a ClassObject is 
encountered with this policy set to false. Only the attributes of that ClassObject and 
its child objects will be rendered.

If the value of IFS.RENDERER.InheritSuperClassPolicy is not explicitly set, 
the default is True.

IFS.RENDERER.InlineRendering  This property can take one of three values: Name, ID, 
or Deep. It is used to define which attributes of the ClassObject will be rendered 
when the ClassObject is rendered inline as an attribute value of another class. 

For example, you might create a custom document type with the attribute Manager, 
a person who reviews the file prior to its being published. The DataType for 
Manager can be set to DirectoryUser. The only actual piece of information that will 
appear in the custom document's data table would be the ID number of the 
DirectoryUser assigned as the Manager. That may not be the most useful piece of 
information to export to your XML file, since it's value is meaningful only in the 
Oracle CM SDK context. The IFS.RENDERER.InlineRendering value lets you 
choose from three types of inline output for ClassObjects that are used as attributes 
by other ClassObjects.

Name renders only the Name attribute from the embedded ClassObject.

ID renders only the ID attribute from the embedded ClassObject.

Deep refers to "deep rendering," meaning that it will render the full set of attributes 
defined for the embedded ClassObject. This takes into account the 
IFS.RENDERER.RenderedAttributes setting for the embedded ClassObject, and will 
render only its specified attributes.

When IFS.RENDERER.InlineRendering is not explicitly set, the default behavior 
will be to try to render the Name of the embedded ClassObject. If the Name is null, 
Oracle CM SDK will render the ID of the ClassObject.

Setting Rendering Options in ClassObject PropertyBundles
You set the rendering options for a ClassObject as you would set the values for any 
PropertyBundle in Oracle CM SDK.

Example 10–8 shows an XML file that can used to create a PropertyBundle for the 
custom subclass Shortstory to include specific attributes, not inherit the display 
behavior of the parent class, and to use "deep rendering" when it is rendered as an 
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element of another class (that is, it will render all of the attributes listed in the 
RenderedAttributes property).

Example 10–8 Setting Rendering Options in the ClassObject PropertyBundle Using 
XML

<ClassObject>
  <Update RefType="name">
   Shortstory
  </Update>
  <PropertyBundle>
    <Name> Class Property Bundle for Shortstory </Name>
    <Properties>
      <Property>
        <Name>IFS.RENDERER.RenderedAttributes</Name>
        <Value DataType="String_array">
          <ArrayElement> Title </ArrayElement>
          <ArrayElement> Author </ArrayElement>
        </Value>
      </Property>
      <Property>
        <Name>IFS.RENDERER.InheritSuperClassPolicy</Name>
        <Value DataType="Boolean">false</Value>
      </Property>
      <Property>
        <Name>IFS.RENDERER.InlineRendering</Name>
        <Value> Deep </Value>
      </Property>
    </Properties>
  </PropertyBundle>
</ClassObject> 

For more information, see "Configuring Oracle Content Management SDK Using 
XML Files".

Working with Classes that Require Special Handling
By default, the data elements of certain classes are always rendered. These special 
cases each have their own Boolean properties that will let you suppress the full 
detail. For example, by default, all Access Control Entries (ACEs) are rendered 
when an Access Control List is rendered. But if you only need to see the name of the 
Access Control List, and not the full detail, you can set the special property 
IFS.RENDERER.ACCESSCONTROLLIST.ShowAces to false.
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There is no inheritance in these special cases. For example, if you have subclassed 
the PropertyBundle class, this property would have to be set in your class 
PropertyBundle if you did not want to see its properties. The default when the 
property is not specified is True.

Table 10–5 lists the properties for classes that require special handling. All of these 
properties are Boolean values, set to True out of the box.

Table 10–5 Properties That Require Special Handling

The content of a file is also a special case. It will be rendered inline if the 
CONTENTOBJECT attribute is included in the list of attributes for the property 
IFS.RENDERER.RenderedAttributes.

Configuring Oracle Content Management SDK Using XML Files
Up to this point, the discussion has focused on working with file content and 
attributes. Using XML, you're able to identify data elements, and the 

Property Description

IFS.RENDERER.ACCESSCONTROLLIST.
ShowAces

Specified for Access Control List 
objects. When true, includes the 
entire list of Access Control Entries 
in the rendering.

IFS.RENDERER.PUBLICOBJECT.ShowCategories Specified for PublicObjects. When 
true, includes the complete list of 
Categories assigned to the object in 
the rendering.

IFS.RENDERER.CLASSOBJECT.ShowAttributes Specified for ClassObject. When 
true, the complete list of attributes 
for ClassObject is rendered.

IFS.RENDERER.ACCESSCONTROLENTRY.
ShowAccessLevels

Specified only for Access Control 
Entries. When true, the individual 
access levels for each Access 
Control Entry will be included in 
the rendering.

IFS.RENDERER.PROPERTYBUNDLE.
ShowProperties

When true, the complete list of 
properties in the PropertyBundle is 
rendered.
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IfsSimpleXmlParser is able to create and populate a document based on those 
values. The file is stored in the Oracle9i database as related records in the Oracle 
CM SDK schema.

But, in Oracle CM SDK, the schema itself is self-describing. The elements of the 
schema are stored as records in tables as SchemaObjects. Just as you can create 
PublicObjects by uploading documents with recognized data elements, you can 
create SchemaObjects by uploading XML documents with recognized data 
elements.

The upload process is similar to that of uploading a transient XML file to create a 
persistent custom document. In this case, you upload a transient XML file that 
describes a SchemaObject. Its parameters are parsed to create the SchemaObject. 
The XML file itself is never stored in the system. Once the modification has been 
performed, the runtime instance of the XML file itself is discarded.

Many objects in the Oracle CM SDK class hierarchy can be created using an XML 
configuration file. The list of objects and parameters for creating XML configuration 
files can be found in the XML Syntax Reference. The remaining examples 
demonstrate the use of XML configuration files and highlight some additional 
considerations for creating specific object types.

Creating a Subclass of the Document Class Using XML
To create a subclass of the Document class, create a new ClassObject. The only 
required field is the name of the ClassObject we're creating and its Superclass. For 
example, the Folder class doesn't have any attributes of its own. It inherits all of the 
attributes it needs from its Superclass, PublicObject. However, Folder requires its 
own subclass to allow for special processing of Folder objects.

The primary reason for subclassing, however, is to add custom attributes. The 
attribute definitions are stored separate from the ClassObject definition in the 
Attributes table. This enables you to add or remove attributes from the ClassObject 
definition without affecting the base definition of your subclass. Using the entries in 
the ClassObject and Attribute tables, Oracle CM SDK automatically constructs a 
new table ODM_<CustomSubclassName> in which to store instances of your custom 
subclass documents.

Example 10–9 Creating a Subclass of the Document Class

This is the complete listing of XML code that creates the custom Document type 
Shortstory, followed by commentary. This file can be saved with any name 
(provided it has the .xml extension). When dropped into Oracle CM SDK, the 
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information is parsed, the objects created, and the runtime instance of this XML file 
is removed from memory.

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<ClassObject>

  <Name> Shortstory </Name>

  <Superclass RefType='name'>
    Document
  </Superclass>

  <Attributes>
    
    <Attribute>
      <Name> Title </Name>
      <DataType> String </DataType>
      <DataLength> 1000 </DataLength>
    </Attribute>

    <Attribute>
      <Name> Author </Name>
      <DataType> String </DataType>
      <DataLength> 50 </DataLength>
    </Attribute>

    <Attribute>
      <Name> PubDate </Name>
      <DataType> Date </DataType>
    </Attribute>

  </Attributes>
</ClassObject>

Example Commentary
■ The root tag for the custom subclass is <ClassObject>. The ClassObject table 

stores schema information about the objects in the Oracle CM SDK class 
hierarchy and your custom subclasses.

■ The name of the ClassObject is Shortstory.
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■ Its parent class, or superclass, is Document. It will inherit the attributes of the 
Document class, and it will inherit the attributes of the superclass of Document, 
PublicObject.

■ The next tag, <Attributes>, allows you to enter several attribute definitions at 
once. The attributes are stored in the Attributes table, linked to the custom 
subclass by the new subclass's ID number.

■ Each attribute is defined by specifying its Name and DataType. The first two 
attributes are String attributes, and require the additional parameter of 
DataLength. The Date field is stored as a long integer value, so there is no length 
argument required.

This is a minimal example of a custom subclass definition file. The complete options 
are described in the XML Syntax Reference. 

Creating a Property Bundle Using an XML Configuration File
Property bundles are defined using the <PropertyBundle> element tag. The 
<PropertyBundle> element can contain an element for each attribute on the 
PropertyBundle class in the Oracle CM SDK class hierarchy.

The list of name/value pairs, or properties, is specified in a <Properties> element. The 
<Properties> element is used to enclose <Property> elements that define each 
Property object in the PropertyBundle.

Each <Property> element contains a <Name> and <Value> element. The <Value> 
element has the attribute DataType that specifies the DataType for the Property 
object's value (e.g., String, String_Array, PublicObject_Array). The <Value> element 
does not directly correspond to an attribute of the Property class. Rather, the value 
of the <Value> element will be stored in one of the Property attributes, depending 
on its DataType.

Example 10–10 XML File That Defines a PropertyBundle Object

     <PropertyBundle>
         <Name>pb_test</Name>
         <CreateDate format="dd-MMM-yy">28-Oct-99</CreateDate>
         <Properties>
           <Property>
             <Name> Proptest1 </Name>
             <Value Datatype="String"> foo1 </Value>
           </Property>
           <Property> 
             <Name> Proptest2 </Name>
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             <Value Datatype="Date" format="dd-MMM-yyyy">
               28-Oct-2000 
             </Value>
           </Property> 
           <Property>
             <Name> Proptest3 </Name>
             <Value Datatype="Integer_Array">
               <ArrayElement>1</ArrayElement>
               <ArrayElement>934</ArrayElement>
               <ArrayElement>123</ArrayElement>
             </Value>
           </Property>
           <Property> 
             <Name> Proptest4 </Name>
             <Value Datatype="SystemObject" Classname="Policy" 
               RefType="name">
                 SmbXmlRenderer 
             </Value>
           </Property> 
         </Properties>
       </ PropertyBundle>

Each <Property> element can use an Action attribute to specify whether the 
property should be added or removed from the PropertyBundle. The values for the 
Action attribute are Add and Remove. For PropertyBundle creation, the Remove 
attribute does nothing. If no Action attribute is specified, then Add is assumed. 

To replace an existing Property, add another property value using the same name. 
Note that if the same Property is added and removed in the same 
<PropertyBundle> element, then the remove instruction overrides the add 
instruction, regardless of the order in which the <Property> elements were 
declared. 

Example 10–11 XML File That Uses the Action Attribute 

     <PropertyBundle>
       <Update RefType='Id'>1234</Update>
       <Properties>
         <Property action='add'>
           <Name> Proptest1 </Name>
           <Value Datatype="String"> foo1 </Value>
         </Property>
         <Property action='remove'>  
           <Name> Proptest2 </Name>
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         </Property> 
       </Properties>
     </PropertyBundle>

Creating Several Objects at Once Using a Single XML Configuration File
The Oracle CM SDK schema language supports the ability to define an XML 
configuration file that creates multiple objects. To include more than one object in 
the XML configuration file, the file must wrap the element declarations with the 
<ObjectList> tag. 

One consideration when creating multiple objects is that the code for all of the 
objects must be entered properly. If there is a mistake in the XML code, the 
IfsSimpleXmlParser will stop parsing the file at that object, and none of the objects 
are created. The only exception to this is the creation of ClassObjects and 
DirectoryUsers. These two object types are explicitly committed. If there is an error 
when creating objects of these types, you need to modify the XML file and delete 
the definitions of objects already created.

Example 10–12 Creating Multiple Objects with a Single XML File

This XML Configuration file creates two Folder objects in the home folder named foo 
and goo, then creates a Document object name Test document and stores it in the 
/home/goo directory. 

     <?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
     <ObjectList>
       <Folder>
         <Name> foo </Name>
         <FolderPath> /home </FolderPath>
       </Folder>
       <Folder>
         <Name> goo </Name>
         <FolderPath> /home </FolderPath>
       </Folder>
       <Document>
         <Name> Test document  </Name>
         <FolderPath> /home/goo </FolderPath>
         <Content> This is the content </Content>
       </Document>
     </ObjectList>
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   Creating a  Custom Web Interface

Learning to use servlets or JSPs in the Oracle Content Management SDK (Oracle 
CM SDK) is similar to learning how to use servlets and JSPs in any Web 
development scenario. This chapter provides extended servlet and JSP examples 
that call the Oracle Content Management SDK API.

This chapter covers the following topics:

■ Using Servlets or JavaServer Pages

■ Creating a Custom Web Interface Using Servlets

■ Creating a Custom Web Interface Using JSPs

■ Creating a FileList Servlet
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Using Servlets or JavaServer Pages
The Oracle CM SDK ships with the Oracle HTTP Server, powered by Apache. You 
can create a custom user interface that will allow your users to view and modify the 
attributes of your custom document types using an HTML browser. This can be 
more efficient than requiring your users to modify existing documents via XML or 
by parsing information from another document type.

You can dynamically generate web pages with your custom information using 
servlets or JavaServer Pages.

Understanding Servlets
Servlets are Java classes that dynamically create HTML pages. You register the 
servlet and give it a unique name to be used at runtime. You invoke the servlet by 
name, passing in as a parameter the path of the Oracle CM SDK document you 
would like to view and edit. The servlet either has embedded accessor and mutator 
methods (also known as getter and setter methods), or uses a separate JavaBean to 
obtain the file attributes. The servlet can perform validation, formatting, and 
generation of calculated values in your Java method. When the servlet has 
generated the data elements it needs, it creates a java.io.PrintWriter object to 
which it writes an HTML document used to display the information. The server 
returns the generated HTML page to the client browser.

Understanding JavaServer Pages (JSPs)
JSPs are HTML pages with embedded Java code. (In the end, they're actually the 
same thing, because JSPs are compiled to servlets at runtime.)

JSPs use special tags that extend HTML. The tags encapsulate Java variables and 
code snippets, allowing you to intermingle Java processing with the HTML code 
used to generate the page. Your Java code can be placed in the JSP itself, but it's 
usually easiest to have an accompanying JavaBean.

In Oracle CM SDK, you can assign a JSP to a file extension. When the user opens a 
file with that extension, the JSP is called rather than the document itself. The JSP can 
display the document's content, metadata, or a combination of the two.

Choosing Between Servlets and JavaServer Pages
The choice of servlets versus JSPs is largely one of personal preference.

To create a servlet, you need to know how to code Java and HTML. To create a JSP, 
you need to know Java, HTML, and the special JSP syntax.
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By and large, Java debugging tools are more sophisticated than the ones currently 
available for debugging JSPs. Since JSPs are compiled dynamically, you often don't 
discover problems with the program until after it's been deployed. It's generally 
considered to be far more costly in time and effort to debug at runtime than at 
design time.

There is a theory that JSPs enable teams to collaborate on dynamic web pages. For 
example, a User Interface specialist can focus on the layout of the controls on the 
page, while a Java programmer implements the business logic separately. In 
practice, though, as soon as the business logic is added to the page, the Java 
developer becomes the "owner" of the page; collaboration becomes less convenient, 
and the programmer usually handles any further updates to the page.

JSPs have one clear advantage in Oracle CM SDK: you can register a JSP to associate 
its use with a particular file extension, automatically. Servlets cannot be registered 
in this way. However, once you register a JSP to a file extension, you have to 
provide a way to display the content of the document within the JSP: you can no 
longer view the document content in its native format using the Web interface.

Creating a Custom Web Interface Using Servlets
This section walks you through the process of using servlets to create a simple 
interface to the Oracle CM SDK that allows you to log in to the server, navigate 
through the folder hierarchy, view and download files from the server, then 
disconnect to end you work session.

Creating the Login/Logout Servlets
The first task for any Oracle CM SDK application is to establish a connection to the 
Oracle CM SDK server, based on the username and password. To do this, you can 
create a reusable JavaBean, Login.java. Two servlets, Authenticator.java and 
Disconnector.java, will be used to connect and disconnect from the server, 
respectively.

The user begins the login process by pointing a web browser to the Authenticator 
servlet. The doGet() method returns a form with text fields for the username and 
password. The user enters a username and password. The Authenticator servlet 
calls itself once more, this time using doPost(). It first sends the username and 
password to the Login JavaBean to create a session. If it succeeds, the form displays 
the name of the authenticated user. If it fails, it prompts the user to return to try 
again. The goal is to create an instance of Login that can be passed from one servlet 
to the next, maintaining the user ’s connection to the server.
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Figure 11–1 Authentication Sequence Flow

Creating the Login JavaBean
Example 11–1 provides the complete commented listing for Login.java, a JavaBean 
that’s used to create a LibrarySession (an object that represents a connection to the 
server and stores the user’s current state).

Login.java implements the oracle.ifs.adk.security.IfsHttpLogin 
interface. It’s essential that you implement this interface when creating an 
authentication interface for HTTP access, in order to share the connection 
information with other servlets running on the same server. When your applications 
interact with the server, the server will be watching for IfsHttpLogin and its 
subclasses to transfer information about the user and the current work session.

The JSP specification requires a constructor that takes no arguments. By following 
this rule, you can build the JavaBean for use with either servlets or JSPs. The 
parameters for creating a Login instance are username and password. These values 
are passed to the init method after the Login object is instantiated.

The bean creates a LibraryService instance by looking for an existing service named 
IfsDefaultService, the out-of-the-box name for the Oracle CM SDK server. This is a 
configurable parameter - you need to check with your site administrator to ensure 
that this value hasn’t been changed.

The username and password are used to create a CleartextCredential object. The 
CleartextCredential and an empty ConnectOptions object are passed to the 
connect method to create a LibrarySession. A LibrarySession is a magical little 
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object that encapsulates information about the user and the current status of the 
work session. 

Once a connection and session are established, the Login JavaBean checks to see if 
the user has administrative privileges, and, if so, sets the administrative mode for 
this LibrarySession to true. (That’s an important point that is the answer to many of 
the questions we receive: administrators will not have extended privileges in your 
custom application unless you explicitly set the administration mode to true.)

The remaining methods are implemented to fulfill the requirements of the interface. 
None is significant except for the last, valueUnbound. The HttpServletListener class 
is watching at all times for the IfsHttpLogin object to disconnect. Whether it’s the 
result of a specific request (removing the IfsHttpLogin object from the 
HttpServletRequest object) or due to a timeout, when the session is disconnected, 
the valueUnbound method handles the necessary clean-up tasks to stop the user ’s 
LibrarySession.

Example 11–1 Login.java

//Sorry for the long package name - you may want to use something shorter...
package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.login;

// We use this class when the servlet disconnects (un-binds)
// from the server.
import javax.servlet.http.HttpSessionBindingEvent;

/* IfsHttpLogin is the interface this class extends.
 * It allows us to share information with other servlets
 * running on the server. 
 */
import oracle.ifs.adk.security.IfsHttpLogin;

// DirectoryUser is an object that represents a user.
import oracle.ifs.beans.DirectoryUser;

// FolderPathResolver is a deprecated method but is still required to
// implement the IfsHttpLogin interface. It is not used.
import oracle.ifs.beans.FolderPathResolver;

/* LibrarySession encapsulates a wealth of information about
 * the user and the current work session. It is passed as an
 * argument to many methods in the Oracle Content Management
 * SDK - often it’s the only argument needed.
 */
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;
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// LibraryService, in effect, represents the server to which
// the user is connecting.
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryService;

// CleartextCredential is composed of two plain text strings
// representing the username and password.
import oracle.ifs.common.CleartextCredential;

/* ConnectOptions can be used to pass information to the server
 * at connection time. We won’t use it, but we still have to 
 * pass an empty ConnectOptions object to make the compiler happy.
 */
import oracle.ifs.common.ConnectOptions;

// This class reports exceptions specific to the Oracle Internet File 
// System.
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;

// These classes are used internally by the Oracle CM SDK,
// and must be implemented in IfsHttpLogin.
import oracle.ifs.adk.filesystem.FileManager;
import oracle.ifs.adk.http.FileManagerFactory;

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.
 */

// It’s essential that the class implement IfsHttpLogin in order to 
// share information with other servlets running on the same server.
public class Login implements IfsHttpLogin
{
  private LibrarySession m_session;
  private FileManager m_fmi;
  private FolderPathResolver m_fpr;

  // The empty constructor, per the JSP specification.
  public Login()
  throws IfsException
  {
  }

  /* The init method does essentially what we would normally have done in
   * the constructor. We find the server, pass it our authentication
   * information, create a work session, get the user’s privileges, and 
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   * turn on Admin privileges if the user’s entitled.
   */
  public void init(String username, String password)
    throws IfsException
  {
    LibraryService lsrvc = null;
    try {

     // IfsDefaultService is the default name of the service. Verify that
     // the service you try to find has the correct name.    
    lsrvc = LibraryService.findService("IfsDefaultService");

    // Create CleartextCredential and ConnectOptions objects, and 
    // pass them to the service to create a connection.
    CleartextCredential cred = new CleartextCredential(username, password); 
    ConnectOptions connection = new ConnectOptions();
    m_session = lsrvc.connect(cred, connection);

    // Instantiate a DirectoryUser object representing the current user.
    DirectoryUser user = m_session.getDirectoryUser();

    m_fpr = new FolderPathResolver(m_session);

    // Instantiate a FileManager object.

    m_fmi = FileManagerFactory.getFileManager(m_session);

     // If the user is an administrator, turn on admin mode.
     if (user.isAdminEnabled())
      m_session.setAdministrationMode(true);
    }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
      e.printStackTrace();
    }
  }

  public void init(LibrarySession session, FolderPathResolver resolver)
  {
    m_session = session;
  }

  // We won’t use the next few methods, but we need to implement them.
  public LibrarySession getSession()
  {
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    return m_session;
  }

  public FileManager getFileManager()
  {
    return m_fmi;
  }

  public FolderPathResolver getResolver()
  {
    return m_fpr;
  }
  
  public void valueBound(HttpSessionBindingEvent event)
  {
    // do nothing
  }

  /* This method listens for the user to unbind (disconnect)
   * from the HttpServlet session, and disconnects the user
   * from the Oracle CM SDK session
   */ 
  public void valueUnbound(HttpSessionBindingEvent event)
  {
    try
    {
      if (m_session != null)
      {
        m_session.disconnect();
      }
    }
    catch (IfsException e)
    {
      e.printStackTrace();
    }
    finally
    {
      m_session = null; 
    }
  }
}
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Creating the Authenticator Servlet
The Login JavaBean takes care of creating a connection and LibrarySession. The 
next component of the user interface is a servlet that performs the following tasks:

■ Prompts for username and password

■ Creates a Login JavaBean with those credentials

■ Passes the Login object to the next servlet in the user interface

This example uses the doGet()method to display the fields for the username and 
password. 

The doPost() method passes the username and password to Login.java to create and 
initialize a Login object. If it fails, the user is presented with a button that recalls the 
Authenticator.java servlet with the doGet() method, allowing the user to try 
again. If it succeeds, the user is given a success message and a button that links to 
the next servlet. 

The Login object is passed forward by inserting the value into the 
HttpServletRequest object that is sent to the servlets as they are opened. You need 
only insert the value once per session. As each of your remaining servlets open, you 
can have them access the login object to maintain the state of the current work 
session.

      request.getSession(true).putValue("IfsHttpLogin", m_login);

The name of the value you pass is significant. If you want your servlets to interact 
with the servlets that ship with the Oracle CM SDK, you must name the value 
IfsHttpLogin, and the login object you pass must be an instance of a subclass of 
IfsHttpLogin. This is the value that the Oracle CM SDK uses to pass authentication 
information between the servlets that ship with the Oracle CM SDK, and can be 
shared by your custom servlets.

Example 11–2 Authenticator.java

package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.login;

// ServletConfig is used by the Servlet Container to tell the servlet that it
// has been placed into service. It can also  pass arguments to the servlet.
import javax.servlet.ServletConfig;

// Reports servlet specific errors.
import javax.servlet.ServletException;
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// The HttpServlet class, which is the class being extended.
// Also, HttpServletRequest and -Response, used to send and receive information
// with the browser.
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

// The HTML page is created in a PrintWriter object and returned to the browser.
import java.io.PrintWriter;

// Reports exceptions specific to file in/out operations.
import java.io.IOException;

// LibraryService represents a connection to the server. LibrarySession
// represents the state of the user’s current work session.
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryService;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;

// This is the custom Login created earlier.
import oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.login.Login;

public class Authenticator extends HttpServlet 
{
  // Initialize a string variable representing an HTML MIMEtype.
  private static final String CONTENT_TYPE = "text/html; charset=windows-1252";

  // Create an empty LibrarySession variable - this will be set later.
  private LibrarySession m_session;

  // Initialize the servlet.
  public void init(ServletConfig config) throws ServletException
  {
    super.init(config);
  }

  // The doGet() method, which creates an HTML page that displays the fields for
  // username and password.   
  public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) 
    throws ServletException, IOException
  {
    // Construct the response by writing strings to the PrintWriter object one
    // line at a time.
    response.setContentType(CONTENT_TYPE);
    PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
    out.println("<html>");
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    out.println("<head><title>Authenticator</title></head>");
    out.println("<body>");

    // Start a FORM definition that will call the doPost() method of
    // Authenticator.java when the SUBMIT button is clicked.    
    out.println("<FORM METHOD=POST ACTION=/cmsdk/authenticator>");

    // Create two text fields for username and password.
    out.println("Name: <INPUT TYPE=TEXT NAME=username>");
    out.println("<P>");
    out.println("Password: <INPUT TYPE=PASSWORD NAME=password>");
    out.println("<P>");

    // Add a SUBMIT button, which will send the form information to the server.
    out.println("<INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=Login>");
    out.println("</FORM>");
    out.println("</body></html>");

    // Close the PrintWriter, and return the page to the browser.
    out.close();
  }

  // The doPost() method receives the input from the doGet() method, and tries
  // to instantiate a Login object for the work session.
  public void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
    throws ServletException, IOException
  {
    // Create a variable that we can use to test whether the Login succeeds.
    String theUser = "Not found.";
    try
    {

      // Create a new Login object.
     Login m_login = new Login();

      // Initialize the Login object by sending it a username and password.
      m_login.init(request.getParameter("username"),
                   request.getParameter("password"));

      // If it succeeds, the login object can be used to get information about
      // the current user, such as the username.
      theUser = m_login.getSession().getUser().toString();
      
      // Insert the Login object to the request object to share it with other 
      // servlets.  
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      request.getSession(true).putValue("IfsHttpLogin", m_login);
    }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
        e.printStackTrace();
    }

    // Now, create a web page to send in response.
    response.setContentType(CONTENT_TYPE);
    PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();

    // If the user’s credentials didn’t succeed in creating a Login object,
    // prompt the user to try again.
    if (theUser.equals("Not found.")) {
      out.println("<html>");
      out.println("<head><title>Login Error</title></head>");
      out.println("<body>");
      out.println("Log in failed. Please try again.<P>");

      // Call the Authenticator class again, using the Get method to start over.
      out.println("<FORM METHOD=GET ACTION=/cmsdk/authenticator>");
      out.println("<INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=Login>");
      out.println("</body>");
      out.println("</html>");
    }
    else
    {
      // The connection succeeded, so congratulate the user and provide a way
      // to continue to the next servlet in the User Interface.
      out.println("<html>");
      out.println("<head>");
      out.println("<title>Verfication</title>");
      out.println("</head>");
      out.println("<body>");
      out.println("Welcome to the Oracle CM SDK, " + theUser);

      // For now, the servlet goes directly to the Disconnector servlet,
      // just to finish the demonstration of connecting/disconnecting.
      out.println("<FORM METHOD=GET ACTION=/cmsdk/disconnector>");
      out.println("<p><INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=\"Go to Disconnector\">");
      out.println("</FORM>");
      out.println("</body></html>");
    }
    out.close();   
  }
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}

Creating the Disconnector Servlet
Being able to connect to the server is, of course, very important to users of the 
Oracle CM SDK. But even more important (particularly to administrators) is 
efficiently disconnecting from the server. Clean disconnection is essential to avoid 
wasting space and memory resources on idle sessions.

Disconnecting is a very straightforward process. The Disconnector class removes 
the IfsHttpLogin entry from the HttpServletRequest object. The 
Login.valueUnbound() method takes over, and disconnects the LibrarySession.

Example 11–3 Disconnector.java

package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.login;

// You’ll recognize these imports from Authenticator.java
import javax.servlet.ServletConfig;
import javax.servlet.ServletException;

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

import java.io.PrintWriter;
import java.io.IOException;

import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;
import oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.login.Login;

public class Disconnector extends HttpServlet 
{
  private static final String CONTENT_TYPE = "text/html; charset=windows-1252";
  public void init(ServletConfig config) throws ServletException
  {
    super.init(config);
  }

  public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) 
    throws ServletException, IOException
  {
    String userName = "not found";

    // Access the Login object stored in the request as IfsHttpLogin.
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    Login theLogin = (Login) request.getSession(true).getValue("IfsHttpLogin");
    try
    {

      // Based on the Login object, get the user’s name.
      userName = theLogin.getSession().getUser().toString();
      
    }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
      e.printStackTrace();
    }

    // If the Login object isn’t null, remove it from the request object.
    if (theLogin != null)
    {
      request.getSession(true).removeValue("IfsHttpLogin");
      Object ifsLogin = request.getSession(true).getValue("IfsHttpLogin");
      
      // Verify that there are no more instances of the Login. If any are
      // found, remove them as well.      
      if(ifsLogin != null && ifsLogin == theLogin)
      {
        request.getSession(true).removeValue("IfsHttpLogin");
      }
    }
    response.setContentType(CONTENT_TYPE);
    PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
    out.println("<html>");
    out.println("<head><title>Disconnector</title></head>");
    out.println("<body>");
    out.println("<p>");
    out.println(userName + " disconnected.");
    out.println("<p>");

    // Display a login button that lets the user start all over again.
    out.println("<form method=get action=/cmsdk/authenticator>");
    out.println("<INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=Login>");
    out.println("</form>");
    out.println("</body></html>");    
    out.close();
  }
}
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Deploying the Login Servlets
Oracle CM SDK ships with Oracle9iAS Containers for J2EE (OC4J) as its web server. 
You deploy servlets and JSPs using the standard procedures for J2EE compliant web 
applications. This process involves copying the servlet classes to the J2EE directory 
structure on the host server and modifying the web.xml configuration file to identify 
your servlets.

Locating the web.xml Configuration File
The web.xml file lists the component servlets and their aliases so that the web 
server can locate the files at runtime. To deploy the application with the Oracle CM 
SDK, you will need to modify the web.xml file that ships with the product. The file is 
located at the following path on the Oracle CM SDK server:

%ORACLE_HOME%/j2ee/OC4J_iFS_
cmsdk/applications/cmsdk/cmsdk/WEB-INF/web.xml

Make a backup copy of web.xml, then open the file with any text editor.

Adding a Servlet to the web.xml Configuration File
Each servlet in the application requires entries of two types: the first gives a name to 
the servlet and the path to its class; the second indicates the mapping that will be 
used to access the servlet (the url-pattern to the servlet). Note that the url-pattern 
has to be mapped twice - once for an URL that ends with the servlet name, and a 
second time for URLs with a trailing slash. Example 11–4, "Modifications to the 
web.xml Configuration File" lists the entries that must be added to the web.xml file 
in order to deploy the Login sample application. Only the servlet classes need to be 
identified in this way - the Login.class does not need to be mapped in this way.

Example 11–4 Modifications to the web.xml Configuration File

<!-- Give the servlet a name and provide the classpath -->

 <servlet>
  <servlet-name> authenticator </servlet-name>
  <servlet-class>
    oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.login.Authenticator
  </servlet-class>
</servlet>

<servlet>
  <servlet-name> disconnector </servlet-name>
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  <servlet-class>
    oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.login.Disconnector
  </servlet-class>
</servlet>

<!-- Map the servlet name to an URL pattern --> 
<servlet-mapping>
 <servlet-name> authenticator </servlet-name>
 <url-pattern> /authenticator </url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>
 
<servlet-mapping>
 <servlet-name> authenticator </servlet-name>
 <url-pattern> /authenticator/* </url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>
 
<servlet-mapping>
 <servlet-name> disconnector </servlet-name>
 <url-pattern> /disconnector </url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>
 
<servlet-mapping>
 <servlet-name> disconnector </servlet-name>
 <url-pattern> /disconnector/* </url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>

Deploying the Login Application to the Oracle CM SDK Server
These are the steps for deploying the finished application to the Oracle CM SDK 
server:

1. Compile the Login application (Authenticator.java, Disconnector.java, 
Login.java).

2. On the Oracle CM SDK server, navigate to the directory %ORACLE_
HOME%/j2ee/OC4J_iFS_cmsdk/applications/cmsdk/cmsdk/WEB-INF/

3. Copy the updated web.xml file to the current directory. The resulting folder 
structure should be:
%ORACLE_HOME%/j2ee/OC4J_iFS_cmsdk/applications/cmsdk/cmsdk/ 
WEB-INF/web.xml

4. If it doesn’t already exist, create a directory in this folder named classes.

5. Copy the compiled package hierarchy and classes to the classes directory. The 
resulting folder path to the Authenticator class, for example, should be:
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%ORACLE_HOME%/j2ee/OC4J_iFS_cmsdk/applications/cmsdk/cmsdk/ 
WEB-INF/classes/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/samplewebui/ 
login/Authenticator.class

6. Open the Oracle Enterprise Manager.

7. Restart the System Component named OC4J_iFS_cmsdk.

Running the Login Application
1. Enter the following URL to access the Authenticator servlet

http://<hostmachine>:7778/cmsdk/authenticator

2. When prompted, enter a set of valid credentials.

3. Click the Disconnect button to disconnect and display the Disconnector servlet.

4. Click the Login button to log in as a different user. You can also try an invalid 
login to see the resulting error prompt.

Creating a Custom Web Interface Using JSPs
For contrast, let’s take a look at how these two servlets might be implemented as 
JSPs.

The Login.java JavaBean can be used by the new JSPs.

The task of the applications is the same. The Authenticator.jsp needs to request a 
username and password, and try to instantiate a Login object. If it succeeds, the user is 
presented with a button that links to the Disconnector.jsp, which ends the work 
session. Otherwise, Authenticator.jsp is displayed again to give the user another 
chance to log in.

There are some obvious differences between the JSPs and the servlets. The JSPs look 
much more like HTML pages than Java programs. They also require fewer imports, 
because most of the basic HttpServlet classes are imported by default.

But outside of those differences, the code will be familiar to you based on the earlier 
servlet examples. Using the special JSP tags <% and %>, the JSP can encapsulate any 
amount of Java code. This code will run when the server receives the request for the 
JSP, and will display the results in the HTML page. Example 11–5 provides the 
complete listing for Authenticator.jsp, while Example 11–6 provides the complete 
listing for Disconnector.jsp.
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Example 11–5 Authenticator.jsp

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<%@ page contentType="text/html;charset=windows-1252"%>
<!-- This is a JSP-style import statement. -->
<%@ page import="oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.login.Login" %>

<!-- The Login JavaBean is instantiated using the jsp:useBean tag -->
<jsp:useBean id="m_login" scope="page" 
class="oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.login.Login">
<%
/*
 * Inside the Java code, I can use Java-style comments. This string is a bit of
 * a cheat - it displays both when the user first tries to log in and when the
 * login fails. The prompt is vague enough to be correct in either case.
 */
String result = "Please enter a valid username/password.";
try {
 
  // Check to see if the user has entered a username and password.
  if (!request.getParameter("username").equals("") &&
      !request.getParameter("password").equals(""))
  { 
    // If so, try to instantiate a Login object.
    m_login.init(request.getParameter("username"),
                 request.getParameter("password"));

    // Create a success message.
    result = "Logged in as " + m_login.getSession().getUser().toString();

    // Insert the value to the request object so that it can be passed forward.
    request.getSession(true).putValue("IfsHttpLogin", m_login);
    
  }
} 
catch (Exception e) 
{ 
  e.printStackTrace();
}%>
<!-- Finish the header and continue writing the HTML page. -->
<TITLE>Authenticator.jsp</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR=WHITE>

<% 
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   // If the result string isn’t updated, the login hasn’t succeeded.
   if (result.equals("Please enter a valid username/password."))
   { %>
<!-- Display the result string -->
<%= result %>
<P>
<!-- If the user hasn’t successfully logged in, display the fields -->
<!-- for username and password. Submit them to Authenticator.jsp again.-->
<FORM action=Authenticator.jsp name=Authenticator method=POST>
Name:<INPUT type=text name=username>
<P>
Password: <INPUT type=password name=password>
<P>
<INPUT type=submit value="Login">
</FORM>
<% }
   // If the result string has been updated, the user has successfully 
   // logged in.
   else
   { %>
<%= result %>
<!-- In this case, display a button that allows the user to continue -->
<!-- to Disconnector.jsp. -->
<FORM action=Disconnector.jsp name=Disconnector method=GET>
<INPUT type=submit value="Go to Disconnector">
</FORM>
<% } %>
</jsp:useBean>
</BODY>
</HTML>

Example 11–6 Disconnector.jsp

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<%@ page contentType="text/html;charset=windows-1252"%>
<!-- For this page, we’ll import the Login JavaBean and instatiate it twice, -->
<!-- giving it the names m_login and ifsLogin. This will give us the second -->
<!-- instance needed to ensure that all connections are closed. -->
<%@ page import="oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.login.Login" %>
<jsp:useBean id="m_login" scope="page" 
class="oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.login.Login">
<jsp:useBean id="ifsLogin" scope="page" 
class="oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.login.Login">
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<%
/*
 * If the session has timed out, the name will be lost, but the user will have
 * previously been disonnected. This will give a satisfactory response if the 
 * username is no longer available.
 */
String theUser = "The user";
try 
{ 
    // Instantiate the current Login object.
    m_login = (Login) request.getSession(true).getValue("IfsHttpLogin");

    // Get the user’s name.
    theUser = m_login.getSession().getUser().toString();
    if (m_login != null)
    {
      // If the session has not already disconnected, remove the Login object.
      request.getSession(true).removeValue("IfsHttpLogin");

      // Ensure that the Login object has been removed.
      ifsLogin = (Login) request.getSession(true).getValue("IfsHttpLogin");
      
      if(ifsLogin != null && ifsLogin == m_login)
      {
        request.getSession(true).removeValue("IfsHttpLogin");
      }
    }
} 
catch (Exception e) 
{ 
  e.printStackTrace();
}%>
<!-- Complete the header. -->
<TITLE>Disconnector.jsp</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR=WHITE>
<!-- Present a success message. -->
<%= theUser %> has disconnected.
<!-- Provide a Login form so that the user can log in again. -->
<FORM action=Authenticator.jsp name=Authenticator method=POST>
Name:<INPUT type=text name=username>
<P>
Password: <INPUT type=password name=password>
<P>
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<INPUT type=submit value="Login">
</FORM>
</jsp:useBean>
</jsp:useBean>
</BODY>
</HTML>

Deploying the Authenticator.jsp and Disconnector.jsp
With OC4J, the steps for deploying JSPs are very much the same as the process for 
deploying servlets. The only minor difference is the location of the JSP files, which 
are stored in the top-level directory. Also, you do not need to modify the web.xml file 
to call the JSPs through the Oracle CM SDK application.

To deploy the Login Application Using JSPs
1. Copy Authenticator.jsp and Disconnector.jsp to the directory:

%ORACLE_HOME%/j2ee/OC4J_iFS_cmsdk/applications/cmsdk/cmsdk/

2. If you haven’t already done so, compile Login.java.

3. Copy the compiled package hierarchy and class to the classes directory. The 
resulting folder path to the Login class should be:
%ORACLE_HOME%/j2ee/OC4J_iFS_cmsdk/applications/cmsdk/cmsdk/ 
WEB-INF/classes/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/samplewebui/ 
login/Login.class

4. You can now run the application using the URL:
http://<servername>:7778/cmsdk/Authenticator.jsp

Creating a FileList Servlet
Connecting to the server is an important first step, but, admittedly, it isn’t very 
interesting as an application. This next module creates a servlet that enables a user 
to navigate directories in the Oracle CM SDK. This example requires a new servlet, 
FileList.java, which lists files in the current directory as links that enable the user to 
navigate through the hierarchy and open files. There will also be a couple of minor 
changes to the Authenticator servlet so that it will call the FileList servlet rather 
than Disconnector.java at runtime.

Highlights from the FileList Servlet
The primary function of the FileList servlet is to list the files in the current directory. 
In order to do that, the servlet has to figure out what the current directory is. 
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Initially, the directory is set to the user ’s home folder. As the user navigates through 
the hierarchy, the current new path is passed as a parameter in the URL. The current 
path is also stored as a value in the HttpServletRequest object, so that it can 
pass the current path forward to any other servlets in the User Interface.

Next, it has to figure out its parent directory, in case the user wants to navigate up 
through the folder hierarchy. If the user is at the root directory, the path variable to 
the parent directory (m_upPath) is set to an empty string (the user is at the top of 
the hierarchy). Otherwise, the path is parsed from the string by creating a substring 
ending at the next to last folder path delimiter ("/"). For example, if the current 
directory is /home/system/, the m_upPath variable is set to /home/.

Once the servlet knows its current directory path, it requests a list of the files in the 
current folder. Using a while() loop, it cycles through each of the items in the 
folder, determining whether it is a document or a folder, and creates a table listing 
the items with URLs that either navigate through the folder hierarchy or open the 
selected document in a second window.

Example 11–7 FileList.java

package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.filelist;

// These are the usual imports for servlets.
import java.io.IOException;
import java.io.PrintWriter;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;
import javax.servlet.ServletConfig;
import javax.servlet.ServletException;

// IfsFileSystem is a utility class that provides wrappers for common file
// manipulation activities.
import oracle.ifs.adk.filesystem.IfsFileSystem;

/* ClassObject defines persistent objects in the Oracle CM SDK.
 * The servlet uses ClassObject definitions to distinguish folders from 
 * documents.
 */
import oracle.ifs.beans.ClassObject;

// Folder is used to create instances of folders in the Oracle Internet File
// System hierarchy.
import oracle.ifs.beans.Folder;
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// The servlet creates an array of PublicObjects that includes both folders and
// documents in order to list the directory contents.
import oracle.ifs.beans.PublicObject;

// LibraryService represents the server instance to which the servlet connects.
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryService;

// LibrarySession represents the user’s current state at runtime.
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;

// Report Internet File System specific exceptions.
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;

// The Login bean. This class is not changed, but it has moved to the filelist
// package for this example.
import oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.filelist.Login;

public class FileList extends HttpServlet 
{
  private static final String CONTENT_TYPE = "text/html; charset=windows-1252";

  // Using any folder, the servlet is able to obtain the definition of the
  // Folder class so that it can distinguish folders from files.
  private ClassObject m_folderClass;

  // IfsFileSystem will be instantiated using the current session and provide
  // easy access to file manipulation methods.
  private IfsFileSystem m_fsAPI;

  // These variables represent the current session and server connection.
  private LibrarySession m_ifsSession;
  private LibraryService m_service;

  // String variables are used to pass and manipulate the folder paths.
  private String m_path ="";
  private String m_upPath = "";
  private String m_passPath = "";

  // Once the paths have been determined, the strings can be used to instantiate
  // the corresponding folder objects.
  private Folder m_rootFolder;
  private Folder m_currentDirectory;

  // The files and folders in the current directory will be accessed as an array
  // of PublicObjects
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  private PublicObject[] m_fileList;

  // This int is used to store a count of the items in the current directory.
  private int m_listLength;

  public void init(ServletConfig config) throws ServletException
  {
    super.init(config);
  }
  public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
    throws ServletException, IOException
  {
      IfsException.setVerboseMessage(true);       
    try
    {
      // Get the current Login object from the IfsHttpLogin value in the
      // HttpServletRequest
      try {
        Login theLogin = 
          (Login) request.getSession(true).getValue("IfsHttpLogin");

        // Get the current path passed through the HttpServletRequest object.
        m_passPath = (String) request.getSession(true).getValue("passPath");

        // Get the current session information from the Login object.
        m_ifsSession = theLogin.getSession();

        // Set the IfsFileSystem variable to use the current LibrarySession
        m_fsAPI = new IfsFileSystem(m_ifsSession);

        // Set m_rootFolder to the root folder for this session.
        m_rootFolder = m_ifsSession.getRootFolder();

        // Get the definition of a Folder ClassObject to be used to determine
        // if an item in the current directory is a Folder or a Document.
        m_folderClass = m_rootFolder.getClassObject();
      } 
      catch (Exception e)
      {
        e.printStackTrace();
      }

       // Get the current path
       
       m_path = request.getParameter("path");
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       // Try to get the path as a paramenter of the HttpServletRequest. The
       // value will be null the first time the servlet is called.
       if (m_path == null)
       {
          m_path = m_passPath;
       }

       /*
        * If this is the first time the servlet is called, set m_path to the 
        * m_passPath variable. Authenticator.java sets the value to "init,"
        * which tells the servlet to set the path to the user’s home directory.
        */
       if (m_path.equals("init"))
       {
         m_path = "/home/" + m_ifsSession.getUser() + "/";
       }

       /* If the path is a single slash ("/"), set the current directory to the
        * root folder. Otherwise, use the path to find the current directory and
        * set the current directory to that folder.
        */
       if (m_path.equals("/"))
       {
         m_currentDirectory = m_rootFolder;
       }
       else
       {
         m_currentDirectory = (Folder) m_fsAPI.findPublicObjectByPath(m_path);
       }
       
       // Pass the final path variable back to the request for the next servlet.       
       request.getSession(true).putValue("passPath",m_path);

       // Now figure out the parent folder (m_upPath). If the current directory 
       // is Root, set the m_upPath variable to an empty string.
       if (m_path.equals("/"))
       {
          m_upPath = "";
       }
       else
       {
         // Otherwise, parse the path to remove the last slash ("/").
         m_upPath = m_path.substring(0,m_path.lastIndexOf("/"));
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         // If the parent path is the root (a single slash) set m_upPath to 
         // a single slash.        
         if (m_path.substring(0,m_path.length()-1).lastIndexOf("/") == 0)
         { 
           m_upPath="/";
         }

         // If m_upPath is not a path to the root, parse the string
         // again to get string up to what is now the final slash.         
         if (!m_upPath.equals("/"))
         {
           m_upPath = m_upPath.substring(0,m_upPath.lastIndexOf("/"));
         }
        }

        // If the path is not the root and not an empty string...
        if (!m_upPath.equals("/") && !m_upPath.equals(""))
        {

          // ...then add a final slash to the path.
          m_upPath = m_upPath + "/";
        }
      }
      catch (IfsException ifsException)
      {
        ifsException.printStackTrace();
      } catch (Exception e) {
        e.printStackTrace();
      }

      // Use the IfsFileSystem object to get a list of the contents of the
      // current directory.
      try
      {
        if (m_fsAPI.listFolder(m_currentDirectory,"") != null)
        {
          m_fileList = m_fsAPI.listFolder(m_currentDirectory,"");
        }
      }
      catch (Exception e)
      {
        e.printStackTrace();
      }
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      //Begin to write the HTML page.      
      response.setContentType("text/html");
      PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter (response.getOutputStream());
      out.println("<html>");
      out.println("<head><title>Directory Window</title>");
      out.println("</head>");
      out.println("<body bgcolor=white>");

      // Reset the m_listLength variable to zero.
      m_listLength = 0;

      // If the fileList is not empty, set m_listLength to the count
      // of items in the current directory.
      if (m_fileList == null)
      {
        m_listLength = 0;
      }
      else
      {
        m_listLength  = m_fileList.length;
      }

      // Display the user and the current directory.      
      try
      {
        out.println("Current User: " + m_fsAPI.getCurrentUser().toString());
        out.println("<BR>");
      }
      catch (Exception e)
      {
        e.printStackTrace();
      }
      out.println("Directory of " + m_path);
      try
      {
        /*
         * Create a table to store the file list. The first cell in each row is
         * the name and URL to the item, the second identifies the item as a 
         * folder or document.
         */
        out.println("<TABLE BORDER=1>");
        out.println("<TR><TD>");

        // The first row is a link to the parent folder (using m_upPath).
        out.println("<A HREF=\"/cmsdk/fl?path=" + m_upPath 
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          + "\">" + m_upPath + "</A>");
        out.println("<TD>Folder</TD>");
        out.println("</TD></TR>"); 

        // If the current directory is not empty.
        if (m_fsAPI.listFolder(m_currentDirectory,"") != null)
        {

          // Cycle through each item in the directory.
          for (int i=0; i < m_listLength ; i++)
          {

            // If the current item is a Folder, create an URL that recalls this
            // servlet, passing the new path string as a parameter.
            if (m_fileList[i].isInstanceOf(m_folderClass)) 
            {
              out.println("<TR><TD>");
              out.println("<A HREF=\"/cmsdk/fl?path=" + m_path 
                + m_fileList[i].getName()+
                "/\">"+ m_fileList[i].getName()+ "</A>");
              out.println("<TD>Folder</TD>");
              out.println("</TD></TR>");              
            }
            else
            {
              // If the current item is a Document, create an URL that will open
              // the file in a new window, passing its path to the DAV servlet.
              out.println("<TR><TD>");
              out.println("<A HREF=\"/cmsdk/content" + m_path 
                + m_fileList[i].getName()+ "\" target=\"_blank\">"
                + m_fileList[i].getName()+ "</A>");
              out.println("<TD>Document</TD>");
              out.println("</TD></TR>");
            }
          }
        }
        out.println("</TABLE>");
      }
      catch (Exception caughtException)
      {
        out.println(caughtException);
      }
      out.println("<P>");

      // Add a form with a submit button that calls the Disconnector servlet.
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      out.println("<FORM NAME=d METHOD=GET ACTION=/cmsdk/disconnector>");
      out.println("<P><INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=Disconnect>");
      out.println("</FORM>");
      out.println("</body></html>");
      out.close();
    }

  //Get Servlet information
  public String getServletInfo() {
    return "FileList Servlet: Used to display hierarchical directory"
      + " information from the Oracle CM SDK.";
  }
}

Revising the Login servlets
To update the Login servlets to work with the FileList class, you need to change the 
package name to reflect the new location.

In each of the files (Authenticator.java, Disconnector.Java, Login.java), be sure that the 
classes use the package statement:

package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.filelist;

Revising the Authenticator.doPost() Method
The Authenticator.java class in the Login example provided a button that 
redirected the user to the Disconnect.java servlet. With a couple of minor 
changes to the doPost() method, the Authenticator servlet can redirect the user to 
the FileList servlet.

The servlet adds a new value to the HttpServletRequest object named passPath. That 
object is used to pass the current path to the FileList servlet. The first time the 
FileList servlet is called, the application sends the path "init," which tells the FileList 
servlet to set the current path to the user’s home folder.

To redirect the user to the correct page, the Submit button is updated to point to the 
FileList servlet rather than the Disconnector servlet. Since it’s safe to make the 
assumption that the user will want to go directly to the FileList servlet, the servlet 
can use a standard HTML META tag to forward the user to the correct servlet after 
a pause of one second.

out.println("<meta HTTP-EQUIV=\"REFRESH\"CONTENT=\"1;URL=/cmsdk/filelist/\">");
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Example 11–8, Revised Authenticator.doPost() method, displays the revised method 
with the changes identified by code commentary.

Example 11–8 Revised Authenticator.doPost() method

  public void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
    throws ServletException, IOException
  {
    String theUser = "Not found.";
    try
    {
     Login m_login = new Login();
      m_login.init(request.getParameter("username"),
                   request.getParameter("password"));

      theUser = m_login.getSession().getUser().toString();
      request.getSession(true).putValue("IfsHttpLogin", m_login);

      // Insert the passPath variable to the request object.
      request.getSession(true).putValue("passPath","init");
    }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
        e.printStackTrace();
    }
    response.setContentType(CONTENT_TYPE);
    PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
    if (theUser.equals("Not found.")) {
      out.println("<html>");
      out.println("<head><title>Login Error</title></head>");
      out.println("<body>");
      out.println("Log in failed. Please try again.<P>");
      out.println("<FORM METHOD=GET ACTION=/cmsdk/authenticator>");
      out.println("<INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=Login>");
      out.println("</body>");
      out.println("</html>");
    }
    else
    {
      out.println("<html>");
      out.println("<head>");
      out.println("<title>Verfication</title>");

      // Automatically return the user to the FileList servlet.
      out.println("<meta HTTP-EQUIV=\"REFRESH\"" +
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        "CONTENT=\"1;URL=/cmsdk/filelist/\">");
      out.println("</head>");
      out.println("<body>");
      out.println("Welcome to the Oracle CM SDK, " + theUser);

      // Change the button to go to the FileList servlet.
      out.println("<FORM METHOD=GET ACTION=/cmsdk/filelist/>");
      out.println("<p><INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=\"Go to my Home Folder\">");
      out.println("</FORM>");
      out.println("</body></html>");
    }
    out.close();   
  }
}

Deploying the FileList Servlets
These are the steps for creating and deploying the FileList application.

Modify the web.xml file
You need to update the web.xml file to reflect the new package name and add the 
mapping to FileList.class. You need to update the fully-qualified package names for  
Authenticator.java and Disconnector.java. Note that the mapping to the Authenticator 
and Disconnector servlets does not need to be updated. Example 11–9, 
"Modifications to the web.xml File" shows the entries needed to deploy the FileList 
application. 

Example 11–9 Modifications to the web.xml File

 <servlet>
  <servlet-name> authenticator </servlet-name>
  <servlet-class>
    oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.filelist.Authenticator
  </servlet-class>
</servlet>
 <servlet>
  <servlet-name> disconnector </servlet-name>
  <servlet-class>
    oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.filelist.Disconnector
  </servlet-class>
</servlet>
 <servlet>
  <servlet-name> fl </servlet-name>
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  <servlet-class>
    oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.filelist.FileList
  </servlet-class>
</servlet>

<!-- Map the servlet name to an URL pattern --> 
<servlet-mapping>
 <servlet-name> authenticator </servlet-name>
 <url-pattern> /authenticator </url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>
 
<servlet-mapping>
 <servlet-name> authenticator </servlet-name>
 <url-pattern> /authenticator/* </url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>
 
<servlet-mapping>
 <servlet-name> disconnector </servlet-name>
 <url-pattern> /disconnector </url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>
 
<servlet-mapping>
 <servlet-name> disconnector </servlet-name>
 <url-pattern> /disconnector/* </url-pattern>

</servlet-mapping>

<servlet-mapping>
 <servlet-name> fl </servlet-name>
 <url-pattern> /fl </url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>
 
<servlet-mapping>
 <servlet-name> fl </servlet-name>
 <url-pattern> /fl/* </url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>

Deploy the Application Files
1. Compile the components of the FileList application (Authenticator.java, 

Disconnector.java, FileList.java, Login.java).

2. On the Oracle CM SDK server, navigate to the directory %ORACLE_
HOME%/j2ee/OC4J_iFS_cmsdk/applications/cmsdk/cmsdk/WEB-INF/

3. Copy the updated web.xml file to the current directory. The resulting folder 
structure should be:
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%ORACLE_HOME%/j2ee/OC4J_iFS_cmsdk/applications/cmsdk/cmsdk/ 
WEB-INF/web.xml

4. If it doesn’t already exist, create a directory in this folder named classes.

5. Copy the compiled package hierarchy and classes to the classes directory. The 
resulting folder path to the Authenticator class, for example, should be:
%ORACLE_HOME%/j2ee/OC4J_iFS_cmsdk/applications/cmsdk/cmsdk/ 
WEB-INF/classes/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/samplewebui/ 
filelist/Authenticator.class

6. Open the Oracle Enterprise Manager.

7. Restart the System Component named OC4J_iFS_cmsdk.

Running the FileList Application
1. Enter the following URL to access the Authenticator servlet

http://<hostmachine>:7778/cmsdk/authenticator

2. When prompted, enter a valid username and password.

3. Use the FileList application to navigate through the folders stored in the 
Internet File System

4. Click the Disconnect button to disconnect and display the Disconnector servlet.

Mapping a JSP to a File Extension
A unique feature of JSPs in the Oracle CM SDK is the ability to associate a file 
extension to a JSP so that documents with that extension will be displayed using the 
JSP rather than their native file format. This can be used for a number of purposes, 
including customizing the presentation of a document, without having to build a 
special application to support the behavior.

For example, you might create a JSP that would display complete information to 
users with administrative access to the database, but only a subset to other users of 
the system. This example uses a custom subclass, Sensitive,  to store documents that 
has two extended attributes: Display, which is a value displayed to all users, and 
Hidden, which is a value displayed only to administrative users. For information on 
creating a custom subclass, see Chapter 5, "Extending Content Types and 
Attributes." 

By mapping a JSP to the custom file extension sens, we can enable the system to 
display the correct version of the file by  checking the user ’s access level and 
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drawing the page accordingly. Example 11–10, "Sensitive.jsp" shows the code for a 
JSP that displays the Hidden value only to administrative users.

Example 11–10 Sensitive.jsp

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<%@ page contentType="text/html;charset=windows-1252"%>
<%@ page import="oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.filelist.Login" %>
<%@ page import="oracle.ifs.adk.filesystem.IfsFileSystem"%>
<%@ page import="oracle.ifs.adk.http.HttpUtils"%>
<%@ page import="oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession"%>
<%@ page import="oracle.ifs.beans.DirectoryUser"%>
<%@ page import="oracle.ifs.beans.PublicObject"%>
<!-- This application uses the Login bean from the previous example -->
<jsp:useBean id="m_login" scope="page" 
  class="oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.filelist.Login">

<TITLE>Sensitive.jsp</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR=WHITE>
<%
String theDisplay = "initialized";
String theHidden = "initialized";
boolean theAdminRights = false;
try  
{
  // Get the login information from the request.
  m_login = (Login) request.getSession(true).getValue("IfsHttpLogin");

  // Get the current library session from the Login.
  LibrarySession m_session = m_login.getSession();

  // Instantiate an IfsFileSystem object based on the LibrarySession.
  IfsFileSystem m_ifs = new IfsFileSystem(m_session);

  // Instantiate an object representing the current user in the session.
  DirectoryUser m_du = m_session.getDirectoryUser();

  // Get the path to the selected document from the request.
  String m_path = HttpUtils.getIfsPathFromJSPRedirect(request);

  // Find the Sensitive document (which is a PublicObject) by the path.
  PublicObject m_po = m_ifs.findPublicObjectByPath(m_path);
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  // Get the user’s access rights.
  theAdminRights = m_du.isAdminEnabled();

  // Get the Display value from the Sensitive document.
  theDisplay = m_po.getAttributeByUpperCaseName("DISPLAY").toString();

  // Get the Hidden value from the Sensitive document.
  theHidden = m_po.getAttributeByUpperCaseName("HIDDEN").toString();
}
catch (Exception e)
{
  e.printStackTrace();
}
%>
<!-- Display static content. -->
Here is some static content.
<P>

<!-- Display the Display value to any user -->
The Display Value: <%= theDisplay %>
<P>
<%
// If the user has administrative access...
if (theAdminRights)
{
%>
<!-- ...print the Hidden value. -->
The Hidden Value: <%= theHidden %>
<%
}
%>
</jsp:useBean>
</BODY>
</HTML>

Deploying the JavaServer Page and Mapping to the File Extension
Having created a JSP, the next step is to upload the file to the Oracle CM SDK and 
register the JSP so that it will display any file that has the .sens file extension.
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Uploading Sensitive.jsp
In order to map a file extension to a JSP, the JSP needs to be stored inside the Oracle 
CM SDK database rather than in the server ’s native file system. For convenience, 
JSPs can be deployed to the /ifs/jsp-bin directory in the Oracle CM SDK 
instance. However, you are free to put JSPs anywhere in the Oracle CM SDK 
directory structure. This example assumes that the JSP will be deployed to 
/ifs/jsp-bin. You can copy the file to /ifs/jsp-bin using FTP, Web Folders, 
or the  Commandline Utility Protocol.

Registering the JSP
You can register the JSP to the file extension using the Oracle Internet File System 
Manager. To register the JSP, you need to:

■ Create a Format entry for the Sensitive document type.

■ Register the JSP to open documents of that format.

To create a format entry:

1. Log in the Oracle Internet File System Manager.

2. Click the Basic tab.

3. Click the Formats tab.

4. Click New Format.

5. In the New Format screen, enter the name of the format (Sensitive), the 
Mimetype (text/plain), and the file extension (.sens).

6. Click OK.

Once the format has been added to the system, it can be used as a criterion for 
mapping files of that format to a specific JSP.

To map a JSP to a file extension:

1. In the Oracle Internet File System Manager, click the Advanced tab.

2. Click the System tab.

3. Click the JSP Lookup link.

4. Click the New Lookup button.

5. In the New JSP Lookup screen, set the Class Name (Sensitive), the Mimetype 
(text/plain), and enter the fully qualified pathname to the JavaServer Page 
(/ifs/jsp-bin/Sensitive.jsp).
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6. Click OK.

Once you have registered the JSP to the file extension, opening the file in any web 
interface will display the file using the selected JSP.
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  Parsing and Rendering Files

This chapter discusses the creation and use of parsers and renderers with the Oracle 
Content Management SDK (Oracle CM SDK). Topics include:

■ Understanding Parsing and Rendering

■ Extending the FileList Application to Parse and Render Files
iles 12-1
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Understanding Parsing and Rendering
Parsing and rendering are common operations that require customization of the 
Oracle CM SDK. In earlier releases, a Parsing and Rendering framework was 
provided to allow for inconsistencies between the file handling procedures of the 
various protocols and interfaces. Oracle CM SDK ships without an interface, which 
removes the requirement of supporting the various platforms and protocols. This 
means that some extra effort is required to write and deploy a parser or renderer, 
but the process is more straightforward, more under the control of the developer, 
and does not require implementation of a specific set of classes.

Understanding Parsing
A parser is a program that accepts a string of information and breaks it into its 
constituent elements. In the Oracle CM SDK, a parser is a Java class that extracts 
structured data elements from a file as it is being inserted into the repository. In the 
case of a document, a parser:

■ Takes in the file content as an InputStream or Reader object.
■ Processes the input, extracting attributes as it goes.
■ Produces one or more database objects, such as a Document or a Folder, based 

on the extracted attributes and/or content of the file.

Common reasons for using a parser include:

■ Re-using legacy data.

■ Reducing risk of human error as information is input.

■ Reducing overhead for maintaining records.

■ Reducing lag time between receiving and loading information.

■ Triggering simple behaviors, such as storing documents with a specific 
extension in a specific folder.

What a parser does is allow you to capture a file as an InputStream or Reader as it's 
being loaded into the Oracle CM SDK. Once you access the InputStream, you can 
do whatever you want with the contents of the file using standard Java classes. 
Most often, this will involve extracting and populating custom attributes, then 
storing the file in a folder; but there is really no limit to what you can do, other than 
those imposed by the database and the Java language itself.

The actions performed by a parser should be limited to quick and straightforward 
processes. Trying to do too many things in a parser may result in a decrease in 
response time. If a custom parser is having a noticeable impact on the user 
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experience, you may want to consider using an Agent to parse your data after it has 
been loaded.

One important note: if you write a program that uploads files through a browser, 
you will need to write a parser to (minimally) remove the MIME header from the 
file. The example in this chapter works specifically with plain text HTML files, but 
does not handle binary file types. There are many good examples of utilities that 
process Multipart MIME documents available on the Internet, but due to copyright 
restrictions they can’t be used in this chapter. To handle binary files, you can 
substitute one of those utilities for the SimpleParser presented in this chapter.

Understanding Rendering
In the Oracle CM SDK, we use the term rendering to describe the process of 
transferring a file stored in the Oracle CM SDK to another storage medium. When 
you render a file, you do not create a persistent object in the database: rendering is 
only used to transfer files out of the database to a local disk or other location.

Rendering isn't the opposite of parsing. You can render objects that were never 
parsed. You can render objects in a different form than the original file. You can 
render objects that combine information from several documents. However, it is 
true that parsing involves manipulation of the InputStream as it is transferred into 
the database, while rendering involves manipulation of the InputStream as the data 
is transferred out of database. 

Simple types of rendering would include using a servlet to display the content of a 
document stored in the Oracle CM SDK, or manipulating a file and saving it in a 
new format to the local disk.

Using a custom renderer, you can render a file of any known format into any other 
known format.

As with parsing, you have a wide range of options for what your renderer will do. 
Once you have the InputStream, you can manipulate it any way you wish using 
standard Java code, and return a document that meets your specific business needs.

Extending the FileList Application to Parse and Render Files 
To demonstrate the use of parsers and renderers, this chapter will show how to 
enhance the FileList application described in Chapter 11, "Creating a Custom Web 
Interface" to perform the following tasks:

■ Upload an HTML file to the Oracle CM SDK.
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■ Parse the Title from the file.

■ Store the Title in a custom attribute.

■ Display the file content and the extracted attribute in a servlet.

■ Render the file as plain text with the HTML tags removed.

Creating the CUSTOM Subclass
You can create a custom subclass using the Oracle Internet File System Manager 
tool, or programmatically using the Java API. This example uses an XML 
configuration file to create a custom subclass, named CUSTOM, with the single 
attribute Title, a 1000 character string value.

Example 12–1 XML Configuration File for CUSTOM Subclass

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?> 
<classobject>
  <name> CUSTOM </name>
  <superclass RefType='name'> Document </superclass>
  <Description>Custom HTML file type with custom Title attribute.</Description>
  <attributes>
    <attribute>
      <name> TITLE </name>
      <DataType> STRING </DataType>
      <DataLength> 1000 </DataLength>
      <indexed> TRUE </indexed>
    </attribute>
   </attributes>
</classobject> 

Create the XML file, then use the Commandline Utility Protocol to upload the file to 
the Oracle CM SDK. The information will be parsed from the XML file and the new 
subclass will be created.

Creating the SimpleParser JavaBean
SimpleParser.java is a JavaBean that processes an InputStream (in this case, as a 
Reader), extracts pertinent information from the stream, and provides accessor 
("getter") to allow other classes to access the information.

A parser works with a document of any predictable format. In this case, the 
incoming format is an HTML file, sent by a browser with an ASCII header. The 
header has three lines of information, when the file is submitted from a browser 
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form using a Javascript submit button. From those header lines, the application can 
extract the MIMEtype and file name, and make those values available to other 
classes in the application.

Example 12–2, "SimpleParser.java" is a simple example and does not comprise a 
thoroughly robust application. It only handles files up to 10K in size, and there are a 
number of conditions that will not be handled gracefully. This example is an 
introduction to the general parsing process, to which you can make improvements 
as needed for your business case.

Example 12–2 SimpleParser.java

package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender;
import java.io.*;

public class SimpleParser 
{

  // Initialize variables for the values to be extracted.
  private String theTitle = "";
  private String theFileName = "";
  private String theFileID = "";
  private String theParams = "";
  private String theMimeType = "";

  // The content of the document will be constructed in a StringBuffer variable
  private StringBuffer theContent = new StringBuffer("");
  private String currentLine = "";
  
  public SimpleParser(BufferedReader theReader) throws IOException
  {

   // The first line of a file transferred from a browser contains the file ID.
   // It appears at the end of a line of hyphens ("-").
   theFileID = theReader.readLine();
   theFileID = theFileID.substring(theFileID.lastIndexOf("-")+1);

   // The second line has the file name, at the end of the line after the 
   // last path separator character.
   theParams = theReader.readLine();
   theFileName = theParams.substring(theParams.lastIndexOf("\\")+1,
     theParams.length()-1);

   // The MIMEtype of the file is on the third line. The only type to be
   // processed is an HTML file.
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   theMimeType = theReader.readLine();
   theMimeType = theMimeType.substring(theMimeType.lastIndexOf("/")+1,
     theMimeType.lastIndexOf("/")+5);

   // The fourth line is blank. Read and discard.
   theReader.readLine();

   // Mark the starting point of the content, allowing for 10000 characters. 
   //  This buffer size is arbitrary, and will handle simple example files.
   theReader.mark(10000);
   try
   {

     // Process only HTML files.
     if (theMimeType.equals("html"))
     {

       // Keep reading lines until the FileID appears, indicating the end of
       // the content.
       while (true)
       {
         currentLine = theReader.readLine();

         // If the File ID appears on the line, the content has been processed.
         if (currentLine.lastIndexOf(theFileID) > -1)
         {
            break;
         }
         else
         {
           // See if the TITLE tag appears on the line. Setting the text to
           // uppercase allows for mixed case when finding the index of the
           // <TITLE> tag. The substring is taken from the original string, 
           // so that the case is not altered.
           if (currentLine.toUpperCase().indexOf("<TITLE>") > -1)
           {
             theTitle = currentLine.substring(
             currentLine.toUpperCase().indexOf("<TITLE>") + 7, 
             currentLine.toUpperCase().indexOf("</TITLE>"));
             break;
           }
         }
       }

        // Reset the reader to the beginning of the content.
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        theReader.reset();
      }

      // Read in a line at a time until the end is reached.
      while (true)
      {
        currentLine = theReader.readLine();

        // If this is the end of the file, delete the final newline.
        if (currentLine.lastIndexOf(theFileID) > -1)
        {
          theContent.deleteCharAt(theContent.length()-1);
          break;
        }
        else
        {
          theContent.append(currentLine + "\n");
        }
      }
    }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
      e.printStackTrace();
    }    
  }

  // Provide accessor ("getter") methods for the parsed values. If the 
  // title is an empty string, set the value to the file name.
  
  public String getTitle() {
    if (theTitle.equals("")) theTitle = theFileName;    
    return theTitle;
  }
  
  public String getFileName() {
    return theFileName;
  }
  
  public String getMimeType() {
    return theMimeType;
  }
  
  public String getFileID()
  {
    return theFileID;
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  }
  
  // Return the content of the document as a StringBuffer instance.
  public StringBuffer getContent() 
  {
    return theContent;
  }
}

Creating the FileUpload Servlet
Now that there’s a parser, something has to pass it a file to parse. The FileUpload 
servlet uses the file upload features of the Web browser (using Javascript 
components) to let the user browse for and upload a file to the database from a local 
disk.

Example 12–3 FileUpload.java

package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender;
import javax.servlet.*;
import javax.servlet.http.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;

// These import statements should be familiar by now. They are described in
// Chapter 11, "Creating a Custom Web Interface".
import oracle.ifs.adk.filesystem.IfsFileSystem;

import oracle.ifs.beans.Document;
import oracle.ifs.beans.DocumentDefinition;
import oracle.ifs.beans.Folder;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;
import oracle.ifs.beans.PublicObject;

import oracle.ifs.common.AttributeValue;
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;
import oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender.Login;
import oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender.SimpleParser;

public class FileUpload extends HttpServlet 
{
  private static final String CONTENT_TYPE = "text/html; charset=windows-1252";
  private IfsFileSystem m_fsAPI;
  private LibrarySession m_ifsSession;
  private String m_theFileName = "";
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  private String m_theTitle = "";
  private String m_theMimeType = "";
  private String m_path = "";
  private StringBuffer m_theContent = new StringBuffer("empty");
  private Folder m_currentFolder;
  boolean invalidFileType = false;
  boolean success = false;
  private BufferedReader theReader;

  public void init(ServletConfig config) throws ServletException
  {
    super.init(config);
  }

  public void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
    throws ServletException, IOException
  {

    IfsException.setVerboseMessage(true);
    try {

      // Get the login information for the current user from the request.    
      Login theLogin = (Login) 
        request.getSession(true).getValue("IfsHttpLogin");

      // Get the current path from the passPath variable.
      m_path = (String) request.getSession(true).getValue("passPath");

      // Strip off the final path delimiter.
      m_path = m_path.substring(0, m_path.length()-1);

      // Get the current LibrarySession from the Login object.
      m_ifsSession = theLogin.getSession();

      // Create a new IfsFileSystem object based on the session.
      m_fsAPI = new IfsFileSystem(m_ifsSession);

      // Instantiate the current folder, based on the path.
      m_currentFolder = (Folder) m_fsAPI.findPublicObjectByPath(m_path);

      // Assume that the file type passed to the application is valid until
      // proven otherwise.
      invalidFileType = false;
      
    } catch (Exception e)
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    {
      e.printStackTrace();
    }
    response.setContentType(CONTENT_TYPE);
    try
    {

      // Reset the variables.
      m_theTitle = "";
      m_theFileName = "";
      m_theContent = new StringBuffer("");
      theReader = new BufferedReader(request.getReader());

      // If there is a Reader object in the request....
      if (theReader != null) 
      {

        // Create a new DocumentDefinition object.
        DocumentDefinition newDocDef = new DocumentDefinition(m_ifsSession);

        // Create an instance of SimpleParser, passing it the Reader with the
        // file’s contents.
        SimpleParser sp = new SimpleParser(theReader);

        // Get the MIMEtype
        m_theMimeType = sp.getMimeType();

        // If this is an HTML document, complete the processing. Otherwise, it
        // is an invalid file.
        if (m_theMimeType.equals("html"))
        {

          // Get the title, file name, and content.
          m_theTitle = sp.getTitle();
          m_theFileName = sp.getFileName();
          m_theContent = sp.getContent();

          // Convert the file name to an AttributeValue and set the name
          // attribute in the DocumentDefinition.
          newDocDef.setAttribute(PublicObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
            AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(m_theFileName));

          // Set the DocumentDefinition to a CUSTOM ClassObject
          newDocDef.setClassname("CUSTOM");
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          // Set the content of the document to the content string.
          newDocDef.setContent(m_theContent.toString());

          // Set the custom Title attribute to the title extracted from the
          // HTML file.
          newDocDef.setAttribute
            ("TITLE", AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(m_theTitle));

          m_ifsSession.setFolderPathDelimiter("/");

         // Check to see if the file already exists.      
          if (m_currentFolder.checkExistenceOfPublicObjectByPath(m_theFileName))
          {

            // If so, use the update method to change the document.
             m_fsAPI.findPublicObjectByPath(
               m_currentFolder.getAnyFolderPath() + "/" + 
               m_theFileName).update(newDocDef);       
          }
          else
          {
            // If not, create the new document object.
            Document doc = (Document) 
              m_ifsSession.createPublicObject(newDocDef);
              
            // Add the item to the folder.
            m_currentFolder.addItem(doc);
          }
          // Set the success variable to true, which will trigger a redirect
          // back to the FileList servlet.
          success = true;
        }
        else
        {
          // If this was not an HTML file, flag the file type as invalid.
          invalidFileType = true;
        }
      }
    }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
      e.printStackTrace();
    }

    // Write the HTML Page
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    response.setContentType(CONTENT_TYPE);
    PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
    out.println("<html>");
    out.println("<head><title>FileUpload</title></head>");
    if (invalidFileType)
    {
      // If it was an invalid file type, present an alert dialog.
      out.println("<SCRIPT>alert(\"Please upload only HTML files.\");" +
        "</SCRIPT>");
    }
    if (success)
    {
      // If a file was successfully uploaded, add a redirect instruction to the
      // HTML page.
      out.println("<meta HTTP-EQUIV=\"REFRESH\" CONTENT=\"1;URL=/cmsdk/fl/\">");
      success = false;
    }
    out.println("<body>");
    out.println("Current Directory:<P> " + m_path);
    out.println("<p>Browse for the file you want to upload.</p>");

    // This is the tag used to create a form that uploads a file.    
    out.println("<FORM ENCTYPE=\"multipart/form-data\" "
      + "NAME=f METHOD=POST ACTION=/cmsdk/fu/>");
    out.println("<P><INPUT TYPE=FILE NAME=FILENAME></P>");
    out.println("<P><INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=Upload></P>");
    out.println("</FORM>");
    out.println("<FORM NAME=f METHOD=GET ACTION=/cmsdk/fl/>");
    out.println("<P><INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=\"File List\">");
    out.println("</FORM>");
    out.println("<FORM NAME=d METHOD=GET ACTION=/cmsdk/disconnector/>");
    out.println("<P><INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=Disconnect>");
    out.println("</FORM>");
     
    out.println("</body></html>");
    out.close();
  }
}

Creating the ShowTitle Servlet
The SimpleParser extracts the title from an HTML document. To view or 
manipulate the custom attribute, you need to create an interface that gets the value 
from the database and displays it. The ShowTitle servlet demonstrates how to get 
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an attribute value from a file and display it in a Web page. This is the simplest sort 
of renderer, one that renders file content for display in a browser. The FileList 
servlet will be updated with additional hyperlinks to display files using this servlet 
and SimpleRenderer.java.

Example 12–4 ShowTitle.java

package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender;

// These imports are described in Chapter 11, "Creating a Custom Web Interface"
import javax.servlet.*;
import javax.servlet.http.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;
import oracle.ifs.adk.filesystem.IfsFileSystem;
import oracle.ifs.beans.Folder;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;
import oracle.ifs.beans.PublicObject;
import oracle.ifs.common.AttributeValue;
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;

public class ShowTitle extends HttpServlet 
{

  // Instantiate the variables needed to store information about the selected
  // file.
  private static final String CONTENT_TYPE = "text/html; charset=windows-1252";
  private String m_fileName = "";
  private String m_path = "";
  private String m_theTitle = "";
  private LibrarySession m_ifsSession;
  private IfsFileSystem m_fsAPI;
  private Folder m_currentFolder;
  private PublicObject po;

  public void init(ServletConfig config) throws ServletException
  {
    super.init(config);
  }

  public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) 
    throws ServletException, IOException
  {
    IfsException.setVerboseMessage(true);
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    try {

      // Get the Login object from the request.
      Login theLogin = (Login) 
        request.getSession(true).getValue("IfsHttpLogin");

      // Get the current path.
      m_path = (String) request.getSession(true).getValue("passPath");

      // Get the file name, passed as a parameter in the request.
      m_fileName = (String) request.getParameter("filename");

      // Instantiate a session based on the Login object.
      m_ifsSession = theLogin.getSession();

      // Instantiate an IfsFileSystem object using the session.
      m_fsAPI = new IfsFileSystem(m_ifsSession);

      // Instantiate a Folder object based on the current path.
      m_currentFolder = (Folder) m_fsAPI.findPublicObjectByPath(m_path);

      // Instantiate the file as a PublicObject.
      po = m_fsAPI.findPublicObjectByPath(m_path + m_fileName);

      // Call the getTitleFromPO method to get the title from the PublicObject.
      // The getTitleFromPO method is listed at the end of this code sample.
      m_theTitle = getTitleFromPO(po, m_ifsSession);
     
    } catch (Exception e)
    {
      e.printStackTrace();
    }

    // Write the HTML page.
    response.setContentType(CONTENT_TYPE);
    PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
    out.println("<html>");
    out.println("<head><title>The Document Title</title></head>");

    // Create a Frameset to display the title in the top frame and the content
    // in the bottom frame.
    out.println("<frameset rows=\"20%,*\">");

    // This is a line of hybrid code, Java that writes Javascript that writes
    // a dynamic HTML page that displays the title.
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    out.println("<frame name=titleFrame src=\"javascript:document.open();"
      + "document.write('<H1 ALIGN=CENTER>" + m_theTitle + "</H1>');"
      + "document.close();\">");

    // Display the HTML file in the lower frame.
    out.println("<frame src= \"/cmsdk/content" + m_path + m_fileName + "\";");
    out.println("</frameset>");
    out.println("</html>");
    out.close();
  }
  // This is a utility method for accessing the title from a CUSTOM file 
  // instance.
  private String getTitleFromPO(PublicObject po, LibrarySession ifsSession)
  {
    String title = "";
    try
    {
      // Get the Title attribute from a PublicObject selected in the current
      // work session.
      AttributeValue av = po.getAttributeByUpperCaseName("TITLE");

      // Use a ternary construction to test if the AttributeValue is null.
      // If it is null, set the variable to an empty string. Otherwise,
      // convert the AttributeValue to a string and assign it to the title
      // variable.
      title = (av==null) ? "" :av.getString(ifsSession);

      // It's possible that the attribute exists, but its value is null. For
      // a Javascript form, convert null values to empty strings.
      if (title == null) title = "";
   }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
      e.printStackTrace();
    }
    return title;
  }
}

Creating SimpleRenderer.java
The final new class is a renderer that takes a CUSTOM file, strips out the HTML 
tags, and returns the file as a plain text document. Again, this is not a completely 
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robust example, but demonstrates the essential steps necessary to manipulate a 
document as it is passed from the database to the disk.

Example 12–5 SimpleRenderer.java

package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender;
import javax.servlet.*;
import javax.servlet.http.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;
import oracle.ifs.adk.filesystem.IfsFileSystem;
import oracle.ifs.beans.Document;
import oracle.ifs.beans.Folder;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;
import oracle.ifs.beans.PublicObject;
import oracle.ifs.common.AttributeValue;
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;

public class SimpleRenderer extends HttpServlet 
{
  private static final String CONTENT_TYPE = "text/plain; charset=windows-1252";

  // Get the line separator character for the current platform.
  private static final String ls = System.getProperty("line.separator");
  private String m_fileName = "";
  private String m_path = "";
  private String m_theTitle = "";
  private LibrarySession m_ifsSession;
  private IfsFileSystem m_fsAPI;
  private Folder m_currentFolder;
  private Document m_doc;
  private StringBuffer m_sb = new StringBuffer();
  
  public void init(ServletConfig config) throws ServletException
  {
    super.init(config);
  }

  public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
    throws ServletException, IOException
  {
    IfsException.setVerboseMessage(true);
    try {

      // Get the Login object, current path, and the selected file name from 
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      // the request.
      Login theLogin = 
        (Login) request.getSession(true).getValue("IfsHttpLogin");
      m_path = (String) request.getSession(true).getValue("passPath");
      m_fileName = (String) request.getParameter("filename");

      // Get the current session.
      m_ifsSession = theLogin.getSession();

      // Instantiate an IfsFileSystem object.
      m_fsAPI = new IfsFileSystem(m_ifsSession);

      // Set the current folder using the passed path.
      m_currentFolder = (Folder) m_fsAPI.findPublicObjectByPath(m_path);

      // Instantiate the selected document.
      m_doc = (Document) m_fsAPI.findPublicObjectByPath(m_path + m_fileName);

      // Get the title of the document.
      m_theTitle = getTitleFromPO(m_doc, m_ifsSession);

      // Get the content of the document as an InputStream.
      InputStream is =  m_doc.getContentStream();

      // Wrap the InputStream in a buffer.
      BufferedInputStream bis = new BufferedInputStream (is);

      // Instantiate the variables needed to process the file one character
      // at a time.
      m_sb = new StringBuffer();
      byte nextCharByte = 0;
      char nextChar;

      // Read the first byte.
      nextCharByte = (byte) bis.read();

      // While there are more bytes to read...
      while (nextCharByte != -1)
      {
        // Convert the byte to a character.
        nextChar = (char) nextCharByte;

        // If it is a less than ("<") symbol (i.e., the start of an HTML tag)...
        if (nextChar == '<')
        {
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          // ...read and discard bytes until a greater than (">") symbol is
          // encountered (i.e., the end of an HTML tag).
          while (nextChar != '>')
          {
            nextCharByte = (byte) bis.read();
            nextChar = (char) nextCharByte;
          }
        }
        // If the character is not a less than symbol.
        else
        {
          // If the character is a newline character, append a delimiter for
          // the current operating system.
          if (nextChar == '\n')
          {
             m_sb.append(ls);
          }
          else
          {
            // Otherwise, append the character to the string buffer.
            m_sb.append(nextChar);
          }
       }
       // Read the next byte, and go to the top of the While loop.
       nextCharByte = (byte) bis.read();
      }

      // Convert the content to a string for manipulation.
      String content = m_sb.toString();

      // Remove the title from the body of the document.
      if (content.indexOf(m_theTitle) > -1)
      {
        content = content.substring(content.indexOf(m_theTitle) +
                  m_theTitle.length());
      }
      // Put the revised content back into the string buffer.
      m_sb = new StringBuffer(content);
    } 
    catch (Exception e)
    {
      e.printStackTrace();
    }

    // Write the text file.
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    response.setContentType(CONTENT_TYPE);

    // If the title includes a period, assume it is a file name.
    if (m_theTitle.lastIndexOf(".") > -1)
    {
      response.setHeader("Content-Disposition: form-data",
      "name=FILENAME; filename=" 
      + m_theTitle.substring(0,m_theTitle.lastIndexOf(".")) + ".txt");
    }
    else
    {
      // Otherwise, set the file name to the title with a ".txt" extension.
      response.setHeader("Content-Disposition: form-data",
      "name=FILENAME; filename=" + m_theTitle + ".txt");
    }

    // Create a PrintWriter object in which to write the file.
    PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();

    // Start by inserting the title.
    out.println(m_theTitle);

    // Use a string buffer to create a line of hyphens the same length as the
    // title.
    StringBuffer sbb = new StringBuffer();
    for (int i=0;i<m_theTitle.length();i++)
    {
      sbb.append("-");
    }

    // Insert the line of hyphens.
    out.println(sbb);

    // Insert the content of the document.
    out.println(m_sb);

    // Close and return the text file to the browser.
    out.close();
  }
  
    private String getTitleFromPO(PublicObject po, LibrarySession ifsSession)
  {
    String title = "";
    try
    {
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      // Get the Title attribute from the PublicObject selected in the current
      // work session.
      AttributeValue av = po.getAttributeByUpperCaseName("TITLE");

      // Use a ternary construction to test if the AttributeValue is null.
      // If it is null, set the variable to an empty string. Otherwise,
      // convert the AttributeValue to a string and assign it to the title
      // variable.
      title = (av==null) ? "" :av.getString(ifsSession);

      // It's possible that the attribute exists, but its value is null. For
      // the Javascript form, we want null values to appear as empty strings.
      if (title == null) title = "";
   }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
      e.printStackTrace();
    }
    return title;
  }
}

Updating the Remaining Classes
To finish preparing the application, the remaining classes need to be updated with 
the new package information. Replace the package name in Authenticator.java, 
Disconnector.java, Login.java and FileList.java with:

package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender;

Normally, of course, you would want to maintain the same package name and 
re-use the code. These examples are being isolated into separate packages to ensure 
that they don’t collide with one another.

In addition, FileList.java needs to be updated to display links in the table that will 
call the renderers for files of the CUSTOM type.

 The example below shows the necessary changes, replacing the code used to draw 
the HTML page.

Example 12–6 Modified FileList.java

package oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender;
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import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.PrintWriter;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;
import javax.servlet.ServletConfig;
import javax.servlet.ServletException;

import oracle.ifs.adk.filesystem.IfsFileSystem;
import oracle.ifs.beans.ClassObject;
import oracle.ifs.beans.Folder;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryService;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;
import oracle.ifs.beans.PublicObject;
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;
import oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender.Login;

public class FileList extends HttpServlet 
{
  private static final String CONTENT_TYPE = "text/html; charset=windows-1252";
  private ClassObject m_folderClass;
  private IfsFileSystem m_fsAPI;
  private LibrarySession m_ifsSession;
  private LibraryService m_service;
  private String m_path ="";
  private String m_upPath = "";
  private String m_passPath = "";
  private Folder m_rootFolder, m_currentDirectory;
  private PublicObject[] m_fileList;

  // ### Add a variable to store a CUSTOM class object.
  private ClassObject m_custom;

  private int listLength;

  public void init(ServletConfig config) throws ServletException
  {
    super.init(config);
  }
  public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
    throws ServletException, IOException
  {
      IfsException.setVerboseMessage(true);       
    try
    {
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      try {
        Login theLogin = 
          (Login) request.getSession(true).getValue("IfsHttpLogin");
        m_passPath = (String) request.getSession(true).getValue("passPath");
        m_ifsSession = theLogin.getSession();
        m_fsAPI = new IfsFileSystem(m_ifsSession);
        m_rootFolder = m_ifsSession.getRootFolder();
        m_folderClass = m_rootFolder.getClassObject();

        // ### set the m_custom variable to the CUSTOM ClassObject. ###
        m_custom = m_ifsSession.getClassObjectByName("CUSTOM");
      } 
      catch (Exception e)
      {
        e.printStackTrace();
      }
.
.
.
      //Skip down to the section that writes the HTML page.
      
      response.setContentType("text/html");
      PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter (response.getOutputStream());
      out.println("<html>");
      out.println("<head><title>Directory Window</title>");

      listLength = 0;

      if (m_fileList == null)
      {
        listLength = 0;
      }
      else
      {
        listLength  = m_fileList.length;
      }

      try
      {
      }
      catch (Exception e)
      {
        e.printStackTrace();
      }
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      out.println("</head>");
      out.println("<body bgcolor=white>");
      try
      {
        out.println("Current User: " + m_fsAPI.getCurrentUser().toString());
        out.println("<BR>");
      }
      catch (Exception e)
      {
        e.printStackTrace();
      }
      out.println("Directory of " + m_path);
      try
      {
        out.println("<TABLE BORDER=1>");
        out.println("<TR><TD>");
        out.println("<A HREF=\"/cmsdk/fl/?path=" + m_upPath 
          + "\">" + m_upPath + "</A>");
        out.println("</TD><TD>Folder</TD>");

        // ### Add a column to the table for the Text URL. ###
        out.println("<TD></TD></TR>");              
        if (m_fsAPI.listFolder(m_currentDirectory,"") != null)
        {
          for (int i=0; i < listLength ; i++)
          {
            if (m_fileList[i].isInstanceOf(m_folderClass)) 
            {
              out.println("<TR><TD>");
              out.println("<A HREF=\"/cmsdk/fl/?path=" + m_path 
                + m_fileList[i].getName()+
                "/\">"+ m_fileList[i].getName()+ "</A>");
              out.println("</TD><TD>Folder</TD>");
              out.println("<TD></TD></TR>");              
            }
            else
            {
              // ### If this is a CUSTOM document... ###
              if (m_fileList[i].isInstanceOf(m_custom))
              {
                  out.println("<TR><TD>");
              
                  out.println("<A HREF=\"/cmsdk/content" + m_path 
                    + m_fileList[i].getName()+ "\" target=\"_blank\">"
                    + m_fileList[i].getName()+ "</A>");
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                  out.println("</TD><TD>");
                  
                  // ### Add a link to the ShowTitle servlet. ###
                  out.println("<A HREF=\"/cmsdk/st/?filename="
                    + m_fileList[i].getName()+ "\" target=\"_blank\">");
                  out.println("Custom");
                  out.println("</TD><TD>");

                  // ### Add a link to the SimpleRenderer servlet. ###
                  out.println("<A HREF=\"/cmsdk/sr/?filename="
                    + m_fileList[i].getName()+ "\" target=\"_blank\">");
                  out.println("Text");
                  out.println("</TD></TR>");
              }
              else
              {
                  out.println("<TR><TD>");
                  out.println("<A HREF=\"/cmsdk/content" + m_path 
                    + m_fileList[i].getName()+ "\" target=\"_blank\">"
                    + m_fileList[i].getName()+ "</A>");
                  out.println("<TD>Document</TD>");
                  out.println("<TD></TD></TR>");
              }
            }
          }
        }
        out.println("</TABLE>");
      }
      catch (Exception caughtException)
      {
        out.println(caughtException);
      }
      out.println("<P>");

      // ### Add a button that calls the FileUpload servlet. ###
      out.println("<FORM NAME=upload METHOD=POST ACTION=/cmsdk/fu/>");
      out.println("<P><INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=Upload>");
      out.println("</FORM>");
      out.println("<FORM NAME=d METHOD=GET ACTION=/cmsdk/disconnector/>");
      out.println("<P><INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=Disconnect>");
      out.println("</FORM>");
      out.println("</body></html>");
      out.close();
    }
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  //Get Servlet information
  public String getServletInfo() {
    return "FileList Servlet: Used to display hierarchical directory"
      + " information from the Internet File System.";
  }
}

Deploy and Test the FileList Application
Deploy the application.  The example below lists the modifications that must be 
made to the web.xml file to support the servlets described in this chapter.

Example 12–7 Modifications to the web.xml file for the ParseRender application

 <!-- Parse and Render Application -->
 <servlet>
    <servlet-name> authenticator </servlet-name>
    
<servlet-class>oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender.Authenticator<
/servlet-class>
 </servlet>

  <servlet>
    <servlet-name> disconnector </servlet-name>
    
<servlet-class>oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender.Disconnector</
servlet-class>
 </servlet>

  <servlet>
    <servlet-name> fl </servlet-name>
    
<servlet-class>oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender.FileList</serv
let-class>
 </servlet>

  <servlet>
    <servlet-name> fu </servlet-name>
    
<servlet-class>oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender.FileUpload</se
rvlet-class>
 </servlet>
 
  <servlet>
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    <servlet-name> st </servlet-name>
    
<servlet-class>oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender.ShowTitle</ser
vlet-class>
 </servlet>

  <servlet>
    <servlet-name> sr </servlet-name>
    
<servlet-class>oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.samplewebui.parserender.SimpleRenderer
</servlet-class>
 </servlet>

 <servlet-mapping>
  <servlet-name> authenticator </servlet-name>
  <url-pattern> /authenticator </url-pattern>
 </servlet-mapping>
 
 <servlet-mapping>
  <servlet-name> authenticator </servlet-name>
  <url-pattern> /authenticator/* </url-pattern>
 </servlet-mapping>
 
 <servlet-mapping>
  <servlet-name> disconnector </servlet-name>
  <url-pattern> /disconnector </url-pattern>
 </servlet-mapping>
 
 <servlet-mapping>
  <servlet-name> disconnector </servlet-name>
  <url-pattern> /disconnector/* </url-pattern>
 </servlet-mapping>
 
 <servlet-mapping>
  <servlet-name> fl </servlet-name>
  <url-pattern> /fl </url-pattern>
 </servlet-mapping>
 
 <servlet-mapping>
  <servlet-name> fl </servlet-name>
  <url-pattern> /fl/* </url-pattern>
 </servlet-mapping>
 
 <servlet-mapping>
  <servlet-name> fu </servlet-name>
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  <url-pattern> /fu </url-pattern>
 </servlet-mapping>
 
 <servlet-mapping>
  <servlet-name> fu </servlet-name>
  <url-pattern> /fu/* </url-pattern>
 </servlet-mapping>
 
 <servlet-mapping>
  <servlet-name> st </servlet-name>
  <url-pattern> /st </url-pattern>
 </servlet-mapping>
 
 <servlet-mapping>
  <servlet-name> st </servlet-name>
  <url-pattern> /st/* </url-pattern>
 </servlet-mapping>
 
 <servlet-mapping>
  <servlet-name> sr </servlet-name>
  <url-pattern> /sr </url-pattern>
 </servlet-mapping>
 
 <servlet-mapping>
  <servlet-name> sr </servlet-name>
  <url-pattern> /sr/* </url-pattern>
 </servlet-mapping>

 <!-- End of Parse and Render Application -->

Running the Parse and Render Application
The application is now ready to run. Start by creating one or more HTML files to 
use as test files.

 Example 12–8, "sample.htm" shows a simple HTML file that is used in the next few 
screen shots.

Example 12–8 sample.htm

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Sample Title</TITLE>
</HEAD>
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<BODY BGCOLOR=LIGHTGREY>
<H1>Sample HTML File</H1>
Sample line 1.
<P>
Sample line 2.
<P>
Sample line 3.
<P>
</BODY>
</HTML>

Run the application by opening the Authenticator.java servlet, logging in and 
displaying the FileList servlet.

Click the Upload button to display the FileUpload servlet.
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 Click Browse... to locate the sample file you’ve created (or enter the path in the text 
field). Click the upload button.

The file name appears in the list.
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Click the file name to view it as an HTML file.
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Click the CUSTOM link to run the ShowTitle servlet and view the file with its Title 
attribute.
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Click the Text link to run the SimpleRenderer servlet and view the file as plain text. 
If you choose Save As..., you can save the file to your local disk as a text file.
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 Creating Custom Servers

The Oracle Content Management SDK (Oracle CM SDK) allows you to build 
custom protocol servers and agents. This chapter describes the process of creating, 
testing, and deploying custom protocol servers and agents. 

This chapter covers the following topics:

■ What Is a Server?

■ Creating a Custom Server

■ Testing a Custom Server

■ Deploying a Custom Server

■ Custom HTTP Servers

■ Examples

■ More Information
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What Is a Server?
An Oracle CM SDK server is a Java application that uses the Oracle CM SDK 
application development API and executes on an Oracle CM SDK node.

Not all Oracle CM SDK applications are servers. To be a server, an application must 
follow a prescribed pattern, described in this chapter. By following this pattern, you 
create an application that can be run on a node and monitored and administered 
using the Oracle CM SDK management tools. This offers several benefits:

■ Administrators can monitor and administer your server with the same tools 
they use for servers included with Oracle CM SDK. They don’t need to learn 
new user interfaces, and they have a central administration point.

■ You don’t need to create your own user interfaces for server management, 
speeding the development of your application.

■ By running on a node, your server can use the same Oracle CM SDK service as 
other servers, including those provided with Oracle CM SDK. This decreases 
the number of processes in the production environment, reduces the memory 
requirements of computers running the nodes, and decreases the number of 
database connections.

■ Oracle provides a set of tools to facilitate development of custom servers, 
further reducing application development time. These tools are described in 
this chapter.

However, not all Oracle CM SDK applications should be servers. Examples of 
applications that are poorly suited for the server pattern include:

■ Command-line utilities that perform an action specified by command-line 
arguments or a parameter file and then exit. Running these short-lived 
applications on a node would be inconvenient.

■ Applications that present a graphical user interface using the Java AWT or 
Swing libraries. Because Oracle CM SDK nodes run as middle-tier processes, 
they should not have graphical user interfaces.

Protocol Servers and Agents
It is useful to classify servers as either protocol servers or agents.

■ A protocol server interacts with client applications running in separate processes 
(typically, on separate computers) based on a mutual protocol. For example, the 
Oracle CM SDK FTP server interacts with FTP clients using the FTP protocol 
specified by RFC 959. A typical protocol server opens a TCP/IP server socket, 
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accepts connections from clients, and performs operations defined by the 
protocol in response to client requests.

■ An agent runs unattended and performs some prescribed operation, either 
periodically or in response to events triggered elsewhere. For example, the 
Oracle CM SDK Garbage Collection Agent wakes up at predefined intervals 
and performs a set of cleanup tasks on the Oracle CM SDK repository. The 
Oracle CM SDK Quota Agent performs operations both periodically and in 
response to events. In response to events generated as users create, modify, or 
remove content in Oracle CM SDK, it updates estimates of the storage space 
consumed by each user. To ensure these estimates remain accurate, it 
periodically recomputes users’ actual storage space.

Although protocol servers and agents serve different functions, the process of 
creating custom protocol servers and custom agents is quite similar. This chapter 
contains examples of each.

Server Status
Oracle CM SDK servers are simple-state machines. A server is always in one of six 
states:

■ Stopped. The server is loaded on the node, but is not currently running. This is 
a server ’s initial state. A stopped server should not perform any operations. For 
example, a stopped protocol server should not have any client connections.

■ Starting. The server has been requested to start running, but is not yet running.

■ Running. The server is running. This is the normal operational state of a server. 
For example, a running protocol server should service existing client 
connections and accept new connections.

■ Suspended. The server was running, but has been suspended. A server ’s 
behavior while suspended is server-defined. While suspended, a server would 
typically cease performing all normal operations or perform only a subset of 
normal operations. For example, a suspended protocol server might continue 
servicing existing client connections but not accept new connections.

■ Stopping. The server has been requested to stop running, but has not yet fully 
stopped.

■ Disposed. The server has been unloaded from the node. This is a server ’s 
terminal state.

Figure 13–1, "Server State Transitions" shows the allowed state transitions. The 
dashed line indicates an error condition.
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Figure 13–1 Server State Transitions

Server Management
Servers implement the oracle.ifs.management.domain.ServerInterface 
interface. This interface enumerates the six possible server statuses and declares a 
set of methods used to manage a server on an Oracle CM SDK node. Several of 
these ServerInterface methods request server state transitions:

■ start(): requests the server to start, changing the server’s status from 
“stopped” to “starting”, and then from “starting” to “running”.

■ stop(): requests the server to stop, changing the server’s status from 
“running” or “suspended” to “stopping”, and then from “stopping” to 
“stopped”.

■ suspend(): requests the server to suspend operation, changing the server’s 
status from “running” to “suspended”.

■ resume(): requests the server to resume operation, changing the server’s 
status from “suspended” to “running”.

■ dispose(): requests the server to unload itself from the node, changing the 
server ’s status from “stopped” to “disposed”.

Creating a Custom Server
This section discusses how to create a custom protocol server or agent. It begins by 
describing how to create a new Java class for the server, and then examines how to 
provide functionality frequently required by protocol servers and agents.

Creating a Server Class
Oracle CM SDK servers are subclasses of 
oracle.ifs.management.domain.Server, which implements the 
management ServerInterface. To create a new server, you can write a concrete 
subclass of Server. An easier approach, however, is to subclass 
oracle.ifs.management.domain.IfsServer, which is itself a Server 
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subclass. IfsServer provides default implementations for many of the abstract 
methods declared by Server, reducing the amount of code you need to write.

This remainder of this chapter assumes that you subclass IfsServer to create a 
new protocol server or agent. For more information on Server, refer to the Javadoc 
for that class.

Example 13–1 FingerServer

FingerServer is a simple protocol server that provides a Finger-like protocol (similar 
to RFC 1288). Its source code is distributed with Oracle CM SDK as an example of 
how to build a custom protocol server.

FingerServer’s main class, oracle.ifs.examples.servers.FingerServer, 
extends IfsServer.

public class FingerServer
    extends IfsServer

A server must provide a zero-argument constructor that declares it throws 
IfsException.

public FingerServer()
    throws IfsException

Generally, little work is performed by the server ’s constructor. When the 
constructor returns, the server has not been started, or even fully initialized.

Servers and Thread Safety
Protocol servers and agents often have a multiple concurrent threads. For example, 
a protocol server might have threads for:

■ Awaiting and creating new client connections. For example, a thread might 
block on the accept() method of java.net.ServerSocket.

■ Servicing existing connections. For example, threads might wait for a client’s 
request on a socket’s input stream, process that request, send a response on the 
socket’s output stream, and then wait for the next request from the client.

■ Monitoring and managing the server ’s status.

An agent might have threads for:

■ Performing periodic tasks.
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■ Receiving events of interest to the agent.

■ Monitoring and managing the agent’s status.

In addition to these threads, servers must respond to ServerInterface method 
calls, such as start() and stop(), made asynchronously by the Oracle CM SDK 
management tools.

In carrying out the server ’s work, its threads may jointly operate on an Oracle CM 
SDK session or other state held by the server. Correct operation of a server requires 
this to be done in a thread-safe manner.

IfsServer provides tools to simplify development of a thread-safe server. It 
allows timers and ServerInterface methods running in multiple threads to 
enqueue requests in a per-server request queue. Similarly, incoming events can be 
enqueued in a per-server event queue. These requests and events can then be 
dequeued and processed by a single “administration thread” of the server. 
Delegating these requests and events to a single thread prevents race conditions in 
their processing.

The Server Lifecycle
Over the life of a server, five methods are called by the node:

■ initialize()

■ preRun()

■ run()

■ postRun()

■ dispose()

Figure 13–2, "Server Lifecycle" illustrates the sequence in which a node invokes 
these five lifecycle methods, and the relationship between these methods and the 
server ’s status.
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Figure 13–2 Server Lifecycle

Your protocol server or agent can implement these five methods to perform its 
processing. You must implement the run() method. IfsServer provides default 
implementations for the other four methods.

The initialize() method is called only once, immediately after the server is 
constructed when it is loaded onto the node. Each time the server is started, 
preRun() is called to perform server-specific initialization. Once preRun() 
returns, run() is called to perform the server’s work. The run() method continues 
until either the server is requested to stop or the server encounters an error from 
which it cannot recover without stopping. When run() exits, postRun() is called 
to perform any cleanup. Once postRun() returns, the server is stopped. It remains 
stopped until either it is started again (causing preRun(), run(), and postRun() 
to be invoked in sequence, just like the first time), or it is unloaded from the node. 
When the server is unloaded from the node, dispose() is called to perform any 
final cleanup.

For IfsServer subclasses, run() should execute in the “administration thread” of 
the server, processing requests and events queued by other threads. To do this, 
implement run() as shown in Example 13–2, "Implementing the Run Method in 
the Administration Thread"

Example 13–2 Implementing the Run Method in the Administration Thread

public void run()
{
    //
    // The run method should return when stopRequested returns
    // true, or when an exception is thrown from which the 
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    // IfsServer cannot recover.  This code is boilerplate.
    //
    
    while (!stopRequested())
    {
        try
        {
            handleRequests();
            processEvents();
            waitServer();
        }
        catch (Throwable t)
        {
            //
            // The run method is not allowed to throw an unchecked
            // exception, so if something goes wrong, just log it.
            // Notice that we catch Throwable, not Exception, so
            // that if an Error occurs, it gets logged.
            //
            
            log(LEVEL_LOW, t);
        }
    }
}

FingerServer’s run() method is identical to this template.

The Runtime Environment of a Server
When a node loads a server, it provides the server with the following information:

■ Server name

■ Server configuration parameters

■ Name of the service against which the server should operate

IfsServer provides methods for a server to access this and other information.

■ getName() returns the server’s name.

■ getParameterTable() returns the name/value pairs comprising the server 
configuration parameters.

■ getServiceName() returns the name of the service against which the server 
should operate; getService() returns the LibraryService itself.
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■ getStatus() returns the server’s integer status. The status values are 
enumerated by constants in ServerInterface. The static toStatusLabel 
methods convert an integer status to a localized string.

■ The log methods allow strings and Throwables to be logged in the node’s log 
file. These methods take an integer argument that specifies the logging level of 
the message. The valid logging levels are enumerated by constants in Server. 
The message will not be logged if the node’s logging level is less than that of the 
message.

Session Management
Servers can create and use Oracle CM SDK sessions in the normal way. However, a 
server should never start its own service. Instead, it should use the service specified 
by the getService() and getServiceName() methods. On a properly 
configured node, this service will have been started before the server is loaded. 
Example 13–3 shows how to create a session against this service.

Example 13–3 Creating a Session Against an Existing Service

LibraryService service = getService();

CleartextCredential credential =
    new CleartextCredential(username, password);

// The application name is displayed in Oracle 9iFS Manager.
// Setting it is optional, but allows administrators to see
// which servers created which sessions.
String serverName = getName();
ConnectOptions options = new ConnectOptions();
options.setApplicationName(serverName);

LibrarySession session = service.connect(credential, options);

When a server stops, it should ensure all sessions it created have been disconnected.

System Sessions
Servers often use system sessions to perform certain operations. A system session is a 
session that the server creates when it starts, prior to any user interaction. 
IfsServer provides methods to create and manage a single system session, called 
the default session.
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■ connectSession() creates and returns the server ’s default session. If the 
server already has a default session (because this method was previously 
invoked), it is returned.

■ disconnectSession() disconnects the server’s default session.

■ getSession() returns the server’s default session, or null if the server has no 
default session.

■ checkSession() returns the server’s default session, performing additional 
checks to ensure the session is still connected and valid. 

■ In creating the default session, IfsServer uses five server configuration 
parameters:

■ IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User. The username. Required.

■ IFS.SERVER.SESSION.ApplicationName. The ConnectOptions 
application name. Optional; defaults to the server ’s name.

■ IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Language. The ConnectOptions 
locale language. Optional.

■ IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Country. The ConnectOptions locale 
country. Optional.

■ IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Variant. The ConnectOptions locale 
variant. Optional.

Guest Sessions
Protocol servers often allow anonymous, or guest, access without requiring the user 
to authenticate. IfsServer allows a server to create guest sessions without a 
password. To do this, use the getCredential(String) method to obtain a 
credential. Example 13–4 demonstrates this technique.

Example 13–4 Creating a Session for the User Named "Guest"

LibraryService service = getService();
Credential credential = getCredential(“guest”);

// The application name is displayed in Oracle 9iFS Manager.
// Setting it is optional, but allows administrators to see
// which servers created which sessions.
String serverName = getName();
ConnectOptions options = new ConnectOptions();
options.setApplicationName(serverName);
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LibrarySession session = service.connect(credential, options);

Because it can create a valid credential for any specified Oracle CM SDK user, a 
server should use the getCredential(String) method carefully.

Handling Requests

Starting and Stopping a Server
When a server is started, the preRun() method is called by the node. You can 
override this method to perform initialization appropriate for your server. For 
example, this method could create a system session and open the server socket of a 
protocol server.   If preRun() returns without throwing an exception, run() is 
automatically called to instruct the server to perform its normal operation.

The run() method should continue until the server is requested to stop or the 
server encounters an error from which it cannot recover. The canonical run() loop, 
whose code appears in "The Server Lifecycle" section, calls stopRequested() to 
check whether the server should stop.

When the server is requested to stop, handleStopRequest() is called. By default, 
this method simply causes subsequent calls to stopRequested() to return true. 
You can override handleStopRequest() to conditionally veto stop requests.

When run() exits, whether normally or by throwing an exception, postRun() is 
called. The postRun() method is also called if preRun() throws an exception. 
You can override the postRun() method to perform cleanup activities. For 
example, this method should disconnect any sessions created by the server, close 
any sockets it opened, and stop any threads it started. When postRun() returns, 
the server should be fully stopped and have released any system resources acquired 
as it ran.

Suspending and Resuming a Server
A server can optionally support suspend/resume functionality. The method 
supportsSuspendResume() indicates whether the server can be suspended. The 
method returns false by default. You can override it to enable suspend/resume.

Example 13–5 Enabling Suspend/Resume Using an Override

public boolean supportsSuspendResume()
    throws IfsException
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{
    //
    // We call super, since it performs some error checking on
    // our behalf, such as making sure this IfsServer has not
    // been disposed.
    //
    
    super.supportsSuspendResume();

    return true;
}

When an administrator suspends or resumes the server, 
handleSuspendRequest() and handleResumeRequest() are called. The 
behavior of a suspended server is server-defined. Override these two methods to 
implement behavior appropriate for your server.

Disposing a Server
The dispose() method is called when a server is requested to unload itself from 
the node. You can override this method, either to perform final cleanup tasks or to 
veto the dispose request. Unless you wish to veto the dispose request, be sure to call 
super.dispose().

Using a Timer
IfsServer provides a timer that your server can use to trigger periodic 
operations. The behavior of the timer is controlled by three server configuration 
parameters:

■ IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod. How often the timer expires. 
Example values: 4h (every four hours), 90m (every 90 minutes), 60s (every 60 
seconds), 3500 (every 3500 milliseconds).

■ IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialTimeOfDay. The time at which the timer first 
expires: Example values: 3:30:30 (3:30 a.m.), 20:00:00 (8:00 p.m.).

■ IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialDelay. The time before the first timer 
expiration. Example values: 4h (four hours), 90m (90 minutes), 60s (60 
seconds), 3500 (3500 milliseconds).

Here are some sample timer configurations:

■ Every 10 minutes:
IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod=10m
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■ Every 10 minutes, starting one hour from now:
IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod=10m

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialDelay=1h

■ Every 10 minutes, starting at 3:30 a.m.:
IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod=10m

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialTimeOfDay=3:30:00

■ Once a day, starting at 3:30 a.m.:
IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod=24h

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialTimeOfDay=3:30:00

IfsServer provides a set of methods to control the timer:

■ startTimer() starts the server ’s timer.

■ stopTimer() stops the timer.

■ isTimerActive() gets whether the timer has been started.

■ getLastTimerExpiration() gets when the timer last expired.

■ getNextTimerExpiration() gets when the timer will next expire.

Each time the timer expires, the handleTimerExpired() method is called. 
Override this method to perform periodic operations.

Responding to Events
Whenever a LIBRARYOBJECT is created, updated, or removed from the Oracle CM 
SDK repository, an event is posted on that object. Sessions can register to receive 
events generated by both their own actions and those of other sessions.

Events are instances of oracle.ifs.common.IfsEvent. Its methods include:

■ getId() returns the id of the LIBRARYOBJECT that posted the event.

■ getClassId() returns the id of the LIBRARYOBJECT’s classobject.

■ getSessionId() returns the id of the session that posted the event.

■ getEventType() and getEventSubtype() get whether the 
LIBRARYOBJECT was created, updated, removed, or affected in some special 
way. Event types and subtypes are enumerated by constants in IfsEvent.

Servers, and agents in particular, are often event-driven. To receive events, the 
agent’s system session (or some other session held by the agent) registers for events 
of interest by calling the registerEventHandler and 
registerClassEventHandler methods of LibrarySession.
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■ The registerEventHandler(LibraryObject, IfsEventHandler) 
method registers for events on a single LIBRARYOBJECT.

■ The registerClassEventHandler(ClassObject, boolean, 
IfsEventHandler) method registers for events on any instance of a specified 
classobject (and, optionally, the subclasses of that classobject).

The IfsEventHandler argument specifies a callback object. Whenever the session 
receives an event for which it has registered, it will call handleEvent(IfsEvent) 
on this object. For servers, the easiest approach is for the server to itself implement 
the IfsEventHandler interface.

public class MyAgent
    extends IfsServer
    implements IfsEventHandler

Servers usually register for events in their  preRun() methods. For each call to 
registerEventHandler or registerClassEventHandler in preRun(), 
there should be a corresponding call to deregisterEventHandler or 
deregisterClassEventHandler in postRun().

Example 13–6 Registering for Events in the preRun() Method

public void preRun()
    throws Exception
{
    LibrarySession session = connectSession();

    // Register for events on the root folder.
    Folder rootFolder = session.getRootFolder();
    session.registerEventHandler(rootFolder, this);

    // Register for events on all Documents (and subs).
    Collection c = session.getClassObjectCollection();
    ClassObject co = (ClassObject)c.getItems(“DOCUMENT”);
    session.registerEventHandler(co, true, this);
}

public void postRun()
{
    try
    {
        LibrarySession session = getSession();

        // Deregister for events on the root folder.
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        Folder rootFolder = session.getRootFolder();
        session.deregisterEventHandler(rootFolder, this);

        // Deregister for events on all Documents (and subs).
        Collection c = session.getClassObjectCollection();
        ClassObject co = (ClassObject)c.getItems(“DOCUMENT”);
        session.deregisterEventHandler(co, true, this);

        disconnectSession();
    }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
        log(LEVEL_LOW, e);
    }
}

To process events in a thread-safe manner, the server’s handleEvent(IfsEvent) 
method should delegate event processing to the server ’s administration thread. To 
do this, have handleEvent(IfsEvent) call queueEvent(IfsEvent). This will 
cause processEvent(IfsEvent) to be called in the administration thread.

Example 13–7 Processing Events in a Thread-safe Manner

public void handleEvent(IfsEvent event)
    throws IfsException
{
    // Ignore “FREE” events (for example).
    // But process all other event types.

    if (event.getEventType() != IfsEvent.EVENTTYPE_FREE)
    {
        queueEvent(event);
    }
}

public void processEvent(IfsEvent event)
    throws Exception
{
    // This is where the server actually handles the event.
    // (This executes in the server’s administration thread.)

    // For example, log the event.
    log(LEVEL_MEDIUM, “Event received: “ + event.getId());
}
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Priority Management
A server can allow its priority to be managed. A server ’s priority can be from 1 to 10, 
inclusive. Servers with higher priority execute in preference to servers with lower 
priority. 

The supportsPriority() method indicates whether a server supports priority 
management. By default, this method returns true. You can override this method to 
disable priority management.

When an administrator sets a server’s priority, 
handlePriorityChangeRequest() is called. Override this method to perform 
tasks upon a priority change, such as setting the priority of all threads created by 
the server. To obtain the new priority of the server, call getPriority().

Service Configuration Parameters
When a server is loaded on a node, it is provided a set of service configuration 
parameters that can be retrieved by calling getParameterTable(). These service 
configuration parameters do not change over the life of the server.

IfsServer uses the following service configuration parameters:

■ IFS.SERVER.Class. The fully qualified classname of the server. Required.

■ IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User. The user for the server’s default session. 
Required if the default session is used.

■ IFS.SERVER.SESSION.ApplicationName. The ConnectOptions 
application name for the default session. Optional; defaults to the name of the 
server.

■ IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Language, 
IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Country, and 
IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Variant. The ConnectOptions locale for 
the default session, as Java-defined codes for language, country, and variant. 
Optional; if unspecified, no ConnectOptions locale is set for the default 
session.

■ IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod. The frequency of timer 
expirations. Required if the timer is used. Examples: 2500 (every 2.5 seconds), 
5s (every 5 seconds), 10m (every 10 minutes), 2h (every 2 hours).

■ IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialDelay. The delay before the first timer 
expiration. Optional. If no values are specified for both this and 
IFS.TIMER.InitialTimeOfDay, defaults to the value of 
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IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod. Examples: 2500 (every 2.5 
seconds), 5s (every 5 seconds), 10m (every 10 minutes), 2h (every 2 hours).

■ IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialTimeOfDay. The time of day of the first timer 
event. Optional. Overrides any value specified for 
IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialDelay. Examples: 3:30:00 (for 3:30 a.m.), 
20:00:00 (for 8:00 p.m.).

■ IFS.SERVER.TIMER.HourSuffix, IFS.SERVER.TIMER.MinuteSuffix, 
and IFS.SERVER.TIMER.SecondSuffix. Time unit suffixes. Optional; 
defaults to “H”, “M”, and “S” respectively.

■ IFS.SERVER.TIMER.TimeFormat. Time format. Optional; defaults to 
“HH:mm:ss”.

Your server can also introduce its own service configuration parameters.

Dynamic Properties
A server can optionally publish one or more named dynamic properties, whose 
values can change as the server executes. An administrator can monitor, and 
optionally change, the values of a server ’s dynamic properties using the Oracle CM 
SDK management tools.

IfsServer provides a set of methods for managing dynamic properties:

■ getProperties() returns all dynamic properties for the server as an 
AttributeValue array.

■ getProperty(String) gets the value of the specified property.

■ setProperty(AttributeValue) and setProperty(String, 
AttributeValue) set the value of the specified property.

■ isPropertyReadonly(String) returns whether or not the specified 
property can be changed by the administrator using the Oracle CM SDK 
management tools. By default, all dynamic properties are read-only. Override 
this method to set dynamic properties.

■ handlePropertyChangeRequest(AttributeValue) is called when a 
dynamic property is changed. Override this method to perform tasks in 
response to a property change. By default, the method simply changes the value 
of the requested property.
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Testing a Custom Server
In addition to running on an Oracle CM SDK node, a custom server can run as a 
standalone Java application. Standalone mode is convenient for preliminary testing 
of custom servers; however, it should not be used for production systems.

Normally, a server obtains its server configuration parameters from the node. 
However, for standalone mode, the server obtains this information from a file of 
name/value pairs.

To run your custom server in standalone mode, you need to add a Java static 
main(String[]) method to your IfsServer subclass. In addition to providing 
an application entry point, this method must perform several tasks that would 
normally be handled by the node. These are:

■ Creating an oracle.ifs.common.ParameterTable containing the server 
configuration parameters.

■ Starting a service.

■ Constructing an instance of the server.

■ Initializing the server.

■ Starting the server.

Example 13–8 shows the main method for FingerServer. You can use this as a 
template for your own servers.

Example 13–8 The Main Method for FingerServer

public static void main(String[] args)
    throws Exception
{
    //
    // If something goes wrong we want verbose exception messages.
    //
    
    IfsException.setVerboseMessage(true);

    //
    // Construct a parameter table from command-line arguments.
    //
    
    ParameterTable pt = new ParameterTable(args, "parameterfile");

    //
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    // Extract some additional parameters required for standalone
    // operation.
    //

    String serviceName =
        pt.getString("IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.FINGER.TEST.Service");
        
    String schemaPassword = pt.getString(
        "IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.FINGER.TEST.SchemaPassword");

    //
    // Start a service against which to run a FingerServer.
    //
    
    LibraryService.startService(serviceName, schemaPassword);

    //
    // Construct, initialize, and start a FingerServer.
    //

    FingerServer server = new FingerServer();

    server.initialize("Finger", serviceName, schemaPassword,
        pt, null, LEVEL_HIGH);

    server.start();
}
With a main method, you can start your server in standalone mode. For example, to 
start FingerServer in standalone mode, type the following command line:

java -mx64M oracle.ifs.examples.servers.FingerServer
  parameterfile=FingerServer.def
  IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.FINGER.TEST.Service=IfsDefault
  IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.FINGER.TEST.SchemaPassword=ifssys

Deploying a Custom Server
To deploy a custom server, you must:

■ Create a server configuration. Use Oracle CM SDK Manager to create a server 
configuration defining the server configuration parameters for your server. 
Include a parameter named IFS.SERVER.Class whose value is the fully 
qualified classname of your server.
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■ Update a node configuration. If you want your server to be automatically 
loaded and started on a node, use Oracle CM SDK Manager to update the 
configuration of that node. Add a new server to this node, specifying the:

■ Server name

■ Server configuration object providing the server’s configuration parameters

■ Whether the server is active. Inactive servers are not automatically loaded 
by the node.

■ Name of the service against which the server should operate

■ Priority of the server

■ Whether the server is automatically started once loaded

Custom HTTP Servers
The process for creating and deploying a custom Oracle CM SDK server that runs 
inside the Apache web server is identical to that described in this chapter. However, 
there are some additional considerations for HTTP servers:

■ If you create a custom HTTP servlet that uses the custom server, you need a 
mechanism for the HTTP servlet to obtain a reference to the server so that you 
can invoke methods on the server. One approach is for the server’s class to 
provide a public static method that returns a singleton instance of the 
server. (This method’s implementation could use a class variable set by the 
server ’s initialize method.)

■ The servlet’s init method should call the static createNode(HttpServlet) 
method of oracle.ifs.management.domain.HttpNodeUtilities to 
construct the Oracle CM SDK node in the Apache web server ’s Java VM. (This 
call is not necessary if you continue to load the DavIfsServlet supplied with 
Oracle CM SDK on the Apache web server. The createNode method has no 
effect if the node is already constructed.)

Examples

Oracle CM SDK provides two examples of custom servers:

■ FingerServer. oracle.ifs.examples.servers.FingerServer is a simple 
protocol server that provides a Finger-like protocol (similar to RFC 1288).
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■ LoggingAgent. oracle.ifs.examples.servers.LoggingAgent is a 
simple event-based agent.

Fully commented source code and server configuration files (for standalone testing) 
are provided for each server. 

More Information
Additional sources of information on custom servers:

■ The Javadoc for the oracle.ifs.management.domain package.

■ The custom server examples, FingerServer and LoggingAgent.
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 Implementing Versioning

This chapter explains how the Oracle Content Management SDK (Oracle CM SDK) 
implements versioning, and introduces strategies for implementing versioning in a 
custom application.

This chapter covers the following topics:

■ What Is Versioning?

■ Versioning Classes

■ Implementing Versioning Applications

■ Sample Code
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What Is Versioning?
Versioning is the systematic retention of changes made to an object throughout its 
life cycle. For example, versioning enables you to track all changes made to a 
document’s content and attributes by recording who made a change, when, and in 
what sequence. 

You can keep backups of each version of a document as a record of what the 
document looked like at a particular point in time. With a non-versioned document, 
changes overwrite the original content. With a document that implements 
versioning, changes result in a new version being created, in addition to the 
original.

Versioning also enables you to manage authoring and publishing processes by 
enforcing business rules for how changes can be made to an object. 

The Oracle CM SDK versioning model is serial. You can ensure that only one author 
can edit a document at a time with check in/check out functionality. An author can 
check out the document to prevent other authors from updating the document 
while making changes. As the author edits the document, the changes can be stored 
temporarily until the new version is completed. When finished, the author can 
check in the new version of the document for other authors to use. 
Check-in/check-out functionality ensures that each author is working with the right 
version of the document and prevent multiple authors from overwriting each 
others' work. 

Using versioning in an application requires a careful balance between user 
requirements and system resources. Documents are the most commonly versioned 
objects in a content management system. Creating new versions of documents 
provides a history of revisions for mission-critical information, but also has an 
impact on storage space and, potentially, system performance. You must carefully 
balance the need for versioning documents with the overall effect on performance.

Versioning Object Model
Oracle CM SDK provides a flexible versioning model capable of supporting a wide 
variety of processes for authoring and publishing information. Most PublicObjects 
can be versioned. PublicObjects are objects that Oracle CM SDK users can access, 
such as documents and folders. These objects descend from PublicObject in the 
Oracle CM SDK class hierarchy. By default, only the Document class is set to be 
versionable. If you plan to version other classes of objects, take into account the disk 
space and performance cost involved. For the purpose of illustration, this chapter 
focuses on how documents are versioned.
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The four main versioning classes in Oracle CM SDK are Family, VersionSeries, 
VersionDescription,  and Document.

A nonversioned document in the repository is represented as an instance of the 
Document class, or a custom class that extends Document. The instance possesses 
structured information describing the document, such as Name, Owner, and 
CreationDate. These are represented as attributes on the Document class. 
Documents also possess unstructured content represented as an instance of 
ContentObject referenced by the ContentObject attribute on the Document class.

When a document is versioned, Oracle CM SDK creates three additional types of 
objects to manage all of the versions created during the document's life cycle: a 
Family, VersionSeries, and VersionDescription, illustrated in Figure 14–1.

Figure 14–1 Versioning Objects

■ Family: When a Document is versioned, the Family Object represents the 
document, collecting all the versions created for the document.

Note: The isVersionable() method on the ClassObject class 
can be used to determine whether instances of a specific class can 
be versioned.
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■ VersionSeries: The Family groups the versions into VersionSeries, which 
represent a series of sequential changes made to the document. Each version in 
a VersionSeries represents the state of the document at a particular point in 
time. The order of the versions in the VersionSeries represents the order in 
which changes were made to the document.

■ VersionDescription: Within a VersionSeries, each version of the document is 
represented by a VersionDescription describing the context of the version 
within the series, such as its sequence number (such as 1, 2, 3). Each 
VersionDescription references the instance of Document that contains the 
attributes and content for that particular version of the document.

The Oracle CM SDK implements a serial versioning model in which a document's 
Family includes one VersionSeries that contains all of the document's versions. 
Versions are created sequentially, one after another. 

Different VersionDescriptions in a VersionSeries can reference different classes of 
objects, therefore representing changes in the state of a document from one class to 
another. For example, the first version of a document may have been a 
RequirementsDocument (subclass of Document), which was changed into a 
DesignSpecification in the second version.

VersionDescriptions can also reference the same instance of Document. For 
example, a document may have a Work-In-Progress VersionSeries and a Published 
VersionSeries. The third version of the Work-In-Progress VersionSeries may represent 
the first version in the Published VersionSeries. In this case, the VersionDescriptions 
representing the third Work-In-Progress version and first Published version can 
reference the same instance of Document.

Versioning Classes
Oracle CM SDK provides a Java API with which you can build custom applications 
that implement versioning functionality. Table 14–1, "Document Attributes and 
Methods", Table 14–2, "Family Attributes and Methods", Table 14–3, "VersionSeries 
Attributes and Methods", and Table 14–4, "VersionDescription Attributes and 
Methods" list the key attributes and methods of each of the versioning classes in the 
Java API. For a complete description of these classes, please refer to the Javadoc.

Document Class
Ultimately, all versions of a document are stored as instances of the Document class.   
When users modify a document, an application can enable the following actions:
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1. Overwrite the current version of the document. To overwrite the changes, the 
application would modify the Document instance referenced by the 
VersionDescription for that version.

2. Create a new version of the document. To create a new version, the application 
would create a new VersionDescription in the VersionSeries which references a 
new Document instance containing the changes. 

The Document class has a set of key attributes to keep track of changes made to the 
document. Most of these attributes and methods, shown in Table 14–1, "Document 
Attributes and Methods", are inherited from the superclass PublicObject, and can be 
used to version other types of objects. In addition, the Document class provides 
attributes and methods for working with a document's content.

When a user makes changes to a document, the application can allow the user to 
replace the attribute values or content of the document without creating a new 
version of the document. To support this feature, the PublicObject possesses 
attributes to track the date and user who originally created and last modified the 
document. The PublicObject class also possesses a Family attribute, which makes it 
easy to locate the Family of a versioned document.

Table 14–1 Document Attributes and Methods

Attribute / Method Purpose

Creator getCreator() Store and retrieve the DirectoryUser who initially created this 
instance of the document (or PublicObject).

CreateDate 
getCreateDate()

Store and retrieve the date when the document was initially 
created.

Modifier getLastModifer() Retrieve the DirectoryUser who last modified this instance of 
the document. Optionally, users can modify an instance of the 
document without versioning it. For example, a user can 
replace the content of an nonversioned document. Or, a user 
can update the value of an attribute on the document's first 
version.

LastModifiedDate 
getLastModifuDate()

Retrieve the date that this instance of the document was last 
modified.

Family getFamily() Retrieve the Family object that represents the “living 
document.” A document can only belong to one Family.

isVersioned() Determine if the document has been versioned.

isVersionable() Determine if the class is versionable.
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Family Class
When a document is versioned, Oracle CM SDK creates an instance of the Family 
class to manage all of the versions created for the document during its life cycle. A 
versioned document can belong to only one Family. The attributes and methods 
important for managing a family are shown in Table 14–2, "Family Attributes and 
Methods".

"Resolving Versioned Documents" describes in detail how 
getResolvedPublicObject(), DefaultVersionDescription, and 

lock() unlock() Obtain and release locks on the document.

ContentObject 
getContentObject() 
getContentReader() 
getContentStream() 
setContent()

Store, retrieve, and update a document's content. 

Table 14–2 Family Attributes and Methods

Attribute / Method Purpose

PrimaryVersionSeries 
getPrimaryVersionSeries() 
setPrimaryVersionSeries()

Specify and access the primary version series for the 
document. A Family includes only one VersionSeries, 
which is the PrimaryVersionSeries. In future releases 
this may be used to support multiple VersionSeries in a 
Family.

getResolvedPublicObject() Access the version of the document that represents the 
current state of the “living document.” For example, 
when a user double-clicks a versioned document to 
view its content, Oracle CM SDK returns the version 
specified in the DefaultVersionDescription attribute. If 
not specified, Oracle CM SDK returns the last version 
of the primary version series to represent the current 
state of a versioned document. 

DefaultVersionDescription 
getDefaultVersionDescription() 
setDefaultVersionDescription()

A custom versioning application can use these 
attributes and methods to explicitly set the default 
version to be a version of the document other than the 
last version in the primary version series. 

Table 14–1 Document Attributes and Methods

Attribute / Method Purpose
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PrimaryVersionSeries are used to resolve the current state of a versioned 
document.

VersionSeries Class
A VersionSeries represents a series of sequential changes (versions) made to a 
document. The attributes and methods for managing these changes are shown in 
Table 14–3, "VersionSeries Attributes and Methods".

Table 14–3 VersionSeries Attributes and Methods

Attribute / Method Purpose

getFirstVersionDescription() Access the first version in the version series.

LastVersionDescription
getLastVersionDescription()

GetLastVersionDescription()Used to store and access 
the last version in the version series.

getVersionDescriptions()
getVersionDescriptions(int index)
getNextVersionDescription()
getPreviousVersionDescription()

Access an array of all versions in the version series, a 
specific version in a version series, and the next or 
previous version in a version series.

DefaultVersionDescription
getDefaultVersionDescription()
setDefaultVersionDescription()

A custom versioning application can use these 
attributes and methods to explicitly set the default 
version to be a version of the document other than the 
last version in the primary version series. 

Reservor 
ReservationDate
ReservationComments
reserveNext() 
unReserve() 
isReserved()
isReservedByCurrentUser()
getReservor()
getReservationDate()
getReservationComment()

Reserve and unreserve the VersionSeries so that other 
users won't create a new version in the series while a 
specific user is making changes. Oracle CM SDK keeps 
track of when and by whom the version series was 
reserved, and any comments the user may have 
provided.

WorkPath 
getWorkPath()

When a user is making changes to a document, the 
versioning application can allow the user to copy the 
document to the authoring client's local operating 
system. The WorkPath attribute can be used to track 
the path to the exported copy.  

NOTE: Oracle CM SDK clients and protocols do not 
use the WorkPath attribute to provide this 
functionality.
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"Making a Document Versioned" describes in detail how these methods and 
attributes can be used to version a document. 

VersionDescription Class
A VersionDescription describes a version of a document within the context of a 
version series. The attributes and methods for working with a specific version of a 
document are shown in Table 14–4, "VersionDescription Attributes and Methods".

newVersion() Create a new version in the version series. 

VersionLimit 
setVersionLimit()

The number of versions that is retained in the version 
series.

Table 14–4 VersionDescription Attributes and Methods

Attribute / Method Purpose

VersionSeries 
VersionNumber
RevisionComment
getVersionSeries()
getVersionNumber()
getRevisionComment()

Track the version series to which this version belongs, the 
sequence number assigned to the version within the 
version series, and any comments supplied by the user 
when creating the version.

VersionLabel
getVersionLabel()
setVersionLabel()

The VersionLabel attribute stores a custom label for the 
version in the version series. A versioning application can 
store a version label that complies with an organization's 
revision numbering scheme. For example, while Oracle CM 
SDK automatically numbers the versions with sequential 
integers (1, 2, 3), the organization may want to label the 
versions (Draft A, Draft B, Draft C, Release 1.0).

isLatestVersionDescription() Determine if the version is the last version in the version 
series.

PublicObject
getPublicObject()

Each version of a document is ultimately stored as an 
instance of the Document class. The PublicObject attribute 
on the VersionDescription references the document instance 
that constitutes that version. The getPublicObject() method 
is used to obtain the document, or PublicObject.

Table 14–3 VersionSeries Attributes and Methods

Attribute / Method Purpose
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Implementing Versioning Applications
You can use the versioning classes to provide versioning functionality in a custom 
application. For example, versioning applications can create a new version in three 
steps:

1. Check out the document.

2. Check in the changes as a new version of the document.

To implement this functionality, the versioning application uses the following API 
calls:

1. The application calls the reserveNext() method on the document's 
VersionSeries object to prevent other users from making changes at the same 
time. The application sets the Reservor, ReservationDate, 
ReservationComments, and WorkPath attributes on the VersionSeries to 
provide users with information about who, why, and when it was reserved.

2. When the user edits the document, the changes are to be stored as a new 
version of the document.  The application creates a new instance of the 
Document class to store the modified content and attributes.  Then, the 
application calls the newVersion() method to create a new 
VersionDescription and set the values for the new version's VersionLabel, 
RevisionComments, and PublicObject. It sets the PublicObject attribute on the 
new VersionDescription to reference the new Document instance.

This section demonstrates how to use the Java API to build a custom application 
with serial versioning functionality for documents by performing the following 
basic versioning tasks:

■ Making a Document Versioned

■ Checking Out a Document

■ Checking in a New Version

■ Cancelling a Check Out on a Document

Note: Previous releases of the Oracle CM SDK allowed iterative 
changes to be held temporarily in a PendingPublicObject on the 
VersionSeries.  The PendingPublicObject attribute and related 
methods have been deprecated in this release.
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■ Foldering a Versioned Document

■ Resolving Versioned Documents

■ Viewing the Document History

■ Deleting a Specific Document Version

■ Deleting a Versioned Document

Making a Document Versioned
By default, when a document is first created in the repository, it is not versioned. To 
allow users to version the document, your application must first create the 
infrastructure objects for a versioned document: Family, VersionSeries, and 
VersionDescription. 

To make a document versioned, follow these steps:

1. Fetch the document.

2. (Optionally) Create a FamilyDefinition.

3. (Optionally) Create a VersionSeriesDefinition and specify that it belongs to the 
Family.

4. Create a VersionDescriptionDefinition and specify that it belongs to the 
VersionSeries and references the document.

5. Pass the VersionDescriptionDefinition to the LibrarySession to create the 
Family, VersionSeries, and VersionDescription objects for the document and 
return the VersionDescription.

6. From the VersionDescription object, you can access the other components of the 
versioned document.

You don’t have to explictly create definitions for all four components of a versioned 
document (e.g., DocumentDefinition, VersionDescriptionDefinition, 
VersionSeriesDefintion, FamilyDefinition).  Alternatively, you can use a 
VersionDescriptionDefinition which references the Document to be versioned. 
When the VersionDescriptionDefinition is passed to the LibrarySession, Oracle CM 
SDK will automatically create all four components of the versioned document. 
From these two definition objects, Oracle CM SDK can create the other components. 
Example 14–1 illustrates how to make a document versioned by explicitly defining 
all components.  Example 14–2 illustrates how to uses a 
VersionDescriptionDefinition to implicitly create the components of a versioned 
document.
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You can use the SecuringPublicObject attribute to control access to all components 
of a versioned document in one place. You can apply one component’s 
AccessControlList to all components of the versioned document by referencing that 
component in the other components’ SecuringPublicObject attribute. When the 
SecuringPublicObject attribute is set, Oracle CM SDK will automatically use the 
referenced object’s AccessControlList to control access to the referencing object. 
When you make an existing document versioned, Oracle CM SDK will 
automatically set the SecuringPublicObject attribute on the Document, 
VersionDescription, and VersionSeries to reference the document’s Family. When 
you create a new versioned document, you must explicitly set the 
SecuringPublicObject attribute, as illustrated in Example 14–2.

Example 14–1 Making a Document Versioned

1. Assume that the application has obtained the document.

Document doc = ...

2. Optionally create the FamilyDefinition.

FamilyDefinition fd = new FamilyDefinition ( session );
fd.setAttribute( PublicObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE ,
                 AttributeValue.newAttributeValue ( po.getName() ) );
AccessControlList acl = doc.getAcl();
fd.setAttribute(PublicObject.ACL_ATTRIBUTE,
                AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(acl));

3. Optionally create VersionSeriesDefinition.

VersionSeriesDefinition vsd = new VersionSeriesDefinition(session);
vsd.setFamilyDefinition(fd);

4. Create VersionDescriptionDefinition.

VersionDescriptionDefinition vdd = 
      new VersionDescriptionDefinition(session);
vdd.setPublicObject(doc);
vdd.setVersionSeriesDefinition(vsd);
vdd.setOwnerBasedOnPublicObjectOption ( true );

NOTE: To learn more about using the SecuringPublicObject 
attribute, see Chapter 15, "Security".
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5. Create the VersionDescription.

VersionDescription vd = 
     (VersionDescription) session.createPublicObject(vdd);

6. Access the VersionSeries and Family from the VersionDescriptions.

VersionSeries vs = vd.getVersionSeries();
Family family = vs.getFamily();

Example 14–2 Creating a New Versioned Document

1. Create the DocumentDefinition.

DocumentDefinition dd = new DocumentDefinition(session);
dd.setAttribute(Document.NAME_ATTRIBUTE, 
   AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(docname));

Collection formatColl = session.getFormatCollection();
Format fmt = (Format) formatColl.getItems("Text");
dd.setFormat(fmt);

dd.setContent("A new versioned document.");

Folder hf = session.getUser().getPrimaryUserProfile().getHomeFolder();
dd.setAddToFolderOption(hf);

2. Create the VersionDescriptionDefinition.

VersionDescriptionDefinition vdd = new VersionDescriptionDefinition(session);
vdd.setAttribute(VersionDescription.NAME_ATTRIBUTE, 
    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Versioning1 VersionDescription"));
vdd.setAttribute("VERSIONLABEL", 
    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Version 1.0"));
vdd.setPublicObjectDefinition(dd);

3. Pass the VersionDescriptionDefinition to the LibrarySession to implicitly create 
the Document, VersionDescription, VersionSeries, and Family, and return the 
VersionDescription.

VersionDescription vd = (VersionDescription)session.createPublicObject(vdd);

4. Use the VersionDescription to fetch the other components.

Family f = vd.getFamily();
VersionSeries vs = vd.getVersionSeries();
Document d = (Document) vd.getResolvedPublicObject();
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5. Set the SecuringPublicObject for the VersionDescription and VersionSeries to be 
the document’s Family.

d.setSecuringPublicObject(f);
vd.setSecuringPublicObject(f);
vs.setSecuringPublicObject(f);

Checking Out a Document
After making a document versioned, you can allow end users to check out the 
document. When a user checks out a document, other users cannot create new 
versions of the document. 

To check out a document, follow these steps:

1. Fetch the document.

2. Verify that the document is versioned.

3. Fetch the VersionSeries in which the new version will be created.

4. Verify that the VersionSeries is not already reserved, and that the document’s 
Family is not locked.

5. Reserve the VersionSeries by calling the reserveNext() method. The 
reserveNext() method reserves the VersionSeries to prevent other users 
from creating new versions in that series.

Example 14–3 Checking Out a Document

1. Assume that the application has already obtained the document.

Document doc ...

2. Verify that the document is versioned.

if (doc.isVersioned())
{

3. Fetch the VersionSeries that will contain the new version.

    Family family = doc.getFamily();
    VersionSeries vs = family.getPrimaryVersionSeries();

4. Verify that the VersionSeries is not already reserved and that the document’s 
Family is not locked.
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    if (!vs.isReserved() && !family.isLocked())
    {

5. Reserve the VersionSeries by calling the reserveNext() method.  The 
reserveNext() method reserves the VersionSeries to prevent other users from 
creating new versions in that series.

     vs.reserveNext(null,
                   "File Reserved By " + 
                    session.getDirectoryUser().getDistinguishedName());
    }
}

Checking in a New Version
When the author is finished making changes to the document, the changes can be 
checked in as a new version of the document. To check in the new document 
version, follow these steps:

1. Fetch the document.

2. Verify that the document is versioned and fetch the VersionSeries.

3. Verify that the VersionSeries is reserved by the current user.

4. Create a new DocumentDefinition to store the modifications.

5. Create a new VersionDescriptionDefinition for the new version that references 
the DocumentDefinition.

6. Call the newVersion() method to create the new document version.  The 
method implicitly unreserves the VersionSeries.

7. Set the SecuringPublicObject for the new VersionDescription and Document to 
the Family.

Example 14–4 Checking In a New Version

1. Assume that your application has already obtained the document.

Document doc .....

2. Verify that the document is versioned and fetch the VersionSeries.

if (doc.isVersioned())
{
    Family family = doc.getFamily();
    VersionSeries vs = family.getPrimaryVersionSeries();
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3. Verify that the document is checked out by the current user.

    if (vs.isReservedByCurrentUser() )
    {

4. Create a new DocumentDefinition to store the modifications.

       DocumentDefinition dd = new DocumentDefinition(session);
       dd.setAttribute(PublicObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
          AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("NewVersion.txt"));

       Collection formatColl = session.getFormatCollection();
       Format fmt = (Format) formatColl.getItems("Text");
       dd.setFormat(fmt);

       dd.setContent("    A new version of the versioned document.");

5. Create a new VersionDescriptionDefinition for the new version that references 
the DocumentDefinition.

        VersionDescriptionDefinition vdd = 
           new VersionDescriptionDefinition(session);
        vdd.setAttribute( PublicObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE, 
           AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Version2 VersionDescription"));
        vdd.setAttribute( "VERSIONLABEL",
           AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Version 2.0"));
        vdd.setPublicObjectDefinition(dd);

6. Create the new document version.

        vd = vs.newVersion(vdd);

7. Set the SecuringPublicObject on the new VersionDescription and Document to 
the Family.

         d = (Document) vd.getResolvedPublicObject();
         d.setSecuringPublicObject(f);
         vd.setSecuringPublicObject(f);
       }
    }
}
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Cancelling a Check Out on a Document
At any time while the document is checked out, the user can cancel the check out. 
Cancelling a check out will release the VersionSeries so that other users can check 
out the document.

To cancel a check out on a document, follow these steps:

1. Fetch the document.

2. Verify that the document is versioned and fetch the VersionSeries.

3. Verify that the VersionSeries is reserved by the current user.

4. Call the unReserve() method on the VersionSeries.

Example 14–5 Cancelling a Check Out on a Document

1. Assume that your application has already obtained the document.

Document doc .....

2. Verify that the document is versioned and fetch the VersionSeries.

if (doc.isVersioned())
{
    Family family = doc.getFamily();
    VersionSeries vs = family.getPrimaryVersionSeries();

3. Verify that the document is checked out by the current user.

    if (vs.isReservedByCurrentUser() )
    {

4. Cancel the check out by calling the unReserve() method on the VersionSeries.

      vs.unReserve();
    }
}

Viewing the Document History
After a document has been versioned, you can obtain a history of all changes made 
to the document, and access all retained document versions. To view the 
document’s history, follow these steps:

1. Fetch the document.

2. Verify that the document is versioned and fetch the VersionSeries.
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3. Fetch the VersionDescriptions in the VersionSeries and select the history 
information.

Example 14–6 Viewing the Document History

1. Assume that your application has already obtained the document.

Document doc .....

2. Verify that the document is versioned and fetch the VersionSeries.

if (doc.isVersioned())
{
    Family family = doc.getFamily();
    VersionSeries vs = family.getPrimaryVersionSeries();

3. Fetch the VersionDescriptions in the VersionSeries and select the history 
information.

    VersionDescription[] versions = vs.getVersionDescriptions();

    Document docVersion;
    Date lastModifyDate;
    Format fmt;
    Long size;
    PublicObject version;
    String versionName, format, lastModifier, revisionComment;
    VersionDescription vd;

    for (int i = 0; i < versions.length; i++)
    {
      vd = versions[i];
      version = vd.getPublicObject();
      versionName = version.getName();
      lastModifier = version.getLastModifier().getName();
      lastModifyDate = version.getLastModifyDate();
      revisionComment = vd.getRevisionComment();

      if (version instanceof Document)
      {
        docVersion = (Document) version;
        format = docVersion.getFormat().getName();
        size = docVersion.getContentSize();
      }
    }
}
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Deleting a Specific Document Version
Since each version created is retained in the repository, versioning documents will 
have an impact on the storage space and performance of the system. You can allow 
end users to keep the repository lean by deleting unnecessary versions.

To delete a document version, follow these steps:

1. Fetch the VersionDescription for the version to be deleted.

2. Optionally, verify that the VersionDescription is not the latest in the 
VersionSeries.

3. Delete the VersionDescription.

Example 14–7 Deleting a Specific Document Version

1. Assume that your application has already obtained the VersionDescription for 
the version being deleted.

VersionDescription vd = ...

2. Optionally, verify that the VersionDescription is not the latest in the 
VersionSeries.

if (!vd.isLatestVersionDescription())
{

3. Delete the VersionDescription.

    vd.free();
}

Deleting a Versioned Document
Deleting a versioned document is as easy as deleting a non-versioned document. 
When the free() method is called on a document’s Family, Oracle CM SDK 
automatically deletes its versioning components, including the VersionSeries, 
VersionDescriptions, and all instances of Document that represent a version of the 
document.

Example 14–8 Deleting a Versioned Document

1. Assume that your application has already obtained the document’s Family.

Document doc .....
Family family = doc.getFamily();
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2. Verify that the family is not locked.

if (!family.isLocked())
{

3. Delete the family.

    family.free();
}

Foldering a Versioned Document
Folders provide a way to organize and browse through the repository to access 
documents. When a nonversioned document is foldered, the folder directly 
references the document; that is, the instance of the Document class. However, 
when a document is versioned, the folder can reference any component of the 
versioned document: its Family, a VersionSeries, or a VersionDescription. This is 
useful for providing users with an easy way to access specific points in the 
document's life cycle for different purposes.

For example, a Release 1.0 Documentation Set folder was created to contain the 
documentation released with Oracle 9iFS 1.0. The folder references the specific 
version, Version 3, of the documentation delivered with that release. This is 
accomplished by foldering the VersionDescription that represents Version 3.

Example 14–9 Foldering a Specific Document Version

1. Obtain the VersionDescription for the document version to be foldered.

VersionDescription vd = ...

2. Obtain the folder.

Folder f = .....

3. Add the VersionDescription to the Folder.

f.addItem(vd);

Note: This release of the Oracle CM SDK protocol servers does not 
support foldering VersionSeries and VersionDescriptions. If you 
build a custom application which folders these objects, you must 
build a custom user interface to access the foldered objects.
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A Future Documentation folder may be created to contain the documentation set 
being developed for the next release of Oracle CM SDK. In this case, the folder 
references the Work-in-Progress VersionSeries. An author can access the document 
from here to obtain the latest version of the Work-in-Progress VersionSeries.

Example 14–10 Foldering a Specific VersionSeries

1. Obtain the folder.

Folder f = ....

2. Obtain the VersionSeries to be foldered.

Document doc = ....
Family family = doc.getFamily();
VersionSeries[] vss = family.getVersionSeries();

int i;
String vsName;
VersionSeries vs;

for (i = 0; i < vss.length; i++)
{
  vs = vss[i];
  vsName = vs.getName();

  if (vsName equals ("Work-in-Progress"))
  {

3. Add the VersionSeries to the Folder.

    f.addItem(vs);
    break;
  }
}

A Current Documentation folder may be created to make it easy for users to access 
the most recently published version of the documentation. This is accomplished by 
foldering the document's Family. General consumers can access the document 
version that is designated as the default version for the document's primary version 
series, the Published VersionSeries.

Example 14–11 Foldering a Document’s Family

1. Obtain the folder.
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Folder f = ....

2. Obtain the document’s Family.

Document doc = ....
Family family = doc.getFamily();

3. Add the Family to the Folder.

f.addItem(f);

When you make a document versioned, you can update all folders containing the 
document to reference the document’s Family. By referencing the document’s 
family, you will be assured that end users will retrieve the most current version of 
the document, rather than the first version of the document.

Example 14–12 Updating Folders when Making a Document Versioned

1. Assume that the application has already obtained the document.

Document doc = ....

Make a document versioned.
FamilyDefinition fd = new FamilyDefinition ( session );
fd.setAttribute( PublicObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE ,
                 AttributeValue.newAttributeValue ( po.getName() ) );
AccessControlList acl = doc.getAcl();
fd.setAttribute(PublicObject.ACL_ATTRIBUTE,
                AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(acl));

VersionSeriesDefinition vsd = new VersionSeriesDefinition(session);
vsd.setFamilyDefinition(fd);

VersionDescriptionDefinition vdd = 
      new VersionDescriptionDefinition(session);
vdd.setPublicObject(doc);
vdd.setVersionSeriesDefinition(vsd);
vdd.setOwnerBasedOnPublicObjectOption ( true );

2. Begin a transaction.

Transaction transaction = session.beginTransaction(); 

3. Start a try block to test the operations and catch any exceptions.

try 
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{
   VersionDescription vd = 
     (VersionDescription) session.createPublicObject(vdd);

4. Get the document’s Family.

   VersionSeries vs = vd.getVersionSeries();
   Family family = vs.getFamily();

5. Fetch all folders that reference document.

   Folder fldr;
   Folder[] fldrs = 
      doc.getFolderReferences();

6. Update each folder to reference the document’s Family instead of the Document 
instance.

   for(i=0; i < fldrs.length; i++)
   {
      fldr = fldrs[i];
      fldr.removeItem(doc);
      fldr.addItem(family);
   }

   session.completeTransaction(transaction);
}
catch (IfsException e)
{
  session.abortTransaction(transaction);
  throw e; 
}

Notes:

■ "Resolving Versioned Documents" describes how Oracle CM 
SDK resolves which version of a document should be returned 
when accessed from VersionDescription, VersionSeries, or 
Family.

■ Example 14–12 uses a transaction to ensure that all folders are 
updated when the document is versioned.  See Chapter 16, 
"Managing Sessions and Transactions" for instructions on how 
to use the transaction management capabilities of Oracle CM 
SDK.
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Resolving Versioned Documents
When a user tries to view a versioned document, which of its versions should 
represent its current state? The versioning model makes it possible to control how a 
document's current state is resolved. Furthermore, an application can configure a 
versioned document so that the document's state is resolved differently depending 
on which node in the versioning model is being accessed.

The Java API provides a method, getResolvedPublicObject(), to 
automatically resolve which document represents the current state of a specific 
version (the VersionDescription), a particular series of versions (the VersionSeries), 
or the 'living document' (the Family). Certain attributes on the Family and 
VersionSeries can be used by an application to control how the document's state is 
resolved.

The getResolvedPublicObject() method employs the following logic when 
being used to resolve each component of a versioned document.

■ VersionDescription. When the getResolvedPublicObject() method is 
called on a VersionDescription object, Oracle CM SDK returns the document 
referenced by the PublicObject attribute on the VersionDescription. 

■ VersionSeries. When the getResolvedPublicObject() method is called on 
a VersionSeries, Oracle CM SDK returns the resolved PublicObject for the 
VersionDescription referenced by the DefaultVersionDescription attribute on 
the VersionSeries. The DefaultVersionDescription attribute must be explicitly set 
by a versioning application. If this attribute has not been set, then Oracle CM 
SDK returns the resolved PublicObject for the VersionDescription referenced by 
LastVersionDescription attribute on the VersionSeries. The 
LastVersionDescription attribute is maintained by Oracle CM SDK to reference 
the last VersionDescription in the VersionSeries, and cannot be explicitly set. 

■ Family. When the getResolvedPublicObject() method is called on a 
document's Family, Oracle CM SDK returns the resolved PublicObject for the 
VersionDescription referenced by the DefaultVersionDescription attribute on 
the Family. The DefaultVersionDescription attribute must be explicitly set by a 
versioning application. If this attribute has not been set, then Oracle CM SDK 
returns the resolved PublicObject for the Family's PrimaryVersionSeries. 

Example 14–13 demonstrates how to use the getResolvedPublicObject() 
method on each component of a versioned document.

Example 14–13 Resolving the PublicObject for a Versioned Document

1. Assume that the application has already obtained the document.
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Document doc = ....

2. Calling the getResolvedPublicObject() method on the Document instance will 
just return itself.

PublicObject rpo = doc.getResolvedPublicObject();

3. Calling the getResolvedPublicObject() method on the document’s Family will 
return the Document instance referenced by the last DefaultVersionDescription 
attribute on Family, or the DefaultVersionDescription on the 
PrimaryVersionSeries, or the last VersionDescription in the 
PrimaryVersionSeries.

Family family = doc.getFamily();
PublicObject rpo = family.getResolvedPublicObject();

4. Calling the getResolvedPublicObject() method on a VersionSeries will return the 
Document instance referenced by DefaultVersionDescription on the 
VersionSeries, or the LastVersionDescription in the VersionSeries.

VersionSeries vs = f.getPrimaryVersionSeries();
PublicObject rpo = vs.getResolvedPublicObject();

5. Calling the getResolvedPublicObject() method on a VersionDescription will 
return the Document instance referenced by VersionDescription.

VersionDescription vd = vs.getLastVersionDescription();
PublicObject rpo = vd.getResolvedPublicObject();

Sample Code
Oracle CM SDK is installed with runnable sample code files for the examples in this 
chapter.  Sample code files are located in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/versioni
ng directory. Table 14–5 lists the sample code files and their corresponding 
examples.

Table 14–5 Example Sample Code Files

Example Sample Code File

Example 14–1, "Making a Document Versioned" MakePOVersioned.java
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Running the Java Sample Code Files
To run the Java sample code files, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the CLASSPATH on the host machine includes the Java API jar files.

2. With JDK 1.3, compile the sample code file in the <ORACLE_HOME>
/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/versioning 
directory.

Example 14–14 Compiling the Sample Code Files on Solaris

> cd $ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/vesrioning
> javac CreateNewVersionedPO.java

3. Check the file comments to determine if the file expects other files to be run 
beforehand.

4. Run the class and supply the arguments. The input values for the arguments 
will be displayed. All arguments must have a value. Some or all arguments will 
be defaulted if unspecified. The class will print the results to the screen.

Example 14–2, "Creating a New Versioned 
Document"

CreateNewVersionedPO.java

Example 14–3, "Checking Out a Document" CheckOutPO.java

Example 14–4, "Checking In a New Version" CheckInPO.java

Example 14–5, "Cancelling a Check Out on a 
Document"

CancelCheckOut.java

Example 14–6, "Viewing the Document History" ViewHistory.java

Example 14–7, "Deleting a Specific Document 
Version"

DeleteVersion.java

Example 14–8, "Deleting a Versioned Document" DeleteVersionedPO.java

Example 14–12, "Updating Folders when Making a 
Document Versioned"

FolderingFamily.java

Example 14–13, "Resolving the PublicObject for a 
Versioned Document"

ResolvePO.java

Example Sample Code File
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Example 14–15 Running the Sample Code Files on Solaris

> java oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.versioning.CreateNewVersionedPO.java 
Domain=ifs://myhost.mycompany.com:1521:ifsdb:ifssys

  Running with arguments :
    UserName = system
    UserPassword = manager9ifs
    ServiceName = IfsServiceDefault
    SchemaPassword = ifssys
    ServiceConfig = SmallServiceConfiguration
    Domain = ifs://myhost.mycompany.com:1521:ifsdb:ifssys
  -----------Results----------
    DocumentDefinition created.
    VersionDescriptionDefinition created.
    New versioned document created : 
           VersionDescription = Helloworld VersionDescription
           Document = NewVersionedDoc.txt
           Family set as securing PublicObject.

API Sample Code
In addition to the example sample code files, Oracle CM SDK is installed with more 
advanced sample code that helps you get started working with the Java API. The 
API sample code is located in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/api directory. This API sample code is easier to 
work with than the Documentation sample code files because you can run the 
samples over and over without naming conflicts.

Table 14–6 lists the API sample code that is relevant to this chapter.

Table 14–6 API Sample Code

Class Usage

VersioningSample.java Versions a document.
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  Security

This chapter discusses how to secure information in Oracle Content Management 
SDK (Oracle CM SDK). It covers the following topics:

■ Security Overview

■ Managing Access to the Repository

■ Managing Access to PublicObjects

■ Managing Access to ClassObjects

■ Granting Implicit Access to Objects

■ Sample Code
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Security Overview
A fundamental requirement for any content management application is to secure 
how information is accessed. Oracle CM SDK provides a robust set of interfaces that 
give you fine-grained control over how information is secured in your application, 
and that allow you to define broader levels of security that make it easier for end 
users to manage access to information.

Security in Oracle CM SDK is managed at two levels: 

■ Repository-level Security

■ Object-level Security

Repository-level Security
When a user tries to access information stored in an Oracle CM SDK, Oracle CM 
SDK first determines if that user has access to the repository. Oracle CM SDK 
maintains a directory of all users who can access the repository. Before allowing a 
user to access the repository, Oracle CM SDK authenticates the user’s credentials.

 Oracle CM SDK uses a credential manager to authenticate users. A credential 
manager is an extensible authentication mechanism that determines the validity of a 
credential, such as a user name and password.  Each Oracle CM SDK directory user 
specifies the name of the credential manager used to authenticate that user.  When 
you perform the initial configuration of  Oracle CM SDK, a single credential 
manager is created, which may be either an Oracle CM SDK credential manager or 
an Oracle Internet Directory credential manager. The credential manager you select 
becomes the default credential manager.

Oracle CM SDK users authenticated by an Oracle Internet Directory credential 
manager may have, in addition to their Oracle Internet Directory password, a 
second, Oracle CM SDK-specific password.  These two passwords are not 
synchronized, although administrators can control which password type is used to 
authenticate users on a protocol-by-protocol basis.  For example, since the FTP 
protocol specifies that passwords travel from the FTP client to the FTP server in the 
clear, an administrator can configure the Oracle CM SDK FTP server to use the 
Oracle CM SDK password to prevent interception of users' Oracle Internet 
Directory passwords.

NOTE: For more information on Credential Managers, consult the 
Oracle Content Management SDK Administration Guide.
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 Once authenticated, the user can browse, search, and manipulate information in the 
repository, within the constraints of the object-level security defined on the 
information.

Oracle CM SDK also controls how each user can work in the repository. Oracle CM 
SDK maintains a profile of the user ’s preferences, such as the user’s distinguished 
name, home folder, content quota and default ACLs. You can extend profiles to 
include other preferences that are specific to your application.

Oracle CM SDK makes it easier to manage users’ access to information by allowing 
you to define and create user groups. Groups organize sets of users who have 
something in common. Groups can include other groups, allowing you to create 
inclusive hierarchies of users. You can extend Oracle CM SDK to define a custom 
type of group that possesses attributes and behaviors pertinent to groups of that 
type. Once you’ve defined and created user groups, you can assign access 
permissions and content quotas to several users at once by assigning them to a 
group.

Object-level Security
Oracle CM SDK allows you to control how users can access each object in the 
repository. You can control access to objects in three ways:

■ Managing Access to PublicObjects. You can control which users can discover, 
read, modify, and delete specific documents, folders, and other types of 
information by defining access permissions on PublicObjects. 

■ Managing Access to ClassObjects. You can control which users can create and 
search for specific types of information by defining access permissions on 
ClassObjects. 

■ Granting Implicit Access to Objects. You can also implicitly grant users full 
access to an object by designating the user as the object’s owner, and full access 
to all information in the repository by making the user a system administrator.

Managing Access to PublicObjects
Access permissions on PublicObjects are managed with AccessControlLists (ACLs). 
Whenever a user tries to access a PublicObject, Oracle CM SDK first checks the 
associated AccessControlList to verify that the user has been granted the 
appropriate permissions.

An AccessControlList is a list of users and groups who have been granted or 
revoked access permissions to the PublicObject. Each time a user or group is 
granted or revoked access permissions, an entry is added to the AccessControlList.   
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Oracle CM SDK resolves a user ’s effective access to a PublicObject by aggregating 
the AccessControlEntries in the order that they were created in the 
AccessControlList. Each AccessControlList is defined independently in Oracle CM 
SDK and applied to one or more PublicObjects, allowing you to centrally manage 
common security levels for PublicObjects.

Any user can create an AccessControlList. When an AccessControlList is created, 
the user can determine who else can apply the AccessControlList to PublicObjects 
and manage the AccessControlList entries. In this way, users can create personal 
AccessControlLists that they use to manage access to their information, or share 
AccessControlLists to manage access to information that they collaborate on with 
other users. Administrators can also create a special type of AccessControlList, a 
SystemAccessControlList, to define system-wide security levels that can be applied 
by any Oracle CM SDK user to information in the repository.

Typically, a PublicObject has only one AccessControlList.  However, what if a user 
wants to use multiple AccessControlLists to control access to a PublicObject?  In 
these cases, the user can create a composite ACL for the PublicObject.  A composite 
ACL is an AccessControlList that references one or more AccessControlLists as its 
components.  When a user tries to access the PublicObject, all AccessControlLists 
will be used to resolve the user’s permissions.

While AccessControlLists can be used to grant and revoke standard permissions 
defined by Oracle CM SDK, including Discover, GetContent, SetAttribute, 
SetContent, and Delete, Oracle CM SDK allows you to define custom permissions. 
You can define extended permissions to manage access to custom application 
behavior. You can also define broader levels of access by grouping permissions to 
make it easier for users manage security on PublicObjects.

Managing Access to ClassObjects
As discussed in Chapter 5, "Extending Content Types and Attributes", every content 
type is defined by a ClassObject. You can control which users and groups can create 

NOTE: The AccessControlList model is flexible enough to support 
a wide range of security models, like shared security levels, 
object-level security, and folder-level security.  When designing 
your security model, balance the functional requirements with the 
performance costs.  Try to design the model to use as few ACLs as 
possible.
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and search for instances of a content type by defining a ClassAccessControlList for 
the ClassObject.

Implicit Access Control
Users are implicitly granted full access to information in the repository by virtue of 
being an owner of an object or a system administrator. When a user is designated as 
the owner of an object in Oracle CM SDK, the user is granted all access permissions 
to that object. When a user is designated as an administrator, the user is granted all 
access permissions to all information in the repository. The access permissions are 
granted implicitly by Oracle CM SDK in that they are not applied by the object’s 
AccessControlList, but supersede it.

Managing Access to the Repository
This section describes how Oracle CM SDK uses directories to access to the 
repository. It covers the following topics:

■ How Directories Work

■ Directory Structure

■ Creating, Modifying, and Deleting DirectoryUsers and PrimaryUserProfiles

■ Defining ExtendedUserProfile Classes

■ Applying ExtendedUserProfiles to DirectoryUsers

■ Creating, Modifying, and Deleting DirectoryGroups

■ Defining Custom Group Classes

■ Creating, Modifying, and Deleting Custom Groups

■ Authenticating DirectoryUsers

How Directories Work
Oracle CM SDK maintains a directory of all users who can access the repository. The 
directory stores information about the user, such as the user ’s distinguished name, 
whether the user is an administrator, how the user is authenticated, and how the 
user prefers to work in the repository. In addition, the Oracle CM SDK directory 
manages groups that can be used to organize users hierarchically, classify users, and 
assign access privileges held in common by several users.
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Authenticating Users
Before allowing a user to access the repository, Oracle CM SDK authenticates the 
user ’s credentials. First, the user is identified in the directory by a distinguished 
name. Second, the user’s password is verified against a credential manager. Each 
user account is associated with a credential manager that is used to authenticate the 
user ’s password. This release of Oracle CM SDK provides a built-in credential 
manager that is used to authenticate all users. Future releases of Oracle CM SDK 
will support external credential managers.

Profiling Users
Each user account in Oracle CM SDK is associated with one or more profiles that 
store the user ’s preferences for working with the repository. Oracle CM SDK defines 
a set of standard preferences that are stored in a primary user profile. The standard 
preferences include the user ’s home folder (i.e., the user ’s personal work area), 
content quota (i.e., the amount of storage space allocated for the user), and default 
ACLs (i.e., the AccessControlLists that will be applied by default to objects the user 
creates).

Oracle CM SDK allows you to store custom preferences for users by creating 
extended user profiles. For example, you might store preferences that personalize 
the user’s view of the repository in a custom Web application. 

Grouping Users
Oracle CM SDK allows you to organize users hierarchically into groups. Groups 
represent sets of users who have something in common. For example, you can 
create groups for the various roles that users may have (e.g., Manager, Developer, 
Writer). You can also create groups to represent different companies divisions or 
projects (e.g., Marketing, Sales, Development). Groups can include other groups, 
allowing you to create inclusive hierarchies of users. For example, the Oracle group 
could contain the Server Technologies group, which could contain Oracle CM SDK, 
Oracle Text, and Oracle interMedia groups. 

Groups make it easier to enforce security on information for a set of users. You can 
grant groups access permissions on objects in the repository. For example, you can 
grant all managers read access to documents in the repository by creating an 
AccessControList that designates the Manager group as the Grantee of an 
AccessControlEntry. This allows you to quickly define the access permissions for all 
users in that group once, instead of on a user by user basis. As users are added to 
and removed from the group, the access permissions will be dynamically granted to 
the current members of the group.
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Oracle CM SDK allows you to define custom group types that possess extra 
attributes and behavior. For example, you could create an Organization group type 
that possesses the attributes VicePresident and MissionStatement. You can define the 
group types hierarchically so that group types inherit attributes and behaviors. For 
example, you might create a group type, Company, with the attributes Address and 
MainPhoneNumber, and then a subgroup type, Partner, that inherits these attributes 
and adds the attribute ContractNumber.

Directory Structure
Oracle CM SDK provides a set of classes for managing users and groups. The 
classes DirectoryUser and DirectoryGroup, which descend from 
PublicObject, serve as the primary interfaces for representing users and groups who 
work with information in Oracle CM SDK. These classes are supported by a few 
SystemObject classes that are used to represent each user's preferences for working 
in the repository, and how users are related to groups. Figure 15–1 illustrates the 
structure of directory information in Oracle CM SDK.

Figure 15–1 Directory Object Model

DirectoryUsers
Every Oracle CM SDK user is represented by an instance of the DirectoryUser class. 
DirectoryUser possesses attributes and methods for managing the user, including 
assigning the user administrative privileges, uniquely naming the user, and 
specifying the credential manager that is used to authenticate the user.s
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Table 15–1 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on DirectoryUser.

User Profiles (Primary and Extended)
Every DirectoryUser possess a profile of preferences for how the user works with 
the repository, such as the user’s home folder and content quota. Oracle CM SDK 
uses three classes to manage user preferences:

■ PrimaryUserProfile has attributes and methods for managing preferences that 
are defined out-of-the-box with Oracle CM SDK, like the user's home folder and 
content quota. 

■ ExtendedUserProfile provides a base content type for managing custom 
preferences. 

■ ContentQuota is used to manage how much content a user can store in the 
Oracle CM SDK repository.

Table 15–2 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on 
PrimaryUserProfile.

Table 15–1 DirectoryUser Attributes and Methods

AdminEnabled

isAdminEnabled()

setAdminEnabled()

Determines if the user has administrative 
privileges in the Oracle CM SDK system.

CredentialManager

getCredentialManager()

setCredentialManager()

Determines which credential manager is used to 
authenticate the user's credentials when the user 
logs into the Oracle CM SDK system. 

DistinguishedName

getDistinguishedName()

setDistinguishedName()

The name by which the CredentialManager refers 
to the user.
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Table 15–3 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on 
ExtendedUserProfile.

Table 15–4 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on ContentQuota.

Table 15–2 PrimaryUserProfile Attributes and Methods

ContentQuota

getContentQuota()

setContentQuota()

Determines the user's quota for storing content in 
the repository.

DefaultACLs

getDefaultACLs()

setDefaultACLs()

Determines the AccessControlList that is applied 
by default to information that the user creates in 
the repository. 

The DefaultACLs attribute references a 
PropertyBundle that contains the default 
AccessControlList.

HomeFolder

getHomeFolder()

setHomeFolder()

Determines the folder that serves as the user's 
personal storage space. When a user logs into an 
Oracle CM SDK client, they are placed by default 
in their home folder.

The HomeFolder attribute references an instance 
of Folder that serves as the user's home folder.

Table 15–3 ExtendedUserProfile Attributes and Methods

Application

getApplication()

setApplication()

Indicates which custom application the 
ExtendedUserProfile applies to. You can build 
multiple custom applications for the same Oracle 
CM SDK system. Each user can have a different 
profile for working with each application.
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DirectoryGroups
Groups are represented in Oracle CM SDK by two content types, DirectoryGroup 
and GroupMemberRelationship. DirectoryGroup descends from PublicObject and, 
therefore, acts as the primary interface for managing group membership. 
GroupMemberRelationship, which descends from SystemObject, represents the 
relationship between a group and a user, or between two groups. An instance of 
GroupMemberRelationship is created to represent each user's or group's 
membership.

You can extend DirectoryGroup to classify groups and to add extra attributes and 
behaviors that are special for those types of groups. For example, you can create a 
Organization group that extends DirectoryGroup to include the attributes 
VicePresident and MissionStatement. You can also extend GroupMemberRelationship 
to manage extra metadata about each user's membership in the Organization group, 
like TeamRole. 

Table 15–5 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on 
DirectoryGroup.

Table 15–4 ContentQuota Attributes and Methods

AllocatedStorage

getAllocatedStorage()

setAllocatedStorage()

Allocates storage space for the user.

ConsumedStorage

calculateConsumedStorage()

getConsumedStorage()

Determines how much space the user has 
consumed of their quota. 

AssociatedPublicObject

getAssociatedPublicObject()

Specifies the PublicObject to which the 
ContentQuota applies.

Enabled

isEnabled()

setEnabled()

Determines if the user's content quota is enabled 
or not. An administrator could disable a user's 
content quota to give them unlimited storage 
space in the repository.
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Table 15–6 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on 
GroupMemberRelationship.

Creating, Modifying, and Deleting DirectoryUsers and PrimaryUserProfiles
Oracle CM SDK provides three methods for creating, modifying and deleting 
DirectoryUsers with PrimaryUserProfiles:

■ XML, creating XML files that automatically define DirectoryObjects when 
imported into Oracle CM SDK via the CUP Protocol Server

Table 15–5 DirectoryGroup Attributes and Methods

addMember()

addMembers()

Adds users and/or groups as members of the 
group.

getAllMembers()

getAllUserMembers()

getDirectMembers()

isMember()

isDirectMember()

Determines the users and/or groups who are 
members of the group. Direct members are users 
or groups who a directly related to this group, 
rather than users or groups who belong to other 
groups contained in this group.

removeMember()

removeMembers()

Removes users and/or groups from the group.

ContentQuota

getContentQuota()

setContentQuota()

Determines the group's quota for storing content 
in the repository.

Table 15–6 GroupMemberRelationship Attributes and Methods

LeftObject

getLeftObject()

The LeftObject attribute references the 
DirectoryGroup.

RightObject

getRightObject()

The RightObject attribute references a user or 
group who belongs to the DirectoryGroup.
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■ Java, programmatically defining DirectoryObjects via Oracle CM SDK Java API

■ Oracle Internet File System Manager, using a graphical user interface to define 
DirectoryObjects.

XML  You can use XML files to create and modify DirectoryUsers and 
PrimaryUserProfiles. When the XML file is imported into Oracle CM SDK via the 
CUP Protocol Server, the IfsSimpleXmlParser automatically uses it to create or 
modify a DirectoryUser instance. The IfsSimpleXmlParser supports a special XML 
schema, SimpleUser, that makes it easy to create DirectoryUsers. Rather than 
creating an XML file that includes two elements whose schemas correspond to the 
DirectoryUser and PrimaryUserProfile classes, the SimpleUser schema allows you 
to specify DirectoryUser attributes and PrimaryUserProfile attributes in the same 
element. However to update DirectoryUsers and PrimaryUserProfiles with XML, 
the schema of the XML file must correspond to the DirectoryUser class or 
PrimaryUserProfile class according to the syntax rules outlined in Chapter 10, "XML 
and the Oracle Content Management SDK".

Example 15–1 and Example 15–2 illustrate how to create and modify DirectoryUsers 
and PrimaryUserProfiles with XML.

Java  You can use the Oracle CM SDK Java API to programmatically create, modify, 
and delete DirectoryUsers and PrimaryUserProfiles. The oracle.ifs.adk.user 
package in the Oracle CM SDK Java API includes a special helper class, 
UserManager, that provides an easy way to create and delete a DirectoryUser along 
with a PrimaryUserProfile. Once created, you can modify the DirectoryUser and 
PrimaryUserProfiles by working directly with the methods defined on their classes. 

 Example 15–4, Example 15–5, and Example 15–6 illustrate how to create, modify 
and delete DirectoryUsers and PrimaryUserProfiles with the Java API.

NOTE: Oracle CM SDK does not support deleting DirectoryUsers 
with XML.

NOTE: For a detailed description of the UserManager class, see 
the Oracle CM SDK Javadoc.
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Oracle Internet File System Manager  Oracle Internet File System Manager provides a 
graphical user interface for creating DirectoryUsers.

Example 15–1 Using XML to Create a DirectoryUser

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
<SimpleUser>
  <UserName>gking</UserName>
  <DirectoryUserDescription>Grant King</DirectoryUserDescription>
  <Password>s0tired</Password>
  <EmailAddress>gking@ambiguity.com</EmailAddress>
  <AdminEnabled>false</AdminEnabled>
  <ContentQuotaEnabled>true</ContentQuotaEnabled>
  <ContentQuotaAllocatedStorage>52428800</ContentQuotaAllocatedStorage>
  <CredentialManager>Oid</CredentialManager>
</SimpleUser>

Example 15–2 Using XML to Modify a DirectoryUser

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
<DirectoryUser>
  <Update RefType="Name">gking</Update>
  <AdminEnabled>true</AdminEnabled>
</DirectoryUser>

Example 15–3 Using XML to Modify a PrimaryUserProfile

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
<PrimaryUserProfile>
  <Update RefType="Name">gking Primary Profile</Update>
  <HomeFolder RefType="Path">/home/system</HomeFolder>

NOTE: For instructions on defining DirectoryUsers with Oracle 
Internet File System Manager, consult the Oracle Content 
Management SDK Administration Guide.

NOTE: When using the Oracle Internet Directory Credential 
Manager, be aware that OID may have in a place a default 
password validation matching rule.  OID out of the box requires 
passwords be at least 5 characters long and contain at least 1 
numeric character.
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</PrimaryUserProfile>

Example 15–4 Using Java to Create a User

1. Administration mode must be enabled to create a user.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Construct a new instance of UserManager.

// Creating an user using all the default options;
UserManager usermanager = new UserManager(session);

3. Construct a HashTable to hold user options.

Hashtable userOptions = new Hashtable();

userOptions.put(UserManager.ADMIN_ENABLED, new Boolean(true));
userOptions.put(UserManager.EMAIL_ADDRESS, "gking@ambiguity.com");

4. Create the user.

DirectoryUser dUser = usermanager.createUser("gking",
                                             "s0tired",
                                             userOptions);

Example 15–5 Using Java to Modify a DirectoryUser

1. Fetch the DirectoryUser to be modified.

Collection duColl = session.getDirectoryUserCollection();
DirectoryUser dUser = (DirectoryUser) duColl.getItems("gking");

2. Administration mode must be enabled to modify a user.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

3. Update the user ’s PrimaryUserProfile to set the default ACL for all documents 
and folders created by this user

PrimaryUserProfile pup = dUser.getPrimaryUserProfile();

Collection aclColl = session.getSystemAccessControlListCollection();
AccessControlList defaultAcl = (AccessControlList) aclColl.getItems("PUBLIC");

pup.putDefaultAcl("DOCUMENT", defaultAcl);
pup.putDefaultAcl("FOLDER", defaultAcl);
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Example 15–6 Using Java to Delete a DirectoryUser

1. Administration mode must be enabled to delete a user.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Instantiate a UserManager object.

UserManager manager = new UserManager(session);

3. Provide a set of delete options:

Hashtable options = new Hashtable();

4. Specify to delete the user’s HomeFolder.

options.put(UserManager.FREE_HOME_FOLDER,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(true));
                

5. Specify to delete the credential manager user.

options.put(UserManager.FREE_CREDENTIAL_MANAGER_USER,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(true));
                
6. Specify to change the owner to system for PublicObjects owned by this user.

options.put(UserManager.CHANGE_OWNER,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(true));
options.put(UserManager.NEW_OWNER_USER_NAME,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("system"));

7. Delete the user.

manager.deleteUser("gking", options);

Defining ExtendedUserProfile Classes
Defining ExtendedUserProfile classes entails the same steps required for defining 
any custom class. You create a set of SchemaObject instances to represent the 
ExtendedUserProfile class. You can modify and delete the ExtendedUserProfile by 
editing or deleting its SchemaObjects. These development tasks can be done with 
the Java API, XML files, or the Oracle Internet File System Manager. 

Example 15–7 illustrates how to create and modify ExtendedUserProfile classes 
with XML. It is not possible to delete classes with XML.

Example 15–8 and Example 15–12 illustrate how to define, modify, and delete 
ExtendedUserProfile classes with Java.
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Creating ExtendedUserProfile Classes
To create a new ExtendedUserProfile class, you subclass the ExtendedUserProfile 
class provided out-of-the-box with Oracle CM SDK. Your extended class would 
possess attributes to hold the custom user preferences. For example, you could 
create a class, CatalogUserProfile, that extends ExtendedUserProfile and includes the 
extended attributes DefaultLayout and DefaultRole. 

To define the ExtendedUserProfile class, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that you have administration privileges. If you are using XML 
configuration files, import the files as an administrator. If you are using the Java 
API, enable Administration Mode for your session with Oracle CM SDK.

2. Create instances of ClassObject to represent the ExtendedUserProfile class.

3. Create instances of Attribute to represent each user preference.

4. Optionally, define any custom methods by creating custom Java classes for the 
ExtendedUserProfile class.

Example 15–7 Using XML to Create an ExtendedUserProfile Class

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <NAME>CatalogUserProfile</NAME>   
    <SUPERCLASS RefType = "Name">ExtendedUserProfile</SUPERCLASS>  
    <DESCRIPTION>User preferences for the Product Catalog.</DESCRIPTION>
    <ATTRIBUTES>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>DefaultLayout</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>String</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>DefaultRole</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>String</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
    </ATTRIBUTES>
</CLASSOBJECT>

NOTE: See Chapter 17, "Customizing Content Type Behavior" to 
learn how to create custom Java classes.
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Example 15–8 Using Java to Create an ExtendedUserProfile Class

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Create a ClassObjectDefinition to hold the values for the ClassObject that 
represents the ExtendedUserProfile.

ClassObjectDefinition codef = new ClassObjectDefinition(session);
codef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ClassObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("CatalogUserProfile"));

3. Specify that your new class extends ExtendedUserProfile.

ClassObject superClass = session.getClassObjectByName("EXTENDEDUSERPROFILE");
codef.setSuperclass(superClass);

4. Create AttributeDefinitions for each attribute pertaining to the 
ExtendedUserProfile type.  Add the AttributeDefinitions to the 
ClassObjectDefinition.

AttributeDefinition attdef1 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("DefaultLayout"));
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_STRING));

codef.addAttributeDefinition(attdef1);

AttributeDefinition attdef2 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
attdef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("DefaultRole"));
attdef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_STRING));

codef.addAttributeDefinition(attdef2);

5. Create the ClassObject and Attributes for the new ExtendedUserProfile class.

NOTE: For a description of each element in an XML file used to 
create ExtendedUserProfile classes, consult Chapter 5, "Extending 
Content Types and Attributes".
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ClassObject eupCo = (ClassObject) session.createSchemaObject(codef);

Modifying ExtendedUserProfile Classes
You can add, remove, and update attributes on an ExtendedUserProfile class after it 
has been created.

Example 15–9 Using Java to Add, Remove, and Update Attributes on 
ExtendedUserProfile Classes

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Get the ClassObject that represents the ExtendedUserProfile class.

ClassObject co = session.getClassObjectByName("CATALOGUSERPROFILE");

3. Add an Attribute to the ClassObject.

AttributeDefinition attdef1 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("DefaultWorkArea"));
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
          Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_PUBLICOBJECT));
co.addAttribute(attdef1);

4. Remove an Attribute from the ClassObject.

Attribute att2 = catco.getAttributeFromLabel("DEFAULTROLE");
co.removeAttribute(att2);

5. Update an Attribute on the ClassObject.

Attribute att3 = co.getAttributeFromLabel("DEFAULTWORKAREA");
Collection cdColl = session.getClassDomainCollection();
ClassDomain cd = (ClassDomain) cdColl.getItems("Folder...");
att3.setClassDomain(cd);

NOTE: You cannot use XML to add or remove attributes from an 
ExtendedUserProfile class. You must do this with Oracle Internet 
File System Manager or the Java API.
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Example 15–10 Using Java to Delete ExtendedUserProfile Classes

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Get the ClassObject that represents the ExtendedUserProfile class.

ClassObject co = session.getClassObjectByName("CATALOGUSERPROFILE");

3. Delete the ClassObject by calling the free() method.

co.free();

Applying ExtendedUserProfiles to DirectoryUsers
Once you’ve defined an ExtendedUserProfile class, you can apply the 
ExtendedUserProfiles to DirectoryUsers. To apply an ExtendedUserProfile, you 
create an instance of the ExtendedUserProfile class that references the DirectoryUser 
and holds the user ’s preferences in extended attributes. ExtendedUserProfile 
instances can also specify which application uses the profile in the Application 
attribute inherited from the ExtendedUserProfile class. ExtendedUserProfile 
instances can subsequently be modified and deleted in the same manner as any 
other object in Oracle CM SDK. These development tasks can be done with the Java 
API, XML files or the Oracle Internet File System Manager. 

Example 15–11 illustrates how to create an ExtendedUserProfile instance with XML. 
It is not possible to delete instances with XML.

Example 15–12 and Example 15–13 illustrate how to create and delete an 
ExtendedUserProfile instance with Java.

Example 15–11 Using XML to Create ExtendedUserProfile Instances

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CATALOGUSERPROFILE>
  <DIRECTORYUSER RefType = "Name">gking</DIRECTORYUSER>
  <APPLICATION>ProductCatalog</APPLICATION>
  <DEFAULTLAYOUT>TreeView</DEFAULTLAYOUT>
  <DEFAULTROLE>Consumer</DEFAULTROLE>
</CATALOGUSERPROFILE>

Example 15–12 Using Java to Create ExtendedUserProfile Instances

1. Fetch the DirectoryUser to possess the extended user profile.

Collection duColl = session.getDirectoryUserCollection();
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DirectoryUser dUser = (DirectoryUser) duColl.getItems("gking");

2. Create a new UserProfileDefinition.

UserProfileDefinition eupDef = new UserProfileDefinition(session);

3. Specify the type of the new ExtendedUserProfile instance.

ClassObject co = session.getClassObjectByName("CATALOGUSERPROFILE");
eupDef.setClassObject(co);

4. Set the values of the ExtendedUserProfile attributes.

eupDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ExtendedUserProfile.DIRECTORYUSER_ATTRIBUTE, 
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(dUser));
eupDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ExtendedUserProfile.APPLICATION_ATTRIBUTE,
         AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
           "ProductCatalog"));
eupDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("DEFAULTLAYOUT", 
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("TreeView"));
eupDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("DEFAULTROLE",
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Consumer"));

5. Pass the UserProfileDefinition to the LibrarySession to create a new 
ExtendedUserProfile instance.

ExtendedUserProfile eup = (ExtendedUserProfile) 
session.createPublicObject(eupDef);

Example 15–13 Using Java to Delete ExtendedUserProfile Instances

1. Use a Selector to obtain ExtendedUserProfile instances

Selector s = new Selector(session);
s.setSearchClassname("CATALOGUSERPROFILE");

LibraryObject[] eups = s.getItems();
ExtendedUserProfile eup;

2. Delete the ExtendedUserProfile instances.

int i;
int count = (eups == null) ? 0 : eups.length;

for (i = 0; i < count; i++)
{
   eup = (ExtendedUserProfile) eups[i];
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   eup.free();
}

Creating, Modifying, and Deleting DirectoryGroups
Oracle CM SDK provides three methods for creating, modifying and deleting 
DirectoryGroups:

■ XML. You can use XML files to create and modify DirectoryGroups. When the 
XML file is imported into Oracle CM SDK via the CUP Protocol Server, the 
IfsSimpleXmlParser automatically uses it to create or modify a DirectoryGroup 
instance. The IfsSimpleXmlParser supports a special XML tags, <MEMBERS> 
and <REF>, that makes it easy to add DirectoryUsers to DirectoryGroups. 
Example 15–14 and Example 15–15 illustrate how to create and modify 
DirectoryGroups with XML.

■ Java. You can use the Oracle CM SDK Java API to programmatically create, 
modify, and delete DirectoryGroups. Example 15–16, Example 15–17, and 
Example 15–18 illustrate how to create, modify and delete DirectoryGroups 
with the Java API.

■ Oracle Internet File System Manager. Oracle Internet File System Manager 
provide a graphical user interface for creating DirectoryGroups.

Example 15–14 Using XML to Create a DirectoryGroup Instance

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
 <DIRECTORYGROUP>
  <NAME>Managers</NAME>
  <MEMBERS>
    <REF reftype='name'>jsmith</REF>
    <REF reftype='name'>rjones</REF>

NOTE: Oracle CM SDK does not support deleting 
DirectoryGroups with XML.

NOTE: For instructions on defining DirectoryGroups with the 
Oracle Internet File System Manager, consult the Oracle Content 
Management SDK Administration Guide.
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    <REF reftype='name'>tturner</REF>
  </MEMBERS>
 </DIRECTORYGROUP>

Example 15–15 Using XML to Modify a DirectoryGroup Instance

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
 <DIRECTORYGROUP>
  <UPDATE reftype=’name’>Managers</UPDATE>
  <MEMBERS>
    <REF reftype='name'>csapo</REF>
  </MEMBERS>
 </DIRECTORYGROUP>

Example 15–16 Using Java to Create a DirectoryGroup Instance

1. Create a new DirectoryGroupDefinition.

DirectoryGroupDefinition dgDef = new DirectoryGroupDefinition(session);

2. Set the values of the DirectoryGroup’s attributes.

dgDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("NAME",
         AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
           "Managers"));

3. Pass the DirectoryGroupDefinition to the LibrarySession to create a new 
DirectoryGroup instance.

DirectoryGroup dg = (DirectoryGroup) session.createPublicObject(dgDef);

4. Obtain the DirectoryUsers who belong in the DirectoryGroup.

DirectoryUser du;
LibraryObject[] dus;
Selector s = new Selector(session);
s.setSearchClassname("DIRECTORYUSER");
s.setSearchSelection("NAME IN (’jsmith’, ’tturner’, ’rjones’)");
dus = s.getItems();

NOTE: You cannot use XML to remove DirectoryUsers from a 
DirectoryGroup. You must do this with Oracle Internet File System 
Manager or the Java API.
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int icount = (dus == null) ? 0 : dus.length;
for (i = 0; i < icount; i++)
{
    du = (DirectoryUser) du[i];

5. Add the DirectoryUsers to the DirectoryGroup.

    dg.addMember(du);
}

Example 15–17 Using Java to Modify a DirectoryGroup Instance

/*
 * The following example moves DirectoryUsers 
 * from one group to another.
 */

1. Assume that the application has obtained the DirectoryGroups.

DirectoryGroup dg1 = ...
DirectoryGroup dg2 = ...

2. Fetch the DirectoryUsers from the first group.

DirectoryObject[] dus = dg1.getDirectMembers();

3. Add the DirectoryUsers to the second group. The addMembers() method will 
fail if any of the members already exist in the group.

dg2.addMembers(dus);

4. Remove a DirectoryUsers from the first group.

dg1.removeMembers(dus);

Example 15–18 Using Java to Delete a DirectoryGroup Instance

1. Assume that the application has obtained the DirectoryGroup.

DirectoryGroup dg = ...

2. Delete the DirectoryGroup.

dg.free();
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Defining Custom Group Classes
Defining custom group classes entails the same steps required for defining any 
custom class. You can create custom group classes with the Java API, XML files, or 
the Oracle Internet File System Manager.

Example 15–19  illustrates how to create and modify ExtendedUserProfile classes 
with XML. It is not possible to delete classes with XML.

Example 15–20 and Example 15–21 illustrate how to define, modify, and delete 
ExtendedUserProfile classes with Java.

Creating Group Classes
To create a custom group class, you subclass the DirectoryGroup class to add 
custom attributes and behaviors for that type of group. For example, you could 
create a class, Organization, that extends DirectoryGroup and includes the extended 
attributes VicePresident and MissionStatement. 

To define the custom group class, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that you have administration privileges. If you are using XML 
configuration files, import the files as an administrator. If you are using the Java 
API, enable Administration Mode for your session with Oracle CM SDK.

2. Create instances of ClassObject to represent the group class.

3. Create instances of Attribute to represent each extended attribute.

4. Optionally, define custom methods by creating custom Java classes for the 
group class.

NOTE: Deleting a DirectoryGroup does not automatically delete 
the DirectoryUsers in that group. To learn how to delete 
DirectoryUsers, see "Creating, Modifying, and Deleting 
DirectoryUsers and PrimaryUserProfiles".

NOTE: For instructions on defining custom group classes with the 
Oracle Internet File System Manager, consult the Oracle Content 
Management SDK Administration Guide.
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Example 15–19 Using XML to Create a Group Class

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <NAME>Organization</NAME>   
    <SUPERCLASS RefType = "Name">DirectoryGroup</SUPERCLASS>  
    <DESCRIPTION>Custom group class to manage organizations.</DESCRIPTION>
    <ATTRIBUTES>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>VicePresident</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>DirectoryObject</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>MissionStatement</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>String</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
    </ATTRIBUTES>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Example 15–20 Using Java to Create a Group Class

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Create a ClassObjectDefinition to hold the values for the ClassObject that 
represents the group class.

ClassObjectDefinition codef = new ClassObjectDefinition(session);
codef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ClassObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Organization"));

3. Specify that your new category type extends the Category content type.

NOTE: See Chapter 17, "Customizing Content Type Behavior" to 
learn how to create custom Java classes.

NOTE: For a description of each element in an XML file used to 
create group classes, see Chapter 5, "Extending Content Types and 
Attributes".
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ClassObject catco = session.getClassObjectByName("DIRECTORYGROUP");
codef.setSuperclass(catco);

4. Create AttributeDefinitions for each attribute pertaining to the category type.  
Add the AttributeDefinitions to the ClassObjectDefinition.

AttributeDefinition attdef1 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("VicePresident"));
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_
DIRECTORYOBJECT));

codef.addAttributeDefinition(attdef1);

AttributeDefinition attdef2 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
attdef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("MissionStatement"));
attdef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_STRING));

codef.addAttributeDefinition(attdef2);

5. Create the ClassObject and Attributes for the new Group class.

ClassObject groupCo = (ClassObject) session.createSchemaObject(codef);

Modifying Group Classes
You can add, remove, and update attributes on a group class after it has been 
created.

Example 15–21 Using Java to Add, Remove, and Update Attributes on Group Classes

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Get the ClassObject that represents the group class.

NOTE: You cannot use XML to add or remove attributes from a 
group class. You must do this with Oracle Internet File System 
Manager or the Java API.
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ClassObject co = session.getClassObjectByName("ORGANIZATION");

3. Add an Attribute to the ClassObject.

AttributeDefinition attdef1 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("OrganizationWorkArea"));
attdef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
          Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_PUBLICOBJECT));
co.addAttribute(attdef1);

4. Remove an Attribute from the ClassObject.

Attribute att2 = co.getAttributeFromLabel("MISSIONSTATEMENT");
co.removeAttribute(att2);

5. Update an Attribute on the ClassObject.

Attribute att3 = co.getAttributeFromLabel("ORGANIZATIONWORKAREA");
Collection cdColl = session.getClassDomainCollection();
ClassDomain cd = (ClassDomain) cdColl.getItems("Folder...");
att3.setClassDomain(cd);

Example 15–22 Using Java to Delete Group Classes

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Get the ClassObject that represents the Group class.

ClassObject groupCo = session.getClassObjectByName("ORGANIZATION");

3. Delete the ClassObject by calling the free() method.

groupCo.free();

Creating, Modifying, and Deleting Custom Groups
Once you’ve defined a custom group class, you can create groups of that class and 
manage their membership. When creating and managing custom groups, you use 
many of the same XML tags and Java methods that you would to create 
DirectoryGroups. However when working with custom group instances, you must 
identify the class of the group.
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Example 15–23 and Example 15–24 illustrate how to create and modify instances of 
a custom group class with XML. It is not possible to delete instances with XML.

Example 15–25, Example 15–26, and Example 15–27 illustrate how to create, modify 
and delete an custom group instances with Java.

Example 15–23 Using XML to Create a Custom Group Instance

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
 <ORGANIZATION>
  <NAME>Development</NAME>
  <VICEPRESIDENT RefType = "Name">ztolls</VICEPRESIDENT>
  <MISSIONSTATEMENT>To develop the company products.</MISSIONSTATEMENT>
  <MEMBERS>
    <REF RefType="Name">czacks</REF>
    <REF RefType="Name">mwallen</REF>
    <REF RefType="Name">ztolls</REF>
  </MEMBERS>
 </ORGANIZATION>

Example 15–24 Using XML to Modify a Custom Group Instance

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
 <ORGANIZATION>
  <UPDATE RefType="Name">Development</UPDATE>
  <VICEPRESIDENT RefType="Name">lrichards</VICEPRESIDENT>
  <MEMBERS>
    <REF RefType="Name">lrichards</REF>
  </MEMBERS>
 </ORGANIZATION>

Example 15–25 Using Java to Create a Custom Group Instance

1. Create a new DirectoryGroupDefinition.

DirectoryGroupDefinition dgDef = new DirectoryGroupDefinition(session);

2. Specify the class of the group.

ClassObject co = session.getClassObjectByName("ORGANIZATION");

NOTE: You cannot use XML to remove DirectoryUsers from a 
custom group. You must do this with Oracle Internet File System 
Manager or the Java API.
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dgDef.setClassObject(co);

3. Set the values of the DirectoryGroup’s attributes.

dgDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(DirectoryGroup.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
         AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
           "Managers"));

Collection dus = session.getDirectoryUserCollection();
DirectoryUser du = (DirectoryUser) dus.getItems("tturner")
dgDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("VICEPRESIDENT",
         AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(du));

dgDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("MISSIONSTATEMENT",
         AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
           "To develop the company products."));

4. Pass the DirectoryGroupDefinition to the LibrarySession to create a new 
DirectoryGroup instance.

DirectoryGroup dg = (DirectoryGroup) session.createPublicObject(dgDef);

5. Obtain the DirectoryUsers who belong in the DirectoryGroup.

Collection groupDus = session.getDirectoryUserCollection();

int i;
int icount = groupDus.getItemCount();
for (i = 0; i < icount; i++)
{
  du = (DirectoryUser) groupDus.getItems(i);

6. Add the DirectoryUsers to the DirectoryGroup.

    dg.addMember(du);
}

Example 15–26 Using Java to Modify a Custom Group Instance

/*
 * The following example adds a DirectoryUser to a custom group. 
 */

1. Search for the custom group instance. Specify the class of the group.

Selector s = new Selector(session);
s.setSearchClassname("ORGANIZATION");
s.setSearchSelection("NAME = ’Development’");
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2. Fetch the group instance. Since the custom group extends DirectoryGroup, the 
instance can be declared as a DirectoryGroup.

DirectoryGroup dg = (DirectoryGroup) s.getItems(0);

3. Add a DirectoryUser to the group.

DirectoryUser du = session.getDirectoryUser();
dg.addMembers(du);

Example 15–27 Using Java to Delete a Custom Group Instance

/*
 * The following example deletes all instances of a custom group. 
 */
1. Search for all custom group instances. Specify the class of the group.

Selector s = new Selector(session);
s.setSearchClassname("ORGANIZATION");
LibraryObject[] dgs = s.getItems();

2. Fetch the group instances. Since the custom group extends DirectoryGroup, the 
instance can be declared as a DirectoryGroup.

DirectoryGroup dg;

int i;
int icount = (dgs == null) ? 0 : dgs.length;
for (i = 0; i < icount; i++)
{
  dg = (DirectoryGroup) dgs[i];

3. Delete the DirectoryGroup.

  dg.free();
}

NOTE: Deleting a custom group instances does not automatically 
delete the DirectoryUsers in that group. See "Creating, Modifying, 
and Deleting DirectoryUsers and PrimaryUserProfiles" to learn 
how to delete DirectoryUsers.
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Authenticating DirectoryUsers
When a user tries to access information in the repository, Oracle CM SDK first 
authenticates the user ’s credentials. Users are authenticated in the following steps:

1. The user supplies credentials via the application being used to log into the 
repository.

2. The application instantiates a class in the oracle.ifs.common package to 
hold the credentials. The application can select from a variety of classes 
depending on the type of credentials being used to authenticate the user. 
CleartextCredential is most commonly used for managing credentials.

3. The application passes the credentials to the LibraryService to attempt to 
establish a session with the repository.

4. The LibraryService retrieves the a DirectoryUser instance that corresponds to 
the user’s DistinguishedName specified. If a DirectoryUser instance does not 
exist, the LibraryService refuses to connect.

5. If a DirectoryUser instance exists, the LibraryService passes the user’s 
credentials to the credential manager identified in the DirectoryUser 
CredentialManager attribute.

6. The credential manager verifies the credentials. If the credentials are valid, the 
LibraryService creates a LibrarySession that connects the application to Oracle 
CM SDK. The LibrarySession serves as a factory for all operations performed by 
the user in the repository (e.g., creating, updating and deleting repository 
objects).

Example 15–28 Authenticating a User using Java

//Connect to Oracle CM SDK.
LibraryService service = 
       LibraryService.startService(ServiceName, SchemaPassword,
                                   ServiceConfig, Domain);
ConnectOptions cop = new ConnectOptions();

NOTE: Example 15–28 illustrates how an application can 
authenticate a user using a CleartextCredentials. Chapter 4, 
"Creating an Oracle Content Management SDK Document" 
discusses more fully other aspects of working with LibraryServices 
and LibrarySessions that are beyond the scope of this section. 
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CleartextCredential cred = 
       new CleartextCredential("system", "managerifs");
LibrarySession session = service.connect(cred, cop);

Managing Access to PublicObjects
This section describes how Oracle CM SDK uses AccessControlLists to manage 
access to PublicObjects. It covers the following topics:

■ How AccessControlLists Work

■ AccessControlList Structure

■ Creating, Modifying, and Deleting AccessControlLists

■ Applying ACLs to PublicObjects

■ Managing Access to AccessControlLists

■ Working with Composite AccessControlLists

How AccessControlLists Work
Access to every PublicObject is managed by an AccessControlList. An 
AccessControlList is a list of users and groups who have been granted or revoked 
access permissions to the PublicObject. Each time a user or group is granted or 
revoked access permissions, a new entry is created in the AccessControlList. The 
entry records the Grantee (i.e., the user or group), the AccessLevel (i.e., a set of 
permissions), and whether the permissions are being granted or revoked. 

Resolving Access Permissions
If the Grantee is a group, then the entry applies to all users belonging to that group 
or any of its subgroups. If multiple AccessControlEntries apply to a user, Oracle CM 
SDK resolves the user ’s effective access permissions by aggregating the entries in 
the order that they were created in the AccessControlList. For example, if a user was 
granted Discover and GetContent in the first entry, then granted SetAttribute and 
SetContent in a second, and then revoked SetContent in a third, Oracle CM SDK 
would resolved the effective access permissions to Discover, GetContent and 
SetAttribute.
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Sharing AccessControlLists
AccessControlLists exist independently in the repository, and can be assigned to 
one or more PublicObjects. An AccessControlList is assigned to a PublicObject by 
referencing the AccessControlList in the PublicObject’s ACL attribute. 

Each AccessControlList possesses an attribute, Shared, that indicates if the 
AccessControlList is private to one PublicObject or shared between multiple 
PublicObjects. Sharing AccessControlLists makes it easy to control access to many 
PublicObjects that have similar security constraints. For example, you might create 
an AccessControlList to control access to all PublicObjects pertaining to a particular 
project. You can define who can read the project documents, who has been 
designated as a content contributor in the project, and who manages the folders in 
the project work area. Subsequently, you can share the AccessControlList across all 
project documents and folders. This allows you to maintain project security once in 
a single AccessControlList, instead of separately for each document and folder.

Defining System-Wide Security Levels
Administrators can create a special type of AccessControlList, a 
SystemAccessControlList, that defines access permissions that can be applied by 
any Oracle CM SDK user to information in the repository. Oracle CM SDK is 
installed with four SystemAccessControlLists: Private, Protected, Published, and 
Public.

Defining Custom Permissions
Oracle CM SDK is installed pre-configured with a standard set of permissions that 
can be granted or revoked in an AccessControlList, including Discover, GetContent, 
SetAttribute, SetContent, Delete, and many others. Oracle CM SDK also allows you 
to define custom access permissions, that is ExtendedPermissions, and use them to 
control if users can perform tasks implemented by custom application code. For 
example, you can define an custom permission for the ability to digitally sign a 
document to support an application for managing legal contracts. 

NOTE: Detailed instructions on how to create, modify and delete 
SystemAccessControlLists is not currently provided in this chapter.
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Defining Broader Levels of Access
The permissions defined out-of-the-box with Oracle CM SDK give you fine grained 
control over how information is accessed. Oracle CM SDK also allows you to define 
broader permission levels by grouping access permissions into PermissionBundles. 
For example, you might group the Discover, Add Item, and Remove Item 
permissions together into a ModifyFolderPermissionBundle to more easily grant users 
the ability to modify folders.

AccessControlList Structure
Each AccessControlList is represented by an instance of the AccessControlList class. 
Each entry that grants or revokes access permissions to a user or group is 
represented by an instance of the AccessControlEntry class. Each 
AccessControlEntry possesses an attribute, ACL, that references the 
AccessControlList to which it belongs. The AccessControlEntry also possesses 
attributes for recording which permissions were granted or revoked to which user 
or group. An AccessControlEntry can reference an AccessLevel, one or more 
ExtendedPermissions, and PermissionBundles. AccessLevels represent a set of 
standard permissions defined by Oracle CM SDK. ExtendedPermissions represent 
custom permissions that you have defined. PermissionBundles represent higher 
levels of access comprised of a group of permissions. 

Figure 15–2 illustrates the structure of an AccessControlList.

NOTE: Detailed instructions on how to create, modify and delete 
ExtendedPermissions is not currently provided in this chapter.

NOTE: Detailed instructions on how to create, modify and delete 
PermissionBundles is not currently provided in this chapter.
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Figure 15–2 AccessControlList Structure

AccessControlList
The AccessControlList class serves as the primary interface for granting and 
revoking permissions to users and groups in the list. Table 15–7 lists the most 
commonly used attributes and methods on AccessControlList.

Table 15–7 AccessControlList Attributes and Methods

Shared

isShared()

Determines if the AccessControlList can be shared 
between multiple PublicObjects.

checkEffectiveAccess()

checkGrantedAccess()

getEffectiveAccessLevel()

getGrantedAccessLevel()

Determines the access permissions that a users or 
group is granted in the AccessControlList. 

grantAccess()

removeAccessControlEntry()

revokeAccess()

revokeAllAccess()

updateAccessControlEntry()

Provide convenient interfaces for users to grant 
and revoke access permission in the 
AccessControlList.
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AccessControlEntries
The AccessControlEntry class possesses attributes and methods for defining each 
entry in the AccessControlList: the grantee, the permissions, and whether the 
permissions are being granted or revoked. The relationship between the 
AccessControlList and the AccessControlEntry is maintained by two attributes on 
the AccessControlEntry: ACL and SortSequence. The ACL attribute references the 
AccessControlList to which the AccessControlEntry belongs. The SortSequence 
attribute determines the AccessControlEntries relative position to other 
AccessControlEntries in the AccessControlList. The AccessControlEntries 
SortSequence is used to determine the precedence of the permissions that they grant 
or revoke.

Table 15–8 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods on 
AccessControlEntry.

ACL References another AccessControlList that governs 
which users and groups can grant and revoke 
permissions in this AccessControlList, or delete 
this AccessControlList.

Table 15–8 AccessControlEntry Attributes and Methods

ACL

getACL()

Determines the AccessControlList to which this 
AccessControlEntry belongs.

Grantee

getGrantee()

Determines the user or group that is being granted 
or revoked the permission(s). 

AccessLevel

getDistinctAccessLevel()

getMergedAccessLevel()

Determines the permission being granted or 
revoked.

Granted Indicates whether the permissions are being 
granted or revoked.

SortSequence

getSortSequence()

Determines the sort sequence of this 
AccessControlEntry in the AccessControlList.

Table 15–7 AccessControlList Attributes and Methods
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AccessLevels
Oracle CM SDK uses the AccessLevel class to represent a set of standard 
permissions that have been granted or revoked in an AccessControlEntry. The 
AccessLevel class possesses constants to represent each standard permission 
defined by Oracle CM SDK. Table 15–9 lists the standard permissions that are 
pertinent to PublicObjects.

PermissionBundles

getPermissionBundles()

Determines the PermissionBundles that have been 
set on the AccessControlEntry.

ExtendedPermissions

getExtendedPermissions()

Determines the extended permissions that have 
been granted or revoked in this 
AccessControlEntry.

Table 15–9 PublicObject Permissions

Constant Usage

AccessLevel_Discover The ability to discover an object and read its attributes (but, for 
Documents, not necessarily its content). 

AccessLevel_GetContent The ability to read the content of an object (applies only to 
Documents). 

AccessLevel_SetAttribute The ability to directly update any object attribute. 

AccessLevel_SetContent The ability to update the content of an object (applies only to 
Documents). 

AccessLevel_Delete The ability to delete an object. Also required to set or clear the 
ExpirationDate attribute on PublicObjects. 

AccessLevel_Lock The ability to lock or unlock PublicObjects. 

AccessLevel_Grant The ability to change a PublicObject's ACL, Owner, or 
AdministrationGroup to any user. 

AccessLevel_AddMember The ability to add a DirectoryObject member to a 
DirectoryGroup. Permission applies to the target 
DirectoryGroup. 

AccessLevel_
RemoveMember 

The ability to remove a DirectoryObject member from a 
DirectoryGroup. Permission applies to the target 
DirectoryGroup.

Table 15–8 AccessControlEntry Attributes and Methods
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■ To learn more about Relationships, see Chapter 6, "Applying Arbitrary 
Metadata and Behavior".

■ To learn more about Versioning, see Chapter 14, "Implementing Versioning".

Table 15–10 lists the most commonly used methods on AccessLevel.

AccessLevel_AddItem The ability to add a PublicObject item to a folder. Permission 
applies to the target Folder. 

AccessLevel_RemoveItem The ability to remove a PublicObject item from a Folder. 
Permission applies to the target Folder. 

AccessLevel_
AddRelationship 

The ability to relate a PublicObject (known as the 
“RightObject”) with another PublicObject (known as the 
“LeftObject”). The permission applies to the LeftObject.

AccessLevel_
RemoveRelationship

 The ability to remove a relationship between a PublicObject 
(known as the “RightObject”) and another PublicObject 
(known as the “LeftObject”). Permission applies to the 
LeftObject.

AccessLevel_
AddVersonSeries 

The ability to add a VersionSeries to a Family. Permission 
applies to the Family. 

AccessLevel_
RemoveVersionSeries

The ability to remove a VersionSeries from a Family. 
Permission applies to the Family. 

AccessLevel_AddVerson The ability to add a new Version to a VersionSeries. Permission 
applies to the VersionSeries. 

AccessLevel_
RemoveVersion 

The ability to remove a Version from a VersionSeries. 
Permission applies to the VersionSeries. 

AccessLevel_
SetDefaultVersion 

The ability to change the default version or VersionSeries of a 
Family or VersionSeries. 

AccessLevel_SetPolicy The ability to change a PolicyPropertyBundle associated with 
a PublicObject. Permission applies to the 
PolicyPropertyBundle. 

Table 15–9 PublicObject Permissions

Constant Usage
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ExtendedPermissions
Oracle CM SDK allows you to define custom permissions as instances of the 
ExtendedPermissions class. For example, you can define an custom permission for 
the ability to digitally sign a document to support an application for managing legal 
contracts. To define the custom permission, you would create an instance of the 
ExtendedPermission class that is uniquely named (e.g., Sign) to identify the custom 
permission. Subsequently, you can grant and revoke the ExtendedPermission in an 
AccessControlEntry by constructing an AccessLevel to hold the 
ExtendedPermissions. 

The AccessLevel class in the Java API provides a set of methods for working with 
ExtendedPermissions. Table 15–11 lists the methods on AccessLevel that are used to 
work with ExtendedPermissions.

Table 15–10 AccessLevel Attributes and Methods

add()

equal()

subtract()

Adds and removes permissions to 
this AccessLevel which exist in 
another AccessLevel. 

clearAllPermissions()

clearAllStandardPermissions()

disableAllPermissions()

disableAllStandardPermissions()

enableAllPermissions()

enableAllStandardPermissions()

Clears, enables or disables 
permissions in the AccessLevel.

getAllDefinedStandardPermissions()

getAllDefinedStandardPermissionNames()

enableEnabledStandardPermissions()

getEnabledStandardPermissionNames()

isStandardPermissionEnabled()

isSufficientEnabled()

Determines the enabled and defined 
permissions in an AccessLevel.
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After an ExtendedPermission has been applied to an AccessControlList, you can 
build custom applications that use the ExtendedPermission to control how users 
can work with PublicObjects. Your application would implement an override to 
check if a user has been granted the ExtendedPermission on a PublicObject, and 
then allow or disallow the user to perform operations based on its findings.

Table 15–12 lists the methods on S_PublicObject that are used to work with 
ExtendedPermissions.

PermissionBundles
AccessLevel provides an extensive list of permissions that give you fine control over 
how information is accessed. However, you may want to define security levels that 
make it easier for users to apply broader access permissions on PublicObjects. 

Table 15–11 AccessLevel methods related to ExtendedPermissions

enableExtendedPermission() This method is used to set the 
ExtendedPermission in the AccessLevel. 

disableExtendedPermission() This method is used to remove the 
ExtendedPermission from the AccessLevel.

getExtendedPermissions() This method is used to get all 
ExtendedPermissions held in the 
AccessLevel.

isExtendedPermissionEnabled() This method is used to check if an 
ExtendedPermission is held in the 
AccessLevel.

Table 15–12 S_PublicObject Methods related to ExtendedPermissions

checkAccess() Determines if an ExtendedPermission has 
been granted to a user on the S_PublicObject.

extendedPostInsert()
extendedPreInsert()
extendedPostUpdate()
extendedPreUpdate()
extendedPostDelete()
extendedPreDelete()

Implements the custom business rules for 
controlling what a user can do based on the 
ExtendedPermission. 
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Oracle CM SDK allows you to define broader security levels as instances of the class 
PermissionBundle, that are stored persistently in Oracle CM SDK. For example, you 
might group the Discover, Add Item, and Remove Item permissions together into a 
ModifyFolderPermissionBundle to more easily grant users the ability to modify 
folders.

Table 15–13 lists the most commonly used attributes and methods of 
PermissionBundle.

Creating, Modifying, and Deleting AccessControlLists
Oracle CM SDK provides three methods for creating, modifying and deleting 
AccessControlLists:

■ XML, creating XML files that automatically define AccessControlLists when 
imported into Oracle CM SDK via the CUP Protocol Server

■ Java, programmatically defining AccessControlLists via Oracle CM SDK Java 
API

■ Oracle Internet File System Manager, providing a graphical user interface for 
defining AccessControlLists.

This section discusses how to define AccessControlLists with XML and Java. For 
instructions on defining AccessControlLists in the Oracle Internet File System 
Manager, consult the Oracle Internet File System Manager Online Help facility.

Using XML to Create and Modify AccessControlLists
You can use XML files to define AccessControlLists in Oracle CM SDK. When the 
XML file is imported into Oracle CM SDK, the IfsSimpleXmlParser automatically 
uses it to create or modify a AccessControlList and the AccessControlEntry 
instances. Oracle CM SDK does not support deleting AccessControlLists using 
XML.

Example 15–29 and Example 15–30 illustrate how to create and modify 
AccessControlLists with XML.

Table 15–13 PermissionBundle Attributes and Methods

AccessLevel

getAccessLevel()

setAccessLevel()

Determines the AccessLevels in the 
PermissionBundle.
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Example 15–29 Using XML to Create an AccessControlList

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
<ACCESSCONTROLLIST>
  <NAME>ContentManagementProjectACL</NAME>
  <DESCRIPTION>
     ACL used to manage access to all information 
     pertaining to the Content Management project.
  </DESCRIPTION>
  <OWNER RefType = "Name">guest</OWNER>
  <ACEs>
    <ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
      <GRANTEE ClassName="DirectoryUser" RefType="Name">
         guest
      </GRANTEE>
      <ACCESSLEVEL>
          <DISCOVER> true </DISCOVER>
          <GETCONTENT> true </GETCONTENT>
          <SETATTRIBUTE> true </SETATTRIBUTE>
          <SETCONTENT> true </SETCONTENT>
          <DELETE> true </DELETE>
      </ACCESSLEVEL>
      <GRANTED>true</GRANTED>
    </ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
  </ACEs>
</ACCESSCONTROLLIST>

Example 15–30 Using XML to Modify an AccessControlList

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
<ACCESSCONTROLLIST>
  <UPDATE RefType = "Name">ContentManagementProjectACL</UPDATE>
    <OWNER RefType = 'Name'>system</OWNER>
  <ACEs>
    <ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
      <GRANTEE ClassName='DirectoryUser' RefType="Name"> guest </GRANTEE>
      <ACCESSLEVEL>
          <SETATTRIBUTE> true </SETATTRIBUTE>
          <SETCONTENT> true </SETCONTENT>
          <DELETE> true </DELETE>
      </ACCESSLEVEL>
      <GRANTED>false</GRANTED>
    </ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
  </ACEs>
</ACCESSCONTROLLIST>
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Each element in the XML configuration file is used to specify the value for the 
attributes of the AccessControlList and AccessControlEntry instances. 

Example 15–14 lists each of the XML elements in a AccessControlList configuration 
file. The table specifies the Java class and attribute in the Oracle CM SDK Java API 
that corresponds to the element, how the element is used, and any valid XML 
attributes for the element

.

NOTE: For a detailed description of the syntax rules for XML 
configuration files, consult Chapter 10, "XML and the Oracle 
Content Management SDK".

Table 15–14 AccessControlList XML Configuration File Elements

Element Class Information Attributes Usage

<ACCESSCONTROLLIST> AccessControlList
a subclass of PublicObject

Root element of the 
AccessControlList 
configuration file. 
Must correspond to the 
name of the 
AccessControlList 
class.

<NAME> The Name attribute on the 
AccessControlList class

The <NAME> element 
is used to name of the 
AccessControlList.    

<ACEs> Does not directly 
correspond to an attribute 
of the AccessControlList 
class

The declarations for the 
AccessControlEntry 
instances must be 
enclosed in a <ACEs> 
element.

<ACCESSCONTROLENTRY> AccessControlEntry 
a subclass of SystemObject

Each 
AccessControlEntry is 
declared by an 
<ACCESSCONTROLE
NTRY> element.

   <GRANTEE>  The Grantee attribute on
 the AccessControlEntry 
class

RefType
ClassName
Existing

The <GRANTEE> 
element is used to 
specify the user or 
group who is being 
granted or revoked 
permissions in the 
AccessControlEntry.
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<ACCESSLEVEL> The AccessLevel attribute 
on the AccessControlEntry 
class

The <ACCESSLEVEL> 
element is used to hold 
the permissions being 
granted or revoked.

<DISCOVER>
<GETCONTENT>
<SETATTRIBUTE>
<SETCONTENT>
<DELETE>
<LOCK>
<GRANT>
<ADDMEMBER>
<REMOVEMEMBER>
<ADDITEM>
<REMOVEITEM>
<ADDRELATIONSHIP>
<REMOVERELATIONSHIP>
<ADDVERSIONSERIES>
<REMOVEVERSIONSERIES>
<ADDVERSION>
<REMOVEVERSION>
<SETDEFAULTVERSION>
<SETPOLICY>
<CREATE>
<SELECTORACCESS>

A constant on the 
AccessLevel class that 
represents the 
corresponding permission

These elements are 
used to include specific 
permissions in the 
AccessLevel. The 
element’s value is set to 
true to include the 
permission in the 
AccessLevel.

<EXTENDEDPERMISSIONS> The ExtendedPermissions 
attribute on the 
AccessControlEntry class

The 
<EXTENDEDPERMISS
IONS> element holds 
any 
ExtendedPermissions 
that are being granted 
or revoked in the 
AccessControlEntry.

<EXTENDEDPERMISSION> ExtendedPermission class 
which extends 
SystemObject

RefType
ClassName

Each 
ExtendedPermission is 
represented by an 
<EXTENDEDPERMISS
ION> element. The 
value of this element 
would reference the 
Name of the 
ExtendedPermission.

Table 15–14 AccessControlList XML Configuration File Elements

Element Class Information Attributes Usage
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Using Java to Create, Modify, and Delete AccessControlLists
The Oracle CM SDK Java API provides a more robust interface for manipulating 
each component of an AccessControlList. Example 15–31, Example 15–32,  and 
Example 15–33 illustrate how to create, modify, and delete AccessControlLists with 
the Java API.

Example 15–31 Using Java to Create an AccessControlList

1. Assume that the application has already obtained the DirectoryUser who will 
be granted permissions in the AccessControlList.

DirectoryGroup du = ...

2. Create a new AccessControlListDefinition.

<GRANTED> Granted attribute on 
AccessControlEntry class

The <GRANTED> 
element is used to 
specify if the 
permissions are being 
granted or revoked. 
The value of the 
element is set to “true” 
to grant the 
permissions, and 
“false” to revoke the 
permissions.

<PERMISSIONBUNDLES> The PermissionBundles 
attribute on the 
AccessControlEntry class

The 
<PERMISSIONBUNDL
ES> element is used to 
hold any 
PermissionBundles 
being granted or 
revoked in the 
AccessControlEntry.

<PERMISSIONBUNDLE> PermissionBundle class 
which extends 
SystemObject class

RefType
ClassName

Each PermissionBundle 
is represented by a 
<PERMISSIONBUNDL
E> element that 
references the 
PermissionBundle 
object using the 
RefType attribute on 
the element.

Table 15–14 AccessControlList XML Configuration File Elements

Element Class Information Attributes Usage
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AccessControlListDefinition aclDef = new AccessControlListDefinition(session);

3. Set the values of the AccessControlList attributes.

aclDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("NAME",
         AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
           "ContentManagementProjectACL"));

aclDef.setShared(TRUE);

4. Pass the AccessControlListDefinition to the LibrarySession to create the new 
AccessControlList.

AccessControlList acl = (AccessControlList) session.createPublicObject(aclDef);

5. Create an AccessControlEntryDefinition to grant permissions to the 
DirectoryUser. Set the AccessControlEntryDefinition on the AccessControlList.

AccessControlEntryDefinition aceDef1 = 
             new AccessControlEntryDefinition(session);
aceDef1.setGrantee(du);

String[] levels = {"Discover",
                   "GetContent",
                   "SetAttribute", 
                   "SetContent",
                   "Delete"};
AccessLevel al1 = new AccessLevel(levels);
aceDef1.setDistinctAccessLevel(al1);

acl.grantAccess(aceDef1);

6. Create an AccessControlEntryDefinition to revoke the Delete permission from 
the DirectoryUser. Set the AccessControlEntryDefinition on the 
AccessControlList.

AccessControlEntryDefinition aceDef2 = 
             new AccessControlEntryDefinition(session);
aceDef2.setGrantee(du);

AccessLevel al2 = new AccessLevel(AccessLevel.ACCESSLEVEL_DELETE);
aceDef2.setDistinctAccessLevel(al2);

acl.revokeAccess(aceDef2);
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Example 15–32 Using Java to Modify an AccessControlList

1. Assume that the application has already obtained the AccessControlList, and 
the DirectoryUser who will be granted new permissions on the 
AccessControlList.

AccessControlList acl = ...
DirectoryUser du = ...

2. Create a new AccessControlEntryDefinition to grant all permissions to the user.

AccessControlEntryDefinition aceDef = 
     new AccessControlEntryDefinition(session);
aceDef.setGrantee(du);
aceDef.setGranted(true);

AccessLevel al = new AccessLevel();
al.enableAllStandardPermissions();
aceDef.setDistinctAccessLevel(al);

3. Specify that new the AccessControlEntry should be inserted at the top of the 
AccessControlList so that any AccessControlEntries that revoke permissions 
from members of that group maintain precedence when resolved by Oracle CM 
SDK.

AccessControlEntry firstAce = acl.getAccessControlEntrys(0);
aceDef.setInsertBeforeAccessControlEntry(firstAce);

4. Add the AccessControlEntry to the AccessControlList.

acl.addAccessControlEntry(aceDef);

Example 15–33 Deleting an AccessControlList with Java

1. Assume that the application has already obtained the AccessControlList.

AccessControlList acl = ...

2. Delete the AccessControlList. Oracle CM SDK will automatically delete all 
AccessControlEntries in the AccessControlList.

acl.free();

Applying ACLs to PublicObjects
An AccessControlList must be applied to every PublicObject created in Oracle CM 
SDK. An AccessControlList can be applied in three ways: 
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■ Explicitly Setting the ACL Attribute. An AccessControlList is usually applied 
to a PublicObject by setting the PublicObject’s ACL attribute. The ACL attribute 
references the AccessControlList that should be used to manage access to the 
PublicObject.

■ Defaulting the ACL on a PublicObject. If the ACL attribute is not explicitly set 
when a new PublicObject is created, Oracle CM SDK will automatically set the 
ACL attribute to the creator ’s default AccessControlList for that class of object. 
User’s who possess the permission to Grant access to the PublicObject, 
including the PublicObject’s owner and any system administrator, can update 
the ACL attribute after it has been created.

■ Applying ACLs by Proxy. As an alternative to using the ACL attribute to apply 
an AccessControlList, you can apply another PublicObject’s AccessControlList 
by proxy. When one PublicObject is specified as the SecuringPublicObject for 
another PublicObject, the securing PublicObject’s AccessControlList is used to 
control access to the other PublicObject.

This section illustrates how use XML and Java to apply an AccessControlList to a 
PublicObject. 

Explicitly Setting the ACL Attribute
This section illustrates how to apply an AccessControlList to a PublicObject by 
explicitly setting the ACL attribute. Example 15–34,Example 15–35, and 
Example 15–36 illustrate how to use XML to set the ACL attribute. Example 15–37 
and Example 15–38 illustrate how to use Java to set the ACL attribute.

Example 15–34 Using XML to Apply an ACL to a New PublicObject

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<FOLDER>
  <NAME>My Work-in-Progress</NAME>
  <DESCRIPTION>
     ACL used to manage access to all information pertaining to 
     the Content Management project.
  </DESCRIPTION>
  <ACL>

NOTE: For instructions on applying AccessControlLists in the 
Oracle Internet File System Manager, consult the Oracle Internet 
File System Manager Online Help facility.
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    <NAME>MyCMWorkInProgressACL</NAME>
    <ACL RefType = "Name">Private</ACL>
    <ACEs>
      <ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
        <GRANTEE ClassName='DirectoryGroup' RefType="Name">
           CMProjectGroup
        </GRANTEE>
        <ACCESSLEVEL>
          <DISCOVER> true </DISCOVER>
          <GETCONTENT> true </GETCONTENT>
        </ACCESSLEVEL>
        <GRANTED>true</GRANTED>
      </ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
    </ACEs>
  </ACL>
</FOLDER>

Example 15–35 Using XML to Apply an Existing ACL to a New PublicObject

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<FOLDER>
    <NAME>Content Management Research</NAME>
    <ACL RefType = "Name">
      ContentManagementProjectACL
    </ACL>
    <FOLDERPATH>.</FOLDERPATH>
</FOLDER>

Example 15–36 Using XML to Modify the ACL for an Existing PublicObject

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<FOLDER>
    <UPDATE RefType = "Name">Content Management Research</UPDATE>   
    <ACL RefType = "Name">
      Public
    </ACL>
    <FOLDERPATH>.</FOLDERPATH>
</FOLDER>

NOTE: Example 15–34 sets the AccessControlList’s ACL attribute 
to the Private SystemAccessControlList so that other users will not 
be able to use the new AccessControlList.
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Example 15–37 Using Java to Apply an Existing ACL to a New PublicObject

1. Fetch the AccessControlList.

Collection aclColl = session.getSystemAccessControlListCollection();
AccessControlList acl = 
    (AccessControlList) aclColl.getItems("Protected");

2. Create a FolderDefinition and set the ACL attribute.

FolderDefinition fd = new FolderDefinition(session);
fd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Folder.NAME_ATTRIBUTE, 
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Collateral"));
fd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Folder.ACL_ATTRIBUTE, 
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(acl));

3. Pass the FolderDefinition to the LibrarySession to create a new Folder.

Folder f = (Folder) session.createPublicObject(fd);

Example 15–38 Using Java to Apply a Folder’s ACL Recursively to Subfolders

/** This example illustrates how to recursively 
 * apply an ACL to multiple PublicObjects.
 */

1. Enable administration mode to ensure that the user will have implicit 
permission to set the ACL for any subfolder found. Otherwise, the user may not 
be able to apply an ACL if the user is not the owner of the subfolder, or unless 
the user has been granted the Grant permission in the subfolder’s ACL.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Obtain the parent folder whose ACL will be recursively applied to its 
subfolders.

PublicObject parentFolder, item;

FolderPathResolver fpr = new FolderPathResolver(session);
fpr.setRootFolder();
parentFolder = fpr.findPublicObjectByPath("/public");

3. Obtain the parent folder’s ACL.

AccessControlList acl = parentFolder.getAcl();

4. Obtain an array of all subfolders.

PublicObject[] folderItems = parentFolder.getItems();
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for (int i = 0 ; i < parentFolder.getItemCount(); i++ )
{
5. If the item is a subfolder, apply the parent folder ’s ACL.

   item = ( PublicObject ) folderItems[i];
   if( item instanceof Folder )
   {
      item.setAcl( acl );
   }
}

Defaulting the ACL on a PublicObject
If the ACL attribute is not explicitly set when a PublicObject is created, Oracle CM 
SDK will automatically set the ACL to reference the user ’s default 
AccessControlList for that class of object. The default AccessControlList is identified 
in the user ’s PrimaryUserProfile. The PrimaryUserProfile possesses two attributes 
that hold the user ’s default AccessControlLists: 

■ DefaultACLs, used to specify default AccessControlLists for non-versioned 
PublicObjects

■ DefaultVersionedACLs, used to default AccessControlLists for versioned 
PublicObjects

Both attributes reference a PropertyBundle that consist of a list of Properties, which 
are name/value pairs. The Name of each Property specifies the class of object to 
which the AccessControlList applies (e.g., DOCUMENT, FOLDER). The Property’s 
value references the AccessControlList that should be applied by default for 
instances of that class.

To learn how to specify a default AccessControlList for a user, see the "Profiling 
Users"section. Example 15–5 illustrates how to add an AccessControlList to the 
DefaultACLs PropertyBundle in a user ’s PrimaryUserProfile with Java.

Applying ACLs by Proxy 
Oracle CM SDK provides an alternative method for controlling access to 
PublicObjects. Instead of applying an AccessControlList directly to the PublicObject 

NOTE: To learn more about how to work with PropertyBundles, 
see Chapter 6, "Applying Arbitrary Metadata and Behavior". 
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by setting the ACL attribute, you can apply another PublicObject’s 
AccessControlList by setting the SecuringPublicObject attribute. 

Every PublicObject includes an attribute, SecuringPublicObject, that can be 
optionally used to specify another PublicObject that is used to secure this 
PublicObject. When the SecuringPublicObject attribute references another 
PublicObject, Oracle CM SDK will use that PublicObject’s AccessControlList 
instead. 

Proxy security is particularly useful when working with versioned PublicObjects. 
For example, you can set the SecuringPublicObject for all versions of a document to 
reference the document’s Family. This enables you to maintain security for all 
versions of the document in one place, rather than separately on each version.

Example 15–39 Setting the SecuringPublicObject attribute on a PublicObject with 
Java

1. Create the DocumentDefinition.

DocumentDefinition dd = new DocumentDefinition(session);
dd.setAttribute(Document.NAME_ATTRIBUTE, 
   AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(docname));

Collection formatColl = session.getFormatCollection();
Format fmt = (Format) formatColl.getItems("Text");
dd.setFormat(fmt);

dd.setContent("A new versioned document.");

Folder hf = session.getUser().getPrimaryUserProfile().getHomeFolder();
dd.setAddToFolderOption(hf);

2. Create the VersionDescriptionDefinition.

VersionDescriptionDefinition vdd = new VersionDescriptionDefinition(session);
vdd.setAttribute(VersionDescription.NAME_ATTRIBUTE, 
    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Versioning1 VersionDescription"));
vdd.setAttribute("VERSIONLABEL", 
    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Version 1.0"));
vdd.setPublicObjectDefinition(dd);

3. Pass the VersionDescriptionDefinition to the LibrarySession to implicitly create 
the Document, VersionDescription, VersionSeries, and Family, and return the 
VersionDescription.

VersionDescription vd = (VersionDescription)session.createPublicObject(vdd);
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4. Use the VersionDescription to fetch the other components.

Family f = vd.getFamily();
VersionSeries vs = vd.getVersionSeries();
Document d = (Document) vd.getResolvedPublicObject();

5. Set the SecuringPublicObject for the VersionDescription and VersionSeries to be 
the document’s Family.

d.setSecuringPublicObject(f);
vd.setSecuringPublicObject(f);
vs.setSecuringPublicObject(f);

Managing Access to AccessControlLists
Any end user can create an AccessControlList. When a user creates an 
AccessControlList, Oracle CM SDK automatically designates the user as the owner 
of that AccessControlList. 

As the owner, the user can control how the AccessControlList can be accessed by 
other users. The owner can specify who can discover the AccessControlList and 
apply it to their PublicObjects. The owner can also specify who can modify the 
AccessControlList to grant or revoke permissions. The owner of the 
AccessControlList determines who can discover and modify it by setting the 
AccessControlList’s ACL attribute, just like any other PublicObject. For example, to 
prevent other users from discovering the AccessControlList and using it to manage 
access to their PublicObjects, the owner can set the AccessControlList’s ACL 
attribute to reference the Private SystemAccessControlList. In another case, the 
owner can share the responsibility of maintaining an AccessControlList by applying 
an AccessControlList that grants other users the Grant permission. The Grant 
permission is used to determine who can add new AccessControlEntries to an 
AccessControlList.

Example 15–40 Granting Access to an AccessControlList with XML

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
<OBJECTLIST>

1. Create an AccessControlList to control access to other AccessControlLists.

 <ACCESSCONTROLLIST>
  <NAME>CMProjectACLAdministration</NAME>
  <DESCRIPTION>ACL used to allow the Content Managmeent project members to use 
the AccessControlList, and project leads to manage 
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AccessControlLists.</DESCRIPTION>
  <OWNER RefType = "Name">tturner</OWNER>
  <ACEs>
    <ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
      <GRANTEE ClassName="DirectoryGroup" RefType="Name">
         CMProjectGroup
      </GRANTEE>
      <ACCESSLEVEL>
          <DISCOVER> true </DISCOVER>
      </ACCESSLEVEL>
      <GRANTED>true</GRANTED>
    </ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
    <ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
      <GRANTEE ClassName="DirectoryGroup" RefType="Name">
         CMProjectLeads
      </GRANTEE>
      <ACCESSLEVEL>
          <GRANT> true </GRANT>
      </ACCESSLEVEL>
      <GRANTED>true</GRANTED>
    </ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
  </ACEs>
 </ACCESSCONTROLLIST>

2. Set the ACL attribute on an AccessControlList

 <ACCESSCONTROLLIST>
  <NAME>ContentManagementProjectACL</NAME>
  <DESCRIPTION>
     ACL used to manage access to all information 
     pertaining to the Content Management project.
  </DESCRIPTION>
  <OWNER RefType = "Name">tturner</OWNER>
  <ACL RefType = "Name">CMProjectACLAdministration</ACL>
  <ACEs>
    <ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
      <GRANTEE ClassName="DirectoryGroup" RefType="Name">
         CMProjectGroup
      </GRANTEE>
      <ACCESSLEVEL>
          <DISCOVER> true </DISCOVER>
          <GETCONTENT> true </GETCONTENT>
          <SETCONTENT> true </SETCONTENT>
          <DELETE> true </DELETE>
      </ACCESSLEVEL>
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      <GRANTED>true</GRANTED>
    </ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
  </ACEs>
 </ACCESSCONTROLLIST>

</OBJECTLIST>

Working with Composite AccessControlLists
Composite ACLs allow you to use multiple AccessControlLists to control access to a 
PublicObject.  For example, you might have defined multiple AccessControlLists to 
control access to information in different projects. A Product Development 
AccessControlList grants members of the Product Development DirectoryGroup 
read and write access permissions, and grants the Marketing DirectoryGroup read 
permission.  Another AccessControlList, XML Research, grants members of the 
XML Research Team DirectoryGroup read and write access permissions.  You could 
apply the access permissions defined by both AccessControlLists to documents that 
belong to the respective projects.

A composite ACL allows you to apply permissions granted in multiple 
AccessControlLists to a PublicObject.  The following sections describe how 
composite ACLs work:

■ Composite ACL Structure

■ Composite ACL APIs

■ Resolving Access Permissions

■ Creating a Composite ACL

■ Resolving Access Permissions from a Composite ACL

■ Modifying a Composite ACL

■ Deleting a Composite ACL

Composite ACL Structure
Any AccessControlList can become a composite ACL.  An AccessControlList is 
considered to be a composite ACL if its ComponentAcls attribute is not null. The 
ComponentAcls attribute is used to reference the AccessControlLists that should be 
used collectively to control access to a PublicObject.  In addition to the component 
ACLs, a composite ACL can also include its own AccessControlEntries. A 
composite ACL cannot reference another composite ACL.  That is, nested composite 
ACLs are not supported.
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Composite ACL APIs
The AccessControlList bean in the Java API has been enhanced to enable you to 
build custom applications which use composite ACLs.   Table 15-1, "Composite 
ACL Methods", lists the methods on the AccessControlList class which are used to 
work with composite ACLs.

Table 15-1  Composite ACL Methods

Method Description

getComponentAcls() Obtains an array of component AccessControlLists for the 
composite ACL.

setComponentAcls() Used to specify one or more AccessControlLists which are 
components of the composite ACL.
If and only if the array is non-null and not empty, the 
AccessControlList becomes a composite ACL.

getCompositeAcls() Obtains an array of all composite ACLs of which this 
AccessControlList is a component.
Returns null if the AccessControlList is not a composite ACL.
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Resolving Access Permissions
The permissions granted to a user by a composite ACL is the sum of the 
permissions granted to the user in that ACL and each of its composite ACLs. The 
effective access permissions granted to a user by a composite ACL are resolved in 
two steps:

■ First, the effective permissions for the user in each AccessControlList are 
determined separately. As discussed in How AccessControlLists Work, the 
effective permissions for each AccessControlList is determined by aggregating 
the permissions granted and revoked by the AccessControlList's 
AccessControlEntries in the order that they were added to the 
AccessControlList.

■ The effective permissions from the composite ACL and its component ACLs are 
then added together to resolve the user's access to the PublicObject. A revoking 
AccessControlEntry in one of the component ACLs cannot affect the 
permissions granted in the other component ACLs nor the composite ACL.

Table 15-2, "Resolving Effective Permissions from a Composite ACL" illustrates how 
permissions are resolved for the DirectoryUser VMartin in a composite ACL.  The 
composite ACL is comprised of three ACEs and two component ACLs, Product 
Development and XML Research.  VMartin is a member of the XML Research Team 

isComposite() Determines if the AccessControlList is a composite ACL.
Returns true if and only if the AccessControlList is a composite 
ACL (i.e., its ComponentAcls attribute is non-null)

Table 15-1  Composite ACL Methods

Method Description
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DirectoryGroup, but not a member of the Marketing or Development Team 
DirectoryGroups

Creating a Composite ACL
You can use the Java API to create a new composite ACL in the same way that you 
would create any new AccessControlList.  The only difference is that you would set 
the ComponentAcls attribute in the AccessControlListDefinition.

Example 15–41 Creating a New Composite ACL

1. Assume that the application has already obtained the AccessControlLists that 
will be components of the new composite ACL.

AccessControlList acl1 = ...
AccessControlList acl2 = ...

2. Create a new AccessControlListDefinition for the composite ACL.

AccessControlListDefinition aclDef = new
  AccessControlListDefinition(session);

Table 15-2  Resolving Effective Permissions from a Composite ACL

ACL Composite ACL Component ACL
'Product Development'

Component ACL
'XML Research'

ACEs ■ grant discover, get 
content, write to 
Marketing 
DirectoryGroup

■ grant discover, delete, set 
content permissions to 
VMartin DirectoryUser

■ revoke set content  from 
VMartin DirectoryUser

■ grant all permissions to 
Development Team 
DirectoryGroup

■ grant discover, get 
content, set content 
permissions to XML 
Research Team 
DirectoryGroup

VMartin's 
Effective 
Permissions 
for each 
ACL

discover, delete none discover, get content, set 
content

Resolved 
Effective 
Permissions 
for VMartin

discover, get content, delete, set content
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3. Set the values of the AccessControlList attributes.

aclDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(AccessControlList.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
  AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("ContentManagementProjectACL"));

aclDef.setShared(true);

4. Construct an array with the component ACLs and set the ComponentAcls 
attribute on the AccessControlListDefinition.

AccessControlList [] componentAcls = 
      new AccessControlList[] {acl1, acl2};
aclDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(AccessControlList.COMPONENTACLS_ATTRIBUTE,
   AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(componentAcls));

5. Pass the AccessControlListDefinition to the LibrarySession to create the new 
AccessControlList.

AccessControlList acl = (AccessControlList) session.createPublicObject(aclDef);

You can also change an existing AccessControlList into a composite ACL by 
changing the value of the ComponentAcls attribute from NULL to an array of 
component ACLs.

Example 15–42 Creating a Composite ACL from an Existing ACL

1. Assume that the application has already obtained the AccessControlLists that 
will be components of the new composite ACL, and the AccessControlList to 
become the composite ACL.

AccessControlList acl1 = ....;
AccessControlList acl2 = ...
AccessControlList acl3 = ...

2. Set the ComponentAcls attribute to change the AccessControlList into a 
composite ACL.

AccessControlList [] componentAcls = new 
   AccessControlList[] {acl2, acl3};
acl1.setComponentAcls(componentAcls);

Resolving Access Permissions from a Composite ACL
The effective access permissions for a composite ACL are resolved in the same way 
as any AccessControlList.  The access permissions will be automatically resolved for 
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the composite ACL whenever a user tries to access a PublicObject that references 
the composite ACL via its ACL attribute.

You can programmatically determine what the access permissions in the composite 
ACL will be by calling the getEffectiveAccessLevel() and getGrantedAccessLevel() 
methods. The following code example illustrates how to use the Java API to check 
the granted and effective access permissions for a user in a composite ACL.

Example 15–43 Resolving the Effective Permissions for a Composite ACL

1. Assume that the application has already obtained the composite ACL and the 
DirectoryUser whose AccessLevel is to be checked.

AccessControlList compositeAcl = ...
DirectoryUser du = ...

2. Get the granted AccessLevel for the DirectoryUser.

compositeAcl.getGrantedAccessLevel(du);

3. Get the effective AccessLevel for the DirectoryUser.

compositeAcl.getEffectiveAccessLevel(du);

Modifying a Composite ACL
You can modify a composite ACL by adding and removing component ACLs.  The 
component ACLs are referenced in the array attribute ComponentAcls on the 
composite ACL.  To add and remove component ACLs, you can fetch the array, use 
it to create a new array by adding and removing component ACLs, and then set the 
ComponentAcls attribute with the new array.

You can also modify a composite ACL, just like any other AccessControlList, by 
adding AccessControlEntries. Using Java to Create, Modify, and Delete 
AccessControlLists provides instructions and an example on how to modify an 
AccessControlList by adding AccessControlEntries.

The following code example illustrates how to add and remove component ACLs 
from a composite ACL.

Example 15–44 Modifying a Composite ACL

1. Assume that the application has identified the composite ACL, the 
AccessControlList to be removed as a component, and the AccessControlList to 
be added as a component.

AccessControlList oldComponentAcl = ....
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AccessControlList newComponentAcl = ....
AccessControlList compositeAcl = ....

2. Obtain the array of component ACLs for the composite ACL.

if (compositeAcl.isComposite())
{
    AccessControlList[] componentAcls =
    compositeAcl.getComponentAcls();

3. Create a new component array that replaces the old component ACL with the 
new component ACL.

  AccessControlList[] newComponentAcls = null;
  int oldLength = (componentAcls == null) ? 0 :
     componentAcls.length;
  newComponentAcls = new AccessControlList[oldLength];
 
  for (int i = 0; i < oldLength; i++)
  {
      if (componentAcls[i].getId() == oldComponentAcl.getId())
      {
         newComponentAcls[i] = newComponentAcl;
      }
      else
      {
         newComponentAcls[i] = componentAcls[i];
      }
   }

4. Set the new array on the composite ACL.

  compositeAcl.setComponentAcls(newComponentAcls);
}
You can change a composite ACL back into a normal AccessControlList by 
removing all component ACLs.  The following example illustrates how to do this.

Example 15–45 Changing a Composite ACL to a non-Composite ACL

1. Assume that the application has identified the composite ACL.

AccessControlList compositeAcl = ....

2. Set the ComponentAcls attribute to null.

AccessControlList[] newComponentAcls = null;
compositeAcl.setComponentAcls(newComponentAcls);
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Deleting a Composite ACL
You can delete a composite ACL with the Java API, in the same way that you would 
any other AccessControlList, by calling the free() method.

When a composite ACL is deleted, the component ACLs are not automatically 
deleted since they may be components of another composite ACL or used as 
AccessControlLists on a PublicObject.  If you wish to cascade delete the component 
ACLs, you can fetch them by calling the getComponentAcls() method and then 
explicitly free them.

Example 15–46 Deleting a Composite ACL

1. Assume that the application has already obtained the composite ACL.

AccessControlList compositeAcl = ...

2. Delete the composite ACL. All AccessControlEntries will be automatically 
deleted in the composite ACL.

compositeAcl.free();

Managing Access to ClassObjects
You can control which users and groups can create and search for specific classes of 
information with ClassAccessControlLists. 

This section discusses the following:

■ How ClassAccessControlLists Work

■ Creating ClassAccessControlLists

■ Applying ClassAccessControlLists to ClassObjects

How ClassAccessControlLists Work
ClassAccessControlList is a subclass of AccessControlList that is only applied to 
ClassObjects. Since ClassAccessControlList extends AccessControlList, it possesses 
all of the attributes and behaviors described in "How AccessControlLists Work" and 
"AccessControlList Structure". In addition, ClassAccessControlLists possess the 
attribute, UniqueName, that is used to uniquely identify the ClassAccessControlList 
by a string. Oracle CM SDK also maintains a collection of ClassAccessControlLists 
that make it easy to retrieve them from a LibrarySession without having to search 
the repository.
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A ClassAccessControlList is applied to a ClassObject by referencing the 
ClassAccessControlList in the ClassACL attribute on the ClassObject. 
ClassAccessControlLists apply two special permissions to ClassObjects: Create and 
SelectorAccess. These permissions are represented by constants on the AccessLevel 
class in the Oracle CM SDK Java API. 

Table 15–15 lists the AccessLevel constants and their usage 

Creating ClassAccessControlLists
ClassAccessControlLists are created in the same manner as AccessControlLists. The 
key differences are that:

■ The ClassAccessControlList class is instantiated

■ Only the AccessLevel_Create and AccessLevel_SelectorAccess permissions are 
included.

■ A UniqueName is automatically generated.

Example 15–47 and Example 15–48 illustrate how to create a ClassAccessControlList 
with XML and Java.

Example 15–47 Creating a ClassAccessControList with XML

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
<CLASSACCESSCONTROLLIST>

Table 15–15 ClassObject Permissions

Constant Usage

AccessLevel_Create Before Oracle CM SDK allows a user to create an instance of a 
content type, it verifies that the user has been granted the 
Create permission in the ClassObject’s ClassAccessControlList. 

AccessLevel_
SelectorAccess

When a user searches for information in the repository, Oracle 
CM SDK first checks that the user has been granted 
SelectorAccess to the ClassObject before returning that type of 
information. 

NOTE: For instructions on creating ClassAccessControlLists with 
Oracle Internet File System Manager, see the Oracle Content 
Management SDK Administration Guide.
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  <NAME>ProductCatalogClassACL</NAME>
  <DESCRIPTION>
    ClassACL used to manage access any custom classes 
    created for the ProductCatalog application.
  </DESCRIPTION>
  <ACEs>
    <ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
      <GRANTEE ClassName="DirectoryGroup" RefType="Name">
         CMProjectGroup
      </GRANTEE>
      <ACCESSLEVEL>
          <SELECTORACCESS> true </SELECTORACCESS>
      </ACCESSLEVEL>
      <GRANTED>true</GRANTED>
    </ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
    <ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
      <GRANTEE ClassName="DirectoryGroup" RefType="Name">
         CMProjectLeads
      </GRANTEE>
      <ACCESSLEVEL>
          <CREATE> true </CREATE>
      </ACCESSLEVEL>
      <GRANTED>true</GRANTED>
    </ACCESSCONTROLENTRY>
  </ACEs>
</CLASSACCESSCONTROLLIST>

Example 15–48 Creating a ClassAccessControList with Java

1. Assume that the application has already obtained the DirectoryUsers and 
DirectoryGroups who will be granted permissions in the AccessControlList.

DirectoryGroup CMGroup = ...
DirectoryGroup CMLeads = ...

2. Administration Mode must be enabled to create a ClassAccessControlList.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

3. Create a new ClassAccessControlListDefinition.

ClassAccessControlListDefinition aclDef = 
      new ClassAccessControlListDefinition(session);

4. Set the values of the ClassAccessControlList attributes.

aclDef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("NAME",
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         AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(
           "ProductCatalogClassACL"));
aclDef.setShared(TRUE);

5. Pass the ClassAccessControlListDefinition to the LibrarySession to create the 
new ClassAccessControlList and AccessControlEntry instances.

ClassAccessControlList classAcl = 
     (ClassAccessControlList) session.createPublicObject(aclDef);

6. Create an AccessControlEntryDefinition to grant members of the Content 
Management group the ability to search for instances of the classes.

AccessControlEntryDefinition aceDef1 = 
             new AccessControlEntryDefinition(session);
aceDef1.setGrantee(dg1);

AccessLevel al1 = new AccessLevel(AccessLevel.ACCESSLEVEL_SELECTORACCESS);
aceDef1.setDistinctAccessLevel(al1);

acl.grantAccess(aceDef1);

7. Create an AccessControlEntryDefinition to grant members of the Content 
Management leads group the ability to create instances of the classes.

AccessControlEntryDefinition aceDef2 = 
             new AccessControlEntryDefinition(session);
aceDef2.setGrantee(dg2);

AccessLevel al2 = new AccessLevel(AccessLevel.ACCESSLEVEL_CREATE);
aceDef2.setDistinctAccessLevel(al2);

acl.grantAccess(aceDef2);

Applying ClassAccessControlLists to ClassObjects
You can apply ClassAccessControlLists to ClassObjects by referencing the 
ClassAccessControlList in the ClassObject’ ClassACL attribute.

Example 15–49 illustrates how to apply an existing ClassAccessControlList to a new 
ClassObject. 
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Example 15–49 Using XML to Apply a ClassAccessControlList to a ClassObject

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <NAME>Image</NAME>   
    <SUPERCLASS RefType = "Name">Document</SUPERCLASS>  
    <CLASSACL RefType = "Name">ProductCatalogClassACL</CLASSACL>
    <ATTRIBUTES>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Width</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>Integer</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Height</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>Integer</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
    </ATTRIBUTES>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Example 15–50 Using Java to Apply a ClassAccessControlList to a ClassObject

1. Enable Administration Mode.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Create the ClassObjectDefinition to hold the values for the new ClassObject.

ClassObjectDefinition codef = new ClassObjectDefinition(session);
codef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ClassObject.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("IMAGE"));
codef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ClassObject.DESCRIPTION_ATTRIBUTE,
       AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Image files"));

ClassObject superClass = session.getClassObjectByName("DOCUMENT");
codef.setSuperclass(superClass);

AttributeDefinition adef1 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
adef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Height")); 
adef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DESCRIPTION_ATTRIBUTE, 

NOTE: For more information about creating ClassObjects, see 
Chapter 5, "Extending Content Types and Attributes".
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     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Image Height"));
adef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_INTEGER));
adef1.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.REQUIRED_ATTRIBUTE,  
             AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(false));
codef.addAttributeDefinition(adef1);

AttributeDefinition adef2 = new AttributeDefinition(session);
adef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.NAME_ATTRIBUTE,
        AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Width")); 
adef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DESCRIPTION_ATTRIBUTE, 
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Image Width"));
adef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.DATATYPE_ATTRIBUTE,
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(Attribute.ATTRIBUTEDATATYPE_INTEGER));
adef2.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Attribute.REQUIRED_ATTRIBUTE,  
             AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(false));
codef.addAttributeDefinition(adef2);

3. Fetch the ClassAccessControlList from the ClassAccessControlList collection, 
and apply it to the ClassObjectDefinition.

Collection classAclColl = session.getClassAccessControlListCollection();
ClassAccessControlList classACL = 
     (ClassAccessControlList) classAclColl.getItems("PRODUCTCATALOGCLASSACL");
codef.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(ClassObject.CLASSACL_ATTRIBUTE, 
    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(classACL));

4. Pass the ClassObjectDefinition to the LibrarySession to create the ClassObject 
and Attribute instances for the content type.

ClassObject classObj = (ClassObject) session.createSchemaObject(codef);

Granting Implicit Access to Objects
Oracle CM SDK implicitly grants full access to information in two cases:

■ Administration, if the user is a system administrator.

■ Ownership, if the user is the owner of an object.

Administration
System Administrators are implicitly granted full access to all information in the 
repository. Any user can be given administration privileges by setting the 
AdminEnabled attribute on the DirectoryUser object that represents that user. 
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Subsequently, that user can obtain full access to all information in the repository by 
enabling Administration Mode in their session with Oracle CM SDK.

Example 15–51 and Example 15–52 illustrate how to give a user administration 
privileges with XML and Java. 

Example 15–51 illustrates how a client application enables Administration Mode for 
the user’s session with Oracle CM SDK.

Example 15–51 Using XML to Grant Administration Privileges to a User

<?xml version = '1.0' standalone = 'yes'?>
<SimpleUser>
  <UserName>gking</UserName>
  <Password>s0tired</Password>
  <EmailAddress>gking@ambiguity.com</EmailAddress>
  <AdminEnabled>true</AdminEnabled>
</SimpleUser>

Example 15–52 Using Java to Grant Administration Privileges to a User

1. Administration mode must be enabled to create a user.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

2. Construct a new instance of UserManager.

// Creating an user using all the default options;
UserManager usermanager = new UserManager(session);

3. Construct a HashTable of options that set the Admin_Enabled attribute to ’true’.

Hashtable userOptions = new Hashtable();
userOptions.put(UserManager.ADMIN_ENABLED, new Boolean(true));

4. Create the user.

DirectoryUser dUser = usermanager.createUser("gking",
                                             "s0tired",
                                             userOptions);

NOTE: For instructions on giving a user administration privileges 
with Oracle Internet File System Manager, see the Oracle Content 
Management Administration Guide.
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Example 15–53 Using Java to Enable Administration Mode

1. Assume that the application has obtained the LibrarySession.

LibrarySession session = ....

2. Administration mode must be enabled to create a user.

session.setAdministrationMode(true);

Ownership
Every object in Oracle CM SDK is owned by a user who has full access to that 
object. The user is given ownership of the object by referencing the user in the 
object’s Owner attribute. When an object is created in the repository, Oracle CM 
SDK automatically sets the Owner attribute to the user who created the object. The 
Owner attribute can be modified to reference a different user at any time.

Example 15–54 Using XML to Set the Owner of a New PublicObject

<?xml verssion="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<FOLDER>
  <NAME>My Work-in-Progress</NAME>
  <OWNER RefType = "Name">scott</OWNER>
</FOLDER>

Example 15–55 Using XML to Change the Owner of an Existing PublicObject

<?xml verssion="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<FOLDER>
  <UPDATE RefType = "Name">My Work-in-Progress</UPDATE>
  <OWNER RefType = "Name">gking</OWNER>
</FOLDER>

Example 15–56 Using Java to Set the Owner of a New PublicObject

1. Create a FolderDefinition.

FolderDefinition fd = new FolderDefinition(session);
fd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Folder.NAME_ATTRIBUTE, 
     AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("Collateral"));

2. Set the Owner attribute on the FolderDefinition

Collection duColl = session.getDirectoryUserCollection();
DirectoryUser du = (DirectoryUser) duColl.getItems("tturner");
fd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName(Folder.OWNER_ATTRIBUTE,
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    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(du));

3. Pass the FolderDefinition to the LibrarySession to create a new Folder.

Folder f = (Folder) session.createPublicObject(fd);

Example 15–57 Using Java to Change the Owner of an Existing PublicObject

1. Assume that the application has already obtained a folder.

Folder f = ....

2. Set the Owner attribute on the Folder.

Collection duColl = session.getDirectoryUserCollection();
DirectoryUser du = (DirectoryUser) duColl.getItems("gking");
f.setOwner(du);

Sample Code
Oracle CM SDK comes with a two sets of sample code files which you can use to get 
started working with the Java API.

■ Documentation Example Files

■ API Sample Code

Documentation Example Files
Oracle CM SDK is installed with runnable sample code files for the examples in this 
chapter. The sample code files are located in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/security 
directory. These sample code files are useful for testing the chapter’s examples. 
However, they must be run in the appropriate sequence and may cause naming 
conflicts if run more than once.

Table 15–16 lists the sample code files and their corresponding examples.

Table 15–16 Example Sample Code Files

Example Sample Code File

Example 15–1, "Using XML to Create a 
DirectoryUser"

CreateSimpleUser.xml
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Example 15–2, "Using XML to Modify a 
DirectoryUser"

UpdateDirectoryUser.xml

Example 15–3, "Using XML to Modify a 
PrimaryUserProfile"

UpdatePrimaryUserProfile.xml

Example 15–4, "Using Java to Create a User" CreateUser.java

Example 15–5, "Using Java to Modify a 
DirectoryUser"

CreateUser.java

Example 15–6, "Using Java to Delete a 
DirectoryUser"

DeleteUser.java

Example 15–7, "Using XML to Create an 
ExtendedUserProfile Class"

CreateExtendedUserProfileType.xml

Example 15–8, "Using Java to Create an 
ExtendedUserProfile Class"

CreateExtendedUserProfileType.java

Example 15–9, "Using Java to Add, Remove, and 
Update Attributes on ExtendedUserProfile 
Classes"

UpdateExtendedUserProfileType.java

Example 15–10, "Using Java to Delete 
ExtendedUserProfile Classes"

DeleteExtendedUserProfileType.java

Example 15–11, "Using XML to Create 
ExtendedUserProfile Instances"

CreateExtendedUserProfile.xml

Example 15–12, "Using Java to Create 
ExtendedUserProfile Instances"

CreateExtendedUserProfile.java

Example 15–13, "Using Java to Delete 
ExtendedUserProfile Instances"

DeleteExtendedUserProfiles.java

Example 15–14, "Using XML to Create a 
DirectoryGroup Instance"

CreateDirectoryGroup.xml

Example 15–15, "Using XML to Modify a 
DirectoryGroup Instance"

UpdateDirectoryGroup.xml

Example 15–16, "Using Java to Create a 
DirectoryGroup Instance"

CreateDirectoryGroup.java

Example 15–17, "Using Java to Modify a 
DirectoryGroup Instance"

UpdateDirectoryGroup.java

Example 15–18, "Using Java to Delete a 
DirectoryGroup Instance"

DeleteDirectoryGroup.java

Table 15–16 Example Sample Code Files

Example Sample Code File
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Example 15–19, "Using XML to Create a Group 
Class"

CreateDirectoryGroupType.xml

Example 15–20, "Using Java to Create a Group 
Class"

CreateDirectoryGroupType.java

Example 15–21, "Using Java to Add, Remove, 
and Update Attributes on Group Classes"

UpdateDirectoryGroupType.java

Example 15–22, "Using Java to Delete Group 
Classes"

DeleteDirectoryGroupType.java

Example 15–23, "Using XML to Create a Custom 
Group Instance"

CreateCustomDirectoryGroup.xml

Example 15–24, "Using XML to Modify a Custom 
Group Instance"

UpdateCustomDirectoryGroup.xml

Example 15–25, "Using Java to Create a Custom 
Group Instance"

CreateCustomDirectoryGroup.java

Example 15–26, "Using Java to Modify a Custom 
Group Instance"

UpdateCustomDirectoryGroup.java

Example 15–27, "Using Java to Delete a Custom 
Group Instance"

DeleteCustomDirectoryGroups.java

Example 15–28, "Authenticating a User using 
Java"

All sample code files authenticate a user 
with Oracle CM SDK.

Example 15–29, "Using XML to Create an 
AccessControlList"

CreateACL.xml

Example 15–30, "Using XML to Modify an 
AccessControlList"

UdpateACL.xml

Example 15–31, "Using Java to Create an 
AccessControlList"

CreateACL.java

Example 15–32, "Using Java to Modify an 
AccessControlList"

UpdateACL.java

Example 15–33, "Deleting an AccessControlList 
with Java"

DeleteACLs.java

Example 15–34, "Using XML to Apply an ACL to 
a New PublicObject"

ApplyNewACLtoNewPO.xml

Example 15–35, "Using XML to Apply an 
Existing ACL to a New PublicObject"

ApplyExistingACLtoNewPO.xml

Table 15–16 Example Sample Code Files

Example Sample Code File
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Example 15–36, "Using XML to Modify the ACL 
for an Existing PublicObject"

UpdateACLonExistingPO.xml

Example 15–37, "Using Java to Apply an Existing 
ACL to a New PublicObject"

ApplyExistingACLtoNewPO.java

Example 15–38, "Using Java to Apply a Folder ’s 
ACL Recursively to Subfolders"

ApplyACLRecursively.java

Example 15–39, "Setting the 
SecuringPublicObject attribute on a PublicObject 
with Java"

ApplyACLbyProxy.java

Example 15–40, "Granting Access to an 
AccessControlList with XML"

GrantAccesstoACL.xml

Example 15–47, "Creating a 
ClassAccessControList with XML"

CreateCACL.xml

Example 15–48, "Creating a 
ClassAccessControList with Java"

CreateCACL.java

Example 15–49, "Using XML to Apply a 
ClassAccessControlList to a ClassObject"

ApplyCACL.xml

Example 15–50, "Using Java to Apply a 
ClassAccessControlList to a ClassObject"

ApplyCACL.java

Example 15–51, "Using XML to Grant 
Administration Privileges to a User"

CreateAdminEnabledUser.xml

Example 15–52, "Using Java to Grant 
Administration Privileges to a User"

CreateUser.java

Example 15–53, "Using Java to Enable 
Administration Mode"

Many sample code files enable 
Administration Mode to perform a task, 
including CreateUser.java.

Example 15–54, "Using XML to Set the Owner of 
a New PublicObject"

SetOwneronPO.xml

Example 15–55, "Using XML to Change the 
Owner of an Existing PublicObject"

UpdateOwneronPO.xml

Example 15–56, "Using Java to Set the Owner of 
a New PublicObject"

SetOwneronNewPO.java

Example 15–57, "Using Java to Change the 
Owner of an Existing PublicObject"

SetOwneronExistingPO.java

Table 15–16 Example Sample Code Files

Example Sample Code File
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Running the Java Sample Code Files
To run the Java sample code files, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the CLASSPATH on the Oracle CM SDK host machine includes the 
Java API jar files.

2. With JDK 1.2.2, compile the sample code file in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/secur
ity directory.

Example 15–58 Compiling the Sample Code Files on Solaris

> cd $ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/security
> javac CreateUser.java

3. Check the file comments to determine if the file expects other files to be run 
beforehand.

4. Run the class and supply the arguments. The input values for the arguments 
will be displayed. All arguments must have a value. Some or all arguments will 
be defaulted if unspecified. The class will print the results to the screen.

Example 15–59 Running the Sample Code Files on Solaris

> java oracle.ifs.examples.devdoc.security.CreateUser newuser=lkuzma 
newuserpassword=nell5 admin=false emailAddress=lk@ambiguity.com acl=Public 
Domain=ifs://mshannon-sun.us.oracle.com:1521:mjs92.us.oracle.com:IFSUSER 
SchemaPassword=ifsuser

Running with arguments : 
  UserName = system
  UserPassword = managerifs
  ServiceName = IfsServiceDefault
  SchemaPassword = ifsuser
  ServiceConfig = SmallServiceConfiguration
  Domain = ifs://mshannon-sun.us.oracle.com:1521:mjs92.us.oracle.com:IFSUSER
  newuser = lkuzma
  newuserpassword = nell5
  admin = false
  emailAddress = lk@ambiguity.com
  acl = Public
---------Results----------
New User Created : lkuzma
  DistinguishedName = A48159BE13F11160E034080020A8593D
  AdminEnabled = false
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  DefaultACLs = 
    DOCUMENT : Public
    FOLDER : Public

Running the XML Sample Code Files
To run the XML configuration files, follow these steps:

1. Connect to Oracle CM SDK CUP Protocol Server.

2. Login as a user with the appropriate administration privileges for the task 
performed by the XML configuration file.

3. Import the XML configuration file.

4. Results can be viewed from both Oracle CM SDK Manager and through CUP.

API Sample Code
In addition to the example sample code files, Oracle CM SDK is installed with more 
advanced sample code that helps you get started working with the Java API. The 
API sample code is located in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/api directory. This 
API sample code is easier to work with than the Documentation sample code files 
because you can run the samples over and over without naming conflicts.

Table 15–17 lists the API sample code that is relevant to this chapter.

Table 15–17 API Sample Code

Class Usage

GroupSample.java Creates a group. Populates the group by adding users and 
groups to it.

CreateLargeGroups.java Creates a group. Demonstrates the use of transactions.

AclSample.java Creates and modifies AccessControlLists.

ApplyAclToFolder.java Recursively applies an ACL down a folder tree. 
Demonstrates using a private class to override a method
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  Managing Sessions and Transactions

Chapter 4, "Creating an Oracle Content Management SDK Document" enables 
developers to get started building custom applications by introducing how to 
establish a session with the Oracle Content Management SDK (Oracle CM SDK) and 
use the session to create objects. This chapter discusses session management in 
more detail by covering the following advanced topics:

■ Managing Sessions

■ Managing Transactions

■ Sample Code
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Managing Sessions
When you build a custom application, such as an agent, a protocol server, or a Web 
client, the first thing it must do is establish a session with Oracle CM SDK. The 
session enables the application to authenticate the user, cache information that the 
user is working with, and perform operations in the repository, such as searching 
for information, browsing folders, creating, updating, and deleting objects.

How Oracle CM SDK Session Management Works
Oracle CM SDK provides a highly scalable and performant framework for 
managing sessions. The framework enables applications to horizontally scale by 
distributing the application’s processing load across multiple middle-tier machines. 
The framework also enables applications to optimize memory usage and 
performance by caching information and pooling database resources.

The framework employs two Java objects to manage sessions: 

■ LibraryServices

■ LibrarySessions

Figure 16–1 Session Management Object Model

LibraryServices
LibraryServices (service) are responsible for:

■ Connecting to the Database

■ Authenticating Users

■ Managing Sessions

■ Caching Information
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Connecting to the Database  Each LibraryService is responsible for connecting to the 
Oracle9i database and pooling database resources. The service connects to the 
database via Net8, enabling connections to be made locally on the machine running 
the database or remotely from a middle-tier machine. Consequently, services enable 
you to scale your application by distributing its processing load and memory 
demands across multiple host machines. Distributing your application in this 
manner also allows you to manage the accessibility of your applications by placing 
them on host machines that are accessible to different types of users. For example, 
you can place a Web application on a host machine outside of the corporate firewall 
to make it accessible to Internet users. You can place an SMB-based application on a 
host machine that is accessible to corporate users via an internal network. If your 
company is distributed across several worldwide sites, you can distribute an 
Intranet application across host machines at each site.

Authenticating Users  Applications use services to obtain a session with Oracle CM 
SDK. To establish a session for the application, the service first authenticates the 
user. If the user credentials are valid, the service provides a session that the 
application can use to interact with Oracle CM SDK. 

Managing Sessions  Each service manages a set of sessions. The service is responsible 
for timing out inactive sessions, tracing session activity, maintaining a cache of 
information accessed by the sessions, and publishing events incurred by operations 
performed by sessions. 

Caching Information  Oracle CM SDK services also allow you to optimize the 
performance, network demand and memory usage of your application. Each service 
maintains a cache of information accessed by the sessions. By caching information, 
the service decreases the number of Java objects that would be constructed by 
sessions and the number of calls that would retrieve data from the database. 

Event Handling  Oracle CM SDK services are also used to handle events. The services 
publish events that occur in Oracle CM SDK so that sessions can process the events.

NOTE: For instructions on handling events, see Chapter 13, 
"Creating Custom Servers". For instructions on configuring 
services, consult the Oracle Content Management SDK Administration 
Guide.
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LibrarySessions 
LibrarySessions (sessions) are responsible for:

■ Managing the State of the Session

■ Performing Operations

■ Event Handling

■ Managing Transactions

■ Caching Uncommitted Changes to Information

Managing the State of the Session  The Oracle CM SDK session maintains its own state. 
For example, the session keeps track of the current user and whether administration 
mode is enabled.

Performing Operations  The session acts as a factory for all operations performed by 
the application. The application uses the session to create, modify, and delete 
objects. The application also uses the session to execute queries for information in 
Oracle CM SDK, and to get collections of frequently used objects, such as the 
DirectoryUser collection, ClassObject collection, and SystemAccessControlList 
collection.

Managing Transactions  The Oracle CM SDK session is also used to perform 
operations synchronously within transactions. The application uses the session to 
begin a transaction, during which all operations are reflected only within the 
session’s cache. Subsequently, the application can use the session to abort the 
transaction, effectively rolling back all changes, or commit the transaction, 
effectively making the changes in the repository.

Caching Uncommitted Changes to Information  The session maintains a cache of 
information that is being processed by the session. The session’s cache reflects the 
session-specific state of the information. For example, all operations performed 
during a transaction are visible in the session’s cache, but are not visible to other 
sessions until the transaction is committed. When the session commits the changes 
to Oracle CM SDK, the service informs all other sessions of the changes so that they 
can properly update their caches.

Session Management Classes
Oracle CM SDK Java API provides two Java classes that your application can use 
manage sessions: LibraryService and LibrarySession. These classes are 
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supported by a few other classes, located in the oracle.ifs.common package, 
that are used to authenticate session users.

LibraryService
Services are represented as instances of the LibraryService class. The 
LibraryService class provides methods that the application can use to 
connection to the Oracle database and establish a session with Oracle CM SDK.

Table 16–1 lists the most commonly used methods on LibraryService.

LibrarySession
Sessions are represented by instances of the LibrarySession class. The 
LibrarySession class provides methods that the application can use to perform 
operations in Oracle CM SDK, such as creating, modifying, and deleting Oracle CM 
SDK objects, and searching the repository.

Table 16–2 lists the most commonly used methods on LibrarySession.

Table 16–1 LibraryService Methods

connect() Establishes a connection to Oracle CM SDK. It 
receives an instance of ConnectionOption that holds 
the user's credentials and other connection 
information.

Table 16–2 LibrarySession Methods

abortTransaction()

beginTransaction()

completeTransaction()

disconnect()

Manages transaction state.

createPublicObject()

createSchemaObject()

createSystemObject()

Creates new persistent objects.

createView() Creates custom SQL views against Oracle 
CM SDK classes.
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getClassAccessControlListCollectio
n()

getClassDomainCollection()

getClassObjectCollection()

getDirectoryUserCollection()

getExtendedPermissionCollection()

getExtendedUserProfileCollection()

getFormatCollection()

getFormatExtensionCollection()

getPermissionBundleCollection()

getPolicyCollection()

getSharedAccessControlListCollect
ion()

getSystemAccessControlListCollect
ion()

getValueDefaultCollection()

getValueDomainCollection()

Gets collections for certain classes of objects.

getDefaultFolderRelationshipClass
name()

getDefaultFolderSortSpecification()

getFolderPathDelimiter()

getRootFolder()

getWorldDirectoryGroup()

setDefaultFolderRelationshipClass
name()

setDefaultFolderSortSpecification()

setFolderPathDelimiter()

Determines and manipulates system 
defaults.

getDirectoryObject()

getPublicObject()

getSchemaObject()

getSystemObject()

lookupInverseInstanceLabel()

Finds objects by their identifiers.

Table 16–2 LibrarySession Methods
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Common Classes
When the LibraryService establishes a connection, it must be passed a set of 
connection options, including the Oracle CM SDK server being connected to, and 
the user's credentials. The ConnectOptions class in the oracle.ifs.common 
package holds the connection information that is passed to the LibraryService, 
including the Locale, Service name, and Service password. In addition, the class 
CleartextCredential is used by an application to pass the user credentials to 
the LibraryService, which uses the credentials to authenticate the user.

getId()

getSchemaVersionNumber()

getSchemaVersionString()

getServerName()

getServerProperty()

getServerVersionNumber()

getServerVersionString()

getServiceId()

getVersionNumber()

getVersionString()

Determines server configuration and 
version information.

grantAdministration()

isAdministrationMode()

setAdministrationMode()

Gets and sets administration modes for the 
session.

getObjectsLockedForSession()

unlockForSession()

getUser()

impersonateUser()

isConnected()

Gets information about the connected user.

deregisterClassEventHandler()

deregisterEventHandler()

invokeServerMethod()

processEvents()

registerClassEventHandler()

registerEventHandler()

Processes events.

Table 16–2 LibrarySession Methods
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Table 16–3 lists the most commonly used methods on ConnectOptions.

Table 16–4 lists the most commonly used methods on ClearTextCredential.

Using the Session Management Framework
When applications use the Session Management Classes to establish a session with 
Oracle CM SDK, they inherently benefit from the caching, database resource 
pooling, and session management capabilities of the Oracle CM SDK service. In 
addition, the application can explicitly call the session management classes to 
perform fundamental tasks in Oracle CM SDK.

Table 16–5 lists the various tasks that an application can perform with the session 
management classes. It also references the section or chapter that describes how to 
perform these tasks in detail.

Table 16–3 ConnectOptions Methods

getLocale()

setLocale()

Determines the locale for the session to be 
created.

getServiceName()

setServiceName()

Determines which LibraryService will be used 
to establish a connection to Oracle 9iFS.

getServicePassword()

setServicePassword()

Determines the password that is required for 
the LibraryService to connect to the Oracle 
9iFS database schema (the ifssys database 
user password).

Table 16–4 ClearTextCredential Methods

getName()

setName()

Determines the name of the user.

getPassword()

setPassword()

Determines the user's password. The 
password is passed unencrypted.
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Managing Transactions
When an application performs an operation in Oracle CM SDK, such as creating, 
modifying, or deleting an object, the changes are immediately committed to the 
database. However, in some cases the application may need to commit a set of 
dependent operations together. That is, the application needs to ensure that if all 
operations cannot be successfully performed, none of the operations are performed. 
That is, the operations must be atomically committed or rolled back. The Oracle CM 
SDK session management framework enables applications to wrap operations in a 
transaction block that can be used to control when the changes are committed to the 
database. 

Beginning, Aborting, and Committing Transactions
The LibrarySession class in the Oracle CM SDK Java API provides methods that 
are used to manage transactions: beginTransaction(), abortTransaction(), 
and completeTransaction(). These methods enable applications to define the 

Table 16–5 Session Management Tasks

Task Chapter / Section

Connecting to the 
Database and 
Authenticating Users

Chapter 4, "Creating an Oracle Content Management SDK 
Document" describes how the session management classes can 
be used to connect to the database, authenticate the user ’s 
credentials, and establish a session with Oracle CM SDK.

Creating Objects Chapter 4, "Creating an Oracle Content Management SDK 
Document" discusses how to use the LibrarySession and 
Definition classes to create documents. 

Querying the Repository Chapter 8, "Building Search Applications" discusses how the 
LibrarySession class can be used to construct Selectors and 
Searches which are used to query the repository.

Managing Transactions The "Managing Transactions" section discusses how the 
application can call methods on the session to perform 
operations synchronously in transactions.

Handling Events Chapter 13, "Creating Custom Servers"discusses how 
applications can use the session management classes to post 
and process events.

Tracing The Oracle Content Management SDK Developer Reference does 
not currently cover this topic.
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boundaries of a transaction block, test the feasibility of the operations in the 
transaction, and commit or rollback the changes made by the operations based on 
their success or failure.

Transactions are managed in the following steps:

1. Begin the Transaction. The application calls the beginTransaction() on the 
LibrarySession to start the transaction. 

2. Perform Operations. Within the transaction, any operations that manipulate 
Oracle CM SDK objects are performed in the session’s cache, but are not 
actually performed in the repository. This allows the session to ensure that the 
operations can all be performed successfully. 

3. Abort the Transaction. If an operation fails, the application can call the 
abortTransaction() method to rollback the changes made to the session’s 
cache. 

4. Complete the Transaction. If all operations succeed, the application can call the 
completeTransaction() method to commit the changes in the repository. 
When the changes are committed to the repository, the service will propagate 
the changes to the service cache for other sessions to access.

Example 16–1 illustrates how an application can use the LibrarySession to manage a 
transaction.

Example 16–1 Using a LibrarySession to Manage Transactions

/* 
 * The following example illustrates how to delete a group 
 * and all of its members in a single transaction.  
 * If a member cannot be removed, the group will not be deleted.
 */ 
1. Assume that the application has already obtained the group.

DirectoryGroup dg = ....
DirectoryObject[] members = dg.getAllMembers();
DirectoryObject m;

2. Begin a transaction.

Transaction transaction = session.beginTransaction(); 

3. Start a try block to test the operations and catch any exceptions.

try 
{
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4. Loop through the group and remove each user.

  int count = (members == null) ? 0 : members.length;
  for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) 
  {
    m = members[i];
    dg.removeMember(m); 
  }

5. If the transaction reaches the end of the for loop without throwing an exception, 
complete the transaction to commit the changes to the database.

  session.completeTransaction(transaction); 
}
catch (IfsException e) 
{

6. If an exception was thrown while trying to remove a member, abort the 
transaction to rollback the changes in the session cache.

  session.abortTransaction(transaction); 
  throw e; 
} 

DDL Operations in Transactions
Oracle CM SDK operations in the transaction that perform Data Definition 
Language (DDL) operations in the database (e.g., creating tables, views, and 
columns) will still be immediately committed to the database. Calling the 
abortTransaction() method will not rollback the database changes. The 
following Java API methods perform DDL operations in the database:

■ LibrarySession.createSchemaObject(ClassObjectDefinition 
def) creates tables and views for new ClassObjects.

■ ClassObject.free() drops tables and views for ClassObjects.

■ ClassObject.addAttribute(AttributeDefinition def) creates a 
column for an Attribute in a ClassObject’s table and view.

■ ClassObject.removeAttribute(Attribute attr) removes the column 
for an Attribute in a ClassObject’s table and view.
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Availability of Changed LibraryObjects
The following are the rules for how changed LibraryObjects become available to 
sessions:

■ Uncommitted changes to LibraryObjects are only visible to the session making 
those changes (the originating session). Until the transaction is completed, the 
session holds a lock on the LibraryObjects being changed to prevent other 
sessions from changing them.

■ Committed changes are propagated synchronously to the originating session, 
making them immediately visible to that session. 

■ Committed changes are propagated asynchronously to all other sessions in the 
service that manages the originating session. They are visible to all other 
sessions in that service within EventPollerPeriod seconds, where 
EventPollerPeriod is the value specified in the service properties file. 

■ Committed changes are propagated asynchronously by the service to all other 
sessions in all other services. The changes are visible to sessions in those 
services within a period of time that can be configured for the service. The 
period of time can be calculated from properties in the service’s properties file, 
as follows: 

1000 * (PollForEventsFromOtherServicesPeriod  + 
TransportEventsToOtherServicesPeriod) + 
EventPollerPeriod milliseconds

Embedding Java Database Calls (JDBC) in Transactions
Some custom application may need to use Oracle CM SDK transaction management 
capabilities not only to manage operations performed in Oracle CM SDK, but to 
manage operations performed in an external database schema. For example, you 
might build an application that integrates Oracle CM SDK with another database 
schema that stores product data. Whenever a design document is updated in Oracle 
CM SDK, the custom application must also update the status of the corresponding 
product in the other database schema. If the product cannot be updated 
successfully, then the changes to the design document must be rolled back. 

Oracle CM SDK Java API provides a set of server-side Java classes, included in the 
oracle.ifs.server.sql package, that allow custom applications to implement 
overrides that perform operations against Oracle CM SDK objects and external 
databases in a single transaction. The classes allow an application to connect to an 
external database schema, construct a SQL statement, and execute the statement. 
The classes encapsulate the JDBC calls that perform these tasks against the external 
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database so that Oracle CM SDK maintains control of how the operations are 
committed and rolled back. 

The following are the Java classes package, that are used to perform JDBC 
operations on the server:

■ IfsConnection. The IfsConnection class is used to establish a JDBC connection 
to the external database. It encapsulates java.sql.Connection.

■ IfsStatement. The IfsStatement class is used to construct and execute static SQL 
statements. It encapsulates java.sql.Statement.

■ IfsPreparedStatement. The IfsPreparedStatement is used to construct and 
execute pre-compiled SQL statements containing parameter variables. It 
encapsulates java.sql.PreparedStatement.

■ IfsCallableStatement. The IfsCallableStatement class is used to construct and 
execute SQL stored procedures. It encapsulates java.sql.CallableStatement.

IfsConnection
To represent a session with a database schema, the custom application would 
instantiate the IfsConnection class. IfsConnection is instantiated by calling the 
getIfsConnection() method on the server-side representation of the 
application’s session (e.g., S_LibrarySession).

Example 16–2 Using IfsConnection to Connect to a Database Schema

Use the S_LibrarySession to construct an IfsConnection object.

IfsConnection conn = m_Session.getIfsConnection();

The IfsConnection instance is subsequently used to construct the Java objects used 
to represent SQL statement: IfsStatement, IfsPreparedStatement, and 
IfsCallableStatement. Example 16–3, Example 16–4, and Example 16–5 illustrate 
how the IfsConnection is used to construct these objects.

IfsStatement
Once an IfsConnection object is constructed, it can be used obtain an IfsStatement. 
IfsStatement is used to construct SQL statements that are static, that is statements 
that don’t use bind variables. To uses an IfsStatement, follow these steps:

1. Construct an IfsConnection to connect to the external database schema.
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2. Construct an IfsStatement object by calling the createStatement() method 
on the IfsConnection.

3. Construct a string to hold the SQL statement.

4. Pass the SQL statement to the execute() or to the executeUpdate() 
method on the IfsStatement object to execute the SQL.

5. Catch any SQLExceptions thrown. Catching SQLExceptions allows the 
server-side override to handle the impact they have on a transaction that 
contains the JDBC operations.

6. Finally, call the dispose() method on the IfsStatement.

Example 16–3 Using IfsStatement to Construct and Execute Static SQL Statements

protected void extendedPreInsert(OperationState opState, 
  S_LibraryObjectDefinition def) throws IfsException 
{ 
  super.extendedPreInsert(opState, def); 

1. Use the S_LibrarySession to construct the IfsConnection.

  IfsConnection conn = m_Session.getIfsConnection(); 

  try 
  { 

2. Use the IfsConnection to construct an IfsStatement.

    IfsStatement stmt = conn.createStatement(); 

3. Construct a string to hold the SQL statement.

   AttributeValue av = def.getAttribute("NAME"); 
   String recipe = av.getString(m_Session); 

   S_DirectoryUser user = m_Session.getUser(); 
   String name = user.getName(); 

   String sqlstmt = "insert into your_custom_table (chef, recipe) " 
                     + "values ('wtalman','Curry Lamb')"; 

4. Pass the SQL statement to the IfsStatement object to execute the SQL.

    stmt.execute(sqlstmt); 
  }
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5. Catch any SQLExceptions thrown. 

  catch (SQLException e) 
  { 
    throw new IfsException(98765, e); 
  } 

6. Finally, close the IfsStatement. 

  finally 
  { 
    if (stmt != null) 
    { 
      stmt.dispose();
    } 
  } 
}

IfsPreparedStatement
As an alternative to IfsStatements, IfsPreparedStatements can be used to call 
pre-compiled SQL statement. To use an IfsPreparedStatement, follow these steps:

1. Construct an IfsConnection to connect to the external database schema.

2. Construct a string to hold the SQL statement with placeholders for the bind 
variables.

3. Pass the SQL statement to the prepareStatement() method on the 
IfsConnection object to construct an IfsPreparedStatement object.

4. Pass the bind variables to the setString() method on the 
IfsPreparedStatement object.

5. Call the execute() method on the IfsPreparedStatement method to 
execute the SQL statement.

6. Catch any SQLExceptions thrown. Catching SQLExceptions allows the 
server-side override to handle the impact they have on a transaction that 
contains the JDBC operations.

7. Finally, call the dispose() method on the IfsPreparedStatement.

Example 16–4 Using IfsPreparedStatements to Call Pre-Compiled SQL Statements 

protected void extendedPreUpdate(OperationState opState,
  S_LibraryObjectDefinition def) throws IfsException
{
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  super.extendedPreUpdate(opState, def);

1. Use the S_LibrarySession to construct the IfsConnection.

  IfsConnection conn = m_Session.getIfsConnection();

  try
  {

2. Construct a string to hold the SQL statement.

    AttributeValue av = def.getAttribute("NAME");
    String recipe = av.getString(m_Session);
    S_DirectoryUser user = m_Session.getUser();
    String name = user.getName();
    String sqlstmt = "insert into your_custom_table (chef, recipe) " +
                     "values (?, ?)";

3. Pass the SQL statement to the IfsConnection object to construct an 
IfsPreparedStatement object.

    IfsPreparedStatement pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sqlstmt); 

4. Pass in the bind variables.

    pstmt.setString(1, name); 
    pstmt.setString(2, recipe); 

5. Execute the SQL statement.

    pstmt.execute(sqlstmt); 
  } 

6. Catch any SQLExceptions.

  catch (SQLException e) 
  { 
    throw new IfsException(98765, e); 
  } 

7. Finally, close the IfsPreparedStatement.

  finally 
  { 
    if (pstmt != null) 
    { 
       pstmt.dispose();
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    } 
  } 
} 

IfsCallableStatement
The IfsConnection can also be used to construct an IfsCallableStatement to 
execute a SQL stored procedure. To use an IfsCallableStatement, follow these steps:

1. Construct an IfsConnection to connect to the external database schema.

2. Construct a string to hold the SQL procedure call with placeholders for the 
arguments.

3. Pass the SQL statement to the prepareCall() method on the 
IfsConnection object to construct an IfsCallableStatement object.

4. Pass the arguments to the setString() method on the 
IfsCallableStatement object.

5. Call the execute() method on the IfsCallableStatement method to 
execute the SQL statement.

6. Catch any SQLExceptions thrown. Catching SQLExceptions allows the 
server-side override to handle the impact they have on a transaction that 
contains the JDBC operations.

7. Finally, call the dispose() method on the IfsCallableStatement.

Example 16–5 Using IfsCallableStatements to Execute SQL Stored Procedures

protected void extendedPreFree(OperationState opState, 
  S_LibraryObjectDefinition def) throws IfsException 
{ 
  super.extendedPreFree(opState, def); 

1. Use the S_LibrarySession to construct the IfsConnection.

  IfsConnection conn = m_Session.getIfsConnection(); 

  try 
  { 

2. Construct a string to hold the SQL call to the stored procedure.

    AttributeValue av = def.getAttribute("NAME"); 
    String recipe = av.getString(m_Session); 
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    String sqlstmt = "{call yourcustompackage.test(?)}"; 

3. Pass the SQL statement to the IfsConnection object to construct an 
IfsCallableStatement object.

    IfsCallableStatement cstmt = conn.prepareCall(sqlstmt); 

4. Pass in the bind variables.

    cstmt.setString(1, recipe); 

5. Execute the SQL statement.

    cstmt.execute(); 
  } 

6.  Catch any SQLExceptions.

 catch (SQLException e) 
  { 
    // should write your own exception message 
    throw new IfsException(98765, e); 
  } 

7. Finally, close the IfsCallableStatement.

  finally 
  { 
    if (cstmt != null) 
    { 
       cstmt.dispose();
    } 
  } 
} 

Restrictions
Oracle CM SDK places the following restrictions on performing JDBC operations 
within Oracle CM SDK transactions:

Data manipulation on Oracle CM SDK Tables   All permissible and valid operations on 
Oracle CM SDK tables are exposed through the Oracle CM SDK Java API. Oracle 
CM SDK does not support performing JDBC operations against tables in the Oracle 
CM SDK schema. Operations that directly manipulate schema objects (e.g., tables 
and views) or data stored in the schema (e.g., document data) will cause the caches 
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maintained by Oracle CM SDK services to become stale and can corrupt Oracle CM 
SDK objects.

DDL Statements   You cannot use Oracle CM SDK to manage transactions across JDBC 
connections that invoke DDL statements, such as create or drop table. DDL 
statements are implicitly committed by the Oracle database and could interfere with 
Oracle CM SDK transaction management.

IfsConnection Methods  The following methods on IfsConnection are associated with 
JDBC transactions and will immediately throw an SQLException to restrict the use 
of such operations during the Oracle CM SDK connection:

■ setAutoCommit(boolean autoCommit)

■ public boolean isReadOnly()

■ public String getCatalog()

■ public void setTransactionIsolation(int level)

Explicit Commits and Rollbacks  The connections used in the read/write connection 
pool cache must not be committed or rolled back explicitly. Otherwise, the Oracle 
CM SDK transaction management cannot effectively rollback in response to an 
IfsException.

Sample Code
Oracle CM SDK is installed with sample code that helps you get started working 
with the Java API. The API sample code is located in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/samplecode/api directory.

Table 16–6 lists the API sample code that is relevant to this chapter.

Table 16–6 API Sample Code

Class Usage

BaseSample.java Starts a service, establishes and disconnects a session.

CreateLargeGroups.java Demonstrates the use of transactions.
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  Customizing Content Type Behavior

This chapter explains how to customize the behavior of content types. The chapter 
covers the following topics:

■ Customizing Content Type Behavior : Overview of how to customize behavior 
in Oracle Content Management SDK (Oracle CM SDK ). Subsequent sections 
provide instructions on how to use three methods for customizing behavior: 

■ Creating Custom Bean-side Java Classes to implement custom application 
interfaces.

■ Creating Server Overrides in server-side Java classes to modify the behavior of 
the Oracle CM SDK  server.

■ Replacing Tie Classes to customize the behavior of content types that come 
with Oracle CM SDK  out-of-the-box.

■ Sample Code 
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Customizing Content Type Behavior : Overview
As discussed in Chapter 5, "Extending Content Types and Attributes", when you 
create custom content types, they automatically inherit the behaviors of the content 
types they extend. Without having to do any Java programming, you can leverage 
all of the content management capabilities built into Oracle CM SDK  for custom 
types of information. Application users will be able to parse, render, and manage 
the life cycle of instances of the custom content type with any of protocols servers 
that come with Oracle CM SDK  out of the box.

How Content Type Behavior is Implemented
As discussed in Chapter 3, "Java API Overview", every out-of-the-box content type 
possesses a set of Java classes that implement its behavior. Behaviors, such as 
converting a document to HTML or generating a summary of the document, are 
implemented via methods on these Java classes.

■ Bean-side Java class. The bean-side Java class provides the primary interface 
for working with the content type. The bean-side Java class for each content 
type is referenced by the BeanClassPath attribute on the ClassObject that 
represents the content type. The bean-side Java classes are published in the 
oracle.ifs.beans package. 

■ Server-side Java class. The server-side Java class contains the code that 
implements the content type's behavior. The naming convention of the 
server-side Java classes, S_<classname>, parallels the naming of the beans-side 
classes. The server-side Java class for each content type is referenced by the 
ServerClassPath attribute on the ClassObject that represents the content type. 
The server-side Java classes are published in the oracle.ifs.server 
package. 

To customize content type behavior, you can extend the bean-side and server-side 
Java classes. You can create extended bean-side Java classes to allow applications to 
access custom attributes and behaviors implemented for a content type. You can 
extend the server-side Java class for a content type to modify how Oracle CM SDK  
performs certain operations, such as insert, update, and delete. 

As illustrated in Table 17–1, the bean-side and server-side Java classes parallel the 
content type hierarchy. For example, S_PublicObject.class implements the behavior 
of the PublicObject content type. The S_Document.class implements the behavior of 
the Document content type. Just as the Document content type extends the 
PublicObject type to inherit the PublicObject type’s attributes, S_Document.class 
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extends S_PublicObject.class to inherit its methods and add new methods that 
pertain to the Document content type. 

Between each content type’s bean-side and server-side Java class is a Tie class. Tie 
classes are placeholders for inserting custom code at any point in the class 
hierarchy, without modifying the out-of-the-box Java classes.

When you create a custom content type, you do not have to implement custom Java 
classes. Your custom content type will automatically be associated with the Java 
class of the content type that it extends. For example, when you create a custom 
content type, Image, that extends the Document content type, Oracle CM SDK  
automatically uses Document.class and S_Document.class to implement the 
behavior of the Image content type. 

Using the Oracle CM SDK Java API to Customize Behavior
You can extend the Java classes that ship with Oracle CM SDK  to implement 
custom behavior for content types.  You can extend the Java API in three ways:

■ Creating Custom Bean-side Java Classes. Provide custom application 
interfaces for a custom content type by implementing a custom bean-side Java 
class. For example, you can provide a special method for accessing the 
thumbnail of an image by implementing a custom Image Java class that 
includes a method generateThumbnail().

■ Creating Server Overrides. Trigger custom tasks to be performed when an 
operation is executed by the Oracle CM SDK  server by implementing 
overrides. For example, you might implement a custom business rule that the 

Table 17–1 Content Type Java Class Hierarchy

Content Type Bean-side Java Class Server-side Java Class

LibraryObject
java.lang.Object
   oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryObject
      oracle.ifs.beans.TieLibraryObject

java.lang.Object
   oracle.ifs.beans.S_LibraryObject
      oracle.ifs.beans.S_TieLibraryObject

   PublicObject         oracle.ifs.beans.PublicObject
            oracle.ifs.beans.TiePublicObject

         oracle.ifs.beans.S_PublicObject
             oracle.ifs.beans.S_TiePublicObject

      Document               oracle.ifs.beans.Document
                oracle.ifs.beans.TieDocument

              oracle.ifs.beans.S_Document
                 oracle.ifs.beans.S_TieDocument

      Folder               oracle.ifs.beans.Folder
                 oracle.ifs.beans.TieFolder

              oracle.ifs.beans.S_Folder
                 oracle.ifs.beans.S_TieFolder
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owner of a document should be notified anytime the document is updated. To 
implement the rule, you can create an extendedPreUpdate() override that 
generates the notification. The override is called automatically by Oracle CM 
SDK  before it executes an update operation on the document.

■ Replacing Tie Classes. Extend the behavior of out-of-the-box content types by 
replacing Tie classes. For example, you can replace the TiePublicObject 
class with a custom TiePublicObject class that includes a method 
archive(). The archive() method would then be inherited by all classes 
that descend from TiePublicObject, such as Document and Folder.

The following are some recommended practices when implementing custom Java 
classes:

■ Separate Bean-side and Server-side Classes. It is recommended that you create 
both a bean-side class and server-side class to implement custom content type 
behavior. Place the code that implements the behavior of your content type on 
the server-side, then provide convenience methods that make the content type’s 
attributes and functionality accessible to an application. Separating bean-side 
and server-side code prepares your application to provide a remotable API for 
light-weight clients in a future release of the Oracle CM SDK Java API.

■ Extend Tie Classes. When extending the behavior for a custom content type, 
the custom Java classes should extend the Tie class (e.g., TieDocument) rather 
than the Java classes (e.g., Document) of the content type’s superclass. This 
programming practice ensures that your classes also inherit any custom 
methods implemented in the Tie class. 

Before You Begin Extending Behavior
Extending behavior is a complex task. We recommend that you postpone tackling 
custom Java Beans, server overrides, and Tie classes until you have had 
considerable experience with Oracle CM SDK  and its Java API. Specifically, we 
suggest that your background should include knowledge and hands-on experience 
in the following areas:

■ Sufficient familiarity with the bean-side API to know how Oracle CM SDK  
objects work:

■ How objects are created.

■ How object attributes are set.

■ How related objects, such as Documents and Folders, work together.
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■ Sufficient familiarity with attribute values and the definition classes to know 
how they work together:

■ How to use the AttributeValue class, the data structure that holds attribute 
values in a definition object.

■ How to set and get bean-side attribute values.

■ How to set and get server-side attribute values.

■ How to work with sets of attribute values.

■ How to use basic datatypes to define attribute values.

■ How to use value defaults.

■ How to use value domains.

■ Familiarity with the transaction model.

Creating Custom Bean-side Java Classes
The bean-side Java classes in the Oracle CM SDK Java API provide the primary 
interface for applications to create and retrieve information, get and set attributes 
and content, and traverse relationships. When you create a custom content type, 
applications can use the beans-side Java classes to manipulate instances of the 
content type. For example, to get and set custom attributes, the application can call 
the getAttribute() and setAttribute() methods on the LibraryObject 
class. To create new instances of a custom content type, the application can call the 
getAttributeByUpperCaseName() and 
setAttributeByUpperCaseName()methods on LibraryObjectDefinition.

You can extend the bean-side Java classes to provide methods that make it easier for 
applications to manipulate information. For example, you can implement 
convenience methods for getting and setting custom attributes, such as 
getImageWidth() and setImageWidth(). You can implement methods that 
create and retrieve custom relationships that are used to construct complex content 
types, such as getBookComponents().

Example of Implementing Bean-side Java Classes
To implement a custom bean-side Java class, follow these steps:

1. Declare the Bean-side Class.

2. Create the Constructor.
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3. Creating Custom Methods.

Declare the Bean-side Class
You must first include a class declaration. The bean-side class should extend the 
bean-side Tie class of the content type that your custom content type extends (e.g., 
Document). Put your class into a new custom package, such as 
MyCompany.MyApp.beans. (Do not add this class to the oracle.ifs.beans 
package.)

Example 17–1 Declaring the Class

public class Image extends TieDocument

Create the Constructor
The bean-side Java class must implement a constructor that calls the constructor for 
its superclass. Table 17–2 lists the parameters for the constructor.

Example 17–2 Creating the Constructor

public Image(LibrarySession session, 
             Long id, 
             Long classID,
             S_LibraryObjectData data)
throws IfsException
{
  super(session, id, classID, data);
}

Table 17–2 Constructor Parameters

Parameters Datatype Description

session S_LibrarySession Current LibrarySession.

ID java.lang.Long The ID of a preexisting instance of 
the content type.

classID Long Class ID for the content type 
instance that is in the process of 
being created.

data S_LibraryObjectData Data component for a preexisting 
instance of the content type.
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Creating Custom Methods
The bean-side Java class provides the primary interface for applications to work 
with your content type. You should implement methods that make the content 
type’s custom attributes and behavior accessible to a client application. For 
example, you can implement convenience methods for getting and setting the 
custom attributes on your content type.

Example 17–3 Creating Convenience Methods

  public void setImageWidth(int newValue)
  throws IfsException
  {
    AttributeValue av = AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(newValue);
    setAttribute("WIDTH", av);
  }

  public void setImageHeight(int newValue)
  throws IfsException
  {
    AttributeValue av = AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(newValue);
    setAttribute("HEIGHT", av);
  }

  public int getImageWidth(LibrarySession session)
  throws IfsException
  {
    AttributeValue av = getAttribute("WIDTH");
    int width = av.getInteger(session);
    return width;
  }

  public int getImageHeight(LibrarySession session)
  throws IfsException
  {
    AttributeValue av = getAttribute("HEIGHT");
    int height = av.getInteger(session);
    return height;
  }

You can also include methods that perform processing tasks. For example, you 
might provide a method that derives data by performing mathematical functions on 
an instance’s attribute values. Or, you might provide a method that retrieves all 
documents that are related to another document.
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Example 17–4 Creating Processing Methods

public PublicObject[] getBooks(LibrarySession session)
throws IfsException
{
  PublicObject[] relObjs = 
     sel.getLeftwardRelationshipObjects("BOOK_RELATIONSHIP");

  return relObjs;
 }

Complete Example
The following example provides the complete sample code for a bean-side Java 
class for the custom content type Image.

Example 17–5 Creating an Image Bean-side Java Class

// Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.

package MyCompany.MyApp.beans;

import oracle.ifs.beans.PublicObject;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryObject;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;
import oracle.ifs.beans.TieDocument;
import oracle.ifs.beans.Selector;
import oracle.ifs.common.AttributeValue;
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;
import oracle.ifs.server.S_LibraryObjectData;

public class Image extends TieDocument 
{  
  public Image(LibrarySession session, Long id, Long classID, 
               S_LibraryObjectData data)  
  throws IfsException  
  {    
     super(session, id, classID, data);  
  }

NOTE: Example 17–4 uses a Selector to get the Books that include 
the Image.  See Chapter 8, "Building Search Applications" for 
instructions on how to use Selectors.
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  public void setImageWidth(int newValue)  
  throws IfsException  
  {    
     AttributeValue av = AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(newValue);    
     setAttribute("WIDTH", av);  
  }  
            
  public void setImageHeight(int newValue)  
  throws IfsException  
  {    
     AttributeValue av = AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(newValue);   
     setAttribute("HEIGHT", av);  
  }  
                
  public int getImageWidth(LibrarySession session)  
  throws IfsException  
  {    
     AttributeValue av = getAttribute("WIDTH");
     int width = (av.isNullValue()) ? 0 : av.getInteger(session);   
     return width;  
  }  
                    
  public int getImageHeight(LibrarySession session)  
  throws IfsException  
  {    
     AttributeValue av = getAttribute("HEIGHT");    
     int height = (av.isNullValue()) ? 0 : av.getInteger(session);    
     return height;  
  }  

  public PublicObject[] getBooks(LibrarySession session)  
  throws IfsException  
  {    
     PublicObject[] relObjs =
         getLeftwardRelationshipObjects("BOOKRELATIONSHIP");    
     return relObjs; 
  }
}

Deploying Your Custom Bean-side Java Classes
To deploy a custom bean-side Java class for a content type, follow these steps:
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1. Compile and place your Java class on the Oracle CM SDK  server host machine 
in a directory structure that corresponds to the class’ package (Example 17–6). It 
is recommended that you create the package directory structure directly under 
the custom_classes directory in the Oracle CM SDK  software home directory 
(Example 17–7). The custom_classes directory is already included in the 
CLASSPATH environment variable set by Oracle CM SDK . 

2. Ensure that the CLASSPATH environment variable is configured to make your 
class accessible to the Java Runtime Engine for Oracle CM SDK . If you have 
created the package directory structure directly under the custom_classes 
directory, you should not have to modify the CLASSPATH environment 
variable (Example 17–8).

3. Set the BeanClassPath attribute on the ClassObject for your content type to 
reference the fully qualified classname for your custom class (Example 17–9). 

Example 17–6 Compiling the Java Class

javac Image.java

Example 17–7 Directory for the Bean-side Java Classes

$ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/custom_classes/MyCompany/MyApp/beans/Image.class

Example 17–8 Using XML to set the BeanClassPath for a New ClassObject

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <NAME>Image</NAME>   
    <SUPERCLASS RefType = "Name">Document</SUPERCLASS>  
    <BEANCLASSPATH>MyCompany.MyApp.beans.Image</BEANCLASSPATH>
    <ATTRIBUTES>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Width</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>Integer</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Height</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>Integer</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Artists</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>DirectoryObject</DATATYPE>
            <CLASSDOMAIN RefType = "Name">DirectoryUser...</CLASSDOMAIN>
       </ATTRIBUTE>
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    </ATTRIBUTES>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Example 17–9 Using XML to Update a ClassObject’s BeanClassPath

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <UPDATE RefType = "Name">Image</UPDATE>   
    <BEANCLASSPATH>MyCompany.MyApp.beans.Image</BEANCLASSPATH>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Testing
To test your custom Java class, follow these steps:

1. Write a simple Java application that constructs an instance of the class and calls 
the extended methods (Example 17–10).

2. Compile the Java class and place it in a directory that is appropriate for its 
package (Example 17–11 and Example 17–12).

3. Run the Java class (Example 17–13).

Example 17–10 Writing a Test for a Bean-side Java Class

// Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.
package MyCompany.MyApp.tests;

import oracle.ifs.beans.PublicObject;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryObject;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryService;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;
import oracle.ifs.beans.Relationship;
import oracle.ifs.beans.Selector;

import oracle.ifs.common.AttributeValue;
import oracle.ifs.common.CleartextCredential;
import oracle.ifs.common.ConnectOptions;
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;
import oracle.ifs.common.ParameterTable;

NOTE: For instructions on creating and updating ClassObjects, 
see Chapter 5, "Extending Content Types and Attributes".
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import MyCompany.MyApp.beans.Image;

/** 
* The TestBeanSideClass tests if the  
* bean-side Java class for the Image content type 
* has been correctly deployed. 
* 
* The results of the class will be printed for verification. 
*  
* This class assumes that you have: 
* 1) Created the Image content type  
*    by importing CreateContentType.xml via CUP
* 2) Mapped Image to the .gif extension  
*    by importing RegisterContentTypeExtensions.xml via CUP
* 3) imported a .gif file via CUP
* 4) Deployed the Image bean example 
*    by importing DeployBeanSideClassforExistingCT.xml via CUP
* 5) Created the Book_Relationship type 
*    by importing CreateRelationshipType.xml via CUP
* 6) (Optionally) created instances of Book_Relationship 
*    to related the .gif file to another object 
*    by modifying and importing RelateExistingPublicObjects.xml via CUP
*
* Also, the class will only return Book relationships if 
* you have imported instantiated Book_Relationship to associate 
* you image instance with another object.
* 
* Refer to the chapter Applying Arbitrary Metadata 
* for examples on how to instantiate a custom Book_Relationship. 
* 
* Consult the Developer's Reference for 
* instructions on how to extend content type behavior. 
*/

public class TestBeanSideClass implements Runnable
{  
  ParameterTable params = null;
  String UserName = null;
  String UserPassword = null;
  String ServiceName = null;
  String SchemaPassword = null;
  String ServiceConfig = null;
  String Domain = null;
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  public TestBeanSideClass(String[] args)
  {

    params = new ParameterTable(args);
    UserName = params.getString("UserName", "system");
    UserPassword = params.getString("UserPassword","managerifs");
    ServiceName = params.getString("ServiceName","IfsServiceDefault");
    SchemaPassword = params.getString("SchemaPassword","ifssys");
    ServiceConfig = 
params.getString("ServiceConfig","SmallServiceConfiguration");
    Domain = params.getString("Domain");

    System.out.println("Running with arguments : ");
    System.out.println("  UserName = " + UserName);
    System.out.println("  UserPassword = " + UserPassword);
    System.out.println("  ServiceName = " + ServiceName);
    System.out.println("  SchemaPassword = " + SchemaPassword);
    System.out.println("  ServiceConfig = " + ServiceConfig);
    System.out.println("  Domain = " + Domain);
    System.out.println("---------Results----------");
  }

  public static void main(String[] args)  
  {
     new Thread(new TestBeanSideClass(args)).start();
  }  

/**   
 * Constructor   
 */ 

  public void run()
  {
    try
    {
       LibrarySession session = connect(UserName, UserPassword, 
                                        ServiceName, SchemaPassword,
                                        ServiceConfig, Domain);

     try
     {
        int i, icount, j, jcount;        
        Image image; 
        LibraryObject[] images;       
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        PublicObject[] books;        
        PublicObject book;        
        Selector s;      

        //Obtain the Image instance        
        s = new Selector(session);        
        s.setSearchClassname("IMAGE");        

        //Execute the query and retrieve each Image.        
        images = s.getItems();        
        jcount = (images == null) ? 0 : images.length;        

        System.out.println("Images : " + jcount);        

        for (j = 0; j < jcount; j++)
        {         
          image = (Image) images[j];          

          System.out.println("  Image : " + image.getName());         
          System.out.println("   Width : " + image.getImageWidth(session));          
          System.out.println("   Height : " + image.getImageHeight(session));          
          System.out.println("   Setting Image Hieght and Width");          

          image.setImageWidth(600);          
          image.setImageHeight(800);                    

          System.out.println("    Width : " + image.getImageWidth(session));          
          System.out.println("    Height : " + image.getImageHeight(session));          

          books= image.getBooks(session);                    

          icount = (books == null) ? 0 : books.length;          

          System.out.println("  Books : " + icount);          
          for (i = 0; i < icount; i++)
          {            
             book = books[i];            
             System.out.println("  " + book.getName());          
          }        
        }
      }       
      catch (IfsException e)
      {
         System.out.println("An error occured.");  
         System.out.println("======================");
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         System.out.println(e.toString());  
         e.printStackTrace();      
      }      
     finally
     {
      //Disconnect.
      session.disconnect();
     }
   }     
   catch (IfsException e)    
   {
       e.printStackTrace();
   }    
  }

  private LibrarySession connect(String UserName,String UserPassword,
                                 String ServiceName, String SchemaPassword,
                                 String ServiceConfig, String Domain)
  throws IfsException
  {
     LibraryService lsrvc = null;

     // Reuse the LibraryService if it is already running.
     // Otherwise start a new LibraryService.

     if (!LibraryService.isServiceStarted(ServiceName))
     {
        lsrvc = LibraryService.startService(ServiceName,SchemaPassword,
                                            ServiceConfig, Domain);
     }
     else
     {
        lsrvc = LibraryService.findService(ServiceName);
     }

     CleartextCredential cr = new CleartextCredential(UserName, UserPassword);
     ConnectOptions cop = new ConnectOptions();

     return ( lsrvc.connect(cr,cop));
  }
}

Example 17–11 Compiling the Test Java Classes

javac TestBeanSideClass.java
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Example 17–12 Directory for the Test Java Classes

$ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/custom_classes/
       MyCompany/MyApp/tests/TestBeanSideClass.class

Example 17–13 Running the Test Java Classes

java MyCompany.MyApp.tests.TestBeanSideClass

Creating Server Overrides
The behavior of content types is implemented in server-side Java classes. The 
server-side classes possess the code that determines how Oracle CM SDK  performs 
operations, such as insert, update and delete. 

You can customize how Oracle CM SDK  performs these operations by 
implementing server overrides. Overrides allow you to interrupt the standard flow 
of processing in the server at certain predefined points. At these points, you can 
implement a custom processing task that must occur before or after an operation 
takes place.

For example, you may want to implement a business rule that ensures that new 
documents that pertain to a specific project are made accessible to members of that 
project. You could implement a custom processing task that checks the value of the 
document’s Project attribute, and then automatically grants Discover access in the 
document’s AccessControlList to a DirectoryGroup associated with that project. By 
implementing the task as a pre-insert override, you can ensure that the processing 
takes place before a document can be inserted into the repository.

Overrides are performed synchronously with the operation, as opposed to agents, 
which perform tasks asynchronously. This means that the custom processing task 
will be performed within the same transaction as the operation. If either fails, any 
changes made by the custom task and the operation will be rolled back.

How Overrides are Implemented
The Java API provides hooks in the server-side beans that you can use to implement 
custom overrides. The hooks consist of pre-operation and post-operation methods 
placed on the S_LibraryObject and S_Relationship class. The methods are called by 
Oracle CM SDK  before and after performing the corresponding operation. On 
install, the pre-operation and post-operation methods are empty. 
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To customize how Oracle CM SDK  performs these operations, you can create a 
custom server-side Java class that includes methods that override the pre-operation 
and post-operation methods.

The override methods can, in turn, call other custom methods in the server-side 
Java classes. For example, you might extend the server-side Java class to include 
convenience methods for getting and setting custom attributes. Or, you might 
include processing methods that manipulate information in the repository.

Table 17–3 lists all of the operations that have pre-operation and post-operation 
methods that you can override.

NOTE: Since the code that implements Oracle CM SDK  
functionality is implemented in the server-side beans, methods that 
must be performed synchronously with Oracle CM SDK  
operations must also be placed on the server-side beans.

NOTE: Extended methods can only be called by pre-operation or 
post-operation override methods. It is not possible to directly call 
extended methods on server-side Java classes from a client 
application.

Table 17–3 Operation Override Methods

Operation Override Method Usage

Insert extendedPreInsert() 
on S_LibraryObject

Used to perform a task before an 
object is inserted into the repository.

Example: To validate the value of an 
attribute based on the value of 
another attribute before it can be 
inserted into the repository.
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Insert extendedPostInsert()
on S_LibraryObject

Used to perform a task after an 
object is inserted into the repository.

Example: To automatically put a 
document into a project folder that 
corresponds to the value of a Project 
attribute on the document.

Update extendedPreUpdate()
on S_LibraryObject

Used to perform a task before an 
object is updated in the repository.

Example: To verify that a 
document’s ReviewStatus attribute is 
set to “Approved” before its 
PublicationStatus attribute can be set 
to “Published.”

Update extendedPostUpdate()
on S_LibraryObject

Used to perform a task after an 
object is update in the repository.

Example: To automatically set the 
document’s ACL attribute with the 
“Published” 
SystemAccessControlList when its 
PublicationStatus attribute is set to 
“Published.”

Free extendedPreFree()
on S_LibraryObject

Used to perform a task before an 
object is removed from the 
repository.

Example: To archive a copy of the 
document before it is removed from 
the repository.

Free extendedPostFree()
on S_LibraryObject

Used to perform a task after an 
object is removed from the 
repository.

Example: To cascade delete all 
documents related to a compound 
document after it is removed from 
the repository.

AddRelationship extendedPreAddRelationship
()
on S_Relationship

Used to perform a task before an 
object is added to a folder.

Example: To verify that the object is 
being put in the correct folder based 
on an attribute comparison.

Table 17–3 Operation Override Methods

Operation Override Method Usage
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Overriding the pre-operation and post-operation methods (i.e., 
extendedPreFree()) is easier and safer than overriding the methods (i.e., 
Free()) that implement the operation. To override the methods that implement 
operations, you would have to reproduce Oracle CM SDK  source code. The code 
for operations like Insert, Update, and Delete in Oracle CM SDK  is both complex 
and risky to override in this manner. A mistake could result in database corruption. 
Pre-operation and post-operation methods provide a way for you to implement 
your custom functionality, while Oracle CM SDK  handles the complexities of 
performing the operation and maintaining data integrity in the database. For these 
reasons, Oracle CM SDK  only supports overriding the pre-operation and 
post-operation methods.

Example of Using an Override
To write an override, follow these steps:

1. Declare the Server-side Class.

2. Create the Constructors.

3. Implement the Pre-Operation and Post-Operation Override Methods.

AddRelationship extendedPostAddRelationshi
p()
on S_Relationship

Used to perform a task after an 
object is added to a folder.

Example: To apply the folder’s ACL 
to the object.

RemoveRelations
hip

extendedPreRemoveRelations
hip()
on S_Relationship

Used to perform a task before an 
object is removed from a folder.

Example: To verify that the 
document is located in another 
folder so that it can still be accessed 
via a path.

RemoveRelations
hip

extendedPostRemoveRelation
ship()
on S_Relationship

Used to perform a task after an 
object is removed from a folder.

Example: To update an attribute on 
the object that indicates the number 
of objects that are related to it as a 
reference, if the relationship being 
removed is a custom Reference_
Relationships.

Table 17–3 Operation Override Methods

Operation Override Method Usage
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Declare the Server-side Class
First, create a server-side Java class, S_Image, to represent your custom class in the 
server. S_Image extends S_TieDocument. Put this class into a new custom package, 
such as MyCompany.MyApp.server. (Do not add this class to the 
oracle.ifs.server package.)

Example 17–14 Declaring the Class

public class S_Image extends S_TieDocument

Create the Constructors
Every server-side Java class must implement two constructors:

■ One used for an object that currently exists in the database.

■ One used for an object that has not yet been created in the database.

Table 17–4 provides a description of the constructors’ parameters.

Example 17–15 Creating the Constructors

public S_Image(S_LibrarySession session, S_LibraryObjectData data)
throws IfsException
{
  super(session, data);
}

public S_Image(S_LibrarySession session, java.lang.Long classID)
throws IfsException
{
  super(session, classID);
}

Table 17–4 Constructor Parameters

Parameters Datatype Description

session S_LibrarySession Current LibrarySession.

data S_LibraryObjectData Data component

classID Long Class ID for the object that is in 
the process of being created.
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Implement the Pre-Operation and Post-Operation Override Methods
Create methods that override the pre-operation and post-operation methods. 

For example, you might override the extendedPreInsert() method to set a 
system-set attribute. System-set attributes cannot be set by a client application. 
Instead, the value of system-set attributes is determined by business rules that are 
implemented on the server. 

In another case, you might overriding the extendedPreInsert() method to 
automatically set an attribute based on the value of another attribute. Since the 
attribute’s value is based on another attribute value, using a ValueDefault to 
automatically set the attribute will not suffice. You can implement the business rule 
that determines the attribute’s value on the server as an override.

Table 17–5 provides a description of the method’s parameters.

Example 17–16 Implementing the Override Methods

This is an example of an extendedPreInsert() override that performs custom 
validation for a system-set attribute. Note that the code example includes 
placeholders, in bold, that must be replaced with the appropriate code for your 
application.

// Override Pre Insert Operation
  public void extendedPreInsert(OperationState opState,
                                S_LibraryObjectDefinition def) 
  throws IfsException
  {
    // ALWAYS call super
    super.extendedPreInsert(opState, def);

    // get our session
    S_LibrarySession session = getSession();

Table 17–5 Constructor Parameters

Parameters Datatype Description

opState OperationState Used by the system to track the 
current state of operations.

def S_LibraryObjectDefinition Current object definition to be 
updated with system attributes.
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    // get the approver attribute so we can check it
    AttributeValue av1 = def.getAttribute("APPROVER");
    S_DirectoryUser approver = (av1 == null) ? null :
       (S_DirectoryUser) av1.getDirectoryObject(session);

    //validate the approver
    boolean verification = verifyApprover(approver);

    if (! verification)
    {
      // this will rollback the operation
      throw new IfsException( <your custom error code>, this );
    }

    // otherwise, set the APPROVED attribute.
    // the APPROVED bit is not settable or updateable
    // by users, but the server can set it thusly
    AttributeValue av2 = AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(true);
    def.setSystemSetAttribute("APPROVED", av2);
  }

  public boolean verifyApprover(S_DirectoryUser approver)
  {
    boolean verification = false;
    <your validation code>
    return verification;
  }
}

The first call after the method begins should be to “super.” This call implements any 
processing that has been implemented in the same method for the superclass (e.g., 
S_Document). After that, implement any custom processing logic that you require.

The override methods can, in turn, call other extended methods on this or other 
server-side Java classes. For example, you might implement convenience methods 
for getting and setting custom attributes on a content type. Or, you might 
implement processing methods that manipulate or derive data from information in 
the repository.

Complete Example
The following sample code provides a complete, working example of a server-side 
override. The example extends Oracle CM SDK  to automatically store .gif files as 
instances of a custom content type, Image. The content type possesses a server-side 
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override that automatically sets the custom attribute, Artists, based on the value of 
another attribute.

1. Create a new content type, Image, with the attributes Width, Height, and 
Artists (Example 17–17). 

2. Register the .gif file extension with the Image content type so that .gif files are 
automatically stored as Images when imported into  (Example 17–18).

3. Create a server-side Java class for the Image content type that includes an 
extendedPreInsert() override to automatically set the Artists attribute 
(Example 17–19).

Example 17–17 Creating the Image Content Type with XML

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <NAME>Image</NAME>   
    <SUPERCLASS RefType = "Name">Document</SUPERCLASS>  
    <ATTRIBUTES>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Width</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>Integer</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Height</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>Integer</DATATYPE>
        </ATTRIBUTE>
        <ATTRIBUTE>
            <NAME>Artists</NAME>
            <DATATYPE>DirectoryObject</DATATYPE>
            <CLASSDOMAIN RefType = "Name">DirectoryUser...</CLASSDOMAIN>
       </ATTRIBUTE>
    </ATTRIBUTES>
</CLASSOBJECT>

Example 17–18 Registering a File Extension for the Image Content Type with XML

<?xml version='1.0' standalone='yes'?>
<OBJECTLIST>
 <PROPERTYBUNDLE>
  <UPDATE RefType='ValueDefault'>ParserLookupByFileExtension</UPDATE>
   <PROPERTIES>
    <PROPERTY Action = 'add'>
     <NAME> gif </NAME>
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      <VALUE DataType = 'String'>
         oracle.ifs.beans.parsers.ClassSelectionParser 
      </VALUE>
   </PROPERTY>
  </PROPERTIES>
 </PROPERTYBUNDLE>

 <PROPERTYBUNDLE>
  <UPDATE RefType='ValueDefault'> 
     IFS.PARSER.ObjectTypeLookupByFileExtension
  </UPDATE>
   <PROPERTIES>
    <PROPERTY Action = 'add'>
     <NAME>gif</NAME>
     <VALUE DataType='String'>Image</VALUE>
    </PROPERTY>
   </PROPERTIES>
  </PROPERTYBUNDLE>
</OBJECTLIST>

Example 17–19 Creating a Server-side Java Class for the Image Content Type

// Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.

package MyCompany.MyApp.server;

import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;
import oracle.ifs.common.AttributeValue;
import oracle.ifs.server.OperationState;
import oracle.ifs.server.S_DirectoryObject;
import oracle.ifs.server.S_TieDocument;
import oracle.ifs.server.S_LibraryObjectDefinition;
import oracle.ifs.server.S_LibraryObjectData;
import oracle.ifs.server.S_LibrarySession;

public class S_Image extends S_TieDocument 
{  

/**   
 * Constructs an S_Image.
 *
 * @param session  the session   
 * @param id       the id   
 * @param classId  the class id   
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 * @param data     the data   
 *   
 * @exception IfsException if the operation fails   
 * @pub   
 */   
    // Constructors  
    
    public S_Image(S_LibrarySession session, S_LibraryObjectData data)
    throws IfsException  
    {    
        super(session, data);  
    }  

    public S_Image(S_LibrarySession session, java.lang.Long classID)  
    throws IfsException  
    {    
         super(session, classID);  
    }   
            
     // Overrides  
            
     public void extendedPreInsert(OperationState opState, 
                                   S_LibraryObjectDefinition def)  
     throws IfsException  
     {    
       // Always call super    
       super.extendedPreInsert(opState, def);    

       // Get the LibrarySession    
       S_LibrarySession session = getSession();    
                
       // Get the related objects    
       S_DirectoryObject owner;    
       AttributeValue av1, av2;    
       av1 = def.getAttribute("OWNER");    
       owner = (S_DirectoryObject) 
                
       av1.getDirectoryObject(session);    
                
       av2 = def.getAttribute("ARTISTS");    
                
       if (av2 == null)    
       {      
          S_DirectoryObject[] artists = {owner};      
          def.setUserSetAttribute("ARTISTS",
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                   AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(artists));
       }
   }
}

Deploying Your Override Classes
To deploy your overrides for a content type, follow these steps:

1. Compile and place the server-side Java class on the Oracle CM SDK  server host 
machine in a directory structure that corresponds to the class’ package 
(Example 17–20). Create the package directory structure directly under the 
custom_classes directory in the Oracle CM SDK  software home directory 
(Example 17–21). The custom_classes directory is already included in the 
CLASSPATH environment variable set by Oracle CM SDK . 

2. Ensure that the CLASSPATH environment variable is configured to make your 
class accessible to the Java Runtime Engine for Oracle CM SDK . If you have 
created the package directory structure directly under the custom_classes 
directory, you should not have to modify the CLASSPATH environment 
variable (Example 17–22).

3. Set the ServerClassPath attribute on the ClassObject for your content type to 
reference the fully qualified classname for your custom class. 

Example 17–20 Compiling Java Class

javac S_Image.java

Example 17–21 Directory for the Server-side Java Classes

$ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/custom_classes/MyCompany/MyApp/server/S_Image.class

Example 17–22 Using XML to Update a ClassObject’s ServerClassPath

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<CLASSOBJECT>
    <UPDATE RefType = "Name">Image</UPDATE>   
    <SERVERCLASSPATH>MyCompany.MyApp.server.S_Image</SERVERCLASSPATH>
</CLASSOBJECT>

NOTE: For instructions on creating and updating ClassObjects, 
see Chapter 5, "Extending Content Types and Attributes"
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Testing
To test your server-side overrides, write a simple Java application that constructs an 
instance of the content type and calls the methods that have been overridden. Check 
the results of your operation to ensure that the pre-operation or post-operation tasks 
were executed.

Example 17–23 Testing the Sever Override for the Image Content Type

To test the "Complete Example" that implements a server-side override for the 
Image content type, all you need to do is import a new .gif file into the repository. 
The .gif file extension has been registered for the Image content type so that Oracle 
CM SDK  will automatically store the image as an instance of Image. On insert, 
Oracle CM SDK  will automatically call the extendedPreInsert() override to 
implement the business rule for setting the Artists attribute.

You can verify that the attribute was set by the override by listing the Image’s 
attributes in CUP.

CMDLINE> find Image -attr ARTISTS

Replacing Tie Classes
If you want to implement custom behavior for content types that come with Oracle 
CM SDK  out-of-the-box, and have these behaviors inherited by all descending 
content types, you can replace the corresponding Tie class. Tie classes are 
placeholders for inserting custom code at any point in the class hierarchy without 
directly modifying the bean-side and server-side Java classes for out-of-the-box 
content types. 

For every class in the Java API, there is a corresponding Tie class. Each class that 
descends from that class extends its Tie class, rather than the class itself. For 
example, the custom class Image would extend TieDocument rather than 
Document.

java.lang.Object
  +--oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryObject
    +--oracle.ifs.beans.TieLibraryObject
      +--oracle.ifs.beans.PublicObject
        +--oracle.ifs.beans.TiePublicObject
          +--oracle.ifs.beans.Document
            +--oracle.ifs.beans.TieDocument
          +--oracle.ifs.beans.Folder
            +--oracle.ifs.beans.TieFolder
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Tie classes allow you to alter the out-of-the-box behavior of the Oracle CM SDK  
classes by “tie-ing” into the hierarchy at any level. Tie classes hold a place in the 
Java class hierarchy so you can customize the behavior of existing Oracle CM SDK  
classes and make the new behavior part of the inheritance structure. You can replace 
a Tie class with a custom Tie class that includes extended methods. Since Tie classes 
are essentially “empty,” you can replace them without having to reproduce all of 
the code that implements the out-of-the-box functionality of the Oracle CM SDK  
class being extended. Since all of the descending content types extend the Tie class 
rather than the Oracle CM SDK  class itself, they will inherit the custom methods.

For example, you may want to implement custom archiving capabilities for all 
public information stored in the repository, including documents, folders, users and 
groups. Since they apply to all public information, the behaviors would best be 
implemented on the PublicObject content type, rather than implementing the 
functionality multiple times by extending the Document, Folder, User, and Group 
content types. You could replace the TiePublicObject class with a custom 
TiePublicObject class that extends PublicObject and includes the methods 
archive() and restore(). Since Document, Folder, User, and Group classes all 
extend TiePublicObject, they will automatically inherit the methods on PublicObject 
as well as the custom methods you implemented in TiePublicObject.

Replacing a Bean-side Tie Class
To replace a bean-side Tie class, follow these steps:

1. Declare the Bean-side Tie Class.

2. Create the Constructor.

3. Create Custom Methods.

Declare the Bean-side Tie Class
First, include a class declaration. The bean-side Tie class should extend the 
bean-side class of the content type that should possess the custom behavior (e.g., 
PublicObject). Include this class in the oracle.ifs.beans package.

Example 17–24 Declare the Class

public class TiePublicObject extends PublicObject
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Create the Constructor
The bean-side Tie class must implement a constructor that calls the constructor for 
its super class. Table 17–6, "Constructor Parameters" lists the parameters for the 
constructor.

Example 17–25 Constructor

public TiePublicObject(LibrarySession session, 
                       Java.lang.Long id, 
                       Java.lang.Long classID,
                       S_LibraryObjectData data, )
throws IfsException
{
  super(session, id, classID, data);
}

Create Custom Methods
Once you have declared your class and included the constructor, you can add 
methods to implement custom behavior for all instances of the content type and its 
descending content types. 

Example 17–26 Creating Custom Methods

public LibraryObject[] getAllRelationships(LibrarySession session, 
                                           String relationshipClass)
 throws IfsException
 {
    Long id = getId();
    LibraryObject[] relObjects, rightObjects, leftObjects;

Table 17–6 Constructor Parameters

Parameters Datatype Description

session S_LibrarySession Current LibrarySession.

ID java.lang.Long The ID of a preexisting instance of 
the content type.

classID Long Class ID for the content type 
instance that is in the process of 
being created.

data S_LibraryObjectData Data component for a preexisting 
instance of the content type.
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    rightObjects = getRightwardRelationships(relationshipClass);
    leftwardObjects = getLeftwardRelationships(relationshipClass);

    int i;
    int rcount = (rightwardObjects == null) ? 0 : rightwardObjects.length;
    for (i = 0; i < rcount; i++)
    {
        relObjects[i] = rightwardObjects[i];
    }

    int lcount = (leftwardObjects == null) ? 0 : leftwardObjects.length;
    for (i = 0; i < lcount; i++)
    {
        relObjects[rcount + i] = rightwardObjects[i];
    }        
  
    return relObjects;
 }

Replacing a Server-side Tie Class
To replace a server-side Tie class, follow these steps:

1. Declare the Server-side Tie Class.

2. Create the Constructors.

3. Create Override Methods.

Declare the Server-side Tie Class
First, declare the server-side Tie class. The server-side Tie class should extend the 
server-side class of the content type that should possess the custom methods (e.g., 
S_Relationship). Put your class into the oracle.ifs.server package.

Example 17–27 Declare the Class

public class S_TieRelationship extends S_Relationship

Create the Constructors
Every server-side Tie class must implement two constructors:

■ One used for an object that currently exists in the database. This constructor 
must have parameters for the S_LibrarySession held by the application to 
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perform operations against Oracle CM SDK , and for the S_LibraryObjectData 
object that holds the data for the preexisting content type instance.

■ One used for an object that has not yet been created in the database. This 
constructor must have parameters for the S_LibrarySession, and the identifier of 
the content type being instantiated. The instance of ClassObject that represents 
the content type possesses an attribute, ID, which is used to uniquely identify 
the content type.

Table 17–7, "Constructor Parameters" provides a description of the constructors’ 
parameters.

Example 17–28 Create the Constructors

public S_TieFolderRelationship(S_LibrarySession session, 
                               S_LibraryObjectData data)
throws IfsException
{
  super(session, data);
}

public S_TieFolderRelationship(S_LibrarySession session, java.lang.Long classID)
throws IfsException
{
  super(session, classID);
}

Create Override Methods
Include overrides to implement the custom behavior you want to perform on the 
server. For example, you might implement an override that automatically sets an 
object’s ACL attribute to the AccessControlList of its parent folder by overriding the 

Table 17–7 Constructor Parameters

Parameters Datatype Description

session S_LibrarySession Current LibrarySession.

data S_LibraryObjectData Data component for a preexisting 
instance of the content type.

classID Long Class ID for the content type 
instance that is in the process of 
being created.
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extendedPreAddRelationship() method. All subclasses of the server-side Tie 
class will inherit these methods.

Example 17–29 Implement Override Methods

 public void extendedPreInsert(OperationState opState,
                               S_LibraryObjectDefinition def)
 throws IfsException  
 {
  // Always call super    
   super.extendedPreInsert(opState, def);    

   // Get the LibrarySession    
   S_LibrarySession session = getSession();    

   // Get the related objects    
   AttributeValue av1, av2, av3;    
   S_PublicObject f, po;    

   av1 = def.getAttribute("LEFTOBJECT");    
   f = (S_PublicObject) av1.getPublicObject(session);    

   av1 = def.getAttribute("RIGHTOBJECT");    
   po = (S_PublicObject) av1.getPublicObject(session);    

   av3 = f.getAttributeByUpperCaseName("ACL");

   // Apply the Folder's ACL to the item being added to the folder    
   po.setAttribute("ACL", av3);   

 }

Complete Example
The following examples provide a complete representation of the bean-side and 
server-side Tie classes for the PublicObject content type.

NOTE: See "Creating Server Overrides" for instructions on 
implementing overrides.
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Example 17–30 Replacing a Bean-side Tie Java class

// Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.

package oracle.ifs.beans;

import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryObject;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;
import oracle.ifs.beans.PublicObject;
import oracle.ifs.beans.Selector;

import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;

import oracle.ifs.server.S_LibraryObjectData;

public class TiePublicObject extends PublicObject 
{ 
 /** 
  * Constructs a TiePublicObject. 
  * 
  * @param session  the session 
  * @param id       the id 
  * @param classId  the class id 
  * @param data     the data 
  * 
  * @exception IfsException if the operation fails 
  * @pub 
  */ 
 protected TiePublicObject 
 ( 
  LibrarySession session, 
  Long id, 
  Long classId, 
  S_LibraryObjectData data 
 ) throws IfsException 
 { 
  super(session, id, classId, data); 
 } 

 public LibraryObject[] getAllRelationships(LibrarySession session, 
                                           String relationshipClass)
 throws IfsException
 {
    Long id = getId();
    LibraryObject[] relObjects, rightwardObjects, leftwardObjects;
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    rightwardObjects = getRightwardRelationships(relationshipClass);
    leftwardObjects = getLeftwardRelationships(relationshipClass);

    int i;
    int rcount = (rightwardObjects == null) ? 0 : rightwardObjects.length;
    int lcount = (leftwardObjects == null) ? 0 : leftwardObjects.length;

    relObjects = new LibraryObject[rcount + lcount];

    for (i = 0; i < rcount; i++)
    {
        relObjects[i] = rightwardObjects[i];
    }

    for (i = 0; i < lcount; i++)
    {
        relObjects[rcount + i] = rightwardObjects[i];
    }        
  
    return relObjects;
  }
}  

Example 17–31 Replacing a Server-side Tie Java class

// Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.

package oracle.ifs.server;

import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;
import oracle.ifs.common.AttributeValue;

import oracle.ifs.server.S_AccessControlList;
import oracle.ifs.server.S_PublicObject;
import oracle.ifs.server.OperationState;
import oracle.ifs.server.S_FolderRelationship;
import oracle.ifs.server.S_LibraryObjectData;
import oracle.ifs.server.S_LibraryObjectDefinition;
import oracle.ifs.server.S_LibrarySession;

public class S_TieFolderRelationship extends S_FolderRelationship 
{  

 /**   
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 * Constructs a TiePublicObject.   
 *
 * @param session  the session   
 * @param id       the id   
 * @param classId  the class id   
 * @param data     the data   *   

 * @exception IfsException if the operation fails   
 * @pub   */

 // Constructors

 public S_TieFolderRelationship(S_LibrarySession session, 
                                   S_LibraryObjectData data)  
 throws IfsException  
 {
    super(session, data);  
 }  

 public S_TieFolderRelationship(S_LibrarySession session, 
                                  java.lang.Long classID)  
 throws IfsException  
 {
    super(session, classID);  
 }   

 // Overrides  

 public void extendedPreInsert(OperationState opState,
                               S_LibraryObjectDefinition def)
 throws IfsException  
 {
  // Always call super    
   super.extendedPreInsert(opState, def);    

   // Get the LibrarySession    
   S_LibrarySession session = getSession();    

   // Get the related objects    
   AttributeValue av1, av2, av3;    
   S_PublicObject f, po;    

   av1 = def.getAttribute("LEFTOBJECT");    
   f = (S_PublicObject) av1.getPublicObject(session);    
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   av1 = def.getAttribute("RIGHTOBJECT");    
   po = (S_PublicObject) av1.getPublicObject(session);    

   av3 = f.getAttributeByUpperCaseName("ACL");

   // Apply the Folder's ACL to the item being added to the folder    
   po.setAttribute("ACL", av3);   

 }
}

Deploying Custom Tie Classes
To deploy a custom Tie class, follow these steps:

1. Compile the custom Tie classes (Example 17–32).

2. Create a directory to hold your custom Tie classes (e.g., tie_classes). It is 
recommended that the directory be located in the custom_classes directory 
located in the Oracle CM SDK  software home directory (Example 17–33). In the 
custom Tie classes directory, create subdirectories that correspond to the Tie 
classes’ package (e.g., oracle/ifs/beans and oracle/ifs/server). 
Move the custom classes to the appropriate directory.

3. Modify the CLASSPATH environment variable on the Oracle CM SDK  host 
machine to include the custom Tie class directory. Ensure that the path to these 
directories precedes the path to the repos.jar file in the CLASSPATH. This 
will enable the Java Virtual Machine to load your custom Tie classes instead of 
loading the Tie classes in the repos.jar.

Example 17–32 Compiling Java Classes

javac TiePublicObject.java
javac S_TieFolderRelationship.java

Example 17–33 Creating Directories for the Tie Classes on Solaris

$ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/custom_classes/oracle/ifs/beans
$ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/custom_classes/oracle/ifs/server

Testing
To test your custom Tie classes, follow these steps:
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1. Write a simple Java application that constructs an instance of the content type 
and calls the extended methods on that instance (Example 17–34).

2. Compile the Java class (Example 17–35) and place it in a directory that is 
appropriate for its package (Example 17–36).

3. Run the Java class (Example 17–37).

Example 17–34 Writing a Test for a Bean-side Tie Class

// Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.

package MyCompany.MyApp.tests;

import oracle.ifs.beans.Folder;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryObject;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryService;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;
import oracle.ifs.beans.Relationship;

import oracle.ifs.common.CleartextCredential;
import oracle.ifs.common.ConnectOptions;
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;
import oracle.ifs.common.ParameterTable;

public class TestTiePublicObject implements Runnable
{  

  ParameterTable params = null;
  String UserName = null;
  String UserPassword = null;
  String ServiceName = null;
  String SchemaPassword = null;
  String ServiceConfig = null;
  String Domain = null;

  public TestTiePublicObject(String[] args)
  {

    params = new ParameterTable(args);
    UserName = params.getString("UserName", "system");
    UserPassword = params.getString("UserPassword","managerifs");
    ServiceName = params.getString("ServiceName","IfsServiceDefault");
    SchemaPassword = params.getString("SchemaPassword","ifssys");
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    ServiceConfig = params.getString("ServiceConfig",
                                     "SmallServiceConfiguration");
    Domain = params.getString("Domain");

    System.out.println("Running with arguments : ");
    System.out.println("  UserName = " + UserName);
    System.out.println("  UserPassword = " + UserPassword);
    System.out.println("  ServiceName = " + ServiceName);
    System.out.println("  SchemaPassword = " + SchemaPassword);
    System.out.println("  ServiceConfig = " + ServiceConfig);
    System.out.println("  Domain = " + Domain);
    System.out.println("---------Results----------");
  }

  public static void main(String[] args)  
  {
     new Thread(new TestTiePublicObject(args)).start();
  }  

  public void run()
  {
    try
    {
       LibrarySession session = connect(UserName, UserPassword, ServiceName,
                                     SchemaPassword, ServiceConfig, Domain);

        try
        {          
           session.setAdministrationMode(true);          
           Folder f = session.getPrimaryUserProfile().getHomeFolder();          

           System.out.println("Mome Folder : " + f.getName());          

           LibraryObject[] rels = f.getAllRelationships(session,
                                          "RELATIONSHIP");          

        int i, icount;          
        Relationship rel;          
        icount = (rels == null) ? 0 : rels.length;          

        System.out.println(" Relationships : " + icount);          

        for (i = 0; i < icount; i++)          
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        {             
           rel = (Relationship) rels[i];             
           System.out.println("   " + rel.getLeftObject().getName() + " : " +
                              rel.getRightObject().getName());          
         }      
      }       
      catch (IfsException e)
      {
         System.out.println("An error occured.");  
         System.out.println("======================");
         System.out.println(e.toString());  
         e.printStackTrace();      
      }      
     finally
     {
      //Disconnect.
      session.disconnect();
     }
   }     
   catch (IfsException e)    
   {
       e.printStackTrace();
   }    
  }

  private LibrarySession connect(String UserName,String UserPassword,
                                 String ServiceName, String SchemaPassword,
                                 String ServiceConfig, String Domain)
  throws IfsException
  {
     LibraryService lsrvc = null;

     // Reuse the LibraryService if it is already running.
     // Otherwise start a new LibraryService.

     if (!LibraryService.isServiceStarted(ServiceName))
     {
        lsrvc = LibraryService.startService(ServiceName,SchemaPassword,
                                            ServiceConfig, Domain);
     }
     else
     {
        lsrvc = LibraryService.findService(ServiceName);
     }
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     CleartextCredential cr = new CleartextCredential(UserName, UserPassword);
     ConnectOptions cop = new ConnectOptions();

     return ( lsrvc.connect(cr,cop));
  }

}

Example 17–35 Writing a Test for a Server-side Tie Class

// Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.
package MyCompany.MyApp.tests;

import oracle.ifs.beans.AccessControlList;
import oracle.ifs.beans.Folder;
import oracle.ifs.beans.FolderDefinition;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryService;
import oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySession;

import oracle.ifs.common.AttributeValue;
import oracle.ifs.common.CleartextCredential;
import oracle.ifs.common.ConnectOptions;
import oracle.ifs.common.Collection;
import oracle.ifs.common.IfsException;
import oracle.ifs.common.ParameterTable;

public class TestServerTieClass implements Runnable
{  

  ParameterTable params = null;
  String UserName = null;
  String UserPassword = null;
  String ServiceName = null;
  String SchemaPassword = null;
  String ServiceConfig = null;
  String Domain = null;

  public TestServerTieClass(String[] args)
  {

    params = new ParameterTable(args);
    UserName = params.getString("UserName", "system");
    UserPassword = params.getString("UserPassword","managerifs");
    ServiceName = params.getString("ServiceName","IfsServiceDefault");
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    SchemaPassword = params.getString("SchemaPassword","ifssys");
    ServiceConfig = 
params.getString("ServiceConfig","SmallServiceConfiguration");
    Domain = params.getString("Domain");

    System.out.println("Running with arguments : ");
    System.out.println("  UserName = " + UserName);
    System.out.println("  UserPassword = " + UserPassword);
    System.out.println("  ServiceName = " + ServiceName);
    System.out.println("  SchemaPassword = " + SchemaPassword);
    System.out.println("  ServiceConfig = " + ServiceConfig);
    System.out.println("  Domain = " + Domain);
    System.out.println("---------Results----------");
  }

  public static void main(String[] args)  
  {
     new Thread(new TestServerTieClass(args)).start();
  }  

  public void run()
  {
    try
    {
       LibrarySession session = connect(UserName, UserPassword, 
                                        ServiceName, SchemaPassword,
                                        ServiceConfig, Domain);

        try
        {         
           AccessControlList defACL, propagatedACL, privateACL, publicACL;         
           Folder propagatedF, privateF, publicF;         
           String propagatedFName, privateFName, publicFName;         

           // Get the session's ID to generate unique folder names.         

           Long sessionId = session.getId();         

           // Create a FolderDefinition which will be used         
           // to create three folders to test the Tie class.         

           FolderDefinition fd = new FolderDefinition();                  
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           // Create a new folder which will be orphaned and          
           // therefore acquire the user's default ACL.         

           fd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("NAME",
              AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("PropACLFolder" + sessionId));
           propagatedF = (Folder) session.createPublicObject(fd);         
           propagatedFName = propagatedF.getName();

           System.out.println(propagatedFName + " created.");         

           defACL = propagatedF.getAcl();         

           System.out.println("  The folder is currently orphaned");         
           System.out.println("  so it has the default ACL : " +
                              defACL.getName());

           // Get the Private and Public ACLs to be set explicitly         
           // on two new folders.         

           Collection systemACLs =
              session.getSystemAccessControlListCollection();         
           privateACL = (AccessControlList) systemACLs.getItems("Private");         
           publicACL = (AccessControlList) systemACLs.getItems("Public");         

           // Create another folder which has the Private ACL.         

           fd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("NAME",
              AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("PrivFolder" + sessionId));         
           fd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("ACL",
              AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(privateACL));
           privateF = (Folder) session.createPublicObject(fd);         
           privateFName = privateF.getName();         

           System.out.println(privateFName + " created.");         
           System.out.println(privateFName + "'s ACL is : " +
                                 privateF.getAcl().getName());         
 
           // Add the original folder to the Private folder to automatically         
           // apply the Private ACL with the server override on the Tie class.

           privateF.addItem(propagatedF);         

           System.out.println("  Added " + propagatedFName + " to " +
                                privateFName);         
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           propagatedACL = propagatedF.getAcl();         

           System.out.println("  " + propagatedFName + "'s ACL is now : " +
                                propagatedACL.getName());         
 
           // Create another folder which has the Public ACL.         
           fd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("NAME",
                    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue("PubFolder" + sessionId));
           fd.setAttributeByUpperCaseName("ACL",
                    AttributeValue.newAttributeValue(publicACL));
           publicF = (Folder) session.createPublicObject(fd);
           publicFName = publicF.getName();         

           System.out.println(publicFName + " created");         
           System.out.println(publicFName + "'s ACL is : " +
                                publicF.getAcl().getName());
   
           // Add the original folder to the Public folder to automatically         
           // apply the Public ACL with the server override on the Tie class.         

           publicF.addItem(propagatedF);         

           System.out.println("  Added " + propagatedFName + " to " +
                                publicFName);         

           propagatedACL = propagatedF.getAcl();         

           System.out.println("  " + propagatedFName + "'s ACL is now : " +
                                 propagatedACL.getName());      
        }       
        catch (IfsException e)
        {
          System.out.println("An error occured.");  
          System.out.println("======================");
          System.out.println(e.toString());  
          e.printStackTrace();      
        }      
       finally
       {
          //Disconnect.
          session.disconnect();
       }
    }     
    catch (IfsException e)    
    {
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       e.printStackTrace();
    }    
  }

  private LibrarySession connect(String UserName,String UserPassword,
                                 String ServiceName, String SchemaPassword,
                                 String ServiceConfig, String Domain)
  throws IfsException
  {
     LibraryService lsrvc = null;

     // Reuse the LibraryService if it is already running.
     // Otherwise start a new LibraryService.

     if (!LibraryService.isServiceStarted(ServiceName))
     {
        lsrvc = LibraryService.startService(ServiceName,SchemaPassword,
                                            ServiceConfig, Domain);
     }
     else
     {
        lsrvc = LibraryService.findService(ServiceName);
     }

     CleartextCredential cr = new CleartextCredential(UserName, UserPassword);
     ConnectOptions cop = new ConnectOptions();

     return ( lsrvc.connect(cr,cop));
  }

}

Example 17–36 Compiling the Test Java Classes

javac TestTiePublicObject.java
javac TestServerTieClass.java

Example 17–37 Directory for the Test Java Classes

$ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/custom_classes/MyCompany/MyApp/tests/

Example 17–38 Running the Test Java Classes

java MyCompany.MyApp.tests.TestTiePublicObject
java MyCompany.MyApp.tests.TestServerTieClass
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Sample Code
Oracle CM SDK  is installed with runnable sample code files for the examples in 
this chapter. The sample code files are located in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/devdoc/customiz
ingbehavior directory. Table 17–8 lists the sample code files and their 
corresponding examples.

Table 17–8 Example Sample Code Files

Example Sample Code File

Example 17–5, "Creating an Image 
Bean-side Java Class"

Image.java

Example 17–8, "Using XML to set the 
BeanClassPath for a New ClassObject"

DeployBeanSideClassforNewCT.xml

Example 17–9, "Using XML to Update a 
ClassObject’s BeanClassPath"

DeployBeanSideClassforExistingCT.xml

Example 17–10, "Writing a Test for a 
Bean-side Java Class"

TestBeanSideClass.java

Example 17–17, "Creating the Image 
Content Type with XML"

CreateContentType.xml

Example 17–18, "Registering a File 
Extension for the Image Content Type with 
XML"

RegisterContentTypeExtensions.xml

Example 17–19, "Creating a Server-side 
Java Class for the Image Content Type"

S_Image.java

Example 17–22, "Using XML to Update a 
ClassObject’s ServerClassPath"

DeployServerSideClass.xml

Example 17–30, "Replacing a Bean-side Tie 
Java class"

TiePublicObject.java

Example 17–31, "Replacing a Server-side 
Tie Java class"

S_TieFolderRelationship.java

Example 17–34, "Writing a Test for a 
Bean-side Tie Class"

TestTiePublicObject.java

Example 17–35, "Writing a Test for a 
Server-side Tie Class"

TestServerTieClass.java
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In addition to the example sample code files, Oracle CM SDK  is installed with more 
advanced sample code that helps you get started working with the Java API. The 
API sample code is located in the <ORACLE_
HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/api directory. 

The following API sample code is relevant to this chapter.

Table 17–9 API Sample Code

Class Usage

OverrideSample.java Demonstrates server-side overrides, extendedPreAddItem                             
(ReportFolder) and extendedPreFree (Report). Uses a JDBC 
connection to update a table in a different schema
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  Building E-Mail Features into an

Application

This chapter discusses how custom applications can use the JavaMail API and the 
Oracle Content Management SDK (Oracle CM SDK) Java API to programmatically 
send and receive e-mail in Oracle CM SDK. The chapter covers the following topics:

■ How E-Mail Works in Oracle CM SDK

■ Implementing Messaging Functionality

■ Sample Code
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How E-Mail Works in Oracle CM SDK
Oracle CM SDK provides built-in messaging capabilities that enable users to send 
and receive e-mail, and enables application programmers to facilitate business 
processes by generating e-mail notifications. The framework for messaging in 
Oracle CM SDK consists of:

■ Oracle CM SDK SMTP Server

■ Oracle CM SDK IMAP Server

■ A set of Java classes

Routing Messages
Oracle CM SDK includes two protocol servers that enable users to send and receive 
messages: the SMTP protocol server and the IMAP protocol server.

The Oracle CM SDK SMTP Server is used to send and receive messages on the 
server. When a message is sent to Oracle CM SDK, it is routed through the Oracle 
CM SDK SMTP server that stores it in Oracle CM SDK. Messages sent from Oracle 
CM SDK are placed in the Oracle CM SDK outbox and then sent by the Oracle CM 
SDK SMTP server. 

The Oracle CM SDK IMAP Server makes messages in Oracle CM SDK accessible to 
messaging clients. For example, users can use Netscape Communicator (Outlook, 
Outlook Express, Eudora), which is IMAP compliant, to view messages in their 
inboxes, and send messages to any mail address (inside or outside of the Oracle CM 
SDK domain). Oracle CM SDK IMAP server supports SSL to provide security 
between the IMAP server and the e-mail client.

Storing Messages
When a message is sent to an Oracle CM SDK user, the message is stored in the 
repository. By default, messages are stored in Oracle CM SDK as instances of the 
Rfc822Message class. Oracle CM SDK minimizes the storage space consumed by 
messages by storing a single copy of the message content that is shared between the 
recipients of the message. 

NOTE: For details on configuring Oracle CM SDK to work with 
Sendmail, consult the Oracle Content Management SDK 
Administration Guide. 
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Oracle CM SDK is capable of storing messages that have been signed or encrypted 
by e-mail clients. For instructions on how to encrypt and sign messages, consult the 
messaging client’s user guide.

Oracle CM SDK allows users to search for messages by indexing the message text 
with Oracle Text. Although the message text will be indexed, this release of Oracle 
Text will index only those message attachments that have a content type of TEXT.

The message is referenced in the mail folder for each recipient. Each user’s mail 
folder is specified in the user’s PrimaryUserProfile. 

Implementing Messaging Functionality
In addition to using standard e-mail clients to send and receive messages in Oracle 
CM SDK, you can use messaging APIs to implement messaging functionality in a 
custom application.

For example, you can build a custom application that automatically generates 
e-mail notifications when certain tasks are performed in Oracle CM SDK. For 
example, the application could notify Oracle CM SDK users anytime their password 
is changed. The application would use a server-side override to generate and send a 
message to the user containing the new password. By using the Oracle CM SDK 
transaction management capabilities, the application can rollback the changes to the 
account if the message is not sent successfully.

This section covers the following topics:

■ Messaging APIs

■ Applying Transaction Management to Messaging Operations

■ Constructing and Sending Messages

■ Working with Message Folders

Messaging APIs
To implement messaging functionality, a custom application uses two APIs:

NOTE: For instructions on configuring user’s mail folders, see the 
Oracle Content Management SDK Administration Guide. To learn how 
to programmatically set the user ’s mail folder, see Chapter 15, 
"Security".
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■ The JavaMail API

■ The Oracle CM SDK Java API

The JavaMail API
Oracle CM SDK supports a standard API, the JavaMail API, for interacting to 
interact with messages in the Oracle CM SDK repository. A detailed discussion of 
the JavaMail API is beyond the scope of the Oracle Content Management SDK 
Developer Reference. However, this section includes examples that illustrate how to 
use some of the API classes, including:

■ javax.mail.Folder

■ javax.mail.Message

■ javax.mail.session

■ javax.mail.internet.MimeMessage

■ javax.mail.internet.InternetAddress

The Oracle CM SDK Java API
Oracle CM SDK Java API includes a package of classes, oracle.ifs.adk.mail, 
that enables applications to manage messages stored in Oracle CM SDK. Two 
classes in this package enable JavaMail applications to leverage the messaging 
capabilities of Oracle CM SDK:

■ IfsStore. The IfsStore class is used to allow JavaMail applications to access 
messages stored in Oracle CM SDK.

■ IfsTransport. The IfsTransport class is used to allow JavaMail applications to 
send messages via Oracle CM SDK.

Applying Transaction Management to Messaging Operations
The JavaMail API does not support transaction management. To allow custom 
applications to commit and rollback messaging operations, the classes in the 

NOTE: For information on Sun’s JavaMail API, consult the 
following site: 
http://java.sun.com/products/javamail/index.html.
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oracle.ifs.adk.mail package include methods for applying transaction 
management to messaging operations. 

As discussed in Chapter 16, "Managing Sessions and Transactions", the 
LibrarySession class provides methods for beginning, aborting, and completing 
transactions. The LibrarySession’s transaction management capabilities can be 
applied to messaging operations in Oracle CM SDK by setting the LibrarySession 
on IfsStore and IfsTransport objects. The LibrarySession is set on an IfsStore or 
IfsTransport object by calling the setLibrarySession() method on the object. 
Setting the LibrarySession on the these objects enables you to then access the 
LibrarySession to define and manage transaction blocks in the messaging 
application.

You can use a single transaction to manage operations on messaging objects along 
with operations on other Oracle CM SDK objects. To do so, the LibrarySession set 
on the IfsStore and IfsTransport objects must be the LibrarySession used to 
manipulate the other Oracle CM SDK objects. Subsequently, the shared 
LibrarySession can be used to begin, abort, and commit transactions for operations 
performed with the LibrarySession.

To apply Oracle CM SDK transaction management capabilities to messaging 
operations, an application would perform the following steps:

1. Wrap the transaction in a try clause to catch any exceptions during the 
transaction.

NOTE: For instructions on how to use manage transactions in 
Oracle CM SDK, see Chapter 16, "Managing Sessions and 
Transactions"

NOTE: The use of Oracle CM SDK transaction management 
capabilities is not in compliance with the JavaMail API. 
Consequently, the application will not be able to work with any 
JavaMail Store other than Oracle CM SDK. If you do not need to 
access the transactional features of Oracle CM SDK, you can choose 
to work with the JavaMail API directly for compatibility with other 
systems.
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2. Establish a session with JavaMail.

3. Establish a LibrarySession with Oracle CM SDK that will be used to manipulate 
messages and other objects in Oracle CM SDK.

4. Set the LibrarySession on the IfsStore or the IfsTransport so that it can be used 
to manage transactions.

5. Use the LibrarySession to start a transaction. Include the operations on 
messages and other objects in the transaction.

6. If the transaction is not completed successfully, catch the errors in the finally 
clause and abort the transaction. Aborting the transaction in a catch clause may 
cause problems if the failure is due to a Throwable that is not caught. Aborting 
in the finally clause ensures that the transaction will either be completed or 
rolled back.

Example 18–1 includes code excerpts from the Sample Code that are used to 
manage transactions for messaging operations.

Example 18–1 Using Transaction Management for Messaging Operations

1. Wrap the transaction in a try clause to catch any exceptions during the 
transaction. 

try
{

2. Establish a session with JavaMail. 

  Session javaMailSession = Session.getDefaultInstance(
    new java.util.Properties(), newifsAuthenticator(getUserName(),
    getUserPassword()));

3. Establish a LibrarySession with Oracle CM SDK that will be used to manipulate 
messages and other objects in Oracle CM SDK.

  LibraryService ifsService = 
       String domain = getDomain();
       LibraryService,startService(serviceName, schemaPassword, null, domain)
  CleartextCredential cred = 
       new CleartextCredential(userName, userPassword);
  LibrarySession ifsSession = service.connect(cred, null);

4. Set the LibrarySession on the IfsStore or the IfsTransaction so that it can be used 
to manage transactions.
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  IfsStore store = (IfsStore) javaMailSession.getStore("ifsstore");
  store.setLibrarySession(ifsSession);

  IfsTransport transport = (IfsTransport) 
javaMailSession.getTransport("ifstransport");
  transport.setLibrarySession(ifsSession);

5. Use the LibrarySession to start a transaction. Include operations on messages 
and other Oracle CM SDK objects in the transaction.

  Transaction transaction = ifsSession.beginTransaction();

  // < operations against messages and other objects >

6. Use the LibrarySession to complete the transaction, committing all operations 
atomically.

  ifsSession.completeTransaction(transaction);
  transaction = null;
}
catch (Throwable e)
{
  e.printStackTrace();
}

7. If the transaction is not completed successfully, catch the errors in the finally 
clause and abort the transaction.

finally
{
  try 
  {
    if (transaction != null)
    {
      ifsSession.abortTransaction(transaction);
        transaction = null;
    }
    if (ifsSession != null)
    {
      ifsSession.disconnect();
    }
  }
  catch (IfsException e)
  {
     e.printStackTrace();
  }
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}

Constructing and Sending Messages
You can use the messaging APIs supported by Oracle CM SDK to programmatically 
construct and transport messages. To do so, an application would perform these 
steps:

1. Obtain the javax.mail.Session.

2. Obtain a LibrarySession with Oracle CM SDK.

3. Create an IfsTransport from the javax.mail.Session. Set the Oracle CM SDK 
LibrarySession on the IfsTransport.

4. Start a Transaction with the Oracle CM SDK LibrarySession.

5. Construct a javax.mail.internet.MimeMessage.

6. Construct a javax.mail.internet.InternetAddress.

7. Construct the text of the MimeMessage.

8. Set the Subject of the MimeMessage.

9. Identify the recipients of the MimeMessage.

10. Send the MimeMessage via the IfsTransport.

11. Complete the Transaction.

12. Disconnect the Oracle CM SDK LibrarySession. If the Transaction does not 
complete successfully, abort the Transaction.

Example 18–2 includes code excerpts from the Sample Code that are used to 
construct and send messages with the messaging APIs.

Example 18–2 Constructing and Sending Messages

1. Follow steps 1-5 of Example 18–1.

2. Construct the MimeMessage.

MimeMessage curMsg = new MimeMessage(session);

3. Construct an InternetAddress for the recipients of the MimeMessage. Set the 
address on the MimeMessage.

  String addressStr = parameterTable.getString("address");
  InternetAddress address = new InternetAddress[1];
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  address[0] = new InternetAddress(addressStr);

4. Construct the text of the MimeMessage.

  String subjectStr = "Mailbox Scan Results";
  String msgTxt = "";
  msgTxt = "To: " + addressStr + "\n";
  msgTxt += "Subject: " + subjectStr + "\n";
  msgTxt += "\n";
  msgTxt += "There were " + outFolder1Count;
  msgTxt +=" messsages with subjects containing " + keyword + ".\n";
  msgTxt += "There were " + outFolder2Count;
  msgTxt += " messsages with subjects not containing " + keyword + ".\n";

  curMsg.setText(msgTxt);

5. Set the subject of the MimeMessage.

  curMsg.setSubject(subjectStr);

6. Identify the recipients of the MimeMessage.

  curMsg.addRecipients(Message.RecipientType.TO, address);

7. Use the IfsTransport to send the MimeMessage to the InternetAddress.

  transport.sendMessage(curMsg, address);

8. Use the LibrarySession to complete the transaction, committing all operations 
atomically.

  ifsSession.completeTransaction(transaction);
  transaction = null;
}
catch (Throwable e)
{
  e.printStackTrace();
}

9. If the transaction is not completed successfully, catch the errors in the finally 
clause and abort the transaction.

finally
{
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  try 
  {
    if (transaction != null)
    {
      ifsSession.abortTransaction(transaction);
        transaction = null;
    }
    if (ifsSession != null)
    {
      ifsSession.disconnect();
    }
  }
  catch (IfsException e)
  {
     e.printStackTrace();
  }

Working with Message Folders
You can use the javax.mail APIs and Oracle CM SDK Java APIs to work with 
message folders programmatically. For example, an application can move messages 
from one mail folder to another mail folder in Oracle CM SDK by performing the 
following steps:

1. Obtain the javax.mail.Session.

2. Obtain a LibrarySession with Oracle CM SDK.

3. Obtain the IfsStore from the javax.mail.Session.

4. Set the Oracle CM SDK LibrarySession on the IfsStore.

5. Start a Transaction with the Oracle CM SDK LibrarySession.

6. Fetch message folders from the IfsStore as instances of the class 
javax.mail.Folder.

7. Use the open() method to open the javax.mail.Folders.

8. Use the getMessages() method to fetch messages in javax.mail.Folders.

9. Use the appendMessages() method to add messages to javax.mail.Folders.

10. Use the setFlags() method to flag messages in a javax.mail.Folder as deleted.

11. Use the close() method to close a javax.mail.Folder and expunge all deleted 
messages.

12. Complete the Transaction.
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13. Disconnect the Oracle CM SDK LibrarySession.

14. If the Transaction does not complete successfully, abort the Transaction.

Example 18–3 includes code excerpts from the Sample Code that are used to 
manage transactions for messaging operations.

Example 18–3 Working with Message Folders

try
{

1. Establish a session with JavaMail. 

  Session javaMailSession = Session.getDefaultInstance(
    new java.util.Properties(), null);

2. Establish a LibrarySession with Oracle CM SDK that will be used to manipulate 
messages and other objects in Oracle CM SDK.

  LibraryService ifsService = 
       LibraryService.startService(serviceName, schemaPassword);
  CleartextCredential cred = 
       new CleartextCredential(userName, userPassword);
  LibrarySession ifsSession = service.connect(cred, null);

3. Obtain the IfsStore from the JavaMail Session. Set the LibrarySession on the 
IfsStore so that it can be used to manage transactions.

  IfsStore store = (IfsStore) javaMailSession.getStore("ifs");
  store.setLibrarySession(ifsSession);

4. Use the LibrarySession to start a transaction. Include operations on messages 
and other Oracle CM SDK objects in the transaction.

  Transaction transaction = ifsSession.beginTransaction();

5. Fetch message folders from the IfsStore as instances of the javax.mail.Folder 
class.

  Folder inFolder = store.getFolder(parameterTable.getString("inFolder"));
  Folder outFolder1 = store.getFolder(parameterTable.getString("outFolder1"));
  Folder outFolder2 = store.getFolder(parameterTable.getString("outFolder2"));

6. Use the open() method on the javax.mail.Folder class to open a message folder.

  inFolder.open(Folder.READ_WRITE);
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7. Use the getMessages() method on javax.mail.Folder fetch the messages in a 
folder.

  Message messages = inFolder.getMessages();

  String keyword = parameterTable.getString("keyword");
  String subject;
  MimeMessage curMsg;
  MimeMessage msgList[] = new MimeMessage[1];

  for (int i = 0; i < messages.length; i++)
  {
    curMsg = (MimeMessage) messages[i];
    msgList[0] = curMsg;
    subject = curMsg.getSubject();

    if(subject.indexOf(keyword) != -1)
    {

8. Use the appendMessages() method to add a message to javax.mail.Folder.

      outFolder1.appendMessages(msgList);
      outFolder1Count++;
    }
    else
   {
      outFolder2.appendMessages(msgList);
      outFolder2Count++;
    }

9. Use the setFlags() method to flag messages in a javax.mail.Folder as deleted.

    inFolder.setFlags(msgList, deletedFlag, true);
  }

10. Use the close() method to close a javax.mail.Folder, expunging any deleted 
messages.

  inFolder.close(true);

11. Use the LibrarySession to complete the transaction, committing all operations 
atomically.

  ifsSession.completeTransaction(transaction);
  transaction = null;
}
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catch (Throwable e)
{
  e.printStackTrace();
}

12. If the transaction is not completed successfully, catch the errors in the finally 
clause and abort the transaction.

finally
{
  try
  {
    if (transaction != null)
    {
        ifsSession.abortTransaction(transaction);
       transaction = null;
    }
    if (ifsSession != null)
    {
       ifsSession.disconnect();
    }
  }
  catch (IfsException e)
  {
     e.printStackTrace();
  }
}

Sample Code
To demonstrate using the javax.mail API and Oracle CM SDK messaging classes, 
you can review the various examples in:

<ORACLE_HOME>/ifs/cmsdk/samplecode/oracle/ifs/examples/email

Here are the details on the various examples, what they do, and how to compile and 
run them.

Overview
The enclosed  sample programs illustrates how to use the Sun Java Mail API in 
conjunction with Oracle Content Management SDK (CM SDK). These standalone 
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programs perform a variety of basic operations that involve manipulating emails 
that are stored in an Oracle CM SDK repository.

Description
These examples extend a class called  BaseEmailExample, and demonstrate simple 
programmatic manipulation of email messages stored within the repository.  

Sending an email 
IfsJavamailSendExample.java illustrates how to send an email 
programmatically. 

Reading an email 
IfsJavamailReadExample.java illustrates how to read an email and obtain 
the various attributes associated with the email. 

Email in transactions 
IfsJavamailTransactionExample.java illustrates how to wrap email 
operations within a transaction. This is unique to Oracle CM SDK and is not a 
JavaMail compliance requirement. 

EmailAgent  
EmailAgent.java illustrates how to write a email agent which gets events 
whenever an email is created in the Oracle CM SDK repository. This agent gets the 
newly created RFC822Message object and saves the attachments which are in the 
email to the user's home folder. This email agent uses the EmailAgent.def to get 
Oracle CM SDK-related information. 

Support Code 
BaseEmailExample.java and IfsAuthenticator.java are used by the 
above examples and are not standalone examples. 

The BaseEmailExample class provides a number of helper methods that perform 
a variety of standard tasks pertaining to using the Java Mail API in conjunction with 
Oracle CM SDK. 
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Compiling and Executing 

Compiling
Use the following model  to compile any of the examples listed in the table that 
follows:

javac
-d $ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/custom_classes
-classpath $ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/settings:
$ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/install/lib/cmsdk.jar:
$ORACLE_HOME/jdbc/lib/classes12.jar:
$ORACLE_HOME/lib/mail.jar:
$ORACLE_HOME/jlib/regexp.jar
oracle.ifs.examples.email.<program_name>

For example <program_name> will be: IfsJavamailSendExample.java

This will create a class in the $ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/custom_
classes/oracle/ifs/example/email directory.

Executing
To run any of the Examples you will need to execute the following line appending 
the command line arguments specific to the example as given in the table that 
follows:

java
-classpath
$ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/custom_classes:
$ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/settings:
$ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/install/lib/cmsdk.jar:
$ORACLE_HOME/jdbc/lib/classes12.jar:
$ORACLE_HOME/lib/mail.jar:
$ORACLE_HOME/jlib/regexp.jar 
oracle.ifs.examples.email.<example_class_name> <arguments if 
any>

For example <example_class_name> will be: IfsJavamailSendExample
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NOTE: Explictly set the classpath in the command line as 
indicated. This is needed to override the Java Mail API provider 
files in the $ORACLE_HOME/jdk/jre/lib/ext/mail.jar 
directory with the ones in the 
$ORACLE_HOME/ifs/cmsdk/settings/META-INF directory.

Table 18–1 Oracle CM SDK Email API Examples

Example Command

IfsJavamailSendExample.java IfsJavamailSendExample
schemaPassword = < ifs schema password >
serviceName = IfsDefault
ifsDomain = < your ifs domain >
userName = < Sender  (default is "scott") >
password = < Sender's password (default is "tiger9ifs") >
address = < email address of the recipient 
    (default is scott@yourcompany.com) >
subject = < subject of the email to be sent >
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IfsJavamailReadExample.java fsJavamailReadExample
schemaPassword = < your ifs schema password >
serviceName = IfsDefault
ifsDomain = < your ifsdomain >
userName = < User whose inbox needs to be read  (default is "scott") >
password = < User's password (default is "tiger9ifs") >

IfsJavamailTransactionExample.java IfsJavamailReadExample
schemaPassword=< your ifs schema password >
serviceName = IfsDefault
ifsDomain = < your ifsdomain >
userName = < User whose inbox needs to be read  (default is "scott") >
password = < User's password (default is "tiger9ifs") >
keyword = < keyword on which to search email (default is "email") >
outFolder1 = < mailbox in which to store emails with the keyword 
     (default is outFolder1) >
outFolder2 = < mailbox in which to store emails without the keyword
     (default is outFolder2) >
address = < recipient to whom the summary of the transaction is sent
     (default is "system@yourcompany.com") >

EmailAgent EmailAgent
parameterfile = EmailAgent.def
IFS.SERVER.Domain = <your ifs domain >                                   
IFS.SERVER.SchemaPassword = < the iFS schema password >

Table 18–1 Oracle CM SDK Email API Examples

Example Command
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Error Mess
A

Error Messages

This appendix presents typical error messages you may encounter while developing 
your application. For each message, the cause of the error as well as actions you 
may take to correct the error condition are provided.

Table A–1 Common Error Messages

IFS-10170 Invalid name/credential

Cause: Incorrect Oracle CM SDK login and password were 
entered.

Possible 
Actions:

1. Re-enter the correct login and password. 

2. Confirm that a user exists in Oracle CM SDK with the 
specified name.

IFS-10200 Unable to access object (insufficient privileges)

Cause: User tried to access a PublicObject (such as a Document, 
Folder, etc.) that the user did not have permission to access.

Possible 
Actions:

1. Have the owner change the permissions (ACL) to allow 
user to access the object.

2. If the permissions are set correctly so as to prohibit the 
user from accessing the object, no other action is applicable.
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IFS-10406 Invalid AttributeValue conversion ({0} to Java {1})

Cause: This error generally occurs when writing directly against 
the Java API. The error is coercing an attribute value to an  
incorrect datatype. An example of an invalid conversion is 
coercing a DATE to a BOOLEAN. An example of a valid 
conversion is coercing an INTEGER to a STRING.

One case worthy of a special mention is in converting from 
PUBLICOBJECT to PUBLICOBJECT. This will fail if the 
user does not have permission to access the PublicObject 
referenced in the AttributeValue.

 The parameters {0} and {1} will have the actual values that 
caused the error.

Possible 
Actions:

1. Check the datatypes, and modify them to be compatible 
datatypes.

2. In the case of coercing to a PublicObject, check whether 
the user can access the PublicObject referenced in the 
AttributeValue.

IFS-10600 Unable to construct library connection

Cause: This error occurs when the Oracle CM SDK repository 
cannot connect to the database. Generally, this is caused by 
an invalid database username specified in the service 
properties file, or an invalid database password. It can also 
occur if the DatabaseUrl setting in the service properties file 
is invalid.

Possible 
Actions:

1. Verify that the database username, password, and TNS 
names entry are set correctly, by using SQL*Plus or a 
similar tool to connect to the database.

2. Check to see if this exception encapsulates another 
exception that describes the cause more clearly.

IFS-10620 Unable to construct connection pool

Cause: This error generally occurs when database connections 
cannot be made. Typically, error 10633 causes this error to 
be thrown.

Possible 
Actions:

 If error 10633 has caused this exception, verify that the 
database username, password, and TNS names entry are 
set correctly, by using SQL*Plus or similar tool to connect to 
the database.
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IFS-10633 Unable to create library connection 

Cause: This error generally occurs when database connections 
cannot be made. Typically, error 10600 causes this error to 
be thrown.

Possible 
Actions:

 If error 10600 has caused this exception, verify that the 
database username, password, and TNS names entry are 
set correctly, by using SQL*Plus or a similar tool to connect 
to the database.

IFS-12200  Invalid item name specified (<item name>)

Cause: An attempt was made to look up an object by name in one 
of the Oracle CM SDK Collections, and no object by that 
name exists. This can occur when directly invoking the 
getItems() method on the Collection class, or indirectly by 
performing an operation that will access one of the 
Collections. An example of the latter case is when a 
ClassObject name is specified in an operation such as 
creating a new Document, and there is no ClassObject with 
the specified name.

Possible 
Actions:

Check the name specified, and re-enter a valid name.

IFS-12620 Parser: syntax error (parameter)

Cause: A syntactical error was detected by a parser while parsing a 
document stream being introduced into the Oracle CM 
SDK repository. The parameter identifies the token 
responsible for the syntax error. For example, the 
SimpleXmlParser will throw this exception when an 
unknown tag is encountered while parsing an XML file; the 
parameter is the unknown tag value.

Possible 
Actions:

Fix the document body, correcting the syntax error, and 
re-submit to ProductShortName.

IFS-20000 Unable to get repository parameter (parameter)

Cause: This error typically occurs when trying to run Oracle CM 
SDK against a partially installed Oracle CM SDK instance 
or a very old Oracle Internet File System instance (e.g., 
older than 1.0.8.0.0). This is particularly true if the 
parameter listed is the string "SCHEMAVERSION".

Possible 
Actions:

Verify that the Oracle CM SDK instance on which this error 
occurs has been installed properly, and is version 1.0.8.0.0 
or higher.
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IFS-20001 Unable to get schema version

Cause: This error is typically caused by error 20000, the inability to 
get the repository parameter named "SCHEMAVERSION". 
This generally occurs when trying to run Oracle CM SDK 
against a partially installed Oracle CM SDK instance or a 
very old Oracle Internet Files System instance (e.g., 
older than 1.0.8.0.0).

Possible 
Actions:

Verify that the Oracle CM SDK instance on which this error 
occurs has been installed properly, and is version 1.0.8.0.0 
or higher.

IFS-20010 Failed to get PropertiesResourceBundle <parameter>

Cause: This error occurs when attempting to start an Oracle CM 
SDK process by specifying a service properties file name 
that cannot be located by the Oracle CM SDK repository. 
The parameter specified in the error is the name of the 
specified service properties file. The specified service 
properties file must exist in the oracle.ifs.server.properties 
package descending from one of the directories included in 
the CLASSPATH setting for the process.

Possible 
Actions:

Check for the existence of a service properties file with the 
specified name reachable from the current CLASSPATH.

IFS-21008  Login failure (2)

Cause:  An attempt to establish an Oracle CM SDK session has 
failed, usually because the specified credential 
(name/password combination) is invalid.   In this case, this 
error encapsulates the error 10170; for all other (rare) 
authentication failures, error 10150 is encapsulated.

Possible 
Actions:

If the login failure is caused by invalid credential, re-enter 
the valid credential to establish an Oracle CM SDK session.

IFS-30002 Unable to create new LibraryObject

Cause: The creation of a new Oracle CM SDK object has failed. The 
actual cause of the failure is described in an exception 
encapsulated by this exception. For example, if a 
uniqueness constraint is violated when attempting to create 
a new object, the top-most exception will be 30002, and it 
will encapsulate exception 30010: "Attribute would not be 
unique (<attribute>)".

Possible 
Actions:

Investigate the cause of the object creation failure, take 
corrective action, and retry.
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IFS-34611  Error reserving version series

Cause: An error has occurred in "checking out" a versioned 
PublicObject, e.g., reserving the VersionSeries object 
associated with a versioned PublicObject. The failure can be 
caused by number of conditions, listed below, and 
described in most cases by inspecting the encapsulated 
exception. For example, another user already has the 
VersionSeries reserved, the encapsulated exception will be 
34602: "Operation not permitted, version series is reserved."

Possible 
Actions:

1. Make sure the VersionSeries is not reserved or locked by 
another user.

2. Make sure that the Family is not locked by another user.

3. Make sure that the last version in the VersionSeries is not 
locked by another user.

4. Verify the current user has the permission "AddVersion" 
on the target VersionSeries.

IFS-46113  No such Server (name)

Cause: An attempt was made to look up an Oracle CM SDK Server 
by name, using one of the ServerManager interfaces, when 
no such server exists. This can occur if the name is 
improperly specified, or when a server that matches this 
name is no longer running.

Possible 
Actions:

1. Re-check the active server list, using the ServerManager 
interfaces; e.g. by using the "list servers" command in the 
ServerManager commandline interface.

2. Check the ServerManager and/or protocol server logs to 
see if a server by the specified name has stopped 
unexpectantly.
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IFS-46114
Server name IfsProtocols is ambiguous; specify the 
server identifier:(<id>, <id>, ...)

Cause: An attempt was made to look up an Oracle CM SDK Server 
by name in the ServerManager comandline interface, and 
more than one server exists with this name. The identifiers 
listed in the exception text are the unique server identifiers 
of the servers that have the specified name. These 
identifiers can be used in place of the server name to 
perform an operation on a server.

Possible 
Actions:

List the servers using the -i option in the ServerManager 
commandline interface. Then, re-submit the original server 
request by using the identifier instead of the server name.
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factory for creating instances of, 3-5

Family, 3-40, 14-6
FolderPathResolver, 3-6
FolderRestrictQualification, 3-73, 3-79, 8-23
for building servers, 3-6
Format, 3-17
FreeFormQualification, 3-73, 3-84, 8-26
getting Collections, 3-8
group, 15-26
GroupMemberRelationship, 3-57
groups, 15-24
IfsCallableStatement, 16-17
IfsConnection, 16-13
IfsPreparedStatements, 16-15
IfsStatement, 16-13
JDBC, 2-2
JoinQualification, 3-73, 3-84, 8-26
LibraryService, 3-7, 16-5
LibrarySession, 3-7, 16-5
limiting attribute values for, 7-5
organized as packages, 3-2
PermissionBundle, 3-51
PrimaryUserProfile, 3-54
PropertyQualification, 3-73, 3-82, 8-24
PublicObject, 3-15
returned by search, 3-76
Search, 3-6, 3-73, 3-87, 8-28
SearchClassSpecification, 3-72, 3-76, 8-19
SearchClause, 3-73, 3-85, 8-27
searching based on, 8-2
searching recursively across subclasses, 3-76
SearchObject, 8-29
SearchQualification, 3-72, 3-76, 8-20
SearchResultObject, 3-6, 3-73, 3-88, 8-29
SearchSortQualification, 3-86
SearchSortSpecification, 3-73, 8-28, 8-44
SearchSpecification, 3-72, 8-18
Selector, 3-6, 3-69, 8-5
Server, 13-4
server-side Java, 16-12, 17-2
session management, 16-8
SortSpecification, 3-70
specifying a list to query, 8-13
specifying aliases for, 3-76
specifying for searching, 3-74, 3-75, 8-30
standard, 1-11
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SystemObject, 3-16
Tie, 3-5, 3-66, 17-3, 17-4
to define documents, 3-17
UserManagers, 15-12
ValueDefault, 3-62
ValueDomain, 3-63
VersionDescription, 3-40, 14-8
versioning, 14-4
VersionSeries, 3-40

ClassObject attributes, 3-58
ClassObject class, 3-58
ClassObject methods, 3-58
ClassObjects

applying ClassAccessControlLists to, 15-65
BeanClassPath attribute, 17-10
creating column for an Attribute, 16-11
creating tables for, 16-11
creating to represent content type, 5-5
creating using ValueDefault, 7-4
creating views for, 16-11
defining ClassAccessControlLists for, 15-5
dropping tables for, 16-11
dropping views for, 16-11
embedded, 10-19
managing access to, 15-3, 15-62
removing column for an Attribute, 16-11
setting rendering options for, 10-19
tables, 2-6

CLASSPATH environment variable
configuration, 17-10
configuration of, 17-26

CLASSPATH settings
modifying, 1-14

CleartextCredential class, 16-7
Collections

getting for classes, 3-8
columns

creating for an attribute, 16-11
LOB, 3-14
removing for an attribute, 16-11
scalar, 3-14
table, 2-6

command-line interface, 1-4
Command-Line Utilities Protocol Server 

(CUP), 1-16

components
pre-built, 1-4
re-usable, 1-4

compound documents
modeling, 6-46

conditions
including in search, 3-84
specifying multiple, 3-84

configuration
determining server, 16-7
files, 1-15
of CLASSPATH environment variable, 17-10, 

17-26
with XML files, 1-15

configuration files
creating objects with XML, 10-22

connected user, 3-10
connecting

to the repository, 3-4, 3-6
connection options, 3-10
connections

Net8, 16-3
options, 16-7
threads for, 13-5
to Oracle 9iFS, 3-10
to Oracle9i database, 16-3
to repository, 4-3
using LibraryService, 16-8

ConnectOptions class, 16-7
ConnectOptions methods, 16-7
constants

AccessLevel, 3-49
AttributeQualification class, 3-77
comparison operators, 3-78
ContextQualification, 3-80
SearchClause, 3-86
SearchSortQualification, 3-87

constraints
ClassDomain, 3-61
ValueDefault, 3-61
ValueDomain, 3-61

constructors
overloaded, 4-5
parameters, 17-6
parameters for overrides, 17-20
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content, 5-2
associating with interface, 1-12
authoring, 1-7
displaying instances of specific, 5-3
how stored, 4-2
ID, 3-21
locating, 3-21
making read-only, 3-21
manipulating unstructured, 3-20
normalizing as objects, 3-17
retrieving, 3-21
reuse of, 1-6
searches, 3-80
searching based on, 8-2
staging, 1-7
storage quota, 15-9, 15-11
storing in sectors, 4-2

content management, 2-6
content management features, 1-4
Content Management Functionality, 2-3
Content tags, 10-7
content type behavior, 17-27

customizing, 17-2
extending with Tie classes, 17-4
implementing custom, 17-4, 17-27
overriding, 17-2

content type hierarchy
designing, 5-2

content types, 3-5
adding attributes, 3-60
adding attributes to, 5-14
adding attributes with Oracle CM SDK 

Manager, 5-14
adding custom, 3-15
applying arbitrary metadata to, 5-4
applying PolicyPropertyBundles to, 6-2, 6-41
applying PolicyPropertyBundles with the Java 

API, 6-43
applying PropertyBundles to, 6-2, 6-24
applying PropertyBundles with the Java 

API, 6-27
applying PropertyBundles with XML, 6-25
attributes, 3-60
bean-side Java classes, 17-2
Category, 6-3

classes for extending, 3-16
configuring with Java API, 5-12
controlling access with 

ClassAccessControlLists, 3-51
controlling who can instantiate, 3-59
creating ClassObject to represent, 5-5
creating instances of, 3-5, 3-66
creating new, 5-5
creating using Java API, 5-12
creating with XML, 5-6, 17-23
custom, 5-2, 5-4, 17-2
customizing behavior of, 3-5, 5-4
defining, 6-2
defining characteristics of, 5-2
deleting with Java API, 5-19
deleting with Oracle 9iFS Manager, 5-19
descending, 3-65
enumerated, 3-65
extending behavior of, 3-66
extending out-of-the-box with Tie classes, 17-4
for custom preferences, 3-54
hierarchy, 3-14, 5-2
implementing behaviors of, 17-2
instantiating, 3-59
Java class hierarchy, 17-3
LibrarySession, 3-7
managing, 3-13
modifying attributes on, 5-14
names, 3-58
of domains, 3-65
parts of, 3-13
preexisting, 6-43, 6-45
programmatically adding attributes, 5-14
programmatically creating, 5-12
PropertyBundles, 6-17
registering, 3-58
Relationship, 6-46
removing attributes, 3-60
removing attributes from, 5-18
representing by set of SchemaObjects, 5-5
server-side Java classes, 17-2
storage, 3-60
storage table in database, 3-59
tables, 3-14
updating attributes on with Java API, 5-17
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updating attributes on with XML, 5-16
versioning an instance of, 3-59

ContentObject attributes, 3-20
ContentObject class, 3-17
ContentObject methods, 3-20
ContentQuota attributes, 3-55, 15-9
ContentQuota class, 3-54, 15-8, 15-9
ContentQuota methods, 3-55, 15-9
context, 3-28

behavior based on, 3-38
ContextQualification class, 3-80, 8-22
ContextQualification constants, 3-80
ContextQualification methods, 3-80
ContextQualification name, 3-80
ContextQualification subclass, 8-35
ContextSearchSpecification class, 3-75, 8-19
ContextSearchSpecification methods, 3-75
convenience methods, 3-20, 6-11
corruption

schema, 2-7
creation date and time

of folders, 3-24
credential manager, 3-54

built into Oracle 9iFS, 15-6
specifying which to use, 15-8

credentials, 4-3
authenticating user, 3-54, 15-2, 15-31
passing to LibraryService, 16-7
types of, 15-31

criteria
attribute, 3-67
class, 3-67
constructing sort, 3-70
content, 3-67
query, 3-69
search, 3-69
sort, 3-69
specifiying search, 3-67

cursor
closing, 3-88
opening, 3-88, 8-8
returning search results with, 8-8

custom class, 1-11
custom methods

inheritance of, 17-28

custom permissions, 15-4
customization

points of extensibility, 2-8
range of, 1-5

CustomXmlParser parser, 10-16

D
data

normalizing across tables, 3-14
relational, 1-5
structured, 3-16
unstructured, 3-16

data definition (DDL)
embedding, 1-2

Data Definition Language (DDL) operations, 16-11
data manipulation (DML)

embedding, 1-2
database

committing changes to the, 16-9
connecting to, 16-3, 16-9
Data Definition Language (DDL) 

operations, 16-11
establishing JDBC connection with 

external, 16-13
normalizing data across tables, 3-14
passing attribute values to, 2-6
pooling resources, 16-3
reducing number of calls to, 16-3
schema, 3-7
sessions, 2-6
storing content types in, 3-59
table columns, 2-6
tables, 2-6
user password, 3-11, 16-8
wrapping operations in a transaction 

block, 16-9
database schema

connecting to with IfsConnection, 16-13
managing operations in external, 16-12

DatabaseObjectName, 2-6
datatypes

scalar, 3-61
Date

datatype, 3-83
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dates
comparing, 3-83
comparison level, 3-79
expiration, 3-20

DDL statements, 16-19
default session, 13-9

checking connection of server’s, 13-10
creating server’s, 13-10
disconnecting server’s, 13-10
getting server’s, 13-10
specifying user for, 13-16

default version
explictly setting, 14-6

DefaultACLs
determining, 15-9

defaults
determining system, 3-9, 16-6
manipulating system, 16-6

Definition classes, 3-66
deployment

of custom server, 13-19
of custom Tie classes, 17-36
of overrides, 17-26
restarting processes after, 1-15

deployment locations, 1-14
description

ApplicationObject, 3-26
Category, 3-30
folder, 3-24

development
advanced, 1-10
architect, 1-3
backup, 1-16
basic, 1-10
Java, 1-3
pre-built components, 1-4
roles, 1-3
skills, 1-2
tools, 1-12
web authoring tools, 1-4

directory
group, 15-5
information structure of, 15-7
of users, 15-2
user, 15-5

DirectoryGroup attributes, 3-57, 15-10, 15-11
DirectoryGroup class, 3-57, 15-7, 15-10, 15-24

subclassing, 15-24
DirectoryGroup methods, 3-57, 15-10
DirectoryGroups

creating, 15-21
deleting, 15-21
modifying, 15-21

DirectoryObjects
adding to DirectoryGroup, 15-37
defining with Java, 15-12
defining with Oracle Internet File System 

Manager, 15-12
removing from DirectoryGroup, 15-37
using XML to define, 15-11

DirectoryUser attributes, 3-53
DirectoryUser class, 3-53, 15-7

attributes, 15-8
managing the user, 15-7
methods, 15-8

DirectoryUser methods, 3-53
DirectoryUser profile, 15-8
DirectoryUsers

applying ExtendedUserProfiles to, 15-19
authenticating, 15-31
creating with Oracle CM SDK clients, 15-13
using Java API to manage, 15-12

distinguished name, 15-6
Distributed Authoring and Versioning (DAV) 

support, 2-10
Document

extending, 3-16
runtime object, 4-6
tag, 10-6
values as instances of, 3-64

Document class, 3-17, 14-2, 14-4
attributes, 3-18
methods, 3-18
subclassing using XML, 10-22
versionable, 14-2

document display, 1-12
Document object

creating, 4-3, 4-6
document path, 4-7
DocumentDefinition
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attributes, 4-5
creation process, 4-6

DocumentDefinition class, 4-5
documents, 3-16

AccessControlList, 3-19
accessing the current state of, 14-6
associating PolicyPropertyBundles with, 6-41
associating with categories, 6-3
associating with Folder objects, 4-7
cancelling check-outs, 14-16
categorizing, 6-8
character set, 3-20
Check-in/check-out functionality, 14-2
checking in new versions of, 14-14
checking out, 14-13
classes used to define, 3-17
collecting all versions into Family, 14-3
controlling access to versioned, 14-11
copying to local system, 14-7
creating subclass with XML, 10-3
creation date and time, 3-19
deleting specific version of, 14-18
deleting versioned, 14-18
describing versions of, 14-8
determining creator of, 3-19
determining owner of, 3-19
determining the name of, 3-18
determining which parser to use, 10-14
explicitly setting default versions of, 14-6
extracting data from XML, 10-6
foldering, 4-7
format, 3-21
getting, 14-8
language, 3-21
literal XML, 10-5
managing versions of, 14-6
modeling compound, 6-46
nonversioned, 14-3
overwriting current versions, 14-5
owner, 3-27
parsing XML, 10-3
persistent, 4-6
persistent XML, 10-3
preprocessing with a parser, 12-2
preventing overwriting, 14-2

providing description of, 3-19
referencing spcific instances, 14-4
relevance of content in search, 3-67
rendering XML, 10-4
repository, 1-9
representing a series of sequential changes, 14-4
resolving the current state of, 14-23
retrieving content from, 3-21
security, 2-3
setting expiration date, 3-20
size, 3-21
storing content of, 3-75
storing same in multiple folders, 4-9
storing XML, 10-4
storing XML without parsing, 10-5
tracking changes made to, 3-40, 14-5
transient XML, 10-3
unfoldered, 4-7
versioned, 14-10
versioning, 3-40, 14-2
viewing history, 14-16
when last modified, 3-19
who last modified, 3-19

domains
determining content type of, 3-65
imposing on attribute’s value, 3-63

DTD validation, 1-5, 10-5, 10-8
dynamic properties, 13-17

methods for managing, 13-17

E
e-mail

notification, 1-7, 18-3
e-mail capabilities, 18-2
enumerated values, 3-37, 3-63
error

parsing, 10-6
error messages, A-1
event handler, 3-10
events, 13-13

callback objects, 13-14
managing, 3-7, 3-10
posting on LibraryObject, 13-13
processing, 16-7
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processing in thread-safe manner, 13-15
receiving, 13-13
registering, 13-13, 13-14
responding to, 1-11

executing, 3-73
ExistenceQualification class, 3-73, 3-81, 8-24
ExistenceQualification methods, 3-81
ExistenceQualification subclass, 8-36
expiration

date, 3-20
folder, 3-25

ExpirationDate
clearing an, 15-37
setting an, 15-37

extended user profiles, 15-6
ExtendedPermissions, 3-48, 15-4, 15-33

AccessLevel methods, 3-50
in AccessControlEntry, 15-37
methods on S_PublicObject relating to, 15-40
methods relating to, 3-50, 15-39
PublicObject methods, 3-51

ExtendedPermissions class, 15-39
ExtendedUserProfile

applying to custom application, 3-55
applying to DirectoryUsers, 15-19
associating with application, 15-9
managing custom preferences with, 15-8

ExtendedUserProfile attributes, 3-55
ExtendedUserProfile class, 3-54, 15-9, 15-15

creating with Java, 15-17
creating with XML, 15-15, 15-16
deleting with Java, 15-19
modifying attributes with Java, 15-18
modifying with XML, 15-15
subclassing, 15-16

ExtendedUserProfile methods, 3-55
external database

establishing JDBC connection with, 16-13

F
factory

for creating instances of classes, 3-5
Family

referencing document’s, 14-21

Family attributes, 3-41
Family class, 3-40, 14-6
Family methods, 3-41
Family Object, 14-3

grouping versions into VersionSeries, 14-4
File Allocation Table (FAT), 4-2
file extensions, 3-22

registering with XML, 17-23
file server

Oracle 9iFS as a, 1-5
file types, 1-5
files

configuration, 1-15
how stored, 4-2
uploading with XML, 10-22
XML configuration, 1-15

finding objects, 3-9
Folder

extending, 3-16
folder

restricting search to a, 3-80
Folder attributes, 3-23
Folder methods, 3-23
folder path

locating item based on, 3-25
foldered, 4-7
foldering

Category instances, 6-3
nonversioned documents, 14-19
versioned documents, 14-19

FolderPathRelationship, 3-22
attributes, 3-23

FolderPathResolver class, 3-6
FolderRelationship

attributes, 3-25
methods, 3-25

folder-restricted queries, 8-2, 8-14
FolderRestrictQualification class, 3-73, 3-79, 8-23
FolderRestrictQualification methods, 3-79
FolderRestrictQualification subclass, 8-33
folders, 3-16

access to, 3-24
applying AccessControlLists to, 3-24
applying PolicyPropertyBundles to, 6-45
as PublicObjects, 4-7
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associating with categories, 6-3
branching, 3-79
categorizing, 6-8
creation date and time, 3-24
creators of, 3-24
descriptions, 3-24
expiration, 3-25
home, 3-55, 15-9
last modifier of, 3-25
last update date and time, 3-25
left-hand, 3-26
limiting search to specific, 8-14
limiting search to specified, 3-79
mail, 18-3
managing, 3-22
manipulating, 3-23
manipulating items in, 3-25
names of, 3-24
owners of, 3-24
parent, 4-9
relationships, 3-23
restricting search to specified, 8-33
retrieving searches to, 3-67
right-hand, 3-26
searching, 3-80
specifying home, 3-54
storing documents in multiple, 4-9
updating with latest document versions, 14-21
versioning, 3-40
working with message, 18-10

Format
attributes, 3-22
methods, 3-22

Format class, 3-17
Format instance, 3-21
formats

ASCII, 3-22
Binary, 3-22
file extension, 3-22
MIME/Type, 3-22
name, 3-22
XML date, 10-9

FreeFormQualification class, 3-73, 3-84, 8-26
FreeFormQualification methods, 3-84
FreeFormQualification subclass, 8-40

G
getResolvedPublicObject() method, 14-23
getting, 3-19
grantees, 3-48
group class, 15-24

creating with Java, 15-25
creating with XML, 15-25
custom instances of, 15-27
deleting with Java, 15-27
modifying attributes of, 15-26
modifying attributes of with Java, 15-26

GroupMemberRelationship attributes, 3-57
GroupMemberRelationship class, 3-57
GroupMemberRelationship methods, 3-57
groups

adding attributes to, 15-10
adding behavior to, 15-10
adding custom attributes to, 15-24
adding custom behaviors to, 15-24
adding groups to, 15-11
adding members to, 3-57, 15-11
adding to groups, 3-57
applying permissions to, 15-32
classifying, 15-10
defining custom classes, 15-24
determining members of, 3-57, 15-11
direct members of, 3-57, 15-11
directory of, 15-5
grantees, 3-48
granting access permissions to, 15-6
granting permissions to information, 3-46
managing membership, 15-10
organizing users into, 3-56, 15-6
removing groups from, 3-57, 15-11
removing users from, 3-57, 15-11
types of, 15-6

guest session, 13-10

H
hierarchies

class, 3-15, 3-60
content type, 3-14, 5-2
extending, 3-15
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Java class, 17-3
home folder, 3-54, 15-9

specifying, 3-55
HTTP Digest Credential

determining type of, 3-12
HTTP Server, 11-2
HTTP servers, 13-20
HTTP servlet, 13-20
HTTPDigestCredential methods, 3-11

I
ID

content, 3-21
of referenced object, 10-12

identifers
find objects by, 3-9

identifiers
finding objects by, 16-6

IfsCallableStatement class, 16-17
executing a SQL stored procedure, 16-17

IfsConnection class, 16-13
connecting to a database schema, 16-13

IfsPreparedStatements class, 16-15
calling a pre-compiled SQL statement, 16-15

IfsSimpleXmlParser parser, 6-52, 15-12, 15-41
IfsStatement class, 16-13

constructing static SQL statements, 16-13
ifssys

password, 3-11
IndexedBlobMedia

storage, 3-21
indexing

of e-mail messages, 18-3
text, 1-4
with Oracle Text, 2-4

information
about connected user, 3-10
cache, 3-7
caching, 16-2
controlling access to, 3-45
directory structure, 15-7
exporting, 3-89
granting access to, 3-46
localization, 3-10

managing custom types of, 5-2
organizing with categories, 6-3
pre-processing, 3-89
searching/retrieving, 3-67
server configuration, 3-9
specifying classes to search, 3-74
types, 3-16
version, 3-9

information types
managing custom, 5-2

inheritance, 2-7, 17-2
of behaviors by descending content types, 17-27
rules of, 3-14

initialization
server, 13-7

installation
scripting for application components, 1-16

instantiation
of content types, 3-59

integrity
referential, 3-62

interface
associating content with an, 1-12
building a custom, 1-12
command-line, 1-4
custom application, 17-3
designer, 1-3
Search, 3-71
writing custom web, 1-2

isVersionable () method, 14-3

J
Java

developer, 1-3
objects, 1-9
structure, 3-72

Java API, 1-9
applying ClassAccessControlLists with, 15-66
applying PolicyPropertyBundles to content types 

with, 6-43
authenticating users with, 15-31
creating ClassAccessControlLists, 15-64
creating groups class with, 15-25
creating PolicyPropertyBundles with, 6-38
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creating PropertyBundles with, 6-22
creating ValueDomain, 7-11
deleting PolicyPropertyBundles with, 6-40
deleting PropertyBundles with, 6-24
methods that perform Data Definition Language 

(DDL) operations, 16-11
modifying PolicyPropertyBundles with, 6-39
modifying PropertyBundles with, 6-23
packages, 3-2
passing attributes to database, 2-6
relating PublicObjects with, 6-51
removing attributes using, 5-18
sample code, 6-66, 14-26
updating attributes with, 5-17
using to apply an ACL to a PublicObject, 15-50
using to apply PropertyBundles, 6-27
using to create AccessControlLists, 15-45
using to create an ExtendedUserProfile 

class, 15-17
using to create category types, 6-5
using to create new content types, 5-12
using to create relationship types, 6-48
using to define DirectoryObjects, 15-12
using to delete category instances, 6-12
using to delete ExtendedUserProfile class, 15-19
using to delete group classes, 15-27
using to delete relationship types, 6-50
using to modify AccessControlLists, 15-47
using to modify attributes on group 

classes, 15-26
using to modify category types, 6-7
using to modify ExtendedUserProfile 

class, 15-18
using to modify relationship types, 6-49
using to update category instances, 6-11
using to update relationships, 6-54
using to work with DirectoryUsers, 15-12
using to work with PrimaryUserProfiles, 15-12

Java classes
bean-side, 3-65, 17-2, 17-5
creating a custom bean-side, 17-3
extending, 3-5, 3-66
extending bean-side, 17-2
extending server-side, 17-2
for implementing content type behavior, 3-59

for searching and retrieving information, 3-67
for working with content type, 3-65
functionality of, 2-5
hierarchy, 17-3
implementing custom, 6-11
Selector, 3-65
server-side, 3-65, 17-2
testing custom, 17-11
Tie class, 17-3

Java Server Page (JSPs)
to display content, 5-3

Java Server Pages (JSPs), 1-11, 2-10, 11-2
JavaBean, 2-10, 3-37
JavaMail API, 18-4
JDBC classes, 2-2
JDBC connection

establishing with external database, 16-13
JDBC operations

against tables, 16-18
restrictions on, 16-18

JDBC transactions
that throw an SQLException, 16-19

JoinQualification class, 3-73, 3-84, 8-26
JoinQualification subclass, 8-34
joins

constructing, 3-73, 3-84
displaying, 2-7
searching based on, 8-15

JSP
associating with subclass, 1-13
creating, 1-13

L
language

document, 3-21
specifying for search, 3-87

LeftObject attribute, 15-11
LibraryObject class, 3-5
LibraryObjects

availability of changed, 16-12
retrieving, 3-88

LibraryService, 4-3
determining password, 16-8
determining which to use, 3-10, 16-8
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LibraryService class, 3-4, 3-7, 16-5
LibraryService methods, 16-5
LibraryServices object, 16-2
LibrarySession

establishing, 4-3
managing sessions, 16-4

LibrarySession class, 3-4, 3-7, 16-5
managing transactions with, 16-9

LibrarySession methods, 16-5
LibrarySessions object, 16-4
lifecycle

document, 14-3
of server, 13-6

linguistic analysis, 3-21
LOB column, 3-14
locale

determining session, 16-8
session, 3-10

localization
getting information, 3-10

locating
items, 3-25

log methods, 13-9
logging in

session, 3-7
logging level, 13-9
logic

application, 1-4
business, 1-4
server-side, 1-4

M
mail folders, 18-3

moving messages between, 18-10
media

storage, 3-21
members

adding to groups, 15-11
direct group, 3-57

memory
distributing demands, 16-3
optimizing usage, 16-2

messages
constructing, 18-8

encrypted, 18-3
error, A-1
making available to messaging clients, 18-2
managing with Oracle CM SDK Java API, 18-4
searching for, 18-3
sending and receiving, 18-2
signed, 18-3
storing in repository, 18-2
transporting, 18-8
working with folders, 18-10

messaging
APIs, 18-3
e-mail sample program, 18-13
programmatically, 18-8
supporting transaction management, 18-4

messaging application, 18-3
messaging capabilities, 18-2
metadata

applying, 3-28
applying arbitrary, 1-11, 5-3, 5-4
applying the same, 1-11
arbitrary, 6-2
extracting, 1-11
joining, 3-84
searches, 6-56
searching based on, 3-30
storage, 4-2
storing ad-hoc, 3-32
storing in PropertyBundle, 3-82

methods
AccessControlEntry, 3-48, 15-36
AccessControlList, 3-47
AccessLevel, 3-49, 3-50, 15-38
adding to subclasses, 1-12
ApplicationObject, 3-26
Attribute, 3-60
AttributeQualification, 3-77
AttributeSearchSpecification, 3-74
Category, 3-30
ChallengeResponseCredential, 3-11
changing the processing of, 1-11
ClassDomain, 3-64
ClassObject, 3-58
ConnectOptions, 16-7
ContentObject, 3-20
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ContentQuota, 3-55
ContentQuota class, 15-9
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attributes, 15-8
methods, 15-8
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methods, 3-36
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PropertyBundle attributes, 3-36
PropertyBundle for, 3-33
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AccessControlList, 15-48
setting owner of, 15-69
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unlocking, 15-37
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Relationship content type, 6-46
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modifying with the Java API, 6-49
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updating with Java, 6-54
updating with XML, 6-54
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AccessControlEntries (ACEs), 10-20
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deep, 10-19
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access to the, 15-5
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content storage in, 4-2
document, 1-9
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metadata storage in, 4-2
Oracle9i database, 1-4
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retrieving information from, 3-88
retrieving search results from, 8-16
sample application, 1-9
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user’s content quota, 3-54

repository-level security, 15-2
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retrieving, 3-73, 3-87
search, 8-16
sorting, 8-3
specifying sort order, 3-75, 3-86, 8-44
using a cursor, 8-8
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working with search, 3-70
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content, 1-6
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rolling back

changes, 16-9
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roundtrip XML, 10-7
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override Delete function, 1-9
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arbitrary metadata, 6-61
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overrides, 17-45
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searching, 8-47
security, 15-70
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Oracle CM SDK, 2-6
preventing corruption of, 2-7
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creating, 5-5
creating programmatically, 5-12
creating with XML, 5-6, 10-22
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scripts, 1-4
application components installation, 1-16

search, 2-4
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overview, 8-2
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recursive, 3-69, 8-4
recursively across subclasses, 3-76
relevancy score, 3-80
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retrieving results, 3-87
retrieving to specific folder, 3-67
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saving, 8-16
scores, 3-67
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sort order, 3-69
sort order of results, 3-86, 8-15
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specifying sort order, 8-44
text string, 3-81
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WHERE statement, 3-85
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results of, 3-6
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rules of operation, 8-4
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applications, 13-2
building a, 3-89
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classes for building a, 3-6
connecting to a, 4-3
creating custom protocol, 13-4
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defined, 13-2
deploying custom, 13-19
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